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GORDON BROWNE

BEFORE THE MURDER OF JAMES

I.

AT PERTH,

Catherine Douglas bars the Door, with her Arm, to prevent the
OF THE conspirators.

(A.D. I437.>

THE ASSASSINATION OF JAMES

OF SCOTLAND

I.

AT PERTH.
At the Christmastide of

a.d.

1437. James

Forth a Highland
lord the king,
theless

if

woman

you pass

I.

When

Perth on one of his justiciary progresses.

of Scotland proceeded to

he was about to cross the

appeared suddenly before him and cried: "
this

water you shall never return alive."

he proceeded to Perth and took residence

P)lack Friars.

conspirators,

Just

when the King had

headed by

Sir

in the

My

Never-

Monastery of the

retired for the night, a

band of

Robert Graham, entered the building.

was a sudden uproar, a glare of torches, a tramp of armed men.

There

The

ladies

of the Queen's bed-chamber rushed to fasten the door that led to the great
hall,

but they found that the lock had been rendered useless.

instant Catherine Douglas thrust her
spirators at bay, but it
open.

was snapped

arm

in two

Meanwhile the King had escaped

he was ultimately discovered and

On

the

into tlu staple to hold the con-

when

to

the door 7vas burst violently

a chamber underground, where

slain.
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Earl of March submits to the invaders Edward Baliol raised to the Scottish throne David II. conveyed
He is surprised at Annan, and
to France Reaction of the Scots Bahol's submission to Edward III.
driven into England Disastrous encounters with the English Edward III. invades Scotland He besieges
of
by
Edward
III. at Halidon Hill
Edward
the Scots
Berwick— He executes the governor's son Defeat
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Randolph appointed regent

nobles to Scottish estates

—

—

—

—

is

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—
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cool retreat before the

EngUsh at Stronkaltere

Resistance of the Scottish patriots
his claim to the French crown.

— Edward

— Difficulties

of

Edward III. in his Scottish campaign
by his designs on France — Nature of

recalled from Scotland

death of Robert Bruce Thomas Ran-

remuneration, that the mulct was )iroportion-

dolph, Earl of Moray, became regent of Scotland. His fii-st proceedings were those of a strict

The ploughman also might leave
and plough-harness beside, or attached
to, the utensil, for if they were stolen the sheriff
had to man.e good the loss by the payment of
two shillings to the loser. This severe administration of justice and strict order for the safety
of property reminds us of the days of Malachi
in Ireland or Alfred in England. His own justiciary progresses over the kingdom, in which
he was indefatigable, were enough to rouse the

On

tlie

and active justiciary, and in this capacity one of
his awards was characterized by a boldness unwonted in the rulers of the period. A man who
had murdered a priest had repaired to the papal
court, and having done penance, whatever it
might be, obtained absolution. Confiding in his
pardon he returned to Scotland, but was apprehended and brought before the regent, who was

ably raised.
his shai-e

holding a justice-court at Inverness. On the
trial the culprit pleaded the jmpal absolution as

acti\nty of inferior magistrates, while his merci-

a complete answer to every legal demand but
the reply of Randolph was sharp and brief.
" You have been absolved," he said, " from the
sin of the deed, but not from its civU conse-

for their

quences ;" and the murderer was forthwith sentenced and executed. The other acts of R;indolpli, in quelliug the disorders of the country

the town wall with their heads, so that

:

and restoring peace and security, were of the
same stem character but they were conformable to the age and tlie rude state of Scottish
society. He ordained that travellers, on alight;

less impartiality

remiss.

who had been

price of

it.

sIieriflT

of tlie district

was

to

in one of his pro-

and garnished

—

light,

exclaims
'*Wes nevjT nane

in justyce lyk

Erie in oure kynryk
sparyd nowthyre for luivc na awe.
As caus wes to do tho lawe. " *

Till this

Ho

pay the

this simple jirinciple of

him

when

Randolph arrived he found these gory tokens
stuck up, and "grynnaud rycht wgly," and the
work on which he had set out well nigh com" off that sycht he wes rycht blyth."
pleted
Wyntoun, who records these doings with de-

If the horse itself should be stolen,

we may suppose, from

sent before

gresses, arrested fifty evil-doers

ing at a hostelry, should only fasten the horse'.t
bridle to the door; and .should the bridle be
stolen the

might well make them quake

own safety if they should be found
On one occasion his coroner or deputy,

'

Scoticlirm.

lib. x»-iii. c.

13;

Wyntoun,

b. viil.
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Having brought the country into settled order
with an iron hand Randolph now proceeded to
the coronation of liis sovereign and cousin,
David II., and he and his queen Joanna were
solemnly crowned at Scone on the 24th of November, 1331. The sacred ceremony of anointing, which the church had withheld from the
father, was on this occasion extended to his son,
for by a bull from John XXII. addressed to
Robert Bruce, the Bisho]} of St. Andrews, and
faUing him the Bishop of Glasgow, was commissioned to pour the holy oil upon his successor. The youthful sovereign, now only eight
years old, after receiving knighthood from Randolph, bestowed that honour on Thomas, the
regent's eldest son, and several others of the
nobility.i

Well, indeed, might the Earl of Moray be
anxious to compose the disordei-s of the kingdom,
and establish the regular succession in the throne.

For even already those clouds were gathering
which threatened a fresli storm and a renewed
str jggle for national liberty.

Edward

III., the

[a.d. 1329-1336.

Beaumont, of whose lands in Scotland Bruce
had taken possession during the war, but had
agreed to restore them by one of the terms of
the late treaty. This restitution was granted in
the case of Percy, but in that of Wake and
Beaumont Randolph delayed. And there were
causes that justified this delay. Beaumont, in
right of his wife, claimed the earldom of Buchan,
by which he would have become one of the most
powerful of the Scottish nobility; while

Wake

demanded

the lordship of Liddel, through which
he would have held the key of the western
marches. While they would thus have the
means to facilitate an English invasion into
Scotland, their inclination towards such a measure could scarcely be doubted, for both of these
lords had loudly protested against the peace of
Northampton and were eager for a renewal of
the war.2 Randolph therefore paused in the
work of restitution although it was urged by

the repeated

two

lords,

demands

Edward

of

becoming hopeless

concession, resolved to extort

it

and the
a voluntary

III.;

of

by

force.

For

purpose they formed an alliance with Ed-

high-spirited but unfortunate hero of the short

this

campaign on the Wear, had there ended as well
as commenced the rashness and errors of his
public career. From that period he was never to
be young, and he had already entered upon that
course in which he was to prove himself as
unscrupulous and ambitious a politician, and a
still more fortunate conqueror, than his grandfather Edward I. It was natui'al that he should

ward

whose restoration to the royal
formed the pretext of their
by all
those English barons who, like themselves, had
Baliol,

rights of his father

invasion; and they were speedily joined

look to the recovery of his sovereignty over

been dispossessed of their Scottish lordships
to recover them.
They soon
mustered their military retainers, avowed their
purpose of placing Edward Baliol ujjon the
throne of Scotland, and were ready to commence

Scotland as an inheritance of which he had

their

been defrauded during his minority, and this
feeling must have been sharpened by the recollection of how successfully he had been foiled in
his first attempt by him who was now the Scottish regent.
The achievement of such a conquest, which revenge and ambition prompted,
he must also have felt had been greatly facilitated by the deaths of Bruce and Douglas,
leaving none of the great Scottish leaders
to oppose him but Randolph himself, now becoming an old man whose career must soon be
ended. But the example of his gi'andfather's
over-eagerness had taught him caution, and he
advanced towards his object with those slow
and silent steps that give the surest promise of

of

His

proceeding was to invite Edward, the son and heir of the unfortunate John
Baliol, to England.
He then demanded that,

success.

fii-st

and were eager

march across the Border. But the consent
III., which was necessary for the inroad, was refused.
His measures had thus far
ripened the design, and he had interposed no
check to those military preparations by which
the war was to be renewed. He now professed
a sacred regard for the treaty of Northampton,
which would not permit an inroad of such open
and warlike character but he could not hinder
them from privately embarking their small
force at an English poll and entering Scotland
by sea. This the invadei-s well understood, and

Edward

;

accordingly they set

sail uninterrupted from
Ravenspur, near the mouth of the Humber,
while the English king was commanding his

by proclamation

subjects

to i-espect the peace of

Northampton.^ Thus Edward III., if the expedition failed, could disown it as a prohibited

of their Scottish estates

outbreak. But if, in the strange chances of
such a period, it should cluinge the dynasty or
eifect the conquest of Scotland, the advantages
of a war that had cost liim nothing would be

replaced in their possessions.

his

in fulfilment of the

those English lords

treaty of Northampton,

who had been

dispossessed

and lordships should be
These nobles were
Thomas Lord Wake, Henry Percy, and Henry
•

Scotichnm. L

xiii. c.

21

;

Wyntoun,

b. vili.

own.

2

Feed. Ang.

3

Leland

;

ad.

1331-2.

Knighton

;

Walsingham.

REGENCY OF RANDOLPH.

A.D. 1329-1336.]

The number as well as the claims of those
nobles who had entered Scotland to make good
their pretensions at the sword-point were suffi-

Besides the two who have
been aheady mentioned, was Gilbert de Umfraville, whose father had been deprived of the
earldom of Angus and lordship of Dunipace;
David de Strathbogie, who claimed through his
mother the earldom of Athole Richard Talbot,
ciently formidable.

;

who; in right
estates that

enoch

;

of his wife

demanded

h;df of the

Comyn of BadFerrers, who laid claim

had belonged

to

and Henry de
Galloway which had descended to

to lands in

his family through

De Quincy, Earl

of

Win-

were so numerous that had
all their claims been fulfilled half the property
of Scotland must have changed ownera and
an English aristocracy been imposed upon its
national councils. But the whole force which
they embarked for the achievement scarcely
numbered three thousand soldiers. So desperate an adventure confirms the suspicion that
treachery had revived in Scotland since the
death of Bruce, and that they were well assured
of finding alUes and supported at their landing.
Aware of the designed invasion, Randoljih had
assembled his forces and marched to Colbrandspath to meet the enemy at then- first entrance;
but on learning that they were coming by sea
he retraced his steps and proceeded northwards,
to be ready at whatever point they might land.
It was in the midst of all this activity and careful preparation that he sickened and expu-ed at
Musselburgh, near Edinburgh. His death, so
sudden and so opportune for the invadere, gave
strength to the report that he had been taken
ofi" by poison, and this report has been handed
down by our earliest historians.^ But if it be
true that in his last days he was afflicted with
the stone, a disease which the rude science of

The

cliester.*

rest

the age had not learned to cure, this
sufficiently account for his

may

sudden death without
who were bene-

aspersing those gallant enemies

by his death.
Thus Bruce, Douglas, and finally Randolph
had passed away, the last at a period that his
political wisdom and military skill were most
needed and when the Scottish parliament was
fited

;

assembled on the 2d August, 1332, to appoint
his successor in the regency, they mu.st have
felt themselves perplexed as well as limited in
their choice. For Bruce's grandson, the Steward,
was still a minor; the surviving heroes of the
former war were scarcely of rank and influence
sufficient for such an oflSce, and among the
higher
either

nobility

by

were many connected

there

;

;

their fleet with ordere to sail round the coast

and anchor in the mouth of the Tay. Here
their doom was apparently certain, for the Earl
of Mar drew up against them on Dupplin Moor,
on the opposite side of the Earn, with an army
of 30,000 Scots, while another almost equally

numerous, commanded by the Earl of March,
had advanced to Auchterarder, only eight miles
distant from Forteviot.* Nothing, indeed, could
be more perilous than the condition of this
handful of invaders, deprived of their shipping
and inclosed between two such armies but
they knew that there was treason in the Scottish camp, and they resolved to become the
;

They cro.-^sed the Earn at midnight,
being diiected by a stake planted in the ford of
the river by Andrew Murray of TuUiliardine, a
traitor serving under the banner of March, and
assailants.

advanced up the hill to the army of the regent,
where no sentinels had been placed, and where
the soldiers themselves were either drunken
with riotous mirth or buried in the sleep of
their debauch.
Their first onset wa.s terrible
upon a crowd of newly-awakened and naked
soldiers, and would have been instantly successful but for the generous valour of Thomas, Earl

relationship or political alliance with
*

>

Dugdale.

VOL.
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But the greatness of the difficulty
seems to have bereft them of pnidence, and
their election was the worst that could have
been made; for it fell upon Donald, Earl of Mar,
most of whose life had been spent in England,
first as a prisoner, and afterwards as a voluntary sojourner, and who had enjoyed Uttle or
no opportunity of acquu-ing experience either
in war or government.
But he was the late
king's nephew, and this perhaps the parliament
thought was quahfication enough. Only four
days afterwards Baliol landed near Kinghorn
on the Firth of Forth. One such onset as that
of Bishop Sinclair might have driven the invadei-s into the sea and swamped the whole adventure in an instant but Edward Baliol, or
rather those who acted under his name, were
allowed to effect then- landing upon that broken
coast without interruption.
It was only when
they had obtained an eflFectual footing and drawn
up in battle order that Sir Alexander Seton,
with a small and hastily-arrayed force, endeavom-ed to arrest their march but he was slain
in the imsupported attempt and his followers
were cut to pieces.^ The English proceeded to
Dunfermline, where they took possession of a
magazine of arms and provisions; and being
now confident of success, they marched northward to Forteviot, where they encamped with
the river Eara in front, after having sent off
the invaders.

'

I.

Barbour

;

Wjmtoun

;

Fordon

;

Boece.

Scotickroti.

xiii. c.

1,

Qcmiogford

;

22

;

Knighton

;

Wyntoiui,
Fordun.

;
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way, pointed to his wounds in token of the defeat, and expired. March advanced to the field
of Monteith, Alexander
Bruce, a natural son of King Robert, who at of battle, and found the tale confirmed by heaps
the head of 300 men desperately threw them- of corpses. Resolving to assail the enemy within
selves across the enemy's path and kept them their fortifications at Perth, he ordered his
The Scots had thus time soldiers, when they reached Lammerkin Wood,
for a while in check.
to form; but, despising the small number of to provide themselves with faggots and branches
their assailants, they rushed down to battle for filling up the ditch in attacking the town,
without orders, and were soon a confused multi- and hiuTied on to the assault but on reaching
tude, where horae and foot and every rank and the heights by which the town was overlooked
he unexpectedly ordered a halt. It was evident,
class were mixed in wild confusion and trampling down each other, while the vanward was from his ignorance of the fight going on at Dupcrushed and smothered beneath the eager pres- plin nntU it was finished, that he was a careless
sure and weight of the rear. Thus the battle, and most incompetent leader; and the sudden
or rather uproar, which had commenced with pause which he now made, when his soldiers
the earliest twilight, lasted for several houi-s, were ready for battle and impatient for revenge,
and the English had little to do except to stand gives countenance to the suspicion that his infirm in their ranks and slaughter the Scots at clinations leaned to the side of Baliol. This
pleasure. The whole Scottish army was slain, seems to have been the assured belief of Henry
captured, or scattered, while the band by whom de Beaumont, the chief English commander;
they had thus been routed could scarcely believe for on witnessing the halt of the Scottish army
their own good fortune and regarded it as a he cried to his followers, "Take courage and
miracle.
It was a fearful omen to the van- fear not, for we have friends among them."
quished that the tide had suddenly turned and The intended assault upon Perth, which had
the order of events been reversed, for never had every prospect of success, was changed by the
they sustained a defeat so shameful as that Earl of March into a blockade that was to be
of Dupplin Moor. About 13,000 of their number maintained both by land and sea, and for this
are supposed to have fallen on this occasion, of purpose Crab, the Flemish engineer who had
of

Murdoch, Earl
Fraser, and Robert

of the late regent,

Moray, son

;

whom many showed by their unwounded

bodies

that they had been smothei-ed in their armour
or trampled to death

Among

the tumult.
himself,

who

by

their

the slain

own comrades

in

were the regent

thus paid the forfeit of his inca-

young Earl of Moray, who on this
occasion showed himself worthy of his gallant

pacity; the

father

;

Mui'doch, Earl of Monteith ; Alexander

Fraser, chamberlain of Scotland and brotherin-law of the late king; Robert Bruce, and

so gi-eatly distinguished himself in the defence

and who was still in the Scottish
was ordered to cruise in the Tay and
But the
small squadron of the Fleming was so effectually
resisted by an English fleet that he was com-

of Berwick,
service,

intercept every ship fi-om England.

The purposed blockade being thus broken up, the Earl of March
retreated, disbanded his army, and soon after
made submission to Baliol. No other Scottish

pelled to take to flight.

Edward Baliol triumphantly repaired to Scone, and on the 24th of

Robert, Earl of Carrick, the natm-al son of Edwai'd Bruce, King of Ireland. Thus the leaders

force being in the field,

band who offered the first resistance
and whose resistance, if properly seconded,
would soon have turned the doom of that dark
morning, were not fated to survive and witness
The whole English loss
their country's shame.
was summed up in two knights, thirty-thi-ee
squires, and a small number of common soldiers.'
Immediately after his victory Baliol took
possession of Perth, which he fortified bj' clearing the ditch and inclosing the town with palisades. There was need of this hasty precaution,
for the army of March, ten times more numerous than his own, might be hourly expected.
The fii-st notice which the earl received of the
disaster of Dupplin was from a soldier mortally

September (1332) was crowned King of Scot-

of the brave

wounded
>
c.

in the conflict,

Scotichron. lib.

26

;

Knighton

;

idii. c. 22, et

Walsingham.

who met him on
sequen.;

Wyntoun,

b.

the

land without a voice being raised to gainsay his
claim."
Tills conquest of a kingdom, achieved

by a handful that scarcely seemed enough for a
marauding im-oad, and achieved in three short
weeks and after a single victory, has scarcely a
history, or

even in chivalrous rointo account the

parallel

in

mauoe.

But we must take

unhappy combination of circumstances that
made this conquest so cheap and so easy. The
Earls of Mar and March were evidently the
kind of

leadei-s that in

every age have proved

the best stepping-stones Jo the progress of invasion and conquest. Of the Scottish nobility
there was

still

a large party that adhered to the

cause of the Baliol family, but

*

Wyntoim;

Knighton.

Scotichron.;

who

dared not

Scala Chron.; Hemingford
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avow themselves during the reign of the late
Not a few were stDl discontented with
king.
the proceedings of the Black Parliament, and
waited for an opportunity of revenge. Some
feared the

was
have

power

felt

more
.uid so

which
and others may-

of the English king,

enlisted on Baliol's side

;

that their possessions could be held

under a sovereign of full age
powerfully supported than under a minor

secui'ely

whose claims were still the subject of quesIt was a gi-eat national feud between
the Bruces and the Baliols, in which the imbecility, selfishness, and treachery of the one
party had given a sudden ascendency to the
other. Of the readiness of the Scottish nobility
to transfer their allegiance a proof was given
tion.
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and the cause

of the dispossessed lords,

and who only waited for their success that he
might enter and reap the fruits. The other
was Edward Baliol himself, who felt that without the open aid of England he could not
maintain the advantage which English swords
had won for him. At the firet tidings of the
revolt the King of England advanced to the
Borders under the pretext of watching over the
safety of his own kingdom; and thither also
Baliol repaired to crave his aid and adjust the
terms of

its

purchase.

From

the daring nature

and the skOl and valour with
which the crown of Scotland was so quickly
won, its new wearer has by some been invested
with the attributes of a hero. But his abject
at the coronation of the new king.
The prin- concessions to Edward III. at Roxburgh showed
cipal pereons who presided at the ceremony that he had even less courage and kingly spirit
were Duncan, Eai'l of Fife, whose gallant son, than his father; and that he had only been the
Sir Alexander Seton, had been slain in opposing puppet of Hem-y de Beaumont and the English
Baliol's landing, and William Sinclair, prelate lords, who were the real heroes of the expediof Dunkeld, who for his exploit at Donibristle tion.
He was now more willing to be a "toom
had been honoured by Bruce with the title of tabard" than even his father had been in his
acknowledgment of Edward III. as his feudal
the King's Bishop.
Although the Scottish spii-it was thus quelled, superior and master and that the acknowledgthe ad- ment might be no empty or doubtful homage
it was only by a momentary paralysis
herents of the family of Bruce and national he agreed to put him in possession of the town,
liberty quickly recovered from the blow. Their castle, and territory of Berwick, and of other
lands on the marches that were worth two
first care was for the safety of David II. and
He offered to marry the
his youthful bride, whom they sent to the court thousand a year.
of France, where they were hospitably received Princess Joanna, whom he affected to consider
under the protection of Philip VI. and their as only betrothed to David II.; to add £500 of
land-rent to her original jointure, and to underlie
first attempt was for the recovery of Perth,
which Baliol had intrusted to the keeping of a penalty of £10,000 for her jointure, or in her
the Earl of Fife. But the faithless earl was behoof in the case of non-fulfilment. As for
once more untrue, if we may believe an old David himself, he offered to provide for his
English hLstorian, for he delivered up the town maintenance as the King of England should
to Sir James and Sir Simon Eraser, and Sir advise
a burden which was not likely under
Robert Keith, its assailants, who razed its such cii-cumstances to be of long continuance.
fortifications.
Among the prisonei-s tiken on He also bound himself as a faithful and obedient
this occasion was Andrew Murray of TuUibar- liegeman to serve Edward III. in all his wai's
dine, who had planted a stake in the river Earn with two hundred men-at-arms at his own
for the guidance of the English in crossing the charges, and to bind his successoi-s to perform
river at midnight, and he was now properly re- the like service with a hundred men-at-arms.
warded by being tried and executed as a traitor. But worst of all, should he or his successors fail
This success at Perth encouraged the insurgents to appear in the field they became liable to the
of the entei-prise,

;

;

;

—

Andrew

penalty of £200,000 to be paid to the

office in

youth conjunctly with Wallace, and who,
whose sister Christina
he had married, was accounted the best and

England, the latter in the meantime to be
allowed to hold possession of the rest of Scotland and its islands imtU the debt was discharged a consummation that must have been

bravest of his surviving followei-s.'

classed

This unexpected reaction of the Scot.s a'armed
two interested parties. The one was Edward
III., who had hitherto held aloof from jjre-

teenth centuiy.

to elect to the regency of Scotland Sir

Moray

of Bothwell,

who had

held that

his

since the death of Bruce,

tended respect to the treaty of Northampton,
while he secretly favoured the invasion of
>

Scotichroju;

Wyntoun.

King

of

—

among

the impossibilities of the fourTlius Baliol sealed the bond-

age of himself, his descendants, and his king-

dom

without compunction or demur, that he
might enjoy at least the title and the show of
On the other hand, the King of Engroyalty.
land, who now dro])|)ed the mask, and claimed
the merit of the confjueat of Scotland as having
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been achieved by his subjects and with his permission, engaged to maintain Edward Baliol
upon its throne against all who might oppose
him.'

Thus

he thought, against every

fortified, as

opponent, the recreant sou of the degraded John
of Scotland returned from the Border and was

luUed into coniidence by the readiness with
which the lords of the Baliol and Comyn famihes and aU who despaired of their country, or
were willing, like himself, to barter liberty for
safety, acknowledged him for their king.
But
while he was thus resting in full security at
Annan, John Eandolph, second son of the late
regent,

who had become

Earl of

Moray by

the

death of his elder brother; Ai-chibald Douglas,
the youngest brother of the good Lord James;
and Sir Simon Frazer, had assembled a body of
horsemen, and were hovering in his neighboui'-

Learning the security of Baliol's encampment, they made a sudden dash upon it in a
dark December night, struck down or put to
flight those whom their onset wakened, and in
a few minutes converted the whole royal camp
hood.

into a terror-stricken

mob where

each was afraid

[a.d. 1329-1336.

ready to avail himself of the pretext.

In the

meantime the first Scottish incursions into
England were attended with disastrous results.
In consequence of an inroad of Archibald Douglas by the western marches, in which he wasted
Gilsland and the counti-y round for thirty miles,
Sii- Anthony Lucy of Cockermouth made a
counter-inroad into Scotland at the head of

On

800 foUowei-s.

his return Sir

met and encountered by

Anthony was

Sir William Douglas

of Liddesdale, natural son of

the good Lord

James, a knight so renowned in arms that he
afterwards obtained the high title of the "Flower
of Chivalry."
But on this early occasion his

good fortune failed him, for the best portion of
his baud was killed or captured, and himself
taken prisoner. So high already was the repu-

Knight

tation of the

of Liddesdale, that

King

Edward commanded him

to be put in ii'ons, and
he was kept prisoner for two
About the same time an inroad of Baliol

in this condition

years.

While he
was at Roxburgh waiting for reinforcements from
England he was attacked by Sir Andrew Moray,

into Scotland led to a similar disaster.

the regent; but in a fierce skii'mish that ensued

Henry Baliol, the brother of Ed- on the bridge of Roxburgh, Ralph Golding, a
ward, who made a brave resistance, was slain, gallant esquire of Moi-ay, who was fii-st in the
and with him fell Walter Comyn, Sir John assault, was thrown to the ground and taken
Mowbray, Sir Richard Kirby, and other per- prisoner. His master rushed to the rescue, but
sons of distinction. Among the prisoner was being ill seconded by his followers, was also
Alexander, Earl of Carrick, a natural son of borne down. Even then, scorning to surrender
of his fellow.

who had

Edwai'd Bruce, but

foraaken the cause

enemy, and who
would have been executed as a traitor but for
of his family for that of theii'

the

generous interposition of his captor the

young Earl

of

Moray.

Edward

Baliol himself,

almost stark naked, threw himself upon an unsaddled and unbridled hoi"se, and in this unkingly trim was carried out of danger, and

borne in fuU

flight

towards England, which he

meaner men, he would only render himself
King of England, and for this purpose he
was taken to Edward himself, who was at Durham.
In this manner the two best soldiers of
Scotland, the Knight of Liddesdale and Sir
Andrew Moray of Bothwell, fell into the hands
of the enemy when their services were most
needed. The election of a new regent was
necessary, and the appointment fell upon Archi-

to

to the

contrived to reach in safety.^

bald Douglas, youngest brother of Sir James,

crown

and successor

Thus was his
had been won, and
in either case by a night surprise in which the
victoi's were greatly inferior in numbers to the
as quickly lost as

it

to the leadei-ship of that dis-

tinguished family which every event was fast

ripening into lull maturity.^

In consequence of these defeats and captures

vanquished, for his assaOants in this camisade
were only a thousand hastily collected horsemen.

Edward could now invade Scotland with

The period

best prospect of success.

was very brief, as
only four months and four days had elapsed
between his victory at Dupplin Moor and his
of his royalty also

solitai-y flight into

As

England.

that country had

of Baliol

and

the shelter

renewed
upon which

his accomplices the Scots

their old inroads across the Border

Edward

an army to assemble at Newcastle-on-Tyne, and
desired public prayers for the preservation of
himself,

now become
;

notwithstanding his late approval
of Baliol's invasion, complained that they had
III.,

violated the treaty of Northampton,

and made

otfered

his

up

Kymer"s Fcedera. voL

'Wyntoun;

Scotichron.

i

.

ti-oops,

and

his

in the churches.

the Earl of Flandei-s

tii

kingdom

He

also

to be
besought

prohibit his subjects

from aiding the Scots, wl^m he stigmatized as
rebels and to an appeal of the King of France
in behalf of Scotland he curtly answered by
laying the whole blame of the war on the Scots
;

themselves,
1

the

He accordingly ordered

whom

he meant to chastise accord-

p. 536-7-8-9.
*

Scotichron. ;

Walsingham.

;
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iug to his

own

As

pleasure.

his first

attempt

would be upon Berwick, the chief gate and entrance to Scotland, the Scots, aware of this, had
intrusted to the Earl of
the castle and to

mand

Sii-

March

the

command

of

Alexander Seton the com-

The

of tlie town.

firet

operations of the

was commenced by
were by sea; and here

siege of Berwick, which

Edward

iu

May

(1333),

the Scots were so successful in their resistance
that a considerable part of the English fleet was
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naval encounters for the defence of Berwick,
and now he witnessed, as he stood on the ramparts, the erection of the unsightly gibbet and
the horrible execution of his young and beautiful Benjamin.
Aghast at the spectacle, and
dreading the fate that might befall the other

hostages, the

townsmen entered

into a

new

Edward by which they
agreed to surrender on the 19th of July unless
their countrymen could throw reinforcements
treaty with the merciless

burned. But by land the town was closely
blockaded, and being poorly fortified and scantily provisioned it was evident that its fate

by laud to the number of 200 men-at-arms into
the town or defeat the army encamped before

Every exertion was
made by the Scots for its relief, and in the
the
besieged
agreed
meantime
to surrender by
a certain day unless succours could previously
be thrown into the town, for which they gave
hostages to the English king, among whom was
a son of Seton, the governor.'
The appointed
(.lay was near when the people of Berwick were
gladdened by the sight of a Scottish army commanded by the regent advancing to raise the
blockade. The English were too well entrenched
to be tempted out to battle, and the only relief
that could be given was by throwing a jiarty of
soldiers into the town under the command of
Sir William Keith, who was appointed one of

In consequence of this rash and ill-advised
agreement, which promised the arbitration of
open battle instead of the advantages of a protracted warfare, Archibald Douglas paused in

could not be far distant.

new governors of Berwick. Finding that he
could not provoke the besiegers into the field,
the

Douglas resolved, as Bruce had done, to draw
army from Berwick to the defence
of their own country, and for this purpose he
marched into Northumberland, laid siege to
Bamborough Castle, in which the queen of Edward III. was residing, and wasted the surrounding district. But the English king was
as little to be tempted from his advantageous
position as had been Randolph and Douglas,
his preceptora iu war, from their encampment
on the banks of the Wear.
When the day of

the English

rendition arrived

Edward demanded

the surren-

but was answered that the
town had been aheady relieved in terms of the
treaty by the entrance of Keith with soldiers
and provisions, and that they were now pi-epared to defend Berwick to the last.
Enraged
at this refusal the king ordered a gibbet to be
der of the town

;

erected for the execution of

Thomas

Seton, the

SOD of the former governor, hoping perhaps that

the heart of his father would relent and procure
the desired surrender; but the gallant jiatriot

young Thomas of
was instantly executed.^ Only
a short time previous Sir Alexander had beheld
his son William perish iu one of the recent
stood firm to his trust, and
Seton, his heir,

'

Scala CItrun.

-Scij'lcliron.

1.

p.

the walls.

his English expedition, which might in the end
have been successful for the relief of Berwick,
and retraced his steps to encounter the enemy
upon a groimd of their own choosing. On the
ISth of July he crossed the Tweed and encamped at Dunsepark and on the afternoon of
the following day advanced to battle with an
army that did not exceed 15,000, divided into
;

four bodies.
Baliol in his

The army of Edward, who had
company, was also about the same

number; but besides its superior equipments, it
had greatly the advantage of position, for it
was drawn up upon the slope of Halidon Hill,
and had its front defended by a marsh. The
Scots occupied a similar position on the opposite
side of the morass, where they could not have
been assailed except at great hazard; but, eager
for the recovery of Berwick before its last sun
had set, they threw away the advantage of their
position, where they might have been the victors, and became the assailants. Their progress
was interrupted by the marsh, which was impassable to cavalry, and here the leaders and the
men-at-arms were obliged to dismount and
continue their advance on foot until they were

among the swamps, where their lines
were broken into in-egular groups, each strugentangled

gling to reach

lish

the

enemy

as

it

best could.

marks presented to the Engarchery, and the opportunity was not lost

Never were

fairer

their arrows "flew as thick as motes in the sunbeam, and the Scots fell by thousands,"' while
they liad neither lancemen to answer nor horsemen to disperse these terrible English yeomen,
who steadily took their aim and loosed their
Still confident, howshafts in full security.
ever, in their plate and mail, Avliioh in many
cases proved a frail defence against the clothyard shaft, the Scottish knights and squires
pressed forward impatiently for a close encoun-

im.

xiii. u.

2S;

WjntDun.

I.

vili.

'OU MS

in Bib. Harloiana, 4690
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and on clearing the morass began to ascend
the hill.
But it was a hiU on which one man
might discomfit thi'ee assailants;' they were
ter,

ah'eady out

breath

of

with

theii'

struggle

through the mareh and the weight of their
armoui-; and the English ranks, standing in
firm aiTay, were ready to welcome theii- scattered
assailants with brown-bUl and speai- and battleaxe.
The struggle was desperate, but brief and
hopeless; Ln the advance, and in the encounter
that followed, the regent himself

wounded and taken

prisoner

;

was mortally

the Earls of Len-

mission.

He

manner the

[a.d. 1329-1336.

subsequently suiTendered in like

forests of

Ettrick, the counties of

Jedburgh, Selkh'k, and
Roxburgh, Peebles, and

Dumfries, and the county of Edinburgh, with
all their towns and castles, and the constabularies of Linlithgow and Haddington.-*
He

seemed to be under a fit of drunken gratitude
that would give up all as the reward of past
favoure, or of still more disgraceful fear th;it
reckoned no price too high for the purch;ise of
future safety. In his blindness he had even forgotten that in these bequests he had given away

own

nox, Carrick, Athole, Strathern, and Suther-

his

and James and Simon Frazer, were killed,
and John and James Stewai'd, uncles of the
future Robert II., were mortally wounded.
The leadei-s of the army and the chief nobles
and barons of Scotland, with the greater pai-t
of the army itself, bereaved by their own rash-

perty of others, and might have been a pauper

land,

ness either of the opportunity of a fair fight or

were numbered among the slain in
and disastrous fight of Halidon HiU.The triumph of the conqueror was increased
tenfold by the thought that the country was
now thoroughly subdued, as its army was defeated, and no man of mark was left to rally
them for a fresh efibrt. The EugUsh loss also
had been trivial compared with such a victory,
as they had fought throughout with every advantage and had mainly obtained their success
by means of their ai-chery.
After the battle the town and castle of Berwick sun-endered according to agreement, and
Edward BaMol, who had commanded one of
the wings of the English army, was once more
recognized as King of Scotland.
But it was

safe retreat,
this deadly

patrimonial estates as well as the pro-

but for the moderation of the English king,
excepted them by special declaration.
if this surrender of the best part of the

had

stUl

been

he

insuificient,

who

And

as

kingdom

finally presented

Edward III. at Newcastle-uponTyne, and did homage to him and swore fealty
for the whole kingdom of Scotland, and the isles
that belonged to it.* In the meantime the national independence and its hopes were confined
within very narrow and precarious limits, being
comprised within five strongholds which were
still held by the adherents of the good cause.
These were Dumbarton Castle under the command of Malcolm Fleming that of Lochleven,
himself before

;

which was held by Alan de Vipont Urquhart
in Inveniess-shire, by Thomas Lauder; Kildrummy, by Christina, the sister of Robert
Bruce and the castle of Lochdoon, which had
for its castellau John Thomson, the same brave
soldier of fortune who had distinguished himself in the ware of the Bi-uce, and led home the
remains of the Scottish army from Ireland after
only to act as factor to the King of England, the battle of Dundalk. Except at these hearths,
into whose hands he seemed eager to give up the patriotism of the land could now obtain no
not only the liberties of his countrjTnen, but shelter, while the craven king, backed by the
even the kingdom itself, besides repossessing power of the master to whom he had sworn
the English nobles of the estates they claimed allegiance, was able to rule undisturbed and
in Scotland.
This was manifested in his subse- barter its liberties as he pleased.^
quent royal acts and hLs unlimited concessions
But a power so insecurely founded could not
to Edward III.
He ratified the former treaty be permanent, and the fii'st shock it received
by which he bound himself to serve the English was from those who had buOt it up. John de
king in all his wars, and surrendered to him Mowbray, having died leaving daughters but
the town, castle, and territory of Bei-wick to be no heira male, his brother Alexander claimed
annexed in perpetuity to the crown of England. the whole estates of the deceased to the excluThese degrading grants were made in a pai'lia- sion of his nieces, and obtained a favom-able
ment he held at Edinburgh, where Geoffrey verdict from Baliol. The latter perhaps thought
Scrope, the Cliief-Justice of England, was when he put the male in possession, that a warclaimant on the pai-t of Edward III., and like bai'on would pro^ e a more efi'ectual adwhere the membere had no choice but sub- herent to his cause thaij^helpless females; but
he seems to have overlooked the fact, that by
his awai-d he destroyed his own title to the
1 Wyntouu, b. viii. c. 27.
"Syne on thare fays clyme wp a bra
Qnhare
2

a

man mycht

dyscumffyte thre."

Bib. Harl. M.S. 4«90; Tytler's

pendix

GG

;

Wyntoun,

BUtory

b. viii, c. 27;

of Scotland, ApScotichron. 1. xiii. c. 28.

;

;

SRj-mer, Feed.

iv.

614-616.
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crown, as the Baliols claimed it only through a
female succession. His decision provoked the
resentment of Henry de Beaumont, now Earl

Buchau, David de Strathbogie or Hastings,
Earl of Athole, and Kichard Talbot, who
shared with Beaumont the estates of the Comyns
in Buohan and Badenoch; and on the rejection
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a youth of nineteen yeai-s old, escaped from the
island of Bute, in which he had been compelled

and having reached Dumbarton
an open boat he raised his vassals, and with
Lochow stormed the

to hide himself,

of

in

now

the aid of Campbell of

their appeal in behalf of the disinherited

of

ladies these powerful nobles resolved to eject the

king

whom they could

no longer govern.

Beau-

mont went to his castle of Dundai-g in Buchan,
and commenced war in due form by seizing a
portion of the disputed estates that lay in his

neighbourhood; the Earl of Athole

law of the

fortified the

own dLstrict and Talbot, son-inRed Comyn, whom Bruce had de-

castles of his

;

spatched at Dumfries, armed his Scottish vassals
over whom his marriage had given him the
leadershi|).
stoi-m,

sion

;

Baliol trembled at the gathering

and endeavoured to allay it by concesbut the otFence had been given, and the

proud chiefs refused to be pacified. At this
opportune moment of dissension Sir Andrew
Moray of Bothwell appeared upon the scene,
having been released from his English captivity,
aud proceeded to rally the friends of liberty;
while the Scottish ships of war, joined by those
of France, blockaded the coast to intercept all
supplies from

At

England

to its Scottish adherents.

this prospect of aiFaii-s Baliol lost heart

aud

Berwick, where he reversed his
decision in favour of Mowbray, and bestowed
the estates of the young Steward of Scotland
u)5on the Earl of Athole.
But this tardy concession, while it faUed to appease the resentfid
nobles, lost him the support of Mowbray, who
went over to the cause of Bruce and joined his
followers to those of Sh' Andrew Moray.^
series of adventurous encounters mingled
with political intrigues and tergivereations sucreti'eated to

A

ceeded, too complex as well as individually too
insignificant for historical narrative

were

it

not

importance in the recovery of the
Talbot, in endeavouring
t<i ]);i.ss into England, was intercepted and defeated by a party of the Bniceans, who took him
prisoner and shut him up in the castle of Dum-

castle of

by

his "

Dunoon

in Cowal.

Braudanys

He was soon joined

of Bute,"

who

rose agaiust

and put him to death;
and by Randolph, Earl of Moray, who now retm-ned from France, to which he had retu'ed
after the defeat at Halidon Hill. These nobles,
now at the head of a considerable force and acting in the name of David II., cleared the districts of Ayr-, C'arrick, Cunningham, and Renfrew
of the adherents of BaHol, and were appointed
joint-regents of the kingdom by the lords of
their party, whom then- exploits had emboldened
into action.
It was now full time to march
against the formidable Earl of Athole, who was
their English governor

not only strong in his large possessions both in

England and Scotland, but obnoxious to the
which he

patriots in consequence of the claim

made

thi-ough the lavLsh grant of Baliol to the

whole estates of Robert the Steward. He was
unexpectedly assaUed by the Earl of Moray before he could prepare for resistance, driven into
the wilds of Lochaber, and reduced to such
straits by famme that he was compelled to
surrender.
He had firet forsaken the cause of
Bruce, and joined himself to that of England
afterwards he had united himself with Edward
Baliol aud now that the fortunes of the latter
were at a low ebb he once more joined the party
of the Bruces, for which Edward III. confiscated his estates in England. Such political
transitions were the order of the day; and from
;

our ignorance of the individual history of the
actors they wOl always remain inexplicable. It

may be

that he, the owner of so

ships

and heir

ward

Baliol himself,

many

fair lord-

of the Baliol family after

may have hoped

Ed-

in the

dispossession of the latter to ascend the vacant

for their

thi'one.

national independence.

These reverses obliged Baliol once more to
take refuge in England and apply to Ed-

Andrew Moray and his new coadMowbray besieged the castle of Dundarg,

barton.

jutor

Sir

aud having compelled Beaumont to surrender,
allowed him to depart into England. The stronghold of Dundarg, which might have defied the
force of the besiegers, w;is reduced by cutting the
pipes under ground that Hujiplied tne garrison
witli water.
While two of the most influential
of the Engli.sh party were thus overcome, Robert
the Steward of Scotland aud its future king, now
>

ScoUchron. zUi. 28; Wyntoun, viU.

28.

ward III. for aid; and the latter,
an appeal was welcome, prepared

to

whom

such

in all haste to

by conquest and
Although winter had now com-

chastise the rebellious Scots

subjugation.

menced, he commanded a military muster to be
made, which, however, was both reluctantly and
inqjerfectly obeyed
and with a more scanty
army than his requisitions had demanded he
entered Scotland on the 14th of November,
;

I;J34.
The Scots, either conscious of
own weakness or remembering the late

their

king's

dying advice, avoided an eucoimter, so that
King Edward could effect nothing beyond a
temporary occupation of Lothian, and hungiug
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as crimiu;ds a few of the insurgents
fallen into his hands.

commanded by

Baliol,

who had

A

part of his army was
who wasted Annaudale

and its ueighbouihood, after which the vain
weak man proceeded to hold Christmas in kingly
state at the castle of Renfrew, and to bestow
Scottish estates and court offices upon his favoui-ites as if all were once more his own. One
at least of these donations was afterwards to
prove most injurious to his interests; it was the
investment of WiUiam Bullock, a warlike priest,
with the office of chamberlain of Scotland and
the

command

Cupar.

of the castles of St.

Andrews and

In the meantime the cession of Lothian

by Baliol to England and its occupation by Edward III., who was resolved that the grant
should not be a dead letter, augmented the ranks
of Scottish patriotism by the addition of the
Earl of March. This powerful nobleman, after
trimming between both parties and endeavouring by his alternate shiftings to keep well both
with Scotland and England, had now discovered
th.it Edward in the Lothians was a more dangerous neighbour to his interests than Edward
at Windsor, or in the court of London.
He
therefore made haste to renounce by formal
letters to that eSect his homage and allegiance
to the King of England, and to take part with
the oppressed country in which most of his
lands were situated.
It was soon after this return of a recreant Scot
to his pi'oper fealty that a warlike exploit gave

additional courage to the rallying partisans of the

The castle of Lochleven, held
by Alan de Vipont for David II., was so strong
from its insular position and the difficulty of its
access as to form a tempting mark for knightly
enterprise and ambition, and as such it was besieged by John de Strivelin, who endeavoured
to reduce it by blockade.
For this purpose he
house of Bruce.

erected a fort in the churchyard of Kinross,

upon a neck

of land nearest the castle, and repeatedly assailed it by water; but in every case

had been beaten and driven
back by the garrison. Strivelin then erected
a strong and high bulwark across the lower end
of the lake where the river Leven commences,
hoping thus to lay the islet itself under water,
and compel the half-drowned defenders to submit.
The imprisoned waters began to accumulate, and trusting in the eifect of his stratehis flotillas of boats

John de Strivelin repaired with
the greater part of his soldiers to Dunfermline,

getic device

to hold the anniversary of the canonized

Queen

Margaret of Scotland, believing that the castle
would be ready for sunender at his retm-n.
But the garrison was doubly on the watch, and
four of their number, armed with picks and
crowbars, stole upon the unguarded mound, and

pierced

it

[a.d. 1329-1336.

through

;

the mass of water quickly

enlarged the opening, and the whole inundation
burst upon the English

such soldiers as were

camp and destroyed

which the
whole garrison sallied out and plundered and
threw down the fort by which the loch was

At

commanded.

left in it, after

his return Strivelin, almost

and havoc, swore by all the
would never quit his enterprise
he had utterly razed the castle and put all

frantic at the loss
saints that he
until

its defenders to the sword; but the garrison,
heartened with their success, resisted so vigor-

ously that he was defeated in every attempt,
and at last obliged to raise the siege. Both
Forduu and Wyntoun exult in his defeat, because
he committed a grievous sin in building a fort
upon the consecrated ground of a cemetery.'
Recent events had now so emboldened the
adlierents of King David that they summoned
a parliament to meet at Dairsie in Fife in April,
1335.
It was attended by the Steward and

Moray

the regents, the Earl of Athole, Sir

drew Moray

of Bothwell, the Earl of

An-

March, Sir

William Douglas the Knight of Liddesdale,
lately been freed from English captivity, Alexander de Mowbray, and other barons.
But a meeting which danger itself should have
made both cordial and unanimous, and which
mere necessity should have stimulated to important enterprise, was rendered fruitless by

who had

arrogance of the Earl of Athole, who
attended with a numerous throng of retainers
the

and thwarted all the counsels of his colleagues.
The whole conduct of this young ambitious
earl, in sowing dissension among the members
and rendering all proposals nugatory, seems to
indicate his ambitious designs upon the crown
by weakening the cause of David II. Thus no
plan of combined resistance could be organized,
and the members were obliged to betake themselves each to his own sphere of action.^ While
such was the dissension among the Scottish
leaders themselves, the mediation of France
with the English king in behalf of Scotland
was not likely to be regarded, for Edward must
have seen in this disunion the full promise of
For this he now entered Scotland in
July with a stronger army than before, having
also added to it a considerable force of foreign
mercenaries and a band of Welsh, while his
movements by land were accompanied by his
fleet that entered the Firth of Forth.
But still
the weakness or the prudence of the Scots
avoided an open encounter, so that Edward III.
conquest.

and Baliol marched on in their separate routes
until they met in the neighbourhood of Glas-

'

Wyntoun,

^

Scotickron.

b. viii. c.

29

xiil. c. 34.

;

Scotickron.

xiii.

c,

30.
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gow, where, having united their forces, they
continued their career to Perth. But this victoriou.s pi-ogress of the two kings was not wholly
without interruption the Scottish leaders, adopt-

awaited the shock of their enemies.
But the fight, or rather siege, though desperate
was brief, and after a night of conflict the

ing a .system of guerrilla warfare, liovered upon

hunger, and

the flanks and rear of the English ai'my, and suc-

mercy but were

;

ceeded in cutting
of

off several

detachments, one

which was a party of 500 archei-s that were
man by the Regent Moray and Sir

killed to a

"William Douglas of Liddesdale.^

One

of these skirmishes

warfare of the period. Among
the foreign auxiliaries of the English king was

Guy, Count of Namur, who landed at Berwick
with a strong body of men-at-arms and marched
forward to join Edward at Perth, fearing no
interruption by the way, as he believed that
the country was already conquered.
But he
was shaken in his confidence when he arrived
at Edinburgh, for in its neighbourhood were
the Eai'ls of March and Moray at the head of a
considerable force to arrest his further progress.

desperate battle ensued on the Borough Muir,

where the foreigners had the advantage of complete armour and powerful war-steeds, and
might have gained the victory but for the
airival of the fierce Knight of Liddesdale with
a reinforcement from the Peutlaiid Hills that
turned the scale. In this conflict such deeds of
chivah-ous prowess were performed that Forduu,
or rather Bower, his continuator, becomes a
very Froissart in narrating them.
esquire

named Richard Shaw

A

Scottish

singled out for

combat a gallant knight of the opposite party;
they closed in full caieer, and such was the
fury of the tou'-ney that each fell dead at the

same moment, transfixed with his opponent's
lance.
It was found, however, after the battle
that the brave stranger was a woman disguised
in knightly panoply.

On

the retreat of the

which was occasioned by the sudden
an-ival of Sir WOliam Douglas, they fell back
upon Edinburgh; and at St. Mary's Wynd a
Scottish knight called Sir David of Annand
was wounded. Enraged "at the sight of his
own blood," he rose in his stirrups, upheaved
foreigners,

his [londerous battle-axe "like another Cori-

and discharged such a stroke upon his
weapon went through plate
and mail, through man and horse, until its edge
was arrested by the stone pavement, on which
it left a dee)) dint that was still shown in the
neus,"

adveis:u-y that the

days of the historian to verify such an incretlible
blow. On rea<;hing the castle, which w;ifl at
that time dismantled, the coiuit and his soldiers
rallied upon the rock, and having killed tlieir
horees to

make

strangere were obliged to yield from weariness,
thirst.

They not only

received

without ransom and
when they took their departure for England the
Earl of Moray, the Knight of Liddesdale, and
his brother James Douglas escorted them to the
Border.

was peculiarly char-

acteristic of the

A

thei e calmly

was

But

set free

this

;

magnanimous

act of courtesy

fatal to the Scottish warriore, for

on return-

ing they were assailed by William de Pressen,

warden of the castle and forest of Jedburgh.
James Douglas fell in the conflict, and Moray
himself was taken prisoner and kept in durance
in England for six yeai-s before he obtained his
liberty.-

The capture

of the one regent

and inexperience

and the youth

of the other increased the de-

fencelessness of Scotland, so that Edwai-d III.

was able to continue his progress without check
and exercise the rights of a victor with merciThen, also, the versatile and unless severity.
principled Eai-1 of Athole, after his manifold

deemed the present a fit opportunity
advancing his ambitious purposes; and accordingly he returned once more to the cause
of England and entered into a fresh agi'eement
with its king, the principal efi'ect of which was
that he was appointed governor of Scotland
under Edward Baliol. Being thus so nigh the
throne, he proceeded to clear away the intervening obstacles by persecuting the adherents
of Bruce; and this he was able the more easily
to efTect under a show of zeal for the interests
changes,
for

of

his

new

sovereign.

But

quickly brought to an abrupt

head of 3000

men he

his

career

close.

At

was
the

laid siege to the castle of

which Christina, the sister of
Robert Bruce and wife of Sir Andrew Moray
of Bothwell, had found a home and protection
during the depression of her family. Alarmed
at her danger. Sir Andrew, aided by the Earl
of March and the Knight of Liddesdale, advanced to raise the siege at the head of 800
men, and on their way they were joined by
300 from the neighbourhood of Kildrummy
under the command of John Craig. They attacked Athole in the forest of Kilblene, and his
troops fled after a brief resistance. The earl,
though only accompanied by five knights, disdained to quit the field, and laying his hand
ujion the rock beside which he stood he exclaimed, " By God's face, you and 1 shall take
the same flight together!" Tlie whole party
died to a man. Thus fell, from a useless punc-

Kildrummy,

in

a rampart of their bodies they
2
>

Knighton,

p. 2667.

Sevtichriin.

p. 166.

xUl

86;

Wyntoun,

b. viil. c.

30; SctUa Chron.
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bravado, David de Strathbogie or Hastings, Earl of Athole, at the age of
twenty-eight.
His royal descent from Donald
tilio

and after au

idle

Bane, although crossed by illegitimacy, had

him with ambitious

consistent life only tended to

tilled

which his
thwart, and

aspirations

in-

his

[a.d. 1329-1336.

that the soldiers of his advanced troops had

reached the Scottish outposts and interchanged
a few blows with them, while tidings were

encampment in the wood of what
was happening at its entrance. But Sir Andrew
moment was hearing mass, and none of
carried to the

at that

his soldiers dared inteiTupt the stern old

man

throw away.'
of Bothwell was now
chosen regent of Scotland, and none could have
been better fitted for such a crisis than one who
had learned the art of war under Sir William
Wallace. Nor was the condition of the country
dissimilar to that which had existed during the
days of his early youth for another Baliol was
upon the Scottish throne, with a new Edward

girths.

for his taskmaster; the principal strengths as

array, the rustling of the forest branches, were

useless death to

Sir

Andrew Moray

;

until

it

was

When

finished.

the mass was

him that the King
England and all his host were at hand;
"
but he coolly replied,
There is no need of
haste;" and when his horse was brought, infinished they huiTiedly told
of

stead of leaping into the saddle he proceeded
coolly to

examine

its

furniture and adjust

The clank and tread

its

the coming

of

fearful soimds of warning that made his men
and of the chief barons of Scotland none impatient to be gone at the instant but at that
were upon the patriotic side but the Earl of moment another delay occurred one of the straps
March and William Douglas the Knight of of his cuisses had given way and he must needs
Liddesdale.
Upon no resources could this gal- repair it. He ordered a little coffer that held his
lant ti-iumvirate calculate except the indomit- stitching gear to be brought, and sitting down
able spirit of the people, that was as impatient he took from it a piece of skin and proceeded to
" I heard some of the
of foreign rule as ever, and only needed a leader. mend the broken strap.
In the meantime Edwai-d III., who had left knights who had been with him declare," says
Scotland iu the thought that all resistance was Wyntoun, "that they never in their day thought
over, had his calculations disturbed by tidings a delay so annoying as when he was shaping

well as the best districts were under English

rule;

;

:

of the death of the Earl of Athole, the election

of Sir

Andrew Moray

to the regency,

and the

that piece of leather."

When

the last stitch

was ended he commenced the retreat, but so
slowly and in such complete order for battle
that the English, who had now approached,

Cupar and Lochiudorb,
which the insurgent patriots were blockading.
But more alarming and more irritating than all did not dare to follow.Edward had not been long in Scotland when
these events was the encouragement aflbrded
by the King of France to the Scottish revolt, he found that the warfare he had to wage
and his avowed purpose to aid its efforts. He would be a competition of delay, in which the
immediately sent down an army to Scotland, weaker party would have all the advantage,
and soon after he joined it in person while it and of endurance, in which the Scots were
lay encamped at Perth, and proceeded to over- better trained than the English.
Notwithrun the northern parts of the kingdom, which he standing their great superiority in numbers,
effected with the usual cruelty that chai-acterized discipline, and equipments, his trooj^s marched
these invasions. But in no case could he bring and countermarched in quest of enemies who
his wary enemy into the open field, where he were continually at hand but could never be
might have ended the campaign by one decisive reached
and wlien they encamped it was
battle. Sir Andrew Moray, true to the example amidst hourly alarms of an attack, while their
of his renowned preceptor, eluded the blow outposts were cut off, and their foraging parties
which he was not strong enough to resist, and intercepted. To ensure a permanent hold of
by hovering upon the outskirts of the English the country Edward proceeded to repair the
annoyed their progress and selected his own foi-midable chain of fortresses which his grandopportunities for skirmishing.
One singular father had established; but to maintain these
instance recorded by Wyntoun of the wary pni- with proper garrisons a whole army was necesdence of this Scottish Fabius gives a striking sary. No sooner had he thus completed, as he
picture of his fitness for conducting such a thought, his conquest, and departed to England,
kind of warfai-e. While he abode with his band than some fresh outbredlc in Scotland occurred
in a wood called Stronkaltere (the site of which that required his presence; and thus, during
is now unknown) King Edward, who at last
this single year (1336), he was obliged once and
had learned of his whereabouts, advanced by a again to return, while each hostile visit prohasty march to surprise him. He came so near cured nothing more than a change in the warsiege of the castles of

;

.

36

;

Wyntoun,

b. viii. c. 31.

'

Wyntoun,

b. viii.

c.

32.

SIR

ANDREW MORAY OF BOTHWELL
MENDS

HIS ARMOUR.

After the disastrous fight at Halidon

were defeated
people

Scottish

was only
from

1333,

when

the Scots

III.,

it

were completely subdued.

'i'his

submission, however,

superficial,

when

for

his captivity in

Sir

seemed

as

if

the

Andrew Moray of Bothwell returned

England, he speedily

and defied the English
it

Hill in

by an army under Edward

rallied the friends of liberty,

Wherefore that astonished monarch found

king.

necessary to invade Scotland again, and in his hasty advance he came

suddenly upon an outpost of the Scottish army.

was carried hurriedly

to

the

Scottish

Tidings of

camp, but

engaged in hearing mass, no one dared interrupt

as

he received the news he coolly 7-eplicd that there

of haste,

and as he found

that

completed did he give
retired
follow.

so

slowly,

and

his
in

one of the strafs

mend

it.

Not

encounter

Andrew was

his devotions.

at length

broken, he straightway began to

this

Sir

until

7oas

of his

IV/ieii

tw need

eiiisses

was

the last stitch was

commands, and even then

his

small

force

such good order, that the enemy dared not

SIR
SAYS

"There

ANDREW MDK.W OF
is

BOTllWI-.LL,

REGENT OF SCOTLAND,

no need of haste." and proceeds to menu his armour whjle threatened with thb

ADVANCE OF THE ENGLISH ARMY

(A.D. 1336).
\'ul,

I.

p. 303,

EDWAKD
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fare of the Scots,

who

dispei'sed at his appear-

mamtaiu their guerrilla form
In the divided state of the
country, and when so many of its nobles were
either lukewarm or on the side of England, it
was not merely the wisest, but the only system
of national defence which the sm;ill band of
patriots could adopt. In the meantime the brave
ance, but only to
of annoyance.

old

Sir

Andrew Moray,

the regent, was the

presiding spirit of these skilful movements, and

WUliam Douglas, the " Flower of Chivalry,"
arm in battle. After these remarks,
that may sutfice instead of a more particular
Sir

their right

account of skirmishes which were only important in their aggregate,

it is

enough

to state that

the greater part of the castles garrisoned by
the English were successively recovered, and
the English forces in ScotLand reduced to the
necessity of remaining on the defensive.

By

sea also as well as by laud the Scottish patriots

maintained the wjirfare, and endeavoured by
harassing the English coasts to withdraw the
iuvadere to the defence of theh- own country.
With this view they hired a few galleys at

Genoa

to maintain a privateering warfare in

the English seas

but the vessels, before they
could be got to sea, were seized and burned by
the Genose regency, who were unwUliug to be
;

implicated in the war.

More

effectual naval

assistance, however,

was derived from France,
where an armament was fitted out by the adherents of David Bruce, and with the connivance of the French king, that plundered
the islands of Guernsey and Jereey, captured
many of the Enghsh merchant ships, and
obliged Edward to withdraw his attention
from Scothind to the safety of his own domin-
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had became hereditary enemies. Even the intermarriages between the royal houses of their
sovereigns had only widened the breach and
it was from one of these ill-omened unions that
Edward III. was now prepared to lay claim to
the crown of France. This was on the plea of
his descent from his maternal grandfather
PhUip le Bel, by which he now stood nearest
to the French throne; upon neai-ly the same
plea that John Baliol had claimed the crown
of Scotland.
But imluckUy for him a male
descendant of a younger branch of the royal
house of France still survived, and by the Salic
law of the kingdom his own pretensions through
his mother were worth nothing, as by this law
females were debaiTed from the royal succession.
But Edward was in no mood to recognize the
justice of a national ordinance which bore so
hard upon his own pei-sonal interests and his
desire to supplant Philip of Valois, the French
sovereign, w;)S increased by the readiness which
the latter had shown to befriend the interests
of Scotland.
Nor was that kindness on the
;

;

part of Philip

whoUy

disinterested.

Awai-e of

the ambition and talents of the English king,

and fearing

for his

own new

tenure of royalty

as derived from the moi-e remote line of Valois,

he was ready to give the Scots just as much
countenance and help as would prevent them

from utterly sinking, and afford Edward full
employment at home instead of seeking a fi'esh

Thus for several years the war for
the possession of France had been waging upon
the tields of Scotland, and Edward had perconquest.

severed in the attempt of its subjugation, in
order that he might be at full leisure for a

gi-eater acquisition.
But political events had
now occurred that favoured his designs upon
While Scotland by these wise and moderate France, and he was willing to secure the opporproceedings was advancing step by step to the tunity though he should be obliged to leave
recovery of her freedom, it was fortunate for Scotland unsubdued. In these political motives
her that a new ambition occupied the mind of we are to read the causes of Edward's eagerness
the English king. The Norman conquest of to conquer, and afterwards his readiness to quit
England, by giving sovereigns to the country Scotland, as weU as the kindness of France in
who held large possessions in France, had com- privately supplying it with money and ships
plicated the interests of the two kingdoms in for the struggle against its too powerful enemy.
such hostile fashion that a constant series of For more than two centuries to come we shall
wars had subsisted between them until they find the same stern necessity cementing the
ions.'

1

Eymer's F(xd.

iv. 709, 721.

otherwise uncongenial alliance between the kingdoms of France and Scotland.
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CHAPTER

[a.d. 1336-1357.

II.

FROM THE WITHDRAWAL OF EDWARD TO THE RANSOM OF DAVID
The Scots

— Siege of

II.

(1336-1357).

—

Dunbar by the English Its
gallant defence by Black Agnes of Dunbar The siege raised— Exploits of Ramsay of Dalhousie and
the Knight of Liddesdale Tournament of Scottish and Enghsh knights at Berwick — Chivalrous deeds
reject the proposal of a peace with England

—

—

the castle of

—Perth besieged by the Steward — William Bullock passes from the party of Bahol
—Perth surrendered to the Scots— Famine in Scotland and effects— Captiu-e of
by the Knight of Liddesdale — Return of David
from France — Quarrel of the
Liddesdale with Ramsay of Dalhousie — Ramsay treacherously captured — His cruel death

at the tournament

to that of David Bruce

its

the castle of Edinburgh

Knight of

II.

—

—

Similar death of William Bullock Doubtful patriotism of the Knight of Liddesdale King David invades
England Quarrels among the Scottish leaders Signal defeat of David at Durham— He is taken prisoner
and conveyed to London The loyalty of the Steward called in question Bftliol invades Scotland The
Steward appointed regent Exploits of Lord Archibald Douglas England and Scotland visited by a de-

—

—

—
—

—
—
— David's treatment as a prisoner — His fruitless
to Scotland in a treaty about his
ransom — Degrading terms proposed for his liberation — Negotiations between the King of England and the
Knight of Liddesdale —The knight enters into a treasonable compact— He
assassinated — New treaty for
the ransom of David — It
broken
by French influence — The Scots invade England — Their victory at
Neshit Moor— Captiire of Berwick by the Scots —
retaken by Edward
— Edward Baliol transfers
his royal claims to the King of England — The king invades Scotland — His progress delayed by a crafty
negotiation — His destructive inroad into Scotland — He
driven back by famine— Final treaty for the
—

structive pestilence

visit

is

is

off

III.

It is

is

ransom

of

The time

David

—Terms on which he obtains his liberty.

now arrived when Edward

1337, he publicly

the fortress favourable for defence, being a rock
almost surrounded by the sea, its capture appeai-ed inevitable, for the Earl of March, its
owner, happened at the time to be absent. But

crown

his countess,

found

it

liad

III.

convenient to declare his French pre-

and accordingly on the 7th of October,
announced his claim to the
This was therefore to be a
war at outrance which would occupy all his
resources and after he had found that he could
not subdue the Scots he endeavoured to secure
the safety of his own kingdom during his
absence, as well as prevent them from sending
aid to France, by overtures for a lasting peace.
But the Scots were too wary to accede to proposals that were meant only to postpone his
attempts for their final subjugation; and animated by their late successes, they saw in his
tensions,

of France.

;

departure for the Continent the promise of their

own

They therefore rejected his
and continued their resistance, so that
Edward at his departure was obliged to leave
an army in Scotland under the command of the
Earls of Salisbury, Arundel, and Noi-folk, with
Edward Baliol as their nominal head. The
utmost he could now expect from such a warfare was to secure the safety of his own dominions, and keep the Scots in full occupation at
home, while he was piu^uing his schemes of
deliverance.

offers

foreign aggrandizement.'

The firat effort of the English lords in Scotland was the reduction of the castle of Dunbar,
the chief post held by the insurgent Scots on
the eastern coast, and their principal means of
communication with the Continent. Although
the walls were strong and high, and the site of
'

Rymer's Fadera.

commonly called " Black Agnes "
from her dark complexion, was a daughter of
Thomas Randolph, Earl of Moray, and in the
spirit of her gallant father she resolved to de-

fend the post against every assaQant.
the Earl of SaUsbury

took the

commenced the

"When

siege she

command of the garrison, superintended

the operations on the ramparts, and in scorn of
the assailants wiped the dust from the wall with

a handkerchief which she ordered a damsel to
bring her when then- heavy stone shot made

tower and bulwark quiver. This cool contempt
expressed in such housewife fashion incensed
the English more than the substantial harms
inflicted on them by the garrison, although
these were sufficiently deadly. On one occasion
a Scottish arrow went through the surcoat and
habergeon of an English knigbt, went through
three folds of his hacqueton that was under his
chain armom-, and pierced his body so deeply,
that he fell dead on the spot.
"Ha!" cried
Montague, Earl of Salisbury, at this wondrous
shot "there goes one of my lady's tiring-pins:
her love-tokens go right to the heart " In theii'

—

!

attack the assailants chieffy depended upon the

engine called the " sow," which was

now brought

against the walls and used with deadlj' effect;

but Black Agnes, who probably had heard the
particulars of the siege of Berwick, and of the
way in which this destructive machine had
been demolished, was ready for the trial. In

—

—
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her scoffing vein she exclaimed to the Earl of
Salisbury;

"Beware, Montagow,
For farrow shall thy sow

!

"
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the supplies of the English garrison in Edinburgh, made an inroad into Northumberland,

and returned laden with iilunder, after drawing
into an ambush and defeating a strong party of

*

And

at the close of this rhyme a huge stone was
discharged from the ramparts with such force

and correct aim that the engine was shivered
to pieces.

When

BALIOL.
otf

the siege had lasted nearly five months

the garrison of the castle, notwithstanding their
successful resistance, were in danger of being

reduced by famine, as they were closely blockaded both by land and sea. In this strait Sir
Alexander Ramsay of Dalhousie resolved to

who opposed him

English

In another quarter the

Werk

near

Castle.^

and venturous
Knight of Liddesdale, now renowned for his
deeds as the "Flower of Chivalry," drove the
fierce

English out of Teviotdale, defeated them in
and on one occasion
routed Sir Laurence Abernethy, who five times
renewed the battle during a single day, untU he
was finally taken prisoner.* It was by deeds
several gallant encountere,

the Bass at midnight, and carrying a large supply

open country was cleared of
obliged to shut themselves up in the castles of Edinburgh, Perth,
Stirling, Cupar, and Roxburgh, of which they

of provisions, he contrived to steal through the

still

make a bold venture

for their relief.

Embark-

ing forty brave soldiers in a light vessel from

English

fleet in

the darkness, and enter a gate

He was received
triumph by the countess, aud there was no
more talk among the garrison of famine or surrender. Following up his successful adventure,
Sir Alexander Ramsay on the following morning headed a sally, in which, without loss, he
drove back and dispersed the advanced lines of
the besiegers. Disheartened by the tediousness
of the siege, and the little prospect of success,
the English lords were glad to withdraw their
forces, which they did in June (13.38), and even
of the castle nearest the sea.

in

like these that the

the English,

who were

held possession.

In a warfare so suited to the spirit of romantic adventure an event occurred that strikingly
illustrates the

manners

of the times

character of the combatants.
ter,

and the

Henry of Lancas-

Earl of Derby, at that time sojourning on
was kindled by the report

the Scottish marches,

of the brave deeds of the

and sent him a
joust with
other's

him

skill

Knight

of Liddesdale,

coui'teous invitation to

run a

of three courses, to prove each

The meeting was

and valour.

lities

but in the first career, when the two
combatants closed, the spear of Douglas shivered,
and wounded him so deeply in the hand that
Dei-by then
the tourney had to be stopped.

castle

requested Sir Alexander Ramsay,

to conclude a short truce or cessation of hosti-

with the Scots. Their failure against a
defended by a woman was not overlooked
nor noticed without censure by the old chroniclers of England.^

The

tinued in a series of

about

was now conskirmishes, and although

conflict for Scottish liberty

this

period the brave old veteran Sir

Andrew Moray,

the regent, died, his loss was

ably supplied by several chivalrous captains,
who seem to have been especially fitted for that

kind of guerrilla warfare which now constituted
the best defence of Scotland. The foremost of
these were Sir Alexander Ramsay of Dalhousie

and the Knight of Liddesdale, of whom the first
was wont to lurk with his band among the caves
of

Uawthornden

lion

on the watch, while

among

the heights of the

like

the other hovered

a

down upon
Although they
thus held sejiarate commands and waged the
war each in his own fashion and upon different
points, they completely harmonized in one common aim, and with actions which were best
Thus Ramsay, besides clearfitted to eflect it.
ing the neighbourhood of Roslin and cutting
Pentlands and like an eagle swooped
the

enemy when

>

ScotUhron,

least expected.

xiii. c. 40.

' Scotichron. ;

Wyntoun Scala
;

Chran.

;

Knighton

granted

;

who was in the

Scottish company, to hold a joust upon a certain day at

Berwick

of

twenty against twenty,

At the appointed
time the Scots repaired to Berwick, and were

and

to this

Ramsay iissented.

hospitably entertained by their rivals the lists
were opened, and all was in readiness. The
English earl wished to know of Ramsay in what
manner he desired the courses to be lain, to which
;

the latter answered, that

it

shoidd be with plated

was the custom in such encountera
but tliat they were ready to ride in their kirtles
should
the other party wish it. This the
alone
earl thought too great a venture, upon which

shields,

.as

another proposed that they should fight with
their visors open; but this proposal was also
rejected, and it w.as agreed that the couraea
should be run with the usual armour and wea-

Three days these joustings lasted, in which
two English knights were .slain. On tiie part
of the Scots Sir William Ramsay w.as struck
pons.

through the helmet so strongly, that the truncheon of the spear was left sticking in his he.ad;
and aa death was expected to follow in a few

'

Umlichron.

xiii. 4.S.

<

Scotichron.

xill.

44;

Wyntoun.

b.
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moments a
shrived him

wa.s hastily brought,

priest

in his harness.

"Lo, here

a fair

is

Derby

sight!" cried tlie delighted Earl of

who

— "how

a fairer be seen than that of a knight or
When I pass
squire thus shriven in his helmet

may

!

[a.d. 1336-1357.

while Baliol, who was
thus superseded in his charge of the town, re-

he had fuU confidence
tired to England,
safety.

The

;

where alone he could live in
was so efiectual

resistance of Perth

that the attacks of the Scots were baffled, and

may God of his grace give me an end the Steward was about to raise the siege when
way as this!" When the wounded his hopes were renewed by the sight of five
man had been absolved Sir Alexander Ramsay French ships of war that entered the Tay,
out of

life,

in such a

upon his kinsman's head, and laying
hold upon the broken truncheon wi-enched it

set his foot

out by main force; upon which Sir William rose
from the ground without help, declaiming that
he ailed nothing, and would soon be well. But
he died almost immediately after. " What stout
hearts these men have !" cried the Earl of Derby
and thus the lament for the dead was ended.
It chanced that Sir Patrick de Graham, a
gallant kuight who had newly arrived from
France, and wished to be one of the twenty

—

Scottish combatants, had

He was

purpose.

come too

late for the

not, however, to be

of his share in the entertainment, as

Sii'

baulked
Richard

Talbot kindly invited him to a tilt of three
careei's with sharpened lances. Talbot, although
he wore armour of double plates, was pierced

through both defences by the point of the other's
lance, and would have been killed but for the
imusual precaution he had adopted. After the
fight he invited his opponent to supper; and
while they feasted an English knight who w;is

among

the guests requested

him

Sir Patrick

to

with a joust of three careere.
"Man, wilt thou needs joust with me?" cried
Graham " rise up then betimes to-morrow
morning, hear mass and be shriven, and afterwards thou shalt be speedily delivered." This
was no empty boast, for in the encounter the
Englishman was run through the body, and
This event concluded
left dead in the lists.
the three days of friendly contest, after which
the prizes of valour were awarded, and the
meeting was terminated with a hospitable banquet given to both parties by the Earl of Derby.'
On the death of Sir Andrew Moray the
vacant regency was conferred upon Robert, the
Steward of Scotland. One of his first proceedings was to send the Knight of Liddesdale to
France to obtain assistance from the French
king another was to make preparations for the
siege of Perth, which the English had strongly
fortified, and were resolved to retain at any
price.
Its possession, indeed, was of such importance to the English that Edward III., in
the midst of his more important continental
occupations, had carefully provided for its de-

gratify

also

:

;

fence,

and intrusted

Thomas Ughtred,

in

it

to the

command

whose valour and

of Sir

fidelity

bringing with them the Knight of Liddesdale,

whose applications for aid had been thus cordially and promptly answered.
In this armaalso a strong reinforcement of French
men-at-arms commanded by Arnold d'Audine-

ment was

afterwards

hara,

One

inevitable.

interposition

Scotichron.

xiii.

43

;

Wyntoun,

b. viiL c. 35.

of

France, the

those

great effect also of this Fi-ench

was

atlherents

shake the confidence of

to
of

Baliol

who had

hitherto

believed themselves to be on the gaining side,

and win them over to the national cause. Of
these the most remarkable was William Bvdlock,
who at the outset of life had mistaken his vocation by becoming an ecclesiastic, his tastes being
wholly for war, and who added to the prowess
of a soldier a sagacity and skill in strategy not
often to be found among the unreflecting warriors of the day. Becoming a favourite of Baliol,
whose cause he espoused, he was raised by the
new king to several lucrative offices, and appointed to the
of Cupar,

command

of the important castle

where he had defied every

ettbrt of

But his amthe late regent to dislodge him.
bition and avarice were well known to the rising party that could

now

afford to purchase

them and the Steward, who

for some time had
been negotiating with him, acceded to his price,
and by a grant of certain lands made him
wholly his own. Bullock thus renounced his
allegiance to Baliol and his alliance with England, gave up the castle of Cupar which he had
so ably defended against every assailant, and
with all the armed adherents he could muster
repaired to Perth and became one of its most
Such changes were too
effectual besiegers.
;

characteristic of the period to excite the repro-

bation they merited, and Bullock
possessed as

much knowledge

may have

of casuistry as to

change he had made in
turning from Baliol to Bruce, from a falling to
a rising cause. It is right, however, to add that
justify to himself the

the step he had
•

marshal

a

Lord of Garencieres, who had formerly served
in the Scottish ware, and two distinguished
esquires, Giles de la Huse and John de Bracy.
After landing the soldiers, the French fleet,
under its admiral, Hugh Hautpile, took possession of the mouth of the Tay, and so efiectually
prevented aD supplies from being sent to Perth
by sea that its final surrender appeai'ed to be

now taken he

sistently to the last.

maintained con-
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The

siege of Perth

was continued with double
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some had recourse

Of

to cannibalism.

and the presence of Bullock soon made
Although the Knight of LiJdesfelt.
dale was sorely wounded by a dart shot from a
springald, and the two captains of the Scottish
archers slain, the besiegei-s by Bullock's advice

these a hideous ghoul

continued their operations. An eclipse of the
sun also occurred, that terrible phenomenon,
more dismaying to a rude people than the worst

young persons male and female who strayed
near his den, and subsist upon their flesh,
while the name by which he was known was

human wrath, and under which they had
been wont to cower or betake themselves to
flight
but uniler the animating orders of the
warlike priest the Scottish tents were advanced
and pitched nearer the town, and everything
prepared for an assault and storm. The Earl
of Ross, with a bodj- of miners, had previously
made an excavation and drawn off the watere
of the fosse, so that nothing remained but to
fill it up with faggots in order to reach the

that of Christie Cleek, from the cleek or iron

vigour,
itself

be

of

;

who reduced
Aided by
lurked

is

particularly mentioned,

this loathly practice into a system.

his wife,

among

strong savage,

this

the mountains, was

spring upon and strangle

all

hook with which he secured

who

wont

travellers

his victims.

to

and

In

such a state of things the rights of possession
must have been a nullity, and every morael of
food an object of contention.

If

we

are to

Bower, the beneficial
effects of this progress of the Steward were
kingdom once more
miraculous
"the
almost
began to prosper, the husbandmen cultivated
their fields, the church of God was respected,
Daunted by these skilful arrangements, and the priests retm-ned to their wonted sacred
walls.
and finding that he could resist no longer. Sir duties."- But whatever might be the amount
Thomas Ughtred surrendered, and was with his of these beneficial changes, the peaceful labours
whole garrison sent to England, where, although of the Steward were brief, for the truce quickly
his hasty cession of Perth was blamed and made expired, and the war was resumed with all its
the subject of inquiry in parliament, no punish- former bitterness.
ment followed a certain proof that he was conThe first effort of the Scots was directed to
sidered to have done his duty, and yielded only the castle of Edinburgh, which from its situato necessity. The fortifications of the town were tion in the heart of the kingdom, its almost indismantled, and the French auxiliaries who had accessible position, and the strength of its Engably aided in its capture were rewarded and lish garrison, had long been an eyesore and a
After this si:ccess the Steward rock of offence to the adventurous Knight of
sent home.'
He therefore resolved to attempt
laid siege to the castle of Stirling, which after Liddesdale.
believe

the

historian

—

—

a brave defence was reduced by famine. Froissart adds that at this siege cannon were used

its

capture

;

and fortunately

for the enterprise

he was associated on this occasion with the
brave and skilful William Bullook, who planned

by the Scots but of this circumstance Bower
and Wyntoun have made no mention, which and directed the operations. With them was
had it been true they certainly would not have also joined Walter Curry, a merchant of Dundee, who received the Knight of Liddesdale
omitted.
By the captures of Perth and Stirling the with two hundred armed followers into his
whole country to the north of the Firth of ship, with which he entered the Forth, preForth was set free; and avaOing himself of tending to be an English provision vessel bringone of those short intervals of peace which ing supplies to the garrison. That his pretext
occasionally occurred, the Steward undertook also might pass current, he and his marinei-s
It was shaved their beards, as was at that time the
a justiciary progress through Scotland.
;

fashion in England.

were abandoned by their

and at

stai-ving inhabitants,

while in their stead the wild deer from the
mountains came down and browsed in herds in

what had lately been populous distriota. Such,
indeed, was the intensity of famine, that wliile
many fed upon raw nuts and acorns, which
occasioned deadly diseases and an agonizing
1

Scotichron. xlU.

c.

45; Wjntoiu), b.

vlii. c. 87.

He

soon opened a negoand his offer of a present
of provisions and wine was readily accepted liy

fuU time, indeed, that the resources of industry
and the restraints of law should come into
active operation from the state of the country
during the wars of this long minority. Cultivation had been neglected, the fields were laid
waste by friend and enemy, and the hamlets

tiation with the castle,

Limosin, the English governor. With a convoy apparently of unarmed men laden with
supplies he was allowed to approach the castle,
his call the gate was opened witliout
They immediately threw down their
burdens in the entrance to secure it, prevented
the portcullis from falling by a strong beam
which they had prepared for the purpose, slew
the gatekeeper and his two a.ssistants, and
sounded upon the war-horn tlie signal to Wil-

susi)icion.

'

Scotichron.

vili. 16.

;
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liam Douglas and his band,

who were

bush at no great distance.

An

stantly raised in the castle, but

am-

in

alarm was

it

was too

in-

late

Limosin and his followers on rushing down
to the spot were encountered and driven back
by the Knight of Liddesdale, and the brief conflict terminated in the death, capture, or dispersion of the whole garrison. The townsmen
exulted in the recovery of that stately Acropolis
which had ah-eady become their chief pride and

ornament, and the command of it was conferred
upon a natm-al brother of Sir William Douglas.^
The recovery of national independence seemed
now so fuUy ensured that the Scots were impatient for the return of their young king, who
gladly assented to their application.

now

reached the age of eighteen

He

had

j'ears, half

of

which had been spent in exile in France and
the public sympathy, which so long an absence
had tended to cherish, was no doubt increased
by the condition of the kingdom, divided as it
;

was among separate

chieftains, each of

whom

pcted as an irresponsible sovereign within his

own

sphere of warlike operation.

queen Joanna he

set

sail

With

his

from France, and

after escaping the English cruisers they landed
•at

Inverbervie in Kincardineshire on the 4th

Thus the reign of David II.,
hitherto merely nominal, commenced in earnest,
and as far as can be judged from the records of
the period it was di.stinguished by two inroads
across the Border, in which Northumberland
was invaded with the usual amount of wasting
and plundering.- But it was soon evident that
the young king was inadequate to the rule of
of

May,

1341.

such a country as Scotland. Besides his youth,
he was utterly ignorant of the character and
customs of his subjects his education in France
had inspired him with those tastes and that
love of gay show and festivity wliich were, to
;

least, most unsuitable to the kingdom
and the crisis; and the warlike barons, who
ruled by the right of their own good swords,
were little disposed to submit to his authority
when it militated against their own claims and
interests.
An example of this kind of rivalry,

say the

in the year that followed his return, gave a
terrible illustration of the character

of his people,

and the

difficulties

and temper

that beset his

rule.

Of all those gallant warriors by whom his
kingdom had been preserved during his absence and his crown secured, the most distinguished among them had been William Douglas
the Knight of Liddesdale, and Alexander Ramsay of Dalhousie. The first, who reminded the
'

'i

Wintou,
xiii. 47
Scala Chronica ; Scotichrmi.
Scotichr&n.

;

viii.
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people by his successful deeds and daring enter-

good Lord
James, of whom he was the illegitimate son,
had not yet shown the darker parts of his charprises of their favourite hero, the

acter; while the

Knight

of Dalhousie, equally

brave and successful, seems to have possessed
in a higher degree the qualities that constitute a
great general calmness and forethought to plan
the details and meet the difficulties of a cam-

—

power of controlling the
and turning them into implicit
followei-s and instruments.
So highly, indeed,
was he regarded for these qualities that no young
aspii-ant for knighthood was reckoned worthy of
his spui's until he had served a campaign under
the chief of Dalhousie.^ His last warlike exploit,
which he performed almost immediately after
the king's ai'rival, was the capture of the strong
and important castle of Roxburgh, which he took
by a midnight escalade; and to requite such good
service David appointed him not only governor
of the castle but sheriff of Teviotdale.
It was
paign, as well as the

minds

a

of othere

fatal

act of

royal

gratitude,

for

Douglas

himself had wrested Teviotdale fi'om the Eng-

and obtained the sheriffship by right of
conquest. Douglas vowed a dire revenge upon
his old companion in arms, now his rival and
lish

;

adding treachery to revenge, he pretended to
be reconciled to him, by which Ramsay was
thrown off his guard. The latter had occasion
to hold a justice-court at Hawick, to which he
repaired with a slender train; and Douglas,
who had watched his motions, followed soon
after and entered the court, which was held in
the church. Ramsay welcomed his coming and
invited him to a seat beside him but Douglas,
armed and ready for violence, rushed upon his
unsuspecting victim, wounded him, dragged
him fi-om the tribunal, and throwing him bleeding across a horse, carried him off to his castle
of Hermitage, where he immured him in one of
;

its

dungeons.

still

more

What

atrocious.

followed was,

if

possible,

Unvisited and deprived

of all sustenance, the noble prisoner died of
famine in its most lingering and terrible

form, for he contrived to subsist for seventeen
days upon a few chance grains of com that

dropped through a crevice in the roof of his
dungeon, as a gi'anary happened to be above it.
And yet Douglas continued to be called the
" Flower of Chivalry," and to be followed by
such throngs of adherents as to set law and

"

He wes swa full off gret bownt^.
And namyd off prowes swa wes he,
That na yho\vTig man wes in the land,
That traystyd swa in his awyne hand,
Na lete, that he mycht prysyde be,
Bot gyue a qwhill wyth liyin war he."
Wyntoun, b. viii.

c.

i
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retribution at defiance

!

As

for David, he

so powerless to punish such an oii'ender

was
that he
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English king had already formed of the soundness of his loyalty and patriotism.^

The

treaty,

was obliged not only to jiardou but even to
reward him by investing him with the command
of the castle of Roxburgh and the guardianship
of the middle marches, besides reappointing him

however, from whatever cause, fell through,
and immediately after Douglas made a furious
inroad into England, where he burned Car-

to the sheriti'ship of Teviotdale.'

adherents in a contention with the

who attempted to drive him back.
have thought that this hostile demonwas necessary
to refute the suspicions which his late negotiations with England may have occasioned. This
inroad was the signal for war between the two
nations, to which the Scots were instigated not
only by the absence of Edward III. upon the
Continent, but the entreaties of the King of
France, who was anxious to arrest the course of
his rival and give him fuU occupation at home.
David issued orders for the muster of his army
at Perth and so tempting seemed the opportunity for a profitable invasion of England that
a larger array assembled for the purpose than
had met in Scotland for many years. But even
already the difllculties of the campaign had
commenced. Among the fierce rivals brought
together into one encampment feuds of long
standing began to break out, and in one of
these William, Earl of Ross, assassinated Ranald
of the Isles in the monastery of Elcho, after
which he hastily withdrew with all his fol-

high-born and widely-connected nobles. In the
height of his power and influence at court he
was accused to the king of being a traitor,

prived of their leader, also retii-ed to their
homes, and thus the Scottish army was shoi-n of

and endless discord had
kingdom not only among the
lords but the commons also." Such, indeed, was
to be expected from the rival interests at work
and the feudal zeal with which the quarrel of
every baron was supported by his followers and
retainers. Of this hateful but also complex and
tinguishable

commenced

strife

in the

we

find William BulThis gallant priest,
who is described as only a Zacoheus in stature
although so brave in battle, and who, we are
told, was wise and eloquent beyond any man of

incomprehensible warfare

lock the principal victim.

had first been treasurer to Edward
and was now chamberlain to the Scottish
What was his ofience or with whom he
king.
was at feud we are not told but his wealth,
ascendency, and ambition were enough at any
time to procure him powerfid enemies, while
his time,

Baliol

;

his

original

efiectual

rank gave him

by the royal
number of meaner

little

lisle

and Penrith, and unhoreed the Bishop of

Carlisle,

"After the death of Eamsay," says the continuator of Fordun, " it seemed as if an unex-

chance of

and thrown, with

aiTested

order,

a

criminals, into prison in

the castle of Lochindorb in Moray; and there,

Alexander Eamsay, he
Thus perished, after the
national danger had passed away, the men by
whom it had been mainly averted.
A truce which Edward III. at this time had
established with France was also afterwards

He may

stration during a season of truce

;

lowers to the mountains.

The

islesmen, de-

a considerable portion of its strength.* Under
these disadvantageous cii-cumstances the march

was commenced and the campaign opened.
first proceeding of the Scots was to lay
by Walter
Selby, one of those Border chiefs who were
ready to serve England or Scotland indifferently; and of such characters this personage seems to have been a very choice specimen. He first figures in history as one of that
band of freebooters which, at the instigation of
Robert Bruce, waylaid the two cardinals and
the Bishop of Durham, aud plundered them of
those buUs and other documents which they
were to use for the deposition of the Scottish

like the unfortunate Sir

The

was starved to

siege to the castle of Liddel, held

death.^

extended to Scotland

;

but during this cessation

King

of England was not idle.
tamper with the Knight of Liddesdale, not only as the most influential leader of
the Scots, but as one whom the late atrocity in
the case of Ramsay had marked as a, man that
might be purchased coidd his price only be
reached. Douglas apjiears to have so far yic'Ided

of hostilities the

He began

to

to the temptation as to enter into negotiations

with Edward and treat with his messengers
about being received into the faith, peace, and
amity of England, and the reward he was to
receive for his apostasy.
Whether my terms
were concluded on this occasion we are unable
to discover, but the fact that such overtures
were made to him shows the estimate which the

He

then defied his native sovereign,
against whom he held out the
Mitfoid and Horton. Then, wheeling
about to the cause of Edward Baliol, he liad
done the latter such good service .is to be reking.

Edward

II.,

castles of

w.arded with a grant of lands in Roxbuiglisliire

by

wliicli lie

of substance

was exalted into a Border baron
and consideration. But his L'ust

bargain had been driven, his last revolution

'

Rymer's Fccdera,

'

Wyntoun,

v. 379.

b. viii. c.

40

;
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between the contending pai-ties finished. Tlie
castle was stormed after a siege of six days, and
Walter Selby, the de.^piser of papal bulls and
plunderer of cardinals, was sent by David to
instant execution, without even being allowed
a priest to confess and absolve him.'^
The Border invasion having been thus far
successful, the military experience of the Knight
He saw the
of Liddesdale advised a retreat.
discordant materials of which the army consisted, and the risk to which it would be exposed by a farther advance and he suggested
that not only enough of honour had been won
already, but that the inroad might be repeated
at a better opportunity. But this counsel filled
"You have
the Scottish nobles with rage.
already got enough of English spoU," they cried,
"and now you envy us the chance of a share
Must we fight merely that you may gain b_v it?
Between this and London there are none to
All the strong men and soldiei's are
resist us.
with their king in France, and none are left
at home but priests and monks, cobblere and
mechanics." Every voice was clamorous for an
advance, and David assented. They marched
to Hexham, where during fourteen days they
wasted the country with fii-e and sword and
in their progi-ess through the bishopric of
Durham they did not even spare the patrimony
;

;

Cuthbert, although the saint himself,
according to the story, appeai-ed to David in a
of

St.

dream

at Kyton, and warned him of the consequences of such a deed of sacrilege. On the
16th of October, 1346, they reached the neigh-

bourhood of Durham, and established their
encampment at Beaurepair, now called Bear
Park. The ai-my, with the exception of two
thousand men-at-aims, consisted almost wholly
of light infantry, who, though very numerous,
were better fitted for skirmish or plunder than
the shock of a regular engagement. They were
also unskOf uUy encamped for the ground was
intersected by hedges that separated the ranks
from each other and deprived them of mutual
support, and in front of them were so many
undulations of hill and dale that the enemy
could have stolen upon them unawares. Such
a selection for encampment or battle could
scarcely have been made by the advice of the
experienced Knight of Liddesdale but, as we
have already seen, his suggestions on the subject, if at all ofi'ered, were not likely to be
heeded. In the meantime preparations had been
made to meet them that were very different
from those of the "Chapter of Mytton," of
which they seem to have expected a happy
;

;

repetition.

At

the

command

of

the

EngUsh

I

—

sans, as the Scottish leadere

c.

1; Scala

Chr

had expected, but

yeomen and weU-exercised archers

stidwart

under the command of the chief lords of the
north of England and WiUiam le Zouche, Archbishop of York, who had raised the vassals of
the church on the occasion to vindicate the
cause of St. Cuthbert. To these were added
ten thousand soldiers who were about to embark for Calais, but who joined the northern

army

at the

command

of

Edward

gether they composed a force of

whom

men, of

It has often

Alto-

III.

thii'ty

thousand

the gieater pai't were archera.

been asserted by modern historians

that Queen Philippa herself

commanded

this

formidable array, but the assertion only rests

on the authority of Froissart, whose romantic
imagination must in this case have been deceived.

The EngHsh army, by a rapid march, advanced towaids Sunderland bridge. L^naware
of their coming,

David sent the Knight

of Lid-

desdale, with the men-at-arms, to foray

the church land of

and provisions.

Durham, and

upon

collect forage

Douglas had not proceeded far

when he unexpectedly found himself

in the front

whole English army. He then attempted
a reti-eat, but was overtaken near Ferry of the
Hdl, and in the encounter that followed he lost
five hundred of his best men, himself and the
of the

The Scottish anny
was still ignorant of the nearness of the enemy,
and was only apprised of it by the return of
the Knight of Liddesdale and his followers at
fuU gallop, and their cry that the English were
at hand. Thus taken by surprise the Scots
rest escaping witli difficulty.

made hasty preparations

for battle in three divi-

which the right wing was commanded
by the Earl of Moray, and the left by the
Knight of Liddesdale, the Steward, and the
Earl of Dunbar, whUe David himself took com-

sions, of

mand

Even

of the centre.

for these

humed

preparations there appeai-s to have been scai'cely

EngUsh were now ad-

suflicient time, for the

vanced to NevU's Cross in full order for battle,
their ranks preceded by a large ci-ucifix, and
accompanied by the banners of the chief nobility
Yet even at this
of the northern counties.
trying

moment

the condition of the Scots was

not wholly desperate, and with a little prudencfe
the chief difliculty might have been removed.
Sir John de Graham, a brave and experienced
knight,

who marked

the formidable advance of

who probably rememBmce on a similar occa-

the English archers, and

bered the expedient of

Bannockbum, exclaimed to the king,
"Give me but an hundred horeemen and we

sion at
.

[a.d. 1336-1357.

regency the northern barons assembled theirmilit,iry vassals and the sherift's their county
arrays not cobblere, leather-curriers, and arti-

—
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"but to confess the
truth," adds the honest historian, "he could not
obtain one." He then attempted the feat with
his own handful of mounted attendants, and
made a furious charge upon the bowmen, iu
which some of them bit the dust; but his horse
was slain under him, and he and his little band
were quickly driven back upon their main

posed to have amounted to about fifteen or sixteen thousand, were the Earls of Moray and
Strathearn, David de la Hay constable of Scot-

body.

land, Robert

And now commenced

the battle in earnest.
The English archers, choosing their ground and
selecting their- mark,

drew

their bowstrings to

the right ear, and discharged those deadly
showers against which plate and mail were often
a weak defence and the English men-at-ai'ms,
following close upon their onset, rode in with
couched lances wherever the arrows had made
an opening. The first brunt of the storm fell
upon the division under the Earl of Moray, the
ranks of which, separated from each other by
the hedges and ditches, could offer no effectual
resistance, and they were cut to pieces or driven
from the field, after their brave leader had been
;

left

the

among the slain. A cloud
number of ten thousand, at

bowmen, to
the same time
of

took up their position in front and flank of the
Scottish ceutre,commanded by the king,and now
deprived of its right wing. But perilous though
the struggle was, and with every

moment

be-

coming more hopeless, the Scots obstinately
continued the battle, which had commenced at
nine in the morning and was protracted till
midday; and when even aU hope was gone they
scorned to give way as long as their king was
in the field.
As for David himself, his useless
courage as a man-at-arms, which served only to
continue tl>e carnage after resistance was unavailing, bunded his contemporaries to his culpable blunders as a general, and extoi-ted the
admiration of his enemies. Surrounded by a
small band of his chief nobles he struggled
against the thousands who were closing upon
him, and witli two aiTows sticking in his body,
one of which had inflicted a deep and painful
wound, he stUl cheered his few followers to
fight on. At length Sii- John C'o]iland, an English knight, closed upon him and seized him;
but D.'ivid continued to resist, and with the
hilt of his dagger knocked out two of his captor's teeth before he was mastered and disarmed.

With

tliis

event the battle of

Cross teiTuinated.

Durham

orNevil's

Its date, long after

remem-

bered in Scotland with sorrow, was the 17th of
From the duration <jf tlie fight
October, 1346.
and the obstinacy of reai.stance it is evident
that it might have terminated otlierwise had
the Scots Ijcen encamped on better ground and
guarded against surprise. Their loss on this
occasion was enough to negative all their late

and throw them back into their former despondency. With the king there were

successes,

taken prisoners the Earls of Fife, Menteith,
Sutherland, and Wigton, and the Knight of

among

Liddesdale; and

the slain,

who

are sup-

Keith the marshal, Robert de
Peebles the chamberlain, Thomas Charteris the
constable, and many others of knightly rank
and reputation. The loss of the English, as in
all those cases where the victory was chiefly
won by their ar-chery, was so trivial that no
account was made of it. While the conquerors
were occupied with the plunder Robert the
Steward and the Earl of March contrived to
detach the wing they commanded from the
hopeless struggle, and lead it safely back to
Scotland; and for this deed of precaution
through which, according to Walsingham, "that

nation [Scotland] which has ever been rebelli-

ous was not cut

ofl'

from the land of the living"

—these nobles were severely reproached as
tors

who had abandoned

This

their king.

traifeel-

ing seems to have been cherished in the heart
of David,

more

especially against his

kinsman

the Steward, who, failing the direct royal succession,

whom

was

it is

to inherit the Scottish crown,

and

probable he already regarded with

that jealousy and hatred which

is

usually en-

upon royal heirs-jiresumptive. Be the
Steward's motive what it might, it was well for
kingdom
that he was not detained upon
the
the ruinous field of Durham either by chivalrous punctilio or even by loyal principle.'
David, the unfortunate captive, was brought
to London, and escorted to the Tower with the
tailed

insulting

pomp of

a

Roman

are told, twenty thousand

triumph;

for, as

we

armed men composed

his mOitary escort, while the different guildsof the

English capital in their proper dresses attended
the procession. All this was done under the
semblance of paying him honour, and he was
mounted upon a tall black charger, that he might
be more conspicuous to the huzzaing multitudes.

But when the gates of the Tower had closed
upon him he was made to feel his captivity by
the scantiness of his accommodation, and the
heavy tax which he was required to ]iay for it.
In the meantime the English followed up their
victory by capturing tlie castle of Roxliurgh,
districts of Tweeddale, the
Merse, Ettrick, Ann.andale, and Galloway; and

and overnnuiing the

their temiiorary successes enabled

that the

1

new boundary

Scotichron. xiv.

2,

et Bequen.;

BamcB' Life of Edward III.

them to boast
was from

of Scotland

Wyntoun,

b. viii. c.

40;
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Coldbrandspeth to Soutra, and subsequently to
Carlops and Crosscryue.^

Baliol, also,

who had

fought at Durham under the English banner,
reappeared in Galloway, and being joined by
Henry de Percy and Balph Nevil, he made a
cruel irruption into the Lothians, and with his

[a.d. 1336-1357.

give time for the recovery of the nation from

its

But a visitation more terrible than
the wrath of man, and under which war was

disasters.

everywhere compelled to pause, reduced the
Scots and English more effectually than any
treaties could have done to a state of peaceful

was the

pestilence of 1345, the

wild Gallowegians penetrated as far as Glasgow,
and afterwards returned through Cunningham
and Nithsdale, marking their progi-ess with the
desolations of fire and sword.- But it was not
by such indiscriminate and savage proceedings
that he was likely to win the crown of Scotland

inaction

or the affections of the Scots, nor were the prospects of the people as yet so desperate, that

a third part of mankind in its terrible career.
Even making every allowance for the exaggera-

they should receive either him or England for
After his return from the defeat
their master.
at Durham the Steward was once more appointed
regent, and he proceeded with vigour to put the

tion of the old historians,

About the same
Lord Douglas, son of Archibald surnamed the Tyneman, slain at the battle
of Halidon Hill, returned from France, where
he had been educated, and began to signalize
himself by deeds worthy of his name and family.

until the latter part of 1348,

He quickly drove the English out of Douglasdale, and took possession of Ettrick Forest. To
protect Teviotdale Sir John Copland, the captor

holding of parliaments and courts of justice was
abandoned for two years, and in Loudon alone

which feat he had been
rewarded with the government of Eoxburgh
Castle, advanced with a considerable force; but

away.*

men of Teviotdale, abjuring the cause of
England, joined the Douglas, and Copland was
put to the rout. "This William," says the old
historian, " was a very warlike lord; and in pro-

escape.
Thither accordingly it came in 1349,
sweeping oft' men, women, and children, and
making such quick work of its victims that they

portion to his love of peace and desire to jn-eserve the freedom of the marches was his keenness in making war to obtain these advantages."^

although

In this state of depression it was well for
Scotland that Edward III. was so wholly occupied with the war in France and the siege of
Calais as to have neither time to bestow nor

the entrance of this pestilence from England
into Scotland was represented by the writers of

troops to spare for the Scottish conquest; while

less

the English regency that governed during his
absence was so well satisfied with having pro-

that

kingdom

in a state of defence.

time, also, William

of

King David,

for

the

tected then- borders

by the

victory of

Durham,

that they wisely abstained from the responIn
sibility and risk of an aggressive wai-fare.

this

:

most destructive visitation of the kind that had
ever afflicted humanity, and which, not confinitself to one country or region, passed like
a destroying angel over the fairest kingdoms of
Asia and Em-ope, and is said to have destroyed

ing

more

it

seems to have been

terrible in its inflictions as well as

wasteful in

modern

its effects

more

than any visitations of the

It did not reach our island

cholera.

when

it fij-st

ap-

peared in August on the coasts of Dorsetshire,
Devonshire, and Somersetshire, from which it
over the whole kingdom.

afterwards spread

Such was the terror
the concourses of

more than

it

inspired, that

men were

everywhere

dispersed; even the

half of the inhabitants were swept

In such a

genei'al visitation,

by which

every kingdom in the known world had been
afflicted in turn, Scotland could not expect to

generally died after a

two

days' illness.^

But

compelled a mutual forbearance of
strife between the Scots and English, it could
not abate their mutual national rancour; and
it

the former country, not as a natural event, but
as a judgment of heaven brought on by the reck-

Thus we are told
when the Scots first heard of its havotj
among their neighbours they turned it into a
impiety of the people.

subject of mirth, and in conversation adopted
for their common oath, " By the foul deaths of
the English!"

It

is

added, that to aggravate

which
had served England as a pretext, was of no
further use, so that he was again obliged to
withdraw into obscurity within the shelter of

the heavy judgment of God they made a muster
in Selkirk Forest for the purpose of invading

The capture of Calais by
which was followed by a truce
between France and England, in which the
Scots were included, tended still fui-ther to relieve the Steward from his embarrassments and

tion,

this case the cause of

Edward

Baliol,

the English border.

Edward

III.,

1

Scotichron. xiv.

2

Knighton

;

5.

Scotichron.

' Scotichron. xiv. 6.

Eymer's Foedera.

the northern borders, but had not proceeded
far into England when they caught the infec-

and after losing 5000 men were easily
beaten back into thejr own country, carrying
the pestilence along with them." "So that Scotland," says Barnes, "pai-took of the imivei-sal
contagion in as high a degree and in the same
*

Barnes' History of

Edward

5

Scotichron. xiv. 7

'Wyntoiui, b.

«

Knighton ; Stow.

;
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manner ajs other counti-ies had done before them;
only in this there was a difference, that whereas
other nations with trembling sat still and waited
for it, the Scots did seem ambitious to fetch it
among themselves." Such was the popular
rumour in England at a time when men's minds
were so troubled or so unnerved that every
repoi-t was readily believed; though, perhaps, it
was not more true than the charge brought
against the Jews of having occasioned the
plague by poisoning the wells and fountains,
in consequence of which accusation thousands
of that unfortunate people were massacred.
It
is certain that we find no notice in Scottish history of this muster in Selkii'k Forest and it is
not in the nature of armies, however brave, to
march into the very heart of a loathsome and
dangerous pestOence in quest of revenge or
;

military glory.

In the meantime the Steward had not been
remiss in efforts for the liberation of his sovereign; and in the earlier part of 1348 he com-

menced negotiations

to

that

effect.

But

al-

though the queen Joanna was allowed towards
the close of the year to repair to London for the
purpose of visiting her husband, he was still

kept a prisoner in the Tower. On great state
occasions, indeed, the Scottish king was brought
from his confinement and arrayed with princely
insignia; but it was only as an ornament of tlie
pageant or a trophy of the victories of Edward.
One of these appearances of David was at Windsor upon the institution of the order of the
Garter, where he attended the tilts and tourna-

ments held on that memorable
harness of his horse being

occasion,

made

"the

of blue velvet

at King Edward's charge, with a pale of red
velvet, anci beneath it a white rose embroidered
thereon." ' But his white rose must have shrimk
into conscious insignificance beside the magnificent white swan, " gorged or," which Edward
had adopted for his cognizance, and the defiant
motto which was inscribed upon his surcoat and

shield

:

BALIOL.

the fact that the Scots refused to assent to them,
although the freedom of the son of Bruce was
at issue.
David, therefore, after his short and

knowledge of his subsequent compliances, combined with the ambitious gi'asping character of
III., we may safely conclude that
Knighton's statement is the true one. It is,
that David, having sworn allegiance to the King
of England, had pledged himself to bring the
whole Scottish nation to the same state of sub-

Edward

mission.

It

is

too true, indeed, that shortly

from Scotland this recieant son
of the heroic Bruce subscribed two instruments
recognizing Edwai-d as his lord paramount and
consenting to take the oaths of vassalage and
that to his everlasting shame the proofs of this
submission still exist in the unmistakable form
of two documents subscribed by him to that
after his retm-n

;

effect in the charter-house of "Westminster.

It

not unlikely that he was weary of so long a
bondage, more especially as it must have been
is

by the few glimpses of liberty with
which he was occasionally indulged and that
his epicurean spirit, unequal to the struggle, was
willing to purchase full deliverance from jirison,
let the cost be what it might.
The price in this
case he may have deemed was all the less that
he had no son of his own to succeed him and
he could thus line with thonis the crown of
Scotland, which was to descend to the Steward,
whom he hated. Such are the only extenuations, miserable though they be, upon which his
aggi-avated

;

;

disgraceful surrender of the fruits of his father's
of his

rights

Hay, hay the white swan
By God's soul, I am thy man."

was obliged to retura to his
Tower of London. From our

unsatisfactoiy visit,

lodgings in the

toils,
**
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were surrendered to Edward as hostages for the
due observance of the oath. The conditions
which were to be offered to the Scottish council
as the terms of their king's deliverance have not
been recorded in our national annals, and they
seem to have been of too mysterious a nature to
be committed to writing; but that they were
sufficiently extortionate may be surmised from

and

own independence,

as well

liberties of his people at large,

a.s

the

can be

!

either understood or palliated.

It

is

gratifying

to find, in such a case, that his mission to Scot-

Two

years after

we

find the treaty continued or

renewed, with the additional object of confirming a perpetual peace between the two nations;
and that the terms might be satisfactorily adjusted between the Scottisli king and liis nobles

David was

[jermitted to visit Scotland.

But

at

from London he wa' bound by
solemn oath to return to confinement if the
stipulated terms were not accepted, wliile seven
his departure

of the eldest sons of the chief Scottish nobles

'

Barnes' Hittory of

Bdaard III

land was ineffectual.

The same

historian adds

that the Scots were indignant at the jiroposed
condition, by which they were to be reduced to
vassalage along with their king, and rejected it
with one voice. They were ready, they said, to
pay the ransom of his deliverance, but that no

consideration would

make them

sacrifice their

indef)endence.

But besides tampering with King David,
wliose facile character he must by this time
have understood, Edward III. had been negotiating with two pei-sons who had the highest
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and without whose con- the way for English aggression and conquest.
currence any cession of their sovereign was But the question of ultimate possession was
likely to be of little value.
These were Lord soon decided. The friends of Scottish liberty
William Douglas, whose return from France had taken the alarm, and through the exertions
after the battle of Durham had been so oppor- of Lord William Douglas and the Steward the
tune for the coinitry, and William Douglas, the Knight of Liddesdale at his return found every
Knight of Liddesdale. With the formei-, who district closed against his machinations in bewas now the head of his Ulustrious house, the half of England. Soon afterwards he was himattempts of Edward were unsuccessful, and self beset and assassinated by Lord William
Lord William continued to maintain for Scot- Douglas, his relative and godson, while hunting
land the districts which he had so gallantly won in the forest of Ettrick. The motives that
from the English.^ But very different was the prompted Lord William to a deed that, on
conduct of the " Flower of Chivalry," upon whose account of the spiritual relationship of the
escutcheon was the cross-bar of illegitimacy, parties, was reckoned scarcely less than actual
and who had to win his way by royal favour parricide, have been referred to mere revenge
or his good sword.
We have already seen how for the murder of Sir Alexander Ramsay but
serviceably the last had befriended him, and an old Scottish ballad traces the deed to a deeper
now that he was a prisoner he was ready to and more likely inducement. The " Flower of
adopt the other alternative. He therefore be- Chivalry," who seems to have possessed a full
came the liegeman of the English king, and share of the knightly profligacy of his order, is
as such the enemy of that national indepen- alleged to have seduced the affections of the
dence which, more than others, he had tended wife of Lord William, and thus the injured
to establish. He now engaged to serve Edward husband swept from his path a rival who was
in all his wars, except those against his own held to have forfeited the usual rights of comcountrymen, and with this proviso also, that he bat.3
might remit the latter clause when it should be
The treaty which had been so unsuccessful in
his pleasure so to do.
Sliould the French or 1351 for the liberation of David was resumed
other foreign allies of the Scots aid the latter two years after, and for this protracted delay
in invading England, he agreed to use his utmost other causes may be found than the remissness
endeavours to hinder and annoy them. In the of the Steward or the poverty of the kingdom.
event of an invasion from England he and his The king's visit to Scotland, and the degrading
were to be exempt from molestation, on the proposals of which he was the willing bearer,
condition of observing similar forbearance to- had cooled the loyalty of his subjects and
wards the English troops, and giving them a awoke their suspicion; they saw that he was
free passage through his lands and teiTitories. under English influence, and they dreaded its
In no way, either openly or in secret, he was to effects, in the event of his restoration, both to
give counsel or aid against the King of England, themselves and the country. At the meeting
whether on behalf of his own nation or of any now held by the commissioners of the two kingother. Such were the stipulations by which he doms at Newcastle, where David himself was
tied up his hands from aiding his country, or pre-sent, those of Scotland stipulated that before
could only loose them to strike with its oppres- contributing for his release he should bind himsore and all this he guaranteed under the pen- self to withdraw from evil counsellors, and
alty of being held "a disloyal and perjured grant a full indemnity for all offences comman, and a false liar" as if the treaty had not mitted in Scotland during his absence. This
already made him such
For these concessions must have been an unpalatable proposal to
he was set at liberty, and enriched with his old David and his English supporters, and was perterritory of Liddesdale and Hermitage Castle, haps the cause of protracting the treaty till near
and certain estates in the district of Annandale.^ the close of the following year, when it was conBut this munificent grant of the English king cluded upon the terms that 90,000 marks should
could in the first instance little avail the recre- be paid by the Scots for the ransom of their
ant Knight of Liddesdale, as the territories in king, by instalments of 10,000 marks annually
question had been cleared and won, and were over a course of nine yeare. During this period
now rightfully occupied, by a better Douglas also there was to be a tc«ce between the two
than himself; and it is not unlikely that the nations, and twenty young men of noble family
boon had been selected in the hope that two were to be given by the Scots as hostages for
such formidable chiefs would weaken the na- the observance of the treaty. All was ready,
tional strength by their rivab-y, and prepare
influence in Scotland,

;

;

—

!

3
>

Rymer's Fadera,

v. 737.

'

Fcsdera,

t.

v. p. 739.

Scotichron. xiv.

S.

in his History of the

Ballad quoted by

Hume

of Godscroft

House of Dmiglas and Angus.
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and only waited the

ratification of the Scottish

when the arrival of an envoy from
France arrested the proceedings. A nine yeai-s'
truce between England and Scotland would
have been unfavourable at that time to French
interests, and an envoy, Eugene de Garenciei-es,
regent,

was sent at the

He

crisis to

interrupt the treaty.

arrived in Scotland with a mihtary retinue

of sixty knights, and a still more welcome reinforcement of forty thousand gold moutons, by
a skilful distribution of which he induced the
Scottish nobles to break off the treaty and conDavid's hopes of liberty were
tinue the war.
thus extinguished at the height, and from Newcastle, the border of his own dominions, he was
marched back to his old lodging in the Tower
of London.'
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for the

death of his father,

chiefly against the territories of

the Eail of

March, who had been one

most urgent

of the

of the Scottish commissionei-s at the late treaty,

and afterwards, on the

De Garen-

arrival of

the foremost to oppose it. Eager to retaliate, March, aided by William, now Earl of
cieres,

Douglas, and the French men-at-anus, advanced

and seizing a strong position on
Nesbit Moor sent forward Sir WUliam Eamsay of Dalhousie with four hundred men to
plunder Norham and its neighbourhood. This
commission Eamsay executed to the full, and
on his return he insultingly paraded his plunder
to the Border,

whom

their coun-

trjTuen had slain in France.

The next attempt

of the Scots

was directed

now

in possession

to the recovery of Berwick,

but the capture of which was

of the English,

were now commenced by the Engthe Northumbrian border, and directed

Hostilities
lish of

BALIOL.

and exchange of prisoners, and hence the small
number of the English who fell in this wellfought conflict of Nesbit Moor.^ One incident
of cruelty by which it was stained is particulaily noticed by oui- old historian,' but it was
the deed not of an Englishman or Scot, but one
of the French knights.
This fellow, who deserved to have had his spure hacked from his
heels by the sculUon's cleaver, purchased a few
of the English prisoners from their Scottish
captors, and leading them to a retired spot
beyond the hill struck off their heads, in revenge

usually a work of difliculty proportioned to

By

importance.

land

it

was too strongly

its

forti-

be assailed with hope of success, and the
Eai'l of Angus, who had carefully studied the
enterprise, resolved to attempt it by sea.
Assisted by the Earl of March they drew from
several harbours a considerable force of ships
well furnished with soldiers, who were landed
in the darkness of a November night near the
walls, which they reached unsuspected.
They
fied to

planted their scaling-ladders and reached the
ramparts, after which they burst into the streets,

bearing

down all

resistance,

which was wakened

too late, the citizens in all

directions

from their beds, and leaping from the

Many

fljing

city walla

before the walls of

Norham

at this defiance,

Thomas Grey,

the keeper

themselves to the Douglas Tower, a strong fort

head

of a strong

that maintained the communication between

Sii-

Enraged

Castle.

of the castle, rushed out at the

body of cavalry and a band of axxhere, upon
which Ramsay, after a short resistance, betook
himself to flight. But this flight was only a feint,
for the pursuit allured the English across the

Tweed and round the side of a
by which Earl Douglas, the Earl

hill,

of

concealed

March, and

Garencieres had been waiting for their coming.
But Grey, who w;ui ;is chivalrous as any knight

Round

Table, disdained the thought of
he called to him his son William, whom
he knighted on the spot, and encouraging his
men-at-arms to dismount and fight on foot
along with the archera, he led them on to the
nnequal encounter. But although the ganLson
of Norham, from the importance of such a militai7 Border post, was composed of brave men,
they were overpowered after a desperate resistance, while Sir Thomas Grey himself, his son. Sir
James Dacre, and most of the soMiei-s, were
taken prisoners. The rancour of revenge between the two nations was now giving i)lace to
of the

retreat

:

in their shirts.

of the fugitives betook

the city and the castle

;

and thus

the

cai'ried

John Copland, the governor of
Northumberland, who resolved by a night attack from the Tower to recover Berwick but
the Scots were on the alert, and in the sally
that he made for the purpose he was not only
driven back, but the Douglas Tower itself was
taken by the Scots. Still, however, the castle
held out and defied their utmost efforts. While
alai-m to

Sir

;

matters thus stood the regent arrived at Berwick, and fearing that the town might be ret;iken

by the garrison he

left

what

forces

to the

enemy.

At the same time he

sent

home

the French auxiliaries, with cordial thanks for
their good services.'' Wliy he parted with such
useful allies,

and

at such a critical period,

it

Knighton; Fadera; Scotichron.; Scala Chron.

is

but it may be that he
was desirous of keeping open the opportunity
of negotiating with England for the estabhshdifficult to conjecture

;

the more profitable considerations of ransom

1

he

could spare for the defence of Berwick, which
he was unwilling either to demolish or abandon

'

Wyntonn,

*

Scotichron. xir. 10; Scala Chron. iu Lcland, p. 606.

b. vUi. c. 42.

• Forilun.

1.

xlv, c. 9.

;
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and the liberation of King David,
which the stay of the French in Scotland would
have tended to prevent. These precautions,
however, were rendered useless by the abrupt
return of Edward III. from France, enraged at
the opposition of the Scots and the interruption
they had caused to his career of foreign conquest;
and he advanced upon Berwick with an aiTuy
of eighty thousand men and the prestige of his

ment

of peace

recent victories.

Against such a force the gar-

by the regent in Berwick could only
and they were comsurrender
on an assurance of safety
pelled to
in Hfe and limb, and permission to retire to
rison left

make a

brief resistance,

Scotland.!

The town having thus once more changed its
was now to become the stage of a poli-

masters,
tical

pageant significant of the fate of the king-

dom

Hitherto, since the battle of

at

lai'ge.

we have seen Edward Baliol appearing
like a bird of evil omen when the horn-

Dupplin,

by fits,
was at the

darkest, but as suddenly vanishing

—

leaning upon English
and utterly helpless when bereft of it and
careless of the means he adopted to win a crown
which he had shown himself unfit to wear. His
whole career, indeed, was a striking and degradat the approach of light
aid,

—

ing contrast to that of the heroic Bruce,

whom

he was so anxious to succeed. But he had at
last become weary of his oft-defeated attempt
he was still a childless and now an old man,
and while he felt that the tenure of such a
troubled throne for life only, without leaving
a family to inherit it, was scarcely worth the
toil and the risk, he must have been con\anced
at last, however late, that he was only working
for Edward III., into whose hands the possession of Scotland must ultimately fall.
On the
20th of January (1355) Baliol accordingly appeared before the English king at Berwick,

and there surrendered to him all his rights and
claims to the kingdom of Scotland, symbolizing
the solemn act by taking oft' the golden crown
which he wore, and presenting it to Edward
along with a handful of earth which had been
lifted from the Scottish soU.
In this way the
kingdom and crown of Scotland, its isles and
all other pertinents, were bestowed like a fai'm,
with its tenants, serf.s, and cattle, and bestowed
by one who had no more real possession in the
land than that of the few grains of earth which
he thus gave away.- The boon was graciously
received, and in requital a yearly pension was
settled upon him of £2000 sterling. After this
deed of renunciation, by which the hero of
Dupplin and King of Scotland retired from the
1

Barnes' History of Edit rd III.

2 Scotichron. xiv. 12.

p. 486;

Scotichron.

[a.d. 1336-1357.

busy scene, and became, like his ancestora, an
English baron, history threw him so utterly
aside that nothing but the fact of his death
obtained a passing notice.
On receiving this investitui-e

Edward

re-

it by war and conquest.
The Scots in the meantime were not idle, and
knowing their inability to resist Edward in the

solved to substantiate

they had recourse to the old national plan
Some time, however, was necessary
to lay waste the country and remove the cattle
provisions
and
;
and to obtain it Eaii Douglas
field,

of defence.

and several
lish

of the nobles repaired to the

who had

king,

Eng-

ah-eady commenced

his

march, aud by a feigned negotiation about the
terms of submission induced him to suspend
It was a trial of diplomacy,
which Douglas, like Randolph, showed hima master and Edward, cunning though he
was, allowed himself to be hoodwinked while
the Scots were sweeping their fields, and withdrawing then- families and cattle to the fastness.^
The ten days' truce which Douglas had
obtained being at an end, he abruptly closed
the negotiations and retired, and Edward, maddened with rage and shame, advanced into East
Lothian. But he found everywhere a wilderness, and he could only wreak his vengeance
by giving every town, vUlage, and hamlet to
the flames. In this way he mai-ked his coui-se
to Haddington, not even sparing the churches
and monasteries, while the whole countiy as
he advanced presented an inundation of fire
and smoke that extended in its progress to
Edinburgh. Never indeed by Edward I., or
even the tjiant John, had Scotland been so
never had sacrilege been so wantonly
visited
connected with the wasteful havoc of war; and
for ages afterwards the event was commemorated in Scotland as the " Burnt Candlemas."
But at every step the difficulties of the invaders
multiplied there was neither forage for the
horses nor bread for the soldiers and it was
remarked as a sore cidamity, and most unwonted
for Englishmen on military ser-vice, that for
fifteen days the army had nothing to drink but
fresh water.^ The cold winds and frosts of Januhis proceedings.

in

self

;

;

;

;

ary increased the distress of the troops, while the
houses that might have sheltered the invaders

they had wantonly destroyed and from every
pass and concealment in front, flank, and rear
;

they were incessantly a'^saded by armed parties
of the Scots, who by tl>e destruction of their
homes were converted into ready soldiers and
sharp avengers. To add to Edwai'd's disasters
the elements themselves were opposed to him

3
*

Robert de Avesbury in Leland's
Knighton, p. 2G11.

Collect.

p. 236.
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by sea as well as land, for his victualling fleet
from Berwick, under the command of Lord
Morley, which he had appointed to enter the
Firth of Forth and meet him with supplies at
Leith, was dispersed and wi-ecked by a tempest.
Thus he was obliged to retreat like a fugitive
and with a wasted army, although neither battle
had been fought nor advantage won. Amidst

Berwick was appointed as the place for the final
adjustment of the treaty. Thither the Scottish
delegates chosen as their representatives by the
three estates iu parliament repaired, with a

the disorder of this retreat the Scots, as they
were wont, became the assailants; and on one

splendid following worthy of a great national
event, the Bishop of St. Andrews alone having

occasion,

upon the border

Melrose,

Edward

Events must have now convinced the Engking of the unprofitableness of a Scottish
war. It had distracted his attention in France,
notwithstanding his successes, and obliged him
to hurry to England when his prospects on the
Continent were at the brightest. He had led
an army into Scotland, which, from his past experience, he might well have judged suflBcient
for the conquest of Fi-ance itself, and had
effected nothing beyond the burning of huts
While he had thus failed in
and hovels.
achieving the conquest of Scotland his failure
must have loosened his hold upon France, and
iu both objects he was likely to
be successful in neither. Being, moreover, iu

by persisting

for the prosecution of his

continental schemes, the ransom of the Scottish

king was not to be despised and in David he
that he had an a.ssured adherent almost
as compliant as Baliol himself, and through
whom he might obtain the submission of Scotland more effectually by policy than by arms.
Such considerations were too obvious to escape
;

knew

the notice of a politician like

Edward

III.,

and

assent to the conditions

was

—

was to be paid by instalments of i,'4000 annually,
and to insure due payment the Scots were to deliver as hostages twenty young men, the heirs of
noble families, into the hands of Edward; and
besides these, three out of the chief nobility of

Scotland were to reside in England by turns
untQ the whole debt was discharged. In this

way

the country

was

to be not only drained of

money, but deprived of its hereditary leaders,
it might sink helplessly into the vassalage
which Edward had designed for it. During the
term of payment a truce was to continue between the two countries, with a free commerand on
cial intercourse both by land and sea
its

that

;

payment of the ransom, at
whatever time the defection might occur, David
was bound to return to his captivity. Weary
of so long a delay and so many disappointments,
and forgetful of their past precautions while
failure of punctual

treating for the deliverance of their king, the
Scottish commissioners assented to these hard

and David was

the negotiations for the ransom of his royal

stipulations,

captivity of eleven years.^

Avesbury

;

Knighton.

scarcely in accord-

ance with their wonted prudence and poverty.
The conditions were, that they should pay a ransom of ^'100,01)0 more than equal to twelve
times that amount in modern money. This sum

captive were resumed with a heartiness and

Scotichron.; Robert of

of

a train of thirty knights and their esquires; and

lish

money

town

for the purpose, the

thither also came the unfortunate David Bruce,
with the English commissioners, and escorted by
the whole military array of Northumberland.
The meeting was opened in August, 1357, and
the treaty was concluded on the 3d of October,
the terms upon which the Scots were to recover
their sovereign being so exorbitant that their

laws.'

of

London

was nearly taken

himself

an ambush conducted by Earl Douglas. He
reached Berwick in safety, and to cover the
shame of his bootless expedition he published
a pompous proclamation, declaring that as sovereign of Scotland he was resolved to protect
and maintain inviolate its ancient usages and

want

sent to

of Ettrick Forest near

prisoner in a sudden and destructive assault of

sore

on both sides that promised a satisfactory conclusion. After the preliminaries had
been settled with the Scottish commissionei-s
sincerity

'

FcecUra,

t.

vl.

set free after

39-68.

a

;
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CHAPTEE
EEIGN OF DAVID

II.

[a.d. 1357-1371.

III.

FROM HIS LIBERATION TILL HIS DEATH

—

—
—

(1357-1371).

—

payment

of his ransom Hopeless
David's welcome from his subjects His churlish requital
application to France for aid Effects of the truce with England Scotland sacrificed in a treaty between
England and France— Catherine Mortimer, David's mistress— Her assassination— Success of Edward's
designs upon Scottish liberty through the truce David's rash proposal to his parliament in favour of an
EngUsh successor Its indignant rejection League of the nobles against David— They are reduced to
submission David's marriage with Margaret Logic Dishke of the nobles at the marriage David's disDifficulties in the

—

—
—
—
—
—
graceful compact with the King of England — Its terms — Its treacherous tendency against the Uberty of
Scotland— Willingness of the Scottish parliament for a permanent peace with England — Their Uberal offers
—A previous truce established — Its effects on the patriotism of the Scottish nobles — Inabihty
to obtain
of the country to discharge the royal ransom — A new war between France and England lowers the tone of
Edward III. towards Scotland — David suppresses a Highland rebellion — Proceedings and enactments of a
parUament held at Perth — Margaret Logic divorced — She escapes from Scotland and appeals to the papal
court— Last illness and death of David II.— His character.
—

it

The whole kingdom

of Scotland

was jutilant

at the return of their sovereign from his long
captivity.

By

his liberation the national dis-

grace was expunged and the son of their heroic
Bruce was once more to reign over them. He

had returned

be entirely surrounded by

also to

repeatedly sent to England to treat for the
deliverance of the king

;

it

had

also incurred

fresh expense in the maintenance of so

a

many

noble hostages in England who were given as
sureties for the observance of the late treaty.

The means adopted

for the liquidation of the

loving and devoted subjects, for except

royal ransom were in keeping with the urgency

a chamber-boy he brought not a single attendant with him from England. It was no wonder,
therefore, if the crowds pressed upon him and
in theu" eagerness blocked up his path as he

of the debt and the poverty of the country.
All the wool and wooKels of the kingdom were

his

own

parhament
which so often welcomed the approach and gladdened the heart of
" the good King Robert," was most distasteful
and snatching a mace
to his degenerate son
from one of his attendants, he threatened to

went

in procession to ojien his first

at Scone.

But

this ardour,

;

fell

to the earth the

him unsummoned.
chiu'lish

fii-st

man who

appi'oached

The crowds recoUed at this
it must have been

demonstration, and

with a sudden chiU of disappointed loyalty and
By that one act David had taught them
how Uttle he valued their devotedness, and how
independent of national sympathy he was likely
hope.

to continue his rule.^

After this unkingly behaviour to his subjects

David and his parliament opened their proceedings by a consideration of the means for the
payment of the royal ransom. It was one of
those financial difficulties which, at all times
more trying to Scotland than war and invasion
in their woi'st forros,

at the present

that even at

crisis.

was especially perplexing
The sum was so enormous

most prosperous period Scotland
have raised it. But the country
was now impoverLshed by its long war, by the
ransom of its knights and nobles taken at
Durham, by the expensive deputations it had
its

cotild scarcely

set apart for the purpose; all

according to the value of his property, besides
what he was pleased to contribute of his own
free-will.

Wyntoim,

b. viii. c. 43.

All lands and every rent and custom

crown were to be
laid under a
and while
officers were stationed on the marches to intercept every excisable article that might be smuggled across the Border, every inland county and
parish was furnished with its officers and taxthat

had pertained

resumed.

to the

The whole kingdom was

process of rack-rent or distraining;

gatherers,

who

took account of every

ai'ticle

of

property and levied the imjjost to which it was
Such were the principal expedients
liable.

which the present parliament adopted for the
removal or at least the lightening of the millIt must soon
stone that hung round its neck.
have been found that the purses of the laity
were inadequate of themselves to the greatness
of the demand, and David was obliged to have
This
recoiu-se to the liberality of the church.
he was the more encouraged to do as in the late
treaty the bishops, having/obtained the consent
of their chapters, had bound themselves and all
the clergy to contribute their share of the ransom. For this alienation, however, of the eccle-

revenues the consent of the pope was
and David applied to him for a ratification of the engagement entered into by the
siastical

necessai'y,

1

landed property

was to be taxed according to its value or rental
and every tradesman and mechanic was assessed
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Scottish bishops.

But the pontiff, upon tbe
pka that this obligation was subversive of the
interests of religion and the church, peremptorily refused his assent.^ Yet in the following

compromised themselves with England, were
left by theii- perfidious allies to then- poverty
and their besetting difficulties.
It was perhaps as fortunate in the meantime

year he appears to have relented, for on a subsequent application he granted a tenth of the

for Scotland that this prospect of the renewal of

revenues of Scotland towards the
payment of the debt, but on the express condition that it should not be exacted beyond the
term of three years.^ This was deemed a wonderful stretch of liberality; and, furnished with
ecclesiastical

the jjapal buUs, the Scottish ambassadors returned home in triumph.
As France had benefited so greatly by the
disasters of Scotland her aid was reasonably
expected by the latter in return, and there was

accordingly a meeting of plenipotentiaries of

both kingdoms upon the subject of King David's
ransom. The Scots on this occasion represented
that their sovereign, whOe a prisoner, might
have obtained his liberty and procured peace
for the country by renouncing his alliance with
France, but had rejected the offer; and that he
had engaged to pay so large a ransom in full
confidence of French assistance in discharging
it.
As yet, it was added, only the lirst instalment of ten thousand marks had been paid, and
that until the whole was defrayed the hostages
could not be recovered nor war resumed. To
renew hostilities with England they were both
able and willing, provided France would aid
them in paying the ransom before the term
appointed and if this were done they would
commence the war instantly, and without demanding the auxiliary French forces which the
latter power, by treaty, had bound itself to furnish.
These were tempting offere; but France
was scarcely in better plight than Scotland herself, her king being a prisoner in London and
her fields devastated by a ruinous war. This
the French plenipotentiaries represented as the
;

reason of their inability to contribute in money;
but if the Scots commenced hostilities they

vaguely alleged that they would aid them according to their power. But further consideration at last induced them to give a more decisive answer and they agreed to the payment
of fifty thousand marks sterling to the Scots on
condition that the latter should renew the war
with England. The old alliance between France
and .Scotland w;us also ratified anew.' But this
gleam of promised aid proved fallacious, for
France forgot her engagements; the stij)ulated
sum was never paid and the Scots, iifter having
;

;

'

Robertson's Parliamentary Jtecordt, pp. 96-7; Fad.

vi. 8!)-no.

Scotkhron. xiv. 21.
' Scotkhron.; MS. copy of the treaty in the Advocfttus'
Library. Edinburgh.
''

war was not realized, and that the country had
time to repose and gather strength. For David's
captivity of eleven long years had not taught

him wisdom, and

his return to his kingdom had
not abated the mutual feuds of his noljles nor
induced them to act in concert. With such a

king and such leaders it was better that there
should be peace with England at any price short
of the national independence
the very price, be
it noted, which Edward III. meant to exact for
his unusually pacific forbearance. He had tried
force and found it unavailing, and he was now
endeavouring to conquer Scotland by an insidious policy through which its national spirit
should be slowly wasted and its strength silently
undermined.
He had already acquired that
ascendency over David which a strong commanding mind gains over a weak one. He was
tampering with the young Scottish hostages,
who were allured by the renown of his martial
achievements, and fitting them for his future
purposes.
He was encouraging his beloved

—

brother-in-law the

King

of Scotland, his sister

the queen, and the chief Scottish nobility to

make

visits to

England under the pretest

of

negotiations for the welfare of both realms, and

them on their arrival with such courtesy
and kindness as to set their national jealousies
treating

asleep.
In this way the Scottish aristocracy,
with their king at their head, were in danger of
becoming what they had originally been moi'e
English than Scotch, and more Norman than
either, having no country except where their
lands lay or where their prospects were most
promising. But while Edward was thus securing the heads and leaders of the nation the
people were not lost sight of, and the liberal
concessions which he made would have been
worthy of the highest commendations but for
the purposes in which they originated. Thus he
threw open to the Scottish merchants the profitable trade with England, and granted them
such protections and immunities as no other
English sovereign would have bestowed. He
afforded every facility to the Scottish youths
who wished to obtain an education superior to
that which their own country could bestow, and
they received letters of safe-conduct to the universities of Cambridge and Oxford, instead of
being oblige<l to re]iair to the colleges of France
Even those English shrines
and (Jermany.
which were the resorts of common worshiji
were made free to Scottish pilgrims, and the
peaceful bands of northern devotees might re-

—
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them without molestation or danger.

pair to
It

was well that national

asperities should

be

thus softened down and a mutual intercoiu'se
of two neighbouring nations promoted but who
does not see that such an intercoui'se must have
ended in the few being absorbed by the many,
It would
the weak overcome by the strong
have been a conquest of absorption, not a union
;

I

of interfusion, and as such the Scottish patriots
opposed it and were ready to prefer to it the
dangerous alternative of war. At the head of
these was Robert the Steward, whose patriotism
was sharpened by his interests, and in his oppo-

David
he was contending for the independence of a
sceptre which himself and his posterity were
sition to the concessions of the childless

destined to wield.

Being for the present freed from all apprehension of Scottish interference, Edward III.
resumed his continental aggressions, and passed
over to Calais with an army of 100,000 men,
among whom were several Scottish knights who
gladly followed his banner. But if they hoped
to win either spoil or glory under such a redoubted leader they were on this occasion disappointed; for after a short and useless campaign an agreement, caUed the Treaty of Renunciation, was made between France and England. One of its conditions was of peculiar

[a.D. 1357-1371.

to the views of the English king

upon Scotland
would be viewed by David with much hostility
or dislike.
But in the same year (1360) a private and pereonal affliction revenged his indifference to the national welfare. While a prisoner in England he had maintained an adulterous intercourse with Catherine Mortimer, a
native of Wales ; and on retm-ning to Scotland

he brought her with him, and established her
as his favourite mistress.
But she experienced
the usual fate of a royal mistress in having
aiTayed against her the jealousy and hatred
of the nobles; and these magnates were neither
slow nor sci'upulous in the mode of manifesting

Two
HuUe and Dewar,
their hatred.

of their creatures,

named

repaii-ed to her residence

under the pretext of being royal messengers
commissioned to escort her to the king's presence, and the unsuspicious Catherine committed
herself to

their guidance.

They rode along
moor between

until they reached a desolate

Melrose and Soutra, and there the villains murdered her.
The body on being found was
interred by the afflicted king in the chapel of
the Abbey of Newbattle, and the Earl of Angus,
a turbulent profligate man, who was suspected
of being the instigator of the murder, was

It was, that the king
France and his successoi's " shall, as much as
be done, forsake, and altogether depai-t
fi'om the alliances which they have with the
Scots," and shall not " give or lend to the King

thrown into prison in the castle of Dumbarton,
where he soon after died of the plague.^
This terrible ^Tsitation of pestilence, which
had swept over Scotland with such deadly effect
in 1349, renewed its ravages in 1361, and on
this occasion with gi'eater violence than ever;
for while on the former it had been exclusively

of Scotland, or to the subjects thereof, present

confined to the lower ranks,

or to come, any aid, favour, or comfort against

classes alike.

significance to Scotknd.
of

may

King

of England, or against his heirs
or successors, or against his realm or subjects in

the said

contagion and

many

Alarmed
its

it

now

attacked

all

at the virulence of the

wasteful havoc, the king and

of the nobility retu-ed to the northern

made

make any

part of the kingdom, and

alliances with the said Scots against the said

at Kinloss, in Moi-ayshire.

King

however, David was not wholly idle; for, excited
by some cause of resentment which the historian has not specified, he quarrelled with the
Earl of Mar, besieged him in his castle of Kildrummy, which he reduced, and placed in it a
garrison of his own.*
Amidst these external changes of such ti-ivial
importance, and so little accounted of in history,
a strong undercui-rent was silently at work, by
which the national indejiendeuce was to be
The
transferred to the control of England.
unwonted peace that had prevailed since the
return of David from captivity, the mercantile

any

sort;

and that they

shall not

England and realm of England, in
time to come." ' In this way the French, when
the season of danger was over, abandoned their
faithful allies to the tender mercies of the English king. But this shameful abandonment was
not gratuitous, for Edward on his part agreed
to abandon to the wrath of France the Flemings, whose cause he had hitherto supported,
and by whose aid he had signally profited during the whole course of the French war.- Thus
two brave nations, struggUng for their respective rights, were sacrificed to the interests of
those rival kings through whose mutual contention they had sought to work out their own
of

deliverance.
It

is

not probable that a treaty so favourable

1
'

Barnes' History of King
Eymer, Fcedera, \i. 192.

Edward

their residence

During

this recess,

between Engljind and Scotland, by
which the poorer country had been emiched,
and the social meetings that were frequent between the two peoples, had tended to abate the
intercoui-se

III.
\Scotichrfftl.

L

xiv. c. 24.

;
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hostile feelings

and

lull

The splendid

Soots.

the suspicions of the

court of Edwai-d III.

the chivalrous character of

its

and

nobles were

equally alluring to the Scottish barons and pre-

who

lates
ical

visited it either for pleasure or polit-

negotiation

;

and as these

visits

were

fre-

quent, the desirableness of assimilating the two
countries more closely together

was a

feeling

extended more widely, and impressed more
Eddeeply, with every successive mission.
ward III. and David his willing vassal were
thus drifted onward by a favourable tide that

needed neither sail nor oar; and with a very few
years more of patient endurance it seemed as if
their mark would be attained.
But thus passively to wait seemed neither to suit the eager
ambition of the English king nor the rashness
of him of Scotland, while circumstances had
also occurred which must have made the instant
settlement of their mutual project more desirable than ever. In 1362 David's queen, Joanna,
the makepeace of both kingdoms, died at Hertford Castle in England and thus that country
as well as Scotland was freed from an unwelcome remembrancer, whose presence spoke of
an event that was displeasing to both. On the
year following Edward Baliol sickened and
died at Doncaster, and with him perished the
last of the rivals to the house of Bruce.'
The
English king may have felt misgivings that
under a longer delay David, now a widower,
might take to himself a new mate, and become
the father of an heir to the Scottish throne
while David himself, still without a son, and
who would have had even a Baliol rather than
the Steward to succeed him, now saw that the
royal succession was becoming every year more
;

confirmed in favour of Robert, whom, since the
battle of Durham, he had hated with a royal
and rival hatred. To such considei-ations we
may reasonably trace the eagerness with which

Edward

III.

now

desired a final settlement of

Scottish affairs, and the readiness with

David assented

Under

which

to his wishes.

this ill-advised haste the Scottish par-

liament was

summoned

at Scone in

March 4th

and there the king propounded the
measure which for years he had cherished
within his heart. It was, that should he die
without male issue they would choose, not a
native, but an Englishman for their sovereign.
He suggested to them Lionel, Duke of Clarence,
{13()3),

the third son of the EngUsh king, as the worthiest of their choice, as

he

their national liberties
tranquillity;

them

who

could best defend

and maintain the public

and should they consent he assured
King Edward would aban-

II.
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don for himself and his heirs for ever all claims
and pretensions to the sovereignty of Scotland.
The parliament was astounded. Was this to
be the end of threescore years of struggle and
suifering
Was it for this that they had purchased the freedom of their king? And had
they lived to hear such a proposal made by the
son of the victor of Bannockburn
The mask
was not merely removed but insultingly flung
?

?

With one

in their faces.

voice, a voice of in-

dignant thunder, the three estates cried, " No,
we never will permit an Englishman to reign
over us !" They reminded the king of the act
of settlement

made

in the days of

Robert Bruce,

ratified by the solemn oaths of the Scottish
parliament, appointing his son-in-law presumptive heir of the crown ; and they declared that

and

the Steward and his sons were brave men, and
worthy to rule over them.^ This fierce decision,
given by all and each without a moment's hesitation or counsel, was enough, and David was
fain to escape by calling their attention to other
matters.^ But the words he had uttered he
could not revoke, and they had roused the un-

suspecting spirit of the nation to a sense of its
danger. All therefore who loved their country,

independent of sordid or pai'ty considerations,
who were devoted as poHtical partisans to
the cause of the Steward and his family, all
whom personal injury and feud had made the
hereditary enemies of England, all whose dogged
pride was of such a national cast that they
would not only have rejected the sway of an
English ruler, but even the worship of an English saint
these pai-ties of many minds, however separated or opposed, had now a common
bond of union, of which Robert the Steward

all

—

was recognized as the representative and head.
A combination was accordingly formed of the
principal nobles and barons to guard the established succession, at the head of which was
Robert himself, his two sons, and the Earls of
March and Douglas and the bond by which
they engaged to unite and stand by each other
was ratified by oath and seal. Their avowed
purjjose was to compel the king to disclaim his
proposal, or, on his refusal, to expel him and
to show that they were in earnest they raised
;

;

make their purpose good. The
war which they thus commenced was conducted

their vassals to

in their usual merciless

who adhered

to the

fashion
the barons
king were assailed in their
:

strongholds, and the mercantile communities in
their burghs; the former were dispossessed and
driven out, and the latter plundered. It was a

resumption of the

spirit

and

practices of the

that, in return,

' Scotichron.
'
1

Walsingham; Barnes.

ad

" Propter
alia."

1.

xiv.

quod

c.

rex,

Scotichron.

Wyntoun, b. viii. c. 45.
ut appaniit commotus, divertit

25;

se

—
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woman

Bruce and Baliol warfai-es, although the pretexts and the watchwords were altered; but in
this as in former cases it had originated in
English intrigue and for the purposes of English aggrandizement. The machinations of Ed-

his marriage with !Margaret Logic, a

had now divided not only the kingdom but the royal family against itself, and it
only now remained to be seen whether the son
or the son of the son-in-law should prove the

King of England, being either the daughter or
the widow of Sir John de Logic, one of the inferior Scottish barons.
The Steward and his
famUy were chagiined at a step by which their

stronger in the contest.'

succession might be thwarted, while the proud

ward

III.

war was not of
long continuance. At its commencement David
issued proclamations commanding the rebellious
barons to desist, and on their refusal he proNor was his
ceeded to levy his adherents.
cause so hopeless as at fii-st sight might have
Happily for the country

this

independently of those nobles
as the proper head of his
family, he could calcidate on the restored English lords, the supporters of Baliol, whose cause
had now become identified with his own, and
upon those English soldiers who stiU continued

appeared

who

;

for

followed

him

to gai-rison certain districts

the Scottish border.

sums

of

money

As he

and

castles

upon

distributed large

also in raising troops

it

may

wms
war by the King

justly be supposed that in his poverty he

supplied with the sinews of

who had so deep an interest in the
Thus David was soon at the head of
an army that completely outnumbered the insurgents, upon whom he advanced with his
This display
fathei-'s alacrity and courage.
daunted the combined lords, who proposed an
accommodation; and the king, who wished to
recover the popularity he had lost by his impolitic proceeding, was equally ready to listen.
As peace was so much for the interest of both
parties the terms were quickly settled, and
apparently to their mutual satisfaction. By
of England,

quarrel.

bond of union,
and renewed theii- oaths of allegiance, while
the Steward swore to be an obedient and faithful liegeman to the king in all time to come, on
these the nobles cancelled their

pain of forfeiting his title to the crown, his right
to his lands and possessions, and of being
esteemed a perjured man and a false dishonoured knight.- By this one instance of moral
courage, wisdom, and enterprise, which stands

alone in the whole coui-se of the reign of David

II.,

a rebellion that might have dethroned him was
appeased, and the misery of a civil wai- averted.
This wise and kingly deed, however, was not

without

its

same year

foU and contrast; and during the
at the very period when

—perhaps

—

he thus secured his tottering throne he again
it in jeopardy by sharing it with a most
unsuitable partner. This was in consequence of

placed

scribed

by the old

de-

more diswomanly virtues.'
what it might, she was an

historian as being

tinguished for beauty than

But be her character
unmeet successor to Joanna, the

sister of the

nobles were indignant that one of an inferior
order was thus raised above them, who might
become the mother of a race of princes. The

rancour thus raised anew was speedily manifested by the Steward, and his son Alexander
Lord of Badenoch, being cast into prison, and
by the king's impatience to visit England, which
he did accompanied by his beautiful bride, under
the jiretext of making a religious pilgrimage to
W'alsingham. Strong, indeed, must have been
,

the motive that drove him from his offended
nobles into the aiins of

Edward

III.

;

for the

most part of his ransom was still unpaid, and
by visiting England he might at any time be
recommitted to his old lodging in the Tower.
But he came prepai'ed to settle the debt which
his subjects wei-e neither able nor willing to
pay, and to settle it in a way which he knew
would be most satisfactory to the wishes of his
royal creditor. The shameful compact between
the two kings on this occasion was ratified by
theii' selected privy counselloi's at Westminster
in November (1363), and its stipulations are
fully characteristic of the ambitious yet cunning
and cautious spirit of Edward III., as well as
the selfish, unpatriotic chai-acter of David and
his adherents who assented to them. They were
in substance to the following effect

:

In the event of the King of Scots dying without male issue, the King of England for the
time being w,as to succeed to the throne of Scotland. The name and title, however, of the kingdom of Scotland was to be preserved with due
honour and proper distinctions, no xmion or annexation being made with England and in all
public instruments the English sovereign thus
;

succeeding was to be distinguished by the title
After
of " King of England and of Scotland."

having been crowned in England he was to repair to Scone, and there be crowned also King
of Scotland and the marble chaii- which was
still retained at Westminster was to be given
;

to the Scots for that purpose.

At

his Scot-

tish coronation the English king

was

to swear

up

that he would maintain the national freedom of
the church of Scotland, so that it should not be

3

"Non tam

bonitat« virtutis feminese,

fomise appetivse."

Scotichron. xlv. 28.

qukm

voluptate
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subject to any English archbishop, or foreign

to the English estates that -were claimed

power whatever, excejit tliat of the pope and
tliat none of its bishoiirics, ecclesiasticiil dignities, or benefices should be conferred uj^on any
except native-born Scotchmen. He was also to
pledge himself that he would maintain the laws,
statutes, and usages of Scotland established by
that he would not
its former kings inviolate
alienate the kingdom or any part of it, but preserve it free and entire, as it was in the days of
Robert Bruce and that his only counsellors in
Scottish affairs should be the peers and lords of

father or uncle, or receive a complete equivalent.
Full satisfaction was also to be made

;

;

;

Scotland.

After these attempts to assuage the

national jealou.sy of the Scots and reconcile

them

to the rule of English sovereignty the following
advantages both immediate and remote, and
affecting all classes, were held out as allurements. The town and castle of Berwick, and
the castles of Roxburgh, Jedburgh, and Lochmaben, with the territories belonging to them,
as also the English lands which Robert Bruce
had held at the time of his decease, were to be
restored to Scotland. No new tax whatever was
to be imposed upon the people
no native was
to be forced to appear in any court of law, except within the kingdom and no one was required to give more than forty days of military
service at his own proper charges.
The debt
still owing by the Scots for the Uberatiou of
their king was to be cancelled and the Scottish
hostages set free. In commerciid privileges the
road to wealth was to be opened to the trading
communities for the Scottish merchants were
to enjoy their own liberties in traffic, and not to
be obliged to go to Calais, or any other staple
town, but to pay to the general customs only
half a mark for each sack of wool which they
;

;

by

his

by the King

of England to the Earl of Athole,
the lords Beaumont, Percy, and Ferrei-s, to the
heirs of Sir Richard Talbot, to all the disinherited or dispossessed barons who laid claim
to lands

in

Scotland since David became a

prisoner or otherwise
to

— and this satisfaction was

be made in such a manner that the present

actual possessor's of these lands should enjoy

them without challenge and transmit them undisturbed to their heirs.
These, indeed, were large and tempting promises, but the price demanded in return was
the jjower of breaking them at pleasure. And

would Edward III. have continued to fulfil
them when the purpose which they were designed to effect had been secured ? It was so
iniquitous a bargain that a breach of it would
have added very little to its criminality. And
had Scotland been thus delivered into such unscrupulous hands, how soon and how aj'bitrarily
its resources might have been tasked, either for
foreign conquests in which the country had no
interest or for the establishment of a regid des-

exported.

potism in England that would have been fatal
to both kingdoms alike
But, above all, what
shall we think of the meanness of David, who
seems to have cherished this prospect for years
and to have entered with alacrity into the bargain 1 To him the freedom of his country and
the glory of his father were a nullity. To gratify his vindictiveness against the Steward he
sacrificed the rights of the family of his sister
Marjory; and for an inglorious peace or enjoyment that could last during his own life only he
renounced the royal claims that might descend

holder,

to the children of his

of Scotland,

line of his elder sister.

;

Every prelate, earl, baron, and freewhether ancient or new in the kingdom
was to be left undisturbed in his
privileges, lands, revenues, and offices
and
;

every chancellor, chamberlain, justiciary,
provost, bailie,

was

slieriff,

and governor of town or

castle

be exclusively a native of Scotland. The
lower and middle classes being thus left untouched, or only visited with benefits and grateful prospects, and the upper ranks confii-med in
to

their hitherto insecure

possessions, the great

leaders of the nation were to be propitiated, or

from whom resistance was chiefly apprehended were to be purchased with a price correspondent to their importance; and accordingly this necessary i)recaution was by no means
neglected.
David himself was to be put in
possession of the greatest part of the lands and
rents which his ancestoi-s held in England, and
an equivalent for the rest, and to perform ser-

tliose

vice for these lands alone to the English king.

The powerful Earl

of

Douglas was to be restored

!

reign

;

let

him but

own daughtera, failing
Let him but

gences of royalty, and for this he
sacrifice

live

the

and

reign for the sensual indul-

his fathei^'s house

and

is

content to

his

own.

It

would have been a thousandfold better for him
if, like Jolm of France, his late fellow-captive,
he had declared his inability to discharge the
conditions of his deliverance, and returned of
his own accord to the Tower.
But relieved of
a load and jocund of heart, he returned to Scotland, and was received with welcome by tliose
faithful subjects who, had they known the
secret treaty by which they were bought and
sold, would have chased him back across the
Border, or even torn him to pieces. So cai'efully, indeed, was it concealed that it remained

unknown not only to the country at large, but
even to our earliest historians; and it was not
uutU after the more honourable and propitious
union of the two kingdoms under James VI.
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among parliament were worthy of admiration. All they
London and published for would demand in this case of England was a

that a cop; of the agreement was found

the old archives of
the

time to the world.' By one article
sound the inclinations of his

fii-st

David

agi-eed to

Edward

subjects upon the treaty and advertise

and

his council of the result fifteen days after

the ensuing Easter

;

of history respecting

but from the utter silence
any meeting of the Scottish

truce for a certain limited period until the whole

sum could be paid by yearly
was

As

instalments.

for the great ditficulty of raising the

this

money,

by the

also deliberately encountei-ed

an annual tax upon the whole wool
kingdom, and another upon all persons

pi'oposal of

of the

kingdom

amount

parliament, or even councU, for such a purpose,

in the

we may

In this way ten thousand marks
per annum would be raised, and the debt discharged in ten years. The result of these deliberations and proposals was an interim truce
of four years between the two kingdoms for
the adjustment of the terms of a final and lasting peace, the ransom still continuing to be paid
by fixed instalments and should either country
be inclined to go to war before the truce had
expired a due notice to that effect was to be

conclude that David lost heart and did
not venture the trial. In this way the conspiracy was useless to both kings, except in so
it made the one a more subservient tool
and the other a less urgent creditor.
During this season of treachery almost unexampled in the history of nations, in which the
sovereign was conspiring against the rights and

far as

privileges of his

own throne

in behalf of a rival

was well that the country was disposed
and ready to maintain it by just and
Although not aware of
the amount of his duplicity the Scots must already have marked, on more than one occasion,
power,

it

months before the commencement

given

reasonable concessions.

hostilities.

ests of

England; and

in the

event of a war they

might well fear to commit the

issue of the struggle

to such a questionable leader. In the parliament,

which met in the beginning of 1364
the great question was the transformation of the
present truce into a permanent peace and to
therefore,

;

obtain this they declared themselves ready to
replace the disinherited lords, Athole, Talbot,

Percy, Beaumont, Ferrers, and Eoss into their
Scottish possessions, and to invest the youngest

son of Edwai'd III. with the lands of Galloway
that had belonged to Edward Baliol, and with
the Isle of Man. For the establishment of the
English rule in Ireland they would also invade
that island as the allies of England, with an

army headed by

These liberal conwere ready to offer in lieu of the
royal ransom, which pressed heavily upon them,
and which of late had fallen in arrear. And
should even these concessions not be deemed
sufficient they were ready to supplement them
with a money payment also, a moderate deductheir king.

cessions they

tion being
of

made

in the

what was already

amount

in consideration

All this they expressed themselves ready to give as the price
of a perpetual peace and alliance between the
two nations upon such terms as should in no
offered.^

way compromise the freedom and independence
of Scotland.

In the event of these terms beinc

payment

of the ransom in full was
the next subject of consideration and here the
integrity, energy, and self-denial of the Scottish

rejected the

;

'

Fad. Ang. voL

2

Robertson's Parlianientary Records.'

vi. p. 427.

of six pennies in

;

for peace,

the subserviency of their sovereign to the inter-

to the

the pound.

An

.six

interval of repose

Scotland, and

it

was thus secured

now remained

to

of

for

be seen

result was to be for evil or for
On the one hand was the kingdom exhausted with its efforts and impoverished with
its debts, and to which every moment of rest

whether the
good.

was a welcome opportunity for revival but on
the other was the King of England waiting the
;

time when his victim should be lulled into sleep
and bound without resistance. And aU was
going silently, blandly onward.
Brought by
peace into closer contact with England than
ever it had been by war and invasion, the
country, along with the blessings of repose,

was gradually recovering

its

former prosperity

as well as acquiring the princijiles of a higher

merchants found the English
traffic, and its scholars the
and that
frank interchange of friendship had already
commenced between the two nations which is
civilization

;

its

ports open to their

halls of learning to their researches

so congenial as well as so natural to

;

two gallant

enemies after they have proved each other's
strength in an unflinching chivalrous combat.
But even from this intercourse which Edward
so carefully pi-omoted, there also accrued the
evil and the danger which he appeal's to have
calculated upon. The Scottish lords whose sons
were hostages to the King of England became
frequent visitors to his court, where they soon
acquired English habits and anti-national prejudices. Those nobles .vho had no such motive
for journeying were allured by the sj^lendour of
English tom-naments or fhe fashionable promenades of English shrines, and were in the frequent
practice of journeying southward with costly
trains, either as religious pilgrims or gallant

knight-adventurers.

And

the most frequent of

;
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these tourists

was David himself, who, with

his

queen, made such repeated pilgiimages to the
shiine of St. Thomas of Canterbury and tlie
court of London, that England rather than his

own kingdom had become

his principal home.
Such journeyings, also, could not be made without money, or such comijetitions with the far
wealthier nobles of England without incuning
heavy debt and the Scottish barons after im;

poverishing their

own

country often involved

themselves in such serious pecuniary difficidties
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The

their jewels for debt.^

countr}'

had

been so unmercifully drained of its money to
support the expensive journeys of its magnates
that every tax imposed for the ransom was ineffectual.
The iudiflerence of the king to the
welfare of his people, and his frequent absences
from the country, made many of the chief
nobility reckless,

and

arrogant,

despotic,

so

that they felt more gratification in ruling as

own domains than
where they might be

kings or tyi-ants over theuin repairing to parliament,

them equalled or eclijised. Of these proud absentees
Even the Earl of Douglas and the Earl of Mai'ch, the
unless they set their patriotism to sale.
Da\'id and his queen Margaret could not ven- two lords of highest influence in Scotland, are
But woree than these
ture into England without a safe-conduct that particularly specified.
protected both himself and his establishment were the open rebellions and the tmbuleut
from arrest. On these accounts a large portion feuds of others John, Lord of the Isles, Gilagainst
of the Scottish nobility, besides their sovereign, lespie Campbell, and John of Lorn
were bound to England either bj- the blandish- whom royal proclamations had to be issued,
ments of Edward or the sums which they owed and the coimtry put in a state of defence.
to his subjects, and from the consequences of Fifty-six thousand marks of the ransom were
which his power was necessary for their pro- stiU unpaid, and in the present condition of
things there was little prospect of the means of
tection.
In the meantime Edwai-d, who watched the liquidation, when an unexpected event interin

England that

little

remedy was

left

—

current of events, seems to have thought too

prematurely that Scotland was his own, and
was at no pains to conceal liLs exultation. Of
this he gave evidence by withholding the royal
title from David, styling him in lettei-s of protection, "our dear brother and prisoner," while
Robert Bruce himself he designated as him
" who had pretended to be King of Scotland."
But the people at large, and the best of the
nobles, were neither to be seduced nor subdued,
while the arrogance of Edward aud the defections of their countrymen only made them
doubly watchful over the national independence.
Of this they gave proof by their solicitude for
the dLschargp of their king's ransom rather than

should become the pledge and price of
concession ; and by the sacrifices they were
that

it

ready to incur that

it should be discharged in
four years rather tlian be postponed to a later

So earnest, indeed, were these demonwar was constantly apprehended by the English, who were
obliged to increase their Border airay, and look

—

posed in behalf of Scotland, and cut the knot
which it could not untie. This was the commencement of a new war between France and
England, in which Edwai-d was likely to find

famous Du Guesclin an antagonist over
another Crecy was not likely to be won
and the English king in so difficult a trial,
which soon wearied his utmost strength, perin the

whom

ceived the necessity of being at peace with the

He therefore quitted

Scots.

his imperious tone,

and abated the urgency of his demand for payment. He no longer talked of suzerainty or
dismemberment, but negotiated with Scotland
as a free and independent power
and the
terms were a renewal of the truce for fourteen
years, and the payment of the ransom during
this interval by easy instalments of 4000
marks annually. Thus the country was able
to breathe once more, and look forward with;

A short time also previous to

term.

out disquietude.

strations that a renewal of the

John of the Isles and
had been reduced
sulnnission.
and
The task of subduing
to peace
them, which had first been committed to the
Steward, had proved a failure, and David,
roused to unwonted activity, had undertaken
an expedition in peraon. It was in the depth
of winter, when such an anival could have been
least expected
and he followed the chase with
such vigour that John and his adherents were
glad to yield and give hostages for their future
obedience.- He is said on this ocaision to have

well to the security of their marches.

manner

In this

three out of the four years of truce

elapsed, but with the

ransom far from being
reduced in the measure that had been anticipated.
And the causes of this shortcoming are
too distinctly to be found in the distress and
distractions of the ill-fated country.

The

re-

venues of the crown had Vjeen so pilhiged during the minority, and afterwards the captivity
of David, that enougli was not left to sui)port
the expenses of the royal establishment, and he
and his queen had actually been obliged to

this event the rebellious

his wild Highland chieftainry

;

'

Jiotuli ScolUe in An. 1365.

'

Robertson's Parliamentary Reeordt,

p. 116.
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adopted au uiisorupiilous plan by which his
enemies should be reduced thi-ough their mutual
dissension, and for this purpose had oflered rewards to every chieftain who would deliver to
him one of his brother chiefs either dead or a
captive.
This policy, we are told, was more
effectual than his arms the whole coalition was
immediately divided, and each sought the destruction of his fellow.^ It was perhaps the
;

more artful scheme practised upon
the clan Kay and clan Quhele, little more than
twenty years later, when thirty of the fiercest
champions of either tribe were induced to fight
to the death before Robert III. and his court
until almost the whole had perished.
After the king's return a parliament was hekl
at Perth, whei'e two difficulties were brought

germ

of that

[a.d. 1357-1371.

hold and the administration of government.
No native or foreigner was to carry any gold or
silver besides his travelling expenses out of the

kingdom but by paying a tax of forty pence
upon every pound; and the same amount was
to be levied upon the value of every exported
horse and twelve pence in the pound for every
other animal, while a penalty of twenty shil-

penny of the tax was to be imposed upon every one who attempted to elude
it.
As loud complaints had also been made
lings for each

of the iniquitous extortions of the officere of

the crown in levying the taxes and royal dues,
all

those functionaries

the

king's captivity

who had held office since
were ordered to appear

before parliament on a certain day previous to
its close

to

answer these complaints, and such

under the consideration of the estates for adjustThese were the exjienses of the royal
ment.
household ami the admini-stration of justice
throughout the kingdom. From the brief and
imperfect notices of this meeting we can easily

as were found guilty were visited with depriva-

trace the still continuing ignorance of the Scots
in legislation, and theii- i-eluctance to encounter
Such, indeed, was
its study or its perplexities.

which any persons were exempted from bearing
their share in public burdens and their dues
in royal service were revoked.
No justiciary,
sheriff, or officer of the king was to execute any
order, whether under the gi-eat seal, privy seal,
or signet, if it was opposed to the established
law, but was to indorse or note the order on
presentation, and in that form return it.^
These legislative cares, such as they were, did

men unaccustomed to calm discusand who had been wont to settle every
trying question by the arguments of brute force
and the wager of battle. A new expedient had
therefore been devised and was ratified in the
present parliament, by which the attendance of
members was dispensed with on their choosing
certain barons and prelates to represent them.
By this device, the expedient of a rude and
ignorant age, what should have been a great
national meeting was reduced to a committee
of six ecclesiastics, fourteen barons, and seven
burgesses, who upon the present occasion were
authorized to deliberate and decide upon every
natural to
sion,

judicial question.

But independently

of

this

tion of office

not constitute the only royal troubles at this
period of David's changeful history. During
the same year he divorced his queen, the beautiOf this fair and unfortuful Margaret Logie.

nate

woman we know

birth she .seems to have possessed a

is

only consisted of six of the clergy

1

Scotichraii. xiv.

c.

34.

little

is

more than

ordinary share of queenly extravagance; and

when she

it

and that

little,

not of a character to excite our sympathy or
regard.
Although of comparatively humble

from which the popular element was carefully
and eleven of the barons, with such additional
members as the king might be pleased to appoint; and their office was to manage those
secret and special affairs which were not to be
communicated to the parliament at large. The
fruits of such a close and exclusive measure
were soon apparent in the proceedings of this
remarkable Scottish parliament of 1369. By a
brief proclamation all the king's debts which
he had contracted up to the previous year were
declared to be cancelled. For the time to come
the Highland districts which had been reduced
to submission were to be taxed as well as the
Lowlands for the expenses of the royal house-

Other enact-

character redeemed in some small degree the
proceedings of this meeting. All late grants by

general committee a special one was also chosen
excluded, as

and imprisonment.

ments, however, of a more just and disinterested

appears, which

is

but in glimpses,

it

bound to England with a
knights and cavaliers. What was

as a royal pilgrim

gay train

of

her precise offence we know not, but it is not
impossible that her husband may have found
his

own enjoyments

and his money
by these festive
She seems also to

curtailed

perplexities largely increased

and ill-seasoned journeys.
have intermeddled too deeply with state affairs;
and the imprisonment of the Steward and his
three sons, John, Robert, and Alexander, ia
said to have been the effect of her suggestions.
David applied to the Scottish bishops for ,a
divorce, which they gpinted; but the unqueened

lady, coUeoting all her tieasures on board a

from the country
France that she might carry her appeal

vessel in the Forth, escaped

to

'Kobertsou's Parliamentary Records; Statuta David II.
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actainst the sentence of the Scottish Church to
the papal couit, at that time residing at Avi-

gnon. Urban V., who was then pope, appeal's to
have given her case a favourable hearing, although envoys from the King of Scotland were
sent to justify the divorce.

It

may have been

that the proceedings of the Scottish bishops
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shed to the uttermost.

In the midst of these
pious resolves David was seized with a mortal
illness, of which he died in the castle of Edinburgh on the 22d of Febi'Tiary, 1371. At his
death he was in the forty-seventh year of his
age and forty-tii-st of liis reign, during only sixteen years of which he had really sat upon the

were informal, as no criminal charge worthy of

Scottish throne.

divorce has been iiimoui-ed against her reputa-

reign

tion,

and

it is

added that the papal court weie

so greatly prepossessed in her behalf that Scot-

land was threatened with an interdict. But
the death of David, which occurred on the fol-

should

It

was not singular that

his

have

been unprosperous, surrounded as he was by difficulties under which
the highest prudence and courage must occasionally have succumbed. But in no case do we

him contending gallantly against these
or sinking, sword in hand, beneath
them, as a brave and good king would have
done when all eflbrt was exhausted and resistance unavaUing. Instead of this he freely welcomed them, made common cause with them,
lind

lowing year, and that of Margaret two or three
yeai's afterwards while on a journey to Rome,
One good
arrested all fiu-ther proceedings.
effect of her disgrace and departure from Scotland was the instant liberation of the Steward

difficulties,

and his sons and their restoration to the royal

and was theh* most

favour.'

not excuse his unnational character to allege,

As

yet David was in the pi-ime of

life,

and

might, in ordinary reckoning, have expected
yeare of fresh enjoyment.

But he

appeal's to

have been already a sated voluptuary who had
tried every pleasure and experienced the worthlessness of them all.
He was now going to
change his life for the better by waning with
the infidels in Palestine and dj-ing within the

shadow of the Holy Sepulchre, while his knights
and nobles, who did not undei'stand these mortal
symptoms, wei-e rejoicing in the hope of such
an adventure and beginning to prepare for the
enterprise.^
But such resolutions were the
usual resource of royal and princely sinners of
the age to atone for past transgressions or

—

amends

make

for lost opportunities
the deathbed
repentance of chivalry after the last carnal fight
had been fought out and Christian blood been

•

ScotUhron.

1.

xiv. c. 34.

effective auxiliary.

It will

that as his boyhood and youth had been spent
in France,

and the greater part

of his

more ad-

vanced years in England, he could have little
feeling in common with Scotland.
These obstacles a king and the son of a hero might have
surmounted and gathered fresh strength from

But his selfish epicurism, in
which he indulged at the expense of his impoverished counhy, the readiness with which
their resistance.

he sold

it

to increase his exhausted resources,

his unkiugly debts

to arrest, evince

and more unkingly liability
a sordidness of sphit that

strips epicurism of its meretricious gilding

and

votary of palliation or excuse. Could not
even such a heart feel shame or compunction
its

when the memory of his father flitted like a
reproachful shade before him ?
gladly turn

We

away from such a sovereign

to contemplate the
noble bearing of the country which he misruled

and so basely attempted

to ruin.

—
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REIGN OF ROBERT
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— Invasions

and counter-invasions

Accession of Robert II. to the throne His numerous family His right of succession contested by the Earl of
Douglas Involuntary peace between England and Scotland Measures of Robert II. to prevent a contested succession War breaks out on the Borders— Skirmishes Ridiculous discomfiture of the Earl of
Northumberland Unexpected capture of Berwick by the Scots Its recovery by the EngUsh Victoiy of

—

—

the Scots near Melrose

Duke

—

—

of Lancaster establishes a truce

—His

—
—
—Defeat of

—
—The
—War renewed at the

the English near the Solway

hospitable treatment in Scotland

insti-

— Fruitless invasion of Scotland by the Duke of Lancaster—The Scots retaliate by invading
— French reinforcements arrive in Scotland —Thcii' reception — Causes of the dislike of the Scots
—They jointly invade England — Military laws for their mutual agreement— Success
French
to
invades Scotland — His immense army — The Scots avoid an
of their inroad into England — Richard
encounter and invade Engl.and — Proceedings and results of these Scottish and EngUsh invasions — Rapid
French
obliged to compound for leave to quit Scotland
recovery of Scotland from the havoc — The
Successful invasion of the Scots into Cumberland — An old English charter — William Douglas, Lord of
Nithsdale — His romantic history — His expedition to Ireland — His victory at Carlingford — His successful
return to Scotland —An inv.asion into England planned — The design revealed to the English — Detection
of one of their spies — Plan of the invasion changed in consequence — Advance of James, Earl of Doughis,
into Dm-ham — Its destructive progress — Encounter between Douglas and Hotspur at Newcastle — Encampment of the Scots at Otterbura — Hotspur's attack — Battle of Otterburn — Valour and Death of Earl
Douglas — Signal victory of the Scots — Character and results of this conflict — Advance of the Bishop of
—Robert, Earl of
Durham to Otterburn — He retreats without battle— Growing indolence of Robert
Fife, appointed Regent — Insults of the Earl of Nottingham against the Scots — The Scots cross the Border
and defy him to battle — He refuses the ch.allenge — Death of Robert
gation of France

England
theii-

allies

II.
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By the death of David II. the
new dynasty to the throne of

the

secured,

succession of

Scotland was
and Eobert, the seventh who had held

was the character of Eobert II. at his accession.
But to these advantages there were contrasts,
which his elevation only served to bring into

the office of high-steward, succeeded, as the

full

grandson of Eobert Bruce and the heir ap-

fifty-five,

pointed by the consent and decree of pai'liament.

are

relief.

He

now reached the age of
when activity and enterprise
and when those who have been
liad

a period

cooled,

was indeed by a naiTow chance that the line renowned i:i their day must give place to
A premature life of action,
of the great national hero had been even thus younger men.
indirectly perpetuated, as Eobert Steward was which had commenced at the age of eighteen,
the only child of Walter and his wife Marjory seems to have produced as premature a desire
Bruce; but there was little prospect of any such for repose, so that he mingled less with public
failure for the future, as the new sovereign was events than he had hitherto done, and was
father of five sous and seven daughters bona iu blamed for preferring to live in retirement
The st.ate of the kingdom,
wedlock, while by the marriages of his daugh- and inactivity.
ters he had for sons-in-law the most powerful however, assuredly required a cautious, temnobles of the kingdom. In addition to this perate, and forbearing ruler and the apparent
numerous family, that apparently made the evil slothfulness of Eobert may have been little
of a disputed succession impossible, his throne more than that needful withdrawal from strife
was guarded by eight illegitimate sons, who which the politics of the age was little able to
had now reached the age of manhood, and who, appreciate. A physical defect also, that must
notwithstanding the stain of their- birth, were have grown with his years, may have deepened
It

;

among the noble and
The early life of Robert

able to take their place
influential of the land.

such a tendency to inaction and solitude. This
was an inflammation in his eyes, to which light

these his bold bearing and wise intrepid conduct

and active exertion must have been painful, and
of which the appearance must have been dis-

had won for him the national confidence, and

agreeable to the beholders.

him for the task of ruling so divided a kingdom moreover, his commanding stature, added

visited

had been spent

in trials

and

difficulties,

but in

fitted
;

to

liis

high military reputation, ensured the re-

spect of his subjects; while his aflable addiess,

and his courtesy to the meanest of the jieople,
m.adehim popular throughout the country. Such

liis

Fi'oissart,

court, descpibes the king as

who'

having

one of his eyes turned up and red in colour, like

Such a malady was enough to
produce in a palace the same effects which it
sandal-wood.

would occasion in any humble dwelling.'
'vom

tills

defect Kiil.ert

IT,

acquiifil

from his

siiltji'i

is

EGBERT
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Indefeasible though the right of Robert ap-

peared to the succession it did not pass unquestioned, and another comjjetitor started up in
the peraou of William, Earl of Douglas. This
brother-in-arms of the Stewai'd being at Linlithgow at the time of David's death denied
before the estates there assembled the right of

Robert to the throne. It was a sudden and
unexpected movement, and yet not more unreasonable than many such claims that had
for
occurred in the history of the kingdom
Douglas, through his marriage with the Countess
of Mar, claimed to be successor of all the
;

rights of tlie

Comyn and

Baliol families.

But

happily for the peace of the country the claim

was thrown aside as hastily as it had been
raised.
The cause of Robert was instantly
asserted by Sir Robert Erskine, keeper of the
castles of Dumbarton, Edinburgh, and Stirling,
who marched towards Linlithgow with a strong
military array, and being joined by the Earls of
March and Moray their united force persuaded
Douglas to abandon his opposition. The new
king was crowned at Scone on the 26th of
March, 1371; John, Earl of Can-ick, eldest son
of Robert, and now high-steward of Scotland,
was recognized by the estates as his father's
heir and successor; and to propitiate Douglas
the king's daughter Euphemia was bestowed in
maiTiage upon the earl's eldest son.^
The situation of the two rival kingdoms of
England and Scotland presented at this time an
unwonted appearance. It was one of mutual
peace and forbearance, not, however, from
amicable feelings, but a weariness that needed
As for Scotland, a pacific king was
repose.

now upon

the thi-one, and the truce of fourteen
was only tsvo years old. Fifty-two thou.sand mark? of the ransom of David were still
unpaid, and to raise such a sum amidst the
pressure of its poverty and its difficulties was
occupation enough for the kingdom. Moreover,
there was a famine in the land, so that the
grain upon which it mainly depended for subsistence was obtained from England and Ireland.
To renew the war would also have been
the more dangerous that the English had stOl
a hold upon the kingdom by the possession of
a large part of Annandale, the town and castle
of Berwick, and the ca.stles of Roxburgh and
Lochniaben.^ TIiu.s Scotland wa.s coerced by
its jiosition and necessities, and unwilling, beBut, on the other
cause unable, to go to war.
hand, the weakness of Edward III. was signally
yeai-s

attested in his forbearance to avail himself of

His French campaigns

8uch an opportunity.

in nfter years the appellation of Blearie, to distinguish

frum the other
>

icings of

Scutichran. xiv 36.
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had produced nothing but

profitless victories at

the cost of the best blood and treasure of England.
His successes had beaten the enemy into

a discipline, prudence, and skill equal to his
own, while their more ample resources were
sufficient to turn the scale; and thus he was
now losing his conquests in France as quickly
as he had gained them. And while the debility
of age and the despondency of failure were
stealing upon him his gallant son, the Black
Prince, exiausted by his ruinous campaign in
Spain, was dying of a lingering and incurable
As for the Duke of Clarence, he too

disease.

had lately died in Italy, and thus the claim
which might have been made upon Scotland in
favour of this prince, and the support that
might have been derived from it, were removed.

Amidst

all

this stillness, however, of such

remained the tokens
but not extinguished storm,
and the promise of its renewal. This was evident from the precautions adopted by Robert II.
conflicting elements there

of the exhausted

for the establishment of the royal succession

and the future protection of the kingdom. He
renewed the old alliance with Fi-ance, and in
case of any competition for the crown of Scotland he stipulated that the French king should
resist the English influence and support the
choice of the Scottish estates.

He

agreed that

his subjects should not serve in the English

armies against France, in consequence of which
the Scottish soldiers who had volunteered imder

Edward were commanded to
withdraw from his service. No truce or treaty
of peace also was to be ratified by either country with England, unless the other was included.
This was much on the part of Robert, but here
the banner of

he wisely stopped short, although tempting inducements were held out by Charles V., the
French king, to urge him into open hostility.

By

secret articles in this treaty the Scottish

king was promised a sufficient sum to dischai'ge
the whole ransom, with a reinforcement of a
thousand French men-at-arms and armour for
five hundred Scottish knights and squires, if he
would commence wai- against England.^ Edward III., on the other hand, still clung to
his

own

claim to the sovereignty of Scotland

by hereditary right and the cession of Edward
Baliol.
Thus when an instalment of David's
ransom was paid at Berwick, Edward, in th"
quittance for the sura, omitted to give to Robert
the royal title, calling him instead "the most
noble and potent prince, our dear cousin of
Scotland " and when this omission was complained of Edward tetchily replied that David
;

him

name.
'

Kolul. Scot. vol.
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Bruce

had been so

Liuioulf

and was
subjoined, how-

desigiiated,

He
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Border, although without a hostile proclamation

But that the time was neither unwisely
nor unprofitably spent by the Scottish king is
evident from the anxiety he displayed in placing

between the kingdoms; and afterwards a more
Roxburgh, in which
a Scot was slain by the English. Had the unfortunate victim been an ordinary yeoman or
burgess no account would have been taken of
such an every-day chance-medley and disaster,
but the man was a cubicular, or gentleman of
the bed-chamber, to the powerful Earl of March,
who was therefore bound to revenge the death
of his domestic retainer by the uttermost of fire
and sword. He fh-st demanded redress, and
that the culprits should be punished or de-

the important subject of royal succession be-

livered into his hands, thieatening that other-

yond the chances of controversy or a civil war.
His eldest son, John, Eail of Carrick, was not
only lame and of an inert disposition, but was
still without children
and it was therefore de-

wise he would pay no regiu'd to the truce;
and on receiving a contemptuous refusal he

cided in a parliament held at Scone in 1373

rence,

contented with the

title.

ever, a declai'ation that the discharge should

as binding as

King

if

be

Robert had been termed in it
and with this explanation

of Scotland

;

the Scots had to rest satisfied.^

In ihh sullen and compulsory peace with
each other the two kingdoms remained during
the

first six

years of the reign of Robert

II.,

an

interval therefore of which history takes little
notice.

;

that, failing

John and

his

the next in suc-

heu'.'f,

younger brother, Robert,
Duke of Albany. In the
case also of this line becoming extinct the king's
other legitimate sons, David, Earl of Strathearn,
and Walter, Lord of Brechin, afterwai-ds Earl
of Athole, were nominated in turn ;is next heii's
to the royal inheritance.
Another object of
anxiety with Robert was to maintain peace with
the pontiff, which had been disturbed by the
appeal of Margaret Logic, who appeai-s to have
been still alive and prosecuting her suit at the
commencement of 1374. Robert in this case
applied m his ally the King of France to interpose his friendly offices with the papal court
at Avignon, whose decisions had been unfavom-able to the Scottish Church and kingdom.
This the French king promised to do, and probably kept his word, for after this period we
hear no more of Margaret Logie, except that
she died in a strange land.
Events in England in the meantime gave too
cession should be his

Earl of Fife, afterwards

certain indications

that hostUities

would be

Edward III., whose old age had
declined into dotage, expired on the 1st of June,

soon resumed.

serious brawl at the fair of

The next fair
Roxburgh was on the feast of St. Lauand the English, suspecting no danger,

quietly prepared for vengeance.

held at

had repaired thither in great numbere, when
March, who had sileutly waited his time, burst
armed force into the town,
set it on fire, commenced a sudden and wholeat the head of an

English without distincafter a pitiless carnage
witlidrew his followers laden with plunder.^
This deed was enough for a Border war withsale slaughter of the

tion of age or sex,

and

out the formality of pureuivants and heralds,

and the English Borderers made a fierce irruption upon the lands of Sh- John Gordon.
Sir
John requited this visit with a counter-invasion,
in which he swept the districts of his assailants,
and was on his way homeward with droves of
cattle and a crowd of prisoners when, before he
reached the Border, he was brought to bay in a
mountain pass by Sir John Lilburne with a
force double in amount to his own. Undaunted
by this superiority Sir John Gordon encouraged
his followers, and commenced one of the most
despei-ate conflicts of

that chivalrous period.

After a long and hard encounter, in which he
was severely wounded, he was victorious Lilburne and his brother were taken prisoners,
and the vnctors, enriched with fresh booty, con;

1377, and was succeeded by Richard II., son of
the Black Prince, a boy only eleven years old,
while the government of the kingdom, as was

tinued

usual in such cases,

tur-

injurious to their miUtary reputation, that the

bulent and divided regency. It was an opportunity for the Scots to be up and doing to which

wrath of the powei-ful Earl of Northumberland
was kindled, and he resolved by a decisive effort
in person to restore the character of his county
and revenge its losses.
After complaining,
therefore, of the broken truce and the perfidy
of the Scots he advance^ into their territory at
the head of seven thousand men and proceeded
to ravage the lands of the Earl of March, on

fell

into the

hands of a

they would scarcely be inattentive. On what
side the violation of the fourteen years' truce
commenced cannot be decided, neither indeed
does it greatly matter in a case where both

were equally impatient for war. And
tirst there was a pricking to and fro upon the
marches, and plundering on both sides of the
parties

'

Rymer'3 Fmden

.

724,

'
.

673

:

Rotul Scot

theii' retreat unmolested.^
This battle, or rather skirmish of Carham,
was so signal a defeat of the English and so

Wyntoun,
Wyntoun.

'

Scotichron. xiv. 37;

'
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which during three days he inflicted wastehil
havoc. But the magnificeut array of the mighty
English Border potentate, a large proportion of
which consisted of knights and men-at-arms,
was quickly put to flight by an onset of no more
formidable character than a Christmas mummery or school-boy frolic. The army was encamped beside a forest near Duuse the hoi-ses
were picketed in a circle round the camp under
the guard of serving-men and suttlers; and
knight and squire and hai'dy yeoman were
;

when they
were startled by an unearthly noise that might
have awoke the dead. As? soon as it buret ujjon
their ears the horses broke then- bridles,
plunged hither and thither through the camp
in the dark, and wildly fled homeward to the
Border, and when morning dawned that place
of encampment was a piteous scene of dismounted hoof-battered cavaliere, and broken
ranks huddled together during that uight of
terror, and now blushing crimson that the cause
of their alarm was discovered.
It was nothing
more than a midnight onslaught from a ti'oop
of Scottish serfs and boys, armed with the
rattles made of blown bladder or skin and a
few pebbles, with which they were wont to
drive away the wild beiists from their cattle,
but which they had now efl'ectually used for a
more important purpose
As their steeds had
fled home nothing remained for their ridel's but
to follow; and accordingly, with drooping crests
and thoughts far from self-complacent, the army
wended its way across the Border into Engsecurely reposing in the inner ring,

!

land.'

Thus war between the two countries had
fuUy commenced, although it was not proand several skirmishes of this period
which ended favourably for the Scots had a
tendency to animate their confidence and make
them less desirous of peace. The plunder of
England was once more open to their enterprise
the state of that country, divided with
feuds and factious leaders during the minority
of Richard II., encouraged their desire of aggression; and France, whose interest it especially
was to lower the power of her rival, thought
claimed

;

;

that this coidd be best accomplished through
the agency of a Scottish war, and accordingly

used every

effort to incite

it.

All this, indeed,

was most unwelcome to the pacific spirit of
Eobert II. but had he been a king of far
greater energy, still he must have yielded to
;

the prevalent desire of his people and the warlike spirit of his turbulent nobles, wii.' hail

now

become too powerful

All,

to

therefore, that he could

1

be restrained.

do was

to look quietly

Seotichron. xiv. 38; Wjiitoiiii.
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on and watch for the season of reaction, when
he might interjiose with eflect, while his lords
and bai'ons were in the meantime making war

upon their own account.
One of the most interesting episodes of this
partisan warfare was the daring capture of Berwick by the Scots. A small array being mustered on the Scottish border imder the

command

of the Eai-ls of Douglas, Moray, and Mar, Alexander Eamsay, an esquire, accompanied by only
forty mounted soldiers, went forth one evening
from the array in quest of an adventure. On
nearing Berwick he learned from a spy whom
he had sent forward that there was neither
water in the ditches nor guard on the walls.

Encouraged by

this negligence of the

resolved to attempt the surprise of a

had often

battled

whole armies.

enemy he
town that

At daybreak

he led his small band across the neglected ditch,
which was now only a moving sand, and to the
top of the undefended ramparts, himself being
the

first

facility

man that mounted, and with the same
they entered within the castle walls.

was only the din of their axes hewing down
the door that woke the captain from sleep but
in his confusion he attempted to escape by a
high window and broke his neck in the fall.
The guards themselves only awoke to cry,
"Treason, treason!" and be taken prisoners.
Roused by the cries the governor of the town
mustered a band of citizens and rushed to the
castle
but it was too late, for the gates were
closed and the di'awbridge raised upon which
It

;

;

;

he ordered the suppoi-ts of the bridge to be cut
away to prevent its descent, so that none might
have egi-ess from the castle.
Thus speedily

who had purposed to
and take the town also, inclosed and
imprisoned within theii- own conquest; and
while they unsuccessfidly attempted to lower
the drawbridge, the chains of which snapped
asunder on account of its unsupported weight,
wei-e the gallant captors,

sally out

the gi-inning citizens and their governor exclaimed, "Oh! what! are you there! keep

—

where

j-ou

ai'e,

for )'ou shall not

go away

of

a

certainty without our permission !"

In the meantime the situation of Ramsay and
Ids comrades was a warlike signal and summons
to both countries, and while the Earl of Northumberland advanced with ten thousand soldiers to recover the castle, the Scots under
Douglas advanced upon Berwick with equal
speed to relieve their countryman and improve
his success by the capture of the town.
The
latter, however, on finding themselves greatly
outnumbered by the English, were obliged to
fall back and leave Ramsay to his fate, upon
which Northimiberland laid siege to the castle
in rog.il.ir form by constructing miuei and bat-
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Poor, indeed, must have

teriug tue ramparts.

beeu the military science of the period that
occupied ten thousand men so seriously in the
recovery of a place which forty soldiei's had
" And never," says Froismen as the Scots defend them-

sufficed to capture
sart, "

did so few

!

was ever castle so briskly
attacked ; for there were ladders raised against
selves so well, nor

different parts of the walls

ai-ms ascended

on which men-at-

with targets over their heads

and fought hand-to-hand with the

The

Scots."

result could not be otherwise than the defeat of

the latter: they were overwhelmed, and
slain except

Ramsay

himself,

all

were

who was made

prisoner by the Earl of Northumberland.^
It was not here, however, that the expedition
was to terminate. After recovering Berwick
Northumberland went in quest of the Scottish
army that had retreated, in the hope of bringing
it to an engagement; and he sent forward an
advanced party of three hundred meu-at-arms
and as many archers to Melrose, to obtain
tidings of the enemy.
On their way this band
fell into an ambuscade that had been laid for
them by Sir Archibald Douglas, who was a
relation of Ramsay, and anxious to effect his
deliverance. The English on this occasion were
greatly outnumbered; but, encouraged by their
redoubted leader. Sir Thomas Musgrave, whose
military prowess was renowned over the whole

Border, they resolved to fight it out to the uttermost. Douglas on his part prefaced the encounter by one of those solemn observances of

[a.d. 1371-1390.

The tide of fortune had now shifted with its
wonted capriciousness, and the English, weakened by the defection of their allies upon the
Continent and by a return of the pestilence,
which had not as yet exhausted its violence,
were obliged to remain on the defensive. The
Scots were therefore able to act as the aggressors

and they did not neglect the
Their Border inroads continued to

at every point,

opportunity.

be repeated and upon a larger scale, the chief
of these being one conducted by William, Earl
of Douglas, with twenty thousand followers, in
revenge of the late invasion of the Earl of Northumberland.
He entered Cumberland and
Westmoreland, swept the forest of Inglewood
of forty thousand head of cattle, and burned
and plundered the town of Penrith. But in this,
as on a former occasion, the pestilence proved
the best defence of the English, and with their
plunder the Scottish army brought home the
infection, which now spread over Scotland for
the third time, and in the cour-se of this year
(1380) is stated in somewhat loose terms to have
a third part of the inhabitants.

off

cari'ied

Eager

for reprisals, the English of

to the

number

of fifteen

Cumberland

hundred' crossed the

Solway, and commenced the usual work of
party of
burning, slaying, and pillaging.

A

Scots to the

ambush

number

for them,

hundred

of five

and were

laid

successful:

an
the

English marched into the snare, and were unconscious of danger until the shouts of the
enemy burst ujion their ears and the spear-

They
points were ringing upon their corslets.
spirit to the combatants
he called to him reeled, turned, and took to flight, leaving many
Robert and David, two sons of the king, and behind them slain or captured and on reaching
his own son James, on all of whom he conferred the Solway, which was now at full tide, many
the distinction of knighthood, and the new- more were drowned in crossing the i-iver. The
made knights immediately spread abroad their old Scottish historian, who is delighted with the
banners, as they were now entitled to do. The whole process of this surprisal, and especially
battle was fiercely contested, and for some time with the dismaying shout of the ambush that
was doubtful, as most of the Scots, although was not given till the critical moment of onset,
" lusty varlets," were armed with nothing better
seems to regard it as one of the choicest feats
than hunting spears, dirks, and pointed staves. of the war and he shows that his countrymen
At length the struggle was decided by the per- had acted according to good military rule by
sonal prowess of Sir Archibald Douglas. Dis- giving a quotation from Vegetius " De re Milimounting from his horse and wielding his sword tari," to the effect that the best way to conquer
that was two ells in length, and so heavy that is to frighten your enemy before you fight with
few could lift it from the ground, he dealt with him.*
it such terrible strokes that a man went down
John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster and uncle
at every blow, and the English, who recoiled of Richard II., who was at the head of the Eng-

chivah-y which often before a battle imparted

new

:

;

;

before the onset of this resistless warrior, were
soon obliged to take to flight, leaving Musgrave, his son, and

many

of their knights

squires prisoners in their enemy's hands.

and

On

hearing of this disaster the Earl of Northumberland returned to England.^
1

Froissart. vol,

3

The

Scotichronicon, tmd

raised the invaders to the

that a cypher too
count.

ii,

^Froissart, vol. U.

government, was now anxious to establish
peace between the two kingdoms. This was
the more necessary for himself a.s he had relish

i

10

;

Wyntoun,

ix. c. 2.

*

Scotichrmi.

1.

Wyntoun. who follows

number of

many had

xiv. c. 43.

15,000.

It is

it. have
probable

slipped into the original ac-

-
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solved to vindicate bis right to the contested

commencing a new war,

crown

thousand men-at-arms, a thousand suits of aimom-, and forty thousand franks of gold, which
sum was to be distributed among themselves
as the reward of theh- mUitary service.'' This

of Castile through hi.s mai'riage with the
daughter of Pedro the Cruel, but which he
could not undertake without iiret ensuring peace
at home.
He accordingly crossed the Border
with proposals to that effect, and to enforce
them he brought a weU-appointed army instead
of an ambassador's train.
He disbanded it,
however, on the Scots expressing their readiness
for peace, and on the following summer entered

Scotland in peaceable guise, and ratified a truce
of three yeai-s with John, Eai'l of CaiTick, heii'

to assist

them with a

treaty could not escape the notice of the English,

who

accordingly prepared for war; and

the truce had expired the

Duke

when

of Lancaster

entered Scotland with a numerous army, accompanied by a fleet laden with supplies. With
more haste than prudence he advanced to Edinburgh, which his followere were eager to destroy;
but the duke, mindfid of the late hospitality he
had experienced in the Scottish capital, not only

and the Scottish leaders on terms
were satisfactory to both parties.' It was
on the whole fortunate for England that such a
treaty was settled for at this period the Wat
Tyler insurrection had suddenly burst out, an

commanded them to forbeai-, but encamped his
army at a distance from the walls to ensure the
safety of the town. In the meantime the Scots

insurrection which, notwithstanding

lawless-

availed themselves of this generous forbearance

was favourable to the growth of the national liberty, ;ind which a Scottish war would
have tended to distract or extinguish. To return to England at this juncture would have

by removing their cattle and aU their substance
beyond the Forth, even stripping their houses

of the throne,

that

;

its

ness,

been dangerous to the Duke of Lancaster, who
was so obnoxious to the insurgents that they
destroyed his palace of the Savoy, regietting

master had not shared in the ruin. But
he was soon relieved from his embarrassment
by the hospitable invitation of the Earl of Carrick to reside in Scotland tUl the rebeUion was
over and the duke, escorted by Earl Douglas,
and Sir Archibald, Lord of Galloway, was
brouglit with princely honours from Haddington
to Edinburgh, and lodged with all his train in
the palace of Holyrood, which was set apart for
his accommodation.
In this manner he abode
till the disturbances of his country had ended,
the Scotti.sli lords contending with each other
in bestowing choice entertainments and rich
gifts upon this descendant of a line of deadly
enemies; and when he departed he w;is escorted
to Berwick with aroyal body-guard of eight hundred Scottish spearmen. "From that period,"
says Wyntoun, " he was always of good-will to
that

its

;

Scottish

men

for their coiu-tesy,

and loved them

right greatly."

Had

the rule of Robert II. been as energetic

was peaceful, the truce now
between England and Scotland
would either have been more permanent or
might have led to a lasting peace. But the
new French monarch, Charles VL, was eager
to resume liostilities with England; while the
as his disposition

estabhslied

Scottish

lords,

who

acted

independently of

'l"o

this they

were ready to second his efforts.
were incited by the teni|)ting olVei-s

(if

diaries,

who

their sovereign,

'

'

iiymer's Feed.

Wyntoun,

ix.

agreed, in the event of their

vii.

312; Froissart.

4; Froissart; Scotichron. xiv

of the thatch that neither litter nor provender

should be

Thus
EngUsh ai-my entered

to the enemies' hoi-ses.

left

when

after three days,

the

Edinburgh they found nothing but the naked
walls of its sorry hovels; and between destitution and the vajjours of the

neighbouring

was prevalent among the
English soldiers, and many of their hoi-ses died.
A retreat was necessary but no sooner had it
commenced than the Scots issued from their
hiding-places and hai-assed the retiring army
miu-shes

sickness

;

with incessiiut skirmishes.* After the invasion
had been thus withdrawn the Scots prepared
by a foray into England in their
usual fashion, and to this they were more especially induced by the arrival among them of
several French knights and squires, whom they
were eager to have as witnesses and companions
of their rude but i^iirit-stiiTing and adventurous
mode of Border wai-faie. Accordingly the Earls
of Douglas and Mar, and Archibald Douglas,
Lord of Galloway, at the head of 15,000 lightarmed soldiei-s, mounted on hardy little ponies,
burst into the northern coimties of England,
over which they moved like a destroying whirlwind, burning towns and vLUages, collecting
booty, destroying all that they could not Kirry
away, and giving or avoiding a meeting with
their enemies at pleasure.
The French chevaliers, whose stay in Scotland had been only
for a few months, and who had greatly enjoyed
tlie adventures of this new mode of campaigning, were now ready to return liome
to whom
the Scotti.sli lords, at parting, said gaily, "Gentlemen, you have seen tlie condition and manner
of our country, but you have not seen its whole
for reprisals

;

1

'

Records of the Parliament of Scr;iaiid, An. 1SS3.

WalAmgham,

p.

3ii

,

^ScUichrmt.
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Know
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is

palaces, for a capital that did not contain four

the country of the world most dreaded by the
English for we can, as you have seen, enter

thousand houses, and these of the meanest
description.
To accommodate such a crowd of

England at our pleasure without any danger
from the sea if we were in greater numbers
we should do them more mischief than we are

illustrious strangere in so small

strength a^id power.

that Scotland

;

;

now

able to do.

Be

so good, therefore,

when

you ai-e in France, to tell this to yom- knights
and squires who shall be eager for renown to
excite them to come hither in search of deeds
of arms.
We can assure you that if we had a
thousand lances from France with the good
people here, we would give such a considerable
blow to England that it should be visible for

Have the goodness
when you shall be on the

forty years to come.

to re-

member

other

this

a town was imand therefore they were scattered over
Dalkeith, Dunfermline, Kelso, Dunbar, and
other towns and villages. To add to their uncomfortable billeting, the French, by their
haughty assumptions of superiority, soon kindled
the wrath of a rude and poor but proud highspirited people
and by attempting to better
their condition by living at free quarters and
helping themselves to whatever they wanted
quarrels arose in which several of these foreign
intrudei's were slain. " What fiend has brought
them hither?" was now the fierce question of
possible,

;

common

side of the water."'

the

These representations the French warriors
were not likely to forget and on returning
home they not only gave higlily colom-ed pictm-es of the charms of a Scottish foray, where
all was bustle and adventure, but they represented the facility with which England could
be entered and assailed by the tioops of France
through the gate of Scotland. The result was
a resolution to transfer an important part of

them? Cannot we

people.

"Or who has sent

cai-ry

for

on our wars with Eng-

?
We shall never
do any effectual good as long as they ai'e with
Let them be told to return again, for we
us.
are sufiiciently numerous in Scotland to fight
our own quarrels, and do not want their company. We neither understand their language
nor they oui-s, and we cannot converse together.
They will very soon eat up and destroy all we
the war to the coiuitry of their enemies, and have in this country, and will do us more harm
iissaU them as the auxiliaries of their gallant if we allow them to remain among us than the
allies the Scots. An expedition was to be made
English could in battle. If the English do bum
upon a large scale into Scotland; and whUe our houses, what consequence is it to us? we
provisions and stores to supply the armament can rebuild them cheap enough, for we only rewere collected along the co;ist from Hartlem- to quii-e three days to do so, provided we have five
Sluys, the armom'ers of Picai'dy and Hainault or six poles and boughs to cover them." While
were employed in forging good battle-axes for such were the complaints of the Scots, those of
When all was in the French were equally characteristic. "What
its adventui-ous wai-riors.
readiness the fleet set sail from Sluys, carrying could have brought us hither?" they cried to
a thousand knights and esquii'es selected from De Vienne then' commander. "We have never
the very flower of the French chivalry, and known tiU now what was meant by poverty and
about as many cross-bowmen and common hard living. We now have foimd the truth of
soldiers, the whole commanded by Jehan de what our fathei-s and mothei-s were used to tell
Vienue, Admiial of France, the Bayard of bis us when they said, 'Go, go, thou shalt have in
age and country. But besides these auxiliaries, thy time, shouldst thou live long enough, haid
De Vienne brought with him fourteen hundred beds and poor lodgings all this is now come
suits of armom" in order to supply the Scottish to pass."
John de Vienne exhorted them to
knights with a better panoply than theii- own patience, and to take all in good humour, recountry could fabricate, and fifty thousand presenting that they could not always be at
franks of gold to be distributed among the Pai-is, Dijon, Beaune, or Chalons, and that
principal Scottish nobles.
So unwonted an in- those who would Hve with honour in this world
cident as the arrival of foreign ai<l to Scotland, must endure both evil and good.^ Meanwhile
an armament so great and splendid, and the the disagreement between these ill-assorted
rich gifts of money and arms which it brought, allies still continued, and fresh causes of quarrel
ensured it a hearty welcome on its aiTival in were daily multiplied. The grievances of the
Leith in May, 1385. But this fair sunshine French, indeed, although so indignantly dewas quickly overcast; the French discovered tailed by Froissart, were nothing more than
that they had exchanged their own bright laud what might have been ex]iected from the con;

land without their assistance

;

'

for a country of

gloom and tempest and
;

Paris,

the city of weU-fumished hotels and stately

dition of the country

conduct.

When

and

their

own

injudicious

thev wanted to buy horses,

we

'
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are told, they were

ohwged

si,\ty

or a liuudicd

an animal that waa only worth ten;
must be remembered that such destriers
would only condescend
to use were both rare and costly articles in
Scotland, however cheap and plentiful they
might be in France. Their varlets also whom
they sent out to forage were waylaid and killed
by the inhabitants, so that a hundred of their
attendants were lost in this manner; but it
must be recollected, on the other hand, that the
florins for

but

it

as the French knights

Scottish peasantry were not familiarized to those
lordly exactions which the French seiguors were

accustomed

own

to inflict

without question in their

country, and which they seem to have

transferred without scruple to the towns and
villages of Scotland.

It

was no wonder,

fore, that their foraging pai'ties fared so

thereill

in

using a license to which the people were unac-

customed, and in a country where the bare
necessaries of

own

life

were scarcely suiEcient for

its

inhabitants.

While the French impatiently longed for war,
it only to obtain more comfortable quarEngland, the arrival of Robert II. from
the Highland border to the capital gave promise
that their wish would be gratified. The kuig,
indeed, was himself averse to hostilities; but
his nine stalwart sons, by whom he was accompanied, the Scottish nobles, who were as eager
for war as the French themselves, and the rich
store of gold franks and mail coats which Vienne
was now ready to distribute, overwhelmed the
were

ters in

if indeed he ventured
Thirty thousand Scottish soliliei-s mounted upon sm;dl Galloways, which the
B^rench warriors must have eyed with wonder

faint objections of Robert,
to express them.

and sore misgiving, were mustered

in the fields

near Ediubui'gh and in readiness to assail such
armies as had won the field of Crecy and
stormed the ramparts of France
Bold as the
bravest though he was, Vienne must have
sighed at the promise of such a military spectacle, while his good knights gi-oaned or laughed
at the thought that they were to form a part of
!

As so much rancour had already prevailed
between the Scots and their foreign auxiliai'ies it
was necessary, now that they were to act in conit.

cert,

that they should be of a right agreement;

and therefore,

in addition to the established
war-laws, others were framed to prevent mis-

miderstandings and discord between the Scots
and French. In jiroceeding to the marches
there

was

])aity

on

coming

to be no pillaging

])ain of

committed by either

death; the safety of

army

all jiersoiis

was to be
and everything received was
to be paid for.
If any man killed another he
Kna to be instantly executed. If any common
to the

strictly respected,

to sell provisions
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gentleman he was to lose his
hand or his ear. If one gentleman struck another justice was to be decided by their commanders. In any riot between the Scots and
French the bystanders were instantly to arrest
the olfender, who, if a knight, was to lose his
Iiorse and armour, and if a common soldier, a
hand or an ear. The same sharp penalties were
to be inflicted on those who dislodged their
companions or disordered the march. As the
right of private combat was so strictly prohibited a Scot insulting a Frenchman was to
be arrested by the French and brought before
his Scottish ofticer; but if a Frenchman was
the ofi'ender he was to be arraigned by the
other party before his own judge. As it would
have been difficult in a melee to distinguish between the warriors of three contending nations
all armed in similar fashion, every Scottish and
French soldier was to wear a white St. Andrew's
cross both before and behind and if the armour
was white it was to be painted or embroidered
upon a square or circle of black cloth. In the
campaign whoever set fire to a church, killed
a woman or child, or committed rape, was to
forfeit, if of knightly rank, his steed and armour, and if a commoner, an ear or hand.
The
profit of ransom being now of almost as much
account in warfare as military glory or the
renown of personal prowess, and as quarrels
were apt to arise from it, the rules on this head
were both strict and distinct. Thus, whoever
unhorsed an Englishman was to have half of his
ransom. The prisoner was to be the property
of that man, whether Scot or Frenchman, who
received his plighted hand if taken from him
his captain was to order restitution to be made,
and if the prisoner should be killed the captor
was to have requital at a ransom of reasonable
amount. In the granting of safe-conducts by the
commanders of the allied army those of Vienne
were to be respected by the Scots, and in like
soldier struck a

;

;

manner those of the Scottish leaders by the
French.' It was by these simple rules that oui*
rude ancestors endeavom'ed to establish unanimity and good fellowship with their allies as
well as humanity towards an enemy against

whom

they were embittered by a long series of

national injm-ies.

All being in readiness and
action, the Scots,

impatient for

commanded by

tlie

Earls of

and Douglas and accompanied by their
French allies, crossed the Border with their
wonted rapidity and advanced towards Roxburgh.
But finding its castle too strong to
be taken without a tedious and unprofitable
leaguer they turned aside and fell upon the
Fife

I
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smaller foi tresses, two of -which they took, and

afterwards laid siege to

Werk

Castle, a jilace of

great strength ou the Border held

Lussbourue.

was

brief,

The

resistance,

and the

castle

by

Sir

John

though desperate,

was taken, according

to Froissai't, chieily through the valour of the

French troops, who scaled the battlements and
closelj', dagger to dagger, with the garrison until the English were fain to yield. After
destroying the castle of Werk and plundering
the adjacent country the Scots advanced towards Newcastle, but were suddenly brought
to a pause by the tidings that the Duke of Lancaster, with the lords and militaiy array of the
northern counties, was approaching them by
hasty marches.
The French chivalry were
elated with the prospect of a pitched battle, in
which their skill and prowess would be shown
to better advantage than by a war of petty
skirmishes and surprises. Such, however, was
not the policy of the Scots. They had enriched
themselves and weakened their powerfid enemy
by the plunder of villages and districts; and
now that a force was coming against them
which though they could not encounter they
might easily elude, they resolved to retreat and
abide the onset within their own border, where
they could fight or starve out the English at
pleasure. This to the French must have seemed
a contemptible and inglorious mode of warfare;
but they were obliged to acquiesce, and the
retreat was accomplished without seeing the
enemy.
The arrival of the French in Scotland had
alaimed, and the late invasion provoked, the
English council; and Eichard II., now in the
heyday of youth and freed from the French
fought

war, was impatient to

make

his first assay in

arms by a campaign against the
thus that his grandsire

It was
had com-

Scots.

Edward

III.

menced

his novitiate in arms, and he doubtless
hoped that he would be more fortunate than
his grandfather.

One

of the largest military

musters which England had ever yet made was
assembled for the occasion; and Eichard, accompanied by his warlike uncles and barons
and with an ai-my of 60,000 archers and 7000
men-at-ai-ms, advanced confidently to the Border.
On hearing of this approach, "My lords,"
said

Vienne

army
come
"

God

to the Scottish leaders,

as large as

you can,

for

as far as Scotland I will

help us

!"

if

ofl'er

"make your
the English

them

battle."

replied the Scots either de-

voutly or dryly, but

promising nothing;
for they knew that there was nothing to compel them to abide the chance of a second Bannockburn. The English crossed the Tweed and
entered Scotland; but Vienne, seeing no pre.stdl

paration for resistance, became doubly urgent

[a.d. 1371-1390.

with the Scottish nobles that they should set
all upon a cast and give instant battle to the
invaders.
To appease him they ofl'ered to conduct him to a place where he could liave a full
view of the English army; and if after this
he stiU persisted for the encounter, they promised that they would not baulk him. The
Earl of Douglas and liis associates accordingly conducted Vienne to the toj) of a high
hill in tlie neighbourhood, at the bottom of
which was a pass along which the whole English
army nmst defile in their march. The spectacle
below astounded the observant Frenchman.
He saw men-at-arms enough to sweep his whole
array off the field with a single onset. He saw
those terrible archers, but a tithe of whose
numbers had suflficed to turn the scale of victory
against the best armies of France, and a few
dischai-ges from whose quivers woidd have been
enough for the destruction of the whole Scottish
host. An array that with varlets and camp followers amounted to 100,000 men, accompanied
by trains of wagons and baggage-horses that
could scarcely be numbered,' composed an
amount of weight and strength that could not
be i-esisted an inundation that must be permitted to roll on unto the impassable mountains arrested it, or the law of reilux sent it
back to its native bed. " You were in the
right," cried John de Vieime, " in not wishing
to fight the English." He was soon gladdened
to learn, however, that tliis inroad was not to
be made with imjjunity, and that the Scots
were prepared in then- own way to requite it
tenfold. While the English were bui'ning huts
which in a few days could be rebuilt, and wasting the fields that gi-ew little else than heath,
the Scottish army would be revelling in the full
abundance of England, melting its vessels and
ornaments of gold and silver into poi'table ingots, and laj'ing the wealthy burghers of the
thi'iving towns under
heavy contributions.
Leaving their enemies to the hunger and disawaited
them, the 30,000
that
appointment
Scots and their 2000 French auxiliaries broke
through the western marches, and being joined
by the retainers of Archibald Douglas, Lord of
Galloway, they proceeded to ravage Cumberland

—

with their wonted sevei'ity and success.
In the meantime Eichard II. advanced into
Scotland and met with no opposition. But his
resistless host, as it wound its way onward,
found that not only there were no enemies to
conquer, but no provisions to eat

before

they repaired

to

their

;

for the Scots,
sheltera,

had

cleared the country of everything but the green
'

Three hundred thousand horses, according to Walsingwere employed in various ways by the English in this

h.im,

expedition.

.

;
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crops, wliile the English foraging parties

found

nothing but an ambushmeut in every forest and
mountain pass. Notliing remained for Richard

but to waste and destroy, and to this he addressed himself with a reckless earnestness that
surpassed the havoc of his predecessors. Not
only the villages that lay in his march were
given to the flames, but the religious dwellings

which foimer invaders had reverenced
thus the stately monasteries of Melrose
Jedburgh were destroyed without mercy.
invaders advanced to Edinburgh, where

and
and

;

remained

five

days,

and

at

their

not only destroyed the city but set
cliurch of St. Giles,

and would

The
they

departure
the

fire to

also

have de-

stroyed Holyrood but for the interposition of
the

Duke

of Lancaster,

who

respected the hos-

pitable sanctuary in which he had found shelter
and a home.' This was the utmost that could
be done by the invadeis, who found that it was
full

time to make a hasty retreat, for provisions

had utterly

failed

them and many had already

Their pui-pose was also quickened by tidings of the damage wrought by the
Scottish army in England, where they ravaged
at will with none to clieck them. They hastily
returned by their former route and crossed tlie
Border, but not as conquerore. The inroad had
been nothing but a march and a countermarch
there was neither warlike deed to tell nor
trophy to show; and Richard himself, instead
of winning an additional kingdom, had only
died of hunger.

commenced that

and blunders
own.
While the English had been employed in such
unprofitable havoc a heavy requital was in the
course of exaction upon their own hearths and
possessions.
After wasting Cumberland and
Westmoreland, in which neither castle nor hut,
neither town nor hamlet was spared, and menacing Carlisle, which the French assailed with
their ordnance but with little effect, the news
that the English were on their return induced
tlie Scots to prepare for a retreat.
The advantage they had already gained could only be
secvired by eluding their enemies, who were
.striving to meet and intercept them, and by
series of faults

through which he was to

lose his

icacliing Scotland in safety witli their plunder.

amount of loss they had
French boasted that they had
themselves burned more in the bishopricsof Durham and Carlisle than the value of all the towns
in the kingdom of Scotland.
Their retreat was
effected by a different route from that which
the Jinglish had taken, and thus the two armies
re-entered their resjjective countries about the
same period and witliout an encounter. On
Such indeed

w:us the

inflicted that the

1
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returning into Scotland the French, to their dismay, found the whole country laid waste and

apparently dispeopled; but in a few hours what
was lately a solitude was crowded with multitudes,

who emerged from

the depths of

tlie

from caves, and from mountain passes
in which they and their cattle had been sheltered, and where it would have been perilous
to follow them.
The land was once more
swarming with men unconquered and undismayed. Of their losses, too, the Scots made
light, declaring that with six or eight stakes
they would soon construct for themselves new
houses. Their French allies, who had studied
war as a science, and who had witnessed it upon
its gi-andest and most artificial scale in the conflicts of their own country with the English and
Flemings, had now seen it in a form which
neither their tacticians had taught nor even their
troubadours fabled. They must have felt how
strong the land was in its poverty where small
invading armies were likely to be defeated and
large ones starved, and at what a disadvantage
Englajid must continue the war against a people
who had so little to lose, and to whom the
excitement of battle itself was a positive luxury
and gain.
But whatever the meditations of these allies
of Scotland may have been they were quickly
and disagreeably cut short. After a threemonths' sojourn in the land, and after having
done their devoir, they were anxious to return
to France, and this the more especially that
tliey and their horses were likely to die of hunger if they attempted to outstay a Scottish winter.
But before they were suffered to depart
they were to be brought to count and reckoning.
From the hour of the arrival of these
auxiliaries the Scots, who had limited their
wishes to a few hundreds of French lances, were
startled by the coming of so numerous a reinforcement, and complained that the King of
France had helped them too much. To the
difficulty of providing also for so many and
such dainty guests w;is added the arrogance of
these new-comei-s, who laid violent hands upon
whatever they needed, and wasted what they
did not deign to use. The French had done
them more mischief, the Scots alleged, than tlie
English themselves, by recklessly riding through
their corn, oats, and barley in their march, instead of keeping on the common roads. Moreover, they had cut down the timber which
formed the valuable property of Scottish kniglits
and gentlemen, and this without leave asked or
forests,

obtained, to construct

houses for themselves

and sheds for their horses. And for all this a
full disbursement was demanded before they
left

Scotland, otherwise not a .ship should be at

—
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their service nor mariner

to

man

it.

Serious

though these offences were the conduct of the
Scots towards strangers and allies would have
seemed both inhospitable and imjust had not
graver offeuces been chargeable upon the French,
which Froissart has not stated, but of which
early French wi-itei-s make mention. They had
carried their wonted profligacy into Scotland,
and intrigued with dame and damsel, to the
great indignation of its stern and sensitive inhabitants and De Vienne himself was accused
of having an amour with a high-born lady
who was cousin of the king. Unable to help
themselves the French were compelled to submit, and while a few of the poorer knights were
allowed to depart Be Vienne and his principal
officers consented to remain in pawn until the
;

fidl

the

amount of the assessment was jmid. When
money was forthcoming, which had to be

remitted from France for the occasion, they
and the hour they

depai-ted, " cursing Scotland

had

set foot there."

On

landing in France, as

the greater part of the knights and men-atai'ms were dismounted, their first process was

one of those offences which, however lightly
thought of in their own country, had so greatly
star-tied and offended the Scots
they seized
the labouring hoi-ses wherever they found them
:

in the fields,

and rode

ofl'

with them to their

several homes.'

After the departure of their

allies

the Scots

continued that warfare which, in consequence
of the troubled state of
cile

England and the imbe-

character of Richard

II.,

they could

now

turn to a successful and profitable account. As
they had so widely harried the Border their
inquiry was directed towards a field as yet the

and happily for their purpose they
selected that part of Cumberland which comprised Cockermouth and its neighbouring districts.
Here a rich harvest awaited them, for
the country was populous and fertile, and the
people were dwelling in security, having experienced no invasion since the days of Robert
least visited,

Bruce.

Into this devoted region accordingly a

Scottish

army

of thirty thousand light troops

entered, under the leading of Robert, Earl of
king's second son, James, Earl of
Douglas, and Sir Archibald Douglas, Lord of
Galloway. For three days they continued their
Fife, the

wide and wasteful havoc, and were so successful that there was not a man in that army, even
the feeblest, says the old historian, but might
have his hands full of plunder if he chose.
Among the plunder was an old charter stamped
with a large waxen seal, having written upon it
the following brief and rhyming royal grant
:

[a.d. 1371-1390.

kyng Adelstane, giffys here to Paulan Oddam
and Roddam, als gude and als fair, as ever thai
myn war; and tharto witnes Maid my wyf."
"

I,

When
ment

the officers presented this antique docu-

Brunnanburgh to the Earl of Fife, afterwards Duke of
Albany and govei'nor of Scotland, he was delighted with its straightforward brevity and
unmistakable distinctness, and declared that
there was more truth and good faith in the few
simple words of these old times than in the
lengthened prolixity and frivolous exceptions
into which the language of law had ah-eady
of the illustrious conqueror of

expanded.^

A j'oung Scottish hero was now to appear
upon the scene, although only for a moment, but
upon whose romantic history our old Scottish
writera. Bower and Wyntoun, linger with evident delight. This was William Douglas, natuson of the above-mentioned Sir Archibald
Of form almost gigantic, and
with strength and personal prowess correspondent to his stature, he seems to have been the
young Achilles of the Scottish soldiery, while
his gentle disposition and amiable qualities
endeared him to those who might othei-wise
have envied his personal superiority and warlike renown.
A warrior from his boyhood, the
deeds of William Douglas, both in battle and
single combat, had even while a youth raised
him to the highest distinction w-hile he was so
dreaded by the English that at last they would
scarcely venture to assail him when their numbers were as four to one. This early renown,
together with his beauty and amiable qualities,
ral

of Galloway.

;

so

won upon

the heart of Egidia, the king's

daughter, that although the

moved by

King

of France,

the wide report of her charms, had

secretly sent a painter to Scotland to secure her
likeness,

and was

also seeking her in marriage,

yet she preferred to

him the

gitimate William Douglas

landless

— while,

and

ille-

contrary to

the usual tenor of romances, her father himself

approved of her affection, and bestowed her in
marriage upon her chosen paladin, with the
fair lordship of Nithsdale for her dower.
Such was the hero who at this time was chosen
to conduct an expedition full of enterprise and
peril, being nothing less than a descent upon
Ireland, which had remained unvisited by the
Scots

since

the fatal expedition of

Edward

Bruce.

But the

soldiei-s,

to chastise the robbers in their

upon the
coast of Galloway made forbearance no longer
possible, and the youngjord of Nithsdale embarked for Carlingford, with only five hundred
stronghold.

piracies of the Irish

Having anchored upon the

own
Irish

ROBERT
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coast he landed with only a part of

force,

liis
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sovereign should be kept in ignorance of their

knew

being unable to procure boats enough to convey

purpose, for they well

the whole at one di.sembarkation; but his attack

tion,

on Carliugford was so vigorous that the terrified
were glad to compound for an armistice by the promise of a large sum of money.
This delay was merely sought to entrap and
overpower him; and they sent a messenger by

from cowardice or military ignorance. On the
appointed day of meeting there was such a warlike muster at Jedburgh as had not been seen

night to Dundalk for assistance, representing

infantry, some of whom were armed with the
bow, but in which they were no match for the

citizens

how

easily the Scots

might be assailed

in the

who had no
had retired to the
shore with scarcely two hundred men, who were
employed in lading the ships, when he saw the
English of Uundalk, to the number of eight
midst of their security.

Douglas,

suspicion of their treachery,

liuudred hoisemen.advanciiiguiion him.

Though

taken by surprise he rapidly drew up his little
band, and although the fierce onset of the
cavalry was seconded by a sally from the town,
Lord William and his followers so gallantly
bestirred themselves that both English and
Irish assailants

were put to the

rout.

this victory the Scots set fire to the

reduced

it

with

its

castle to ashes,

After

town and
and took

possession of fifteen ships laden with merchandise that lay at anchor in the harbour.

On

homewards they ravaged the Isle
of Man, and after landing at Loch Ryan in
Galloway Lord William and his officers mounted
their steeds and rode off iu all haste to join the
army, which at that time was prepared for a
their return

fresh invasion of England.

For this invasion the season and circumstances
were peculiarly tempting. The late inroad of
Richard II. into Scotland, and his wanton destruction of sacred edifices when he found no
enemy to oppose him, made the whole nation
more eager for war- than ever. It had added
the crime of sacrilege to his established character for inability;

have

felt that, in

and

in this case the Scots

may

addition to other advantages,

they had got heaven

upon their
Northumberland

itself enlisted

side.
The Border counties of
and Durham were also likely

to be

but par-

his pacific disposi-

which they unjustly stigmatized as arising

in Scotland for sixty years.
It consisted of
twelve hundred men-at-arms and forty thousand

English archery, while the greater part carried
battle-axes slung over their shoulders, " with
which," says Froissart, " when engaged in battle,
they give deadly blows."
An army thus
accoutred reminds us of the gallant array of
Harold, the last of the Saxon kings of England,
that contested the ground of Hastings against

such fearful odds.

Firet to the place of assem-

bly came James, Earl of Douglas, destined to
be the hero of the war and after him was a
;

long array of noble leadera whose names are

renowned
sart,

in Scottish history,

and which Frois-

the chronicler of chivalry, records with

Before commencing
their march another meeting was held at
Yetholm, about twelve miles from Jedburgh,
to concert their plan of action.
affectionate

minuteness.

The gathering

of such

a thunderstorm, how-

and
Aberdeen were
England they
well knew that such a banquet was only a prelude of battle. To ascertain more distinctly the
purposes of the Scots they sent heralds and
minstrels, the chartered travellers and jourever, could not be wholly without notice

when

;

tidings of the feast of

carried to the Border lords of

who brought
back intelligence of the meeting that was to be
held at Jedburgh. Instantly every castle and
mansion in Northumberland was full of warlike preparation, which, however, was conducted
without noise or show for they were to be in
readiness either to afford a stout and unexpected
nalists of the age, into Scotland,

;

resistance to the invadere, or to furnish soldiers
for a counter inroad.

To

learn

still

more

ex-

Animated by these considera-

movements, they also
acquainted with the
country to attend the great Border meeting,
who so ably discharged his task that he was

tions the Scottish nobles resolved to carry the

present in the guise of a Scottish groom attend-

defended, on account of a new feud between the powerful families of Percy and Neville,
whom Richard, with his usual impolicy, had
tially

act at variance.

war

England upon a larger scale than hereand that their purjiose might be con-

into

tofore

cealed

;

till

the

moment

of outbreak they held

and planned their arrangements
where they were far
enough removed both from the Scottish capital
and the English Border. It was agreed that
every noble should muster his retainers, and
that all .shouhl .Uisemble at Jedburgh in the
middle of August. It was also agreed that their
their meeting

at a feast at Aberdeen,

plicitly of their enemies'

sent a gentleman

well

ing his master at the church of Yetholm, and

heard the whole proceedings and their plan of
the campaign. Enriched with intelligence, he
hastened back to the place where he had tied
his horse; but some Scotsman ("they are all
thieves," adds Froissart) had stolen the animal,
Two
so that he was obliged to set off on foot.
Scottish knights who observed him thought it
scarcely less than miraculous that he should
forego his good steed without clamour or in-

;
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quiry
that

ai:

;

all

\

thinking from this circumstance

was not

right, they arrested

him and

brought liim before their leaders, who soon extorted from him the purposes of his employers.

was learned that as soon
England the Border
who were not strong enough to meet

From

his account

it

as the Scots should enter
lords,

them in the field, designed to invade Scotland
and by a different route, which was to be determined by the advance of their enemies, so
In
that there might be no risk of meeting.
this way they hoped to work their full ]5leasure
upon the defenceless country, and recall the
Scots for the protection of their

own homes.

were delighted to have such knowledge of a plan which they knew how to
counteract, and for this purpose they resolved
to disti-act the English by a twofold invasion,
which should be made simultaneously across
the eastern and western marches. By this new
movement the bulk of their army was to advance upon Carlisle, but be in readiness for

The

lords

battle or

own

the defence of their

country,

while the smaller division was to make for
Newc;istle-upon-Tyne and carry its ravages into
the heart of Dui'ham.

According to this arrangement the two diviof the Scottish army, after they had
marclied from the forest, took an affectionate
farewell of each other and went on their separate ways, the division intended to act upon
Carlisle, consisting of more than two-thirds of
the whole force, being under the command of
the Earl of Fife. The other, upon which the
sions

out the more efficient
part of the invasion devolved, was placed under
the command of James, Earl of Dougla-s, a

more

active,

and as

it fell

young wairior, but already

as able a leader

and

combatant as the most illustrious
name. It consisted of not more than
three hundred men-at-arms and two thousand
foot, with a usual proportion of suttlere and
light-armed prickers, as its success depended
more upon rapid movements than weight or
strength.
But besides its heroic leader, it had
for its officers the Earls of March and Moray,
Sir John Sinclair-, Sir James Lindsay, and Sir
Ale.xander Eamsay, with other knights and
squires, whose prowess made them in themselves
worth a whole host of ordinary soldiers. Until
they reached the bishojaric of Durham no notice
was to be given of their presence, and therefore they advanced with celerity and silence
as stalwart a
of his

through the by-ways, neither plundering nor
seeking a skirmish. In this mannei' they crossed
the Tyne and entered Durham before their warcry was heard or their presence felt. But here
the scene was instantly changed town and vil;

lage,

hamlet and hut, were

in a blaze

;

and the

[a.d. 1371-1390.

were everywhere fleeing

terrified inhabitants

an enemy whose rapid and shifting
movements seemed to multiply their numbers
tenfold.
It was only by these tokens that the
Earl of Northumberland learned that the Scots
were at his gates upon which he sent his two
sons. Sir Henry and Sir Ralph Percy, to Newcastle to garrison the town and watch the mo-

before

;

tions of the invaders, while he himself
in

at Alnwick.

stronghold

his

remained

Meanwhile

Douglas had swept through the country unopposed as far as the gates of Durham, and
after collecting a rich booty he returned by
the way of Newcastle to rejoin the main army
But the
as had been previously arranged.
temptations to halt before Newcastle were very
strong for cooped up within its walls were the
flower of the Border chivalry of England in
gi-eater numbers than the houses could contain,
but who had not dared to issue forth, though
;

the smoke of Scottish devastation was constantly
in sight, because they

army was

thought that the main

in the field instead of a detachment.

Before the ramparts of Newcastle therefore the
Scots remained three days waving the Douglas
banner of the crowned heart, displaying the
rich spoils they had collected, and defying their
enemies to come out and recover them. No
battle indeed was offered in reply, for the English still thought that these hardy challengers
were but the van of the principal army. But

among so many swelling spirits kindled to rage
by such bravadoes there were enough eager for
combat and adventure and during these
days joustings at the barriers were frequent, where the Scottish and English knights

single

;

tliree

prowess in fierce hand-toIn such combats it was impossible but that James of Douglas and Sir
Henry Percy, surnamed the Hotspur, should
cross their lances, as each leader was reckoned
the bravest knight of his respective nation
and an encounter accordingly took place on the
third day between these two mighty champions,
compared with which the other meetings were
tried each others'

hand encountere.

but of small account.

It is strange that Frois-

what blows were
and what plate and mail were rent asunder in the tourney but after a long conflict the
advantage was decidedly with Douglas, who
sart has neglected to describe

given,

;

mastered the spear of his antagonist with the
pennon attached to it. This pledge of

silken

his success he

"I

me

my

waved proudly

aloft,

exclaiming,

your prowess with
to Scotland, and place it on the tower of
castle at Dalkeith that it may be seen from

will carry this tokeu,of

" By God, Earl of Douglas," replied the
indignant Hotspur, " you shall not even bear it
out of Northumberland be assured you shail
afar."

;

EOBEET
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never have this pennon to brag of." " Tou
must come then this night and seek for it,"
said Douglas; '•! will tix your pennon before
my tent and sliaU see if you wUl ventm-e to
it away."
These were words of mortal defiance and
according to the code of chivah-y Percy must

take

;

redeem

his

pennon that

night, or before

it

crossed the Border, let the chances or the issue
As it was the
of battle be what they might.

night of their stay before Newcastle the

last

Scots kept strict watch, expecting a midnight
onset from the town ; but during the successive
hoiu-s the

ominous pennon continued to

flutter

before the tent of Douglas untouched. Hotspur
indeed would have rushed out upon the adventure and assayed to " pluck up his drowned
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stakes and knives.

Behind

on the solid
ground, was the bulk of the army, ha^-ing on
one side a marsh and on the other a small
wooded hill, so that they were well guarded
from surprise in front, and protected on either

They had

flank.

all this,

examined the

also carefully

neighbouring grounds in every direction, and
made arrangements for defence according to
the various forms in which they might be
assaOed dm-ing the hazards and eventful shiftings of a night attack. In all these particulars,
which are minutely stated by Froissart, we find
full proof that if James, Earl of Douglas, showed
the chivalrous recklessness of Bruce at Methven,
he fully atoned for it by the provident skill and

of Bruce at Bannockbum.
In the meantime Hotspur was chafing like a
honour by the locks," but was withheld by his caged lion within the walls of Newcastle, when
friends, who were unwilling to hazard a mid- certain knights and squires who had followed
night plunge that might airrv them into the the retreat of the Scots brought him joyful
On the tidings it was, that the enemy were few in
heai-t of the whole Scottish army.
morning the Scots deliberately commenced their niunbei-s and unsupported, and were encamped
homeward march, storming on their way the no fui-ther oflf than Otterburn. Instantly the
!"
tower of Ponteland, which they razed to the impatient warrior shouted, "To horse to horse
ground, and on the second day they reached vowing that that very night he would beat up
He
the village and castle of Otterbm-n in Eedes- theii- quarters and recover his pennon.
dale, about twenty -eight miles from Newcastle. would not wait for the Bishop of Durham, who
They attacked the castle, but found it too strong was hourly expected at Newcastle with a powerto be taken without a regular siege, which would ful array, but started in pui'suit at once with
have delayed their march and the Scottish lords eight thousand foot and six hundred men-atand knights advised that they should instantly arms, which he thought more than enough. !as
continue their retreat and rejoin theii- friends they nearly quadrupled the Scots. With him
in the neighbourhood of Cai-lisle. But Douglas was his brother Sir Ralph, scai'cely less rewas young; he was a knight and a renowned nowned in ai-ms than himself, and the best
one and the chivalrous point of honour, which chivalry of Northumberland, who made his
was dearer to him than life or even victoi-y it- cause of personal quarrel their own. Theii' impatience soon cleared the intervening ground,
self, required him to make a fuU halt before
crossing the Border that Percy might have and brought them so imexpectedly into the

wisdom

:

!

;

;

time to make good his vaunt. His captains,
who fuUy partook of his sentiments, were easily
induced to risk themselves and the whole expedition upon this most arbitrary punctilio

they

knew

that while a lost

;

for

army might be

replaced or a defeat recovered, their knightly

honour, once foregone could never be restored.
They agreed, therefore, to remain two or three

days longer at Otterburn and continue the
siege of the castle. Accordingly they proceeded
to encamp themselves in regular fashion, and
with such military skill as redeems them from
the charge of foolhardiness. In front of them,
between their encampment and Newcastle by
which they would be attacked, was a level
mar.sh and the entrance to this they fortified
with a iMrricade of cairiages and baggage-wagons while behind it were their horses and the
sheep and cattle of their plunder under the
;

;

guard of their suttlers and camp-followers, who
were strong villains, although armed only with

neighbourhood of the Scots that the latter, who
were at supper weaiied with the siege of the day,
were only warned by the war-cries of the English and a furious attack on their outposts.
Each man instantly buckled on his armour and
repaired to his separate standard but so brief
was the time that some were but imperfectly
armed, having not sufficient leisure to don all
the parts of a complete panoply and such, we
are told, was the case of Douglas himself, who
in consequence fought at disadvantage, and was
more easily wounded and struck down. Amidst
this hurry the battle had commenced, and was
continued with fury at the outposts, although
the combatants had no light but that of an
autumnal moon, which threw its faint, melancholy lustre over hiU and plain, and only revealed the moving forms of men like flitting
and uncertain shadows. The onset had been
;

;

begun by a headlong attack

of the English

upon

the camp-followers at the entrance of the morass,
23
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whom
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that the Scottish

he was soon in the midst of the enemy. But
they as quickly closed and hemmed him round;
three speai-s pierced and bore him to the earth;
and when he fell his head was cleft with the

silently

stroke of a battle-axe.

ey mistook for the main body but so
well were these hardy churls intrenched, and
so gallantly did they maintain their ground,
tl

;

army had leisure to defile
from the camp and round the side of
wooded
hill, unperceived by
the neighboming

whom

they thus took in flank
and at unawares. The EngUsh were astounded
at this unexpected appearance: they found that
they had been wasting their strength upon
mere grooms and varlets; and that the battle
their enemies,

had only now commenced, and to

tlieir

disad-

vantage for the attack of the Scots was so
sudden and vigorous as to shake their loose array
;

and disturb the confidence of theii' advance.
And now commenced such a close hand-to-hand
death-struggle between the two armies as the
wars of Scotland and England, fruitful as they
were in such encountei-s, had seldom witnessed.
Forests of opjjosing lances closed and crossed
each other; lords and knights threw themselves
into the press of combat, where their only
cognizance that could now be read was the
ardour of their- onset and the weight of their
while the chief distinction between
blows
friend and foe was the loud frequent war-cry
;

"A

Percy! a Percy!" reiurned with equal
ardour by that of "A Douglas! a Douglas !" In
such an impatient fight the bow of England was
thrown aside as useless, and aU was committed
to the issue of a pei-sonal struggle where the
long spear or brown-bill was onl}' exchanged
for the dagger, and where every combatant
fought as if his own prowess was to decide the
of

victory.

A

From

the faint moon-

were unable to discover what
antagonist they had thus overcome, and they
light the English

only

knew

that

some matchless man-at-ai-ms had

gone down in the random encounter.

meantime

his successful onset

In the
had inspired the

new spirit; their bravest knights
charged into the lane he had opened in the
enemy's ranks; and fighting their way through
glimmer and gloom, they reached the spot where
theii- dying leader lay.
Beside him lay Sir
Robert Hart, one of his knights, who had followed him through the whole onset and received
fifteen wounds
and over his fallen body stood
Scots with

;

a valiant priest, his chaplain. Sir William of
North Berwick, " who at this time," says Froissart, "

had exchanged his profession for that of
a valiant man-at-aims, had followed the earl
with his battle-axe in his hand, and had by his
exertions more than once repulsed the English."
The first to recognize the dying earl was Sir
John Sinclair, his kinsman, who anxiously said,
"Cousin, how fares it -with you?" "But so so,"
answered Douglas. "Thanks be to God, there
are few of my ancestoi-s who have died in chambera, or in their beds.

I bid you, therefore, re-

my death, for I have but little hope of
Uving, as my heart becomes every minute more
faint.
Raise my banner, which has fallen with
the gallant squire who carried it; shout my warcry; and conceal my death, for the enemy would
venge

waged could not be long of un- triumph if they knew it." The two Sinclairs,
was certain to give Sir John and Sir Walter, and Sir James Lindback, and the other to follow up its advantage; say, paused no longer: blood instead of teare was
and it seemed as if on this occasion the Scots to be shed; and, lifting the honoured banner
must at last yield ground or be overpowered, from the eai-th, they raised the inspii-ing cry of,
battle so

certain endurance: one party

not only from theii- gi-eatly inferior numbei-s,
but also their less complete equipments. Where
they were met with a bi-avery and hardihood
equal to their own it seemed as if nothing but
some happy unexpected chance could turn the
scale in their favour-, or even save them from
ruin. And that chance now depended upon the
personal prowess and de votedness of their gallant
young leader.
His an-angements had been
marked with the highest military skill; and
now that they were thus far successful, he resolved by one desperate effort to clutch and
secure the victory, which, if still tampered with,
was likely to forsake him. Grasping, therefore,
with both hands a massive battle-axe, and followed by a few of his attendants, he dashed into
the throng wherever his heavy weapon fell a
:

man went down; and

before his resistless ad-

vance the crowd was parted on either

side

and

"

A

Douglas

1

a Douglas

!"

that soon brought a

company of knights and squires to their
side. The battle was renewed with fresh ardour
by the Scots; and believing that their chief was
still living and pressing through the enemy, they
made so desperate a charge that the English
gallant

ranks were broken, borne backward, and at last
put to utter flight. They could not rally again,
and were chased full five miles from the battleIt was in this last
field by the victorious Scots.
and decisive part of the combat that Sir Ralph
Percy was taken prisoner, and soon afterwards
Hotspur himself, while the best part of the.
bravest kuights of Northumberland lay dead in
After
the field or were among the captives.
such a bfe-and-death struggle, and such a fearful carnage, it was marvellous with what rapidity the gentle courtesies of peace succeeded, and
how readily the victors and vanquished ac-

EOBEET
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corded with each other, notwithstanding the
intensity of national rivalry and the long list
of injuries

on either side

and

;

this engaging

immeasurably higher worth than

its

is

there any check to their courage

But when
as long as theii- weapons endure.
they have well beaten each other, and one party
their
victorious,
they
are
so
proud
of
conquest
is
that they ransom their prisonei-s instantly, and
in such coui-teous manner to those who have
been taken, that on their depai'ture they return
them

their thanks."

Such was

especially the

case at Otterburn, for the same writer tells us,
" When the Scots saw the English were discomfited

and surrendering on

all sides

they behaved

Sit down and disarm yourselves, for I am your master;' but never
insulted them more than if they had been brocoui'teously to them, saying,

'

thers."

Such were the

pi-incipal

events of the memorIt occurred

able battle of Otterburn.

to share his captivity.

As a

victory of Otterburn has been unjustly mis-

ever they meet in battle they do not spare each

nor

and were now

mere

brute stiength and reckless daring, Froissart is
" The English and Scots,"
he says, " are excellent men-at-arms, and when-

;

followed their redoubted leader upon the chase,
great national and political event, indeed, the

careful to describe.

other

Durham had

is

quality iu the chivalry of the period, which
of
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tocracy of Noi-thumberland and

on the

prised, because it

produced no such immediate

Bannockburn or
But it was the fittest of events for the
was designed to accomplish. It was not

or striking results as that of
Stirling.

work

it

the recovery but the maintenance of the coun-

freedom that was now at

try's

issue,

and

this

could be best accomplished by a successful inroad
into England.

At

a season,

also,

when

chivalry

was so fully

in the ascendant this victory, which
occupied one of the foremost places in the
chivah-ous records of Europe, was calculated to
produce a powerful moral impression not only

upon the Scots themselves, who perpetuated it
in their national songs and legends, but upon
other countries, whose admiration and sympathy
it kindled for an obscui'e, remote nation of which
they might otherwi.se have never heard. As a
gallant passage of arms it loudly proclaimed to
friend and enemy that one of the chosen homes
of chivalry was the bleak mountains of Scotland and that these from henceforth were nei;

August (1388) after a warm day of ther to be irreverently approached nor rashly
autumn, and when nothing but the uncertain invaded.
It was only a short time after the battle that
light of the moon directed the changes of the
conflict; and it was maintained with such ob- some of these effects were strikingly illustrated.
stinacy that it lasted several hours. The par- The Bishop of Durham, for whose arrival Hotticular spot on which it was fought is still called spur had been too impatient to wait, reached
Battle-riggs in commemoration of the event. Newcastle with 5000 foot and 2000 hoi-se; but
While announcing the great disjmrity of num- on finding that the Percies had already set out,
he continued his march to join them. Had the
bei-s, which was so much in favour of the Eng19th of

is careful to mention that the
were somewhat fatigued by their hasty
march from Newcastle, while the Scots, who
had just rested and supped, were in better trim
for action.
But it was the admirable foresight
and strategy of the Eai-1 of Douglas contrasted
with the impetuous advance of Hotspur that
balanced the inequality of both sides, as well as
his personal prowess that finally turned the
scale.
No stratagem even of the Bruce's wars
was superior to that of the Scottish encampment, where the whole English force was suc-

lish,

Froissart

latter

hy the mere
and tempted to waste half their

cessfully resisted at the entrance

cam])-followers,

strength to no purpose
diery were safely

;

while the Scottish

withdrawn

to the

sol-

ground that

had been previously selected in the event of a
sudden onset, and upon which they could act
advantage. Compared with the
combatants on the side of England,

witli tlie best

number

of

the

of noble pri.sonei's

list

who

fell

into the

hands of the Scots was unusually gi'eat, and
perliaps could scarcely be equalled since the
great victories of Robert I. for the chief aris;

junction been effected the destruction of the
Scots at Otterburn would have been

more than
had the warlike
way when he was

Scarcely, however,

probable.

upon his
from the battle who declared
that all was lost, and that the pursuing Scots
were close at hand. At these dismaying tidings
there was such a hasty desertion among his
followers that scarcely five hundred abode together, so that he judged it wisest to return to
Newcastle and reassemble fresh troops to confront the victors.
The muster was so effectual
that by suin-ise he was at the head of 10,000
horse an<l foot, with whom he immediately proprelate got a league

met by

fugitives

ceeded in the direction of Otterburn.

But the

Scots were aware of the bishop's advance and

prompt

to

welcome

it.

They

fortified their

camp

be entered by a
single pass provided for the wounded of both
parties; and removed their jirisonera to a neutral
as before, so that it could only
;

ground, being contented with their ]iromise to
attempt no escape whether they might bo res-

cued or not.

All being thus in readiness, the

Scottish captains "ordered their minstrels to
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play as n^errily as they could."
sart gives us a

And

here Frois-

more particular account

of this

martial horn-music which was pecidiar to the
" The Scots," he
Scottish armies of the period.

have a custom when assembled in arms,
who are on foot to be well dressed, each
having a large horn slung roimd his neck in the
manner of hunters and when they blow all
together, the horns being of different sizes, the
noise is so great it may be heai'd four miles off,
to the great dismay of their enemies and their
own delight." With this tremendous concert the
English were greeted when as yet they were
three miles off, "and it seemed as if all the
devils in hell had come thither to join in the
noise!" And still as they advanced the dissonance became louder and more hideous, being
renewed at regular intervals, while such of the
English as had never heard it before felt their
nerves unstrung and their teeth set on edge.
But on reaching the brink and entrance of the
morass neither the bishop nor his best captains
were in a mood to attack this confident legion
of trumpeters; for they saw how formidably
they were intrenched, and they remembered
that on the same ground they had beaten Hotspur himself, accompanied by the best of their
Border chivali-y. In this mood, after standing
at gaze for a short time, they wheeled about
and returned to Newcastle without a stroke,
while the Scots marched leisurely homeward.
But it was a funeral procession rather than a
triumphal march, for the young hero, whose
body they brought with them in a car, was
beloved by the whole soldiery. The corpse was
interred with military honours in the abbey of
Melrose; the pennon of Percy was preserved
as a trophy and heiiloom by the only child of
the earl, an illegitimate son, through whom it
has descended to a Douglas of our own day.
The ransom of the noble English prisoner's taken
in fight was so gi'eat that nothing equal to it
had been won by the Scots since the triumph
of Bannockburn.
The indolence of Eobert II. continued to increase with years, so that he at length almost
wholly withdrew from the cares and duties of
royalty; and the power of the nobility, already
too great, was increased by his remissness.
semblance of royal authority at least was still,
however, in demand, were it only to sanction
the lawless proceedings of the powerful, and a
meeting of the three estates was held at Edinburgh in 1389 for the purpose of electing a
regent of the kingdom. John, Earl of Carrick,
eldest son of the king and heir to the throne,
might have seemed in this case the fittest
representative of that royalty to which he was
afterwards to succeed. But he was not only as
says, "

for those

;

A

[a.d. 1371-1390.

indolent as his father, but lame also from an
accident in his youth, so that he had

little

to

recommend him to the turbulent nobility, who
passed him over and elected his younger brother
Robert, Earl of Fife, to the regency. This new
was Mttle fitted for such a wai-Uke people,

ruler

as his military talents were very moderate

and

even his pereonal courage questionable. But he
possessed a stately form and bearing, as well as

and wear
show of a brave soldier and wise governor.
Above all he was best suited for the purposes
of his eleotoi-s, who, in raising him above his
sufficient craft to conceal his defects

the

elder brother as well as his

own

deserts,

might

reasonably calculate upon his gratitude and
subserviency.

On

being raised to

the regent was im-

office

by a new invasion
England. This was the more necessary as
the bulk of the Scottish army which remained
under his command had effected nothing, while
Earl Douglas was wasting Northumberland and
Duiham and crowning the inroad with the victory of Otterburu. Nor was the will to second
him wanting among the Scottish chiefs, provoked
as they were by the bravadoes of the Earl of
Nottingham, Marshal of England, and now
through the captivity of Hotspur warden of the
eastern marches, who reproached his countrymen
for their late defeat by such trash of men as the
patient to signalize his rule
of

Scots," who were so inferior too in numbers;
and he repeatedly declared that if he could find
the opportunity of a fair field he would meet
these Scots in battle, though their numbers
should double his own. This was as deadly an
insult as the affair of the pennon, and the Scottish warriors were impatient to meet the boaster
and defy him to make good his threats. In the
age of chivalry it was argument enough for a
war between two kingdoms, like a pair of combatants in the lists, even though the fate of
either kingdom should be sealed by a single
A Scottish army was quickly
lance-thrust.
mustered under the command of the Earl of
Fife, who was accompanied by Archibald, the
new Earl of Douglas, and other nobles; and

they crossed the Border, caring only for the
quarter where the marshal might easiest be
found. But the Earl of Nottingham, who had
now added pnidence to his valour, took up a
strong position which he was resolved not to
quit; and to the invitation of the Scottish
regent to come forth and

make good

his pro-.

mises he modestly answered that he had no
license to expose the lieges of his

danger
1

—a

king to any

reply which was received

Exprobrando

homines, ut dicebat,

by the

quod passi sunt Scotos, semisuper eos apud Ottirburn victoriam

eis in hoc,

chtinei:e. —Scotichroii. xiv.

c. 65.

—

;
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army with

derisive shouts

the 13th of

1390, at the age of seventy-

was perhaps

The
kingdom

years.-

pacific spirit in

his

as advantageous to its real interests

as the activity with

which he had defended its
during the earlier pai-t of his career
for when he died Scotland was not only at
peace but also free, no portion of it remaining
iu the hands of the English except the castles
of Berwick, Roxburgh, and Jedburgh. In such
a case it might be ungracious to inquire how
much of this useful forbearance might be traced,
not to a wise and well-studied principle, but to
liberties

mere inertness and

his subscription to the truce

CHAPTER
REIGN OF ROBERT

—

May,

and after a reign of nineteen
which he governed

four,

;

and

Soon after he
Dundonald in Ayi-shire, on

last act of his reign.

died at his castle of

without a blow.'
It was not long after this chivalrous promenade that a truce between France and England,
including the allies of both kingdoms, which
was to conthiue for three years, was concluded
and an embassy was sent from
at Boulogne
the French and English kings to Scotland to
intimate the terms and obtain its assent. To
the peaceful Robert II. no offer could be more
acceptable,
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was the

and peals of
laughter.
After staying half a day in front of
the English encampment and displa}Tng their
bannere in defiance to provoke the enemy to
battle, but in vain, the Scots wasted the country
in their usual fashion and recrossed the Border
Scottish

indifference.

V.
(1390-1406).

III.

—

His name changed to Robert Character and Circumstances of Robert
III.
Amusing incident at his coronation Divided state of the kingdom at bis accession Outrages committed by the nobles Desperate encounter with Highlanders A Lowland feud Plan for suppressing
the Highlanders
Combat between the clan Kay and clan Quhele at Perth
Chivalrous meetings
between the Scotch and English knights
Combat in London between Sir David Lindsay and Lord
WeUs Ludicrous encounter between a Scottish knight and Sir Piers Oourtenay Growing ascendency
of the Scottish nobihty Its causes Expedients of Robert III. to maintain bimself against it Creation of Scottish dukes Account of the Duke of Rothesay, the heir-apparent of the throne His opposition to his uncle, the Duke of Albany
He is appointed king's heutenant for Scotland Laws for the
repression of powerful offenders State of royalty in Scotland compared with England Deposition and
death of Richard II. Report of his having escaped to Scotland Personage there supposed to be Richard
II.
Purpose of the Scottish government iu setting him up Marriage of the Duke of Rothesay Contentions which arose from the marriage
Offence given to the Earl of March He leaves the country and aUies
himself with England War between England and Scotland resumed— Defeat of the English at Preston
Henry invades Scotland His imperious demands The Duke of Rothesay's defence of Edinburgh Castle
His challenge to Henry and its contemptuous rejection Clemency of Henry's proceedings— Fruitless
close of his invasion
The Duke of Rothesay's excesses He is watched by his enemies Account of them
and their motives They entrap and imprison the prince His death by starvation at Falkland Defeat
of the Scots at Nesbit Moor The Earl of Douglas invades England His rash proceedings His signal
defeat by Hotspur and the Earl of March at Homildon Offence given by King Henry to the Percies after
the victory They resolve to rebel Hotspur makes a feigned invasion into Scotland Siege of the tower
of Cocklaws Douglas unites with Hotspur
Hotspur's defeat and death at Shrewsbury Albany's apparent
impatience to commence war with England His speedy return to pacific measures Lawless proceedings
of Alexander Stewart Manner in which he becomes Earl of Mar Anxiety of Robert III. for the safety
of his son James He sends him to France James captured on the voyage and carried prisoner to
London Henry's purposes in detaining him Effects of his capture on Robert III. Robert's death and
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character.

On the day after the funeral of Robert II. at
Scoue the coronation of John, Earl of Can-ick,
eldest son of the late king, was performed with
due solemnity. A.s the name of John, from

which was endeared to them by the memory

the misfortunes of its royal possessors, w as now
considered of evil omen, a concession was made

which,

to the general prejudice
of the present sovereign
1

by changing the name
into that of Robert,

Scotichran. xiv.

c. 55.

of the great national hero.

Robert

was

of

At

his accession

had passed his fiftieth year, and
that tall stature and majestic appearance
III.

among a rude

people, are such essential

but, on the other hand,
which unfitted him for warlike
his gentleness and love of peace, and

attributes of royalty

;

his lameness,
exercises,

"

Scotichron. xiv. 66.

—
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his iudol.nce, iu

were

little

which he resembled his father,

fitted

either to attract a warlike

nation or coerce an arrogant nobility. It was
unfortunate also for such a sovereign that he

was only the second of a new dynasty which
accident rather than royal descent had raised to
the throne, and that his predecessor had not
distinguished his reign either by conquest or

warlike enterprise.

Robert

III.

had been mar-

[a.d. 1390-1406.

pounds in cutting down our harvest but now, thanks to your royal highness,
the whole is done to our hands so thoroughly
by your own reapere, that it will not cost ua a
thii-ty or forty
:

penny

either in cutting

down

or laying

up in

we are holding
our wonted harvest jubilee."
This sarcastic
mode of explaining the grievance might have
cost the reverend wag something heavier than

the store; and now, therefore,

more than thirty years to Annabella Drummond, daughter of Sir John Drummond of
Stobhall, by whom he had as yet only one son,

the expense of a year's ingathering, for the bystanders were urgent for a severe and instant

David, afterwards the unfortunate Duke of
Rothesay, who was only twelve yeai-s old at the

problem through his higher reach of intellect,"
caused an immediate inquiry to be made into
the loss which the monastery had suffered, and
full payment rendered, while he applauded the
monk for his wit, courage, and dexterity.^

ried

period of his father's accession to the throne.
king so situated, and of such a character,

A

could be

little

more than a nominal
whether for good or

his government,

and
must

ruler,
evil,

depend upon those who superintended it. And
in this case Robert was disastrously provided
in having his brother, the Earl of Fife, continued at the head of affairs, with the title of
Governor of Scotland, while a younger brother,
the Earl of Buchan, named from his ferocity
and lawless deeds " the Wolf of Badenoch," was
permitted to rule with almost unlimited sway
over the northern parts of the kingdom.
On the morning after the coronation an incident occurred that must have sufficiently
waimed the new sovereign of the cares and difficulties of his position.

On such

a solemn occa-

Scone was crowded with multitudes
eager to pay their homage, the inclosures round
the monastery had been destroyed and the harvest trampled down by the nobOity and their
sion, w^hen

As the loss to the monks was serious Robert Logic, a canon who was storekeeper
of the monastery, repaired to the palace to
attendants.

crave some compensation of the king, but on
his errand being known he was rudely driven

away by

the doorkeepers.

A

new

plan was

necessary to bring the petition to the royal ears,
and this the canon speedily devised. On the

morning after the solemnity the peace-loving
Robert was roused from sleep by a din under
the window of his apartment that woke and
astounded the whole palace, and on peering out
they found the villagers of Scone and servants
of the monastery bearing aloft a puppet of
straw, called a rapegyrn, which was a sort of
harvest-home goddess or queen, while the whole
band yelled, shouted, and sang, accompanying

symphony of horns
under the direction of Logie, who
He was instantly seized
and dragged into the royal presence, where he
thus expounded the mystery of the chorus
" Marvel not, great king, that we have woke
you so early; for every year we usually expend

their music with a terrible

and

rattles,

acted as choir-master.

But the

punishment.

On

king, " enucleating the

ascending the throne the

first

care of

Robert III. was to confirm the truce with England which had been established before the
demise of his father, and renew the league with
France.
But although the blessings of peace
were thus secured to the country for eight years
there were too many internal feuds, partly

among

and partly among
by which the land was occu-

the Scottish nobles

the different races

have full operaand the removal of a common danger,
which had compelled a common union, was used
pied, to permit these benefits to

tion;

as an opportunity for the settlement of personal

and party disagreements.

It

was ominous

also

of the spirit of the times that these internal

commenced iu the quarter from
which the maintenance of peace and order might
have been most expected. Scarcely had the coronation ended when the Earl of Buchan, better
known as the Wolf of Badenoch, rushed down
from the mountains at the head of a band of
wild Highlanders upon the lands of the Bishop
of Moray, with whom he was at feud; and after
wasting the territory he set fire to the town and
cathedral of Elgin, which were burned to the
ground.^ His deeds were followed in a similar
spirit by Duncan Stewart, his natural son, who
seemed to be emulous of such a father. This
young savage, who appears to have been a
favourite and hero among the mountaineers,
outrages were

crossed the range of hiUs overlooking the district

Angus, and descending unexpectedly upon the
Lowlands at the head of three hundred Highland catherans proceeded to slay and jjlunder
with indiscriminating and unsparing ferocity.
To oppose this destructive mountain torrent.
Sir Walter Ogilvy, shepff of Angus, Sir David
Lindsay of Glenesk, and Sir Patrick Gray advanced with a force of only sixty men, but they
of

;

rv.

1

Scotichron.

2

Keith's Scottish Bishops, p. 83; Wyntoun, b.

I.

c. 1.

ix. c. 13.
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were

and men-at-arms, confident
military discipline and good horses and

chiefly knights

in their

who
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The Highlanders were now found

so danger-

ous to the north of Scotland, while the unsettled

who had no other weapons
than the heavy broadswoid and light round
target. But their contempt was grievously chasThe Highlanders rushed upon their
tised.

government was too feeble to restrain them,
that a plan was devised for their suppression
worthy of the most refined periods of Jesuitism.
They were to be tempted and encouraged to
the work of mutual destruction through their

mailed antagonists as fearlessly as the berserkars
of old, while the terrible sweej) of the moun-

their best

plate armour,

held in chivalrous scorn their

half-naked enemies,

tain

brand made the best tempered shields and

plated cuirasses an uncertain defence to their

Nearly the whole party was cut to
Walter Ogilvy, and
none escaped the
slaughter except Gray and Lindsay, who were
striking incident recorded
sorely wounded.
by Wyntoun gives a terrible idea of the ferocity
and contempt of death that was cherished by
these Highland warriors. Sir David Lindsay
in one of his careere transfixed an assailant,
bore him down, and pinned him to the ground
with a single lance-thrust.
But the savage,
writhing up against the weapon that held him
wearers.

pieces with their leader, Sir

of those of knightly rank

A

fast, cleared his right ai-m for a pai-ting stroke,

which he dealt with such force that his sword
and steel boot of
Sir David and pierced his leg to the bone, after
which he instantly expired, while the knight
was borne disabled from the field.^
cut through the stirrup-leather

But among the nobles of Scotland at this
time there appear to have been other wolves
than he of Badenoch, and more unreasonable
grounds of quarrel than that of the poor Highlanders, who thought that by an invasion of
the Lowlands they were only seeking what
should of right have been their own.
feud

A

had originated between the Lady of Fyvie, the
wife of Sir David Lindsay, and Robert Keith, a
powerful baron, who was also that lady's nephew.
It might have been thought that between two
persons of such rank, and so closely related, the
cause of quarrel must have been one of vital
importance, but it was nothing more than the
dislodgment of some of Keith's masons from a
debatable water-course upon which he had set
them to work. To requite the offence, or to
make good his claim, the dutiful nephew mustered his retainers and besieged the lady in her
castle of Fyvie. These tidings humed her absent
husband to the spot at the head of three or four
hundred anned vassals, to settle the question
by the usual mode of adjustment; and in the
litigation of ai-mswhich ensued Keith was driven
from the field with tlie loss of more than fifty
of his men.
"Thus," says AVyntoun, "Robert
was discomfited in that bargain, and went not
to Fyvie to besiege that good lady any more."
>

Seolieliron.

1.

xv.

c.

S;

Wyntonn,

Ix. c.

It

own

Celtic animosities.

A

certain

number

of

and bravest, from whom danger to
the Lowlands was most to be apprehended, were
to meet within barriers for mortal combat, while
the king and court were to be spectators of the
conflict and the awarders of the prize of superior valour and skill.
The honour of this insidious device has generally been attributed to
the Earl of Moray and Sir James Lindsay, and
the victims

Kay and

whom

they selected were the clan

the clan Quhele, two rival tribes of

who had long nourished against
each other a feud of unextinguishable hatred.
And never was invitation to combat more
great power

by these

ferocious waran opportunity at
once of displaying their prowess and wreaking
their hatred, and were too simple to detect

eagerly accepted than
rioi-s,

who panted

for such

the fraudful purpose that lurked beneath. On
the day appointed thirty champions, the choice
of clan Quhele, under their leader Christie
Johnson, were confionted by the same number
of the clan Kay, commanded by Shaw, the son
of Ferquhard, upon the level ground of the
North Inch of Perth, the place selected for
battle, and armed with their usual weapons of

bows and arrows, sword and target, battle-axe
and short knife. The king, the principal nobles,
and a countless multitude were present as onlookei-s; and the barriers, from which there
was to be no retreating, were almost to close
like a sentence of doom upon the gladiators
within.
of the

But

at that

champions

moment

failed

the heart of one
him, and seizing the

opportunity he escaped from the inclosure,
threw himself into the Tay, which he swam

and was soon beyond pui-suit. This
diminution of the stipulated number woidd at
once have stopped the conflict had it not been
for the eagerness of an armouier of Perth, who
was ready to throw away his own life that the
show might go on unchecked and leajjing the
barriers he offered to supply the place of the
across,

;

runaway for the paltry wage
The ofler was accepted. The

of half a mark.

battle was commenced by a shower of arrows, but impatient of
distant
work
the
combatants
such
closed axe and
sword descended, and the shivered taigets were
soon a weak defence to the naked bodies which
they were raised to cover. Such an encounter,
where none would give back a single step, and
where martial ardour was raised into demoni;

—
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be otherwise than brief as
well as deadly; and at the close only one of the
acal fury coiild not

Kay was

clan

left

alive,

while eleren of the

clan Quhele, including the aimourer,

still

kept

and were proclaimed the conquerors.

the

field,

At

this strange

tournament, unlike anj'thing
they had ever witnessed, were several illustrious French and English knights, who as they
looked on must have shuddered at such a wild
display of valour and such a

But

blood.

it

pose, for these

wanton

spilth of

accomplished the intended purHighland clans were too weak

resume then- destructive inroads upon the
Lowlands untd a new generation had risen up.
to

But it was not by such partial outlets as
Lowland feuds and Highland combats at outrance that the restlessness of the Scots would
find sufficient vent during this " piping time of
;

—

;;
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from the firmness

must assuredly

of his seat,

be strapped to his saddle. As soon as the Scottish knight understood that such a report was
prevalent he rode up to the royal presence,

bounded from the saddle to the earth, and having thus shown the falsehood of the charge he
sprung again upon his steed without the help
of the stirrup, although covered with the complete ai'mour of the tourney, which was heavier
than that used in battle. The combat was resumed on foot, until it became so close that
they grappled dagger to dagger, when Lindsay,
whose pereonal strength was almost matchless,
drove his weapon between one of the lower
joints of his enemy's hai-ness, lifted him off his
feet, hurled him to the gi-ound, and there held
him at his will. By the sanguinary laws of
chivah-y he might have put the fallen and dis-

peace " and while some, like the Lord of Nithsdale, were allured into distant countries by the

abled knight to death; but instead of thus using

rumour

gi-ound and led

wars or religious crusades
against the unbaptized pagans of Lithuania,
others were eager to try their valour in all
of foreign

Toui'tesy in the lists against the English,

whom

they were precluded from encountering in hate

and upon the

battlefield.

Mutual cartels were
two parties, as

therefore frequent between the

interchanged to

well as stinging reproaches
serve as a ground for combat

and the

;

fields of

his

Lord Wells from the

victory he raised

him

to the queen, to

gi-acefully surrendered

him

brother of the English primate, a knight renowned for his graceful person and skill in

warlike exercises,

who

flaunted in a rich

surcoat upon which a falcon

errant impatient for dangerous adventui'es, and

and underneath

eager to give proof of their prowess. What
else, indeed, could have been expected from the

distich

Soon after the accession of Eobert III. Sir
David Lindsay of Glenesk, one of the bravest
knights in Scotland, coveted a trial of arms
with the Lord Wells, one of the stoutest of
English champions. His wish was most cordially answered, and the toui'nament appointed
to be held in Loudon before the king and court
on the following mouth of May. The preparations of Lindsay were worthy of so important
an occasion he even despatched a Vessel to
London for a new suit of ai-mour and on the
specified day and hour he entered the lists of
:

;

Smithfield, accompanied

by a

brilliant train of

knights, squires, and attendants.

receiving

their

speara

On

the cham-

the

trumpets

sounded, the two knights met at fuU gallop in
mid career, and so terrible was the shock that
Lord Wells was hurled from his saddle to the
earth, while Lindsay, although staggered in the

encounter, was

we

still

able to keep his seat.

The

English were chagrined at this result, for Wells
was a strong as well as skilful tUter; and they
raised a cry of iovl play, alleging that Lindsay,

new

delineated,

Quha

falcon, fairest of flicht

so pinches at hir, his deth is dicht

A chivalrous passage of the

?

period will give a distinct idea of such meetings.

pions

it,

was

are told, the following

:

"I beer a

unextinguished embere of such a fight as

that of Ottei-burn

he

In another of these English tournaments in
which the Scottish knights took a part, an exhibition occurred of a more miilhful character.
Among the combatants was Sii- Piei-s Courtenay,

the two kingdoms were ti-avereed by knights-

still

whom

as her captive.'

In graith."

He had

not glittered long in this gay trim
when he was horror-struck to see in the lists a
certain Scottish knight surcoated exactly like

magpie upon
and the following rhyme

himself, but having a
of a falcon,

it

instead

" I beer a
py pykkand at ane pees
Quha so pykkis at hir, I sal pyk at his nese,
In faith."

No

defiance could have been

and Sir

Piei-s

was soon careering

against the gibing Scot, with
courses.

more

But while he

lost

whom

offensive,

in the lists

he ran two

two teeth

in the

encounter, he failed to unhorse his advei-sary,
for the wily Scot, contrary to the usual custom,
so that each time
gave way before his opponent's well-aimed
lance.
Sii- Piere was clamorous at the trick
and the unfair advantage it afi'orded, upon
whi(?h the Scottish knight offered to run six
more courses with him on exactly equal terms
under a penalty of two hundred pounds to be

wore his helmet unsti-apped,
it

'

Wyntoun,

b. ii. c. 12.

THE ARJMOURER OFFERS
One

of the most

memorable incidents

HIS SERVICES.

in

the reign of Robert III.

(1390-1406) was the combat between the Clan Kay and the Clan Quhele
or Chattan

on the North Inch

clan were chosen,

ot

battle-axe

and short

titude of

people gathered to see

Just

Thirty champions from each

knife; while the king, the chief nobles,

when the combat was about

lost courage,

Perth.

and armed with bows and arrows, sword and

leapt over the

the

fight

and proclaim the

to begin, however,

barriers,

swam

target,

and a mulvictors.

one of the champions

the Tay, and thus escaped.

Ihis difference in the ntntiber of the combatants 7vould notv have stopped
the

C07itest,

had not an a7-mourer of Perth jvmped

to take the place

into the

arena and offered

of the runaway, if he were paid half a mark.

being accepted, the

fight

which ensued was

at

This

offer

once brief and deadly.

Only one of the Clan Kay survived, but eleven of the Clan Quhele,
including the armourer, kept the

field,

and were declared the conquerors.

ALFKIiD lEAKSE.

THE

AR.MOLKLIR OFFERS HIS SERVICES IN

THE COMBAT

UUTWULX HIE CLAX KAV AND THE CLAN QUKELE OK CIIAITAN OX THE NORTH

INCH.

PERTH
Vol.

1.

(A.D. 1396).

p. 3."-

;

EOBEET
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exacted from liim who should break the bargain.
The condition was readily accepted by Courtenay

worthy to receive

but when this was
done, the Scottish knight, who had lost an eye

as well as title of

before the king and lords

;

and pointing
opponent should

at Otterburn, raised his helmet,
to the defect insisted that his

submit

to

a

deprivation

similar

before

he

mounted his war-steed. This was still woi-se
than the loss of two teeth, and Sir Piers Courtenay on drawing back was adjudged to pay
the tine amidst the loud laughter of the whole

king's brother,

it

who

were the Earl of
still

Fife, the

retained the authority

Governor

of Scotland, and
the Earl of Carrick, the heir to the crown. But
first of these, who had strengthened
himself so powerfully thi-ough the nobility that
he could not be withstood, was bestowed the

upon the

—

Duke of Albany a territory comprising the whole of Scotland north of the firths
of the Clyde and the Forth, while the futme
title of

sovereign was created only Duke of Rothesay,
the name of a paltry hamlet in an island not
During the season of peace that still con- sufiicieut in those days to form an ordinary
tinued in the form of a truce which was re- lordship.
newed from year to year, the power of the
At the period of his attaining such a stiuted
aristocracy attained a height that overshadowed promotion, which was in AprU, 1398, the Duke
both king and people. It was the natural ten- of Rothesay had passed his twentieth j'ear.
deucy of the national character, owing to the According to the testimony of our early hisCeltic element with which it was so largely in- torians, as well as the popular traditions, he
termixed, and that only needed such weak was of handsome form and countenance, iugi'areigns as those of the two first Stewarts to tiating demeanour, and skilful in warlike exermature into full development. Had Robert III. cises those qualities which, in a young prince,
possessed the energy of the first of that name first attract the eye and win the favour of the
he would doubtless have struggled against the nation whether it be rude or ci%'ilized. As his
evil
but even then he would probably have education had been carefully superintended by
been crushed by a jDrogi'ess which his opposi- his mother and her kinsman WiUiam de Drumcould
only retard, but not permanently mond his tutor, he seems to have added to his
tion
an-est.
The sole expedient he adopted in his knightly accomplishments a more refined taste
dilficulties was that of a timid and sluggish and higher scholarehip than was usual among
spirit
it was to strengthen himself against the
the Scottish chivaliy of the period.- He had
confederacies of the nobles by allying himself also been early employed, as far as the jealousy
with the malcontents of their order. But by of his uncle the Duke of Albany would permit,
thus acting he only escaped the domination of in the management of public affaire, in which
the one party by becoming the tool of the he had shown considerable spirit and discretion.
other.
To this weak policy of temporary shifts He seems indeed to have possessed in a large
and expedients, under which the political malady degree those noble elements of character which
became too permanent for cure, we may trace were afterwards so fully developed in his younger
But unfortuthose bonds into which he entered with certain brother, afterwai-ds James I.
of the nobles, whereby they covenanted (but nately when he had reached the most dangernot without a large requital from the royal ous season of early manhood he lost both
bounty) to protect him and his son and heir mother and tutor, while their place for the
the young Earl of Carrick against all who purposes of moral culture were iU supplied by
might be leagued against them. In this way, his subsequent preceptor and companion the
from the period of the present reign, in which infamous Sir John Raniornie. The suspicion
the practice was adopted, we find the Scottish with which he was watched by his uncle, and
kings nothing more than sovereigns of half the care with which, as he attained to manhood,
their court, and ruling only by the sufferance he was defrauded of his due share in the govof the other half, with whom they were obliged ernment of the realm, were of themselves enough
This helpless- to drive such a spirit into unwanautable exto unite as partnera and equals.
ness of Robert III., and the means by which cesses
and accordingly the accounts of the
he sought to shelter and protect it, were evinced period which testify to his high qualities, speak
by an innovation otherwise of trivial account. also of his scorn of public opinion, his wild love
The title of duke, which had been imported
He ia thos described by Wj ntoun :—
from France to England, wa.s now to be adopted
"Oure Lord the Kingis eldest sone,
in the Scottish court
and as this title, only
Siiete. and wertuous, yong:, and fair,
short of regal, was to be confined to the royal
And his nerast lauchful Ayr
court.^

—

;

;

;

'

;

family,

the only personages for the present

Honest, habil. and avenand,
Oure Lord, oure I*r>-nce, in all plesand,

Cunnand into

A

Letterature.

seynily pereone in stature."
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and unraly and licentious practices.
But all this was perhaps nothing worse than
the wildness attributed to his young cotemporary Henry of Monmouth, which an enti-auce
into the proper stir of life and the duties of
It must
royalty would have fuUy corrected.
of pleasur'',

ministration of the laws for the suppression of

— regulations

able for the cultivation of princely morality.^

internal disorder

Such was the young Duke of Rothesay when he
entered the arena to compete with the overgiown power of Albany, and vindicate his own

ated Scotland, and

which,

if

pro-

perly enforced, would of course have regener-

made

it

the

wonder and

pillaged

envy of the nations. But the circumstantial
and emphatic terms in which they were expressed showed not only how much these regulations were needed, but how httle they were
likely to be obeyed.
The chief of them, as
might have been expected, were levelled at
those who rode about the country with more
attendants than they could support, and whose
course, during the rule of the late governor
Albany, had been attended with raids, burnings, and destructions. These strong evil-doers
the sheriff was ordered to aiTest, and bind over

I'jud

to stand theii- trial at the nest justice a3rre.

Of the necessity

of such

a hazardous adven-

was now

ture on the part of the prince there
sufficient proof.

Not only

ambition was to be

his

satisfied,

own

justifiable

but the national

Albany, who was supported by the power of the nobles, was obliged
discontent appeased.

and thus

in requital to sanction their excesses,

the country was unsettled by then- feuds and

by their extortions. The crj' was both
and lu-gent that if the king must needs
govern by deputy the Duke of Rothesay and
not the Duke of Albany was by nature and
right entitled to this delegated power.

A par-

liament was compelled to meet at Perth on the
27th of January, 1398, and there the evil was
boldly exposed and the remedy applied. The
disorders of the realm, it was declared, were to

be imputed to the misgovernance of the king
and his ministers; and if Robei-t should excuse
his own mismanagement he was still bound to
be answerable for his ministers, and to call
them to account and trial. This, however,
through sickness he had been unable to do,
and therefore they now elected the Duke of
Rothesay to be king's lieutenant, with full
royal authority for the space of three years to
exercise his office

by the

direction of parlia-

ment, or ad^nce of a council appointed in

its

and nobles
These councillors were to be

stead, consisting of the chief prelates
of the realm.

/'

for the efficiency of the royal lieutenant, the

that neither the knightly

mind

tional rule.

*f,f

[a.d. 1390-1406.

Having thus provided

restrictions.

nor the royal examples of Scotland were favour-

claims as heir-appai'ent to a share of the na-

'f

and

other ordinations of this remarkable parliament
were directed to the raising of pecuniary supplies for the expense of government, the negotiations with foreign powers, the maintenance
of peace with England, and the effectual ad-

also be borne in

^.,

limits

sworn to give "leal counsel" without feud or
favour, while the duke was to swear to all the
conditions and duties contained in the coronation oath.
These duties, indeed, at the present
period, were more than usually onerous; but
for their proper discharge the new regent was
invested with such power that the interference
of the king himself was precluded, and his
counter orders were to have no force or effect.
In this way the Scottish parliament at this
early day not only asserted its right to transfer
%k "Kkigly rule, but to hedge it within proper

\

^'The^lhree^iloberts, without excepting the last, were the
'Cff ilf^timate children.

.^tfeefS
''...

-

'

how was he

But

to arrest the noble in his castle,

or with a thousand spearmen i-iding at his back?
If such a one in the

numerous

offenders disobeyed the

class of

powerful

summons he was then

be put to the king's horn, and his goods and
were to be confiscated. Such a sentence
could only end in a destructive civU war or the
empty flourish of a trumpet.to

estate

But

dom

pitiable as

was the condition

thus parcelled out

aristocracy, it
sufferings.

had

From

stOl

of the king-

among an ungovernable
some consolation

the very

number

in its

of its petty

tyrants each one was able to keep his fellow in
check, so that none should exclusively predomi-

and between their mutual opposition the
crown kept its place and pre-eminence like the
roof of a building, whose stability is maintained
by the equal pressure of the opposing beams and
raftei-s.
It was only in the event of one of these
nobles becoming too predominant that the balance could be destroyed and the constitution

nate

;

This w;ts but sorry comfort at the
but it seems to have been suggested to the
Scots from the state of affairs in England, which
were apparently still stranger and worse than
theii- own.
Richard II., whose follies and misrule had so greatl)^ aided in the emancipation
of Scotland, ventured this year to consummate
his folly by such an act as was least in keeping
Although a very king of
with his character.
tilts and tournaments he yet stopped two combatants when their lances were ah-eady laid in
endangered.

best;

^Record of the Scottish Parliament, A.D. 139S; Tytler's
History of ScotlaJid, vol. iL pp. 394-8.

—
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and by that act prevented the chance of
mutual destruction between two powerful nobles
who most endangered his own safety, and by
one of whom in a few mouths after he was deWell, indeed, might the Scots marvel,
posed.
for they had never seen the like in their own
country, when Henry of Lancaster with only
twenty lances disembarked at Kavenspur, to
depose his sovereign and step into the vacant
throne.
And still more they wondered when
rest,

being slain in defiance of
all law, as many kings had been among themselves, was actually deposed by regulai- form of
law, as if he had been an old abbot guilty of
open dilapidation in the church revenues.
" Nay," says Wyntoun, " it wa.s woi-se, for the
abbot would have been allowed his defence before judgment was given against him." ^
The death of the unfortunate Richard soon
after in Pontefract Castle was but the natural
this king, instead of

close to the history of a dej:)osed king.

Henry

IV., the successful usurpei-, allowed

to survive unmolested, even

sure confinement, the fact

Had
him

though in close and
would have formed

a singular episode in the course of such royal
changes. But the contradictory accounts that
were given of the causes and mode of his death
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having compassion upon him, caused the report
to be spread abroad that this King Richard was

But

dead.

was

living.

after that the report arose that he

And how

it

arose I will

tell

here,

according as I heard it, although I cannot tell
how he escaped out of Pomfret. In the out
isles' of Scotland there abode a poor man.
lord's daughter of Ireland of the Bisset family,
dwelling there, who was married to a gentleman
'

A

a brother of the Lord of the Isles, had seen King
Richard in Ireland while she was living there.

And when

she saw this man she knew him well,
and going to her husband she told him that
this was the same King of England whom she
had seen in Ireland when he was there, according to her recollection. Right soon he called
that man to him and asked him if it was so;
but he denied, and did not say. Yea. The man
was sent in haste to the Lord of Montgomery,
and soon afterwards was conveyed to Robert,
our King of Scotland. The Lord of Cumbernauld had also that man a while in keeping; and
then the Duke of Albany got him and kept him
a long time after. Whether he had been king
or not there were but few that knew for certain.
He was of no devotion, and had seldom

wiU

to hear mass.

From

his bearing he

was

produced in the public mind the usual degree

likely to be half wild or

of scepticism as to the reality of the decease

A similar account of the escape of Richard
from Pomfret and his taking shelter in the
Scottish isles is also given, though more briefly,
by Bower, the continuator of Fordun. According to his narrative, however, the king was discovered in the kitchen of Donald, Lord of the
Isles, in the disguise of a poor scuUion; and not
by a lady but by a jester who had been brought
up in the court of Richard, and who was thus

and although the corpse was exhibited in
Church, still the report was prevalent
that this was not the body of the king, but that
of Mandelain his chaplain, who a short time
before had been conveniently executed for treason, and who closely resembled him.
Richard,
therefore, must have escajDed from prison he
must still be alive, although closely concealed
alike from friend and enemy, and would doubtless reappear as soon as his adherents were
strong enough to rise in arms for his restoration.
AO this was nothing more than the wonted
reaction that follows closely upon a usurpation;
and it would serve either as a check upon the
itself;

St. Paul's

;

new sovereign
tious

or a rallying point for the fac-

and discontented.

But where the while

was Richard lurking
This question it best
suited the Scots and the politic Duke of Albany
to answer.
He was in Scotland safe from tlie
designs of Henry IV., and would be produced
in fitting time to Henry's confusion. The story
is thus delivered by Wyntoun, the chief author?

ity for the

marvellous tale:

" After Richard had remained for
in the

Tower

of

some time
London he was brought of set

purpose to Pomfret, and delivered t'i the keeping of two well-trusted and honouialile men,
Swinbui-n and Waterton.

>

Wyntoun,

b,

But
It

these good men,

c. 20.

mad."

able to recognize his royal master.

the same account as

Wyntoun

After giving

of the transfer-

ence of the English king to the court of Scotland,

Bower

adds, that

many of the

English mal-

among whom were the
Northumberland, his grandson Henry

contents repaired to him,

Earl of

Percy, Lord Bardolph, the Bishops of St. Asaph
and Bangor, and the Abbot of Welbeck and
that Richard, who was then residing at St. Andrews, could be induced by no persuasions either
of the Duke of Albany or others to grant a private interview to the Earl of Northumberland.
The close of this wondrous tale is, that for nineteen years Ridiard continued to lead a private
life in Scotland, being honourably supported by
Robert III. and afterwards by the Duke of
Albany that he died in the palace of Stirling,
and was buried in the church of tlic preaching

—

;

on the north side of the altar
X^"
In the whole of this narrati ve, wlii(Jvlll*-tBio.. 7^^
historians deliver with some degree*?^ iPifr'1
'^
friars

fL

tion

and without vouching for

its

JS'acLTOTW/

ij

;
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perceive the rude

groundwork

of those

more

dexterous political fabrications of a later period
with which the court of Burgundy so greatly
annoyed the reign of Henry VII. It was a

mere Perkin Warbeck affair, but without those
additional touches which imparted such grace
and plausibility to the latter well-finished imposture.

To

disquiet

Henry IV. on

his throne

occupation with his own rebellious subjects, no device could be more effectual than a resuscitation of the rightful king

and give him

full

and when the love of the marvellous was roused
by the report a counterfeit could be easily passed
for the reality.

more

readily

This, too, could be effected the

when

the juggle

was

to be per-

foi-med at such a distance as Scotland,

and by

such dexterous performers as Albany and his
Even the selection of such a silly
accomplices.
duplicate as the passive half fool or

madman

whom

they adopted for their purpose was a
necessary part of the trick for he was little
;

mar it by breaking bounds and commencing the adventure on his own account. To
juch a creature a life of privacy was no grievance while he was supplied with comfortable
and accordingly he was
food and clothing
allowed to eat and drink in peace instead of
likely to

;

being paraded to the public gaze, or carried at
the head of a Scottish army across the Border,
which undoubtedly the true Richard would have
been. And sorely did Henry of Lancaster feel
the effects of the stratagem. Although he had
committed the crime of regicide either by the

murder

or starvation of his predecessor, yet the
" deep damnation of his taking oft'" was profitless as long as it was believed that Richard was
alive

still

his

and beyond

moody

his reach.

He knew

that

lords believed, or pretended to be-

the tale, and that every Scottish invasion
might be tenfold more dangerous than before,
having the restoration of Richard for its pretended object. Such was the new and critical
relation in which the courts of England and
Scotland now stood to each other; and it affords
an intelligible explanation to many of those
subsequent movements which would otherwise
be obscure or incomprehensible.
The most important event at this time in Scotland (a.d. 1400) was the marriage of the young
Duke of Rothesay. Although he had so lately
been raised to the regency, it is possible that
his gay and reckless habits were stiU continued,
and that marriage was judged necessary in addition to the cares of government for taming
down his buoyant and somewhat profligate
spirit to the gravity of his station. But instead
of strengthening the kingdom by an alliance of
the heir-apparent to a foreign princess, as was
lieve,

now

the political principle of such royal unions.

[a.d. 1390-1406.

was resolved that he should espouse the
daughter of a subject and the honour of having
him for a son-in-law became a subject of comit

;

petition

In

among

the higlier nobles of the realm.

this contest the powerful Earl of

March

pre-

and having ])aid a large sum by way of
dowry into the hands of the king, his daughter
Elizabeth was affianced to the Duke of Rothesay.
But a still more powerful nobleman than George
of Dunbar, Earl of March, was Archibald the
Grim, Earl of Douglas, whose pride was roused
by the preference, and who interposed with the
offer of a higher dowry to be bestowed with his
own daughter Marjory. His application was
backed by the Duke of Albany and the council,
and the facDe king assented. On discovering
vailed

this
to

;

new bargain the indignant March hastened

be

presence and peremptorily de-

the royal

manded

either that the original compact should

fulfilled

or the

The

money he had

paid be re-

which was probably
a meek one, instead of appeasing the earl's wrath
only kindled it into greater fury, and he declared that if his daughter was not righted he
would bring such a convulsion upon the kingdom as had never yet been known or heard of.
These threats, which he did not scruple publicly
to utter, made a hasty marriage of the prince to
Marjory Douglas a matter of instant necessity,
and accordingly he huiTied off to Bothwell, and
had his nuptials celebrated openly and with
wouted festival. Nothing now remained for
March but to execute the latter part of his
threat, and for this he prepared by flying to
England, having first obtained a safe-conduct
from Henry. His flight was the signal for revenge and punishment, and Archibald the Grim,
his rival, was prompt in the execution of both.
Previous to his departure March had committed
turned.

king's answer,

his strong castle of Dunbar to the keeping of his
nephew. Sir Robert Maitland but this irresolute youth, dismayed at the approach of Earl
Douglas, surrendered to him that almost impregnable fortress without resistance. The capture of his famed stronghold was followed by
the confiscation and seizure of the large estates
of the absent earl, who, thus driven whoUy into
the hands of the enemy, became one of the most
relentless, as well as formidable opponents which
his own country could count in the ranks of
England.
At the period of the accession of Heni-y IV.
to the English throne the truce with Scotland
had expired, and the Bo;:der wai-s of both countries were resumed with all their wonted bit;

terness.

One

into Scotland

of these inroads of the English

was made by the redoubted Hot-

spur, impatient to wipe
his defeat at Otterburn,

away

the disgrace of

and the Earl

of

March,

.
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who was

At

equally eager for revenge.

the

two thousand chosen men they peneby Peebles to Linton, and there
known by the usual process
made
of tire-raising, in which they burned three vilLages, and afterwards encamped in fancied secuBut Ai'chibald, the M;»ster of
rity at Preston.
Douglas, and son of the Grim, having advanced
upon them by a rapid march from Edinburgh,
head

of

trated silently

their presence

these gallant warriors fled without waiting for
his coming, leaving their tents, plunder,

and

even their supper behind them, and were chased
through the whole night by the Scots, who captured many of the fliers at Colbrandspath, and
drove the rest into Berwick. Their partingblow on this occasion was dealt in the very
gateway, and there they captured the lance and

pennon
after,

of

Lord Thomas Talbot.

A few months

on account of the death of his father,

Ai"chibald, the gallant victor in this midnight

camisade became Earl of Douglas.

From

was
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sparing the eff'usion of Christian blood, to fight
out the quarrel in person at the head of one,
two, or three hundred Scottish nobles against
an equal number of the English; but Henry,
who did not condescend to answer this knighterrant proposal, adverted to it in a letter addressed to Robert III., iu which he rehearsed
the terms of his son's challenge, and then added

—

"as if he did not think that the
blood of nobles also was Christian " In the
meantime the castle of Edinburgh was gallantly
held out, while Albany, who commanded the
sarciistically

!

army, hovered in the neighbourhood of Edinburgh for its defence, but avoided giving battle.
In this way the campaign was protracted until

want

of provisions

and sickness made

it

neces-

Henry to retreat; and this he did without a single advantage as an ofiset to such warlike preparations and imperious demands. But
sary for

was the
ment invasion
as this

last so it

was

also the

of Scotland ever

most

cle-

made by an

But

English king in person, and as such it is worthy
commemoration notwithstanding its lack of
warlike interest. During his march into the

these fierce Border im"oads, aggravated as they

country he strictly prohibited those burnings,

were by the conduct of the Scottish court in
setting up a pretended Richard, made forbearance no longer possible and Henry, who was
both a brave warrior and skilful leader, resolved
by an invasion in pereon to efiect that conquest
of Scotland which had so often failed.
He accordingly summoned a muster of the whole
military array of England to meet him at York;
and at his call such an army was raised as Scotland could scarcely meet in the field. He then
commenced proceedings by sending from Newcastle a letter to Robert III. and another to the
Scottish prelates and nobles, commanding them
as their lord paramount to meet him at Edinburgh on the twenty-third day of August (1400),
to do homage to his superiority and swear allegiance; and this he claimed as a right possessed
by the kings of England since the days of
Locriue, the son of Brutus the Trojan.'
It
does not appear that any answer was sent to
this ridiculous mandate; indeed Henry was too
wise to e.xpect any but it kept open the Engglish claim of superiority over Scotland, and

plunderings, and wanton devastations which
had hitherto been so usual iu the wars of the

the insecurity of his royal tenure

it

the interest of the English king to remain at

peace both with France and Scotland.

;

;

w.-is

a requital

up a

for the insult of the Scots in

of

two kingdoms

and when either town or

;

fort-

monastery, desired to be protected he granted the request, and his pennon,
with the arms of England, raised upon the wall
ress, village or

was

a sufficient token to his soldiers for their

This clemenc}' was especially
when two canons of Holyrood repaired to him at Leith and besought him to
spare their monastery.
"Never let me be
thought so inhuman," cried Henry with emo-

forbeariinee.

manifested

tion,

"as that

should do injury to any holy

I

to youi-s, where my
of Lancaster, when an exOe,
found so kind an asylum
I am myself half a
Scot, being by my mother's side a Comyn and

church, and
father, the

especially

Duke

!

;

came here in arms, as God shall witness, not
without due provocation. For in certain letters
I

of

your

rulei-s

sent to the

King

of

France I

am

branded as a traitor; and I am here not to
hurt your country, but to meet my accuser, and
to see if he wiD dare to make his challenge
good." It was well that the honour of so hu-

claimant to the thi-one of
England.
Henry then crossed the Border,
advanced to Leith, where he remained three
days, and attempted unsucce.isfuUy to gain

mane an invader as Henry was saved from the
usual shame of a reti-eat; but this w;is fully

possession of the castle of Edinburgh, wliich

Wales without farther delay.
During these stin-ing events, and indeed from
the period of his accession, Robert III. seems
to have been little more than a nullity, the
government being administered in the first instance by the Duke of Albany, and afterwards

setting

false

was gallantly defended by the Duke rif Rothesay.
During the siege the young duke sent a
cartel of defiance, offering, for the

'

Eymer's Fadera,

vol. iU.

purpose of

pp. 188, 189.

effected

by the

rebellion of

Owen Glendower,

the Wallace of the Welsh, wiiich obliged
to hasten to

him
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by the h_ir-appareiit. Of the mixed character
and giddy c;u-eer of the Duke of Rothesay during the earlier period of his

life

we have

already

spoken. His excesses seem to have suffered a
temporary check by the cares and responsibOities of his high office and by his marriage to
the daughter of Archibald the Grim, a fatherwhile his
in-law not rashly to be provoked
brave and able defence of the castle of Edinburgh had gladdened the nation with the promise which it gave of his future reign. But at a
time when wise couuselloi-s and powerful protectors were most needed he was bereaved of
those who could have best filled such offices,
and thrown defenceless into the hands of his
enemies. The Earl of Douglas, who was wise
and powerful as well as terrible, died; the
queen, whose maternal heart had been a pro;

tecting shield to her son against the calumnies

which
his

his

own

enemies brought against him before

father and sovereign, also passed away;

Bishop of St. Andrews, one of the
and wisest as well as best of Scottish
statesmen and prelates, was soon after buried

and

Trail,

ablest

amidst the tears of the Scottish Church.

With

for his bride
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and afterwards lightly forsaken.

had such a personal

jis each

interest at stake

the steps of the prince were closely watched,

and unfortunately
gave too

made

to the representations they

Influenced by these

of his unworthiness.

reports,
ear,

his thoughtless aberrations

much scope

which were

carefully borne to the royal

the king withdrew his confidence from

Rothesay, and subjected him to those restraints
which youth can Ul endure, and under which a

proud iU-regulated
worse than before.

spirit is certain to

become

But, as if such confirmed enemies were not
enough to effect the prince's ruin, a false friend
was at hand to complete the work. This was
Sir John de Ramornie, a man whose character
at this time could scarcely have been matched
at the Scottish court, as he combined the learning of a clerk with the knightly accomplishments of a soldier and the refined graces of a
traveller and able diplomatist.
But aU these
high qualities were only subservient to a cruelty,
selfishness, and unscrupulous cunning in which

he outstripped his companions,

whom

he made

the subservient tools of his unprincipled ambi-

A man so endowed

the decease of these three, which occurred within

tion.

very brief intervals, the glory and integrity of
Scotland were said to have been extinguished.'
And now, instead of these, three powerful enemies of the prince, whose dusky forms had
hitherto been obscured in the background, were

ate himself into the confidence of the

upon the
Eumenides who were

to stand out

tim to the death.

First of these, as might be

expected, was the
of the prince

stage in full relief, as the
to pursue theu- royal vic-

Duke

of

Albany, the uncle

— a sort of Richard III., but utterly

devoid of the higher qualities that gilded the
character of the English usurper, although as
unscrupulous in the means by which he might
attain the sovereignty and secure it for his

Next to him was Archibald, Earl of
Douglas, the son of Archibald the Grim, and
doubly the brother-in-law of the prince, as he

famUy.

had married a daughter of Robert III., but who
seems to have had his hatred only increased
twofold by this double relationship. This hostility may perhaps have originated in that
proud rivalry with which the race of Douglas
now regarded the more fortunate, though not
more distinguished house of Stewart, and was
not likely to be mollified by the prince's conduct
as a husband, especially as his marriage, after

two
this

years,

was

still

childless.

The

third of

malignant league wa^ Sir William Lindsay

of Rossy,

whose

Tnde

sister the prince

had courted

quasi proverbialiter tunc dictum extitit, qu6d
mortuis re^nii Scotifie, comite de Douglas, et episcopo Sancti
Andrea, abiit decus, recessit honor, et honestas obiit Scotice.
1

Scotichron.

1.

xr.

c.

12.

could easily ingrati-

young

whom

he became the chosen friend
and confidant and at the time when Rothesay
was chafing at the new restraints imposed upon
him Ramornie proposed a plan for his liberation, and this was nothing less than the assassination of the Duke of Albany, through whom
these grievances had been imposed
The prince
started and expressed his abhorrence with such
generous indignation as made Sir John to perceive that he had overshot the mark.
The
foiled and baffled conspirator having thus lost
his master's confidence, and the hopes he had
built upon it, repaired to Rothesay's enemies
for the purpose of betraying him and giving
full effect to their hostility. And now the hours
of the unsuspecting youth were numbered.
Influenced by Sir John Ramornie's insidious
representations of the prince's continued exprince, of

;

!

cesses,

and the necessity

of

still

closer coercion,

the king granted a warrant for the arrest and
temporary confinement of his son, while the

charge of enforcing

Duke

of Albany, his

beloved brother.

it

was intrusted to the
faithful and well-

own

Soon

after,

the prince, while

riding with a few attendants near Strathty-

was arrested by Sir John de Ra-'
mornie and Sir Willia,m Lindsay, and carried
prisoner to the castle of St. Andrews, until
Albany and Douglas should decide upon the
mode of his future wardship. This was soon
settled, and mounted upon a common workhorse, with a coarse russet cloak thrown over
inim in Fife,

..D.
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Eothesay was conveyed from
St. Andrews to the castle of Falkland, and
thrust like a worthless criminal into one of its
lowest dungeons. It had been determined by
the secret conclave that he should die, and die
without the stroke of mercy; while all and each
of his enemies was to be free to confront the
world with "Thou canst not say I did it!"
Placed under the charge of two remoreeless
assassins, John Selkirk and John Wright, all
food was withheld from the prince, and after
fifteen days they found to their astonishment
his rich attire,

A

poor woman of Falkland,
heard his groans, was accustomed, we
are told, to repair secretly every night to the
grated window of his dungeon, which was level
that he stQl lived.

who had

with the gi'ouud, and drop through it small
and convey to him drink from
the maternal fountain of her own milk through
a small tube that reached his mouth. But this
scanty supply was detected and stopped by his
keeper.s, and the long-protracted agony of starvation was brought to a close, but not until their
moi-sels of cakes,

gnawed his own flesh
The body was

victim had

mity

of hunger.

in the extre-

hastily

and
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were commenced by Border
incursions, in which the principal leadera were
the Earls of Northumberland and March on
the side of England, and the Earl of Douglas
on that of Scotland and thus the sharpness of
personal rivalry and rancour was added to the
Hostilities as usual

;

national contention.

The

chief of these

en-

counters was in consequence of an inroad into

England by Sir Patrick Hepburn of Hailes.
the head of a small force he made a successful iiTuption across the Border; but having
delayed his stay too long, March and Percy
had time to unite their forces and intercept
him on his return. The place of meeting was
Nesbit Moor, in the Merse near Dunse; and
Hepburn, whose force amounted to only 400

At

chosen warriors,

made such a

gallant resistance

might have won the day, when he was unexpectedly assailed by 200 fresh soldiers under
the son of the Earl of March. A total defeat
of the Scots was the consequence.
Hepburn
was slain and more than half of his force was
killed or taken captive.
This loss, too, though
apparently so trivial from the small number
compared with other encounters, was of serious
as

who

privately buried in the monastery of Lindores,

import, as a large proportion of those

while the report was spread abi"oad that the
prince had died of a dysentery. But the whis-

or were captured ranked

pers of suspicion that were everywhere afloat

Enraged at this defeat and the share which
March, had held in effecting it, Archibald, Earl of Douglas, was doubly anxious for
reprisal. He mustered his numerous vassals; and
on applying to Allmny, who was once more Governor of Scotland, he was reinforced by a strong
body of spearmen and archers under the com-

and the popular sympathy, which was founded upon the
prince's amiable qualities, made Albany tremble
could not be thus laid to

rest,

not only for his popularity but his personal
safety.

Being thus touched

in his

most

sensi-

tive points he

convoked a full council on the
16th of May, 1402, to clear himself and his coadjutors from the charge of having occasioned
the death of the heir-apparent.
letters

authorizing

the

prince's

The

king's

confinement

were produced, while his death was alleged to
have been wholly occasioned by disease. Such
were the statements of Albany and Douglas
before a court that dared not or would not contradict them, whatever might be the conviction
of its members.
But to make their assurance
of immunity more certain Albany procui'ed
from the passive king a remission under the
royal seal, proclaiming his innocence of having
caused or hastened the death of the unfortunate
Rothesay. The remission, however, was drawn

up

in svich

ample terms, and with such

cir-

cumstantiality, that instead of clearing these

powerful culprits

it

serves only to establish

their criminality.

The din

consequence of the

Duke

of Rothesay's death.

fell

the bravest

his rival,

mand
son.

of

Mui-doch Stewart, the duke's eldest

The whole

force of the

eai-1

amounted

to

10,000 men, and comprised several of the highest

many of the bravest knights of ScotKing Heni-y was at this time in Wales

nobles and
land.

and fully occupied with the heroic Owen Glendower; but the Earl of Northumberland, his
son Henry Hotspur, and the renegade Earl of
March were judged sufficient for the protection
of the Border. Their plan of resistance was the
same that had been so successful at Nesbit
Moor, and which had probably been suggested
by Mai'ch, who was best acquainted with the
mode of Scottish warfare it was to abide the
Scottish army on its return, when it would be
careless of discipline and laden with plunder.
In the meantime Douglas drove headlong into
Northumberland and penetrated as far as New;

castle,

arms wa-s needful to silence the
pnbUc rumours as well as to stifle the selfreproaches of the guilty, and therefore a renewal of the war with England was a natural
of

among

knights of the Scottish Border.

wasting the country at pleasure, but
enemy who were muster-

taking no note of the

ing in his rear; and in the same reckless spirit

he returned until he was brought to a sudden
]iause at Wooler by the sight of the English
aiTay drawn up to receive him, under the
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of Hotspur, assisted

by the Earl

of

March. Douglas immediately took possession
of a neighbouring eminence called HomUdon
HlU and ai-ranged his troops into a solid square,
•while the position he had chosen, which was
like that of Otterburn, gave promise of a similaivictory. And such might have been the result
for Hotspur, as brave and rash as Douglas him
;

I

was about to chaige up hUl with his
knights and men-at-arms, where they would

self,

have been crushed or hurled down the slope
with ease, when his bridle was seized by the
Earl of March, who pointed out the madness of
such an adventure and suggested the employ-

[a.d. 1390-1406.

he advanced gave slowly back in the direction
of their main body, but halting at intervals,
shot their arrows from the lessening distance
with such terrible effect that every step of the
Scots only increased the havoc and made their
chance more hopeless. They were defeated, and
in this case solely by the archei-s, for the Eng-

men-at-arms had only to look idly on or
when their enemies had turned to
Douglas himself, notwithstanding the
flight.
strength and admirable temper of his armoui',

lish

give chase

which had cost the artist three years to forge,
was wounded in five places and taken prisoner;
and with him were also taken the Earls of
ment of the archery, in wliich their force chiefly Moray and Angus, Lord Mvu'doch Stewart,
His advice prevailed and the bow- eighty knights, and a great number of esquires
consisted.
men were ordered to advance. So large, com- and pages. Among the slain of noble rank,
Swinton, were Sir John
pact, and immovable was that Scottish array besides Gordon and
Eamsay
that to close with it hand to hand would have Livingston of Callander, Sir Alexander
been truly perilous but its very strength was of Dalwolsie, Sir Walter Sinclair, Sir Koger
Gordon, and Sir Walter Scot. Of the number
its weakness in such a dist^mt flight of missiles,
;

where every aiTow was
Accordingly,
-

when

certain to find a mark.

the terrible shower com-

menced the Scots began

to fall in heaps

;

and

not only the light ai-mour of groom and common
soldier was pierced and riddled by the resistless
dint of the forked aiTOw, but even the welltempered panoply of knights and nobles, whom
the archers could select at pleasure. Impatient

common soldiei-s who fell no account has
been given; but from the nature of the fight,
in which the Scots were cooped up only to be
slaughtered without resistance, it must have
been of large amount, and in the pui-suit nearly
1500 are said to have been drowned in the
Tweed. Small comparatively though the army
was, the best and bravest of Scotland had either
of the

fallen or

of such useless endurance a distinguished Scottish knight called Sii- John Swinton cried with
!

win

life

this fatal fight of

On neither side do we see any
display of generalship except in the case of the
Eail of March, to whose counsel the victory

a loud voice, " My gallant comrades what spell
has bewitched you that you can neither resist
nor advance, but stand still like deer to be shot
In
at ? Let those who are willing foUow me.
the name of the Lord we shall break in among
the enemy, and thus either

were taken captive in

Homildon HiU.

was mainly owing

;

and

if

anything could add

to the satisfaction of the traitor, as he stood
upon the field that was piled with the corpses of
his countrymen, it

and safety

must have been the thought

that his rival, the Earl of Douglas, who had
become master of his Scottish inheritance and

or die with honour!" He was about to gallop
down the hill when the brave Sir Adam de
Gordon, who had long been at deadly feud with
Swinton, dismounted and fell upon his knees be-

Dunbar, was now a defeated
and wounded prisoner in the enemy's hands.
Heni-y Hotspur, now the victor in turn, might

his fair castle of

fore the latter, craving forgiveness for their past

if he exulted in his success, by
which the disgi-ace of Otterburn was effaced.
But an act of ungenerous revenge with which he
followed up his triumph at HomUdon greatly
abates our sympathy for this renowned hero of

well be excused

quarrels and beseeching the honour of knighthood from his hand, as that of the bravest of

A

hasty sword-touch on
the Scottish chivalry.
the shoulder, a warm fatherly embrace, at once

bestowed the distinction and sealed this new
bond of friendship. They then rode down upon poetry and romance. Among his prisoners was
the enemy with lances couched and at full Sir Wmiam Stewart of Forrest, who had been
gallop; "and I have heard that the English bom in Teviotdale when this district was posdeclared and swore," s-ays Bower, " that if the sessed by the English, and who in his boyhood,
the
rest who stood on the hUl had seconded their before Teviotdale had been recovered by
Engliijk
onset the English would have been defeated Scots, had pledged his allegiance to the
and put to flight." But the pair were followed king in common witji the inhabitants of the
bv not more than 100 horsemen, and were soon district. Such cases were of frequent occurrence
overpowered and slain. Douglas now perceived on either side of the Border, where the boundshifting with the
his error and was leading his diminished troops ary lines were continually
down the hill to a close encounter, but the progi-ess of war and conquest, and where the
might be comto-day
movement was too late the light archery as subject of England for
;

I
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the king's power to bestow as in the

pelled to transfer his allegiance to Scotland on

as

the morrow, so that to execute the penalties of
treason upon such defaultei'S was accounted

royal donor

and unjust.

ridiculous

But Hotspur, though

himself so soon to become a double traitor
against his own native sovereign whom he had

marshalled to the throne, was on the present
so sensitive about loyalty that he
caused Sir William Stewart to be tried as a
forsworn subject of the English crown. The
knight so effectually justified his conduct that he
was acquitted he was tried a second time, and
with the same result. Still the deadly purpose

occasion

;

Percy was not to be so baffled; and
liaving packed a jury of his own dependants,
Stewart was tried for the third time, and, as
might be expected, condemned. The sentence
of treason was immediately executed with all
its revolting barbai-ities, and the quarters of
Stewart, with those of his squii-e, Thomas Ker,
who suftered along with him on the same
It
charge, were exposed on the gates of York.
was not wonderful that the English themselves,
who once and again had absolved him, revolted
at the deed and proclaimed Sir William an innoof the

Our

cent martyr.

old Scottish historians,

who

indignantly record the event, do not hesitate
to attribute
of

it

to the feudal

hatred and revenge

Hotspur rather than a love

of justice.

Wyn-

toun adds to the story the prediction of a seer
in England, who prophesied that before a year
had elapsed Percy's own quartera should take
the place of those of Stewart
chronicler

is

careful to tell us

;

and the

how

fiUed after the battle of Shrewsbury,

poetical

was

fid-

when

the

this

dead body of Hotspur was dismembered and
the limbs set up over the gates of York as
those of a traitor.

On

receiving intelligence of the victory of

Homildon, Henry IV. must have perceived the
advantages which with careful management it
might yield in negotiating for a profitable peace
with Scotland.

He therefore sent his commands

on no account to ransom or liberate any of their prisoners, but await further
orders. On the other hand, to reward their services and compensate for the ransom of their
captives, the king made a royal gi-ant to the Earl
of Northiimljerland of tlie earldom of Douglas,
to the Percies

with Eskdale, Liddisdale, Lauderdale, Toviot^
dale, the lordship of Selkirk,

Kttrick

and the

forest of

— an amount of ten-itory and possession

constituting not only a kingly gift, but con-

verting into a king the nobleman
fortunate

a.s

to receive

it.

boon he might

But

who was

insterul of

so

thus

have added to
it the fertile Lothians, or even the hundred
islands of Scotland, as these must also be conquered before they could be enjoyed, and were
limiting his

VOL.

I.

also

little in

and occupy. But perhaps the
was once more thinking of Locrine
the son of Brutus, and the kingly old Trojans
of England, his veritable types and predecessors.
The proud lords of Northumberland were indignant at the order, which, by depriving them
of the ranson of their prisoners, bereaved them
of the chief part of their- revenue; and they
must have sourly smiled at the requital, which
was almost as secure from their reach as if the
territories in question had been situated in
earl's to receive

Palestine

kingdom

itself

instead of the neighbouring

of Scotland.

But

to

win

this con-

ceded loi-dship of Douglas would serve as an
excellent pretext for the levying of forces,

when

they would be in a condition to call the ungi-ateful king himself to a strict and humbling
account.

They

and

resolved, in fact, to rebel

cu'cumvent him by his own craft. They pretended therefore a dutiful compliance, and sent
to Henry, as the first-fruits of their obedience,

Murdoch Stewart, who seems to have borne the
Earl of Fife, and several other captives.

title of

To keep

their

army on

foot

and mature

their

designs they then invaded Scotland, ostensibly
to secure their

new

possessions;

and the

first

deed of Hotspur was to lay siege to the paltry
tower of Cocklaws upon the Border, before
which he sat down with his whole force and
began to batter the sorry wall in regmlar form
with ram and mangonel. The captain of this
tower, John Greenlaw by name, whose rank
was only that of an esquire, and whose bravest
deed as yet had, perhaps, been nothing higher
than to make good his hold against an onslaught
of Border thieves, must have been astonished at
such " gi'eatness thrust upon him," as to be besieged by a whole aa-my with the renowned
Hotspur for its leader. If he regarded it, however, as a joke, he entered into its humour as
cordially as his assailants could wish, for he
made such a stout resistance that his little fortalice seemed the most impregnable of Scottish
castles and at last when he vouchsafed to negotiate, it was in the style of an equal propounding a national war-treaty. He agreed to surrender at the end of six weeks if not previously
;

by the King of Scotland or the Duke
and Hotspur gravely ratified the
compact. The latter had thus gained time to
mature his plans, and to open communications
relieved

of Albany,

with Albany, who entered readily into the plot,
and promised to support him with a numerous
army. Sir Henry Percy in like manner gained
over to his cause the Earl of Douglas and his
other Scottisii prisoners, whom he liberated,
and wlio gathered their retainers to his banner.
All being thus in readiness for real action he
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broke u^, the mock leaguer, and accompanied
by Earl Douglas marched into Shropshire,
where he expected to be joined by Owen Glendower at the head of ten thousand hardy Welshmen. As for the captain of Cocklaws, who had
thus unwittingly been used as the pivot of a
great national revolution, his work was ended,

and here

his history terminates.

wake from

It

is

pi'obable

[a.d. 1390-1406.

prived of their renowned leader they gave back,
and at last took to flight; and Earl Douglas,
sorely wounded, became once more a prisoner
to those

among whom

the Earl of

March was

an honoured and successful leader. He had
lost an eye at Homildon, but his mischance
was more serious at Shi-ewsbury yet, mangled
and mutilated though he was, his restless career
was but half ended, and was to close as dis;

doubt
and perplexity until siege and besiegers had astrously as it had commenced, under a foreign
banner and in a distant land.
vanished like a nightmare.
Before this fatal conflict Albany, in conseThe progress of this rebellion, until its first
quence
of his secret agreement with the Percies,
stage was terminated at Shi'ewsbury, belongs
especially to English history and requires no was preparing to make an inroad into the north
further notice here, except so far as it was con- of England, well knowing that the expedition
nected with Scotland and its interests. The would be a safe one, as the approaching rebelastute Henry IV., who had been so singularly lion would withdraw the English tioops from
that he did not

his trance of

blind to the real purpose of Percy's Scottish
invasion,

repaired

his

negligence with such

promptitude and decision that he was soon at

army equal to that of his eneto meet them upon a ground
own choosing. With him was also his

the head of an
mies,

and ready

of their

these districts

into

the interior.

Breathing,

therefore, nothing but heroic purposes he assembled a council at Falkland and concealing
from them the intended insurrection of his
English allies, he only spoke of raising the
siege of Cocklaws before the stipulated period
had ended. The council was astonished at this
;

become the
and the Earl of warlike outburet, and began one and all of
March, whose adherence to the English king them to represent that it was better to give up
must have been strengthened by the sight of such a paltry fortalice than risk the uncerthe banner of the crowned heart floating proudly tainties of a new war with England, especially
among those of the opposite ranks. On the other when their losses at Homildon were so recent.
array were conspicuous the towering forms of But the duke, starting from his seat with a look
Hotspur and Douglas, now about to fight side of warlike ardour, exclaimed, "By God and
by side, and prove their matchless prowess in a Saint Fillan I will keep the appointed day
common cause. The onset of Percy's army was though none should accompany me but my boy
commenced by Douglas at the head of his Scot- Patrick yonder!" and with that he pointed to
tish retainei-s, and with more than his wonted Patrick de Kimbuck, his groom, who was in
valour his charge shook and almost rent asun- waiting at a distance. The assembly wept with
der the royal ranks, in which his sword made joy and cried, " May God confirm this good
Such of us as
wild havoc; and after killing in rapid succes- purpose he has wrought in you
sion Sir Walter Blunt the king's standard-bearer, are soldiers, putting our trust in the Highest,
and the Earl of Stafford, he advanced within a give our promise that we will not fail you in
few yards of Henry himself, whom he was im- such an adventure." Fifty thousand soldiers
But here his were speedily assembled at his summons, exultpatient to reach and encounter.
path was crossed by March and his Scottish ing in the prospect of an invasion into England,
followers, who rescued the King of England and a battle with Hotspur in which the disgrace
from the terrible dint of that Scottish brand of Homildon should be extinguished. But all
which seldom needed to be followed by a second this warlike preparation vanished like a mornNor was Hotspur himself behind his ing mist. On his march the governor received
stroke.
gallant rival in chivalrous daring and deeds of tidings of the defeat of his friends at Shrewsknightly prowess, and on that day the pair well liury, upon which he paused, lost heart, and
proved their established renown as the two quickly disbanded the army to resume his pacific
bravest men of an island of gallant wamors. attitude.
The tug of battle where Scot met with Scot
The insecure tenure of the Duke of Albany's
and Englishman with Englishman, while such government in Scotland, and the unjustifiable,
interests were at stake, imparted to the contest expedients which he ^dopted to maintain it,
more than the usual fierceness even of a civil had been strikingly illustrated a short time
war, and for three hours it raged as if nothing before this popular' bravado.
Sir Malcolm
short of mutual destruction could bring it to a Drummond, brother of Annabella, the late
close.
But the death of Percy by a random Queen of Scotland, had for some years been
arrow checked the ardour of his followers de- married to Isabella, in her own right Countess
gallant sou Prince Henry, soon to
greatest general of his age,

;

!

;

ROBERT
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Mar, one of the richest earldoms of Scotland.
But even in his own castle he was attacked by
a band of armed ruffians, who threw him into
a dungeon, where he soon after died thi-ough
A deed so darthe hardships of his captivity.
ing and so public could be the work of no ordinary actor, and therefore it was usually attributed to Alexander Stewart, illegitimate son
of the Wolf of Badenoch, who, like his brother
Duncan, led the life of a Highland bandit, and
had made himself famous in the Lowlands by
his exploits of desperate enterprise.
His subof

sequent conduct justified the report that fixed

upon him the murder

of

Drummoud.

The

usual season of a wido^v's mourning had just

when he suddenly came down at the
head of a wild array of Highland catherans
upon the strong castle of Kildrumnij' where
she resided, carried it by storm, and persuaded
or perhaps compelled the captive lady to accept
him for her husband and the lord of her failearldom, to the prejudice of her own children.
This iniquitous union, and the mode of effecting it, was too much even for that lawless age,
expired

and therefore some show of right and justice
was necessary to still the popular clamour. Accordingly the Bishop of Ross and the chief vassals of the earldom were assembled in state
within the wails of the castle of Kildrummy;

and Alexander Stewart, like a humble suitor,
approached the gates to crave admission, and

was met

by the lady and all
She there took him by the hand,
him the keys of the castle, and
before the prelate and company declared that
in courteous style

her retinue.

delivered to

man of her own free-will to
be her lord and husband, and hereby surrendered to him the earldom of Mar, and all the
she adopted this

and tenements of which she was
Formal instruments of the cession
were then drawn out on the spot and Albany,
castles, lands,

possessed.

;

notwithstanding the iniquity of the whole trans-

was obliged to sanction the transference
by royal charter, so that the lawless and basebom freebooter became Earl of Mar, and one
of the national leaders and counsellors.
In the meantime the unfortunate Robert III.,
whose love of ease had been growing with his
years, was experiencing the bitter fruits of his
remissness, aggravated, as his repentance must
liave been, by the conviction that effort and
exertion would now be too late.
Under the
a.scendency of Albany he had sunk into a mere
nominal sovereign whose authority was of no
use except for the subscription of bonds and
charters.
His peaceful disposition, so unsuited
to the country and time, had only procured him
the contciiqit of the nobles, who made war upon
England or upon each other according to their
action,

III.

own
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pleasure, like so

many independent

kings.

And the last and heaviest blow was the miserable death of his son Rothesay, in which his own
hand had unconsciously been made an accessory
by the royal subscription which had been granted
for the young prince's imprisonment.
In his
strong castle in the island of Bute he now took
counsel with the few friends who still adhered
to

him regarding the

safety of his only remain-

ing son, James, Earl of CaiTick, the sole obstiicle
between the family of Albany and the coveted

and who, there was every reason to fear,
would meet with as little mercy as his brother
had done. An instant decision was also necessary, as the Duke of Albany was negotiating for
throne,

the liberation of his son Mui'doch, the Earl of
Douglas, and other noble piisoners taken at the
battle of Shrewsbury,

and was

offering, as the

price of their ransom, to sun-ender into

King

Henry's hands the Earl of Northumberland and
his grandson Henry Percy, who, after the defeat
of their party, had taken refuge in Scotland.
The kingdom could no longer afford a place of
sanctuary against such unscrupulous baseness,

and

it

was resolved

to

commit the

prince,

now

in his fourteenth year, to the hospitality of the

court of France, the only ally of Scotland, and

where David II. had found protection and a
home. Accompanied by Henry Sinclair, Earl
of Orkney, Sir David Fleming of Cumbernauld,
a relation of the king, and a strong pai-ty composed of the barons of Lothian, the young prince
rode to North Berwick as if his progress had

through a hostile country, and embarked
with the Earl of Oi-kney at the Bass, where a
ship was in readiness to convey him to France.
These armed precautions were not more than
needful for on its return the royal escort was
pursued by James Douglas, second son of the
earl, and in the conflict that followed at Herlain

;

manston Moor Fleming and many of his followers were slain.
Freed from this danger by land the prince
hoisted sail, and a fair wind gave promise that
he would soon arrive at the desired port. On
nearing Flamborough Head an armed English
merchant vessel bore down upon them; but this
caused little anxiety, as there was a truce subsisting between England and Scotland.
They
were soon undeceived for their small unaimed
ship was boarded, and the prince and his retinue
were carried off as prisoners to London and sent
It was in vain that the unforto the Tower.
;

tunate captives remonstrated against this breach
of faith,

and showed the

letter of the Scottish

king stating the peaceful purpose of the prince's
journey, and recommending him to the hosj)!tality of Henry if he should have occasion to

land in England.

Henry

sourly smiled at their

'
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representations and attempted to answer them
with a stroke of wit. "Truly, if the Scots had
been grateful," he said, " they should have sent

me

their prince to

to be educated, for I

am

aware

within his broken heart was extinguished on the
4th of April, 1406, in the sixteenth year of a

well

He knew

more grateful to the Duke
of Albany than the seizure and imprisonment
of the youug prince, and that he was little likely
to remonstrate against a deed by which his own
power would be perpetuated. Henry was also
annoyed by the pseudo-Eichaid whom Albany
had set up in Scotland, and knew that he could
best counteract the device and keep the Scotti.sh
governor in check by having in his possession
that nothing could be

the heir of the Scottish throne,

whom

detain or liberate at pleasure.

It

game between two
the rules of

As

little

distinguished

by

ment.

The

gentleness

his

of

action as enjoycharacter,

his

tected or their rights maintained either against
foreign enemies or their

Even

own

feudal oppressoi-s.

the instance of his profound Christian

humility which the old chronicler has recorded

must have appeared contemptible
those proud barons

he could

him

in the eyes of

who were compelled

to re-

One

was a

selfish

cognize

crafty politicians in

which

day his queen, Annabella, reproached him for
not having erected a monument for himself as
had been done by his predecessors during their
lifetime. " You speak," he replied, " like one of
the foolish women.
When I think what I am,
a worm, and who I am, the least worth of men,
I have no wish to build for myself a stately
tomb. Let those who covet such honours provide for them as for me, I would rather be
bui'ied iu the vilest shed, so that my soul might
be saved in the day of the Lord."^

common honesty were of no

account.

for James, the innocent victim of these de-

vices,

reigu as

humanity and love of peace were so little valued
by his turbulent subjects that they would have
preferred his brother Albany, or even the Wolf
of Badenoch, to rule over them rather than a
sovereign whose virtues were those of a cloistered
monk instead of an active statesman and enterprising soldier.
But little were they to be
blamed for their indifference, for it was not by
such virtues that their liberties were to be pro-

of the state of the Scottish court

to be apprehensive of such a result.

year

of sorrow followed, until the life that lingered

So
acquainted with the French language."'
shameful a deed committed during a time of
truce would, in ordinary cii'cumstances, have
been followed by a destructive war between the
two countries; but the astute Henry IV. was
too well
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A year— a long

refused to be comforted.

he was kept with his tutor, the Earl of Orkand did not obtain

ney, in strict confinement,

his liberty until nineteen years afterwards, when

both king and dukehad gone to their last account.
The tidings of his son's unexpected capture
were carried to Robert while he was at supper

and

and

chief.

:

was the
blow that from that moment he drooped and
in his castle of Rothesay,

as their superior

so mortal
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Scotland with an amount of power that
of royalty but tlie title of king.

death of Robert III. and the imprisonEarl of Carrick in England the

of

Albany succeeded

This, indeed, he could not obtain as long as the

ment

of the

Duke

of

1

—

—
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—

—

—

—

—

—
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a council of which Laurence of Lindores, a
learned theologian and strict inquisitor, was
president.
The articles
him amounted to about

of accusation against

forty;

but his chief

a meeting of the three estates was held at Perth,

heresy, in the eyes of his judges,

was

his denial

and after recognizing the right of their captive
prince to the throne they invested the duke with
the regency and the entire government of the
kingdom. The ancient league with France was
renewed and the truce with England continued.
Albany also sent ambassadors to the court of
Henry, not, however, to negotiate for the liberation of his nephew, but of the Earl of Douglas
and other captives taken at Shrewsbury. This
application was successful in the case of the
earl, who obtained his freedom by the payment
of a thousand marks, and engaging, in the event
of the truce being broken by either Scotland or
France, to adhere to the cause of Henry. But
Murdoch, the son of Albany, was stiU kept in
prison, the English king well knowing that as
long as he retained such an hostage he could

that the pope was the vicar of Christ.

His able

defence went for nothing

he was sentenced to
be burned, and his execution immediately followed at Perth, in 1407, his books and writings
being also committed to the flames. Among
the qualities of the Duke of Albany, for which
he is especially lauded by his priestly historian
Wyutoun, was his hatred of all Lollards and

was in this manner that his
was signalized. To such a
governor, indeed, the odium of being a persecutor was trivial compared with the adherence
of the clerical order which he was certain to
secure by such a sacrifice. But this first Scottish martyrdom of which we have any record
was cherished in the hearts of the sufferer's
admiring disciples, and was the commencement
be certain of the father's forbearance.
of a revolution before which mightier potentates
Another important return to Scotland was than Albany were to be swept away.
that of the Earl of March.
In consequence of
While the truce thus continued between Engthe forfeiture of his estates in Scotland and the land and Scotland the intercourse between the
valuable services he had rendered to the Eng- two kingdoms was so close as to give promise
lish crown, Henry IV. had conferred upon him of a lasting peace. For this forbearance, indeed,
several estates in England; but, impatient of on the part of Scotland, there was abundant
exile, or dissatisfied with the cold looks of the
motive in the inaptitude of Albany for war, the
English nobOity, who must have regarded him precarious tenm-e of his authority, and the capas a traitor and renegade, he was anxious to tivity of his son in England while Henry IV.,
return to his country and his allegiance. An himself a usurper, was unwilling to muster his
opportunity of negotiation for this purpose was barons for a Scottish conquest that might have
also afforded by the death of the Duke of Eothe- ended in his own dethronement.
His experisay, and more especially that of Robert III.,
ence warned him of the danger that might
in whose grave his animosities might well be accrue to his questionable title when his powerburied. His overtures were favourably received ful nobles were in the field and at the head of
by the Duke of Alljany, and the exile was re- their numerous followers. In the meantime
possessed of his former estates, with the con- the restlessness of the Scottish knights and
heretics,

and

:

it

zeal for the church

;

currence of the Earl of Douglas, to

whom

they

had been granted, with the exception of the
lordship of Annandale and its castle of Lochmaben, which Douglas retained in his own
keeping.
Happily, however, for the country,
the agreement between these powerful rivals

was

so complete that their deadly feud

was ex-

Amidst the unwonted

which now
in Scotland an event occurred wliich
was altogether unexampled in its character, and
tranquillity

prevaile<l

awaken pubwas an act of martyrdom, by
tlie burning of James Resby, an English j)riest
in Scotland, who was convicted of adhering to

well calculated at such a season to
inquiry.

was obliged to find other outlets; and
England were frequent, either
for the purpose of paying homage to their young
prince, who was kept in an easy and honourpation,

their journeys to

able cajitivity, or for the display of their prow-

tournament against the best lances
Of all these restless adventurers the
most remarkable was Alexander Stewart, Earl
of Mar, the portentous commencement of whose
])ublic career we jiave already noticed. Although
he had won a noble bride and a broad earldom,
as well as the character of a wise, honest, and
able councillor, these in his eyes were nothing
compared with the stir of enterprise and the
rapture of combat, which he was resolved to
find, let them be sought where they might. In
1407 he accordingly passed into En^dand with
a princely train of sixty riders, composed of
ess in the

of England.

tinguished.

lic

nobles, thus bereaved of their favoiuite occu-

It

the doctrines of Wicklitfe.

These doctrines

Eesby had preached with such eloquence and
zeal that at Lust tlie Scottish clergy took the

alarm, and the bold innovator was tried before

;
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knights, priests, and household attendants, to

hold a tournament against the Earl of Kent
and many a gallant course waa run, with the
usual amount of wounds, and bruises, and "great
commendation." The next flight of his erratic
course in the following year was to France,
where he abode at Paris twelve weeks, keeping
open gate and door, that all might enter at
pleasure to eat and drink, dance and sing, and
where he was held in gieat admiration by the
court and the whole city. But finding such a
life too peaceful he joined the Duke of Burgundy, and chiefly contributed by his skill and
valour to the duke's victory over the insurgents
which (his countess being dead)
he married the rich heiress of Doflle in Brabant,
of Liege; after

and

own

[a.d. 1406-1424.

Although the war with England was thus
resumed it was followed by no active hostilities
of note, with the exception of the capture of

Fast Castle, a fortress almost impregnable, built
upon a i-ock on the edge of the sea, and held by
an EngUsh adventurer named Thomas Holden,
a formidable enemy to the Scots both by land

and

sea.

To

dislodge this adventurous free-

booting chief was no easy task, as the only land
approach to his castle was a naiTOw causeway

which a few determined men could have made
good against an army. The exjjloit was undertaken by Patrick of Dunbar, son of the restored
Earl of March, and successfully executed by a
great effort of valour and skill; but the particulars of the enterjjrise are

not recorded.

On

the

But his other hand the English were not idle, and Sir
career was as yet far from being ended, and he Robert Umfraville, their vice-admiral, a chief
reappears in due season when his presence was of that English house which claimed the earlmost needed. Even the land was not enough dom of Angus, entered the Forth with a strong
for his adventures, and at a later period he fleet, swept the shores on either side of the frith,
added the vocation of an ancient sea-king to and iifter capturing fourteen Scottish merchant
that of a knight-errant, cruising between Ber- vessels returned with such store of grain to
wick and Newcastle, and sweeping up every England, in which there was a dearth of vicEnglish vessel in his way, there being neither tual, that from this seasonable supply he ob])eace nor truce with England by sea whatever tained the homely title of Robin Mendmarket.
it might be on shore.
In another expedition by land he attacked the
When Scotland possessed such turbulent spi- town of Jedburgh while a fair was held, and
rits the truce with England could not be perafter plundering it reduced it to ashes.
manent, and that it had histed already so long
But a more formidable event than these petty
was chiefly owing to the respective interests of incursions, as well as more disastrous to ScotHenry IV. and the Duke of Albany. But tlie land, because it partook of the character of a
Scots had still some of their old territories to civil war, was that invasion from the isles which
From an early
recover, and among these was the castle of Jed- led to the battle of Harlaw.
burgh, which had remained in the hands of the period the Lords of the Isles had been dangerand
even
when reduced
English ever since the battle of Durham. No ous enemies to Scotland,
sooner, therefore, had the term of truce expired to submission their homage had been little more
They ruled like independent
in 1409 than the fierce Borderers of Teviotdale than nominal.
renewed the war, and took this important fort- sovereigns, and while theii' power by sea made
ress by storm.
It was then resolved, in accord- them almost inacces.sible to the kingdom of
ance with the policy of Bruce, to destroy this which they were considered to form a part, their
building, which in the hands of the English alliances with England diu'iug the war of that
country with Scotland had often made them
had been so offensive a bridle to the district
but the walls and towers were so thick and so formidable to Bruce and his successors. The
strongly cemented that the task of demolishing present revolt or rebellion from that quarter
was found more difficult than that of captui-iug was occasioned by the claim of Donald, Lord of
them. As it would also be a work of great the Isles, to the earldom of Ross, the succession
expense as well as labour it was resolved in a to which had terminated in that fruitful soiu'ce
parliament held at Perth to raise funds for the of feudal controversy and contention, a female
purpose, by levying a tax of two pennies upon line. Euphemia Ross, the sole occupant of the
every hearth in Scotland. But here the Duke claim, had married Sir Walter Lesley, by whom
of Albany interposed, with language that might she had two children, Alexander and Margaret,
retui'ned

to

his

country.

have suited an Alfred. No tax, he said, had
as yet been levied during the time of his regency, nor should now be levied, lest he should
incirr the curses of the ])oor for introducing such
an abuse. He then caused the expense to be
defrayed out of the royal customs, and by this
deed greatly augmented his popularity.

the former of

Duke
to

Donald

earl,

whom

married a daughter of the

of Albany, while the latter
of the Isles.

who married

was manied

Alexander, this

last

the daughter of Albany, had

no child but a daughter, Euphemia, who thus
inherited the earldom but .she was easily induced, while but an inexperienced girl, to resign
;
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her right to John, Earl of Buchan, the second

miles north-west of Aberdeen, where they were

sou of Albany, and consequently her own uncle,
by becoming a nun. But this unexpected trans-

encamped. The disparity of numbers w;is appalling, but his mail-clad riders had the usual contempt of half-naked troops whose weapons were
wooden hide-bound bucklers, swords iind poleaxes, short knives, and bows only four feet long.
The engagement was commenced by the sheriff

which the selfish craft of the Scottish
regent may be easily detected, roused the indigference, in

nation of the insular potentate
that Euphemia, the

young

he declared

;

by taking
became dead in law, and that her entrance into a nunnery left his wife Margaret
unquestionably the heiress of the eai-ldom, which
countess,

Angus and the constable of Dundee, who led
the vanguard of Mar's little army; and they

the veil

of

should thus revert to himself as her husband.
His appeal was rejected by Albany, upon which

osity,

Donald, without wasting time in litigation, re-

arrayed levelled lances that followed in their
track.
But they were met with a spirit of
doggedness and daring equal to such an onset,

make

good by force. For
this, indeed, while his resources were adequate,
the temptation was alluring, for the eaildom
included the ishuid of Skye, and was so conveniently' near his own possessions that it would
have rounded his ten-itoiy into a formidable
kingdom. With a wild host of ten thousand
islandei-s he biu-st into Eoss-shire, swearing that
he would not only take possession of the county
but subdue Aberdeen, Mearns, Angus, and all
solved to

his title

Fife to the Forth.

The people

knew and dreaded the
made little resistance
;

who

of Boss,

who

jjower of the islesmen,

the

men

of Dingwall,

gallantly attempted to oppose them, were

utterly defeated.

The torrent

swept

of invasion

charged with their usual weight and impetu-

breaking the front rank of the islesmen
asunder, and clearing an opening for the closely-

and the unflinching islanders were ready to
sacrifice themselves in heaps if they could but
overwhelm at the same time the barbed warsteed and its proud iron-sheathed rider.
The
whole chivalry of the Lowlands of Aberdeenshire, the barons of Angus and Mearns, and the
hard)' well-trained burgesses of Aberdeen were
soon in the heart of the opposite throng but it
was only to be surrounded and closely pressed
upon by overwhelming odds to whom flight
was unknown and who scorned to cry for quar;

ter.

At

onward to Inverness, and there Donald summoned by proclamation all who favoured his

and

cause or feared his vengeance to repair to his

tained

banner and join him in his inroad into the
Lowlands. There were men in plenty to respond to such a call, and Moray and Strathbogie were speedily overrun and wasted Garioch, a rich district belonging to the earldom
of Mar, was plundered; and, flushed with massacre and booty, the islanders and theii' mountain allies were impatient to arrive at the rich
town of Aberdeen, with the pillage of which
Donald had promised to reward his followers.
It was fortunate at this crisis for Scotland
that Alexander Stewart, Earl of Mar, was in the
country instead of rambling abroad in quest of
new enemies and adventures. These were now in
search of him and within sight of his own castle

withdrew

;

gates, while the destruction of his

own

ten-itory

was enough to give double edge to his warlike
But the trial was to his heart's liking,
and he was already in the field. His force,
indeed, was not a tenth part of that of the
ardour.

enemy, but it included the best knights of
Mearns and Angus, confident in their courage,
discipline, and good armour, while their leader
was no stranger to the mode of Highland warfare and the best means of opposing it, having
been a captain of mountain catherans before he
became a Lowland earl. Instead of waiting for
the enemy he advanced to Ilarlaw, some twenty

last discipline asserted its superiority

over numbers

rayed by

its

;

the

own

army

fierce

Donald was

of

after this desperate fight
till

disar-

courage and eagerness;

had been main-

nightfall the island chief reluctantly

his broken ranks to the shelter of the
hills, while their advei-saries were
weary that they could offer no pursuit. But
there was little triumph among the victors, for
their best and bravest had fallen in the desperate struggle.
The chief of these were Sir
James Scrymgeour of Dudhope, constable of
Dundee and royal standard-bearer, Lord OgUvy,
sheriff of Angus, Sir Alexander Irving of
Drum, Sir Robert Davidson, provost of Aberdeen, Sir Robert Maule of Panmure, Sir
Tliomas Moray, Sir Alexander Straiten of Lauriston, and many other knights connected with

neighbouring
so

the

noble families of

Earl of

Scotland.

Mar encamped on

When

the

which he
very weariness, it was

was compelled

the

field,

to do for
midst of 500 coi-pses, the remains of his
little army about
a half had perished. It must have been, indeed, with anxious forebodings that this renowned leader mustered his scanty troops of
worn-out .and wounded soldiers and prepared
for the attack which was anticipated on the
in the

gallant followers, for of his

But well was it for them
was designed. Although Donald

following morning.
that no attack

had cheaply purchased the destruction of so
many brave enemies by the loss of twice the
number of his own clansmen and followers, and

;
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was

therefore in

a better condition

to

renew

the fight than his opponents, this terrible foremight expect in con-

taste of the resistance he

tinuing his advance into the Lowlands seems
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triumph, and aU the church bells of the city
rang out their loudest peals. On the morning of
the following day, which was Sunday, the buUs
being read in presence of Henry Wai'dlaw,

have disheartened him, and he judged it
own tenitories, which
he was enabled to effect without pursuit. This
eventful battle of Hai-law was fought on the
eve of St. James, the 24th of July, 1411, and it

Bishop of St. Andrews, the priests, and the
attendant multitudes, a procession to the church
was made, Te Deum was sung, and high mass

was long after remembered in the traditions
and celebrated in the songs of Scotland.^ And it
was indeed worthy of commemoration when we

mode

to

better to retreat to his

celebrated with a splendour unwonted in Scot-

Such was the enthusiasm and such the
which the first public entrance of
and literature was welcomed into the
country. The day having been thus celebrated
consider the important political consequences with religious solemnities, the evening was dethat were pending on the issue. It was a re- voted to festival, in which the streets blazed
vival of the question whether Scotknd should with bonfii'es and rang with songs and the
be a divided kingdom torn asunder by different pealing of bells, and with abundance of dancing
antagonistic races, and reduced to feebleness and wine-drinking.^
The death of Henry IV. and the accession of
and vassalage by their contentions. As such,
the island lord was not to be let off with the his renowned son Henry V., which occurred in
honours of a doubtful contest or permitted to March, 1413, produced no cliange in the relagather strength to renew the war; and after tions between Scotland and England for while
the heirs of those who had fallen had been Albany was stiU held in check by the imprisonexempted from the usual feudal fines and per- ment of his son Murdoch, for whose release he
land.

in

science

;

immediate pos-

wa.s anxious, as well as the captivity of Prince

Albany on the following summer raised
three armies to drive Donald from the mainland
into his insidar strongholds.
The expedition
was successful, and after a brief war of various
changes the Lord of the Isles was obhged to

James, which he was equally desirous to have
continued, Henry V. was fully employed in

mitted,

if minoi-s,

to enter into

session,

prepai-ations

for asserting

his

claims

to the

amidst the din of arms and the struggle for the
recovery of the national independence, there

crown of France, which he alleged he inherited
from Edward III. Albany, indeed, was obliged
to feign an earnestness which he did not feel in
negotiating for the freedom of James but these
attempts, as well as his more sincere ones in
behalf of his son, were equally unavailing with
the chivalrous King of England. Henry must
have been aware of the impediments which
Scotland might oppose to his designs on France,
and would naturally be unwilling to forego his
advantages and expose the country, at his departure, to the risk of a Scottish invasion. But
let the interests or the authority of the two
i-ulers be what they might, it was impossible to
prevent such kingdoms as England and Scotland fi-om coming occasionally into liostOe colli-

had been

sion.

renoimce his claims to the earldom of Ross,
become a vassal of the Scottish crown, and give
hostages for his fealty. In the whole of this
transaction the conduct of the Duke of Albany
woiild have been noble and patriotic had it not

been for his evident solicitude to secure to his
son the contested earldom.^

But a

silent unobti-usive event, scarcely less

impoi-tant than the consolidation of the king-

dom, was at

this time in progress in Scotland.
This was the establishment of its firet university, the University of St. Aadi-ews. As yet,

little

opportunity for the cultivation

but now that a pause had occurred
the want was felt, and due exertion made to
supply it. In 1410 four learned doctors had commenced a course of teaching in canon law, and
three in philosophy and logic, in St. Andrews
but although this was a large complement of
teachers and lecturers the institution could not
be established into a university without a papal
bull, which was brought from Rome in February,
1413.
Its coming was welcomed as a national
of learning

;

;

These encounters, in themselves insignifito keep alive the national
emulation and hatred, without in any way
promoting the welf;a-e of either country. Thus
the Earl of Douglas made an incursion into
England and burned the town of Pemith, and
in requital the English assailed and burned the
cant, only served

town

of Dumfries.

At

length Albany was suc-

cessful in obtaining the liberation of his son,
Eai-l

Muidoch, who ^as exchanged for Henry,

Percy, the son of Hotspjir, who since the death
and gi-andfather had taken refuge

of his father

A

march called the "Battle of Harlaw" was a
till the beginning of the seventeenth
ancient ballad of the same name has been
published in Ramsay's Evergreen and elsewhere.
1

military

in Scotland.

Having thus succeeded

in his

favourite in Scotland

century.
3

An

Scctichron. xv. 21.

' Scotichrcm. xv. 22. Bower, as was meet, devotes a whole
chapter to this happy event and the joy it occasioned.
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Albany thought
the mask no longer, and after the

favourite project, the
fit

to weai"
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Duke

of

and the appeal was not made
was addressed to men who were
charms of foreign adventure, and
ready to meet their hereditary foes upon any
soil
and it held out aUuremeuts both of gain
and renown to which these stirring and highborn but somewhat impoverished magnates
were never insensible. The difficulty of transportation, indeed, would have marred the enterprise at the outset
but for this the French
had provided through an arrangement with the
courts of Castile and Arragon, by which forty
ships were to be sent for the conveyance of the
in vain.

nent he resolved to enter into a double war
with England by invading the country and

alive to the

Prince James, who was now of age,
upon easy terms while a war with England
such as Albany contemplated, besides its manifest danger, was certain to drain the country of
its best defenders.
But the Scottish governor
was not a man to pause upon such consideraliberate

;

tions.

whom

Having recovered

his

eldest son, in

would be perpetuated, be was
now ready to damage the prosperity and risk
the safety of his country by giving full scope to
the belligerent ai-dour of his nobles wherever it
might carry them.
The war was commenced by an expedition
into England which he resolved to lead in person, and the army which he raised for the
purpose was such as to promise full success.
But even the commencement of his campaign,
like his other military proceedings, was in the
midst of uncertainty and blunders; for so little
had he informed himself of the state of England
and its means of defence that he believed its
chief force had been transported to France, instead of the small select army which Henry had
judged sufficient. Thus Albany had scarcely
commenced the siege of Berwick than he learned
that the Dukes of Bedford and Exeter, to whom
the protection of the Borders had been intrusted
by their sovereign, were on their march against
him and although fame no doubt has greatly
magnified their army, which is said to have consisted of 100,000 men, yet they were enough to
frighten the governor from his enterprise.
He
ordered a hasty retreat and thus 60,000 Scots
are represented as returning at fuU speed into
his nile

;

;

to the Scottish court to im-

plore assistance,

return of the victor of Agincourt to the Conti-

sending powerful reinforcements to the baffled
and dispirited French. Henry V. had hitherto
acted in good faith toward the Scottish government; he had even shown an inclination to

3G9

Vendome
It

;

;

Scottish troops to France.

No sooner did Henry

learn in Fi'ance of this new storm that was
about to burst upon him than he sent orders
to England for the muster of a fleet to intercept this Scottish armament but the mandate
either came too late or was overlooked.
Seven
thousand Scottish soldiers were speedily embarked imder the command of John Stewart,
Earl of Buchan, Albany's second son, and
Ai'chibald Douglas, Earl of Wigtown, accompanied by the choicest of the Scottish chivalry;
and on landing at Rochelle they joined the
army of the Dauphin in Languedoc. These
auxiliaries having thus eluded him, Henry's
next precaution was to send for Prince James,
;

whom

the Scots had recognized in parliament
Eobert III., and
whose authority, he thought, would be sufficient to send back the Scots to theii- own
as their king on the death of

countiy.

But on arriving

at the

EngUsh camp

and learning the service required of him, James
His intention was to
rejected the proposal.
serve under Hem'y as a private knight, but not
to issue, as a mere captive king, those orders
which his subjects were not likely to obey.

As the conduct of these bold adventurers
forms an important episode in Scottish history,
we shall follow its events to the close, although
thereby we must diverge for a short space from

their

the chronological order of the narrative.

On

or even a defeat sustained.

their firat arrival in France the Scots

had

little

being ignorant of the state of pieparation in

themselves in consequence of the miserable depression of their
allies, who hitherto, as often as they had shown

own counti-y, without an advantage won
Their countrymen
were astounded at such an unwonted incident,
which they were unable to comprehend, and
England to repel
terized under the

it,

this invasion

title of

was charac-

the "Fool (foolish)

Eaid."

Of a very

however, was
war which was waged by the

diflferent character,

that part of the

Scots against England upon a foreign

Uenry V.
receive him for

the victories of
pelled to

Dauphin and

his

I'"nince

field.

By

had been com-

ln^r ni;ister
while the
handful of adherents were
;

opportunity to

signalize

had been baffled and
same time they were so
unreasonable as to blame the Scotch for this
inertness, because they did not drive the English out of France; and they carried complaints
to the Dauphin tliat these Scots were nothing
better than nuitton-devourei-s and winc-swillere.
At length Henry, who had returned to
themselves in the

dispersed.

But

field,

at the

England, left his brotlier the Duke of ('larence
connuaud of the army; and the young prince,

obliged to skulk in corners reduced to the last

in

extremity.

eager to distinguish liimself in his brother's ab-

In

their distress they sent

the
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sence, arlvanced to lay siege to Baiige in Anjou.

head
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upon them; they are ours!

thousand Scottish soldiers. For
this seasonable aid Douglas was invested with
the title and dukedom of Tom-aine soon after
his arrival in France.
A temporary luU in the
French war occurred in consequence of the
death of Henry V.; but it was soon renewed
by the activity of his equally brave and able

me

brother the

But hearing that the

Scots,

who had been

in-

trusted with the defence of that province, were

encamped

at a short distance

and unaware of

hoped to surprise them. He
started from the table, exclaiming, " Let us set
his arrival, he

Let none follow
but the men-at-arms " They rushed on
with rash valour, as if victory was to give a
relish to their banquet; but on reaching the
village of Little Bauge, they met with such an
ob-stinate resistance from a few French soldiere
who defended the church that Buchan had time
to occupy a small bridge across a deep rivulet
that formed the main approach to his encamp!

ment.

The passage was

forced

by the English,

but their disordered ranks were met and encountered by the Scots who were drawn up to
receive them.
A miserable rout was the consequence Clarence, who was conspicuous by a
golden coronet upon his Iielmet, was singled
out by Sir Thomas Swinton and wounded in
the face by a lance-thrust, and immediately
after he was stretched lifeless by a blow of the
Earl of Buchan's mace. With him were also
slain about two thousand English, among whom
were the Earl of Kent, and the Lords Roos and
Grey, while the Earls of Somerset, Huntingdon,
and Strafford, the Lords Fitz waiter, and Thomas,
brother of Somerset, with several of knightly
rank were taken prisoners, the victors only losing twelve men. This defeat was of serious importance, as it was the first which the Euglish
had sustained, and was calculated to raise the
confidence of the French by finding that their
enemies were not invincible. "What do you
think now of these mutton-eaters and wine;

bibbers!" cried the exulting Dauphin to the
tale-bearers of his

wandering

court.

"Verily

these Scots are notable antidotes to the Eng-

Pope Martin V., who was devoted
to the cause of France.'
The Earl of Buchan
was rewarded with the important office of constable of the kingdom. The Dauphin, who soon
after was proclaimed king by the death of his
father, but whose ride was so circumscribed
that he was called "the little King of Bourges,"
from the name of the town in which he resided,
was compelled mainly to depend upon the valour
of these foreign allies.
The war in France was
now so popular in Scotland that when Buchan
lish!" cried

returned to mai-ry the daughter of Archibald,
Earl of Douglas, he easily persuaded that formidable wairior to embark with him at the
1 The saying of the pontiff was thought so worthy of commemoration that it was preserved in the following monkish
distich :—

"Pontifex supremus Martinus fert vice quintus,
Antidotum Scoti Anglonmi sunt bene notl"

of five

Duke

of Bedford, to

whom Henry

had committed the regency of France. In the
absence of Buchan, who had not yet returned
with his father-in-law from Scotland, Stewart of
Darnley, the constable's kinsman, who had been
iuvested with the lordship of Aubigny, was left
in command of the Scottish forces.
The young
French king, whose counsels were characterized
throughout by imbecility and folly, commanded
Stewart to march for the recovery of Crevant,
which had just been taken by the Earls of
Salisbury and Suffolk, and reinforced him with
nine thousand French soldiers under the command of the Marshal of Severac. But aware
of the great inferiority of his troops in spirit

and

discipline, and trusting wholly to the
valour of the Scots, he ordered the marshal to
spare his own forces, and let theii- allies bear

the chief brunt of the engagement.

This

selfish

order was too faithfidly obeyed.

Earl of Salisbury the

Under the
English army advanced

Yonne, behind which the French
and Scottish troops were skilfully posted and
having forced the passage they advanced to the
encounter.
But scarcely had the battle commenced when the French were so quickly withdrawn by Severac that their retreat became a
flight, and left to themselves the Scots were
assailed in front by the English and in flank
and rear by the Burgundians. But though
thus forsaken by all their allies except a few
French knights who scorned to desert them,
the Scots defended themselves, and only yielded
when more than half their number were killed
or taken prisoners.
Among the captives was
Lord Darnley, who had lost an eye in the fight,
and who was soon after exchanged for the
Marshal of Burgundy.
It would have been well for the Scots if this
disaster had tamed their love of adventure and
to the river

;

their devotedness to the interests of France;

but Douglas soon arrived, by which the Scottish
was raised to 7000 men, who under such
a leader were not likely to languish for lack of
occupation. This was afforded in the summer
of 1424, the year th.it succeeded the battle of
Crevant, in consequence of the Duke of Bedford
having laid siege to the town of Ivi-y in Normandy. On being ordered by King Chai-les of
France to relieve it, about 7000 Scots and as
many Italians and French marched within sight
of Ivry, but found the English too strongly
force

;
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posted to be assailed, upon which they were

town to its fate. But they
were able to gain the town of Verneuil, about
thirty miles distant, after a two days' siege.
Enraged at this loss, Bedford hurried by a
rapid march to Verneuil, and on arriving before the walls he sent a message to the Earl of
Douglas, who in derision had nicknamed him
"John with the leaden sword," telling him that
he had come to drink wine with him, and that
he would wait where he was until he had enjoyed that honour. In the same spu-it Douglas
answered that he was most welcome, and bade
him come quickly, as he had crossed over from
In this
Scotland to enjoy such a meeting.
jocular manner the leaders of armies during a
chivalrous age were wont to preface those great
movements upon which not only their own lives
but the destiny of nations depended.
obliged to leave the

A war council was meantime held within the
walls of Verneuil, where all was contradiction
and confusion. Nominally, indeed, the whole
force was under the command of the Earl of
Buchan, as Constable of France, and under him
the Duke of Touraine, whose followers composed
the chief strength of the ai-ray; but the French
lords and captains would take no orders from
the Scots, whom they hated and pretended to
despise.
They were imjjatient to be in the
field instead of

awaiting the dulness of a siege,

and when they rushed out of the town the Scots
had no alternative but to follow, if they would
save their allies from being cut in pieces. Having selected their ground, which was favourable
for battle, as the town covered one of thenflanks, the

French, taught by their past

losses,

resolved to abide the encoimter chiefly on foot,

purpose their baggage and
and retaining only two
thousand French and Milanese men-at-arms on
horseback. The English, who were equal in

leaving

for

this

horses behind them,

numbers and the choice of their nation, were
drawn up in front of them; the archers planted
then- stakes, as they had done at Agincourt, to
prevent the in-fall of cavalry and the fate of
either army depended upon that which should
hazjird the first onset.
The advice of Douglas
was to stand on the defensive but the Count
of Narbonne, snatching up a standard, cried
that the glory of the French arms was sullied
by this remissness, and shouting " Mountjoye
St. Denis!" he rushed down upon the English,
followed by the whole line, while both Scots
and Itiilians were swept along by the tonent.
The whole army, indeed, was let loose at the
same moment, and such was the fury of then;

;

charge that the English archers in front were
hurled backward and mixed with those in the
rear.

But they were driven

thither in

the
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very nick of time, for they reinforced their
brethren who were on the point of being over-

powered by a desperate onset of the French
cavalry.

The united archery here planted

then-

and kept up their terrible discharges so
closely that the horsemen were driven from
the field, after which the whole body took up
their station in the front line, and plied the
Itahaus so successfully that they also were
put to flight.
After this the struggle was
mainly confined to the Scots, who resisted to
the last, and were struck down in heaps. The
fight continued three hours, and three thousand
Scots fell.
Here also Douglas fell, whUe contending with that surpassing bravery which
had so often won the admii-ation of his victors
and with him perished the Earl of Buchan,
who had been invested with the leadership
of the French armies when it could be nothing
but a painful and profitless pre-eminence.
Nor was theii- resistance wholly unavailing, as
was attested by the bodies of sixteen hundred
of the conquerors of France that lay dead on
the field. Such was the close of this fatal expedition, which so eflectuaUy cui-ed the Scots
of their jiassion for adventures upon the Constakes,

tinent that they ceased to take a part in

its

wars, and no large body of troops was afterwards sent to France whatever might be the
That kingdom, indeed,
subject of contest.
which Scottish prowess had so vainly attempted
to save, was to be delivered neither by warrior
nor statesman, but by a peasant gii-1. Those

Scots

who

sui-vived this fatal field of Verneuil

were aftei-wai-ds collected into a single brigade,
and under the command of Sir John Stewart,
the Constable of Scotland, endeavoured to uphold the tottering interests of Charles but at
the battle of Herrings, five yeai-s afterwards,
;

they were again so utterly defeated, chiefly
through the headstrong perversity of their allies,
that only a few hundreds survived. They were
now too insignificant to excite envy, and when
better days arrived

their good services were

remembered by the king, who composed of them
the body-guaid
the

title of

known

in

French history under

the Scottish Archers.^

We now return

to the regularcouree of the

After the Fool Raid, by which his
popuhuity was greatly endangered, the Duke of
Albany's course was so pacific during the brief
naiTative.

remainder of his government that nothing of
him is mentioned but his death, which occurred
at the ])alace of Stirling on the 3rd of September, 14i2(), when he was about eighty years old.
Reckoning from the death of his brother Robert III. he had held the entire rule of Scot-

'

)Iou8trelet; Barante; Chartier; Bersy; Scoticlnoii.

;
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laiiJ fifte(

we have

years; but, as

ii

enjoyed scarcely

less

seen,

lie

had

than regal authority since

his election to the oflBce of governor in 1389.

His panegyrists. Bower and Wyntoun, are immoderate in their praise of the uprightness of

[a.d. 1406-1424.

took the town of Alnwick, and burned it to
On the following year (1420)
the ground.
Henry V., when at York, invited the earl to a
conference ; and the latter, with an eye to the

own

deliverance of his

sovereign, offered

to

narrating the actions of their favourite heroes,
are compelled in their simplicity to betray the

Henry in his wars against France with
two hundred mounted men-at-arms and as
many mounted archers for a yearly pension of
two hundred pounds. But the negotiation, we
know not whei-efore, came to nothing, and the
earl waited his time when he was to repair to
France with a different object, and perish upon
the field of VerneuU. As for James, he too, as
we have seen, repaired to France, but under the
banner of England and Henry, who had hoped
much from this union in neutralizing the exer-

his character

tion

;

and the

benefits of his administra-

but the eulogies of the

ans, both of

monkish

histori-

England and Scotland, are too well

understood to be very highly appreciated. To
wield the sceptre according to the dictation of

by

the church, and enrich the clei-gy

liberal

grants and immunities, were sufficient to cover
a multitude of royal sins, or even to exalt them
into virtues.

But

these grateful recorders, in

serve

;

show that the potentates whom

tions of the Scottish reinforcements, promised

they so lai'gely endow were neither wise rulers
nor just magistrates, nor even devout virtuous
Weighed therefore by his deeds
Christians.

that three months after his return to England

Albany merits the opprobrium which has settled
upon his memory and although the country

among

truth,

and

to

;

was kept

in comparative peace during his re-

gency it was only by those selfish concessions
and shifts that were to last but a short lifetime,
and which were certain to retm-n with double
weight and violence upon the generation that
followed.

On

the death of the governor, Murdoch, Earl

of Fife,

the

and now Duke

ofiice as if

A movement

of

Albany, succeeded to

by unquestionable

inheritance.

for the liberation of their lawful

sovereign might have been expected, or at least
a formal election of Duke Murdoch to the re-

gency; but the nobles, who had grown so rich
and powerful during the administration of his

he should be permitted to visit his own country
time, on giving hostages from

for a limited

the Scottish nobles for his coming back

This proposal was conducted under the mediation of Earl Douglas after the
failure of his own, and he no doubt hoped that
to captivity.

it

would prepare the way

liberation; but

for the prince's final

this fair prospect

was

extin-

guished by the unexpected death of Henry before his return from France ; and James, who
followed his bier as chief mourner, remained a
captive as before.

Of

this unfortunate victim of

who had now

a

selfish policy,

attained the age of ripened

man-

hood, and was so soon to enter upon his public
career, it is time to give a more special notice.
At the early age of fourteen, while his literary
education was hopefully conducted under the

were little disposed to compromise their
advantages by the recognition of either king or
parliament. He was indeed a governor fitted
for their purposes, as he had neither the talents
nor the craft of his predecessor, while his indolence was such that he would be an unresisting
puppet in the hands of those who had raised

learned Wardlaw, Bishop of St. Andrews, and
his chivalrous training under the gallant Eaii
of Orkney, an emergency as abrupt and terrible
as the wildest midnight alarm required that he

him. Amidst this remissness of the Scottish
nobUity in behalf of their prince there was,
however, at least one honourable exception
this was Archibald, Earl of Douglas, the most

iniquitous detention, the heartless glee with
which his seizure was welcomed by Henry IV.,

father,

should be hurried from his home to the guardian-

We

have
ship of foreigners and strangers.
already noticed his unjust capture, his more

and the death-anguish
his bereaved

father.

it

planted in the heart of

But here, happily, the
Henry ended, and he re-

powerful of their number, and who therefore
might have been least expected to engage in a
transaction which, if successful, would have

ignoble triumph of

him to a superior. But it is difficult
upon ordinary rules to account for the actions
of such an impulsive, belligerent, and unlucky
character as the Mars of Homildon and Shrews-

learned and princely tuition. He was accordingly intrusted to the keeping of Sir John Pelham, constable of Pevensey Castle, one of the

subjected

bury,

who now seemed

terests of

James

as he

as earnest for the in-

Duke

of

most accomplished knights of the age, who was
at once to be his jailer and preceptor and un;

to

der such a guardian James was enabled to ac-

Kothesay.

quire that solid learning as well as those courtly
graces which made him, although destined to

had been opposed

those of his brother the

solved that the prisoner, in compensation for
his liberty, should enjoy the advantages of a

Soon after the accession of Duke Murdoch to
office Douglas made an irruption into England,

become the sovereign

of a poor

and rude coun-
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such a king as the most advanced thrones of
EuroiJe could not equal. In such a case it was

try,

well for

and

him that

his condition as a prisoner,

from public

his seclusion

affairs, alloweil

time and opportunity for such a ripening without exposure to those youthful temptations under which his brother had been utterly
wrecked, and even the conqueror of Agincourt

him

full

grievously stained.

James was

skilled in the

French and Latin languages, and he was trained
and grammar, and the civil
and canon laws. But independently of being
merely learned according to the highest estimate of the age he was one of the best of poets,
having Chaucer and Gower for his models, the
last of whom he greatly surpassed, while the
in theology, oratory,

first

he almost equalled.

chivalrous and

Besides his

skill in

warlike exercises, which

still

constituted the chief portion of a noble

princely

education,

James

excelled

in

and

those

and
and in handling the bow, throwing
the hammer, and putting the stone we are told
stirring sports that required both strength
activity

;

man in his dominions excelled him.
These various endowments were set off by a
graceful figure and handsome countenance ; he
was of middle size, but broad-chested his arms
were long and muscular, his flanks thin and
spare, and his limbs beautifully formed.
Such
is the testimony of the old chroniclei-s, which is
fully confirmed by the subsequent coui-se of his
eventful history; and from the portraitm-e it
will be seen that even already he was " every
inch a king," and one whom Scotland would
have been proud to welcome. But fi-om year
to year he had as yet been compelled to linger
on in captivity, mainly through the selfishness
that no

;

of his uncle,

who

and
freedom; and

rejoiced in his absence,

made no effort to procure his
when the son of Albany succeeded

so peacefully

might well have appeared to James that his sulijects had forgot
him, and that his detention in England would

to the office of

governor

it

Amiilst this natural yearning
be perpetual.
for freedom, and sickness of hope deferred, it

was well for him that, in addition to his books
and studies, his sports and amusements, he possessed in high excellence an art which more
than others can lighten the cloud of despondency and soothe the loneliness of a prison. This
was music, in which he appears to have excelled
as much as he did in poetry, and his minstrelsy
could at any time peoi)le his solitude, and create
for himself a kingdom which he could settle
and govern at will.
And was h^' happier
amidst the stem regalities of Stirling or Holyrood than among the midsummer nights' dreams
of Pevensey Castle or the bowers of Windsor ?
Even had he never been king of Scotland James
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have won general estimation and
secured a lasting name, whether as a learned
scholar, a brave accomplished kniglit, or a poet
of the first order.
Nay, merely as a wandering
minstrel from town to tower he could have
framed and sung such ballads as form the chief

would

still

incentives to great deeds,

and mould the na-

character of a people more eflectually
than the laboure of king or legislator.
tional

From this alluring picture we turn once more
to the " counterfeit presentment " of his cousin

— to Duke Murdoch, who

had been thrust upward into an elevation which perhaps he sought
not, and for which he was wholly unqualified.
His imbecility and sluggishness were strangely
in contrast with the turbulent court with whicli

he was surrounded; the nobles used him merely
and bailiff, while they fai-med
the royal revenues and the wealth of the kingas theii- factor

dom

for their own advantage; and far from
being able to govern such an aristocracy the
unhappy man soon found that he could not
even ride his own children. It has been alleged

that this last evil, which so nearly aifected his

own comfort and

love of quiet,

stance which chiefly induced

was the circumhim to abdicate

his troublesome office in behalf of the rightful

and a popular tale illustrative of this fact
has every appearance of credibility. The duke,
heir,

we

are told, had a favourite falcon which his
son Walter had often begged from him, but in
vain; and irritated by these refusals the young

man

at last snatched the bird

hand, and twisted

neck.

from his

father's

At this the

insulted
pai-ent sorrowfully exclaimed, " Since you pay

me

its

so little respect I

must

invite

him whom

both must obey."

The

two kingdoms was favourable for the negotiation which was now set
on foot for the liberation of James. The Scots
were weaiy of the lawlessness and feudal exactions of the nobles, and wished to have a king
set over them; while the nobility themselves
were probably weary of such a passive tool as
Murdoch, and desirous of carrying on their
quai-rels for place and profit under a more respectable superior.
A king by right and title
as well as power and influence must have been
longed for by all parties after the tedious interregnum which had now settled into the very
dregs of a national government. England was
situation of the

equally willing for the restoration of the Scottish

sovereign.

The

selfish

purposes of his

detention had been served, and nothing fai-ther
was to be gained from it, while its continuation

make them odious in the eyes (jf
new g:-ounds of contenThe Duke of Bedford also, who on the

could only

Europe, and produce
tion.

death of Henj-y V. had been intrusted with

—
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would be increased by the alliance of that country with Scotland, and that James, now half an
Englishman, would be more likely to remain
neutral in the strife, or even ally himself with

England at this period was to procure such
a close and friendly alliance with Scotland as
might detach the latter country ft-om the interests of France
and as this could be best
ensured by a royal maiTiage it was proposed
that James should espouse some noble English

the cause of England.

lady previous to his departure.

In this condition of mutual agreement between the two governments the negotiation for
James' retm-n to Scotland was not likely to be
slow or uncertain. It commenced only a few

was no unwelcome addition, for dui-ing his
captivity he had fallen in love with Joanna,
daughter of the Earl of Somerset, and closely

the task of securing the conquest of France,

could not

fail

to

to perceive that his difficulties

;

after the death of

Henry

grand-daughter of John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster.
They were mai-ried in the church of St.

V.,

Mary Overy in Soutliwark, and the nuptial feast
was given by Joanna's uncle, the rich and power-

on the 12th of May, 1423, James himself
being permitted to attend it, the tinal treaty
was soon after settled at London. The English
could not honourably urge their demands under
the name of ransom, as the capture of James
had occurred during a season of truce, and was
indeed a downright violation of the laws of
every country whether civilized or barbarous.
This term was therefore waived by the English
commissionei-s as well as the full right which it
implied and their demands, though stLU sufficiently selfish, were limited to the expense of
the prince's maintenance diu'ing the eighteen
years of his entertainment in England. This
was fixed at the sum of forty thousand pounds
of English money, to be paid in annual instalments of ten thousand marks each and until
the whole debt was liquidated certain hostages,
the members of noble Scottish families, were
fract

England at

their

own

expense.

tended by a splendid train of English lords and
met at Durham by three hundred of the nobles and chief gentlemen of Scotland, who were impatient to welcome their longbarons, and were

lost sovereign to his

dominions.

On

his entry

same afi"ectionate ardour was
everywhere displayed, an ardour similar to that
which had greeted Dav'id II. on his return from
imprisonment in the Tower of London. He and
his queen were crowned in the abbey church of
Scone on the 21st of May, 1424; and that no
observance might be wanting, Duke Murdoch,
who had gladly abdicated his office, seated James
with his own hands upon the coronation seat,
which served instead of the stone of destiny
that was still in London, and waiting the ai'rival
into Scotland the

As

towns
Dundee, and

Aberdeen, came under obligation to discharge
the debt in fuU should the money otherwise not
be forthcoming. A stiU more important matter

of James's descendants.

CHAPTER

VII.

HISTORY OF SOCIETY
Slow progress

of this

beautiful bride repaired to their kingdom, at-

principal

of Scotland, Edinburgh, Perth,

fii-st-fi-uits

union ten thousand marks of the debt, equal to
a yeai-'s instalment, was remitted in lieu of a
royal dowry, and a truce of seven years was
concluded between the two kingdoms.
All
being thus amicably settled, James and his

;

further guarantees the four

As the

ful Cardinal Beaufort.

;

to reside in

this

related to the royal family of England, being

and when
a conference had been held between the amat
Pontebassador of England and Scotland

months

To him

(1329-1424).

Robert Bruce

of Scottish society after the death of

—Obstacles

by which

this progress

was

—Condition of the national parliament at this period — Permanent establishment of the third
parliament— Devices adopted for non-attendance — Continuation of the national poverty — Causes
of the continuation —Prohibitions laid by England upon Scottish commerce with the Continent— Rudeness
speedy and extreme deterioration — Scottish
and scantiness of the mechanical arts —Scottish coinage —
chivalry— Its progress — Arms and equipments of the knights —Absence of tournaments in Scotland.
Causes of their absence — Introduction of gunpowder — First appearance of cannons in the Scottish wars
with England — Military equipments of the commons — Military discipline — Scottish inroads into England
War laws — Poverty of the Scottish nobles — Necessity of war for their support — Wai'like education of their
families — Sports and amusements of the nobility — Their meals and banquet^^Literary progress during
this period — Early Scottish historians of this age —John de Fordun — Walter Bower — John Barbour
Andrew Wyntoun — Difficulties of the Scottish scholarship of the period — University of
Andrews
retarded
estate in

Its

St.

founded by Henry Wardlaw.

Notwithstanding the victories of Bruce by
which the land had been restored to freedom,

I

|

and

his labours as a king

and

legislator

by which

order and regularity seemed to have been fully

>
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established, the course of political events
still

was

so unfavourable as to retard the progress

The country was in that
made its welfare
mainly dependent upon the life of a single individual and when he had passed away those
of Scottish society.

unfortunate predicament which

;
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land were at hand to enforce them. During the
season of anarchy and struggle which followed,

extending over a period of twenty years, there
no further mention of Scottish parliaments,

is

their only substitutes being the arbitrary

mands

of

Edward

III.

and the party

com-

of Baliol

evils returned which no human foresight or
His wise and energetic rule
was succeeded by a minority, during which
Scotland was once more torn to pieces under
the double strife of hostile invasion and internal

tion of a regent or provision for the national

when

right of their representatives to a seat in par-

care could avert.

dissension.

Events were

little

benefited

on the one hand, and on the other the hurried
meetings of the Scottish patriots for the

And

the regal authority was established; for scarcely

liament.

had the young king ascended the throne when
he was hurled from his seat and thrown into an
English prison and when, after long delay, he
recovered his freedom it was only to prove himself one of the most inefficient of Scottish sovereigns.
Even the establishment of the Stewart
dynasty was unfortunate at its earlier stage for
the nation, as from the constitutional indolence

original admission,

;

of its

two

first

sovereigns that undue ascen-

dency of the great nobles was permanently
established which occasioned so much disaster
and bloodshed, and whose tyranny was so difiicult and so late in its suppression.
This brief
coni])entl of the political history of the period

will

show how

little

was

stiU to be expected for

the welfare and improvement of the

community

at large.

elec-

But the time at length arrived for the
recognition of the people and the established

defence.

this, also, as in

the case of their

was under the pressure of an
imperious necessity. David II. was to be ransomed from English captivity but the exorbitant sum demanded by the captor could not
;

be raised without the aid of the Scottish burghs.
Accordingly, in the parliament assembled in
1357, to treat about the royal ransom, the representatives of the seventeen royal burglis took
part as the third estate in the deliberations; and
when, after long procrastination and delay, the
price of the king's liberty

was

merchants and burgesses
towns Edinburgh, Perth,
deen that became bound
Scottish merchants at large

—
—

From

settled, it

was the

of the four richest

Dundee, and Aberon the part of the
for its due payment.

this period the establishment of the third

an e.ssential portion of the Scottish
parliament was neither questioned nor interestate as

In the account of the Scottish parliament
given in the preceding period of our history we
had occasion to notice the introduction of the
popular element by the admission of burgesses

rupted.

In Scotland, however, as well as in England,

that the

the honour of a seat in parliament at this time
does not appear to have been fully appreciated.

gi-eat state council, hitherto

Accordingly, unless the emergency was personal,

nobles and clergy,

composed only of
properly became what we are

or otherwise of the utmost national importance,

as representatives.

It

was

in this

way

accustomed to consider a parliament.
mission of

tlie

This ad-

the prelate or noble prefeiTed a residence on his

delegates or representatives of

own

temtoi-y, whei'e he lived and ruled like a

the death of Robert

king

;

the people continued

till

Bruce to be recognized as an essential rule in

But

the convention of the national assembly.

and the merchant

to confine himself to

the mart and look after his precai-ious ventures.

To

travel to

Edinburgh

when

for parliamentary meet-

way was

deeds soon followed in which the will of the

ings, especially

people was not to be consulted, as

roads rough and dangerous, or to give attendance

it

was certain

that their consent would not be obtained.

A

until the multiplied sittings

Scottish parliament, or at least the semblance

much

was necessary to ratify the shameful surrender by Edward Baliol of the national in-

especially

of one,

dependence into the hands of Edward but
though a meeting for that purpose was convoked in 1333, the burghs and their representatives were purposely omitted.
At all events
no mention is made of them in the transactions
which followed; and this parliament, instead of
being a national meeting, appears to have been
only a muster of the adherents of Baliol, with
the English commissioner presiding over them.
;

It is not wonderful, therefore, that its decisions

were obeyed only as long as the armies of Eng-

the

long and the

were closed, was too
rude age, more

for the patience of such a

when

the allurements of eloquence

were awanting, and the glory of a tourney of
words despised. Many a device was therefore
adopted either to excuse their appearance or to
The simplest plan w;is

shorten their stay.

speedily adopted, which

—

was

to discharge the

duty by proxy to appoint special committees,
by which the representatives themselves might
be represented, and the parliamentary duties
discharged in accordance with their own sentiments and wishes. Accordingly, in the parliament of 13(59, after certain members had been
appointed to manage the business ou hand, the

;
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rest buc';K'il
theii'

homes.

on

tlieir

spurs and hied them to

This device appeared so excellent,

that on the following year, although matters of

the utmost public moment were
settlement was devolved upon two standing

at stake, their

committees, the one consLsting of barons and
clergy alone, and the other of only six clei-gy-

men, fourteen barous, and sixteen burgesses.'

At

commencement of the present period
more wealth in Scotland in

the

there was perhaps

the form of silver and gold than could have

been found at any former date. This abundance
had accrued from the successful inroads into
England, in wliicli spoil was plentifully gathered

more
for

[a.d. 1329-1424.

seriously aggrieved

whOe

by sea than on land

the Scoto- Belgian fleets swept the

England and held the country in conthe merchant ships of foreign
countries kept aloof from the fear of being captured by these roving indefatigable privateers.
While the Scots were thus enabled to retaliate
for their losses on land, Edward bitterly complained to his naval commanders that they
allowed these pirates to haunt the coasts unchecked and carry off captures even in their
very presence.^ Such was now the chief foreign
trade of Scotland and it was found so alluring
coasts of

stant

alarm,

;

to the warlike taste of the age, as well as so

and large contributions levied. But still more
especially it arose from the immense plunder
gathered at Bannockburn, and the ransom of
the noble capti\es who feU into the hands of

profitable, that the sailors of other maritime
communities were eager to share in it. This
we find when in 1336 Edward III. was obliged

Scotland thus possessed a capital
with which her trade both foreign and domestic
might have been renewed under more favour-

not to allow his subjects to lend their ships for
hire to the Scots, who were his rebels and

the victore.

But scarcely had the
Bruce been cold in his tomb when the war was
•renewed, and the Scots were obliged once more
able auspices than ever.

to contend not

merely for their national inde-

pendence, but for their homes, their daily bread,
and their lives. Under such circumstances a
people are neither in a temper for traffic nor in
a condition to get profitable customers. The
long war during the minority of David II., the
disastrous defeat at NevLl's Cross,

and

finally

the enormous ransom exacted for the liberation
of the royal captive, soon

made the

victorious

hoards of Scotland revert to their former possessors, so that the country became apparently
as poor as ever. Nor were matters amended by
the recovery of

its

captive king, as his inefficient

maintenance of the noble hostages
whom the Scots were obliged to send to England, and the frequent expensive journeys both
of David and the barons, only increased the
drainage and aggravated the national poverty.
At the renewal of the war one of the first
reign, the

steps of

Edward

III.

was

to close the foreign

ports against Scottish traffic as far as his influ-

ence extended.

The Earl of Flanders was theresame application which Iiad

to write to the

King

of

Norway, desiring him

But this naval preponderance of Scotwhich had started up so suddenly during
the minority and rule of David II., appears to
have been extinguished as quickly; for when
Sir Robert Umfraville (or Robin Mendmarket)
entered the Frith of Forth in 1410 and carried
off so large a booty he appears to have met
with little or no resistance.
enemies.
land,

To

this brief account of the mercantile re-

sources of Scotland during the present period

and the channels into which they were alienated
we subjoin a few incidental notices, which only
serve to show that its commerce was not utterly
extinct.
Besides its wool and skins its pearls
were still an article of exportation but these,
being of inferior value, were prohibited in
France from being set along with oriental ones
except in large ornaments for churches. The
trade in cattle (probably black cattle) was at
;

this early date a source of profit to the Scots,

and was carried not only into England during
intervals of truce but also to the Continent;
and a safe-conduct of this period granted by
the King of England to a company of Scottish
drovers allows them to travel through liis kingdom or his foi-eign dominions for a year, with

and their

horses, oxen, cows,

fore urged with the

their servants

been so frequently repeated during the reign of

other goods and merchandise.^

Bruce. This, indeed, was

now the more necessary

At

and

the Scottish

parliament, assembled in 13.57 to treat of the

David

we

in consequence of the formidable operations of

ransom

the Scots against England

seventeen towns represented, making it probable tliat at this time they were the wealthiest

by sea,
they were powerfully aided by the

in

which

resources,

of

II.,

find

the following

— Edinburgh,

shipping, and nautical skUl of the Flemings,

in the kingdom, viz.

who had an

Cupar, Stirling, Dumbarton, Dumfries, Perth,
Inverkeithing, St. Andi'ews, Linlithgow, Euther-

old account to settle against

Eng-

land and were glad of an opportunity to enforce
it.

By

this

form

of

privateering which the

war had assumed the English were

Scottish

>

Robertson's Parliamentary Records.

glen, Peebles,

:

Dundee^-

Aberdeen, CraU, Montrose, Had-

dington, Lanark.

-

Fccdcra,

v.

4;

RuUdi

Scot. vol.

i.

'

Ftxdera,

v. 6.
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As

and handicrafts of
Scotland at this time they were in so poor a
condition that such articles of daily and common use as horse-shoes, harness, saddles, and
bridles had to be imported from Flaudere. This
we learn from the testimony of Froissart, who
visited Scotland in 1360. If such was the need
in essentials like these, what must have been
the condition of the industrial implements and
for the manufactures

household furniture of the Scots?

It gives a

upon Scottish
progress by the ambition of Edward I. and his
successoi-s.
And severely were they pimished
when the comfoi-ts of the English homes were
carried otf by the red-handed invaders to stock
startling idea of the aiTest laid

their

own

skill

or materials for

cabins. This inferiority in mechanical
its

exercise

was

especially

remarkable in the fabrication of weapons, so that
Sir David Lindsay, in preparing for his notable
tournament with Lord WeUs, was obliged to
send to London for a suit of ai'moiu- fit for so
important a trial. On a preiaous occasion also
(in 136"), when a judicial combat was to be
fought between Thom;is Erskine and James
Douglas of Egmont, the combatants had to
apply to tlie English market for complete harness for themselves and horses and also suffiAt this period, howcient offensive weapons.

England

ever,

MUan

itself

was

gi-eatly

inferior

in forging these clothings of steel, so

that the Eail of Hereford, afterwards
IV.,

to

was obliged

Henry

to apply to the latter country

for a suit of highly-tempered

armour when he
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during the short space of twenty-three
years was not long in reaching its ultimatum,
when Scottish pounds, shillings, and pence became the chief type of the national poverty.^
As war was now so pre-eminently the great
business of Scotland, its usages in this respect
still continue to demand our chief notice.
The
knighthood of Scotland, still following the example of England, as England did that of the
Continent, kept due pace in character, costume,
and appointments with the chivalrous freemasonry of Europe, and was recognized whereever it went as belonging to the brotherhood.
In this way the Scottish knight, whether within
the ban-iers of the tournament or in the ranks
of battle, might have passed for the warrior of
any other country but for his heraldic cognizances, or the family war-cry which he shouted
through the bai-s of his vizor. Since we last
gi-ess

saw him

at

Bannockburn

his covering, half-

had changed
an entire plate defence; while its other
changes had followed the improvements which
almost every year had added to the safety and
plate half yielding chain-work,

into

gi-andeur of

its

wearer.

In this way the

steel-

plated shoe which he put into the stirrup

composed of yielding plates called

was

soUerets, that

could fold into each other like the shells of a
lobster,

from which the device was probably

taken; and his steel gloves, which were jointed
still

more delicately so as

of the hand,

to yield to every flexure

were adorned at the knuckles with

knobs, spikes, or choice embossments called gads
or gadlings. The ponderous helmet still retained

had appealed the Duke of Norfolk to deadly
combat in the lists.
for the tournament was found too close and
The coinage of the kingdom was still in silver, heavy for the toil of actual fight, and was thereand consisted of pennies, half-gi'oats, and groats. fore exchanged for the lighter bascinet, with its
During this period, however, the change had movable vizor. The breast and back were decommenced in the value of Scottish money as fended by two entire plates and under them was
compared with that of England which w;is to worn a close garment of leather to protect the
go onward in such a wonderful degree as to inner garments and skin from their friction.
make the separation between the two countries The triangular or pear-shaped shield was now
complete. In 1367 we find the first step made, rounded at the bottom, where the edge was also
when the scarcity of silver was so great that a hollowed that it might rest upon the pommel of
pound of it had to be coined into 352 pennies. the saddle; and on the top was a niche on one
Here the deterioration did not stop; on the con- side of the shield called a bouche (or mouth) in
trary it continued to be repeated, and to such an which the lance was laid as in a I'est in the act of
extent that Scottish money could no longer be charging. Add to these his vanbraces or sleeves
received in England at its nominal value but for of plate for the arms, his cuisses for the legs,
what it was intrinsically worth, and afterwards and his steel shoes, and not a point of him offere
was not allowed to pass current at all until it access to an enemy's weapon.^ Thus men could
had been recoined into English money. At move in such an array as would appear incredible
length in 1390 the Scottish coinage had become did we not recollect that this facility was the
80 light as compared with its nominal rate that effect of years of hard military training.
The
in the twelfth chapter of the Statute- ot West- history of these chivalrous times presents many
minster, during this year, it was enacted that a a contradictory picture of the agility of such
Scottish penny should pass in England only for
a halfpenny, a half-gi'oat for a penny, and a
Xracpherson'8 nistofy of British Comvt^rce.
;

1

groat for twopence.

Tliis rapid

downward

pro-

'

Meyrick's Ancient Armour.

—
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heavy-laden warriors, as well as of their tortoiseHenry V.,
like unwielJiness and helplessness.
thus armed, could vault into his war-saddle
without touching the stirrup; and this, we find,
was a frequent feat with young chevaliers on
first mounting their- steeds after receiving the
joy-inspiring accolade.
On the other hand we
find knights by the hundred lying helpless but
unwounded on the field of battle in the place

where they had been unhorsed, and obliged to
patiently until some one arrived to despatch

lie

The Scottish
or take them prisoner.
knights during this period seem in many cases
to have dismounted before entering into battle,
them

to have used their horses only in pursuit or
The same plan was adopted by Henry
v. in his French wars, so that at the battle of
Agincourt he and most of his nobles were on

and

retreat.

foot.

who

On

the other hand the French knights,

could not separate the idea of knighthood

from the proud steed on which it curvetted,
and who would neither fight nor die on a level
with the canaille, preferred to serve on horseback even when prudence advised them to dismount. And dearly they often were made to
pay, in the shape of ruinous defeats, for the elevation and distinction of their lofty war-saddles
and the buoyant reckless excitement with which
the prancings of their chargers inspired them.
It was this difference of taste which made them
so unwilling to co-operate with their prudent
Scottish auxiliaries, and finally produced such
quarrels as

made

In the wars

Scottish aid unavailing.

of this chivalrous age the splen-

dours of the tournament eclipsed, while its
glories almost equalled the fame of victory upon
a great national battle-field. Such was especially the case in England during the long and
splendid reigns of

Edward

III.

ill-fated successor,

Richard

II.;

and that of his
and when peace

or truce gave a breathing interval the aspiring

knights of every country crowded eagerly to the
lists of Smithfield to run a career and shiver a
lance with the
of

now widely-renowned

warriors

But neglected and unvisited

merry England.

arms and

But the war that followed was
and fierce realities of contest to afford room for its mere trials
of show and courtesy and men who were fighting every day and every hour for life itself were
obliged to husband their blows for serious trial
instead of wasting them on mere bravado. And
yet, where could knights have been found more
brave and fearless, more accomplished in every
point of chivalry, and more renowned in deeds
of personal prowess than Bruce, the good Lord
James, Randolph, and others scarcely less distinguished ? In this way the joust and tournament disappeared from Scotland at the outset,
and no favourable season afterwards occurred
for their recall. Even when the glow of chivalry
was at its height the Scottish court was too
poor for such an expensive display, and the
country too bleak and sterile for the taste of
foreign knights who, however brave, could not
dispense with soft beds, good feasts, and warm
sunshine. Thus the chivalry of Scotland was
:

obliged to be subservient to that of other countries, especially of

and the history
that

of

the day, although

in

stout

early stage of chivalry, as
notices of our old history

;

we

find in various

was

of the age sufficiently attests

coiiched wherever the opportunity

But already Scotland had heard for the first
time the sound of a cannon, and this, too, so

when Edward

III. was making
arms against the Scots. He had
brought with him one or more of these newly

early as 1327,

his first trial of

invented engines, although
their use in this campaign,

we do not hear
making

it

of

probable

that they were brought along as warlike spells,

and daunt their enemies rather than for the i^urpose of a serious
cannonade. The first acquaintance of the Scots
with these instruments, while they encamped
to encourage the English

on the Wear,

"Twa

is

thus described

bj'

Barbour

:

noweltyis that day thai saw,

That forouth in Scotland had bene nane.
for helmys war the tane,
That thaim thoucht thane off gret bewt^,
And alsua wondyr for to se.
The tothyr, CRAKYS WAR OFF WEB,
That thai bef or herd neuir er.
Off thir twa thingis thai had ferly.'

Tymmeris

skilful

and both kings and

it

offered.

:

knights and perilous blows she possessed an
abundance that might have satisfied the most
adventurous champions that Europe could send
forth.
In Scotland, indeed, before the close of
the reign of Alexander III., there were tilts
and tournaments upon the modest scale of that

England, and to be a wel-

comed guest when it could not play the entertainer.
But the Scottish lance at these distant
trials was neither lightly felt nor cheaply prized,

knights from every quarter of Christendom, or
overflowing banquets to welcome them at the
close

invite brave guests to these chivalrous

too full of the downright hatred

she had no cities of rich
and gold to house the errant

silent

pavilions of silk

to appoint their passages of

entertainments.

Scotland, the while, could only look demurely

on and be

[a.d. 1329-1424.

wont

nobles were

These "cracks of war-'' were "crack of doom"
to chivalry, which they shook and loosened, and
at last dispersed, like a vapour or water-spout.

I

Brace,

h,

of a helmet,

1.

394.

'Tymmeris;'

Fr. timbre,

a crest
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And

by the poet

yet they are mentioned

in the

breatli with helmet-crests as if both had
been of equal importance! The next occasion
in which cannon ai-e mentioned in our Scottish
wars was in 1339, when they were used, we are

same

told,

by the Scots in the siege of the castle of
They had, however, been brought by
French auxiliaries, among whom they ap-

Stirling.'

their

pear to have been lately introduced.

we read

After this

under the name

379

After declaring
that he would rather be count of Savoy or
Artois than king of Scotland, de Vienne de-

as well as martinet contempt.

scribed

its effective

and regular force as

consist-

ing of five hundred lances, which, aUowing the

men to each lance, gave
no more than three thousand soldiers fully
the
were
armed:
rest
thirty thousand ill-clothed,
worse ai'med, undisciplined commoners, whom
usual complement of six

of bomemployed at the battle of Crecy, at the
siege of Calais, and on various other occasions
in the wai's between England and France. But
an invention which was regarded with terror
and distrust even by those who used it was of
very slow growth, owing to the want of skill in
the manufacture of gunpowder and fabrication
of good artillery, by which the firing of a cannon
was dangerous alike to friend and enemy. These
perilous engines were therefore seldom employed
except in sieges, when they could be permanently planted, and even then only as auxiliaries

he dismisses with the gruft" assertion that they
could not stand against the English archers or
the charge of a thousand regular men-at-arms.
In reading Scottish history it is easy to separate
the truthful features in this harsh picture from
what is downright exaggeration and caricature.
As these armies were but a feudal militia, where
each man was boiind to serve only forty days,
this circumstance made the Scottish leaders all

to the battering engines of

four battalions of great depth

date

of cannon,

bards,

ancient warfare,

which were better understood and more easily
handled. An invention by which the art of war,
and even the history of the world, was changed,
was not to be matured in a single day. From
their povei-ty and want of skill the Scots were
necessarily slow to adopt it, and therefore, with
the exception of these two passing notices, we
hear no more of their acquaintance with gunpowder until after the close of the present period.
After these accounts of the warlike knights
of Scotland the weapons and military
usages of the common people may be briefly

and nobles
dismissed.

This can the more easily be done as

the old rudeness and incompleteness

still

pre-

vailed, notwithstanding the anxious
of

enactments
Bruce for the better equipment of Scottish

armies.

The

e_ve of

Froissart, so

much

accus-

grandeur of war as manifested
in the well-appointed armies of France and England, was indignant at the barbarism of a Scottish array; so that while he does full credit to
the valour of the Scots, he seldom omits the opportunity of a taunt at their costume, which was
of all .shapes and coloui-s, and at their weapons,
which he briefly sums up as hunting spears,
knives, and bludgeons.
But what was to be
expected of a people who were obliged to import even their spear and arrow heads from
Flanders ? The .same feeling of .scorn may be
supposed to have animated those French knights
who returned dismounted and half -starved from
Scotland and in Frois.sart's detail of John de
Vienne's report of the country to the French
king there is the bitterness of personal rancour

tomed

to the full

;

'

Froissart, L

i.

c.

74.

the

more eager

for pitched battles before the

period of service had expired, even though the

chance might be against them.

army was

for battle the

usually
;

In preparing

drawn up in
and from the

number

of spear-heads which could thus be advanced as far as the front line, a bristling impenetrable i-ampart was opposed to the chai'ges
of cavalry but these heavy masses only presented a fairer mark to the volleys of the English archery when the latter were brought fully
;

into action.

Hence the

difference in the fate of

a Scottish army when it was assailed in close
fight, or plied at a secure distance with missiles
and this, indeed, forms the chief secret of its
In an inroad into England,
success or defeat.
where secrecy and speed were necessary, each
man was mounted upon his hardy pony that

—

moved

iipon the trot or gallop

;

his forty days'

allowance of oatmeal and girdle for baking it
were trussed behind his crupper; and in the
rapid advance of the army the right wing was
the van, the left the rear, and the centre kept

As the chief object of
its place in the middle.
such inroads was to waste and plunder, time was
seldom thrown away in sieges, or a battle prowhen

voked, except
this

way

was inevitable. In
wont to boast that they

either

the Scots were

could more than indemnify themselves for the

worst that England could inflict upon their own
That such marches were often accompanied with the wildest excesses is evident
from the war-laws established between the Earl
country.^

and John de Vienne

mutual
There was
to be no pillage of their own countrymen in
their advance and in the enemy's territory no
of Carrick

proceedings in the invasion of

for their

138.5.

;

one was to set
child, or

fire to

commit

a church,

rape.

kill

a

woman

But even with

« Froissart.

all

or

that
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rancour which w<as

now an

established national

between the English and the Scots, there
was also that love of fair play and practice of
chivalrous courtesy and kindness which tended
to soften the harsher features of war and prepare the way for friendly intercouree whenever
feeling

a season of truce permitted.

In turning our inquiries to the home-life of
is still

both obscure and limited in consequence of tlie
warlike character of public events, beyond which
notliing was thought worthy of being recorded.
Such is the case in the pages even of Barbour
and Wyntoun, where we might have expected

Except when occupied
noble dwelt iu
his castle, surrounded by all the feudal grandeur
which his resources could maintain; and this
was the more necessary from the feuds, rivalries,
and contending interests so rife among the Scottish aristocracy, which obliged every member of
the fullest information.

war or

politics the

the order to look well to the strength of his gar-

and the number of his armed followers.
Such a style of living, combined with the narrowness of his means and the imperfect cultivation of his domains, made a war with England

rison

— these

life occupied the same place
of
languages and
modern training. As for the
and outdoor amusements of persons of

business of his

which

acquirement

the

active

noble rank, these chiefly consisted of hunting
and hawking, which had been practised in Scotland from the earliest periods. The country
at large was also especially adapted for such
sports, not merely from the abundance of its
forests in which every kind of game was stored,
and its extensive waste grounds that gave scope
for the chase, but also from the excellence of
its hounds and hawks, which were noted over
Europe and exported as articles of foreign
traffic.
It was well indeed for Bnice and the
companions of his wanderings that they were
masters in the art of woodcraft, as they were
obliged to depend upon its resources not only
fo» their subsistence but in a great measure for

and

were

for knighthood,

its

demands upon

who was

in training

sufficient to

occupy the

To

chief portion of his earlier years.

by

his strength

athletic trials,

and

increase

his agility

accustom himself to move
as if it were his natural
clothing, by daily practice and gradual addition, until the whole costume was completed

by nimble

feats

;

to

armour

in a suit of

;

to sit

firmly

and

gi'acefully

in

the saddle;

to the indoor sports of

the Scottish nobles at this time, we find, as far
as can be ascertained, that they resembled those

Their chief sedentary games were

incidental notices.

elsewhere the course of education was exclu-

As

their very clothing.

quence and furnishing the means of subsistence
for his throng of hungry dependants.
But a
still more important addition to his revenue depended upon his own personal prowess; and for
every rich English antagonist whom he could
unhorse and put to ransom he might calculate
upon an amount equal to a three or four years'
revenue. In this way, independently of its military grandeur, the victory of Otterburn was a
most profitable speculation, as the ransom of the
English captives yielded the enormous sum of
two hundred thousand francs. Such, however,
was the fashion over Europe at large; and therefore, while the iron-sheathed knighthood and
nobility were wont in battle to ride down the
foot-soldiei's as if they were but part of the mire
into which they were trodden, they were very
careful to spare every one who wore a crest, and
had wherewithal to pay for his freedom.
In the castles of the nobility of Scotland as

;

blow or

important studies for the great

of England.

the young page or squire,

axe, lance,

either in giving or eluding a good

thrust

a matter of necessity to a Scottish noble, as it
gave him the chance of increasing his conse-

sively a warlike one

of

tricks of fence

sciences does in

the Scots during this period our range

in the stir of

[a.d. 1329-1424.

become perfect in the use
and sword, and the manifold
to

we learn from
For intellectual diversion
there were harpera and minstrels either pertaining to the establishment or who wandered
from castle to castle and for those who were
chess

and

tables (draughts), as

;

so accomplished as to be able to read, there

were written romances

of the gests of

ful heroes whetlier national or foreign,
real or fictitious.

Then

wonderwhether

also for the 2:iurposes

and merriment there was the profeswho formed a part of the
royal and probably also the noble establishments of Scotland as he did in those of EngEven Bruce himself, little as he might
land.
be supposed to need such a functionary, had
his Patricius stultus, who no doubt wore
motley and brandished his bauble before the
grave faces of Doughis, Randolph, and the rest,
who laughed light heai'tily at his merry conceits.
But knights and lords of the day could
also on occasion play the "fool" for themselves;
and an encounter of wit which is mentioned by
Wyntoun gives us some idea of the breadth of
their jokes and keenness of their sarcasm.
On
the day after the famous encounter between
Sir David Lindsay and Lord Wells, an Englisli
knight remarked at ttie banquet that no doubt
of joke

sional jester or fool,

there were brave

men

in Scotland, but that

was to be accounted for from the fact that
they were the sons of English fathers who had
got into high favour with the Scottish dames
during their conquest and occupation of Scotthis

;
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land.

To

Thomas

this Sir

Dalziel, a Scottish

knight, replied, that such might be the case,
but that the warriors of England had proportionally degenerated, as their mothei-s

had be-

taken themselves to father confessoi-s, cooks,
clowns, and valets while their husbands were
thus occupied in Scotland. This Dalziel, who
ajipears to have been a mad wag and privileged
joker, was the same person who confronted
Courtenay's falcon with a magpie, and afterwards entrapped the proud Englishman into a
ridioidous wager which he was fain to lose.^
In such a dull kind of home life the subject
of meals and banquets became one of primary
importance. In Scotland, at this time, they
chiefly consisted of dinner, which was taken in
the morning, and supper, which was taken
three or four hours after noon. From the outcry raised against James I. for attempting to
introduce the higher modes of English living
we may conclude that the Scottish style of
diet, even to the close of this period, was suifi-

and primitive. Of the scantiness
compared with other
countries we have sufficient assurance from
Froissart.
He tells us that the bread was of
barley or oats; that the ale was marvellously
tliin and weak; and that tlie French knights
could obtain no wine except at a very high
price.
Of the state of a nobleman's larder at
this time, for the purposes of stately and formal banquets, we may venture to conjecture
from the particulars mentioned in the chamberciently coarse

of its materials also as

lain accounts as belonging to the royal house-

hold.

Of

there wei^e huge quantities of

flesh,

mutton, and pork; of fowl, the usual home
poultry; of fish, salmon, herring, hard fish and
white fish, sturgeons, lampreys, and eels, while
porpoises are also mentioned. These, with articles
of game, were enough for the substantialities of
the banquet. But in addition to these ordinary
beef,

and home productions there were luxuries of
foreign importation, among which are specified
white and red wine; sjjiceries, sweetmeats, and
gingerbread
figs, raisins, and oO of olives
wax, vinegar, and verjuice. Here was abundance and variety enough to furnish a respectable bill of fare if the cookery could only have
been commensurate with the materials but
there is reason to suspect, from the style of
cookery prevalent in England, that it was both
rude and over-artificial.
Even the porpoise,
at an early period among the English, was
;

;

reckoned a dainty
tlieir

di.shes
fire."

fit

use of s]iices

for a royal banquet, while

was

so plentiful that the

were said to be " brennynge with wildThere is good reason to conclude that
Wjmtoim Fordon.
;

trained in the

II.,

instance in France, and afterwards in
London through a long peiiod of captivity,
must have had an important and perhaps an
improving influence upon the banquets of the
first

Scottish aristocracy.

The

literary career of Scotland during the

present period

is

of great importance

from

its

fruitfulness in that kind of literary production

which the country

chiefly needed.

It

was the

era of Scottish historians; and without their

labours all that had preceded would
have been an obscure and uncertain void, with
nothing to fill it beyond mere tradition, or the
useful

incidental one-sided notices of the old English
chroniclers.

period

this

annalists

But from the commencement

we

possess an

of

array of Scottish

whose works, both in talent and

truthfulness, will bear a fair comparison with

the early historians of any other country.
fii-st

from priority

of these, both

of date

the importance of his historical labours,

And
and

may

be placed the name of John de Fordun.
This early writer was a native of Fordun in
Kincardineshire, and is supposed to have been
boi-u about the middle of the fourteenth century.
He does not appear, though educated
for the church, to have prosecuted those useless
branches of learning which were so much in
vogue among the churchmen of the age, and
this may have all the better qualified him for
the important task to which he addressed himself.
"Feeling his heart titillated and eflervescent with patriotic zeal," says an old monkish
writer, he resolved to write a history of his
country.
It was indeed no ordinary zeal that
could have undertaken, and still more have
achieved, such a difficult task for the havoc
;

of

Edward

I.

among

cords had consigned

them

to the winds.

the ancient national re-

them

to ruin, or scattered

Instead, therefore, of sitting

down

in learned ease amidst a mass of historical
documents that had been gathered to his hands,
John of Fordun was obliged to go in quest of
them and this he did with a devotedness equal
to that of the pilgrim in search of tombs and
" He travelled on foot," says the same
relics.
old writer, "like an unwearied and investigating bee through the flowery meads of Britain,
and into the oracular recesses of Ireland; taking
his way througli provinces and towns, through
universities and colleges, through churches and
monasteries, entering into conversation and not
unfrequently sharing at bed and board with his;

.-lud clironologists
turning over books,
delating and disputing with them, and prick-

torians

ing

down

;

or intitulatiug in his desci-iptive tab-

How much
that most pleased him."
time was employed in this laborious quest liaa

lets all
>
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the epicure tastes of David

a
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not beer mentioned, but from incidental notices
we learn that be was employed in reducing bis

work
England

materials to order and writing his gi'eat

—

during the reign of Richard II. of
period extending from a.d. 1387 to 1399, and
that he was then a cauon of the church of
Aberdeen, in which town he resided, and a

[a.d. 1329-1424.

of bis personal history

we

can only conjecture

that Bai-bour was born either in Aberdeen or
its

neighbourhood, and in the earlier part of

the fourteenth centwy.

His

studies, in

which

tory of Scotland, entitled the Scotiehronicon,
which would have been deemed an excellent

he had made remarkable proficiency, aDowing
for the age and his opportunities, were directed
to the clerical profession, and in 1357 we find
him occupying the important office of archdeacon of the cathedral of Aberdeen. So eager
also was his desire of literary improvement that

and valuable production under any circum-

dui-ing

priest of the diocese of St.

Andrews.

His

his-

the

same

year,

notwithstanding the

opportunities of his position for a

life

under which it was composed; instead of a romance or a disjointed narrative,
it is a sober continuous detail of facts which

and comfort, we

Oxford
famed uni-

every subsequent antiquarian discovery onward
to the present day has only tended more strictly

granted to him by Edward III., at the request
of David II., permitting him to repair with
three students in his company to Oxford, there
to reside and study, and afterwards to return

stances,

is

a wonderful one considering the

difficulties

and completely to
which is divided

verify.

Of the Scotiehronicon,
two are

into books, the first

occupied with the fabulous or mythic portion
of the national history, a portion which, however worthless in itself, was in Fordun's time

devoutly held to be true, and greatly more

find

him

for the purpose of studying at its
versity.

This

is

of ease

travelling to

evident from a safe-conduct

This also was not a single
1364 another similar
royal permission was sought and granted "to
Master John Barbour, Archdeacon of Aberdeen,
to Scotland in safety.

visit for the purpose, as in

popular, as well as more highly valued by his

with four knights, coming from Scotland by

the more veritable realities of
an age nigher their own, where fancy could
have no scope for invention or embellishment.

land or sea into England to study at Oxford

readers, than

third, fourth, and fifth books, extending
from the reign of Malcolm Canmore to the
death of David I. (from a.d. 1056 to 115.3),
supply an important portion of our national
history which no other source could have supplied.
The venerable canon still continued his

The

narrative after the last-mentioned period in the

form of incidental notices, which probably he
had intended to fiU up but finding his laboiU'S
arrested by the infirmities of old age, he trans;

ferred the task of completing the Scotiehronicon, along with the notes and documents he
had collected for the purpose, to Walter Bower,
Abbot of St. Colm, by whom the work was
finished in sixteen books, which carry the narIt
rative to the close of the reign of James I.

be regretted that the Scotiehronicon, notwithstanding its superior merits which are now
so generally recognized, should not have yet

is

to

been completely translated into English.^
It was not, however, merely in prose or in
Latin, a language confined to the church, that
Scottish history was written at this period.
The country at this time produced a poet, and
one of no inferior order, whose ambition it was
to embody in fitting form the most important
period of our national history.

The Bruce.

allude to

well-known poem
As no record has been left

John Barbour, author
entitled

We

of the

1 Mackenzie's Scottish Writers; Tytler's Lives of Scottish
Worthies; Chambers' Eminent and Illustrious Scotchmen.

think proper." By a
he was allowed to enter
into and travel through England and other
dominions of the English king, with two valets
and two horses, for the purpose of prosecuting
or elsewhere, as he
third, dated

1368,

his studies.

But

may

these repeated literary pil-

made at a later period,
which his safe-conduct allowed him to travel
through England onward to St. Denis in France,
accompanied by six knights, were soon to be
turned to profitable account, even if they aided
him to i)roduce nothing else than The Bruce,
which he wrote, as we learn fiom his own
grimages, and a fourth
in

account, in 1375.

was

And happUy

his subject chosen.

It

in every

way

was addressed

to

that state of society in which warlike poetry is
It detailed the
always certain to captivate.
gi-eat national hero whose whole life
was a splendid epic poem, and whose efibrts
were crowned with the success they merited.
And while its events were sufficiently stirring
and wonderful for an iliad, they were not the

deeds of a

vague traditions of a remote antiquity or the
inventions of fancy, but the veritable achievements of the generation that had just passed
away, and which their children now living were
Accordingly while his work is
able to verify.
eminently what he so\ight to make it a "sooth-,

—

—

a heroic
high merit as would have ensured
had not the language in which
fast" history

it is alsjj

poem
it

of such

immortality

it

is

written

become antiquated and unintelligible after two
Besides his Bruce
centuries had passed away.
John Bai-bour wrote a Chronicle of Scottish Eis-

;
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tory,

a

work which has unfortunately perished

but our regret on this account is the less that
disappearance has been so well supplied by
his immediate successor, the Prior of Loch
Leven.
He was also, as recently discovered,
the author of a number of poetical lives of
its

saints.

whom we have just
Andrew Wyntoun. He appeai-s to

This Scottish historian to
alluded was

have been born about the middle of the reign of
David II., but his birthplace and family are
unknown. Like his literary countrymen of the
period he was a churchman and one of the
canons regular of St. Andrews and on or before the year 1395 he was elected prior of the
monastery of St. Serf's Inch in Loch Leven, one
of the most ancient religious establishments in
Scotland. In this retirement and when now an
old man he was requested by Sir John de Wemys,
;

ancestor of the earls of

Wemys,

to write the

Orygynale Cronykil of ScolIaJid; and as the
knight was one of his especial friends and benefactors

the

prior willingly complied, difficult

and laborious though the task was from the
scarcity of proper materials.
It happeued also
that whUe he was thus engaged some unknown
person similarly employed sent him a portion
of Scottish history, extending from the birth of
David II. to the death of Eobert II., written
in the same style and versification as Wyntoun's,
with which the latter was so well satisfied that
he incorporated

way

it

into his

own work.

In this

eighty-three years of the narrative, and

these also the most important, were wi'itten

by
two historians who lived during the greater
part of the period. Although he wrote in rhyme
Wyntoun was so careful of historical truth that,
having received more accurate information upon
certain points after the first copy of the work
was finished, he wrote a second in which these
corrections and improvements were introduced.
The Chronicle was finished between the years
1420 and 1424; and that it must have been
shortly after

Albany,

is

the death of Eobert,

Duke

of

evident from his fervent pr.ayer for

who were
Wyntoun and

the prosperity of the duke's children,
still

flourishing in prosperity.

Fordun, though contemporaries and employed
in the same kind of occupations, appear to have
been unknown to each other; and it is interesting, on this account, to mark the coincidence
and agreement of the two historians upon the
most important parts of our national history.'
Wyntoun's Chronide is written in verse of
eight syllables, although he frequently varied
this order by lines sometimes of only six and
*

iAr
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sometimes of ten syllables and although as a
poet he is not to be compared to Barbour, yet
his narrative is easy and flowing, while he sometimes rises to true poetic fervour and graphic
power of description, especially in his delineation of battles and the achievements of individual heroes. Like the other historians both
of his own and an earlier period Wyntoun commences his Chronicle of Scotland with a history
of the creation of the world and the events of
ancient kingdoms through the first five books,
and does not reach his proper subject till the
sixth, when he fairly breaks ground, a.d. 724,
with the wai-s of the Scots and Picts. As he
goes onward in his task even his minuteness and
diffuseness become valuable from their evident
aim at full and complete historical accuracy and
the valuable historical information they introduce, which could nowhere else be found, and
which he comprises in the last four books. His
nai-rative is also the more worthy of credit on
account of the impartial spirit which he exhibits
tlu-oughout; for instead of viHfying and abusing the enemy, he is careful to acknowledge the
worth and valour of the English as well as of
It is unfortunate, in his
his own countrymen.
case as well as in that of Barbour, that the
obsolete style in which it is written has reduced
his valuable Chronicle to a work which is now
consulted only by the historian and the anti;

quaiy.

In our notices hitherto of the learned men of
we have seen the obstacles with which
they had to contend. In the national struggle
Scotland

was little in request,
and those who sought it with a disintei'ested
ardom- which the limited means of native schools
and monasteries could not supply were obliged
to seek it abroad, not only at the wonted price
of expense and toil, but also at the risk of travel
and adventure. They went forth in the spirit of
knights-errant in quest of knowledge, and their
choice was limited to hostile England, which
they were allowed to enter upon sufierance, or
to France, where they were regarded as aliens
and barbarians. And even when the prize of
learning and literary distinction had been won
they felt that they had paid their beloved
nationality as the price, for they had no temptations to retiu-u to a country where their acquirements would either have been despised as
mere pedantry or dreaded as downright sorcery.
It was doubtless on this account that so few of
these erudite Scots returned, and that the
greater pai-t were lost to their country by being
obliged to select their final homes among those
learned foreign communities in which their endowments had naturalized them. But the time
had now aiTived, although so late in its coming,
for existence scholarahip
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when

this charter

sent on a mission to the papal court at Avignon;

jutors,

who gave

his residence there a vacancy oc-

salary.

martyrs of voluntary exile or the victims of
precarious safe-conducts and mai'auding spearmen. Scotland was now to have a university
of her own, in which the pui-suit of leai-ning was
to be combined with the blessings of country,
and home, and peaceful retirement; and the
merit of this heroic but unobtnisive achievement, which could only be fully understood and
valued long after its agent had passed away,
belongs to Henry Wai-dlaw, Bishop of St.

Andrews.
This eminent churchman, who had studied, as
has been supposed, at the University of Paris,

was appointed precentor
Glasgow, of which see his

While

and during

Walter WardUrban VI., was
Henry Wardlaw w;is

a cardinal by

law, created
bishop.

of the cathedral of

uncle,

precentor,

curred in the bishopric of St.

Andrews, upon

which he was preferred to the see a.d. 1404 by
Eeturning to Scotland with
Benedict XIII.
the additional

Bishop

of St.

office of

papal legate the new
himself to the

Andrews addressed

reforming the dissolute lives of
the chui-chmen and removing the prevalent
the
people at lai-ge and for this
ignorance of
twofold object he erected a college at St. Andrews, to which the pope granted a confirmaWe have already
tion on the following yeai-.
noticed in another chapter the triumph with
difficult task of

;

[a.d. 1329-1424.

was received, and the jubilee
of religious rites and popular festivity with
which the new institution was inaugurated.
Like the other world-famed universities, its
origin was sufficiently humble in appearance,
the firet building, called the Pedagogj', in which
the lectures were delivered, being nothing more
than a large wooden building; but in process of
time, through successive endowments, this edifice
of timber became St. Mary's, St. Salvadoi-'s, and
St. Leonard's Colleges, and finally the United
The
College or University of St. Andrews.
plan of laws and education which the bishop
that
uuivereity
was
the
same
as
drew up for his
of Paris, which afterwards formed the model of
the other Scottish universities; and fortunately
for an infant institution in such a country and
at such a period, the bishop had learned coadwhich

Scottish scholars were no longer to be the

tlieii-

services without fee or

John Shevez, William

These were

Stephen, and John Lister, lecturere on divinity;
Laurence of Lindores and Richard Cornwall,
the first a lecturer on canon, and the last on civd
law; and John Gow, WilliamFoulis,and William
men who
Croisier, professors of philosophy

—

taught without remuneration, although, according to some writers, their pupils were num.
bered in thousands. The result of their labours
belongs to a future portion of our history.^

I

Spotswood

;

Buchanan

tory of St. Andrews.

;

Keith's Scottish Bishops; His-

—
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Accession of James

TO THE DEATH OF

I.

1424 to A.D. 1488).
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—

—

—

I.
His purpose of effecting a national reform His coronation Enactments of his first
parliament for the suppression of idleness and beggary, the improvement of the royal revenues, the
promotion of commerce, and the practice of archery First proceedings of James to suppress the tjTanny
of the nobles Arrest and trial of Duke Murdoch, his family, and their adherents Their trial and execution Parliamentary statutes for the maintenance of peace and promotion of the public welfare
Statutes for the suppression of heresy Proposal of marriage between the French dauphin and the infant
daughter of James James consents to the alUance Commercial treaty between Scotland and Flanders
Parhamentary enactments for the national defence Statutes imposing restrictions on commerce Enactments for the right administration of the laws Decrees respecting inns and innkeepers Their purpose
Method adopted to make the laws generally known Alliance of James with Eric, King of Denmark^
Attempts of James to reduce the Highlands and Isles to his government He holds a parliament at
Inverness Apprehension and execution of Highland chiefs Rebellion of Alexander, Lord of the Isles
His humble submission at Hol^Tood Insurrection of Donald Balloch His destructive invasion of Lochaber His retreat and flight to Ireland Desperate Highland feud in Caithness Expedition of James to
the Highlands Submission of the island chiefs Act of retributive justice inflicted on a Highland

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—
— Instance of

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

James's strictness in maintaim'ng order among his courtiers Obstacles to his plans
Condition of England at this period
for the national improvement A pestilence visits Scotland
Tempting offers of the English for a permanent peace with Scotland Debate in parliament on the subject
The offers rejected Paul Orawar the Hussite arrives in Scotland His trial and martyrdom.
chieftain

—

—

—

—

—

—

my kingdom

On the entry of James I. into Scotland, a fi'ee
man and a king, after his long and unjust cap-

the castle, and the furze-bush the cow, though

tivity in England, the aspect of affaii-s in his

I myself should lead the life of

native country must have considerably

damped

in

where the key

shall not

keep

a dog to accom-

plish it!" ^

ing his own, had produced their inevitable effects.

On entering Scotland James proceeded to
Edinburgh, where he kept the festival of Easter,
and afterwai-ds repaired to Scone for his coronation. There he and his queen were crowned by
Henry Wardlaw, Bishop of St. Andrews, ISIurdoch, Duke of Albany, as Earl of Fife, placing
him in the royal chair. The new sovereign on

The nobles, who would

this

their own,

wonted form by bestowing knighthood upon
several of the nobility, among whom was Alexander Stewart, youngest son of Duke Murdoch.
The assembling of a parliament was the next
necessary step and on the 26th of May, five
days after the coronation, the three estates were

Half a century of
delegated i-ule among a people who had previously been thrown back into barbarism by
war and invasion, and the unjust administration of Albany, who had favom-ed the usurpathe ardour of his triumph.

tions of the powerful for the purpose of confirmtolerate no despotism but
were certain to traverse the royal
authority as soon as it opposed their own interests; while the people who had fought so
bravely for national independence cared little

for

individual liberty, and contentedly sub-

mitted to the rule of their feudal superiors irWliere no

respective of king or parliament.

private rights were respected, no propei-ty could

occasion signalized his accession in the

;

assembled at Perth to legislate for the affairs of
the kingdom under its change of administration.

be safe; and James must have been struck with
the view of that insecurity both of life and pro-

As it

perty which everywhere prevailed. It is said
that on this occasion he exclaimed, "Let God

sequence of the destruction of

but grant

me

life,

and there

shall not

be a spot

is

from

this period that the regular history

of the Scottish parliament

'

commences

Scotichron. L zvL

c.

its

M.

in con-

previous re-

— —
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worthy

cords, its "proceedings are
notice,

more

of particular

especially as they illustrate the

condition of the country, the evils under which
it

and the means adopted for
The following are some of the

chiefly laboured,

their remov;d.

principal enactments of this parliament:

The

privileges of the church

tained inviolate.

A

were

to

be main-

firm and secure peace

was

among

the

to be kept throughout the realm

man was to take

on hand
time to come.
to
Rebellion against the king's pei-son was to be
visited with the forfeiture of life and goods.
No man of whatever estate, degree, or condition was to ride or travel through the country
with more pereons than were suitable to his
rank, and for whom he should make full and
ready payment. And should any comijlaint be
king's lieges, so that no

make war upon

othei-s in all

made of such " riders or gangers," the officers of
the district where they happen to be are ordered
to arrest them untd the king's ple.isure shall be
known respecting them. Officere and ministers
law were to be appointed through all the
who had sufficiently of their own, through
which they might be punished if they trespassed
in their duty, and who could maintain the law
But besides
in behalf of the king's commons.
these idle travellers, the "riders and gangers"
aforesaid, there were "sorners and thiggers"
men of a more dangerous description, as their
whole life was one of wandering, whUe they
lived everywhere at free quarters and against
them, therefore, the statutes of this parliament
were especially levelled. No companies of this
kind were to quarter themselves upon churchmen or husbandmen; and on any complaint
being brought against them they were to be
aiTested as breakers of the king's peace and
punished on conviction also, if they sustained
any injury in their arrest such injury was to be
imputed to themselves. That every plea for
such enforcements of hospitality should be removed, it was also decreed by another statute,
that in aU borough towns of the realm, and on
highways of wonted thoroughfare, hostelries
and houses of reset should be established, having stables and chambei-s and that bread, ale,
and all other food, as well for horse as man,
of the

rsalm,

;

;

;

[a.d. 1424-1433.

had been examined and approved by the king and council.
All the land and rents that had belonged to the
king's predecessors were to be taken into account, and the claims and titles of then- present
holdei-s examined, so that the king might perFor
ceive by what right they held them.
the payment of the royal ransom a donative
of twelve pence in every pound, was to be
raised, or more if it was found needful, upon
the lands, rents, customs, and goods both of
regalities and royalties throughout the kingdom, including both corn and cattle and from
this demand only draught oxen, riding horaes,
and household utensils were to be exempted.
Then followed a miuute specification of the rate
at which the different kinds of gi-ain and cattle
were to be assessed, and the manner in which
inquisitions were to be made upon the value of
lands and goods. All this amount of taxation
was to be paid in gold and silver to the collectors
within fifteen days; and in the event of failiire
or shortcoming in payment, a cow was to be
taken for five shillings, a ewe or wether for
twelve pennies, a goat, gimmer, or dinmont for
eightpence, a wild mare and her foal for ten
In like manner, with regard to
shillings, &c.
grain, a boU of wheat was to pay, in case of
portion of

them

until his right

;

twelve pennies; a boll of rye,
and a boU of oats,
On these goods being delivered

failure, a forfeit of

bear, or pease, eight pennies,

three pennies.

was to make good the
he was not forthcoming they
were to be sold on the next market-day, or sent

to the lord of the land he
deficiency;

but

if

to the king.

After these

important

statutes

others

of

minor importance followed, among which may
be enumerated the prohibitions against killing
salmon out of the legal season the destruction
of the fry of fishes by unlawful modes of fishing
in fresh waters where the sea fills and ebbs;
and carrying gold and silver out of the king;

dom without paying

the usual tax to the king.
Similar restrictions, in the narrow spirit of the
age, were imposed upon export and import
In the same economical and
articles of traffic.
over-cautious spirit enactments were levelled
against the harbouring of rooks, from the de-

com, on which

should be provided there at the reasonable

struction they occasioned to the

market price.
The dilapidation of the royal revenues and

account they were to be dislodged from the
ti-ees of kirkyards and orchards without mercy;
but if this expulsion could not be efiected the
proprietors of the trees were at least to destroy

the necessity of raising

money

for the jjayment

ransom had made the subject of
utmost importance and
therefore, as might be expected, the enactments
in this department were both full and stringent.
All the gi-eat and small customs and boroughmails of the realm were to pertain to the king
during life, and none was to lay claim to any
of the king's

finance a matter of

;

^ad taken wing, under
penalty of forfeiting the trees themselves to the
ci-own. Another strict but wiser pi-ohibition was

the young before they

directed against the favourite

game

of football,

which no one was to play under a penalty of
four pennies. James had perfected himself in
at

;

JAMES

A.D. 1424-1433.]

the practice of archery in England, and was

aware of
warfai'e,

its immense importance as an arm of
on which account he was anxious to

naturalize

it

among

his subjects.

After, there-

musters a statute
"Item,
on archery follows in these words:
It is ordained that all men busk them to be
archers fi-om they be twelve yeai's of age. And
that in ilk ten pounds worth of land there be
made bow-marks, and specially near parish
kirks, where upon holy days men may come
and at the least shoot thrice about and have
usage of archery. And whoso uses not the said
fore, prohibiting these football

—

archery, the lord of the land shall raise of
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I.

such a proceeding showed how little he was
likely to be moved from his purposes by the
rank or power of the olfenders. In the same
year, and probably not long after, he followed
these bold proceedings by causing the arrest

and imprisonment of Duncan, Earl of Lennox,
and of Robert Graham, by whom he was finally
assassinated.^

At length, having matured his plans, James
summoned a parliament which met at Perth on
the 12th of March, 1425. He had won over
the clergy and a portion of the lesser barons to

and feeble though such supj^ort was
the power of the opposite party,
he advanced fearlessly but silentlj' to their overthrow. In the meantime the doomed race of
Albany reposed in their security, and the nobles
who adhered to them suspected no danger; and

his side;

him compared with

a wedd [forfeit] and if the lord raise not the
pain Qjcnalty] the king's sheriii" or his
masters shall raise it to the king."^
Among these enactments nothing could be
more formidable to the Scottish ai'istocracy
than the demand that was now to be made
upon them for their right to the holding of

strong castles and repaired to Perth to take
part in the national deliberations. The pro-

those crown lauds which they had either vio-

ceedings of parliament for the

lently usurped or fraudulently obtained during

tln-ew

the long and corrupt administration of Albany,
and the threat of resumption with which the

for they

;

said

demand was accompanied where fuU and
right could not be established.

legal

That such a

law could be passed, by which so many nobles
would have been impoverished, implies that
they regarded it either as a mere formality or
a bravado which the new king would not dare
to execute.
Another supposition is that the
parties most interested were not present on the
occasion, and that the resolution was decided,
not in a full meeting, but by a select junto or
committee of the king's supporters who were
aware of his wishes and had not shared in the
spoil.
Equally daring, perhaps, was the large
subsidy which was to be levied upon all classes,
through whicli the irritated commons might be
tempted to make common cause with their
feudal superiors against this new and severe sys-

in this

light confident spirit they left their

first

eight days

them still more completely ofi' their guard,
had reference to the doctrines of the
Lollards, which had now found an entrance
into Scotland

;

the suppression of confederacies

for the disturbance of the public peace

and

;

the punishment of leasing-makers who projiagated false reports against the king and his

government. But on the ninth day the storm
burst out by the sudden arrest of Murdoch,
Duke of Albany, and Alexander Stewart, his
youngest son, whom the king had knighted at
And these were not all for
his coronation.
with them were arrested Archibald, Earl of
Douglas William Douglas, Earl of Angus
George Dunbar, Eai-l of March and twenty;

;

;

three others, comprising the most renowned

names and influential men of the kingdom. As
for Walter Stewart, the eldest son of Duke
Murdoch; the Earl of Lennox, his father-inlaw; and Sir Robert Graham, whose subtlety
tem of legislative rule. The position of James and daring were more to be feared than the
was indeed that of a reformer whose reward whole house of Albany put together, they had
could be nothing short of martyrdom, more espe- been secured some time previous and were now
cially when his demands were made not upon in close ward. James followed this rapid blow by
mere vague opinions but substantial purses, occupying Murdoch's castles of Falkl.-ind in Fife
which their owners would hold fast by the and Doime in Menteith, while the duke himsame unscrupulous practices that had filled self was sent to Caerlaverock Castle and his
them. But the hazard he was ready to dare, duche.ss, Isabella, to that of Tantallon, where
and he was only biding his time. Even at his they could be closely watched, and where their
entrance into Scotland and on the 1.3th of May, feudal power would be unavailing for their
eight days before his coronation, he had arrested rescue.' Having secured with equal iiromjrtiWalter Stewart, Earl of Fife, eldest son of Duke tude the castles and strongholds of the principal
Murdoch; Malcolm Fleming, Lord of Cumber- ca|)tives, the king was now able to proceed to
nauld; and Thomas Boyd of Kilmarnock. Al- their trial, which ]>romiscd to be equally decithough the latter two were afterwards liberated sive and sharp. The love of justice and desire
>

Acts df tht Parliament qf SeoUatui,

vol.

ii.

pp. 3-6.

'

SeotuArm. L xvi

c. 9.

> Ibid. rvi. 10.
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which had hitherto animated his proceedings must have been strengthened by a sense of his own danger should these
men be assoilzied and allowed to go at large.
He had brought his enemies to a point at which
either they or himself must perish.
On the 24th of May, 1425, this remarkable
trial, compared with which the proceedings of
the famous Black Parliament were of inferior
account, was held in the royal town of Stirling.
Unfortunately no formal recoi-d of it exists to
explain the anomalies with which the incidental
of persoral revenge

notices

of

proceedings are characterized.

its

The parliament was assembled to sit in judgment, and over them the king presided as
supreme judge adorned with the insignia

of

The jury consisted of twenty -one
nobles and barons, and among them we are
startled to find seven names of those who had
royalty.

been arrested with Murdoch at Stii-ling. They
were the Earls of March, Douglas, and Angus,
Gilbert

Hay

of Errol, Constable of Scotland,

Sir Robert Cunningham
Kilmaurs, and Sir Herbert Herries of Terregles. It would be in vain to inquii'e by what
process these accused pereons had so soon been
converted into judges, as they were men upon
whom craven fear or a heroic love of justice was
not likely to have wrought such a suspicious
Sir

Jolm Montgomery,

jf

transformation.
eldest son

robbery

more

is

— a crime

The

ch;u-ge against the duke's

intelligible, for it

not wholly

was that of

unknown

to

men

rank during these early periods
of misrule, although it went under a gentler
name until the law could an-est the ofl'euder.
After a trial, which was held on the first day,
he was found guUty, condemned to die, and
immediately executed but whatever were his
faults, his noble presence and attractive manof the highest

;

had won for him the general favour, so
that his fate was deeply deplored by the whole
nation.
On the following day Duke Murdoch,
his second son Alexander, and the Earl of Lennox were brought to trial but of what crime
they were accused no notice has been handed
ners

;

down

to us

;

we may

conjecture, however, that

their usurpation of the royal authority while

the heir of the throne was alive, and their
seizure of the

crown lands and property

consti-

tuted the offence of treason in the eyes of then-

and formed the chief articles of the
The whole three wei-e condemned
and executed the day after on an eminence
before the castle of Stirling called the Heading
HiU and the thrill of astonishment with which

judges,

indictment.

;

the spectators beheld the death of such princely

personages under the executioner's

contemplated the white hairs of

and the towering
his son, who were preeminent in that pereoual gi'andeur which seems
to have distinguished the whole race of Albany.
Of the unhappy family of Murdoch
one had escaped the general destruction; this
was James, his youngest son, who on the arrest
of the duke at Perth had contrived to escape
into the Highlands.
Here lie met a congenial
spirit in Finlay, Bishop of Lismore and Argyle,
who had been his father's chaplain, and by
whom he was received and sheltered. Impatient for revenge, the pair collected a band of
Highland freebooters and came down upon
Dumbarton, where they slew Sir John Stewart
of Dundonald, the king's uncle, and thirty-two
of his followers, and after plundering the town
committed it to the flames. For this the young
man was outlawed by the king and so keenly
pursued by the ministers of justice that he and
his reverend preceptor were obliged to fly to
Ireland, from which they never returned. Five
of his band, however, were appi'ehended, and
their execution, which followed close upon that
of Murdoch, was a terrible close of the tragedy,
as well as a warning to the lawless of the new
rule of justice and retribution which the king
had introduced into Scotland; for after being
torn to pieces by wild horses their bleediug
limbs were suspended upon gibbets. His principal enemies having thus been mercilessly
swept away, James released those who had
been apprehended along with them; and notold,*

withstanding his jioverty remitted the forfeiture
Albany and Lennox, which the

of the estates of

crown might have justly demanded.^
After these severe sentences had been executed, the pai'Hament proceeded to enact sta-

and prowhich the
conspicuous, and

tutes for the maintenance of peace

motion of public weUaie, in
presiding

mind

James

of

is

all of

the care with which he had studied the system
of English legislation.

the

regulation

the

of

They

chiefly concerned

military

musters

or

"

weapoushaws " for the protection of the
kingdom; the cultivation of the soU, and improvement of husbandry; the preservation of
woods, forests, and orchards; and the promotion of the

national commerce.

In the

last

James could scarcely be expected to
be in advance of England itself; and his laws,
by which trade was restricted and crippled inparticular

stead of being advanced, were enacted in that

exclusive spirit which predominated over the

Another
foreign trade of the port of London.
important subject which the condition of the

axe was

when they
Lennox, who

coupled with reverence and pity

[a.d. 1424-1433.

was now eighty years
forms of the duke and

1

Scotichron. xvi.

c. 10.

2 Scotickron. xvi. 10

Merchieton.

;

Macvey Napier's Li/e

o/

Napier of

A.D.

JAMES

H24-1433.]

kingdom

demanded was tte right adjustice, and on this head the

iirgeutly

ministration of

parliamentary enactments were characterized
by wisdom and humanity. The law was to be
equally open, and satisfaction impartially administered both to rich and poor; and for
those whose scanty means were insufficient to
hire a pleader, and who lacked skill to maintain their own cause, an advocate was to be

I.
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England, and had so greatly profited by his
English education, he could not forget his unjust detention, or the exorbitant ransom upon
which he had obtained his freedom, and he
gladly Ustened to the proposal conveyed as it

was by the

prelate of France.

first

He

there-

fore returned

an assent to the French court
through Henry Leighton, Bishop of Aberdeen,
Sir Patrick Ogilvy, justiciar of Scotland,

Edward Lauder, Archdeacon

and

provided by the presiding judge at the luiblic
expense. In the statutes that were made for

was agreed that

the protection of the national religion and the

princess should be betrothed, after which the

punishment of heretics, the same wisdom and
even-handed justice was scarcely to be expected the Lollards were continuing to multiply, and as yet no better method had been discovered for the suppression of heresy than the

was to be conveyed to France. Another
important embassy dm-ing this year was one of
a commercial nature from the states of Flanders.

;

extinction of those

who

held

it.

The

clergy

were urgent for the measure; and James,
who depended upon them in his warfare against
the powerful aristocracy, was obliged to yield
to their demands, and leave the unfortunate
Lollards to their fate. In sacrificing an obscure
also

handful of impi-acticable religionists to the interests of so needful and influential a body as
the clergy, he no doubt thought that he was acting according to the soundest political wisdom.

But when does

political

signs of the times

wisdom read aright the

when the progress of

religious

more than a
century after that Lollardism was to be the
chief power in the state, and in its irresistible
progress his race were to be dethi'oned and
truth

is

in question?

In

little

swept away.

James was now a father, and his infant
daughter, baptized by the name of Margaret,
became even in her cradle a subject of competition

between the two mighty i-ealms of
Although Henry V. was

France and England.

dead, yet the able administration of his brother,

Duke of Bedford, was still sufficient to
maintain the lustre of the English arms in
France, and reduce Charles VII., its sovereign,
In this difficulty it was
to the greatest straits.
natural for the latter to bethink him of the
received
effective aid he had
from the Scottish
auxiliaries, and be desirous of a still closer alliance with such useful allies by a matrimonial
union between the royal houses of France and
Scotland.
Accordingly in 1425 Stewart of
Drirnley, Lord of Aubigny and Constable of
the Scottish forces in France that had survived
the defeat of Verneuil, and the Archbishop of
Rheims, were sent as ambassadors to Scotland
to propose the renewal of the ancient league
between the two kini^'iloms, and the marriage
of Louis of Aujou, son and heir of King
Charles, to tlie Scottish princess Margaret. Although Jamea had been so long a resident in
the

of Lothian.

in five years the prince

It

and

latter

The

friendly traffic which subsisted betwixt
that country and Scotland had been changed
into hostility during the regencies of the

two

Dukes of Albany and the Flemings had not
only behaved with gi'eat arrogance towai-ds
the Scottish merchants, but issued letters of
;

marque against

their ships.
This change could
be easily accounted for by the close alliance
which had been formed between their sove-

Duke

Burgundy, and the English
all its allies and supjjorters.
In consequence of this alienation James, at his
arrival in Scotland, had ordered the Scottish
ti-ade to be transferred from Flanders to Middleburg in Zealand. Such a transference was
reign, the

of

against France and

little

suited to the interest of the Flemings,

who, on account of the deficiency of manufactures in Scotland, had carried on a profitable
traffic in its markets, and hence their eagerness on the present occasion to repair their inadvertence. James, who was holding his birthday at St. Andrews, received the ambassadors
with kindness, and renewed the amity which
was so necessary for his own rude and unskilful subjects; and he obtained more ample
privileges than before in behalf of the Scottish
merchants as the price of the restoration of the
staple to Flanders.

At a third parliament, which was held at
Perth on the 11th of March, 1426, several important acts were passed illustrative of the
necessities of the times and the character of
James as a legislator, and which therefore are
worthy of our attention. For the defence of
the realm by the promotion of military discipline among the subjects four weapoushaws
were to be held annually within each sheriffdom, to which every man liable to military
service was to repair, armed according to his
means and holding. Thus each gentleman having ten pounds' worth of land or more was to
be equijiped with biisnet, leg-harness, sword,
spear, and dagger.
Gentlemen having less extent of laud were to be armed according to
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judgment of the sheriff; and
the same to be the case with "honest yeomen"
that had the means of furnishing themselves as
their

mea

is

at the

men-at-arms.

As

for the other

yeomen

of the

[a.d. 1424-1433.

frayed by the parties against whom judgment
is given from fines, or othei-wise at the king's
pleasure.

the

No man

office of

was

to

be admitted

to

attorney in the justice-ayre un-

less he was of honest character and sufficient
all between the ages of sixteen and sixty
were to be sufficiently provided with bows and abilities, to be certified by the judge and barons
knife.
These
rethere
present. Six "wise and di.screet men," who
buckler,
and
arrows, sword,
gulations of weaponshaws for the rural districts were best acquainted with the laws, were ordered
were also applicable to the burghs under the by this parliament to be chosen from each of the
superintendence of the aldermen and bailies, three estates to examine the books of the law,
with penalties upon each defaulter according that is to say, the Regiam Majestatem and
to his rank and the frequency of his non-at- Quoniam Attachiamenta, who were to "mend
tendance. In respect to the commerce of the the laws that needed amendment " and it was
kingdom, it was enacted that every merchant ordained also, "that all lawful exceptions of law
trafficking beyond sea .should bring home with be admitted in judgment, that all frivolous and
him a certain amount of harness and ai-mour, fraudful exceptions be repelled, and not adspear-shafts and bow-staves, according to the mitted by the judges," so that litigated cases
value of his mercantQe cargo. In the coui-se and pleas should not "be wrongously prolonged
of traffic or travel the passage betwixt Scot- in skaith and prejudice of the party and in fraud
land and Ireland was debarred, and the king's of the law."

realm,

;

officers of

the frontiei-s of Scotland lying op-

posite to Ireland
tion,

so

that

were to enforce

neither

ship,

this restric-

galley,

man

nor

for

this

singular

prohibition

were that the king's rebels were harboured in
Ireland by the Irish, and that the King of
England's subjects in that quarter might be
dangerous spies upon the Scottish govei-nment.
And this and other prohibitions of the same
kind respecting Ireland were made, it was
stated, not from hatred of their good old
friends the Irish, but merely to eschew the
perils aforesaid.

The

short-sighted policy for

preventing the transportation of money out of
the realm was still as unrelenting as ever and
it was decreed that no man should carry gold
;

or silver out of Scotland under penalty of forty
pence for each pound. Foreign merchants receiving money in Scotland were to expend the
whole upon the produce of the country, and
this on the attestation of the host of the inn at
which they lodged.
With regard to the internal rule of the
country, it was ordained that all subjects were
to live and be governed only under the king's
laws and the statutes of the realm, and under
no particular laws nor special privileges, nor by
any laws of other countries or realms. It was
also intimated that the king, with consent of
his parliament, had ordained that his chancellor,
with certain members of the three estates whom
he should choose, were thenceforth to sit three
times a year where the king thinks fit to command them, when they shall " know, examine,
conclude, and finally determine all and sundry
complaints, causes, and quaiTels that may be
determined before the king's council;" and that
these judges should have their expenses de-

for the simplification

and due administration

the laws in general, the parliament directs

The enactments

thould cross without special permission.
reasons stated

Having thus provided
of the statute-book

against those particular classes

of
its

by

whom they were most likely to be set at nought.
And here a decree startling to every modern
notion of liberty, but necessary for that lawless
state of society, first strikes the eye.

It

is

announced that the hostelers [innkeepers] in
burgh towns and public highways had complained of those who travelled through the
country, that instead of harbouring at the inns
on their journey, they were wont to reside with
To repress
their acquaintances and friends.
this crying evil the king, with counsel and consent of the three estates, forbids any who are
travelling on horseback or on foot through the
country to reside in any other houses than the
iuns aforesaid. " But if it be persons," the prohibition adds, "that lead many with them in
company, they shall have freedom to harbour
with their friends, so that their horses and their
attendants be harboured and lodged in the com-

mon

hostelries."

This app.arently extravagant

law struck at the root of that oppressive practice
of the nobility by which they quartered themselves at pleasure upon those who were unable
to resist them. It was also a check upon powerful plotters and conspirators, who could thus be
separated from their armed trains and exposed
to the clutch of justice. It was further enacted
that no inhabitants of burghs or dwellere near
public highways should receive or admit any
such travellers or strangers under a penalty of
forty shillings. Another decree equally stringent
had for its object the suppression of idleness.
Each sheriff of the realm within his own district
was to " inquire diligently if any idle men that
have nought of their own to live upon" were

—
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sheriffdom; and

such were
found they were to be arrested and kept in
dwelling in

liis

security until their
ascertained.

them
to

means

were

Forty days were to be assigned to

for getting masters or betaking themselves

some lawful

craft;

but

if

after this time they

continued idle they were to be sent to prison
and punished according to the royal pleasure.
Such were the principal enactments of this
still

There were othere that had
reference to the regulation of the weights and
measures used in buying and selling, and the
establishment of an equal standard thi-oughout
the kingdom. As it was necessary that the new
regulations of this and the two preceding parliaments should be widely diffused and generally
third parliament.

known,
statutes

was frnally ordained that all their
and ordinances should be inscribed in

it

the king's register, that copies should be delivered to the different sheriffs, and that these

should be published and proclaimed at all the
and that
public places of every sheriffdom
;

copies of

them should be delivered

barons, and burghs

lates,

of

to all pre-

their bailiwick

upon the expenses of writing being paid by the
applicants.
Each sheriff was also to cause the
tenor of this act to be kept, under penalty of
losing his office and to give open warning to
the people of his bailiwick both to land and
burgh, of all the statutes and ordinances made
in these three parliaments, so that none might
;

be able to pretend ignorance.^
"While .James was thus legislating for the internal peace of the country his friendly relations

with foreign powere, upon which the success of
much depended, were firmly
With England he was allied by
established.
his queen, and with France through the affiance
of his infant daughter with the dauphin; he
had healed the dissensions between his own
country and Flanders, and secured the favour
his measures so

of the pontiff

by

his zeal for the welfare of the

These peaceful prospects were now
completed by an embassy which he sent to Eric,
King of Denmark, Norway, and Sweden, for
the purpose of renewing the old alliances between Scotland and the northern court, which
The
had commenced with Alexander III.
envoys of James on this occasion were Lord
William C'richton, his chamberlain, and WiUiam
Fowlis, keeper of his privy-seal.
treaty of
mutual benefit was esfciblished, the most important article of which was an agreement on
the part of James to continue the annual payment of an hundred marks for the sovereignty
of Man and the Western Islands, which Alexander III. had purchased in 1266.^
church.

A

Acts of the Parliament of Scotland,
I.

xvi.

c. 33.

p. 9-11.

his right of

dominion

over the whole of the adjacent dependencies of
Scotland, as well as over the kingdom itself,

James now pi'oceeded to introduce obedience
and order into the Highlands and Isles, where
the authority of the Scottish crown had hitherto
little, if at all, recognized.
As a fitting
preliminary every lord beyond the Grampian

been

moimtains in whose district an ancient castle
had stood was requii-ed by act of parliament to
rebuild it and reside in it, or at least give it to
the keeping of one of his friends, in order that
the territory might be properly ruled and its
produce expended for its benefit.
He took

movement by command-

the initiative in the

ing the castle of Inverness to be repaired for

and having summoned a parliament to meet him there he repaired to this
remote settlement accompanied by his chief
nobles and barons, and with such a foi-ce as
might set rebellion at defiance. The northern
satraps of these wild districts, whether of Norman or Celtic lineage, who had hitherto ruled
their vassals with the unlimited sway of Asiatic
potentates and acknowledged no superior, must
have trembled at this unwelcome coming of a
master whose will was law, and who had full
power to enforce it. On arriving at Inverness
in the spring of 1427 James convoked his parliament, to which the Highland chiefs wei-e especially summoned; and, instead of flying to their
fastnesses, they complied and came down to the
meeting apparently without fear of danger.
But no sooner did they enter that fatal stronghold in which the parliament was assembled
than one by one they were laid hold of, ironed,
and thi-own into the dungeons beneath, while
James, applauding himself for the dexterity of
their capture, vented his satisfaction in an extemporaneous Latin rhyme.^ Of these prisonei-s
to the number of forty who were thus entrapped
the names of the principal chiefs have been
given, with a formidable notice of their power
and importance. There was Alexander of the
his residence;

Isles;

Angus Dow

or Duff, with his four sons, a

leader whose following was four thousand

men

Strathnavem Kenneth More, who could
muster two thousand and John Ross, William
Leslie, Angus of Moray, and Mackmaken, chiefs
each of wliom was a leader of two thousand
armed vassals. But secure of immuuity they
had entered that hostile town with only their
personal attendants, and each had crossed that
of

;

;

royal threshold only to find himself a prisoner.

Even womanhood was not exempted from this
comprehensive sweep of justice, for the Countess
'

1
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Having thus confirmed

if

of livelihood

:

Thua given by Bower:
" Ad turrim fortem ducamus cautd cohortem
Per Christi sortcni, meruerunt hi quia mortem.'
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of Ross, jiother of Alexandei- of the Isles,

was

hard fate of her son. Of the
Makreury of Garmoran,
and John MacArthur, each the head of a thouwere
speedily
tried and executed,
followers,
sand
as was also James Campbell, who was accused
and convicted of the murder of John, Lord of

made

to share the

prisonere Alexander

the

Isles.

The other

prisonere, against

whom

no chai-ge had been proved, were dispersed and
warded in the castles of the dilTerent lords,
where some died, and the rest were finally liberThus, by a form of justice apparently as
ated.
wild and lawless as the trespasses it chastised,
the Highlands and its chiefs were reduced to
temporary obedience.^
There was one offended potentate, however,
those who obtained their liberty who
the indignity of the insult more than the

among
felt

clemency that followed
make his anger felt.

Lord

of the Isles,

and who had power

it,

This was VUexander,

to

whom James had

restored to

dominions after sharp admonitions
to abandon his profligate courses and be more
The island lord only
loyal in time to come.
waited till James had returned to the Lowlands,
thousand
men of Ross
ten
collected
when he
and the Isles and came down upon Inverness,
the town of his humiliation, which he burned
his sea-girt

>

James, alarmed at this outbreak,
promptly coUected a force, and by a i-apid march
reached Lochaber, where Alexander was encamped. Daunted by this unexpected arrival
to the ground.

and the display of the royal banner, tlie clan
Chattan and clan Cameron deserted to the king;
and in the engagement that followed Alexander
was routed, and so hotly pursued that he felt
himself compelled to yield.

But

instead of ap-

[a.d. 1424-1433.

who, now abandoning his high pretensions,
craved only the privilege to live. The queen
and nobles seconded his intercessions, and James,
Isles,

receiving

him

to present mercy, sent

him

as

prisoner to Tantallon Castle under the charge
of William, Earl of

Angus, his nephew, until

further advice should be taken regarding his
disposal.

At

the same time his mother, the

Countess of Ross, was sent prisoner to the
monastery of Columba in the island of Inchcolm.
But clemency in the end prevailed, and
after a short captivity both the island chief and
the countess were released, the former being

and possessions.
more formidable prisoner was also released about the same period; this was the Earl
of Douglas, whom James, for reasons which
have not been stated, had sent to confinement.
Douglas, as we have already seen, had been

also restored to all his lands

A

stOl

formerly imprisoned at the opening of the first
parliament of this reign and it is not impos;

when he

repaired to the
Highlands, found it dangerous to allow such a
proud and powerful nobleman to be at large.
But by such proceedings the rivalry between
the houses of Stewart and Douglas was daily

sible that the king,

ripening for hostile action, and their mutual

becoming more confirmed and incurable.
Although the submission of the Lord of the
Isles had been so complete the obedience of his
vassals to the Scottish crown was by no means
a necessary consequence. Devoted as the wild
islesmen may have been to their chief, there
were limits beyond which his authority was'
powerless, and this especially where their turbulence and piratical practices were to be coerced
by laws which they had been wont to laugh to
hati-ed

Indignant, therefore, at the submission
Donald Balloch, a near kinsman of

pearing in person, with tokens of submission
and entreaties for mercy and forgiveness, he

scorn.

sent an embassy to treat with his sovereign upon

Alexander, renewed the rebellion, and having
raised an army of congenial foUowera he crossed

terms of peace as if he had been an independent
James indignantly repelled these proud
king
advances and left his chief captains to finish the
war by hunting the rebel to his last hidingplace; and finding that better might not be,
Alexander was fain to commit himself uncon!

ditionally to the royal mercy.

His mode

of sur-

render was both abject and picturesque. On
the day before the feast of St. Avigustin James,
with his queen, high officers, and nobles, was
worshipping before the high altar in the church
of Holyrood, when a miserable figure entered
the church clothed only in shirt and drawers,

who, on approaching the king, fell upon his
knees and offered him his naked sword in token
This was none other than
of entire surrender.
the high-born, proud, and powerful Lord of the

of his chief,

over to the

Scotichroii.
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and

disembarked

at

the superiority of the royal army and the renown
of its chief leader, the islesmen rushed to the
encounter, and

were victorious

;

the Earl of

Caithness was slain, sixteen esquires of his own
family, and many barons and gentlemen also,

beneath the heavy^orthern axe and twohanded broadsword while Mar himself and
fell

;

the remains of his forces with difficulty secured

But notwithstanding his signal
BaUoch was either unable to descend
mountains
or was satisfied with its
from the

their retreat.

success
'

mainland

Lochaber, which he proceeded to ravage with
Here he was opposed by a
fire and sword.
force still more numerous than his own, commanded by Alexander, Earl of Mar, the old
intrepid victor of Harlaw, and Alan Stewart,
Earl of Caithness. Undismayed, however, by

;
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plunder, for he appears to have retired as sud-

might be

denly as he had landed and, finding that the
new laws of James could pureue him even among

prit to be put to death

;

the thousand lurking-places of the Western Isles,

he quickly

lost heart,

and was glad

to

make

his

the

same period an event occuired

in

Caithness illustrative of the terrible character

Highland feuds, and the severe justice that
was necessary to suppress them. Angus Dow
and Angus of Moray, two chiefs who had been
imprisoned by the king at Inverness and afterwai-ds liberated with their companions in captivity, seem to have found the present period of
tranquillity in the Lowlands a fitting opporof

tunity to adjust their

whatever

it

and sent

may have

own
been.

quarrel,

pei^sonal

They came

ac-

cordingly to Strathnavern, the appointed place

head of their armed vassals,
and perseverance, that out of twelve hundred combatants only nine remained alive.^

his

head as a

token to the Scottish king.*

Amidst these merciless instances of wholesale
retribution which were so accordant with the

character of the people, one

escape to Ireland.^

About

called in question, he caused the cul-

stem

act of justice

on the part of James reminds us of the resolution he expressed on his entrance into Scotland
that he would make " the furze-bush keep the
cow." A Highland chieftain notorious for his
ferocity and deeds of rapine had carried oif two
cows belonging to a poor woman.
She demanded back her property, but finding her
intercessions useless, she solemnly swore that
she would never wear shoes until she had laid
her compkint before the king. "You lie!"
roared the robber, " for I shall have you shod
before you can reach him." He then fastened

of meeting, at the

two small horse-shoes upon her naked

and joined

driving nads into the

The

battle with such ferocity

precai'ious submission of

exliibited in the case of Balloch,

the

isles,

as

and the dan-

gerous spirit of the Celtic clans interrupted the
legislative laboui-s of James, who found himself
once more obliged to have recoui'se to anus.
the expense of an expedition into the

To defray

Highlands and Isles, which he resolved to conduct in pereon, he imposed a geld or land-tax
over the kingdom of ten pennies in every pound

two pennies, which had formerly been
and of twelve pennies upon the lands
which had been exempted from the payment of
two.' Having thus fmmished himself with the
sinews of war and mustered the feudal barons
and retainers who owed military service to the
crown, James advanced to Dunstaffnage and
was about to pass over to the Isles, but was
prevented by the arrival of the wild pii'ate
chiefs, the late associates of Balloch, who, dreading the king's an-ival, had thus hastened to
tlirow themselves upon the royal clemency.
The crimes and turbulence of the revolt had
been intolerable, and before they were admitted
to mercy these chiefs were obliged to apprehend
and surrender three hundred of the principal
rebels, who were hanged as thieves and traitors.
As for Donald BaUoch, their formidable leader,
even Ireland could not shelter him from the
instead of

levied,

feet

by

and thr-ew her, bleeding and crippled, into the highway; "Now," he
cried, "you go away shod
you may weep at
home or carry your complaint to the king, just
as you please." After the wounds were healed
she travelled to the royal residence and told to
James her story, showing the scars upon her
flesh,

—

feet

to corroborate such a strange narrative.

Melted with pity and indignant at this gi'oss
insult to his own authority, the king sent orders
to the sheriff of the county instantly to arrest
the monster, who was accordingly seized and
sent bound to Perth, where a justice coiu't was
sitting.
He was ti-ied, found guilty, and sentenced and that the punishment should bear
a close analogy to his crime he was clothed by
the king's command in a linen shirt upon which
was painted a rude picture of the deed, paraded
in chains and in this ignominious costume for
two days through the streets of the town, and
afterwards dragged at a horee's tail to the place
of execution and there hanged.
In another instance James vindicated the
;

sacredness of the royal dwelling as the

home

of

which no rude violence
should enter. A nobleman of high rank, who
wiis also one of his own near kinsmen, happened
law and

justice, into

to quarrel with another in the presence of the

vengeance of James, who sent messengers to
the Irish chieftain who harboured him requiring that the rebel should be delivered into their
hands. The Irish chief trembled and olieyed
and we are told that, to prevent evuiy chance

king and court and give his adversary a blow
on the face. James immediately caused the
offender to stretch out his hand upon the council table, and drawing his cutlass he gave it to
him who had received the blow, and commanded
him under pain of death to lop off that limb
which had committed the offence. AU were
thunder-stnick at the order and while both

he sent him to Scotland

criminal and executioner stood immovable like

of Balloch's escape
alive,

by which
>

Scotichron.
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willingness to obey

;

statues, the

queen and her

ladies, the prelates
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who were

present,

threw themselves

at the feet of James and implored him to remit
the sentence. With him it was no mere parade
of justice that dictated such a severe order, and
they spent a whole hour in intercession before

Even then, also, though the
it was revoked.
culprit was allowed to escape, it was not wholly
without punishment, as he was banished for a
season from the court and the royal presence.'
During this protracted period in which James
was employed in reducing the Highlands and
Isles to settled order and tranquillity, his cares
for the more civilized portion of his kingdom
had been incessant and the frequent meetings
;

of parliament as well as the character of its

enactments are lasting proofs of his solicitude.
In these we perceive that his steadfast aim was
on the one hand to suppress the exorbitant
power of the nobles, and on the other to elevate
the condition of the people; and that for both
purposes he found it necessary to vindicate the
rights of the crown, so that it might become the
superior and arbiter of both parties alike.

He

-had lived amidst the superior civilization

and

comfort of England, he had studied the laws
and institutions of the country, and he had
witnessed their happy effects upon every rank
of the community under the vigorous administration of
cessor.

It

Henry IV. and
was natural

his illustrious suc-

in such a case that he

should be ambitious of becoming the Alfred of
Scotland, and that his legislation should so

and spirit of
But unfortunately for his

largely partake of the character

that of England.

purposes the evUs which he sought to remove
had taken such deep root and in such a stub-

born soil that even Alfred himself could scarcely
have extracted them. The remedies also which
James sought to introduce were not only from

an unnational but a hostile source, and it had
long been an axiom among his countrymen that
no good thing could come out of England. In
these brief considerations

we can comprise

the
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land had expired, and an opportunity thereby
been opened for James, through the dissensions
of that

kingdom under the minority

of

Heniy

VI., of retaliating for his unjust captivity

and

But James

pre-

the hard terms of his release.
ferred the thankless

restoring order

and dangerous labour of

among

his people to the allure-

ments of military glory or the gratification of
personal resentment, and he renewed the truce
for five years longer upon terms that were
advantageous to both countries.

Amidst these provident cares of the Scottish
king there occurred at this time a destructive
calamity which no human wisdom could avei-t.
It was a visit of the plague, and it was so swift
or so erratic in its progress that it was denominated the "pestilentia volatilis" or flying plague.
It first appeared at Edinburgh in Febi-uary,
1430; and in the following year we find the units course indicated by the difficulty
was experienced of fixing conclusively upon
the places of meeting at which the business of
the state should be carried on. The proviso was
therefore introduced when any particular locality for the purpose was specified, " provided the

certainty of

there

pestilence be not there."

This terrible visita-

was also aggravated by the evils of famine
owing to the inclemency of the season and by the
disturbed state of the Highlands, to which every
jiublic calamity was a fresh signal for revolt.
This winged and shifting pestilence continued
in Scotland for the space of three yeai's, and
when its havoc was at the height the public
mind, already enervated, was horror-struck by
a total solar eclipse which occurred on the 17th
The darkness, which was as
of June, 1432.
deep as that of midnight, fell down upon the
land at three o'clock in the afternoon, and
tion

lasted for thirty minutes, while

its

impression

was commemorated for
many years afterwards in Scotland under the

was

so abiding that it

name of " the black hour." ^
The state of aff'airs in England was now

at

that a solid peace with Scotland,

character of his political labours during this

such a

period, as well as the opposition they encoun-

instead of a precarious truce, was the wish of

But un-

her wisest politicians. Their rich conquest of
France, which was so strangely interrupted by

tered to the close of his active reign.

daunted by these difficulties, he continued his
course with a perseverance that merited a better
fate. He was also encouraged with the prospect
of a permanent establishment of the crown in
his family by the birth of twin sons, of whom
his queen was delivered on the 16th of October,
1430. The first-born of these was named Alexander and designed as his fathert successor,
but died in infancy; the second, named James,
was afterwards king under the title of James
II. In the year following the truce with Eng'

Scotichron. L xvi.

c. 33.

tlie

crisis

Maid

of Orleans,

and the Duke

of

was now passing away;

Bedford, who, as English

regent of France, endeavoured to maintain the

kingdom

for his

nephew, Henry VI., found

himself engaged in an unequal and losing contest against an enemy whose courage had been,
raised

by

success.

Whjle such was the

state of

matters upon the Continent the English council
of regency at home was rent by dissensions, in

which the

interests of the

kingdom were

2 Scotichron.

sacri-
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ficed to the factious quarrels of its leaders,

especiaUy of the

Duke

of Gloucester

great Caidinal of Winchester.

and

and the

Under such

cir-

cumstances a hostile Scottish army, whether
marched into France or across the English Border, was a contingency to be carefully avoided.

The character
also of such

of the boy-king,

Henry

VI., was

unpromising imbecility as to give

no prospect of

relief to the

prevalent disordei-s
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martyrdom of Resby. He
fancied that he saw, some theological

ized his zeal in the

saw, or

heresy lurking
against the

prompt
real

Abbot

business at

to the church,

nothing less than the restoration of Roxburgh
and Berwick to the Scots, together with every
part of their country now in possession of England which had belonged to them in former
James convened his parliament at
periods.
Perth in Octobei-, 1433, and before the high
altar of the chiuxh in which they were assembled submitted the proposals for full deliberation.
They were welcomed by the meeting
collectively,

who

rejoiced in the prospect of a

charge he hurled

who was equally
The result, as far as the
issue was concerned, might

be guessed from this useless specimen of
logomachy; the offers of England were not

These, which were delivered by Lord Scrope,
the envoy, were abundantly tempting, being

The urgency

the arguments of the
this

of Melrose,

easily

accejited,

hood.

and

in his reply.

the age of manof such motives we can
English
embassy
which now
easily detect in the
ai'rived at the Scottish court, and the liberal
offers which it tendered as the price of peace.

when he should have reached

among

speakei-s,

clerical

and the precarious relationship between the two countries remained as before.*
But it was not merely in angry debate or
mutual charges of heresy that the Scottish
clergy of this period evinced then- devotedness

and near the same period that
was held at the parliament of
Perth the pile of martyrdom was once more
kindled in Scotland. Its victim on this occasion was Paul Crawar, a Bohemian, who had
been sent by the Hussites of Prague to establish a communication between them and their
this discussion

brethren the Scottish WickliiStes. This devoted missionary came in the chai-acter of a

and one of no ordinary eminence, as

physician,

but while he practised
;
found that he seized every

his credentials testified

his art it

was

also

peace upon such honourable and advantageous terms but on the members being

opportunity of disseminating his religious opin-

by one for their opinion the spirit of
national discord was kindled afresh, and that,
too, not by the warlike barons and secular
statesmen, but by the reverend priests and prelates, headed by the abbots of Scone and Inchcolm, the latter being no other than Bower
himself, the historian of the event. Their chief
argument w;is that such a peace could not be
honourably concluded with England on account
of the family union and alliance of James with
the King of France, which had been examined
by the University of Paris and ratified by the
pope. This objection and others of a similar
nature occupied the day in useless discussion,
and on the morrow when the subject was resumed it was more in the spirit of a peevish
monastic discussion than that of a national
senate deciding upon the question of peace or
war. The arguments of his brethren at the
previous meeting were now seconded by John
Fogo, Abbot of Melrose, who argued that no
person who depended on the will of another
could abide by the divine laws, and that no
king could lawfully swear to another that he
would not make peace with a third, except by
the consent of the second.
As if to deepen
and darken the controvei'sy that was uow waxing more unintelligible, Laurence of Lindores
started up
Laurence the inquisitor, whose
office was to watch over the orthodoxy of the
Scottish Cliurcli, and who had formerly signal-

inevitable;

lasting

;

called one

—

The

offence was capital and detection
and he was arraigned before the
ecclesiastical court at St. Andrews, where there
were also present the Bishops of Glasgow and
Moray, the Abbot of Ai-bi-oath, and many of
ions.

the Scottish nobility, while Laurence of Lin-

dores attended as chief inquisitor, accuser, and
disputant.

Crawar's opinions, which are indig-

nantly and with every epithet of abuse detailed
by Bower in the Scotichronicon, were those of
the Hussites of Bohemia, the Lollards of England, or, to come nigher their apostolic antiquity,
the early Culdees of Scotland.

common with

His opinions,

in

these witnesses and confessoi-s of

the truth, wei-e that the Scriptures, instead of
being confined to the churchmen, should be

imparted to all; that purgatory was a fable;
and that the doctrine of the efficacy of priestly
absolution and the existence of purgatory were
human inventions and a gross delusion. The
" power of the keys," the right to bind and to
loose, and the independence of churchmen as
the membei-a of a spiritual government, he also
rejected, and held that in earthly government
the ecclesiastical power should be subservient
to the civil, and that magistrates had the right
to arraign and punish the civil trespasses of
The ritual of tho.se
prelates and churchmen.
from whom he was the delegate was also as
primitive as their creed;

>
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public woi-sliip neither splendid vestments, set

dom

hours, nor appointed form of words except the

similar instances the

Lord's Prayer; and in administering the sacrament of the Supper they merely read the insti-

before he

tution as contained in the

New

all alike.

was

doom of

either tried or confuted

of the assistants

;

the zeal

had been kindled into double

Testament, and
common form

fervour by the decrees of the Council of Basel,
at which some of them had been present and

Even by the acknow-

James, who had been a pupil of Henry IV. and
his son, both of them relentless persecutors of

distributed the elements in their

and character to

But as in other
Crawar was sealed

to heretics or Lollards."

ledgments of his enemies Paul CVawar on his
trial made a most able defence, and showed not
only a ready eloquence but great powers as a
controversialist and a close acquaintanceship
with the Scriptures; "but he was confuted,"
adds Bower, "by that venerable man. Master

Laurence of Lindores, the Inquisitor of Heretical Pravity, wlio never gave rest within the king-

;

the WicklifRtes, was either infected

bigoted example or in no

mood

by

their

to offend the

church, whose services he so greatly needed, by
interposing in behalf of a stranger and foreigner.

Accordingly Paul Crawarwas condemned,and on

w;w committed to the flames,
which he endured with the constancy of a martyr.
refusing to recant
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Difficulty of James's

March

Mar

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

As the power of the Scottish aristocracy was
the chief obstacle to those national reforms which
James had so much at heart, he now proceeded
to the task of its suppression

It

is

with a steady and

impossible not to admire his

courage in an enterprise where the difficulties
were so great and the success so doubtful, while
a failure was certain to bring ruin upon his own
head. It is unfortunate that from the obscurity
in which this early period of Scottish history

continues to be clouded we are unable to discover either the wisdom or the j ustice of se verbal of

still

some of them appear to
savour of oppressive cruelty and other's of downright rashness. This feudal power of the nobles,
which was common over Europe, he was the
first sovereign to assaU, and that, too, in a kingdom where it had obtained its greatest predominance; and if he failed in an attempt which
Louis XL was afterwards to accomplish for
France, and Henry VIII. for England, such a
his proceedings, so that

—

result

was

inevitable,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

fearless step.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

for the

lapses to the

—

from the position he

oc-

cupied and the strength of resistance that opposed him. The earliest attempts at great refor-

and their first
commencing struggle.
But the good cause goes onward invigorated by
the example, and the first deed of its triumph
mations are generally

failures,

actors the martyrs of the

is

to consecrate the

memory

of the fallen.

And

such was James I. of Scotland. His reign, although so barren of striking and stirring incidents, is yet one of the most important in our

and only

Bruce himawakens a deeper
sympathy than that which would have crowned
annals,

self;

while

its

inferior to that of

disastrous close

his fall in a well-fout.ht field while the shouta.
of victory

were gladdeijing

True to

his departure.

his purpose of reducing these tur-

bulent, irresponsible petty kings into peaceful

and obedient

subjects,

their order.

James now prepared

to

blow at one of the highest of
This was George, Eaii of March,

strike a decisive
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son of that uobleman who, in consequence of a
pei'soual affront, had renounceil his allegiance
and made common cause with the enemies of
his afflicted country at a season

when he

coidd

have best protected and advanced its interests.
We have already related the leading incidents
of his career, and his feats in arms at Homildon
and Shrewsbury, until he was restored to his
earldom and possessions thi-ough the favom- of
the Duke of Albany. His son George, the present earl, who seems to have inherited his
father's valour without his political fickleness,
does not appear to have carried arms against
his countrymen except at the battle of West
Nesbit, where he defeated them, while no other
action of his has been recorded that could be
brought against him as matter of accusation.
But his especial crime, and one of the utmost
political

his

enormity, consisted in the greatness of

power and the extent

of his possessions.

From the importance of the Border territory
over which they ruled with the power of indej)endeut sovereigns, and the

number of strong

which they held upon it, the earls of
March had been thorns in the pillows of the
Scottish kings since the days of David I. and
as the chief passes of the kingdom were in their
keeping, it was usually said of them that they
wore the keys of Scotland at their girdle. Late
events had also shown how easily they could
admit an English army into the country at
pleasure, and how little reliance was to be placed
upon their iidelity. It was full time that a
power so dangerous in the hands of a subject
should be withdrawn, and nothing but a fair
pretext was wanting. And even already the
earl had received both note of warning and
time for pi-eparation for he was one of those
nobles whom James had thrown into prison on
his entrance into Scotland, from which he was
only released that he might sit in trial on Duke
Murdoch and his family.
The lirst proceeding of the king in this movement was signalized by a caution equal to his
boldness.
He committed the Earl of Mai'ch to
confinement in the castle of Edinburgh in 1433,
although upon what ostensible charge we are
not informed. He then sent William Earl of
Angus, William Lord Cricliton his chancellor,
and Sir Adam Hepburn of Hales, with his
letters patent to Dunbar, conmianding the
keepers of the castle to resign their charge; and
these dejiuties being taken at unawares, and
h;iving no order from the earl to the contrary,
immediately complied, upon which that stronghold w.'us committed to the custody of Hepburn.'
Having thus deprived the hou.se of Marcli of
castles

;

;

>
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theii- princijial

protection the king

summoned a

parliament, which iissembled at Perth on the

10th of Jauuai-y, 1434. On the first day the
time appeal's to have been chiefly occupied in
selecting a committee of nine persons, consisting

and three burhear and determine all causes of comOn the
plaint that were brought before them.
following day came on the gi-eat question of the
earldom of March, for the trial of which there
of three clergymen, three barons,

gesses, to

had undoubtedly been made some previous preCould the estates of the late earl,
which had reverted to the crown by his rebellion, be lawfully restored to him by the
authority of the Duke of Albany ? George of
Dunbar was present with his counsel, and after
their plea had been attentively heard, and their
arguments discussed, they were ordered to retire
paration.

until the verdict of the judges should be announced. And astounding to many, as well as
crushing to its victim, must that verdict have

been; for

it w.as,

that

by the rebellion

of the late

and possession to the
whole lands and earldom of March and lordship
of Dunbar, with whatever other lands that baron
held of the ci'own, had belonged, and did belong
to the king, who of right might immediately
enter into possession.^ Thus suddenly fell the
thunderbolt upon one of the strongest and
noblest of Scottish heritages, and in a moment
The now landless
its grandeur was laid low.
and bereaved earl was compelled to look on and
be silent, for he was powerless to resist and too
wise to remonstrate. James foUowed the decree
by entering into possession and committing the
permanent keeping of the castle of Dunbar to
his trusty servant Sir Walter Haliburton of
Dirleton; and that he might soften the infliction,
he bestowed upon March the title of Earl of
Buchan, and an annual pension of four hundred
earl all title of property

marks out of the revenues of that earldom. But
this magnate was of too lofty a spirit to remain
in a coimtry as a stipendiary where his fathere
had ruled as princes, and taking with him his
son he departed once more an exile into England.

We may

imagine the louring looks with

which the nobility who attended the parliament
contemplated this deed of daring on the part of
the king; their gathering into knots, and briefly
whispering to each other as they retired from
that dreaded presence-chamber; and the desperate remedies which they half hinted to each
other for the prevention of a similar visitation
upon themselves.' James, indeed, must have
his eyes ojien to the general feeling by
exacting from the members of this parliament
written promises of their fidelity to the queen

had

<
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;
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before they had retired to their homes.

It

was

with

many
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other barons and a hundred and

and a guard

thousand men-

the only precaution which he could adopt for

forty squires,

the preservation of order should his career be

at-arms, who were conveyed in three large galleys

cut short, whether by the assassin's dagger or
open insurrection.
About the same time that James enriched tlie
crown by resuming the estates of the Earl of
March, he was further aggrandized by the death
of the Earl of Mar, whose earldom and possessions, as he was of illegitimate birth and with-

and

out

reverted to the king.

oflfspring,

Of

this

able, and enterprising character we
have already given a full account. By these
acquisitions James was now moi'e efi'ectually
enabled to make head against the ambitious
nobles and reward his friends and supporters;
but they were a source of weakness as well as
strength, in consequence of the disappointment
which was excited among those who may have
hoped to share in the spoil. They must have
also dreaded the power with which he was now
invested when they saw the rich possessions of
Duke Murdoch and his sons, and finally the
earldoms of Buchan and Mar, added to the royal
acquisitions.
Thus royalty and feudality were
restless,

arrayed against each other in more deadly antagonism than ever, and each only waited the
opportunity for the suppression or destruction
of the other.

Although the truce still subsisted between
England and Scotland, the mutual rancour of
the borderere of both countries had risen to that
height in which truce and peace were to be
equally disregarded.
Fi-om some cause, therefore, which has not been mentioned Sir Robert
Ogle, with a strong body of knights and menat-arms, made an inroad into Scotland on the
10th of September, 1435, but was met ne.ar
Piperden by William, Earl of Angus, Adam
Hepburn of Hales, and Alexander Ramsay of
Dalwolsie.
Ogle was completely routed forty
of his followers were killed, and nearly all the
rest of his band, with himself, were taken
;

prisoners.

James loudly complained

of

this

breach of the truce to the English regency, but

without

As

But the

rejection of a lasting

peace by the Scots, notwithstanding the
bling terms that had been

hum-

rankled in
the minds of the English, and they were also
eager to interrupt a mai'riage by which France
and Scotland would be so closely united against
them.
Without caring, therefore, about the
truce, which was still continuing, they fitted
out a large fleet for the pui'pose of intercepting
the peaceful

oft'ered,

armament and bringing

like her father, a prisoner to

Margai'et,

London.

The

English ships anchored oif the coast of Bretagne;
but while they were on the outlook for the Scots
a squadron of Flemish merchant ships laden with

wine from Rochelle unexpectedly hove in sight.
The tempting opportunity drew the English
from their watch, and crowding all sail they
overtook, boarded, and captured these well-laden
argosies, but had scarcely time to broach a single
cask of the good wine that had allured them
from their post when a Spanish fleet bore down
upon them, recovered the spoil, and drove the
captors off the station.
It was during this
critical period that the Scottish ships, which
had altered their course on learning the intentions of the English, ai-rived in triumph in the
port of Rochelle, after which the young princess
repaired to Tours, where the marriage ceremony
was performed with great magnificence. Upon
such an occasion James, by the feudal law, was
entitled to demand a subsidy from his people;
but as yet they continued to be too poor for such
an impost, and he generously contented himseK
with the presents which the nobles and clergy
wei'e wont to give upon the marriage of one of
the children of royalty.
It

could

scarcely be expected

that

James

would overlook the hate aggressions of the English, and especially that by which the safety of
It is also
his daughter had been imperilled.
thought that he was anxious, by a war with
England, to give occupation to his turbulent
whom he found too difficult to rule
during a season of tranquillity. He therefore
collected what must have been a very large
army for Scotland,' but ill provided and worse
disciplined owing to the long season of peace

nobility,

effect.'

the Dauphin of France had

now

reached

and the Princess Margaret,
it was judged
necessary to complete the marriage which had
been negotiated for the parties during their
chOdhood. Two French envoys arrived in Scotland to betroth the bride, and she was sent to
France with a splendid escort. The fleet was
commanded by William Sinclair, Earl of Orkney
and in the train of Margaret were John, Bishop
of Brechin, Sir Walter Ogilvy, the treasurer.
his thirteenth year,

the daughter of James, her tenth,

1

six barges.

of a

Scotichron. L ivi.

c. 25.

2 Bower gives 400,000 men as the number of this army, and
endeavours to account for duch an incredible array by the

mode
posed.

and the materials of which it was com"Submonuit indistiBctfe omnes seeulares, transi-

o£ raising it

geutes annos discretionis,

i.e.

intra

decimum

sextiun et

sexagesimum, nullls excipiendis, prxter pas tores et custodes
boum arabilium, et paucorum officiarium et servitorum prselatorum et qui de necessitate et merito forent excusandi."—
Scotichron. xvi. 26. We question if even such .an indiscriminate press could have mustered a third of the number

.
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and commenced hostilities
with the siege of Eoxburgh. But for such an
enterprise it was soou apparent that his army
was unfitted, and for fifteen days they straggled
that had preceded,

round the town, wasting their whole artillery
and missiles without either hurt to the enemy
or honour to themselves. It was evident, indeed,
that James was at the head of nothing better
than a mob, and that its only safety was a hasty
retreat. Little, too, could be expected from his
barons, who jirobably regarded James as a worse
enemy to then- interests than even England itself.
To account, also, for this hasty abandonment of
the campaign some have asserted that the queen
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tioned Sir Eobert,

by

his marriage to the only

daughter of David, Earl of Strathern, had succeeded in right of his wife to the earldom. But
the royal grasp was now laid both upon title
and possessions, upon the plea that they could
only descend to heu's male, and that these having failed, the crown was
pant.

It

now the

lawful occu-

was an unjust and oppressive claim

according to the laws of feudal succession

;

and

was enhanced by the fact that
Midise Graham, son of the last Earl of Strathern
and nephew of Sir Eobert Graham, was now in
England instead of being present to vindicate
his own rights. But James, in his resolution to
break the power of the nobihty, seems to have
its

injustice

camp with accounts of a
him at overlooked the unpopularity of his pi-oceeding;
home. Be this as it may, James hastily with- he also seems to have forgot the alarm which
it must have excited among not a few of the
drew and disbanded his army.

arrived secretly at his

conspiracy which was forming against

On

the 22d of October, 1436, two months after

he had dismissed his forces, James held his last
parliament at Edinburgh. Its proceedings gave

no indication of alarm about plots and conspiracies, having reference chiefly to commercial proceedings, which were characterized by
the naiTow spirit of the age. To promote the
importation of money into Scotland merchants
were required to bring three ounces of bullion
for every sack of wool they exported, and the
same amount was laid upon hides and Hamburgh barrels, the delivery of the silver bejng
also regulated by weight or measure and not by
value.
No English cloth was to be brought by
Scottish merchants into Scotland, and no English merchant was to bring any without special
permission. English traders also were not to be
permitted to carry any articles of Scottish trade
or manufacture out of the kingdom unless they
were S]>ecified in their letters of safe-conduct.
No Scotchman was to sell salmon to the English unless the latter had a safe-conduct and
paid in English money; and no pei-son was to
remove gold, silver, or jewels out of Scotland.
In this way the spiint of commerce was checked
and its progress crippled by enactments designed
to promote it.'

But while these proceedings were going onward a dark conspiracy was on foot and the
days of James were numbered. Amidst that
wholesale imprisonment of the supporters of
the house of Albany by which the king's return

1425 was signalized was Sir
Robert Graham, who after a short confinement
obtained his liberty.
This insult to a proud
spirit was aggravated two years afterwards by
James' resumption of the earldom of Strathern,
on tlie plea that it was a male fief, although
to Scotland

in

Patrick Graham, brother of the above-men-

^
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nobUity whose title and estates were held
through a female succession. He endeavoured,
indeed, to mitigate

upon the Earl
in

whom

its

severity

by conferring

of Athole, brother of Earl David,

the male succession failed, the liferent

he created a new
earldom of Menteith in favour of the disposof the lapsed earldom, while

sessed Malise.

But

these attempts, instead of

appear to have only irritated all
regarded them as mere
proofs of weakness and abject apologies for
injustice.
party was ah"eady formed around
conciliating,
parties,

who probably

A

which the discontented nobles could rally, and
a cause of oflence given that might justify
their resistance.
Its nominal head was Walter
Stewart, Earl of Athole and son of Eobert II.,
now a very old man, but not the less accessible
to ambition, and who was thought to have
hoped that the removal of James would prepare
his own way to the throne. But the soul of the
conspiracy was Sir Robert Graham, the John de
Procida of a rude country, who added to the
ferocity and vindictiveness of too many Scottish nobles an amount of learning, eloquence,
craft, and talent to which they could lay no
claim, and who more than others seems to have
resembled that able knight of Eamoniy, under
whose machinations the unfortunate brother of
James had perished in the dungeons of Falkland.2

With such a conspirator, heated by family
and personal injuries, the cause in which he
had embarked was not likely to pause. To the
nobles he represented the vindictiveness of the
2 In the account which follows of the last days and death
James I. wo have taken for our authority the ample,
minute, and clear statement written by John .Sliirley altout
tlie year 1440. and translated by him from a Latin relation
of the event supposed to have been published in Scotland
by authority. This tract has been published by Pinkerton
In his Appendix to the Ilintory of Scotland, vol. i. No. 13,
and in the MuiceUanea Hcotica, vol iL

of
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king iu t'e executions of the family of Albany,
and the insecurity of their possessions amidst
the royal claims and resumptions, while he
inflamed the commons by sympathizing in theii'
complaints of the new imi5osts which their halfEnglish sovereign had laid upon them. When
all was thought matured for open resistance Sir
Robert Graham thus addressed his brethren
assembled in council
" Sirs, if ye will firmly
stand by that which I shall say to the king in
your hearing, I trust to God that we shall find
a good remedy and help." The nobles assented
and expressed their confidence in his wisdom,
discretion, and coui'age. It was no secret stroke
which they meditated, but an open appeal to
the law that might warrant the ai-rest of the
king, and perhaps his deposition a right which
the Scottish aristocracy claimed over royalty
itself when it was thought to exceed its hmitations. Accordingly at the next meeting of parliament, where the king and three estates were
assembled according to established usage in one
:

—

—

common

hall,

Graham, confident in

his sup-

produced his charge against the
tyranny and misgoverument, and
ended by advancing to the royal seat and laying hands upon the king's parson. " I ariest
you," he cried, "in the name of all the three
estates of your realm here now assembled for
even as your liege people are bound and sworn
to obey your- majesty, in the same wise are you
sworn and ensured to preserve yoiu' people
and to keep and administer your laws so that
you do them no wrong, but in all right maintain and defend them." Then tui-ning to the
nobles who had promised to second him he
exclaimed, " Is it not thus as I say ?" Had the
expected assent been given James in a few
moments would have been a prisoner; but confounded by Graham's over-boldness, upon which
it is probable they had not reckoned, the nobles
were sUent, while the king promptly availed
porters, boldly

sovereign's

;

by ordering the
and imprisonment of the daring

himself of their irresolution
instant arrest
traitor.

With an indignant scowl

ardice of his associates

at the cow-

and muttering a

rebuke. Sir Robert was di-agged

away

sarcastic

to prison,

and shortly afterwai-ds was punished by a sentence of banishment and the confiscation of all
his goods and estates to the crown.
To let loose an enemy so able and determined
was an oversight on the part of James for
which we cannot account, more especiaUy as
he had hitherto shown so little scruple in the
execution of traitoi-s of still higher rank and

requited

it.

It

[a.d. 1433-1437.
is

thus that rough bold natures

can be moved when submission and teara would
be useless. In consequence of liis sentence of
banishment Sii- Robert betook himself to the
Highlands, to brood among its dismal recesses
over his wrongs and mature his plans of venHitherto he had confined his hostility
within the bounds of law, and in his attempted
arrest of the king had announced it as the pregeance.

lude of an open trial for violations on the part
of

James

of his royal prerogative.

But

this

he

could no longer carry out, and therefore would

he woidd now make war upon
the king as a man with his equal who had
wronged him beyond foi-giveness, and whom he
would hunt and combat to the death. His first
proceedings upon this resolution were characterized by such a feudal formality as showed
how much he scorned tlie charge of being either
traitor or assassin.
By proclamation and by
lettei-s he formally renounced his allegiance to
the king; he defied him as a tyrant who had
ruined himself, his family, and his heritage;
and he declared that he would slay him with
his own hand as his mortal enemy wherever he
could find time or opportunity. This strange
defiance and pi'oclamation of open war by a
vagabond and rebel against his king was too
extravagant to excite any feeling in the mind
of James but that of contemptuous indignation and he made proclamation over the whole
kingdom that whosoever should slay Sir Robert
Graham or bring him a prisoner to the king
shoidd be rewarded with three thousand demies
of gold, each demy being worth half an English
not attempt

it;

;

noble.

Soon after this a parliament was summoned to
meet at Edinburgh, and there Graham, though
a hunted fugitive in the Highlands, made his
influence felt and dreaded.
He sent private
messages and letters to the discontented nobles
and tlie friends and retainers of the house of
Albany, reminding them of their wi-ongs and
inciting them to be up and doing.
He also
ofi'ered to take upon himself the slaying of the
king if they would but give theu- consent and
countenance to the deed.
This act he represented to be necessary on account of the tyranny

and covetousness of James, who if not cut short
in his career would destroy the whole realm
of Scotland.
But it was with the old and
ambitious Earl of Athole that the politic rebel
chiefly tampered, and with alignments be.st
fitted to persuade him. ^The earl, as the son of
Robert II. by his second man-iage, might suc-

It may be that his indignation at the
daring proceeding of Graham was mingled with
respect for a boldness so Hke his own and sym-

the earl himself decline this weighty honour he

pathy on account of the abandonment that

had

power.

ceed to the crown should James, and his son, a
boy only six years old, be set aside; but should
still his

grandson, Sir Robert Stewart, upon

;
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whom

he might devolve the royal succession.
These iuducemeuts had their full etfect not ouly
the
dotiug old man but upon his young
upou
grandson, a more dangerous conspirator still
for he was not only ''a fuU gentle squire, fresh,

and right amiable," and therefore little to
be suspected, but also an intimate and favourite
lusty,

who loved him as his own son.
Thus, with traitors not only in the court but in
his own palace and bed-chamber, and even in
of the king,

his bosom, the

dark conspiracy was so

tually ripened that the escape of

There

is

effec-

James was

a melancholy interest in the last hours
and around whom such a net-

of such a king,

work

of treachery

was

closing, while apparently

he apprehended no danger. The din of hostility
had passed away, and the conspirators were
blandly silent; but it was because they had

made

sure of their victim.

And

yet, if the

ancient accounts are to be believed, supernatural
warnings were not wanting. James had resolved
to hold his Christmas at Perth, in the course of

one of his justiciary progi-esses, and was about
to cross the Forth fiom Edinbui'gh with his
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be slain in this country and you wot well, Sir
Alexander, that there are no more kings in this
realm than you and I. Therefore I counsel you
to be well on your guard, for I let you to wit
;

my own

that I shall look sufficiently to

safety."

While James was thus cheerful and debonair to the last, his enemies had not been idle.
Graham, who had been awai-e of the king's purpose to spend his Christmas at Perth, a town so
closely bordering upon the Highlands, had stolen
into it with three hundred savage mountaineers,
and was only waiting the approach of darkness
and silence to commence his murderous onset
upou the monastery.
The infamous traitor
within its walls. Sir Robert Stewart, whom
James loved so dearly, used his office of chamberlain to prepare the

and by

way

for the assassins;

wooden boards were

directions

his

placed across the moat that girdled the monas-

and the locks and bolts that secured the
had been secretly removed
or rendered useless.
As the evening went
onward the mirth and enjoyment increased:
there was playing at chess and tables [draughts],
reading romances, singing, piping, harping, and
tery,

royal bed-chamber

And

when a Highland woman of wild appearance suddenly rose before him and ciied in
a loud voice, " My lord the king, if you pass

" other honest solaces."

water you shall never return alive !" James
was astonished, for he had lately read a prophecy,
that on this year the King of Scots should be
slain. Musing over the coincidence with a mind
not wholly raised above the superstitions of the
age, the king, as he rode along, ordered one of
his knights to turn back and inquire of the
woman what she meant by her prediction but
she only repeated that the king would lose his
On the knight furlife if he crossed the water.

the midst of conversation said to him,

courtiera,

this

;

ther inquiring how she came by that knowledge, she replied that " Huthart told her so"

—

a name perhaps assumed for the demon or familiar with whom she pretended to hold converse.
The messenger rode back to his master with the
report that the woman was a drunken fool, and
knew not what she said and the matter being

of

warning could enter

A

heeded.

in,

even yet the voice
but only to be un-

squire, a favourite of the king, in

"My

dreamed that to-night Sir Eobert
Graham would kill you ;" but he was checked
by the Earl of Orkney, who commanded him to
One of
tell no such tales in the royal presence.
the traitors, Chiistopher Chambers, who had
been a squire of the Duke of Albany, and whose
heart began to fail him at the last moment, aplord,

I

proached the king three several times for the
purpose of warning him of the conspiracy, but
loud knocking
as often drew back in silence.
was heard at the door of the hall, and when the
usher opened, wondering at the coming of a

A

visitor at

an hour so

late,

there stood before

him only the poor Highland
had followed the train

prophetess,

to Perth,

who

and now sought

not unreasonable to

thus disposed

audience of the king. It is
suppose, that she had learned the plot that was

Forth.

matured among her native mountains from a

;

of, the whole party crossed the
Arrived in Perth, the king and retinue
took up their abode in the monastery of the
Dominicans or Black Friars, a noble building,
and ami)le enough for the residence of a royal

train,

while glee and festival according to the

usage of that holy

On

se.'uson

went on without pause.

the last of these days of revelry and the last

James, while playing at chess with
one of his knights, who for his gallantry was
called tlie "King of Love," thus sportively addressed him in allusion to these bodemeuts:
of his life

"Sir King of Love,

it

is

not long ago since I

read a prophecy, that on this year a king should

surer source than that of Celtic second-sight or
Moved by her importunity the
divination.

door-keeper reported her wish to the king, and
told him that she was the same woman who had
accosted

him

so strangely

upon the opposite

side

but James, who was in the full
height of enjoyment, carelessly answered, "Let
her come to-moi-row." When this answer was
of the firth

;

reported to her she sadly replied, " It shall repent you all, that ye will not let me speak now

with the king;" and with these words she departed.

;!
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hoir

.-iftev

this Last of opportunities

had

[a.d. 1433-1437.

were beginning to despair,
when Robert Chambers,' one who had formerly
been in frequent attendance upon the king, and
was well acquainted with the building, called
to mind the small recess that was under the
bed-chamber; and, leading them back to the
apartment, they saw the loosened plank, which
they raised, and by the light of a torch which
he held down for the purpose he showed them
the king and his unfortunate companion in bon-

their fruitless search

been thrown away James drank the voidee or
parting-cup; the company dispei'sed, Athole and
Stewart being the last who left him and the
king having disencumbered himself of his chief
articles of clothing, was jesting with the queen
and her ladies before retiring to rest. But all
at once a hideous uproar was heard from without, mixed with the rattling of hai-ness, the
tramp of armed men, and a sudden glare of
torches. Trejison was within the walls, and the dage. " Sirs," he cried to his fellows with savage
king at that moment thought of Sir Robert merriment, "here is the bridegroom on whose
Graham. The ladies rushed to the chamber- account we have come, and for whom we have
door that led to the gi-eat hall, and fouud that carolled here all night long " Sir John Hall,
Stewart had left it open they then attempted one of the conspirators, leaped down into the
but James,
to make it fast, but the locks had been rendered vault armed with a large knife
useless.
Requesting the ladies to secure it as whose strength was doubled by despair, seized
well as they could, so as to interpose a short the ruffian by the shoulders and threw him
delay, James hurried to the windows; but they down with great violence under his feet.
were so strongly crossed with iron bars that he brother of Hall then descended but him the
could not force an opening. As every moment king seized by the throat and threw him down
brought his enemies nearer he wrenched up with upon the other, while such was the force of hia
the tongs a plank in the chamber floor, and let grasp in both cases that for a month after their
himself down into a vaiUt that was beneath, skin bore the deep impress of his fingers. If
taking care to replace the plank when he had the king could have maintained the unequal
descended. Even through this dark and noxi- struggle only a little longer he might yet have
ous recess he might have effected his escape into been saved, for his friends were already hurrythe deserted court-yard, and thence into the ing to the monastery; but his hands were gashed
town by a small passage through the stone wall and powerless from the knives of his two assailbut this he had caused to be closed up three ants, while the relentless arch-traitor. Sir Robert
days previous, because, in playing at his favourite Graham, had now come down upon him sword
game in the tennis-court without, the balls had in hand. James had recourse to supplication,
been lost in the aperture. The numerous band but was answered with, " Tyrant thou hadst
of conspii-ators rushed forward armed with axes, never mercy upon lords born of thy blood, or on
swords, and bills, and had reached the bed- gentlemen that came within thy power; therechamber door, which Catherine Douglas en- fore no mercy shalt thou have here!" "At
deavoured to secure; and finding the bolt re- least," said the king, "for the salvation of my
moved, the heroic woman thrust her arm into sold, I beseech you to let me have a confessor."
the staple, but it was instantly snapjoed in two " No other confessor shalt thou have than this
by the violence of the comers. One of them even sword !" cried Graham, plunging his weapon to
wounded the queen, who stood half undressed the hilt in the body of .James, who fell mortally
and motionless with terror, and would have wounded, but still continued his supplications.
slain her had not one of Graham's sons exMoved by the agony and piteous entreaties of
claimed, " What will you do? Shame upon you
his victim Graham paused and seemed irresoShe is but a woman let us seek the king." lute but the other conspirators urged him to
They searched not only the room but all the complete the deed, threatening that otherwise
neighbouring apartments, and every place where they would slay him with their own hands. By
a man could be concealed, while each moment this time the Halls had recovered their feet, and
increased the chance of their victim's escape and all three fell upon the king, whom they soon
their own apprehension, as their din had alarmed despatched with sixteen deadly wounds.
the town, and was summoning the king's friends
Having thus executed the chief part of the
to the rescue. In the meantime James was im- tragic deed the conspirators sought the queen,
patient at his confinement; and hearing no noise intending to complete the work by her death
above he imagined that the pursuers had left also but iu her night attire, and with her hair
the building. He therefore ordered the women dishevelled, she had fled from the bed-chamber
to bring sheets and draw him up from the vault;
as soon as their attention had been directed to
but while they were thus employed Elizabeth
Douglas, one of the queen's ladies, fell down into
^ In the
few liues after he is called
;

!

;

;

A

;

!

:

;

;

the vault beside him.

The

conspirators after

Thomas.
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her husband. Her cries woke the royal attendants who were lodged in the monastery; the
alarmed citizens of Perth were advancing to the

his grandson,

and the court nearest the king's lodging
was quickly tilled with the gleam of drawn
swords and torches. It was time for the conspirators to fly for their own lives, and they
hastily recrossed the moat but theii- flight was
discovered by Sir David Dunbai-, brother of the
dispossessed Earl of March, who was the first
to come to the king's rescue, and who now gave

succeeded. But this equivocal plea did not save
him: he was led to the scaffold and beheaded;
and his head, sui-mounted by an iron crown, was
set upon a spear and exposed to public view in

gate,

;

chase to the fugitives but inefl'ectuaUy; for

though he slew one of their number, a man of
mean rank, he was himself severely wounded
in the encounter, while the whole band and their
leaders reached the Highlands in safety'.
In
theh- flight they bitterly regretted that they had
spared the queen, who had given the alarm, and
who would now be indefatigable in her vengeance.

Events soon showed that these fears were well
founded the sight of the king's mangled body
and the horrid pai-ticulai-s of his death inflamed
all ranks and parties alike against the murderei-s,
:

while the queen, who by the late oaths of parliament inherited the royal authority, had ample

was one

of its chief accomplices.

He had also attempted to dissuade the young
man from his purpose, and thought that he had

Edinburgh.

Amidst

these

and other executions that

fol-

lowed the fate of Sir Eobert Graham was the
most conspicuous. Being the master-traitor, he
was the chief object of pursuit; and he was
arrested with several of his accomplices by two
Highland chiefs, and sent to Stirling to abide
his trial.
His conduct on this occ;ision was

marked by the superior talent and daring that
had chai'acterized his whole proceedings. He
told his judges that they had no law to execute
him, as the king was his deadly enemy, whom
he had publicly abjured and defied by letters
signed with his name and sealed with his
If, therefore, they tried him
coat of arms.
according to the laws of warfare and .statutes
of arms they ought to let him go free, as the
king would have destroyed him had he been

the Highland chiefs could not protect them, nor

In putting the kiug to death, therefore,
enemy, he had committed neither wrong
nor sin excejit in destroying one of Cxod's creatui-es.
But these legal abstractions weighed

even the caves and fastnesses of the mountains

little

them shelter or concealment, so that before
a month had expired the whole conspu-atore
were apprehended, tried, and condemned. The

fact that they

means
them.

to pursue as well as

power

to

punish

In these circumstances the influence of

give

were Su- Eobert Stewart, the unand traitorous chamberlain;
and Christopher Chambers, who had silenced
the voice of his good angel on the night of the
king's murder after he had been three times
moved to give timely warning. They were
doomed to die, but fii-st to endure public tortures, the very mention of which would be torture to tell or hear but they suffered patiently
and acknowledged the justice of the very worst
that was inflicted even their enormous villany
seemed to be half atoned by the fulness of their
penitent confession, and theii' mild but unflinching endurance. After them came the turn of
the Earl of Athole, who had been apprehended
by the Earl of Angus. On being tried and condemned he was bound to a public pillar in the
town of Perth, and in derision of his ambitious
hopes a crown of paper having on it thrice
written the word traitor, was placed upon his
fii-st

to suffer

gi-ateful favourite

;

:

gray dishonoured head.

He

that this infliction would

Vie

hoix;d to the last

the utmost,

for,

as

no way consenting to
the death of the king, although he w;ia aware
of the conspiracy; and he had only concealed
hJjB knowledge of it because Sii° Ilobert Stewart,
he

s;ii<l, lie

had been

in

able.

as his

with the court, who only looked to the
had lost the best of sovereigns,
and that he had fallen by the hand of a rebellious subject who was now impannelled at their
bar.
Finding that his arguments and appeals
were useless he indignantly buret forth in the
" O ye all so sinfollowing remarkable speech
ful, wretched, and merciless Scottish folk, without pi-udence and full replete of unadvised
folly! know well that I shall now die and may
not escape your venomous judicial hands. For
by will and not bj' right nor law ye have condemned my body to the death the which God
suffereth me at this time to receive of you for
no desert of this accusation on which you condemn me now, but for other oflences and trespa.sses that I in the vain times of my youth
have displeased him in. Yet doubt not that ye
shall see the day and the time that ye shall
pray for my soul for the great good that I have
:

—

—

done

to

you and to

all

this

realm of Scotland,

that I have thus slain and delivered you of .so
the greatest enemy the Scots
cniel a tyrant

—

or Scotland might have, considering his unstaunchable covetousness in his youth against
all nature, his tyranny immeasurable without
pity or

mercy

to sibb or to

freme [kindred or

stranger], to high or to low, to poor or to rich."

He was condemned
was

inflicted

to die,

and the sentence

with such accompaniments of

tor-
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tore as tLe wOdest savages of North America
It was not woncoiild scarcely have devised.
derful that under them his iron resolution
yielded and that his anguish broke forth in
complaints and lamentations. "This that ye
do to me," cried the miserable man, "is only
through rigour of immeasurable tyranny. Ail
the world may call you Scots tyrants, for

which

[a.d. 1433-1437.

be noticed in a different portion
of this history. As a ruler, politician, and legislator his only errors seem to have been an
attempt to accomplish a national reform that
was too extensive for the short life of any one
falls to

sovereign,

and the merciless unswerving eager-

ness with which he pursued his object.

On

this

man

cannot with

account he was fated to be one of those many
examples which suiBce to show that the growth

ment

that

of society at large cannot

life endure the painful toryou inflict upon me. I doubt me full
sore that if you continue thus your tortures
upon my wretched person, thi-ough the pain ye

renovmce my Creator. And
if I so do, I appeal you before God, the high and
chief judge of all mankind according to their
deserts at the universal doom, that ye have been
will constrain

me

to

the very cause of the loss of my soul." Moved
with momentary compassion, he was taken down

may

be hurried onward as
be done in the case of a chosen few; and

that in the rebellious recoil of the

community

no individual, however

fcilented,

make head

against the reaction.

It

is

can

more

gi'atifying to

notwithstanding the immediate
neither the laboure nor the death of

remark

that,

failure,

James were

in vain.

In seeking to free and

people his proceedings instructed
and his faOure warned the benefactors who
were to follow in his track ; and the gieat work
civilize his

by order of the judges and thrown into prison;
but when he was finally led forth to execution
the bitterness of death was inflicted on him in which he commenced, although it was continued
double measure after he had swooned with pain with a slower progress, was also more in accordand been recovered to witness the death of lus ance with time and circumstances, and more
sOn, who was hanged, drawn, and quai-tei'ed certain of success.
The beneficial reforms which James effected
before his eyes. Such was the end of Sir Robert
Graham, in which it is hard to tell whether his duiing his short reign, and the completion of
crime or its punishment was the most atrocious. which he lived to witness, may be traced in the
Worthy also of pity were the poor Highland history of his proceedings. His chivah'ous love
catheraus who were executed at the same period, of justice and his resolution to impart its privifor like the men who followed Absalom they leges to all classes alike were manifested in his
had gone " in their simplicity," little guessing enactments for the behoof of the commons, and
that a king's murder was the object of their in his readiness to punish transgressors, be their
expedition. On the contrary, they were told rank what it might. His solicitude that all
that it was to obtain a bride for Sir Robert might know their duty, so that none should
Stewart, and that she was to be can-ied off by offend through ignorance and be punished as if
force from the royal residence. Such an exploit they were voluntary culprits, made him also
was congenial to their rude ideas of adventm'- change the language of yxirliamentary edicts
ous coui'tship, and they implicitly followed from monkish Latin, which few but the clergy
their leaders, only to die with them on the scaf- could undei-stand, into the vernacular that was
cnmmon to all, and thus both judge and ofl'ender
fold.
In this revolting manner was the life of James were aware of what the statute required. His
I.

terminated in the thirteenth year of his reign.

In person he was of the middle size, or perhaps
rather under it, but strongly built; while his
excellence in martial and athletic exercises,

desire also that law should rule instead of his

own

arbitrary

fiat

was evinced in

his care for

wrestling, running,

the improvement of parliamentary representation and the frequency with which his parliaments were assembled, so that not less than
fourteen were held during the thirteen years

quoit,

of his reign.

as archery, wielding the lance, horsemanship,

and hurling the stone or
was such that few of his subjects could
compete with him. But still greatly more important although less appreciated was his intellectual superiority over the rude people whom
he was called to rule. He not only sang beautifully and played skUfuUy upon the harp and the
organ, but was a musical composer; and in this
department the airs and sacred pieces which he
produced were so distinguished by their excellence and originality as to stamp a new impress
upon the national music of Scotland. Of still
greater account

was

his character as a poet,

fest

As

these changes were such mani-

and withal so urgently

improvements,

needed,

it is

ceedings of

not to be wondered at

James

in effecting

if

the pro-

them

pai-took

sometimes of the character of imperious haste,
and at others of absolute cruelty. If wisdom

and courage to
work
and one which few

to detect the prevalent' evils
assail

them

are important qualities in the

of reformation, a higher stiO,

is the patience that can listen to
the cavils and bear with the opposition of those

indeed possess,

whom

the

movement

is

to benefit.

—
JAMES
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James

only one son,

left

James

who
and

him

succeeded
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at the early age of twenty-two,

broken

in spirit

five daughters,

in consequence of the slanders of one of his in-

Margaret, the eldest, as we have already mentioned, was married to the Dauphin
She is deof France, afterwards Louis XI.
scribed as having been not only beautiful and

famous favourites. Isabella, the second daughter
of James, was married to Francis, Duke of Bre-

under the

title of

II.,

whom

of

accomplished but possessing
genius,

and

especially

liis

by

third, Eleanor, also distinguished

literary tastes, married Sigismund,

Duke

of

and her younger sister Mary was
wedded to the Count de Boncquan, son of the
Lord of Campvere. Jane, the youngest, instead
of a royal and foreign alliance, had for her husband the Earl of Angus, and afterwai-ds the
Austria;

was

love of poetry, as

The

tagne.

much of her father's

manifested both by her own veraes and her admiration of distinguished poets.' Unfortunately
she was mated to one of the coldest-hearted and
most depraved princes of the age and she died

E;u'l of

;
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hasty trial and execution Ambitious proceedings of William, the new Earl of Douglas His marriage

Historical difficulties of the reign of

—

nobility of Scotland at the accession of

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

with the Fair Maid of Galloway Marriage of a daughter of James I. to the son of the Duke of Bretagne—
Peaceful relations of Scotland with foreign countries Growing power of the Douglases Conflicts between
the parties of Douglas and Crichton Battle of Arbroath between the Lindsays and OgUvies— Death of the
Earl of Cr.awford- Feudal hatred of the conflict Death of the queen-mother Joanna— Bond of alliance
between the Earls of Douglas, Crawford, and Ross— Counter-alliance of James II. and his supporters
Arrest of the Livingstons— Execution of Alexander Livingston Agreement of the marriage of James II.
to the daughter of the Duke of Gueldres Renewal of Border invasions between the English and Scots

—

—

—

—

—

—

Defeat of the English at Sark— Cessation of hostilities— Marriage of James to Mary of Gueldres— Terms
of the marriage treaty— Toiu-namcnt at Stirling to celebrate the marriage— The Earl of Douglas deprived
of his offices— His arrogant and cruel treatment of Sir William Colville— The Earl of Dotiglas leaves Scotland His journey to Italy— His reception at Rome Mismanagement of his affairs in his absence— His
His humble apologies and
HLs secret intrigues with the Yorkists in England
hasty retui-n home
feigned submission to the king His attempt to assassinate Crichton— His unjust imprisonment and
He
Increasing arrogance and oppressions of the Earl of Douglas
execution of Herries of Terregles
The king sends a message for the liberation of Maclellan Strange
imprisons Maclellan of Bomby

—

—

—

—
—
—

reception of the royal messenger by the earl

It

is

—

—

— His treacherous execution of Maclellan.

unfortunate for Scottish history that the
we possess of the reigu of James II.,

accounts

An anecdote

admiration of Margaret
has been frequently repeated. Passing Alain Chartier. the
great French trouhndour of the day, while he was asleep in
the saloon ot the palaie, she stoopeil down and kissed him.
On her ladies showing their astonishment at such a proceeding she statcil that it was not the man she kisiieil but
It
the mouth that uttered such lic.iutiful sentiments.
was easy upon such uiiailviseil frnukncss of conduct to
engraft those foul accusations under which she died broken'

hearted.

illustrative of this

—

important in

itself,

and well filled with stirring
and obscure. With

events, are so contradictory

the close of the previous reigu we lose the guidance of Bower, and are obliged to have recourse
.a-s given by Iiis transand commentators, Lindsay, Mair, and
Balfour.
Hence the irregularity of dates and
o]))iosition of statements by which many of the
inijiortant facts are frequently obscured, and the
difficulty of ascertaining their real purpose and

to tlie testimony of Boece,
lators

bearing; hence also the contradictory characters
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assigned to the principal actoi-s and the impossibility of

guessing their motives or tracing their

In such a case we are obliged to
content ourselves with a general outline, and
whatever can be added to it from cautious theory
consistency.

and conjecture.
We have already noticed the terrible vengeance inflicted on the murderers of James I.
In this deed the queen appears to have been the
principal actor, and the nobles her assistants.
But whether these nobles were animated by a
righteous love of justice, or even by the feudal
duty of revenge, may be very reasonably questioned.
The gi-eat task of James during his
short reign of fourteen years had been to abridge
their power and punish their lawlessness; and
events had shown that even their greatest were
unable to withstand the energy of his purpose.
But this career had been cut short and during
the minority that was to follow, an opportunity
would be found to repossess themselves of more
than then- former ascendency. That such were
;

hopes and their purposes was evinced
subsequent conduct; and Sir Eobert
Graham, who knew them well, could safely predict that the time would come when they would
bless his memory for having freed them from a
their

V)y their

tyrant.

With

cordial unanimity, therefoi-e, they

transferred their allegiance to the

new

king,

II., who was now only sis years of age.
Immediately after his father's death the queen
had conveyed him for safety to the castle of
Edinburgh and from the same precaution the
coronation was performed in the palace of Holyrood instead of the monastery of Scone, which
was nigh the place of the late king's murder,
and might stUl be haunted by the kindred of
the regicides. This coronation, although so de-

James

;

prived of

its

ancient national essentials, was

greeted with universal gladness, and was solem-

nized on the 25th of March, 1437, twenty-six
days after the death of his father, and while
justice

At

was

stiU in pursuit of the murderers.

the parliament which was held for the in-

the boy-king care was taken to
guard the royal revenues and possessions during
his minority; and for this purpose it was decreed
stallation of

that

all

alienations of lauds or other jjroperty

belonging to the late king, and made since his
death, should be revoked unless they had been
alienated by the consent of the three estates.

was also decreed, that until the new sovereign
had attained his twenty-first year all future
alienations of the same kind should be null and
void, unless they had been granted by the same
It

authority.

The administration of government during this
period was a subject of vital import, and the
persons by whom it was to be conducted could

[a.d. 1437 1451.

not have been hastily chosen. But even here
our early historians are apparently at fault

when they

briefly assert that the question was
by parliament. According to these statements the chief power was intrusted to Sir
William Crichtou, who was raised to the office
of chancellor, and Sir Alexander Livingston,
who was appointed the young king's governor,
while the queen, acting by their advice and that
of a chosen council, presided as regent. Of these

settled

oflices,

indeed,

session, while

we
we

find the three in actual pos-

can scarcely think that the
a Scottish parliament was as yet
judged sufficient for such an important investiture.
It is probable that they only recognized
these appointments which the late king had
decreed.
During his latter days James I. had
contemplated, and not without reason, the chance
of his being suddenly taken ofl", and hence his
infliience of

solicitude in causing the three estates to

swear
queen in the event of his sudden
removal. This, it is probable, was but part of
his care, which also extended to his son and the
kingdom at large, and therefore the appointments of Crichtou and Livingston may have
formed a portion of the same royal will and
testament. It is not otherwise easy to understand how two barons of inferior rank were
allowed to step so quietly into offices which
invested them with the chief power of the kingdom. But we can more easily comprehend how
a people so proud and turbulent as the Scots,
at a season of such uncertainty, could not long
be coerced by the regency of a woman and an
alien, and how little the high nobles would be
disposed to give place to two barons whose power
and lineage were so much beneath their own.
Accordingly, before the year had ended we find

fealty to the

the highest personage of the Scottish nobility at
the head of government, with the office of lieu-

tenant-general of the kingdom.

This was Arand Lord of Galloway
and Annandale, Duke of Touraiue and Count
of Longueville in France, by whose authority the
parliament w;is summoned, and who presided
chibald, Earl of Douglas

over

its

One

deliberations.^

new government
was to renew the truce with England which had
been broken before the death of the late king.
Accordingly a safe-conduct was obtained from
Henry VI. for the ambassadors who were appointed to repair to England. But even at this
of the first cares of the

early stage

we

perceive s-ymptoms of discordance

in the Scottish council

ambassadors were

Under

from the fact that these
and new ones chosen.^

set aside

their negotiation a truce of nine years

1

Acts of the Parliaments of Scotland, vol.

2

Kymer,

x. 679, 688.

ii.

p. 31.
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was established between the two kingdoms, which
was to last fi-om the first of May, 1438, to the
At such a crisis more than
first of May, 1447.
at any other period peace was necessary for
with which it was
facility
the
Scotland; but
obtained when England might have availed
herself of the opportunity for war and conquest
makes us wonder at such unwonted forbearance.
But the state of English atiaire gives an easy
solution of the difficulty.

The great Duke

of

Bedford was dead the Duke of Burgundy, his
powerful ally, had become neutral; and the English regents of France, who succeeded Bedford,
were struggling with all the resources of their
;

much

French conIn
addition to these dispiriting reverses England
was sorely afflicted with famine and pestilence.
Well was it indeed for Scotland that, with a
child for her king and factious nobles for her
rulei-s, she could so fully profit by the calamities
of her neighboui-s as to obtain the boon of non-

country to retain as
quests as

still

remained

of the

in their possession.

interference.

Among the other enactmentsof the parliament
held in 143S

it

was decreed that the

lord-lieu-
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II.

that each in turn countermanded
the orders of the other and punished as the
tion of

aflFairs

who obeyed them.

king's enemies all

became a matter of utmost moment, and this Sir William Crichton contrived
reign's person

to secure in the strong castle of Edinburgli,

which was under his control as chancellor, and
where James had been placed for safety by the
queen upon the death of his father. Secure in
his advantage Crichton carefully kept the boy
secluded from his friends and governed very

name
who by office was

to the confusion of his rival,

ably in his

entitled to the keeping of the

and was determined to vindicate
The queen, who favoured his views,
made a friendly visit, accompanied by a small
train, to the castle of Edinburgh, where she was
received by Crichton with courteous welcome,
royal peraon,
his right.

and allowed to

visit her son as often as she
Availing herself of the oj)])ortunity
she expressed her desire to make a pilgrimage
to Whitekirk at Brechin, and sought permission

pleased.

to

convey two large

coffers

from the

aistle, con-

taining her apparel and ornaments, which was

The

chests accordingly were

tenant and the king's chosen council should hold

freely granted.

two

carried through the gate

sessions annually for the administration of

In such

a competition the possession of the young sove-

;

but one of them con-

he should seize
whatever they
any
might be, who sheltei'ed themselves in castles

tained the young king, who, in this cunning
manner, was conveyed to Leith, and transported

and make them find security for
good behaviour. But from the records of

keepers in Edinbm-gh were aware of his ab-

It w;is also decreed that
rebels or " unruleful men,"

justice.

and

fortalices,

their

this obscui'e period it appears that the very

who was appointed
of this

law was

its

man

the guardian and executor
chief despiser

and

violator.

Confident in the power and protection of thenm;ister, his retainera, especiaUj' the

men

of

An-

nandale, wasted the country, plundered houses,

and slew the occupants who resisted, as if they had
been living at large in a hostile or conquered
country; and when the earl was required to issue
ordere to his people to desist he not only refused,

but commanded them to yield no submission to
the prohibitions of the king's officers under pain
In this way he vindicated his feudal
right to be sole judge in his own domains and
over his own vassals, while he increased his
power by rallying the lawless under the broad

of death.

protection of his banner.'

Against such a powerful offender as the Earl
of Douglas nothing short of a complete union

powers would have been
But the regency of the queen appears

of the other ruling

available.

to have ended with the execution of her Inis-

band's murderere, while Livingston and Cricliton
in such a heartless struggle with

were engaged

each other for the chief power and sole direc-

>

Pitscottie'a ChroniOet </

SeoOand,

vol.

L

p. 3.

Edln. 1814.

to the castle of Stu-ling

by water before

his

sence.

Livingston having thus recovered his charge

young king by the escape of
James, was resolved to improve the advantage;
and accordingly he mustered his allies for the
purpose of besieging the castleof Edinburgh, and
reducing the chancellor to submission, the queen
promising to supply provisions for his soldiers
during the siege from her own granaries. These
preparations alarmed Crichton, who was in no
condition to resist them, and in this case he
applied to the Earl of Douglas for aid, promising
of governor to the

and assist him
But the haughty eai'l
was too powerful to need such help, and he returned a disdainful answer. It was little harm
in return to

become

his ally

against aO his enemies.

he said, though such traitore as Crichton
and Livingston should make war uiion each
other; and it became not the honourable estate
of noblemen to assist them, though they should
pursue each other to the death; adding that the
counti-y would be all the better of their mutual
This answer o|iened the eyes of
destruction.
the cli.-mcellor to the danger that was most to be
apprehended, and his jiei-ceptions were quickened
by the formidable array of his rival, who li.ad
now commenced the siege, and was likely soon
He saw that whether himself
to be successful.
to him,
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was certain
to be crushed in his turn by a still more powerful enemy; anil that their only chance for mutual
safety depended upon their union against the

[a.d. 1437-1451.

or Livinp-ston prevailed, the victor

quarrel and pursue

common

moter, died at Restalrig in the neighbourhood
of Edinburgh on the 26th of June, 1439.
He
was succeeded in his titles and possessions by

These considerations he urged
upon Livingston in a parley which he demanded
for the purpose, and to whom he revealed the
earl's late answer. The result between two such
able and unscrupulous self-seekers might be
easily imagined they closed their mailed hands
foe.

:

mutual compact against the exorbitant
power of the earl. Livingston and the young
king, whom he had brought with him, were
received into the castle of Edinburgh, which
was freely rendered to them by Crichton; the
chancellor and governor made a new and amicable arrangement of power and authority; and
every movement among them had for its object
in a

the jjuUing

whom

all

down

of the

their hatred

Earl of Douglas, against

and

riv;\lry

were now

turned.

During these wild reactions consequent on the
death of the late king, and amidst such contests
<}i selfish unblushing ambition, " mickle hership
and stouth was in land and boroughs, great
cruelty of nobles among themselves; for slaughter, theft, and murder were then patent, and so
continued day by day, so that he was esteemed
the greatest

character of the feuds during this period the
is a specimen.
In consequence of some family quarrel Sir Thomas Boyd

following instance

Kilmarnock treacherously

assailed Sir

Alan

Stewart of Darnley at Polmaisthorn between
Falkirk and Linlithgow, and slew him. This
was enough to bequeath an inheritance of blood
to Sir Alexander Stewart, the brother of the
deceased, who mustered his military vassals and
encountered Boyd near Neilston in Renfrewshire. From the number of combatants on either
side it was like the meeting of two small armies;
and the fight was so keenly contested that both
parties repeatedly stepped back to take breath,
and charge anew in greater fury, which they
did to the sound of trumpets. At length the
Boyds were defeated and driven off the field
after many brave men had fallen.^ In this way
a single combat could produce a wholesale encounter, and one death be accompanied with
many. This family feud was but a sample of
the spirit that prevailed over the south-west of
Scotland and throughout Kyle, Cai-rick, Cunningham, and Renfrew, where the kindred and
allies of the Boyds and Stewarts were most
numerous, there were enough to adopt the
;

age.

By

the death of their great

Pitscottie.

Atichinleck Chronicle, p. 3; Pitscottie,
Annals of Scotland, p. 168.

p-

IG

;

B-llfour's

enemy and the

minority of his son Livingston and Crichton
were both freed from the chief obstacle to their
ambition, as well as then- motive for mutual
co-operation.
But as yet it was too early to
resume their quarrel, for Joanna, the queenmother, was already showing that she might
become a formidable rival. In the deliverance
of her son fi'om the custody of Crichton she had
ably served the cause of Livingston but in return he had not only abridged her power, but
circumscribed her liberty, so that she was little
In
better than a prisoner under his custody.
such a condition it was natural that she should
seek both liberty and a protector and it may
have been from such motives rather than any
;

;

feeling of romantic love, that she selected for

her second husband Sir James Stewart, commonly called the Black Knight of Lorn, the
third son of John Stewart, the Lord of Lorn.

baron was but a poor mate
and an
unmeet successor as husband to such a king as
James I. But this was an age beyond othera in
which queens and princesses stooped to men of
Thus Catherine, the Queen of
low degree.
France and England, and widow of the hero of
Agincourt, had married Owen Tudor, a private
Welsh gentleman ; while her sister-in-law, Jainferior Scottish

for a princess of the house of Beaufort,

quetta of Luxemburg, the wife of the great
Duke of Bedford, took for her second husband

Richard Woodville, who was merely an
English knight. And yet neither of these noble
dames could plead the excuse of their fair kinsSir

woman, the widowed and oppressed queen of
Scotland. The Black Knight of Lorn was allied
with the Douglases, and through him the queen
might expect their powerful support and pro-

He also appears to have very soon exmanner in which
power
was engrossed by the chancellor and
all
governor, and to have urged his claim for the
guardianship of the young king through the
But Livingston
right of his new relationship.
cut short these appeal by throwing the knight
and his brother Sir William Stewart into a
dungeon in Stirling Ca^le, which at that time
was in his keeping. Nor did his violence stop
tection.

pressed his displeasure at the

short at this point
1
'^

in the

youth only sixteen years of

his son William, a

man of renown that was the greatest An

brigand, thief, and murderer." ^ Of the desperate

of

same feudal spirit.
While such contentions were rife Archibald,
Earl of Douglas, their great patron and proit

;

for,

offended at the natural

indignation of the queen and her complaints
against this tyrannical proceeding, Livingston
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threw her into prison also. This odious deed
appears to have been prefaced by unjustifiable

the whole affair had been a Christmas
mumming instead of a great state movement,

for at her apprehension the queen's

James smilingly assented and although his
attendants drew their swords they were too
few to resist, and were besides ordered by

violence

;

chamber was invaded by armed men, and one
of her attendants wounded in her defence.'
Having proceeded thus far the bold and unscrupulous captor assembled at Stu-ling the prelates and nobles who adhered to his party (Sir

William Crichton himself being one of the
number), and three burgesses who were called

if

;

Alexander Livingston, the governor's eldest son
and their captain, to desist from the attempt.
Thus tlie king amicably rode off with the chancellor and was conducted in triumph to Edinbui'gh.

this form, or rather

The tidings of this unexpected change brought

mockery of a regular pai-hament of the three
estates they proceeded to treat with the queen
upon the terms of her liberation. By these she
was obliged to surrender the guardianship of
her son to Livingston; to commit to his keeping

Livingston in all haste to Stii-ling, and his chagrin at being so egregiously outwitted was embittered by his dread of the consequences. His

and under

to the sitting;

her castle of Stirling; to allow for the maintenance of the young king's household the annual
allowance of four thousand merks which had
been assigned her by parliament; to approve of
Livingston's proceedings in her capture; and to

hold no interviews with her son, except in the
presence of unsuspected persons. Upon these
terms, so degrading to a mother and a queen, she

was freed from captivity .A fresh change was now

to succeed in this

With

the queen reduced

exti'aordinary drama.
to submission

and

helplessness, the person of

the sovereign in his keeping, and the strong
castle of Stirling for his residence, Livingston

was the most powerful man in the
But Crichton, who had aided him
against the queen as a common enemy, was in
no mood to be overtopped by his rival, and he
resolved to recover his consequence by obtain-

thoughts were of warlike reprisal, and for
purpose he would have allied himself with
the Douglases; but their new earl was too
fii-st

this

young

to aid him and too fickle to be trusted.
Obliged, therefore, to have recourse to policy
and negotiation, the governor repaired in peaceful manner and with a small train to Edinburgh, where two prelates, equally the friends
of himself and the chancellor, were desirous of
bringing them to concord. These were William
Leighton, Bishop of Aberdeen, and John lunes.
Bishop of Moray, who laboured so successfully
with the two angry rivals that they were persuaded to meet in the church of St. Giles, each
accompanied by a few friends and without
weapons. The terms of agi-eement were such as

own

for the time

suited their

kingdom.

the chai'ge of the 3'oung king was restored to

ing possession of the royal pei-son.

He

there-

and learning
was for a short time absent on
a journey, and that James was wont to take his
fore

watched

for his opportunity,

that Livingston

pastime Ijeyoud the castle walls attended only
by a small train, he mustered 4000 men, whom
he stationed between Linlithgow and Stirling,
night being verj' dark, and pushed on at the
head of 100 well-armed horsemen to the neighbourhood of the royal residence. On the morntlie

came out to hunt in the royal chase,
had been wont, and fell into the ambush

ing .James
as he

was stationed to inclose him. No violence,
however, was offered, and Crichton, bending
his knee and laying a gentle hand on the bridle

that

of the boy-sovereign, besought

that prison and pass

onward

in

him to leave
his company to

Edinburgh, whei-e he wovdd be a king indeed.

individual interests; for while

Livingston, Ci-ichton was invested with additional privOeges

with profitable

As

if it

and

and

his friends

supportei-s

offices.

had not been enough that the coun-

try should be troubled with the contentious of

these two ambitious men, it was also scourged
during this afflicting year (1439) with the visitations of famine and pestilence.
In consequence of the public commotions men could
neither sow nor reap in safety, and victuals
became so scarce and so dear that wheat was
sold at forty and oats at thirty shillings a boll,
while many people died of hunger. As for the
pestOence, which commenced at Dumfries, it
was called the " pestOence without mercy," for
none whom it attacked recovered, but died
within the short space of twenty-four hours.'

The confusion

into

which government had
its rulers was

lapsed through the selfishness of

indicated by its natural
when pailiament was assembled

also

fruits,

so that

for the restora-

tion of order the complaints of oppression, inPitscottie, p. 18. 19. The violence with which this arrest
was accompnnieil is proved by a charter of the lands of
I'hjlde, fip-anted by James IT. to Alexander Napier for the
hurt he had received in her defence.
Acts nj the Parliamenti of Scotland, v. 11. p. 64 Pit'

'^

;

scottie, p. 19.

VOL.

I.

and suffering that were poured into it
were beyond all former precedent. The account

justice,

» Auchinkck Chronicle of the Reign of Jamet
King of Scoti, p. 4 Fitscottie, p. 23.
;

the Second,
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given by the old historian of this state of matters

so

is

both simple and

many widows,

"

affecting.

bairns,

There were

infants, seeking

and

redress for their husbands, kin, and friends

that were cruelly slain by wicked mm-derers,
and in like manner many for hership, theft,

and murder, tliat it would have pitied any man
Shortly, theft and
to have heard the same.
murder were come into such dalliance amongst
the people, and the king's acts came into such
contemption, that no man knew where to seek
refuge unless he had sworn himself to some

common

mui-derer or bloody tyi'ant to maintain

contrair the invasion of othei-s, or else had

him

given him largely of his gear to save his life
and to give him peace and rest."' Parliament-

ary authority endeavoured to put a stop to this
lawlessness, but the decrees it enacted for the
purpose were nothing better than a confession
It enacted that
of weakness and helplessness.
the great justiciaries on the southern and north-

em

sides of the Forth should

resume the old

practice of holding their courts twice in the

lear; that the lords of regalities should do the

same

witliin their

king's judges

and

own

jurisdictions;

officers in

and the

the districts that

were subject to the crown. In like manner the
former royal progi-esses for the administration
of justice were to be repeated by the young
sovereign; and upon the occurrence of auy
rebellion, slaughter, burning, robbery, outrage,

or theft the king was immediately to ride to

summon

[a.d. 1437-1451.

secured the assent of parliament, but there were
evidently stUl stronger and more selfish induce-

ments

to animate the two statesmen in such a
An enemy who was growing
more powerful than themselves would be
removed, and thus the chief rule would remain
in their- own hands.
Such base considerations
were in full character with the deed of treachery that was to follow.
We have already noticed the early age at which

perilous attempt.

f;u-

William, the sixth Earl of Douglas, entered into
He appears to have possessed

his inheritance.

measure tlie noble appeai-ance, personal
endowments, and superior courage that had distinguished his race since the days of the Good
Lord James. The extent of his possessions
greatly exceeded that of any Scottish noble, for
in full

besides the large districts in Galloway,
dale,

him

and other parts
for their chief, he

of Scotland that

was

also

Duke

Annanowned

of Tour-

aiue and Couut of Lougueville in France. In his

he combined the grandeur
with the substantial power
of a Scottish noble, being generally attended in
his journeys by a train of a thousand liorse, and
sometimes even with twice that number. Such
wealth and power combined with his youth and
style of living, also,
of a foreign prince

inexperience easily

made him

the tool of the

and the ambitious; the lawless resorted to
him for protection, and under his name or with
his sanction a great portion of those crimes were
committed of which the country had complained
and which the parliament attemjited to remedy.
But a chief so powerful could not be reached
by larliamentary citations, and he had shown
selfish

him the sheriff of
wrong was committed
and cause him to execute justice, in which the
barons were to assist him with their persons, liis independence in truly regal style not only
retainers, and property.^
It is evident, how- by holding parliaments of his own, but by
the spot and

before

the district in which the

]

ever, that on such occasions the royal presence
would be of little or no avaO, as James was not
of an age to judge and punish, and could only
act according to the prompting of those who

held his leading-strings.

It

is

probable that

nothing more was sought in thus parading him
in open view than to impress the belief that he

was no longer a prisoner or under the dictation
of a single counsellor.

But

were not
enough for the purposes of Crichton and Livingston, who, after having thrown all order loose by
their dissensions, were now united because these
disorders were equally dangerous to both. The
these

legislative

formalities

chief source of all this misride they attributed

to the Douglases

and their too powerful head,

and him therefore they resolved to suppress as
the great national offender.
Such appears to
have been then- ostensible motive by which they

prohibiting obedience to
his

own

parliaments.^

Pitscottie, p. 36.

*

Acts 0/ Scottish Parliament,

vol.

ii.

pp. 32, 33.

but those of

such an offender, while the only means to effect
such a purpose was to set both law and justice
aside.
But Crichton was not a man to scruple
at such contradictions; his only aim was to allure
the young earl within his reach and for this
purpose he sent him flattering messages deploring his absence and entreating him to come with
his brother David to Edinburgh and assume the
;

which the
whole kingdom was likely to go to wreck. The
and fearless of
bait was cunningly selected
danger, the earl, accompanied by his brother
and a few friends and attended by a small train,
repaired to Edinburgh, and was met on the way
direction of public affairs, without

;

by the chancellor, who courteously invited the
earl to partake of the hospitalities of his castle

of Crichton.
»

all edicts

It fell to Crichton as

chancellor and guardian of the law to punish

For two days the unsuspecting
s

Pitscottie, p. 17.

;
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were sumptuously
victim
entertained; and Crichton, adding perjury to
fraud, swore " by his great oath and holy sacrament" that he esteemed none so highly as Eai-1
Douglas unless it were the king himself. The
journey wjis resumed with cordial readiness
but as they neared Edinburgh the friends of
Douglas could not help remarking the frequent
interchange of messages between the chancellor
who accompanied them and LiWngston who
was in the city, from which they suspected that
mischief was contriving and under this alarm

wept when he saw the
guards binding the wrists of the earl and his
brother with cords, and besought Crichton with
many tears to spare them but the chancellor
fiercely told him that the Douglases were traitors
and his worst enemies, and that the land would

they proposed to the earl either that they should
immediately return home or at least that David
Douglas should be sent thither, so that at the

With them was executed
of Cumbernauld, who as

.ind

his

followers

;

worst one of the family might be
fident in the chancellor's

siife.

But con-

honour and assurances,

king,

who was

present,

;

never be at peace until they were dead. AJter
a hasty trial, of which the charges ai-e not specifie<l, but which, whether true or false, were
necessary for this

mock arraignment, Earl Wil-

liam and his brother David were hurried to
the back court of the castle and there beheaded.
Sir

Malcolm Fleming

the earl's chief friend

and admirer was also involved in his

By

fate.

murder the power of the
Douglas was abridged, as their French

this judicial

family of

male

the earl iudiguantly silenced these proposals and

possessions, being

did not draw bridle until he had reached the

crown of France, while their unentailed estates
in Galloway and Wigton and the baronies of
Balvenie and Ormoud became the property of

Edinburgh. At the gate he was met
by Li\'ingston, who introduced him to the king;
and between James, who was now only ten
yeara of age, and the gallant young earl, who
had but reached his eighteenth year, that rapid
friendship seems to have commenced in which
boyhood clings for protection to the manliness
of more advanced youth, without feeling that
the disparity is too great between them. Thus
while welcome and banqueting reigned in the
castle the headsman's axe was sharpening on
the grindstone; and that there might be no
castle of

chance of resistance or rescue, the earl's attendants were lodged under false pretexts apart
from each other and beyond the town walls. AU
being in readiness a sumptuous feast was given,
at which Livingston

and Crichton

jiresided;

the closing dish that was placed upon the
at the

was

end

of the

banquet was a

set before the earl

— the

bull's

but

tiible

head which

grizzly token, ac-

cording to ancient usage in Scotland, to intimate
to end in death.^
Knowing
meant, Douglas and his brother
started to their feet and sought a place of safety
or escape, but were speedily secured by a band
of armed men who rushed in at a signal from

that the feast
too well

what

Livingston.

was

it

Terrified at the change, the

young

Although this part of the story relating to the bull's
head, which rests upon the sole authority of Boece (as translated by ritscottie), has been rejected by Pinkerton and
Ilia followers, it seems too much in keeping with the age,
country, and deed to be so suniinarily discarded. It was a
simple mode of announcing a purpose which the actor was
too much ashamed to express in wo^d^ The simple account
of the historian is as follows i— "Than the chancellour,
1

after the coursis

war takin away from the

presented
ane bullis head bcfoir the carle DungLas, (fuhilk was ane
eigne anil tokin of condemnatorie to the dead.
Eut this
earle and his brother. behoMing the manifold treasonc.
with sad myndis and drearie countenances, start up from
the boord an*l maid them to loup at any place they might
gett out." Fitscottic, p. 12.

fiefs,

reverted to the

Margaret, sister of Earl William, who on account of her beauty was called "The Fair Maid
temporary quiet in Scotland
of Galloway."

A

was

also the result of

the execution, as the

earldom of Douglas, thus shorn of some of its
best possessions, reverted to one who was little
fitted for brawls and warlike achievements.
This was James, uncle of the late earl, who on
account of his corpulence was surnamed " The
Gross," and to whom a soft easy bed was more
congenial than the ground of the battle-field
with a buckler for his pillow. But unfortunately for the country this gross Douglas slept
his last after he had reposed under his new
honoure for two short years, while his son
William, who succeeded to the title and inherit-

was possessed of all the famOy activity
and enterprise as well as its towei'ing ambition.
And these quaUties the new earl was not slow
in exhibiting.
James the Gross, who was by
no means void of ambition, had planned the
ance,

recovery of the alienated Scottish estates of the

earldom by a marriage between his son William
and the Fair Maid of Galloway and such a
tempting opportunity was not lost sight of when
;

the young noble succeeded to the earldom. As
the parties, being cousins, were within the prohibited degrees of relationship, a papal dis-

pensation was necessary for the union of Earl

William with the rich heiress, and for this he
without delay; but his negotiation with

ajiplied

the pap.il court was retarded by so
stacles that at last

he

many

ob-

and resolved
own hands. Without

lost patience

din'i**r,

to take the affair into his

awaiting, therefore, the arrival of the dispensation he espoused his cousin within three years

after his father's death.

Besides the illegality

of such a maiTiage according to the ecclesiastical
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sensions of the nobles, and especially from the

laws of thi^ period the bride, on account of her
extreme youth, must still have been a ward of
the crown, and therefore amenable to the chancellor's authority, so that a union so dangerous
to their interests might have been prevented
by Crichton and Livingston. But they were

was connected with most of the nobility either
by relationship or alliance. So great was his
influence that both Livingston and Crichton
were obliged to succumb to it, while each

either friendly or neutral to the proceeding,

courted his favour to procure the downfall of

and the marriage, uucanonical in itself, was
also consummated at an uucanonical season,

the other; and on the earl adopting the cause

In this daring step, at
which the two rulers might well have trembled,

being the time of Lent.

the earl gave a distinct warning both of his

unscrupulous purposes and his will and power
to effect them.
Wliile this treaty of the earl with the court

Home was pending

of

a matrimonial embassy

arrived from Bretagne to propose a marriage

between Francis, Count de Montfort, son and
heir of John V., Duke of Bretagne, and the
The
princess Isabella, daughter of James I.
proposal

was favourably received by the Scot-

tish court

by

Sir

and their assent conveyed to Bretagne

Jolm Crichton, Admiral

of

Scotland,

Archdeacon of St. Andrews, and William
Monnipenny, a diplomatist. An amusing anecdote connected with this courtship is related by
Lobineau, the historian of the dukedom. On
the return of his envoys from Scotland John V.,
who was surnamed the Good and Wise, was
anxious to learn from them the qualities of his
I'oulis,

They

future daughter-in-law.

replied that she
formed, and of a
healthy constitution, but exceedingly taciturn,
and this, too, apparently not from discretion but
"By Saint Nicholas!"
exceeding simphcity.

was

beautiful,

gracefully

cried the wise duke, " I think that a

has discretion enough

who knows

woman

the differ-

ence between her husband's shirt and his shirtruffle."

It

was fortunate

for Scotland

during this

season of intrigue and change that
tion with other countries

peaceful character.

its

connec-

was of a friendly and

Besides the wisdom of such

a course, which spoke well for the administra-

and Livingston, it suited their
war by which tbeii- weakness would have been exposed and their authority set aside by whatever noble was strongest
tion of Crichton

interest to avoid a

Accordingly the history of the
country for two years may be summed up in a
few general notices. As we have seen, the
marriage treaty with Bretagne was concluded
to the satisfaction of aU parties.
The truce
with England which was to terminate in 1447
was by a fresh agreement extended to 1454.
The friendly mercantile connections between
Scotland and Flandere were continued to the
in the field.

advantage of both countries. But troubles were
darkening over the land from the renewed dis-

increasing power of the Earl of Douglas,

who

former the chancellor was obliged to take
and shelter himself within the castle
of Edinburgh. There was reason for this alarm,
for Douglas had cunningly ingratiated himself
into the favour of the young sovereign and been
appointed to the high office of lord-lieutenant
of the kingdom.
At this period, indeed (1444),
his aggrandizement was so great as to make his
influence irresistible.
He had newly secured
his long-delayed bride, and with her the extensive possessions that had formerly belonged to
His three brothers had shared in
his earldom.
his rise and were also great and independent
nobles.
Of these Archibald, the eldest, by his
marriage with Jane Dunbar succeeded to the
title and estates of her father, the Earl of
Moray, although her elder sister was married
to the son of the chancellor his second brother,
Hugh, was created Earl of Ormond, and John,
of the

to flight

;

Lord

the third.

of Balvenie.^

Against such an opponent neither Crichton
nor Livingston could make head, and Douglas
was not slow to improve his advantages. When
it suited his purpose he could act with the one
rival against the other, as he had lately done
with Livingston against the chancellor but he
appears to have hated both as obstacles to his
ambition, and in no change was he likely to
forget the downfall of his cousins through the
machinations of these unprincipled statesmen.
The king, also, who had been alternately their
prisoner and their puppet, was ready to lend
the sanction of his name to their condemnation
and overthrow. It was easy accordingly for
Douglas to procure a decree from parliament by
which their estates were confiscated, and themselves declared rebels. But though both Crichton and Livingston had yielded to the storm and
;

down

laid

their otBces of chancellor

governor, they
castles of

still

and

kept possession of the

Edinburgh and

Stirling,

king's
I'oyal

and each pro-

ceeded to fortify himself against king, lordlieutenant,

and pailiament

fell

upon the

chancellor,

These were
and the storm

alike.

sufficient signals for a civil war,

whose

castle of

Crichton

commanded by
the lord-lieutenant and destroyed. To requite
this injury the chancellor made a terrible inroad

was

assailed

from the
I

by the

castle of

royaj. forces

Edinburgh upon the lands of

Balfour's Aniials o/ Scotland, vol.

i.

pp. 172, 173.

^
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which belonged to Douglas and
adherents, and wasted them with fire and
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number

combatants, but mustered

Corstorphiiic,

in the

his

knights and barons enough for a battle witli a

The

sword.
Fife

wai- thus kindled spread over into

and Angus, where the Earl

mercilessly ravaged the lands of

Bishop of

of Crawfoi'd

James Kennedy,
had
check the power

Andrews, because the

St.

with Crichton to

allied himself

latter

and upon this the bishop
had recourse to the weapons of the church, and
solemnly excommunicated Crawford, who cared
little for the sentence.^
The Earl of Douglas
now laid siege to the castle of Edinburgh but
it was so bravely and successfully held out by
the chancellor, that for nine weeks he kept the
royal army at bay, and only surrendered at last
upon favourable terms, which consisted of comjilete indemnity for himself and adherents, and
the retention of a large part of his former inof

the Douglases;

;

new

therefore earnest in his

ofiice

of peace-

Such a protector

hazard of each passing hour, that the queen-

Mention has been

briefly

made amidst

these

Douglas, and reckless despiser of churchmen and

church censures; but his end, which followed
is a sufficient comment upon these

speedily after,

reckless quarrels, as well as characteristic of their

The office of justiciary

motives and chief actors.

monastery and lands of Arbroath had
been conferred upon Alexander Lindsay, the
eldest son of this earl, and afterwards his successor, long famed in Fifeshii-e under the name
of the

of " Earl Beardy,"

from the length and shaggi-

uess of his beard, and the "Tiger," from his
fearless courage

and

cruelty.

for church vassals

and reverend monks,

and accordingly the brotherhood superseded
him by electing Alexander Ogilvie of Inverquliarity in his room.

had joined

were unfurled, lances were laid in the rest, and
was ready for the close and shock of enwhen the Earl of Crawford suddenly
spurred into the field and threw himself into
the open space between the two parties. He
had heard in Dundee of this purpose of wild
encounter that would be fatal to his interests
let the victory rest where it might, and was
counter,

of justice could scarcely be the

flueuce.

fittest

national question at stake. Bannere and j^ennons

all

maker; but while he interposed to that efi'ect a
common soldier, who was ignorant of his rank
and impatient at the interruption, slew him
with the thrust of a spear. And thus died the
earl in a good action, as the old historian is
careful to note, " albeit he was very insolent all
the rest of his lifetime." Infuriated by this
event the Lindsays and their aUies made such
a headlong onset upon the Ogilvies, that the
latter were obliged to give back, and notwithstanding a long and stubborn resistance finally
to take to flight.
The result of this conflict was
as fatal as the cause was frivolous; the Earl
of Huntly received a wound that afterwards
proved mortal; his host, Ogilvie of Inverquharity,
was slain five other barons, several gentlemen
of name and lineage, and about five hundred of
their followers were left dead on the field.
It was during the same yeai- (1445), and
amidst events in which all order was confounded
and the life of every man committed to the

contests of the Earl of Crawford, a firm ally of

and dispenser

of

If this

bearded baron

upon the
Andrews, as was not un-

his father in the inroad

church lauds of St.
likely, we can easily perceive a sufficient cause
for his deposition.
Although the charge itself
was but " a mean bailiery," while Ogilvie was
a special friend and ally of the Earl of Crawford, these considerations went for nothing with
the Tiger, or only aggravated his rage and,
mustering a ])owerful array of wild Lindsays,
Hamiltons, and Douglases, he advanced upon
A rbroath to recover his office by force of arms.
His rival, nothing loath, came out to meet him
at the head of his kinsmen, allies, and supporter, among whom wa-s the Earl of Huutly,
who chanced to be his visitor at the time, and
who joined him either from having partaken of
his bread and salt or from the mere love of danger and adventure. Tlie two bands arrayed in
such a paltry quarrel were not only considerable
;

Auehinleck Chronicle,

p. 8.

;

mother died.
tlie

Unhappy, indeed, was the

fate of

high-born and beautiful Joanna Beaufort,

the inspiring theme of the noblest of minstrels,
the wife of one of the best and most accom-

After the death of her

plished of sovereigns.

had only lasted long
to revenge his murder; and this being
accomplished she ceased to be a queen, and was
only regarded as a defenceless woman, a stranger,
royal husband her power

enough

and one of a hostile race and nation, for whom
no one cai'ed, and whom every faction in turn
might insult at pleasure. It was not wonderful
if in such a state she sought the only protector
whom a woman should cling, and could find
no one of higher mark than a private baron who

to

cared to undei'take a responsibility at once so
u n profitable

seen

how

and so dangerous.

protect her against the
stons,

We have already

husband was to
power of the Living-

helpless her second

and with what

difficulty

they procured

their deliverance from the prison into

governor had thrown them.

which the

After this the un-

fortunate pair seem to have sunk into a safe

> Pitscottie, pp. 63-6S.

;
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no notice occurs of them till the
present period, when the Black Knight of Lorn
ventured to express his indignation at the condition of the government and the tyranny of
the Earl of Douglas. For this bold otfence he
was sentenced to banishment, upon which he
embai-ked for France; but on the voyage he was
captured by Flemish pirates and carried to
Flanders, where he died either through grief
or hai-d usage. After his departure from Scotland the queen appears to have taken refuge in
the castle of Dunbar, which had been forcibly
seized and occupied by a strong Border plunderer and outlaw, Patrick Hepburn of Hailes,
obscui'ity, 's

the fitting ancestor of the notorious Earl of

Both well, the husband of Maiy Stuai't; and
under this precarious protection Joanna received
the tidings of the captivity and death of the
Knight of Lorn, soon after which she hereelf
died, and was buried in the royal tomb of her
firet husband in the monastery of Carthusians

[a.d. 1437-1451.

had
formed with them against the chancellor. Availforgiven, notwithstanding the alliances he

ing himself of his authority as lord-lieutenant
he caused Sii- Alexander Livingston, now Lord

who had been the king's governor,
Alexander Livingston his eldest son. Sir James
Dundas of Dundas, and Sir Robert Bruce of Clackmannan to be committed to ward. The particulars of the trial and the nature of the charge
brought against them have not been mentioned
but the severity with which they were treated
afibrds sufficient proof that vengeance rather
than justice was the motive of their adversaries.
The Lord of Callander, now an old man, retired
from the strife of politics, and his adherents,
Dundas and Bruce, were deprived of their
estates but instead of being set free after this
heavy infliction, they were imprisoned in the
castle of Dumbarton. A still worse fate attended
other members of the family, of whom Alexander
Livingston the younger and two othera were
Callander,

;

such an ally as the Earl of Crawford might have been fatal to the influence of
the Earl of Douglas had not the Tiger succeeded

beheaded. The complicity of the king in these
severe measures it is impossible now to discover;
but the fact of his having pi-eviously been in
seeming concord with the Livingstons makes it

engagements as well as his
and on this account he entered

probable that he willingly assented to theii- fate.
He had thus fewer enemies left to encounter;

at Perth.i

The

loss of

to his father's political
titles

and

estates,

into a closer league with the lord-lieutenant

and he could not be supposed

to entertain grate-

whose hands both
mother and himself had been prisoners. The
of the Isles and Eai-1 of Eoss, who could not fate of Alexander, the governor's son, was espeIt was he who,
forget the imprisonment and humiliation he had cially lamented by the people.
Thus the three when James was apprehended at Stirling by the
endured under the late king.
greatest nobles of the kingdom were banded for chancellor, humanely interposed and prevented
the support of each other in all their enterprises his attendants from a resistance that would only
and against all theii' enemies, without even ex- have provoked their fcite. He is described as
cepting the king a proviso usually inserted in one accompUshed beyond his age and country;
such dangerous agreements, however it might but these endowments were only the more likely
be substantially disregarded; while the Living- to exasperate his pereecutors and ensure his constons, who had tried to make head against the demnation; and in his dying speech upon the
Douglases, were glad to join an association scaffold, while warning the bystanders against
which they were too feeble to resist. To oppose ambition and the deceitful allurements of couit
this formidable union no party remained but favour-, he heavily complained of the iniquity of
that of Sir William Crichton, now restored to his trial, in which a jui-y of his sworn enemies
the chancellorship and raised to the dignity of had been packed against him to condemn him
a lord in parliament, and his patriotic ally, to the death of a traitor.'^
Before this utter suppression of the LivingKennedy, Bishop of St. Andrews. But it was
greatly strengthened by the favour of James II. stons the propriety of selecting a bride for their
himself, now a youth of seventeen years of young sovereign had occupied the attention of
Accordingly, in 1448,
age, and whom a rough training amidst these the Scottish councillore.
James commissioned the chancellor Crichton,
civil broils had inspii-ed with manly prudence
and resolution. So formidable was this union who had now secured his confidence, Railston,
that Douglas did not dare to attack it; but still Bishop of Dunkeld, and Nicholas de Otterburn,
bent upon feudal revenge, he resolved to turn official of Lothian, to repajr to France and select
his arms against the Livingstons, the enemies of for him a partner among the jjrincesses of the
They were also empowered to
his house, and whom he seems never to have royal family.
renew the league which had so long subsisted
than even his father seems to have done. In
this compact was also included Alexander, Lord

ful recollections of a family in

his

—

'

Balfour's Aiuials of Smtlaiid, vol i. pp. 174, 175; Pit;
Auchii\leck Chronicle, pp. 6, 7.

scottie, p. 58

-
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;
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between the kingdoms

and France.
The last part of their commission was easily
accomplished but as the family of tlie French
king had at present no princess fit to be a bride
of Scotlimd

;

Scottish ambassadors
next repaired to the court of the wealthy and
powerful Duke of Gueldres, whose daughter
for their sovereign, the

Mary, his only child and heiress, was considered
an eligible mate for the King of Scotland. The
proposals of the Scottish envoys to that effect
were favourably received, and on the ye;ir following the princess was affianced in due form
as the bride of the

King

of Scotland.

This peaceful movement did not, however,
escape the notice of two parties whose interests

The acceswealth and power which James would

were equally involved in the event.
sion of

derive from this union would be fatal to the

ambition of

the Douglases,

while the close

between France and Scotland, of which
it was the pledge, would disappoint the hopes
of that numerous party in England who still
looked forward to the recovery of their French
alliance

To destroy, or even to retard, this
matrimonial alliance would benefit the views of
both, and the object could be best accomplished
Ijy breaking the long peace tliat had subsisted
between the two countries, and plunging England and Scotland into all the confusion and
uncertainty of war. The war commenced on
the side of England and by a Border incui'sion,
in which the Earls of Northumberland and Salisbury at the head of two separate bodies crossed
the marches at the eastern and western boundaries, and gave the towns of Dumfries and
Dunbar to the flames. This inroad was retaliated by Douglas of Balveuie, brother of the earl,
who made a wasteful irrujition into Cumberland and burned the town of Alnwick.
These were but preludes to more decisive
operations, and bent upon revenge an English
army of six thousand soldiers commanded by
the younger Percy, Sir John Pennington, and
Sir John HaiTington crossed the Solway and
encamped on the banks of the river Sark. But
their most distinguished champion, and the
leader in whom they most trusted, was Sir
Magnus Eedmain, or Magnus with the red
mane, so called, we are told, in derision by the

fidence in hLs

own

prowess, that he sought no

other reward for his services than as

much

of

was able to cnquer. To
meet the invaders Hugh, Eail of Orniond, brother of the Earl of Douglas, accom])anied by
Scottish ground as he

Sir

Wallace of Craigie, the Laii'd of Johnand other westland baron.':, and four thou-

.loliii

ston,

men advanced

sand

to the Sark.

The

battle

was commenced by the English archery, whose
terriljle volleys would soon have decided the
contest had it not been for the gallantry and
prudence of Wallace of Craigie, who showed
He
himself worthy of his illustrious name.
turned his countrymen when they were upon
the point of flight, exhorting them to close upon
the enemy, by which their missiles would be
useless and he seconded his words by leading
them forwai'd to a fierce and unexpected onset.
The English reeled and gave way before the
charge, and Magnus himself fell in a vain
attempt to rally them Percy, Pennington, and
Harrington were taken prisoners; and so total was
the rout of their followers that fifteen hundred
were left dead on the field, and five hundred
were drowned in the river. The Scots lost only
twenty-six men, among whom was no one of
note except the gallant Wallace, by whom the
victory was chiefly won, and who received a
wound that proved mortal owing to the un;

;

skilful

conquests.

Scots from the colour of his bu.shy beard. He
had won high renown in the wars of France,
and such was his hatred of the Scots, or con-
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It

treatment of the sm'geons.'

had not been the wont of England to

sit

quietly under such a discomfiture, and preparations were in jjrogi-ess to retrieve the national

reputation by an invasion of Scotland upon a

But even already those dissensions
had commenced which were afterwards to be
so famous in English history under the name of
the wars of the Roses, and from which not a
soldier could be spared.
Such a cessation was
most beneficial to Scotland, where war- could
have only increased the power of the Douglases; and welcome to James, whom it left
free to consummate the marriage which had been
larger scale.

All being

contracted on the previous year.
therefore arranged, and
event,

in readiness for the

the youthful and

beautiful

Mary

of

Gueldres arrived in Scotland on the 18th of
June, 1449. Her train, which was conveyed to
the shores of the Forth in thirteen ships, besides many ladies of rank, consisted of three

hundred guards completely armed from head to
foot in steel and mounted on barbed horses; and
she was accompanied by the Archduke of Austria, the Duke of Brittany, and the Lord of
Campvere, all of them brothers-in-law of James,
who were attended by knights and barons, the
flower of French and Burgundian chivalry.
Such a gorgeous array had never before landed
upon the barren shores of Scotland. But with
whatever admiration the Scottish crowds may
have gazed upon the strangers as they landed
at Leith and commeuced their procession to
Edinburgh, the feeliug was by no means mutual,

'
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as the lorch of France

the natives

little

and Burgundy accounted

better than barbarians.

Mary

rode from Leith to the Scottish capital seated
behind the Lord of Campvere, and on the fol-

lowing week her nujitials and coronation followed. The marriage contract was liberal in
its provisions on either side.
Philip the Good,

Duke of Burgundy and uncle of the bride,
engaged to pay for her portion in the course of
two years the sum of sixty thousand crowns in
gold ; while James, in the event of his decease,
settled

upon her as

his

tliousand crownssecured

widow a dowry

of ten

upon lands in Stratheru,

Athole, Methven, and Linlithgow. He also renounced all claim to the dukedom of Gueldres
through his queen if her father should leave a
male heir. Another important alliance resulting from this marriage was a commercial treaty,
by which the amicable commercial relations
between Scotland and the Duke of Burgundy's
territories, comprising Brabant, Flanders, Holland, Zealand, and other continental districts,
were to be leagued for their mutual defence and
b3nefit.i

Amidst the masques, feasts, and pageants,
the revelry and merry-making with which this
was inaugurated, it woidd have
been incredible if the joys of the tournament
had been omitted and accordingly a passage
of ai-ms took place, to the delight of aU parties.
Among the foreign knights were three redoubted
champions, Jacques de Lalain, Simon de Lalain,
his uncle, and Sieur de Meriadet, Lord of
Longueville, who had been impatient to make
proof of Scottish valour and had crossed the
seas for that purpose.
They were little likely
to be baulked in then- wish, for James Douglas,
brother of the earl, another James Douglas of
the same family, and Sir John Ross of Halket,
joyful marriage

;

welcomed

in all love the courteous invitation of
the gallant foreigners. To enhance its value it

was

also to

be a combat at outrance instead of

a play of harmless skill with headless lances

and blunted swords. The lists were inclosed on
an open level space under the castle-rock at
Stirling; the galleries which were erected on
either side were fiUed with the king and his
noble visitors, the courtiers, and above aU with
high-born ladies, whose approving smiles were
the sunshine and animating soul of chivalry;
while behind them were the commons in thousands eager to witness good blows and alive to
the military honour of then- counti-ymen. The
presence of the Earl of Douglas could not be
wanting where the warlike renown of his own

much at stake; but as if to outshine his sovereign and impress the foreigners
house was so

fore

Harleian IISS. 4637

;

Auchinleck Chronicle,

p. 41.

it

commenced Jacques de

Lalain, the prin-

two companions,
besought them not to interpose between him
and his antagonist or bring liim aid whatever
might befall, for thereby they would disgrace
cipal challenger, addressing his

his

renown

as being unable to sustain the en-

counter of

a single knight. The trumpets
sounded to onset, the combatants closed in
paire, and such was the fury of their blows
that of the Scottish weapons none remained
unbroken save a dagger of one of the Douglases.

At

length after a desperate contlict of equal
which vizors were crashed and cors-

fortune, in

lets rent asunder, one of the Scottish knights
was repeatedly felled to the earth by a Burgundian battle-axe; and the conflict being thus
reduced to an inequality of three against two,
the king flung down his warder and the combat

was stayed.The power of the Earl of Douglas had now
become intolerable, while his office of lordlieuteuaut gave a sanction

to

his

tyrannous

But the precocious mind of James
was already competent for the cares of royalty,
and he showed his wisdom by avaUiug himself
of the prudence, skiU, and experience of Crichton and the Bishop of St. Andrews. Soon after
proceedings.

his

marriage he deprived the earl of his lordoffice no longer needed, upon

lieutenancy as an

which the

latter retired to his castle to brood
over the injury and meditate further schemes
of ambition.
An opportunity quickly occurred
to

him

showing that his power was

of

little

diminished by the change, and that he was not
to be offended with impunity.
Sir WiUiam
ColvUle having sustained many injuries at the

hands of James Auchinleck, a friend of the earl,
thought that his season of revenge had ai-rived;
and therefore without troubling himself by demands of redress, which had been often made to
no pm'pose, he attacked Auchinleck and killed
him with several of his friends. Indignant at
this and feeling it as a personal insult, the Earl
of Douglas solemnly swore that he would never
rest till he had revenged the deed.
He accordingly gathered a large body of his retainers and
laid regular siege to the castle of Sir William
Colville, which he took, and put Sir WiUiam
himself and all its inh;ibitants to the sword.
" There were many of tlie country," adds Pitscottie, " that commended the Earl Douglas his
enterprise for revenging of his friend's quarrel.

'
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with a full sense of his superiority, he came to the
tournament attended by a train, or rather army,
of 5000 followers. The combat was to be waged
with axes, lances, swords, and daggers ; and be-

Auchinleck Chronicle,

Charter, p. 667

;

p. 40;

De Coucy's Continuation of

Fol. Paris, 1661.
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he had been as diligent in punishing of
murderers and thieves that oppressed the poor
But m.any hoped that this tyranny
commons
should some time have an end that vexed them
If

!
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mons was backed by an armed
proud lord could not

resist.

force

He

which the

therefore put

himself into the king's will, and was dismissed

unpunished after a

strict

exhortation to restore

man his own. No sooner, however,
had he returned home than he resumed his former com"ses, upon which the king raised an
army and advanced into Galloway to punish the
though he was, the party that had now rallied strong rebel and vindicate the broken laws. The
ai'ound the young king was too strong to be process, as might be expected, was both sharp
The general hatred with which and du'ect. At the king's coming the adherents
overthrown.
he was regarded, and by which the number of of the Douglases fled to their peels and fortahis enemies would be daily increased, might be lices, but these were besieged in regular form
abated by his absence. His vanity would be and successfully captured by detachments from
In this way the castle of
gratified by parading his grandeur in England, the royal army.
France, and Italy, instead of the limited field Lochmaben was speedily reduced to surrender;
of Scotland, where admiration had been suc- the castle of Douglas itself, the centre of rebelceeded by envy and disgust. He might also lion, was razed to the gi-ound; and from the
hope to renew his power and political influence fines imposed and plunder recovered from the
through the civil contentions of England, or by rebels James caused full restitution to be made
winning back from the French king the duchy to every claimant whom they had wronged and
of Touraine, which being a male fief had re- bereaved.^
Tidings of these events reached the Earl of
verted to the crown of France on his accession
to the eai'ldom. Leaving, therefore, his brother, Douglas at Rome and compelled him to a hasty
John Douglas, Lord of Balvenie, in charge of return, but with wofuUy diminished splendour;
his estates and offices during his absence, the for the lords and knights who accompanied
earl took his departure for Flanders accom- him dispersed and came to Scotland by various
panied by a train of nobles, knights, and gentle- routes through France and Flanders. As for
men with their attendants, and an armed re- the earl, he procured a safe-conduct to pass
tinue of eighty horee; and wherever he came through England and on approaching the Scothe assumed the style and bearing of a king. tish border he sent a humble message to the king
From Flanders he proceeded to Paris, where he requesting permission to pass to his home, which
was joined by his brother, James Douglas, at was freely allowed on condition that the earl
that time studying at the univei-sity with the should maintain order and punish malefactoi-s
view of becoming Bishop of Dunkeld, but to in his troubled district of Annandale. Douglas
whom the hope of succeeding to the earldom was abundant in his promises, and was believed,
was already opening, as the earl himself was so that soon after (April, 1451) he received a
stiU without an heu-. From the court of Paris, commission from his sovereign with other Scottimes so cruelly."
earl now resolved to leave Scotland for
a time and visit foreign countries, and for such
a journey he had sufficient motives. Powerful

at

all

to every

The

;

where he had been treated with high distincIt was the season
tion, the earl went to Rome.
of jubilee, when the " Eternal City " was crowded
with the choicest of the polished communities
of Europe; and while both natives and strangers received this mighty lord of a remote land
with hospitality and welcome, they must have
marvelled not a little at the hyperborean style
with which his consequence was manifested.
But while the earl was thus squandering his

hoarded Scottish rents and hard-wrung presents
for countenance and protection among a people
to whom he must have been little more than a
jubilee show, his .affairs at home were becoming
more deeply involved through the mismanagement of his brother, Lord Balvenie, who had a
spirit as haughty and turbulent as his own.
On his tjTannous conduct being coni|jlained of
to the king he was cited to appear and answer
in

person to the complaints Ijrought .ngainst
but, aware of his stubbornness, the sum;

him

tish

ambassadoi-s to treat with the English

council about the continuation of peace between

both countries. But he soon showed himself
most unworthy of this confidence, for instead
of accompanying the embassy he remained at
home strengthening his own party for a fresh
against his sovereign, and secretly
intriguing with the Yorkists of England for

rebellion

the same purpose.
resolved to

On

the following

make a journey

month he

to England, and, to

conceal his designs, pretended that he would

afterwards pass to the Continent; and having
obtained a safe-conduct from the English court
for himself, his three brothere, twenty-six gen-

tlemen, and sixty-seven attendants, he selected
for his escort the chief persons

wards concerned

in

equivocal proceedings
cions; but as the earl

1

who were

the open revolt.

after-

These

awoke the roy.al suspiwas aware of this, and as

Ballour's Annali; Fitscottde.

;
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his plans

vere not yet matured, he repaired to

humbly besought

the king's presence,
ness for

all

forgive-

past offences, and renewed his pro-

mises that he -nould be a

leal

obedient subject

all time to come.
The queen and nobles
theii' intercessions with his and as there
was nothing more than suspicion against the
offender he was dismissed unpunished but to
make sure of his fidelity by depriving him of
the power to rebel he was stripped of those
high offices which he stiU retained, and which
were transferred to the Earl of Orkney and Sir
William Crichton. Enraged at this bereavement and at the share held in it by his old
enemy, Crichton, Douglas now abandoned all
show of restraint and was eager for revenge,
which he resolved should first alight upon the
chancellor.
Having learned, accordingly, of a
day in which CVichton had resolved to travel
to Edinburgh, he jdanted an ambush on the
road to intercept and kill him. But the old
man, thus unexpectedly attacked, defended himself with spirit; and being ably seconded by
his son and attendants, he cut his way through
the assassins and escaped into his castle of

in

joined

;

;

Crichton.
Not content with this, he speedily
mustered his adherents and recui'ned to Edinburgh, where he attacked Douglas, who was
unprepared for such an unexpected meeting,
and chased him from the city.^
Like a baffled lion retiring to its den the
defeated earl betook himself to his territory of
Annandale, and there his rage sought and found
a vent in the infliction of fresh oppressions upon

the faithful servants of the king. Among these
was Sir John Herries of Ten-egles, upon whose

lands he

let

loose

his retainere,

where they

plundered at pleasure, and when Hen-ies remonstrated and demanded redress his appeals
were only answered with refusal or contempt.
Being a man of high spirit he resolved to right
himself by force, and mustered his vassals for
the purpose; but it was soon shown that his re-

was unavailing against the

sistance

power

far superior

In his attempt
to obtain redress by arms he was overpowered,
taken prisoner, and dragged before the earl,
who threw him in irons and when the king
sent messengers commanding Douglas to stay
his proceedings the earl showed his contempt
of his lawless neighbour.

;

mandate by causing the noblydescended Sir John Herries to be hanged as a
of the royal

common

'

Pitscottie, 90-04.

Balfour's Annals,

;

recusant, however,
salage; this
of the heir

who

refused such abject vas-

was Maclellan, the tutor or guardian
and lands of Bomby, who regarded

compact in its true light as a conspiracy
Incensed at this bold refusal,
Douglas at the head of an armed force assailed
and stormed MacleUan's house and carried him
off a prisoner to his castle.
The news of this
capture was quickly conveyed to the court,
this

against the king.

where Sir Patrick Grey was captain of the
and Grey, who was nephew of
the prisoner, and had cause to tremble for his
safety under such keeping, laid the case before
the king. James, who was interested in the
king's guai'd

;

fate of such a faithful servant as the tutor of

Bomby, and aware

of the savage imperious
wrote to him " a sweet letter
of supplication" beseeching him to deliver his
prisoner into the keeping of Sir Patrick Grey,
his kinsman.
Thus furnished with credentials.
Grey lost not a moment in repairing to Douglas
Castle, which he reached at the hour of dinner;
spirit of the earl,

and the earl, who wondered what this coming
could mean, ordered the boards to be drawn
and the banquet laid, while he welcomed the
royal messenger with graceful but hollow wel-

He

asked Sir Patrick if he had dined
latter replying that he had not, the
with apj^arent frankness, " There is no
talk to be had betwixt a fuU man and a fasting;
therefore you shall dine, and we shall talk together at length." The conversation at the
meal was vai-ied and cheerful, and from the
demeanour of the earl Su- Patrick argued a
fortunate end of his errand. But Douglas the
while had been trying to guess its import, and
had arrived at the surmise that it concerned
come.

and on the
earl said

the liberation of his prisoner.

Under

this sus-

picion he gave secret orders to conduct

Mac-

from his dungeon to the green before the
castle; there to strike off his head and remove
it, and cover up the body with a cloth
which
was done accordingly while the jest and the
wine-cup were joyfully passing within the hall.
lellan

—

Impatient for business, Sir Patrick as soon as

thief.^

This deed of violence, which occurred towards
the close of this year (1451), was followed by another stiU more insolent and atrocious. Having

>
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renewed his league with the Earls of Crawford
and Ross, the power of Douglas over the south
of Scotland was that of an absolute king and
at his command the barons and gentlemen of
Galloway, with those of Kyle, Carrick, and Cunningham, were obliged to unite with him and do
implicit service under his banner, whether for
the king or against him. There was one hardy

)

;

Pitscottie, p. 95.

the dinner was over delivered his letter, which
the earl received and read with an appearance
of satisfaction and he expressed his gratitude
that the king, after all that had passed, should
have written to him so gracious a missive and
sent it by such a messenger.
He took Sir
;

—
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him

and the
cloth being removed from the body, he added
witli savage pleasantry, " Sir Patrick, you are
come a little too late; yonder is your sister's
take his
son lying, but he wants the head
body and do with it what you will." Had Grey
turned and stabbed the insulter to the heart it
would have been thought at the time a just
and natural return but he was not only in the
Patrick's hand, led

to the green,

;

;

lion's den, but powerless at the spectacle.

At

length, smothering his indignation, he replied
in choking accents, "My lord, if you have taken
from him his head, dispose of the body as you
please " and with that he called to hoi-se.
As
;

;

plied his spure

his attendants to

was well

cleai-ed

barbacan and drawwas shouting to

mount and give

chase.

It

had a good
which carried him, for
so hot was the pursuit and so long that it
only drew up within a short distance of Edinburgh, having been continued for neai-ly sLxty
for the knight that he

led horse besides that

miles.

EEIGN OF JAMES
Douglas to justice

and

bridge, while the savage earl
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soon as he mounted to be gone his wrath could
be restrained no longer " My lord," he loudly
exclaimed, "an' I live you shall be rewarded for
your laboui's that you have used at this time
according to your demerits!" and so saying he

II.

IV.
(1451-1460).

—His power and alliances—Resolution of the king and

his

—The earl invited to Stirling— His friendly reception from the king
James requests the earl to break his bond with Crawford and Ross — The earl's insolent refusal —James
suddenly stabs him with his dagger — The by-standers second the deed — Palhatives of this rash and
quitous act — Fur}' of the Douglases at the assassination of their lord — They break out into open insurrection — The king's army defeats the Earl of Crawford at Brechin — The earl's strange conduct after his
defeat— Negotiations of the Douglases ^vith the Yorkists — Proceedings of parliament against James, the
new Earl of Douglas, and his family — Their protest against
decrees and renunciation of their allegiance
The king rewards his faithful adherents — He raises an army for the suppression of the rebels — The Earl
of Douglas submits — HumbUng terms of his submission — He
restored to his place and possessions— He
seeks the widow of his brother in marriage — He obtains the control of her baronies and estates — He
continues his intrigues with the Yorkists ia London — Submission of the Earl of Crawford to the king— His
strange mode of appeal — He
forgiven and received to favour — The University of Glasgow founded
Death of Crichton — His character — Earl Douglas continues his English intrigues — War between him and
the king renewed —-The earl's castle of Abercom besieged and taken by the king— Events'of the siege
Douglas in vain attempts to raise — He
defeated at Arkinholm — He
for aid to the Earl of Ross
Invasion from the Isles upon Scotland — Its insignificant character and fruitless results — The Earl of
Douglas retires into England — Insolent letter of the Duke of York to the Scottish king — The Countesses of
Douglas and Ross take refuge with James — Their gracious reception— Hostile proceedings on the Borders
—The Earls Douglas and Percy invade Scotland — They are defeated by the Earl of Angus — Angus becomes
the head of the Douglas family — The Earl of Ross offers submission to the king — Politic conduct of James
on the occasion — Conditions on which James consents to pardon the earl — Hopeful prospects of the
kingdom — Uncertain nature of James's coimection with England — His supposed private agreement with
Henry VI. — He invades England in behalf of Henry — He persuaded to retire into Scotland — The English
invade Scotland in return — Their army disperses at the Border —James renews the war — He crosses the
Border and besieges Roxburgh — His accidental death by the bursting of a cannon — His character — Arrival
ministers to treat with

him

in person

ini-

its

is

is

it

is

flies

is

of the queen to the

camp —She

encoiu-ages the soldiers to renew the siege

—The castle of Roxburgh taken

and destroyed.

After these outrages of the Earl of Douglas,

by which he had not only violated the laws, but
insulted and defied hLs sovereign, James and his
council were driven to despair.

How

to bring

him
was now the question at is.sue,
but which no one seemed able to solve. The
rougli but short and simple process of a civil
war, in which the earl should be proclaimed a
rebel and a traitor, and crushed by a royal army.
the bold offender to
to moderation,

trial,

or even to reduce

would have instantly been adopted, but for the
precariousness of the remedy; for the rebel was
already more powerful than the king, and in a
trial of arms Douglas, through his alliance with
the Earls of Crawford and Koss, would be able
to bring a larger array into the field than any
that the king could muster. The chwe compact
Ijy which these nobles had boimd themselves
together against all and sundry, and of all of
them to maintain the quarrel of each whether
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was well known to the
anxious sovereign and his advisers and unless
this could be dissolved Douglas was uniissailable,
and might continue to defy them with impunity.
To break up this alliance was the first resolution of the secret council, and to accomplish this
object not by force but cautious management
and cunning. They would begin their attempt
also by detaching Douglas from his allies, as the
person most to be dreaded, instead of commencing
with his supporters. That they might be able
to dictate their terms more effectually it was
for evil o.

for good,

;

necessary to bring the earl to their presence, instead of treating with

him

in his

own dominions

midst of his royal power and grandeur.
The king therefore wrote to him a gentle letter,
promising to forget all his past trespasses and
requesting him only to be a true subject for the
time to come, and inviting him to come to the
council, where he should receive a full pardon
for the past and a proper shave in the administration of the government.
By such a proceeding Earl William and his brother had been

and

in the

ajiured to

and

Edinburgh only eleven years before;

in this repetition of the stratagem

recognize the guiding

we

can

hand of Crichton, by whom

first had been coutrived.
It is possible that
on this occasion, also, the king and his adherents
had resolved, as soon as they had the earl within
their power, to reduce him to terms, or failing
in this, to bring him to a formal trial, and that
this purpose was only frustrated by the sudden
transport of James, upon which neither himself
Unnor his friends could have calculated.
warned by the fate of his predecessor the proud
and fearless earl was as ready to confront the
council as his worst enemies could have wished,

the

and only desired the royal

be appended

seal to

[a.d. 1451-1460.

which was at seven in the evening, the king
withdrew the earl into a private chamber to
have some conversation with him apart, none
being present there but certain members of his
council and the captain of the guards.
James

commenced the important interview with grave
and gentle remonstrances. He neither knew
nor believed, he said, any evil of the earl and
he besought him to remove any gi-ound of suspicion, by which his subjects might think that
there was disagreement and strife between
them. The chief of these suspicious symptoms
was the bond of alliance which he had formed
with Ross and Crawford and this he besought
;

;

him

to

and

his

break

own

if

he valued the peace of the realm

character as a true and loyal sub-

This was too much for the haughty Douand after a storm of abuse against the royal
councillors, in which the king himself was not

ject.

glas;

spared, he declared that with regard to break-

ing the bond he might not, and he would not.

James, who had hitherto restrained his naturally
fiery temper and condescended to the language
of entreaty, now burst into a paroxysm of fury
that swept away all gentler thoughts in an instant: in the blind impulse of the moment he
drew his dagger, and exclaiming, "False traitor!
since you will not break the bond, I shall," he

plunged the weapon

first

and

into his throat,

instantly after into the lower part of his body.
Sir Patrick Grey, the captain of the guard,

had a recent debt

who

of vengeance to pay, felled the

Eager to

with his pole-axe.

earl to the gi-ound

signalize their hatred or their loyalty, the rest

who were

present plunged their weapons into
it with twenty-six

the dead body and mangled

which they threw

wounds,

after

window

into the open court below.^

it

out at the

This was done, and it has also been stated that
some of the nobles accompanied it with a wiitten
obligation subscribed with their names, in which
they warranted his safety and engaged themselves to comjiel the king to respect it even

In this lawless manner was a powerful subject
despatched who had violated every law, and
whom the laws could not reach the man who
had scorned the sacred pledges of hospitality as
in the case of the tutor of Bomby, was himself
despatched by those who had pledged themselves

though he should be inclined to violate

for his safety

to the letter of safe-conduct

and

invitation.'

:

a few followers in his train, rode to Stirling, the

and entertained him at their board.
was a deed by which the perpetratoi-s placed
themselves upon the same level with him whom
they had punished, and the consequences of
which they were now to answer as they best
might. If any apology can be oiFered it is only

place of royal residence, on the 21st of February,

to

his pro-

It

mise.2

Assured by these pledges that no harm was
intended Dougl^is, accompanied by their bearer.
Sir WUliam Lauder of Hutton, and having only

On

same day he had an interview
with the king, who received him courteously
and invited him to dine and sup with him on
the morrow.
All went on harmoniously at the
banquet-table in the castle, where Douglas was
treated as an honoured guest; and after supper,
1452.

'

the

PitBcottie, p. 100.

'

Auchinleck Chronicle,

p. 46.

be found in the fact that the earl deserved
and that no other mode could be found

to die,

of inflicting the

doom he had

merited.

As

for

the king, rash, young, aad hot-tempered, and
who seems to have acted, not through pre-

meditation, but the fierce impulse of the moment, a stiU greater palliation can be presented

'

Pitscottie, 101-103

;

Auchinleck^Chronicle, pp.

46, 47
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in the causeless insult

were received aud
rejected.

his

The more

with which his advances
entreaties contemptuously

peaceful part of the nation

rejoiced in the death of the earl, without caring
for its justification or calculating

about

its

con-

sequences, for Douglas had throughout been a

and the protector of thieves and homicides, and they knew that as long as he lived
there could neither be peace nor safety. But it
was necessary to follow such a deed with instant
action, for the Douglases were maddened into
frenzy, and their cry was for havoc and revenge.
Aware that no time was to be lost, James gathered an army and advanced to Perth to assail
the Earl of Crawford, who might now be considered as the most dangerous person of the
confederacy.
The Douglases in the meantime
were not idle. At the time of the assassination
tyrant,

James, the eldest brother of the late earl, his
brothers, the Earls of Ormond and Moray, and
Lord Balvenie and Lord Hamilton of Cadzow,
were in Stirling; and on hearing of the murder
they assembled in private conclave, acknowledged James Douglas as their earl and liead
according to the will of the deceased, aud then
hastily dispersed to gather their retainere.

They

were not long in returning to Stirling, although
it was only with six hundred men; and on finding that the king and his councillors were gone,
they blew out twenty-four horns at once against
James and all who had aided him in the deed,
after which loud note of defiance they nailed
the safe-conduct that had been granted to their
late chief upon a board and caused it to be
dragged through the streets at a horse's tail.
They then proceeded to plunder the town and
burned it to the ground. Their next movement
was to waste the crown lands and the estates
of those who were adherents of the king, and
among the latter was the Earl of Angus, who,
though a Douglas and a near kinsman, had
refused to join them, and was therefore more
The whole lands and
liated than all the rest.
possessions of the earl round Dalkeith were
wasted with tii'e and sword, and the castle itself
besieged, the assailants swearing that they would
not quit it until they had levelled it to the
ground.

But the

castle of Dalkeith

was

strong,

brave and determined, so that
after a heavy loss both of men and time the

aud

its garri.son

besiegers were obliged to retire.'

While the Douglases were thus wasting their

II.
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them the

forfeited lands of the traitors,

trusted the

Huntly,

war

and

in-

against Crawford to the Eai-1 of

whom

he raised to the important othce
kingdom. Huntly
soon showed himself worthy of the honour by
the activity of his proceedings, and at the head
of a formidable array of his own Gordons, as
well as large reinforcements of those barons
whom he had attracted to the ro3'al standard
by promises of plunder and confiscations, he advanced towards the town of Brechin, upon a
level moor near which the wai'like and ferocious
"Tiger" was encamped and ready for his coming.
The forces of the Earl of Huntly outnumbered
those of Crawford but the latter nevertheless
bore themselves so gallantly in the fight, that
they were on the point of becoming victors
when one of those cases of desertion so frequent
of lieutenant-general of the

;

in the civil wai's of the period completely turned

Among the adherents of the Tiger
Earl wfis John Colessie of Bonnymoon or Balua-

the scale."

moon, commander of a large body of men ai-med
with battle-axes, and on whose co-operation the
earl greatly relied
but on the evening before
the battle Crawford had ofl'ended him bj' refusing to bestow an estate that was in his possession upon young Colessie, his son.
Incensed
;

at this refusal the selfish

commander of

the axe-

men deserted with aU his followers at the critical
moment to the other party, and was followed
several other detachments.
The Lindsays
were daunted at this proof of insinceritj' and
began to give ground, a movement which was at
last changed into a reluctant flight, notwithstanding the desperate efforts of their redoubted
lord to repair the mischief and lead them back
to the charge. The battle of Brechin was a heavy
loss to the Earl of Crawford, as his brother, Sir
John Lindsay of Brechin, and sixty gentlemen
of coat-armour lay dead on the field, while on the
other side two brothers of the Earl of Huntly,
and several gentlemen were among the slain.'
Crawford himself was swept away in the flight,
and compelled to join in it, while in the eagerness of the chase a squii-e of the Gordons was

by

so entangled

among

the fugitives that, to save

he pretended to be one of their party,
and thus became an unwilling guest in the castle
of Finhaven, to which the fliers betook themselves for shelter, as well as an unnoticed spectator of the wild orgies that followed. He thus
heard the horrid sentihieut of the bearded earl
his

life,

opportunities in idle forays, and upon a paltry
fortress,

James was proceeding upon a great

and systematic

2

In the wars of the Roses in England a few years later
Andrew Trollop deserted from the Yorkists

(in A.D. 1459) Sir

scale of action that jiromised the

hap])iest results.

He strengthened his cause and

confirmed his supporters by distributing
Auehinleck Chrmide,

among

p. 47; Fitacottle, p. 104.

to the Lancastrians in a similar manner, in consequence of
which the Duke of York \va3 obliged to disperse his army.

the following year Lord (5rey de Kuthyn deserted from
the Lancastrians to the Yorkists, in consequence of which
the latter were in their tunj victorious.

On

'

Auehinleck Chronicle,

p. 48.
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expressed with fiendish energy as soon as he
recovered breath to speak his mind to those who
accomp.inied him. He would willingly, he said,

spend seven years in hell to get such a victory
as Huutly had gained, and one tliat would be
so well applauded.' Notwithstanding his defeat,
however, he would fly no farther than the castle
of Finhaven, and while the war was closing
around him he mercilessly turned upon those

who had

deserted

him

in battle, razing their

houses to the ground, and wasting their possessions with fire and sword.^ On the other hand,
the Earl of Huntly wasted the lands of the

Earl of Moray with such severity that the latter
only saved his life by flight. He then came to
the town of Elgin to punish its defaulters, which
he did with a scrupulous attention to feudal
justice ; for the one side of the town, which was
inhabited by the adherents of the Douglases,
was committed to the flames, while the other

which was occupied by people of his own
was carefully spared.'
The war which was thus continuing so unsuccessfully for the party of Douglas only confirmed
the latter in their resistance; and not content
with their own powerful resources and the misside,

pai'ty,

chiefs of a civil war, they resolved for their

own advantage

to

augment these miseries by

the national evU of a foreign invasion. They
accordingly negotiated with the Yorkists, now
the prevalent party in the English government,
offered, as the pledge of a bond for mutual
union and support, to transfer their allegiance

and

Through the advice of the patriand sagacious Bishop Kennedy, who probably was not ignorant of these disloyal transactions, James summoned a parliament to meet
Its
at Edinburgh on the 12th of June, 1452.
for after a defirst proceedings were decisive
forfeiture
against
the
Earl
of
Crawford
cree of
as a traitor, the other great defaulters, James
Earl of Douglas, the Eai-1 of Moray and the
Lord of Balvenie, the Earl of Eoss, James Lord
Hamilton, with other barons of their party, were
summoned to appear on a certain day before the
parliament and answer to the offences thf.t
should be laid to their charge. They did not
appear on the summons, and it was probably
not expected that they would but on the night
after it was issued they sent their emissaries
to England.
otic

;

;

into the city to learn the proceedings of parlia-

ment and

afiix

a placard upon

its

doors and

In this paper,
sealed with
his signet, the Earl of Douglas renounced his

those of the principal churches.

subscribed with his

'

own hand and

Pitscottie, p. 107.

^Pitscottie;

Drummond

of

Amuils; Auchinleck Chronicle;
Hawthornden's History of Scotland from

[a.d. 1451-1460.

and among the reasons
which he stated for this act he charged James
with being a murderer of his own kindred, a
violater of the laws of hospitality, and a tyrant
allegiance to the king;

who

thirsted for innocent blood without cause

The king resolved

to pursue these
enemies to the uttermost, but
before proceeding to action he was careful to re-

or occasion.*

impracticable

ward those

faithful followers

who had

hitherto

adhered to his doubtful fortunes, or whose
future services he was anxious to secure. Three
nobles were therefore elevated to the rank of
earls ; these were Sir James Crichton, son and
heir of Sir William Crichton, the chancellor,
who was created Earl of Moray in the room of
Archibald Douglas, who had now forfeited the
title by being in ai-ms against the king.
But
besides such a consideration the promotion of
Crichton seems to have been only an act of
justice, as he had married the eldest daughter
of the former Earl of Moray, while Archibald
Douglas during that disturbed period had been
invested with the title, although his claim was
through his wife, who was a younger daughter
of the earl.
Lord Hay, Constable of Scotland,
was made Eai-1 of Errol, and Sii- George Crichton of Cairns Earl of Caithness. In Hke manner
the barons Derneley, Hales, Boyd of Kilmarnock, Fleming of Cumbernauld, Borthwick,
Lyle, and Cathcart were made lords of parliament. Other lands which had belonged to the
Douglases and their adherents were conferred
upon Lord Campbell, his son Sir Colin, Sir
Alexander Hume, Sir David Home, and Sir
James Ker and others but as these were bestowed not by the pai'hament but by the Secret or
Privy Council, the tenure upon which their new
;

occupants held them was liable to future quesand coxild only be made good by the preva-

tion,

lence of the party through

which they had been

gi-anted.^

By

the same parliament also a proclamation
was made commanding each man liable to military service, whether on horseback or on foot,

Edinburgh under forfeiture of life
and goods; and at the summons there appeared
on the day appointed an army of 30,000 mustered upon Pentland Moor. Placing himself at
their head the king passed onward to the districts of Peebles, Selkirk, and Dumfries, where
his enemies were in greatest strength; but as
it was now the season of autumn, while none
to repair to

ventured to oppose him in the
could

efi"ect

was

field, all

that he

to waste/their cornfields

and

destroy their pasture and goods, which was
done without compunction. This destructive

part of the foray, indeed, appears to have been

Balfour's

A.D. 1423 to A.D. 1542.

> Pitscottie, p, 108.

'

Ibid. pp. 108-110.

5

Auchinleck Chronicle,

p. 49.
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done without his permission, as the wild havoc

wrought by

his

army extended iu many cases
gentlemen who were under

to the hinds of those

banner as well as theii- enemies. It was
however, in vain if we may judge from its
results, for Earl Douglas was obliged to abate
his insolence and subscribe to terms of submission.
To this he was probably urged by the
remonstrances of those whose property had suffered by the invasion, and who may have
thought that they had already lost enough in
his cause and given sufficient proofs of their
fidelity.
In this bond, subscribed in the castle
of Douglas on the 28th day of August, 1452,
his

not,

the earl agreed to the following conditions:

He

woidd lay no claim

dom

Wigtown

to the lands of the earl-

by his brother Earl
William, and intended by James as a gift to
the queen, without the consent and agreement
In like manner he abandoned all
of the latter.
claim to the lordship of Stewai'ton, which belonged to the late Duchess of Touraine, till such
of

forfeited

time ;vs he should obtain the royal permission to
reclaim them. He bound himself on his own

II.
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Such was the total surrender of the man who
had so lately nailed his defiance upon the doora
of the parliament and the churches.
From the
whole conduct of this Earl James, so much in
contrast with the former Douglases, we ai'e
compelled to remember his past clerical training as well as that dull monastic cell in which
his career wa-s to terminate.

Although the earl was so greatly humbled he
was still too powerful to be suppressed; and the
facility with which the king not only released
him from the penalties of treason, but replaced
him in his former power and possessions, proves
that before the earl consented to such stipula-

had been assured of the favourable
terms with which his submission would be rewarded. He was reinstated in the lands of the
earldom of Wigtown and lordship of Stewarton,
which he had apparently been so ready to surtions he

render.

He was

even allowed to send to

Rome

man-y the widow

of his

for a dispensation to

brother, Earl William, once the Fair

Maid

of

and James Lord

Galloway, by which he would have succeeded
to those ani))le possessions which had been detached from the family by a female inheritance.

Hamilton, to remit and forgive for evermore
aU rancour of heart, malice, feud, disagi-eement,
and envy which he or any of his entertained,
or might entertain in time to come, against any

Whether the dispensation for this unnatural
union was obtained, and whether the marriage
actually took place, are so contradictorily answered by the dift'ereut historians who wrote the

part,

and that

of his brother,

of the king's lieges for

any

actions, causes, or

quarrels bygone, and especially to

all

of

them

had

art or part in the slaughter of his
brother, the late Earl of Douglas, and to " take

that

these pereons in hearthness

and friendship," at

the ordinance and advice of his sovereign lord
the king

!

After further pledging himself in

behalf of his tenants and renters, whether of

own or his late brother's, that they should
remain undistui'bed in the possessions and rights
which they now held, he revokes all leagues and
bonds against his sovereign, if any such he has
his

made

in times past,

and promises

to

make

nei-

ther bond nor league in time coming that shall

be contrary to his highness. He would remit
and forgive any rents or dues which the king

might have levied or which the queen might
have distrained in Galloway. He bound himself as warden or liegeman to his sovereign to
defend the Borders and Borderers and observe
faithfully the truces that might be established.
He bound and obliged himself to do to his
sovereign lord the king honour and worship as
far as lay in his power, having such surety as
he can be content in reason for safety of his
life.
And finally he obliged himself that all
harms done and goods taken under assurance
of safety should be compensated and restored.'
1

From

to vol

It.

Sir Ix-wis Stewart's collections

of Tytler'8

we cannot

events of this obscure period that

her brother-in-law it woidd seem at least that he
retained her within his power and administered
if he had been their lawful
In 1453 he was also commissioned with
an embassy to England, in company with the
Abbot of Melrose and Robert Liddel of BaUymine, to extend the truce which would have

to her estates as

owner.

expu-ed in the following year.
ingly protracted to

May,

It

1457.^

letter E.

was accordBut though

apparently given up to such peaceful and patriotic employments, the Earl of Douglas while in

London was not neglectful of his own selfish
and ambitious interests and there is reason to
believe that he was intriguing with the Yorkists and negotiating for that aid by which he
woidd be enabled once more to raise the stand;

ard of revolt against his sovereign when the
opportunity for action had amved.
All these contingencies do not seem to have

when he had
he was eager to

entered into the king's calculations

humbled

his rebeUious vassal;

suppress the other branches of the coalition,

and may have thought
was, for the time at
neutrality.

it

least,

The Tiger

much

that their head
reduced to a state of

Earl, though defeated,

quoted in appendix

HUtory of Scotland,

tell

if the widow actually
escaped the infliction of becoming the wife of

the positive residt; but

'

Bymer,

xi.

324, 336, 339.
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was not tried by too long an ordeal, for
only six months afterwards he died of a burning fever and was interred in the Greyfriars'
Church of Dundee, the burial-place of his

had not bran subdued .and leaving the Earl of
Douglas in quiet, James mustered a small but
chosen force with which he advanced towards
the insurrectionary districts over which this
bearded potentate held rule. But a change had

sion

already come over the stout spirit of the Earl

While the land had been vexed with civil
it had at the same time been signalized by the establishment of a peaceful institution
this was the University of Glasgow,
founded by William Turubull, bishop of that
see, in consequence of a permission which he
had obtained from Pope Nicholas, A.D. 1450, to
that effect.
On the foUowiug year the papal

;

Hitherto his allegiance had been
to the head of the Douglases rather than that
of the Stewarts ; but when his chief, with whom
he hoped to rise to promotion, had so shamefully
succumbed he saw no reason for continuing the
of Crawford.

and bearing the whole brunt of
the wai', which was certain to be too hard for
him. He resolved to save himself by submiscontest alone

and he effected his purpose in a manner
that was wholly his own. Accordingly, while
the king was passing through Angus his march
was suddenly arrested by a baie-headed, barefooted man, " clad as he had been a miserable
caitiff guilty of a crime, committed in judgment,
dolorous and in poor arrajTnent, to make the
judges have commiseration and pity;" and he
was followed by a train clad in like fashion with
himself.^
It was the Eai-l of Crawford come to
confess his offences and sue for pardon and reShedding tears abundantly, as was
mission
proper for such an occasion, he fell down at the
king's feet, who could not guess what wight he
was or on what errand he had come until some
of his courtiei-s, who probably had been made
aware of the purj)ose and favoured the interlude, gave him to know that this was the fwfamed Earl Beardy whom he had come to
On being desired to rise up and take
chastise.
sion,

!

courage the earl dried his eyes, and, according
to the historian, commenced a harangue; but
as it is of the true classical length and formality
we may well imagine that it was only w hat it
was supposed he might, or would, or could, or
should have uttered.

At

all

events he confessed

and was
gladdened by the royal forgiveness; and not
only himself but his friends, allies, and supporters were admitted to full pardon. This act
of complete and undeserved clemency so highly
delighted the eai-1 that from a rebel he became
one of the most loyal and devoted of James'

his

crimes, declared

subjects.

regaled

He

his penitence,

accompanied him in his progress,

him magnificently

in his castle of Fin-

haven, and promised to be ready with all his
forces to fight against the king's enemies, whensoever and wheresoever he might be commanded.

Nor was

the repentance of this gi-im convertite
a feigned or fleeting impression for the historian adds, he "gave over all kind of tyranny
and became a faithful subject and sicker targe
to the king and his subjects." But his conver;

'Pitscottie, pp. 113, 111

ancestors.-

contentions

;

bull w;is publicly proclaimed at the cross of

Glasgow and the infant
inaugurated.

At

institution solemnly

the close of 1454 died Lord

Crichton, chancellor of the kingdom, whose history,

we have

seen,

is

so closely interwoven with

During the minority
was
sufficiently notoi-ious, and the means by which
he sought to establish his authority, both by
the coercion of his royal ward and the destruction of the Douglases, have stamped his
character with imperishable reprobation. Hia
alliance with his youthful sovereign when he
found that he could no longer wage the conflict
alone, and that he could best succeed as the
councillor of James, was one of those changes

that of his royal master.

James

of

II.

his unscrupulous ambition

so usual in the cai'eer of the selfish politicians

wonder would have
he had acted otherwise. He was faithking when he found that with the
king he must rise or fall, and his counsels were
wise and judicious because his own interests
were involved in their success. The last time
in which any notice of him occurs was in the

of all ages that the only

been

if

ful to the

king's expedition into

Angus

against the Earl

of Crawford, while the submission of the latter

alleged to have been mainly suggested

is

and

the subsequent pardon obtained thi"ough the
offices of this wily politician.
So greatly was

he valued by the king that the tidings of his
death were withheld from him until they coidd
no longer be concealed.'
In the meantime the Douglases continued
their intrigues with England, indifi'erent alike
to the independence of theii' native land and
their own obhgations and promises of allegiance.
But the state of England at this time was even
more precarious than that of Scotland itself, for
it was rent in twain by the Yorkists and Lancastrians, and on the eve of commencing that
long and destructive ciyil war which only terminated with the accession of Henry VII. It
was with the former party and its head that the
Earl of Douglas had hitherto negotiated; and
'

Idem,

p. 123.

^

Auchinleck Chronicle,

p.
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now

that they were about to try the arbitration

of war, they could not afford the
plies of

men and money for

demanded sup-

these Scottish feuds

This
without exacting a large recompense.
Lord Hamilton, the envoy of Douglas, was given
to understand; for he was told that no aid could
be given from England unless the Douglas faction

homage to the EngWhat reply Hamilton made to this

would take the oath

lish crown.^

demand we

are not told

quired submission been

come too

late, for

of

;

but even had the reit would have

made

while the Yorkists were too

completely engrossed by their own difficidties
to aid such distant allies, James of Scotland was

and waging a successful war against
Douglas and all his faction.
The particulars of this decisive campaign
against the Douglases ai-e related so briefly in
our earliest writers, and with so many contradictions both of dates and facts, that nothing
of it can be given beyond a scanty outline.
in the field,

Advertised, as there

is

reason to suspect, of the

with the Yorkists, James,
in the beginning of March (145.'5), proceeded to
action by besieging the castle of Inveravin and
intrigues of the

eai'l

levelling it with the gi-ound.
He then passed
forward to Glasgow, and having gathered reinforcements of the crown vassals of the west and
the men of the Highlands, he advanced through
Lanai'k to DougUisdale and Avondale, which he
wasted with fire and sword. Nor did the lands
of Hamilton escape, and while their lord was
intriguing in England they were swe])t and
spoiled in the invasion.
After this destructive
chastisement James proceeded to Edinburgh;
but, without delaying his progress, he advanced
at the head of a Lowland army upon the forests
of Ettrick and Selkirk, compelling the gentlemen of these districts to meet him with submission and destroying the goods and houses of
those who refused. He next laid siege to the
castle of Abercorn, one of the chief possessions
of the Earl of Douglas, which, from the strength

and height of its walls and the ignorance of its assailants, held out for a whole month against the
attacks of the royal army. It was at last taken
by escalade and while the officers were forth;

with executed as rebels the

common

soldiera of

the garrison were dismissed

without punishment, and the castle was thrown down. During
this siege several interesting incidents occurred

that give a freshness to the narrative.

Among

the royal followers was a certain Allan Panter,
described as being "the most ingenious
that was in Scotland, and most subtle in
diverse things."
consisted

we
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tion, that

mode and

place of

men-

he was an able military engineer

character at that time

in Scotland.

rai-e

—

But,

by a
while his death was heavily lamented
both by the king and noljles.^ In battering the
pressing too near the walls, he was slain
missile,

seems to have
been a great gun, which was directed by a
Frenchman who " shot right well and failed no
shot within a fathom where it was charged him
to hit."^ While the siege was going on the
Earl of Douglas mustered his forces and advanced upon the royal encampment but on
seeing the strength of the king's army he hiistily
towei-s the king's chief reliance

;

retreated, dispersed such of his followers as re-

mained with him, and fled. Lord Hamilton,
through whose desertion from the earl this failure
was chiefly occasioned, as his example had been
followed by the rest of the army, was committed by the king to the custody of the Earl
of Orkney in the castle of Koslin; but soon afterwards, through the intercession of Bishop Kennedy, he was not only restored to liberty, but
also to his rank and possessions.
It was probably through the instigation of this politic prehe had deserted from his powerful

late that

associate,

and the restoration with which it was
may have been the promised

so quickly followed

price of his treachery.*

In the meantime Douglas, who had fled towards the English border, accompanied by his
three brothers Archibald, Earl of Moray, Hugh,
Earl of Ormond, and John, Lord of Balvenie,
had contrived to conceal himself so eflectually
that none were able to guess in what quarter
he was lui-king. He was not, however, so effectually concealed as to be unaware of the progress of the royal arms and the daily defection
of those barons who had pledged themselves to
his cause. To avoid being himted in his lab', or
driven out of Scotland, he decided to

make one

and for this
purpose he descended into Annandale at the
head of a party of English borderers, and was
quickly joined by the desperate men of his own
faction whom the royal arms had failed to subdue.
But this rabble, so different from the armies
that had been wont to muster under the banner
of the crowned heart, were soon met by his
kinsman, the Earl of Angus, with whom were
the chief Border barons who had lately been the
allies of the house of Douglas, but had now
become the liegemen of the king. The hostile
encounter took place at Arkinholm on the river
Esk opposite Wauchop; but against such a welldesperate effort more in the field

;

AATierein his remarkable ability

are not otherwise told, but

'

man
many

II.

conclude, from such a

AuchinUck Chronick,

53.

we may
2

Idem,

<

Letter of .Tames

»

p. 64.
II.

chery'a Spicekgium, vol.

Il>itl.

to Ch.iiles VII. of France in D'Arill.

p. 801

;

Pltacottie.
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Angus

the utmost

appointed army
efforts of the Earl of Douglas were useless, although he fought Nrith the energy and courage
of despair: his armed rabble were cut to pieces,
or swept from the field; Archibald, Earl of
a.s

that of

many sheep and goats. They

[a.d. 1451-1460.

doubtless did their

and their worst both in slaying and plunderand it speaks for the improved condition of
Scotland at the period that they were able to
achieve so little. They also landed upon Bute,
which they subjected to ransom, and this consisted of a hundred boUs of oatmeal, a hundred
bolls of m:ilt, a hundred marts, and a hundred
marks of silver.^
While this paltry expedition was in progress
best

ing;

Moray, fell in the battle and Hugh, Eaii of
Ormond, after being desperately wounded, was
taken prisoner and carried to Edinburgh, whei e
his wounds were no sooner healed than he was
beheaded as a traitor. The Earl of Douglas
himself, with his only remaining brother John, the Earl of Douglas, probably foreseeuig its useLord Balvenie, escaped with difficulty by flying less results, and how little it was calculated to
to a wood.
The firet tidings which the king promote his interests, betook himself once more
received of this utter defeat of his enemies was to England, where he was received with favour
from a soldier, who laid at his feet the gory head by the Duke of York, who for the time being
of the Earl of Moray.^ After this victory James, was in the ascendency, and gladdened with an
with his usual promptitude, convoked a parlia- annual pension of five hundred pounds until his
ment which assembled on the 9th of June Scottish estates should be recovered. Even in
(1455), and here the sentence of forfeiture was granting this pension York could not refrain
declared against the Earl of Douglas, his mother from asserting the right of the English crown
Beatrix, and his brothei-s Moray and Balvenie. to the possession of Scotland; and in the written
In the summons previously issued against these grant he mentioned James II. as the person
The
defaultere, in which all theii' acts of manifest who then called himself " King of Scots."
Duke of York was a competitor for the English
I'ebellion were specified, not the least of these
was theu- traitorous connection with England, thi-one, and nothing could more ingratiate him
which was certain to seal their unpopularity .^
into the favour of his countx7men and advance
After this utter downfall of his power the his claims than this old demand of superiority
giving
despair,
himself up to
over Scotland, which for some time had fallen
earl, instead of
resolved to try his fortune anew. His influence into abeyance. But here the ambitious prince
was at an end in Scotland, while England could did not stop, for he resolved to repeat such a
afford him no aid but still a limb of the old popular claim not by a private rescript but an
Douglas confederacy survived in John, Lord of open and public demand of which all might be
the Isles, and Earl of Eoss, whose rule over his cognizant. He therefore soon after sent a letter
remote territories was scarcely less than that of to the Scottish king in the name of his sovereign
absolute sovereignty. Glad of an opportimity Henry VI., of whom he was protector, and of
of havoc and spoil, he received the fugitive earl which the following was the substance After
with welcome and fitted out an expedition in asserting it as a fact known to all men that Scothis behalf, consisting of five or six thousand land by law appertained to the dominion of the
men who were conveyed in a fleet of a hundred English king as monarch of Britain from the
galleys under the command of Donald Balloch, earliest ages, and that James himself and his
his kinsman. The proceedings of these desperate ancestors had acknowledged it, he proceeded to
rievers of the sea were stOl in the ancient Norse rate James in lordly terms for hardening his
neck and lifting up bis heel against his master
style, although the exploits they achieved and
the plunder they gathered bore but a poor pro- and sovereign. Was he ignorant of the penalportion to the gi-eatness of their armament. ties of treason, and the punishment with which
Landing at Inverkip they there destroyed cer- such a trespass was usually visited? Letters,
tain farm-houses or huts, after which they de- he said, had been presented to him by a person
vastated the island of Arran, demolished the calling himself the lion-herald and king-at-arms
castle of Brodick, and wasted the almost invis- of James as sovereign of Scotland, filled with
ible islands of the Greater and Lesser Cumbraes.
idle complaints and boastful
all manner of
The slaughter effected by this fonnidable host tlu-eatenings but that these he despised, and
over such a wide field of invasion amounted to would answer them not by words but by deeds.
fifteen " good men," two or three women, and After continuing in tne same defiant and con-,
three or foui- children, while the booty they con- temptuous strain, and gxicusing James of being
trived to gather consisted of five or six hundred the real aggressor and trespasser, he announced
horses, a thousand oxen and cows, and about as his purpose to put down all these rebellious
attempts by such chastisement as was due to
;

;

:

;

'

f

Letter of James II. to Charles VTI.
Acts of the ParlUiments of Scotland,

vol.

ii.

pp. 22, 75.

'
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such arrogant rebellion until whieli time he
charitably committed the said James to the
divine keeping and enlightenment.' Not Edward Longshauks himself could have addressed
Baliol in a more imperious strain, with his foot
upon the craven's neck, and the Ragman Roll
lying subscribed before him. But now the position of the two kingdoms was altered, and the
Duke of York, so far from being able to invade
Scotland, was on the eve of being denounced in
his own country as a rebel and traitor.
.

To

.

.

this insulting application it does not ap-

pear that James sent any reply; indeed, it
neither needed nor deserved any, being nothing
better than the empty flourish of a herald's
trumpet, or an idle cartel of defiance where no

combat was meant

to follow.

He

was more

usefully emjiloyed in holding meetings of par-

liament, in which laws were enacted for the
security of the royal revenues, the defence of

the Borders, and the internal government of the

While thus occupied two

kingdom.

fair sup-

pliants aiTived successively at his court to im-

II.
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who

from an odious husband to the
shelter of the king was the wife of John, Earl
of Rosa and Lord of the Isles, the sworn ally of
the Douglases, and now in arms against his
sovereign.
She was the daughter of Sir James
Livingston, and, through the earnest mediation
of the king, had been bestowed in marriage upon
Ross, with the hope that the connection would
civilize such a rude barbarian, detach him from
his bond of alliance, and secure the peace of the
islands.
But finding this hope frustrated, and
disgusted with his savage temper as well as
encouraged by the success of the Lady of Gallady

fled

loway, the countess fled to the Scottish court

and threw herself upon the royal protection.
She was graciously received by James and endowed for life with an ami^le revenue.^
As the question of peace or war with England
was now a precarious one, and wholly dependent
upon the daily and almost hourly shifting of the
politics of the English court, James was obliged
to watch their changes with anxious solicitude
and prepare for each transition. The disposition

The first of the Duke of York, also, as manifested in his
was she who had once been the Fair Maid of notable epistle, although it had led to no open
plore his clemency

and

protection.

Galloway; that rich and beautiful heiress who,
in little more than childhood, was espoused by
her ambitious cousin William, Earl of Douglas,
who, after the assassination of her husband at
Stirling, and while still in helpless youth as well
as unprotected widowhood, was seized by his
successor as wife, mistress, or prisoner, but in
any case as the wealthy heiress of Galloway, by
whom the power, wealth, and possessions of the
overgrown earldom of Douglas would be rounded
and completed. In this way she was transferred
from one brother to another with as little scruple
on their part, and with as little power of resistance on hers, as if she had been a signet ring,
by which the holder was entitled to draw rents
and seal acquittances. Feeling the ignominy
of her situation, and encouraged by the absence
of her unworthy lord in England, she now fled
to the king, imploring mercy for her ofi'ences
which she attributed to her ignorance and helplessness, and the violence of Earl James, who
had forced her into a union which she was impatient to escape. The king raised the unfortunate suppliant from her knees, and not only
received her to favour, but provided her with
a third husband in his own uteiiue brother. Sir
John Stewart, son of the Black Knight of Lorn,

who was soon afterwards created Earl of Athole.
In this way James wisely secured tlie inheritance among his own kindred, as she was tlie
mother

two daughtera by Athole, while her
previous unions had been childless. The other
of

>

Eymer's Focdera, vol ». pp. 307-383.

declaration, appeai-s to have been

excite those

fierce

enough to
mutual incursions on the

Bordei-s which even a proclamation of peace
between the two countries could never effectually put a stop to.
This is evident from the frequent parliamentary statutes which were enacted
at this time for the protection of the Scottish
borders and the innovations which were made
in the important office of their wardenry. While
York was protector there was little hope that a
peaceful embassy from James would be favourably received, anil therefore the attempt was
not made; but Henry VI., having .suddenly
awoke from his intellectual stupor, was con-

manage the alfairs of the
kingdom that York was obliged to resign his
office and retire for a time into private life.
sidered so far able to

James, who, from policy as a Scottish king and
his relationship by his mother to the line of
Gaunt, was on the side of the Lancastrians, embraced the favourable opportunity of securing
the repose of his kingdom, and this he did by
sending commissionei-s to the English court, by
whom a truce between the two countries was
negotiated which was to last till the 6th of July,
1459.

But neither Earl Douglas, who was

in

England, nor the English Borderers, considered
themselves bound by this agreement; and with
the consent and aid of Henry Percy, Earl of
Nortliumlxnland, an inroad of Northumbrians,
joined by Scottish retainers of the exiled noble,

was

made

into

Berwickshire.

' Pitscottie, p. 139.
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though the force
self

that in this

two earls was, it could
hoped even by Douglas him-

of the

scarcely have been

way he

could recover his for-

compel his sovereign to
agreement his only aim, indeed, seems to have
been a blind impulse of revenge that made him
regard every countryman as an enemy and every
But this
act of havoc as a lawful retaliation.
desperate invasion was quickly encountered by
the Eai-1 of Angus, and so successfully that both
Douglas and Percy were put to flight after they
feited possessions, or
:

had

lost neai-ly

two thousand

of their followers

This victory was so
welcome to James that Angus, who was grandDouglas
first
Earl
of
and by his
son of the
mother connected with the royal family, was
in killed

and

prisoners.^

rewarded with the forfeited estates of the renegade. Being thus a Douglas, and now the
representative of the house,

it

was natural that

the adherents of the banished earl should transfer

new

[a.d. 1451-1460.

when he had

engi-afted the wisdom of experience and the precautions of political sagacity

upon

his naturally hot, open, unsuspecting temperament, was worthy of the pupil of Chancellor
Crichton, and is thus amusingly described by
the old historian "The king's majesty led the
matter very craftily, and found the means how
he would not openly and plainly forgive at that
present the wicked and treasonable deeds of this
wicked tyrant; nor yet would he make the mes:

sengers despair of their chief's remission, but

answered them very craftily, and gently holding
them in hope, saying that the Earl of Ross never
deserved to be remitted at his hand, for his
cruelty and rebellion lately committed, yet . .
.

because

it

pertains only to

God

to knovf the

inward thoughts and hearts of men, and that
man's nature cannot perceive further than he
sees by outward tokens and signs, therefore he
would that the Earl of Ross should do some

men

political

notable act, whereby

was

cer-

and understand that he repented entirely with

a dangerous remedy to extinguish one
despot by raising another as powerful in his
room; and it was not long until the earls of

his heart before he should receive full remission

their feudal devoteduess to their

head and

territorial landlord.

But

it

t-tinly

of all his oifences."^

all

What

should perceive

this "notable act"

might be James was too prudent

to

announce

Angus became

either to the messengers or to the nobles

as formidable rivals to the

crown

whom

they superseded.
In favour of .James, however, it may be
noted that Scottish feudalism was too deeply
rooted to be thus eai-ly and easily destroyed;
and that his only resource was to keep it in
check by royal benefits, and by balancing as an
as those of the elder house

umpire the power of one noble against another.
Perhaps even Louis XL himself, had he been
King of Scotland instead of Prance, could have
done no more.

The

late defeat of the Earl of Douglas, fol-

lowed so quickly as

it

wjis

by the

utter over-

was a loud
warning to John of Ross and the Isles, now the
only remaining head of the Douglas coalition,
and apparently destined to be its last victim.
Perhaps, also, his alarm was not a little quickened by the desertion of his countess and the
cordiality with which she had been received by
the king. On the other hand, he was encouraged
by the royal clemency of James, that had so
freely pardoned the Earl of Crawford and continued him in all his honours and possessions.
He resolved to submit also since better might
not be; but, being an ofl'ender of longer standing,
he would not unconditionally intrust himself to
the king's mercy as his brother conspirator had

thj-ow of his influence in Scotland,

done.

Instead, therefore, of repairing to

James

he warily sent a special friend to
negotiate the terms of his submission. The conduct of the king on this occasion, and at a period
in pei'son,

'

Pitscottie, p. 141.

who

The next part of the
a more intelligible char-

backed their supplication.
earl's

probation was of

acter, for it

was "that he should refund

all

the

scathe of towns, fortalices, and villages that he

had

either burnt or casten

down, and

the goods and gear to every

taken away."

man

From subsequent

to restore

that he

events

it

had
ap-

pears that the island lord accepted these conditions,

and that the king had no reason

to repent

of his clemency.

After the difficulties and toils of years had
been so successfully surmounted there appeared
the full promise of a prosperous and tranquil
reign. The formidable confederacy of the great
nobles against the crown had been utterly subnew Douglas had arisen who was the
dued.
champion rather than the enemy of the throne.
The great earldom of Mar, which had reverted
to the crown by the death of its chivalrous possessor, was peacefully held by John, the king's
third son. The Borders were both watched and
guarded, and the isles with their lord reduced
In the parliaments
to peace and obedience.
which had been assembled during this reign

A

and the statutes they enacted we perceive a
spu-it of national improvement which a few
yeara of peace would have ripened into a whole

James also, to
century of ordinary pr^ress.
whom this change must have been a frequent
was
only twentyself-congratulation,
subject of
seven years

old,

and might therefore confidently
'

Fitscottie, p. 143.
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hope that as yet his career had not even reached
its meridian, and that the calm and sunshine
which had succeeded a morning of storm and
cloud would brighten as the day went onward.
But of no Scottish sovereign was this to be
the happy destiny, and the Nemesis that had
doomed his race to woe and ruin had sealed
him in his cradle and been the nui-se of his
infancy and boyhood. The sky was about to
gather into a deeper gloom and the storm to
arise before which he was to be swept away!
The further events of this reign which was
to tenninate so abruptly ai-e so closely mixed
and complicated with the civU war in England
between the Yorkists and Lancastrians that it
becomes difficult to trace them even our earliest historians, to whom this war of the Eoses
seems to have been in a great measure unintelligible, give the most contradictory accounts of
the part which James took in it, and represent
him as the adherent of the Yorkists, while on
the contrary he was evidently allied with their
rivals and a sufferer in their cause.
Was it
that he received terms fi'om both parties alike
in a commotion where the welfare of his kingdom was so deeply at stake; and that on this
account he shifted his support from the one
;
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the restitution of the vexatious towns of Roxburgh and Berwick was the utmost of James'

demands is equally likely.
He must have
known, indeed, that a grant of such a county
as Northumberland, however subscribed and
sealed, could be nothing better

than a piece of
waste parchment, when every acre of the ground
in question must have been won and maintained
at the sword - point.
Henry also could well
afford to restore these towns, as they were not

only originally a part of Scotland, and therefore
might be given up without loss of honour, but

with great advantage to his own cause, as
they wei'e held and gairisoned by his enemies

also

the Yorkists.

Encouraged by the terms of this secret barwhatever in reality they were, James resolved to carry a war into the EngUsh border,
where the Yorkists were strongest and where
his own purposes could be best accomplished.
Notwithstanding the truce there was no diffigain,

culty in finding a pretext for his aggression,

when

the incui'sions of the English Borderei's

in the cause of the Eai-1 of

their subsequent

hostilities

Douglas as well as
were taken into

The invading army of James is said
have amounted to 60,000 men, but we may
easily imagine tliat at least half of tliese were
account.

to

party to the other, according as the chances
might further his patriotic purposes? By adopting this solution we might easily reconcile the

hungi-y camp-followei-s

contradictory statements of the old historians,

marched

— men

who

could as

fectually waste a hostile country as those

ef-

who

and spear.
while such a proceeding on his pai-t might be Crossing the Border on the 16th of August
represented :ta both just and politic. But no (1459), they marched twenty miles into the
historical authority beat's us out in attributing interior, where they remained six days upon
to him such a usual process of kingly and politi- English ground, during which time they pluncal double-deahng and in the absence of this dered and destroyed without opposition and
we throw coujectuie aside, and briefly touch razed seventeen Border castles and fortahces.
the principal points of his career which preceded But in this wild havoc they appear to have
its disastrous termination.
made no distinction between Henry's loyal
The truce established with England which subjects and the adherents of his rival; and
was to terminate in 1459 was about to expire alarmed at the proceedings of such dangerous
when by a fresh agreement it was continued alhes, he hastily despatched a messenger to the
nine years longer. It has been surmised that Scottish king entreating him to desist, and
something more, however, than the establish- assuring him that he could put down his enement of a truce was the prime object of this mies without further aid. James complied with
negotiation, and that the object of James was so reasonable a request, and recrossed the Borto obliterate tlje last tokens of the subjection dei-s without opposition or loss.' But no sooner
of his country to England in the days of the had this sudden invasion terminated than the
first and third Edwards.
It is even alleged by Duke of York resolved to retaliate by an inroad
one of our old historians that Heni-y VI., in into Scotland, and at the head of an army of
consideration of the aid which he was to receive 40,000 or 50,000 soldiere he advanced to the
from James, had agreed to restore Northumber- marches. It was a formidable stoim that had
laud, Durham, and several adjacent districts to thus gathered upon the Scottish frontier if
the Scottish crown but Henry, or rather his we take into account not only the strength
queen, Margaret, who ruled in his name, would of the English array but the military renown
scarcely have ventured upon such an unpopular of its leader, the skOl and prowess of the Earl
cession even if disposed to pay so ruinous a of Salisbury, and the valour of those nobles
price.
That some private agreement, however,
was entered into is not improbable, and tliut
A ucJtinleck ChrotHcU, p. 67.
iu the front with shield

;

;
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who marched under

his banner.

But notwith-

standing the high expectations they had raised
they -went no farther than the Border there,
according to the brief and simple narrative,

[a.d. 1451-1460.

covery of which was a point of national honour
with the Scots. The town quickly yielded

but its strong castle, which was
by Nevil Lord Fauconberg, a re"they discorded and passed home."^ It is easy lation of the great king-maker, Warwick, held
to perceive the cause of such a disagreement. out and threatened a tedious siege, which, howThis march was but an interruption to that ever, James was the more willing to undergo
more deadly purpose of civil discord which was as he was joined at this time by the reinforcenow ready and impatient for action, and these ments which he had expected. The foremost
nobles were soon to confront each other with a of these was the repentant Earl of Eoss, who to
deeper hatred than that which they bore against prove his new loyalty had offered to march a
full mile ahead of the royal army on the first
the Scots.
On his return James resumed his peaceful invasion into England and abide the first brunt
legislative duties, and the proceedings of his of the engagement. He now came with a large
parliament evince that desire for national im- force of his Highlanders and islesmen, armed in
provement which had now begun to predomi- their best array of mail-shirts, having chiefly
nate with every interval of peace. But in a for their offensive weapons the bow and the
few months these useful avocations were again heavy northern axe and they soon gave proofs
interrupted by the hareh summons of war that of their usefulness by wasting the country round
The strife and stopping the supplies that would have been
called the king to his last field.
in England between the houses of York and conveyed to the castle. Eoss was soon followed
Lancaster had burst out in full fury and with by the Earl of Huntly with 6000 men, by
alternate success until Henry, by his defeat at whose arrival James judged his force to be so
Northampton, was a prisoner in the Tower, and complete that he opened the siege of the castle
his queen and young son Edward fugitives in in regular- form and ordered the heavy artillery
Scotland. To receive the forlorn exiles with which he had planted to commence upon the
generous courtesy and provide for them a com- walls. But the pieces he used, and that had
fortable home was the first and most natural pro- been forged in Flanders, were still of rude
;

to his assaults,

garrisoned

;

yet

ceeding of James, and to the appeals for assistance from such a woman as Margaret of Anjou

workmanship, while the

he could scarcely be insensible. It was now
time to interpose in behalf of her husband,
while there was no need to fear that his interference would again be checked as over-zealous
or unseasonable.
It was also the most favour-

and dangerous engineers.

able of opportunities for the recovery of those

Eager to prove its power or witness its effects,
James advanced too closely to the piece while

full

Border towns of Eoxbiu-gh and Berwick which
had been torn from Scotland in seasons of similar
anarchy and misrule. It has been asked under

what pretext James could justly violate the
truce that had already been established between
the two kingdoms but he might have answered
that it was with his kinsman and ally, the lawful King of England, that the truce had been
ratified, and not with the rebels who had
thrown aU order and government loose, imprisoned their sovereign, and driven his son and
;

heir from the kingdom.

Having adopted

his resolution

James

pro-

ceeded to act upon it with his usual promptitude; and without waiting for the whole of his
array he crossed the Bolder with a force sufficient to commence the war, and appointed his

him as soon as their muswere completed. His first attempt was upon
Roxburgh, which had been in the hands of the
English since the battle of Durham, and the rechief officers to join

ters

^

Auchinleck Chronicle,

p. 57.

practised

in

as

Scots,

handling them, were

The

chief

little

awkward
bombard

in this battery, called the Lion, was, like the

composed of bars of iron placed lengthways, clasped with iron hoops that were closed
together and made air-tight by wooden wedges.

rest,

was about to be discharged it burst in the
and one of its wooden wedges struck
him with such force as almost instantly to deWith the same explosion
prive him of life.
the gallant Earl of Angus, who stood near him,
was severely wounded. The king had only
time to command the by-standers to be silent
and conceal his death from the army lest it
it

;

operation,

should discourage them,

when he breathed

his

last.2

Such was the end of James II., in the twentyninth year of his age and twenty-fourth of his
reign.
The event occurred on the latter part
is stated to have
been opened on the third Sunday of that month.
He obtained from his countrymen the name of
"James with the Fiery "^ace," from a broad red
By his queen he
spot upon one of his cheeks.
had three sons, James, his successor; Alexander,
Earl
of Mar; and
Duke of Albany; and John,

of August, 1460, as the siege

'

Lesley

;

Mair ; Balfour's Annals;

Pitscottle.
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two

daughtei-s,

Mary and Margaret,

-who were

both afterwaids married to Scottish noblemen.
character of James II. has been distinctly
indicated in the events of his changeful reign

The

events which he so ably and successfully condisarm them while he Ured of

trolled as to

their dangerous tendencies

and make them sub-

servient to the welfare of his kingdom.
rash, unbridled impetuosity of

him to the

If the

youth hm-ried

assassination of Earl Douglas, the

discretion with which he adopted the prudent
counsels of Crichton and Bishop Kennedy may

be taken as a counterpoise. The early manhood
of his own independent proceedings, and the
patience and prudence with which they were
carried into effect, show that he had taken
warning from the errore of his youth and proIn this respect he refited by experience.
sembles Bruce himself after the assassination
Red Comj-n and the battle of Methven.

of the

To have broken the power of the Douglases,
which at one time was greater than his own, and
reduced the dangerous confederacy of nobles to
willing obedience, was an eminent token of his
while the success of his milipolitical abilities
tary enterprises showed that he only needed a
better field to prove himself a skilful and sucHis high kingly talents and
cessful leader.
;

worth were but too sadly illustrated by the
changes which ensued so closely upon his death,
and which were continued during the whole
" His life
reign of his unfortunate successor.
having set," says Drummond of Hawtliomden,
"in the orient of his age and hopes, he deserveth
in the records of memory and fame a place
amongst the best liut unfortunate princes."
As soon as the mournful tidings of the king's
death had reached Edinburgh all classes, to
whom he had become endeared by his worth,
were sunk in sorrow and despair; the hopes of
a long and happy reign in which they had
reasonably indulged were crushed in an instant.
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But

his high-spirited queen,

Mary

of Gueldres,

whom the calamity most concerned, was too
proud to cover her head with the veil of widowhood and resign herself to useless grief. On
the contrary she resolved to repair to the

camp

and renew the spirits of the desponding soldiery;
and in this way she may have divined that she
could best fulfil the dying wishes of her husAccordingly, while the Scottish soldiers

band.

Roxburgh were stiU leaning
upon their speai-s and thinking of returning
homewai'd in funeral procession, they were electrified with the sudden arrival of Mary into
their encampment, bringing in her company her
young son James, now their sovereign, the
image and representative of him whose loss they
deplored. Holding him by the hand and addressing them in a voice that was often broken
with weeping, she adjured them to vindicate
the honour of their country and the purposes
of their king by continuing the siege until the
of the leaguer of

was taken, instead of giving themselves up
which was only fit for feeble womanhood.' The siege was instantly resumed with
double ardour; and without waiting for the slow
castle

to grief,

operations of the artillery the Scots pressed

onward
fosse,

wonted fashion, so that
and barbican were quickly won

in their old

gate,

and the garrison compelled to capitulate. They
were allowed to march out with their baggage,
but the castle itself was razed to the gi'ound,
that it might no longer be a bridle upon the
Scottish border and a shelter to its enemies.
Wark Castle was at the same time or immediately after assailed and destroyed in like
manner. The Scottish nobles and army then
returned with the body of their sovereign,
which was inten-ed in the abbey of Holyrood;
while James III., his eldest son and successor,
was proclaimed in his stead.
I

Buchanan

;

Pitscottie.
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CHAPTER
KEIGN OF JAMES

III.

[a.d. 1460-1472.

V.
(1460-1472).

—

—
—

queeuand Prince James at the Scottish camp Coronation of the prince as James III. Margaret
Aujou ai'rives in Scotland Negotiation and treaty between the two queens Proposed restoration of
Berwick Violation of the public peace by a Highland chief First parliament of James III. M,argaret
of Anjou and Henry VI. compelled to flee to Scotland Their new negotiations with the Scottish government Intrigues of Edward IV. to prevent the Scots from invading England He attempts to promote
divisions among the Scottish nobles Treaty of Henry VI. with the Earl of Angus Rebellion of the Earl
Margaret of Anjou makes an unsuccessful landing
of Ross He invades Athole His disasters and death
in England
Her foreign auxiUaries rescued by the Earl of Angus Matrimonial negotiation between
Edward IV. and Mai-y of Gueldres— Death of Mary Peace concluded between England and Scotland
Henry VI. leaves Scotland Unfortunate close of his career— Hopeful
Difficulty of maintaining the peace
condition of Scotland It is interrupted by the ambition of the Boyds Their compacts with the nobles
Death of Bishop Kennedy His character and public administration Loss to the kingdom by his death
Plot of the Boyds to obtain posses,sion of the king's person Its success Proceedings of the parUament
Its enactments
The Boyds usurp the management of public affairs Marriage of Sir Thomas Boyd to the
sister of James III.
Mamage negotiation between James and a princess of Denmark Causes of the
Orkney and Shetland in consequence restored to
selection of Denmark Terms of the marriage treaty
Scotland— Downfall of the Boyds FUght of Thomas Boyd and his wife to the Continent Their unjust
treatment from James III. Death and character of Boyd Marriage of James III. to Margaret of Denmark He ends his minority and assumes the government Prosperous condition of the kingdom at the
commencement of his rule Parliamentary enactments subversive of popular rights Other enactments of
an opposite character Tenants freed from the debts of their landlords Enactments of the succeeding
parliament Prohibition of the purchase of benefices from Rome— Acts for the national security and

Arrival of the

—

of

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

defence

—

—
—

—
— Act

Kennedy

for the

—

—

—

—

On

—

—
—

—

Andrews- The

fisheries

—

—Sumptuary

laws— Patrick Graham succeeds
York over the Scottish church
primate of Scotland and papal
formed against him He is excom-

old claim of the Archbishops of

St. Andrews erected into an archbishopric

— Graham appointed

His authority opposed on his arrival in Scotland- Intrigues
municated, condemned as a heretic, and imprisoned His death.
legate

—

—
—

encouragement of national

as Bishop of St.

—
—

revived

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

completing the demolition of the castles

had supported the

falling cause of her imbecile

Eoxburgh and Wark the Scottish nobles took husband against the Yorkists until the utter
their young prince James to Kelso, where they defeat of her army at Northampton made Engcrowned him king, he being then only in his land no longer a safe residence for the repreeighth year.i Even abeady, however, the ex- sentatives of the house of Lancaster. Accomcellence of his father's rule was manifested in panied by her young son, Prince Edward, the
the cordiality with which his coronation was Dukesof Somerset and Exeter,and otherpersons
inaugurated, and the tranquU regularity with of rank, and escorted by a thousand horse, Marof

which the affairs of government were conducted
during the first stages of his minority. His
mother, Mary of Gueldres, whose heroic conduct
at the siege of

Eoxburgh was

so well fitted to

endear her to a warlike nation, had been appointed to the sole superintendence of the young
king, as well as of his brothers and sisters, a
charge which was tantamount to the regency of
the kingdom but she appears to have wisely
;

committed the education of James and the chief
administration of government to James Kennedy, Bishop of St. Andrews, whose virtues and
abilities had been so signally manifested during
the troubles of the late reign.

The
James

first

public event after the coronation of

III.

was the

arrival into Scotland of the

heroic English queen, Margaret of Anjou.

1

Auckinteck Chronicle,

p. 57.

She

garet fled to Scotland, and on arriving at Dumfries took up her temporary abode at the abbey

On the news of this arrival Mary
and her son James repaired to Dumfries to welcome the unfortunate exiles; and the
meeting of two such bold high-spirited queens
and the measures they privately concerted were
enough to arrest the attention and waken the
of Liucluden.
of Gueldres

conjectures of our early chroniclers.

But

in this

meeting these writers have lost sight of the two
princes, Edward and James, each of whom was
now only eight years old, who were both to experience the full evik of rebellion in their respective kingdoms, and, only to find a close at
last from their troubles by the stroke of the
murderer's dagger. The interviews between the
Scottish and English queens were continued for
ten or twelve days, and in requital for the promised aid of a Scottish army Margaret agreed

.

a
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Berwick to the Scots, the loss of which
had been a sore annoyance to them since the
days of Edward Baliol. It has also been added,
that to confirm their alliance a treaty of marriage was concluded between Prince Edward of
England and Mary, the daughter of the Scottish
quean but if such was the case we know how
to restore

;

differently the course of the

young prince was

Encoui-aged by these pro-

afterwards directed.

mises of aid the indefatigable Margaret returned

England for the purpose of rescuing her huswho was a prisoner in the Tower, and resuming the war against the Yorkists. In both
attempts she was successful, for the Duke of
York was defeated and slain at Wakefield, and
Henry VI. was replaced for a short period upon
to

band,

his tottering thi-one.^

The

first

outbreak against the public peace

which occurred after the accession of James III.,
although noticed incidentally and onl}' by one
early writer,^ as if it had been but a trivial circumstance,

too charactei-istic of the times to
Allan of Lorn of the Wood, a grim
Highland chief, the nephew of Donald Balloch
of the Isles, had imprisoned his own brother,
John Ker of Lorn, with the purpose of putting
is

be omitted.
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III.

might be expected, was

discontent, as

also ex-

pressed at the influence of the queen-mother,
" and they said that they were little good worth,

both spiritual and temporal, that gave the keeping of the kinrick (realm) to a woman." The
umbrage of such men speaks well for the efficiency of her regency. As soon as this parUa-

ment had ended the queen adopted

decisive

measures for the maintenance of public order
by appointing new keepers to the royal castles
of Edinburgh, Stirling, Blackness, and Dunbar.^
While Mary of Gueldres was thus anxious for
the repose of Scotland she soon found hei-self
once more involved Ln the troubled fortunes of
Margaret of Anjou. The latter, chiefly thi-ough
the aid of the warlike Borderers, Scotch and
English, whom she had attracted to her banner,

had defeated and killed the Duke of York at
Wakefield, and replaced her husband Henry VI.
upon the throne. But her triumph was ended
in little more than two months, for Edward, son
of the Duke of York, a more formidable rival
than his father, rallied the Yorkists and gave
the queen such a defeat at Towton as compelled
her and her husband once more to take refuge

On

in Scotland.

this occasion, also, their flight

he might succeed to his possessions.
Fortunately, however, Ker had a
powerful ally in his cousin, Colin Campbell,
Eail of Argyle, who raised his retainei-s and
made an expedition to the island of KeiTera,
to which the unnatural Allan had carried his
brother captive. So sudden was the descent of
the earl that Allan of Lorn was taken at unawares his ships were burned, and most of his
followers, to the number of eighty or a hundred,
slain, whUe he escaped himself with difiicidty,
leaving his brother John in the hands of the
conqueror, by whom he was restored to his lands
and lordship. It was probably in consequence

was so helpless that their arrival in Scotland
was attended by only four men and a boy.^
The fugitives were hospitably received by the
queen :ind Bishop Kennedy, and the old negotiation concerning the restitution of Berwick to the

and similar outrages that the fii-st parliament of James III. was held at Ediubuigh

peaceful husband to prosecute his studies and

him

to death, that

;

of this

soon after his coronation.

As

the Scottish par-

liamentary records of this and the foUowing
year are lost we can only state the proceedings
of this meeting

from the summary account of

the contemporary chronicle.

nobles and prelates,

it

Besides the usual

was attended by the Earl
the Isles, and by several

and Lord of
Highland and insular chiefs, to whom the rule
of a minor or a season of anarchy was as welcome
as the coming of harvest to the husbandman.
"And tliey did little good in the foresaid parof Ross

liament," the narrative proceeds to

that they ordained sessions to sit

tell us, "

tii-st

'

'

Authinteck ChronicU,
Auchinieck Chronicle,

p. 68;
p. 68.

but

at Aber-

deen, then in Perth, then in Edinburgh."

Much

Engliah histories.

Scots appears to have been ratified personally

by Henry himseK as the price of Scottish assistance.
He was willing to give them full command of the gate through which then- aid could
be most effectuaUy sent, while the Scots were
wiUiug to risk the hazard of a war for the restoration of the old

boundary

independence.

affaii-

This

parties beiug settled,

of theu- national

so satisfactory to both

leaving her

Mai'garet,

devotions in the mon;vstery of the Gray Friars
at Edinburgh, set saU from Kirkcudbright to

the Continent to stir uji
of

France in her behalf.

its

princes and the

Alarmed

King

at these pro-

IV., now King of England by
Towton, endeavoured to disarm

Edward

ceedings

his victory of

the Scots

finding

Ijy

them

sufficient occupation

—

with their own feuds and quarrels at home
stroke of policy which his successor afterwards
matured into such a regular and successful system. He therefore negotiated with the remains
of the former parties wliose league against
James II. had well nigh overturned the Scottish
throne with the Earl of Douglas and his ad-

—

herents,

now

the subjects and stipendiaries of

*

AuchiuUck

*

Pavton

Chronicle, p. 69

Lel'.erti, vol.

i.

p. 249.

;
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But these

had shown

the English crowu, with the Earl of Eoss, with

perty.

Donald Balloch, and the other northern satraps

church even less
than an ordinary building, while the wealth
which the sacred edifice contained only tempted
their cupidity and provoked their love of bloodshed.
They quickly stormed the church of St.
Bride, plundered it of its wealth, and after
di'agging the earl and countess from the horns

who had
of Eoss

identified themselves with the fortunes

and Douglas.

With

these

Edward

en-

tered into a close league for the dethronement

and the conquest of Scotland
by an army of islesmen and Englishmen, after
which the kingdom was to be parted among
of the Stewarts

these Scottish traitors, who were to hold theiipossessions as vassals of the English crown.
This curious agreement was drawn up and dated
at London on the 13th of February, 1462.^ But
while Edward IV. was thus negotiating with

the old head of the Douglases and his adherents,

Henry VI. was in treaty with theii- new chief,
the Earl of Angus, now w.arden of the marches,
and the most powerful nobleman in Scotland.
In this curious charter of agreement Heni-y
granted to George, Earl of Angus, in consideration of the earl's assistance, certain lands be-

tween the Trent and the Humber, to the value
two thousand merks sterling of yearly rental;

of

to erect these lands into a

dukedom

;

to permit

the earl to repair as often as he pleased to this

dukedom, or

with a retinue in
time of peace of one hundred horse ; and in the
event of war between the two kingdoms, to
aUow twenty-four ai-med men to reside on the
dukedom, to collect the earl's rents and revenues.These and other privileges, which
would have made the new Douglases more formidable to their sovereigns than the old, were
as little likely to be realized as the more magnificent offers which Edward had made to their
rivals, while the treaties of both kings alike
were secret compacts not intended to meet the
into England,

islandere

in their

late wai-s that they respected a

them off as prisoners to the
But this, which was only meant
commencement of the expedition, was

of the altar, carried
island of Islay.
for the

For their spoUing of churches and
if they had been ordinary dwelling-places, the Earl of Eoss and his companions,
we are told, were struck by the hand of God
with sudden madness, and the greater part of
also its close.

sanctuaries as

their ships, with the rich plunder they contained,

were overwhelmed and sunk by the tempests.
these tokens of divine wrath the
Earl of Eoss ou landing set his noble prisoners
free, and with his company returned to the
violated church of St. Bride, to do penance for
his deeds of sacrilege; "but they were nothing
the better," adds the reverend historian, who
seems to exult in their punishment. The island
lord, indeed, recovered his health and understanding a short time afterwards but it was
only to undergo the last instalment of his retribution, for he was assassinated in the c;istle
of Inverness by an Irish haiper, " as a due
punishment for his wickedness."^
While this dangerous conspiracy was so prematurely hurried into action and so easily
terminated, Margaret of Anjou was actively
employed upon the Continent for the pui-pose

Humbled by

;

of seconding the expected Scottish invasion of

was

public eye.

England with foreign

The first of the contracting nobles pledged to
Edward IV., who raised the standard of open

dent, indeed, that without such co-operation an

was Donald, Earl of Eoss. Allured
by the hope of becoming an independent sovereign of the isles as his ancestora had been, and
impatient to merit the ample annual subsidy
that had been promised by the English king, he
rebellion,

mustered
self

King

proclaimed himand having taken the

his warlike islesmen,

of the Hebrides,

royal castle of Inverness

by

surprise, descended

upon Athole with such rapidity that the earl of
Athole and his lady, once the Fair Maid of
Galloway, were obliged to fly from their castle
of Blair and take shelter within the church of
St. Bride, hoping that its sanctuary would be a
sure defence. Thither also they were followed
by the chief inhabitants of Athole, who were
glad to escape fi-om the fierce invaders, carrying
along with them the most valuable of then- pro-

I

'

Botuli Scoliee,

It

auxiliaries.

old national quarrel.
tion

was

to the

Duke

Margai'et's

applica-

fii-st

of Bretagne,

who

instead

an army lent her twelve thousand crowns
she next applied to her father, Rene, King of
Naples, SicOy, and Jerusalem, who had neither
men nor money to give. Her chief and final
hope was in the court of France; but the crafty,
selfish, and pareimonious Louis XL received
her moving appeals with a sympathetic counteof

nance and impenetrable heart until she offered
to sun-ender Calais, the last hold of

England

upon France, even as she had agreed to relinquish Berwick, the only relic of the English
conquest of Scotland. Ijouis then suffered himself to be pei-suaded ; but cautious and greedy
woidd furnish nothing more than
twenty thousand crowns, and two thousand
to the last, he

u. p. 407.

Godscroft's Douglases, &c.,

ii.

pp. 21, 22.

evi-

inroad from Scotland would have armed the
English at large against it as a renewal of the

*

Lesley's Historic o/ Scotland, p. 34

;

Buchanan.
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men

undei- the

command

of Peter de Breze,

Seneschal of Normandy, most of

soldiera

tlie
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however,
that the overture of marriage was nothing
more than a prelude on the part of England
possible to ascertain.

being raised at the seneschal's own expense.
With this little armament she landed neai-

to that treaty

Bamborough, but was disappointed

countries

neither a Scottish

to find that

army nor English

It

is

possible,

of aUiance between the two
by which Edward would have been

reinforce-

secured in his throne against any interference

ments were ready to come to her aid. As instant
action was necessaiy the queen took and garrisoned the fortresses of Alnwick and Dunstanborough; but the suddenadvance of Edward IV.,
accompanied by the foi-midable Earl of Warwick and a large force, compelled the queen
and de Breze to fall back upon their shipping
and hoist sail. The small fleet was dispei-sed
by a storm Margaret, after being driven into
Berwick, was compelled once more to retire to

from Scotland. The death of the queen, which
occurred on the 16th of November, 1463, followed so closely after this matrimonial proposal
that it has been suspected by some that its failure may have hastened her demise. Of her
high spu-it and love of her adopted counti-y
and its Mberties she gave striking proof by her

;

the Continent, while the seneschal with difficulty escaped to Holy Island in a fishing-boat.
All that the Earl of Angus, upon whom the

queen had

relied, was able to perform in this
expedition appears to have been bravely
and faithfully done, although it was of little
ill-fated

avail to the Lancastrian interests.

De

Breze,

on his capture of Alnwick, had garrisoned
it with a portion of his troops under the command of his son, and these Angus brought
off in safety in the face of an English army by
whom they were about to be oveipowered.'
As the adherence of the royal family of Scotland to the house of Lancaster was of gi-eat
weight in the scale at a time when the Lancastrians and Yorkists were of themselves almost
equally balanced, a new device was adopted
by the latter party to detach Scotland from
the cause of then- enemies. This was to be
effected by a peaceful matrimonial negotiation
instead of a civil war, while the parties to be
espoused as the pledge of national agreement
were none other than Edward IV., the handsomest man of his age, but stiD a youthful

and Mary of Gueldres, as yet in the
life and beauty.
The ambassador of
this occasion was the brave, powerful, and politic Earl of Warwick, a peisonage
not to be employed on light or frivolous errands.
The notices connected with this startling project are equally brief and obscure; but from
bachelor,

prime of

Edward on

it appears that Warwick met Maiy at
Dumfries, and that such a union was the sub-

these

That Mary would have rejected
scarcely probable, but whether
the fickle Edward was in earnest is more than
doubtful.
The character of the Scottish queen
also had been tainted by evil rumours against
her chastity both in England and Scotland, but

ject of treaty.^

such a husband

is

the truth or falsehood of these

'

Wyrcestre.

»

Eymer,

xi.

it is

;

and endowment of the Queen's College, better
known under the name of Trinity Church, in
what was at that time a rural and picturesque
site in the neighbourhood of Edinburgh.
The death of the queen was no interruption
to the treaty of peace which had commenced
between Scotland and England, and was successfully concluded at York by the commissionei-s of both kingdoms.
It was agreed on
this occasion that there should

be a truce between the countries for fifteen yeare; that
the Scots in the meantime should give no aid
to

Henry VI., his queen, his son, or their supwhOe Edward IV. on his pai^t was to

porter,

abandon the

pi-eteusions of the Earl of Douglas,
but that both the deposed king and banished
earl were in the meantime to remain undisturbed in their respective asylums.^ The still
continuing difficulty of establishing anything
like a lasting concord between the two nations

was

at this period strikingly manifested.

Duke

ii.

499.

The

Albany, second son of the late King
of Scotland, who had been sent by his mother
to be educated at the court of Gueldres, was
captured on his return by English cruisera
although the truce had already commenced. At
this insult the Scots were indignant, and they
declared thi'ough Bishop Kennedy that the
truce was at an end unless the young prince
and the captured ships were instantly set free.
With this message they also sent a herald to
denounce war in regular form if these reasonable demands were refused. But the civil wars
of England were not yet ended, and Edward,
though he had been victorious in every encounter, had no chivalrous love of strife and
adventure for their own sake to provoke a gratuitous encounter with Scotland. It is probable,
therefore, that the collision at sea was excused
of

as a mistake, while the prince himself

now im- convoy were

Leland Coll.
p. 494 ; Harding, p. 228
510; WjTccstre, 493; Paslon LetUrs.
;

conduct at Roxburgh while her charity was
evinced in the fashion of the age by the erection

and

instantly set at liberty.*

Abercromby,

•

Rymer,

«

Lesley's HietorU of Scotland, p. 36.

ri. p.

517;

Ii.

p. 390.
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The hopes which King

Hemy may

entertained of Scottish aid were

lowest ebb.
in

May,

By

the battle of

now

have

at the

Hexham, fought

1464, his adherents in

England were

defeated with great loss, and theu- leadera killed
on the field or executed on the scaffold. The

death of the Earl of Angus, whose interest he
had purchased with such a tempting price, extinguished all the hopes he had reposed upon
this new leader of the formidable house of
Douglas. Bishop Kennedy, the wise and patriotic du-ector of Scottish atfaii-s, was in no mood
to involve the kingdom in a dangerous war
merely to displace one Plantagenet on the
throne of England by another, and the truce
concluded at York left Henry nothing more in
Scotland than a precarious home of which he now
was probably weary. Impatient to be among

[a.d. 1460-1472.

the present period was particularly tempting.
The king, a minor, was as yet only thirteen

The overwhelming power

years old.

banishment

of one earl

other, while the heir of

and the death

of an-

Angus was

in his

The able Kennedy, also, whose energetic character had hitherto been in the ascendency, was now worn out with years and ready
Such a clear arena was
to enter into his rest.
not likely to want combatants, and the question
of contest was what man or faction was to occupy
the leadership of Scottish affairs and the government of the young king. This was settled in

behalf of the Boyds, a family hitherto little
noticed, but whose head, Lord Robert Boyd, had
been raised to the peerage a few years previous.
of inferior influence should

That a family

of Lancashire and Westmoreland, where, either
from contempt or compassion, no one could be
found to refuse him shelter or to betray him.
His departui-e ensui-ed the continuance of the
truce between the two coimtries, which his stay
in Scotland might have endangered, and delivered the country from a deposed sovereign whose
cause it could not have supported without disad-

likely to abuse their trust

About a year

tory.

after the battle of

Hexham

he was found lurking in Yoi-kshire and conveyed to his residence in the Tower, where he
lay apparently forgot

by

all parties until

the

favour of Warwick, the gi-eat king-maker, restored him, in name at least, to the sovereignty.
But the victories of Edward IV. at Barnet and
Tewksbury once more thj-ew the crowned puppet

which he only exchanged for the
final suppression, with the murder
of his son, Prince Edward, and the banishment
of Anjou, terminated that connecMargaret
of
tion of Scotland with the ware of the Eoses
which might otherwise have led to such im-

into prison,

grave.

His

portant results.
The condition of the kingdom at this time
presented an aspect of unwonted tranquillity.

A

still

minority.

his friends, he privately crossed the Border and
managed to reside in safety among the mooi-s

vantage to itself. The rest of the short career of
Henry VI. belongs exclusively to English his-

of the

Douglases, that would sufi'er no despotism but
their own, was temporarily suppressed by the

placed so near the person of

Kennedy a wise

to

James

be

III. as least

may have appeared

precaution, but in this case

he must have forgot the example of the Livingstons during the minority of James' father. But
the most distinguished member of the family
of

Lord

so noted for his graceful

man-

was Sir Alexander Boyd, the brother
Robert, a

man

ners and surpassing excellence in all knightly
accomplishments that the bishop and queenmother had natm-ally selected him as the best

young sovereign in the chivalrous
education of the period.' In this way the peer
obtained joint possession of the
knight
and the
king, and to make it available for their ambitious
tutor for the

pm-poses

it

was necessary that they should have

powerful confederates on whose co-operation
This they settled in the
they could depend.
usual way by a bond of alliance with several of
their brother nobles, the most powerful in Scotland, in which the parties agreed to stand by each
other with kith, kin, and resoui'ces against all
and sundry who should oppose them. By this
indenture the royal pereon was to be retained in
the keeping of Sir Alexander Boyd and Gilbert
Lord Kennedy, the bishop's elder brother, and
the privileges and immunities by which their
supporters were to be rewarded are distinctly
It was a most selfish compact, in
which the personal advantages of the parties
themselves formed not only the sole motive, but
was specially and unblushingly avowed. As if

long truce was established with England which
neither party had any motive to infringe; the
relationships of Scotland with foreign powers
were of a friendly character; her trade was

specified.

flourishing,

and her national independence as
any period of her pi'eviBut aU these advantages only
ous liistory.
furnished a more eflFectual field for the intrigues
and quarrels of the Scottish nobles, which were

to

fully established as at

and treble security by the sanctions of religion,
laying
it was solemnly sworri'by the subscribers
their hands on the holy gospels.'^ This indenture, drawn up at Stirling and dated the 10th

now

make such a uui'm

of villany also of double

to constitute the principal feature of the

And for these, indeed, which
were ready to occur under any circumstances,

present reign.

Paston

I

Buchanan,

'

Tytler's History of Scotland,

b. xii. 21

;

Letters,

voL

iv.

i.

p. 270.

Appendix, letter G.

;
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was no anomaly of the period;
ou the contrary it was such a document as re-

commending his eminent virtues and proclaiming him the best of all the bishops who had ever

peatedly iigured during the intervals of iwal

held the see of St. Andrews, thus concludes the
account of his character: "His death only made

of February, 1465,

and misrule, and

minorities

is

it

be feared

to

that the old charter-chests of Scotland could

furnish too

many

love of

parallel instances.

Bishop Kennedy that his life
was ended before this dark conspiracy, of which
was
he probably
ignorant, had broken out into
open action. He died on the 10th of May, 1466.
Being connected with the royal family through
his mother Mary, Countess of Angus, a daughter
of Robert III., it was natural that he should
take a high place in the government and be the
staunch adherent of his sovereigns, James II.
and James III. We have already seen how
effectually he tended by his wise counsels to
break the dangerous power of the Earl of
Douglas and dissolve the league which the
latter had formed against the throne. The same
energy and prudence distinguished his political
administration during the present reign, so that
the minority of James III. had hitherto been a
It

was well

for

season of unwonted prosperity and peace.
it

was not merely

as the wisest

But

and best Scot-

tish statesman of the period that the public life
of the bishop

was

—

his virtues appeal- the

signalized; for he

was

also

the liberal promoter of learning and civilization,

which he attested by building and richly endowing St. Salvatoi''s College at St. Andrews.
As a churchman and prelate he appears to have

him more

more

illustrious

intense; for

and the

when he who

wa.s

a perpetual censor of moi'als was removed from
the community, the public discipline began first

weak and

to gi-ow

remiss,

and afterwards

so

corrupt as to bring almost everything to ruin

along with his departure."'

As

they had waited for the event the deKennedy was the signal to the
Boyds for action and while the young king,
who had now completed his fourteenth year,
if

cease of Bishop

;

was

sitting in the Exchequer Court at Linlithgow, Lord Boyd, accompanied by his adherents.
Lord Soramerville, Adam Hepburn the Master
of Hailes,

and Andrew Kerr of Cessford, entered

the court, laid hands upon James, and compelled

him to mount on horseback behind one of the
the exchequer, that he might be conveyed to Edinburgh. No opposition appears to
have been offered to this act of violence except
by Lord Kennedy; but as he was one of the
chief pereons in the late compact with the Boyds
his opposition could be nothing more than a
feint to secure himself from punishment should
the seizure of the king's person be afterwards
called in question.
The aged nobleman seized
officers of

the horse's bridle and entreated James not to

been indefatigable, causing the clergy to reside

pass forth with the traitors; but Sir Alexander

in their parochial charges for the instruction of

Boyd, after reproaching Kennedy for his interference, stnick him on the head with his hunting-staff and made him let go his hold.
After
this well-acted scene of dissimulation the king
Edinburgh,
where
he
wholly
was carried to
was
under the influence of the Boyds and his accomplished ingratiating tutor. Sir Alexander.
And here another solemn farce was to be acted.
While the parliament was sitting at Edinburgh
Loi-d Boyd suddenly appeared before it, threw
himself at the feet of James, and adjured the
royal boy to declare whether he had not come
to Edinburgh of his own fi-ee-will rather than
by compulsion. Having been previously tutored
for the purpose, James declared that no compulsion had been used, and that his coming was
wholly voluntary. This was only enough for
the pi'esent; and to secure themselves in all time
coming the Boyds obtained an instrument under

their people,

and

visiting himself every church

in his diocese four times in the year, preaching
in each of

them, and taking a

strict

account of

the diligence of theu- pastors and the

manner

which their duties were discharged. But
was not all, for perceiving the abuses that
had entered among the clergy, he was earnest
for their reformation, and on this account made
two journeys to Italy. While his own style of
living was simple and moderate, his liberality
in the erection and adornment of churches was
upon a princely scale and his thi-ee principal
in

this

;

structures

—

St. Salvator's College, his

own tomb

which he built within it, and a large ship called
the Bishop's Barge each of these being of equal
cost, give an almost incredible idea of his wealth,
as he is said to have expended upon each about
ten thousand poun<ls sterling, equal to more than
twelve times that amount of modern money. If
this statement is to be received we cm only
suppose that such wealth possessed by a Scottish prelate of the period must have been chiefly
derived from merchandise, and that his barge
was built for this purpose rather than useless
ostentation.
Buchanan, who was no enthusi-

—

astic panegyrist either of kings or prelates, after

the great seal, declaratory of their innocence,

and absolving them from question or punishment.-

But

estates, either

Mair,
chanan.
>

p.

was not

this

all,

for

won over by the

the three

coalition

328 ; PitBcottic, p. 170 ; Lesley,

p.

37;

Buchanan, 1. xii. 22 Crawford's Officers of State,
Appendix to Crawford's Officers of State, p. 478.
'

;
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power, invested Lord Boyd with
the guai-dianship of the king's person and that
royal
brothers the Duke of Albany
of his two
and the Eai-1 of Mai-, and the custody of the

dreading

its

royal castles.

The other enactments

of this parliament re-

Beginning as usual
with the church its established privileges were
ratified
but several regulations were made to
repress the growing avarice of the clergy in
pensions and commendams. The old statute of
Robert Bruce was also repeated, forbidding
benefices in Scotland, whether secular or reliFor the pregious, to be held by Englishmen.
quire only a brief mention.

;

servation of the public tranquillity severe fines

were imposed upon the borrows or pledges of
such pereons as had been obliged to give security
to keep the peace with their neighboui-s, but
who should be guilty of breaking the compact.
If such an outbreak was made upon any bishop,

[a.d. 1460-1472.

was to saU during the winter
months; and none was to be freighted to certain

ship; no vessel

prohibited ports of Flanders, but to unlade
only at Middleburg. If the Scottish aristocracy
had sought to perpetuate their influence by pre-

venting the growth of a middle class they could
upon better expedients.
The subject of coinage also employed the con-

scarcely have fallen

and the value of
money was to be a third of that of
England so that the Scottish silver penny became an almost invisible coin that could no longer
be broken into halves and quarters as formerly.
But for the benefit of the poor, billon farthings,
composed of copper mixed with a little silver,
were now introduced for the first time into the
sideration of this parliament

;

Scottish

;

coinage of Scotland.^

But more important at the period than these
narrow commercial regulations were the proceedings of the Boyds, to

who ambition was

whom

the path of

and who advanced
had broken his borrows was to be fined a hun- upon it with a confident step. The king, and
di-ed pounds; if it was committed against bai-ons, with himself the whole of the royal family, were
knights, squires, or beneficed clergjTnen, the under their control the royal castles were in
and if against bur- their keeping, and the chief offices in the state
fine was to be fifty pounds
gesses, yeomen, or common priests, thirty pounds. were held by their clients and supportei-s.
After these stringent regulations, which serve Nothing was wanting but a close relationship
to show how frequently the public peace was with the crown itself, and this they were able
disturbed, the mercantile and commercial con- to effect by espousing the Princess Mary, eldest
dition of the country occupied the attention of sister of the king, to Sir Thomas, the son of Lord
parliament; but its legislation on this depart- Boyd. A very different destination had been
ment showed how little the real interests of the contemplated for the young bride, who had been
community were as yet underatood. To keep affianced to Edward, Prince of "Wales, the son
what little money existed within the kingdom, of Henry VI.; but to raise her Scottish husband
no pereon was to send money out of it, or take to princely rank and make him more worthy of
more with him than what was necessary for his his royal mate Sir Thomas Boyd was made Earl
pereonal expenses, under a forfeitm-e of the sum of Arran and Constable of Scotland, besides
But for the being invested with lai'ge estates in Bute, Ajr,
so deported and ten pounds more.
purpose of bringing money into the kingdom it and other counties. The marriage of the young
was also enacted that every merchant exporting king himself was the next subject of considerahides or woolfels should for every sack bring tion and the only question was the court or
back to the royal mint two ounces of silver, country that might make such an alliance the
There were cirfor which he should receive nine shillings most beneficial for Scotland.
and twopence. The right of foi-eigu trafiic, in- cumstances at this time which pointed out the
of
Denmark
the
within
kingdom
as
fittest for such
stead of being free to all, was confined
narrow limits, so that no handicraftsman or a purpose, and to its court an embassy was acartisan might engage in it without first re- cordingly sent to negotiate a marriage between
nouncing his craft, and no pei'son whatever James III. and one of its princesses. The Scotunless he possessed property to a certain amount. tish commissioners appointed on the occasion
Those to whom the privilege was restricted were were the Bishops of Glasgow and Orkney, the
the freemen of biu-ghs, with their factors and chancellor Evandale, Mr. Martin Vans, the
servants, and also bishops, lords, barons, and king's almoner and confessor and the most
the higher clergy, who might employ their ser- important of them all, the new-made Earl of
vants and agents.
The same overscrupulous Arran. To furnish tljem for the expenses of
caution was extended to the mode in which the such a journey the three estates of parliament
traffic was to be conducted.
No ship was to be bestowed upon them a free-will contribution of
freighted without a strict agreement drawn up three thousand pounds. Their commission did
between the skipper and the merchant respecting the manning, victualling, and navigating the
Acts of the Parliament of Scotland,
pp. 86-87.
earl,

or lord of parliament, the offender

fully opened,

;

;

;

—

'

ii.
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not limit them to the court of Copenhagen; for,
in the event of failure in that quarter, they were
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III.
It

was time

to

demand a settlement

counts, or at least to decide

of ac-

whose property

Eng-

these islands should be accounted; and the sub-

and Spain, of Savoy, Brittany,
Thus providently was care
and Burgundy.
taken that the ambassadors should not set out
upon a hopeless or even difficult mission.^
The cause that directed such an embassy in
the first instance to Denmark was one of naThe islands of Orkney had
tional importance.
been conquered and colonized by the Norwegians so early as the ninth century but although the kings of Norway from the period of
the reign of Alexander III. had renounced the
sovereignty of these islands, the earls of Orkney
and their Norse population had recognized no
feudal superior except the Norwegian sovereign.
The annexation of Norway to Denmark towards

ject was accordingly introduced by Christiern I.,
sovereign of the united kingdoms of Denmark,
Norway, and Sweden a king to whom not only

also permitted to try successively those of

land, France,

;

the close of the fourteenth century only transferred this recognition to the latter country, and

who succeeded to the earldom of
Orkney, were considered to hold their delegated
rule over these islands not so much through the
the Sinclairs,

grant of the Scottish crown as the grace of the
Danish king, who might at pleasure reduce tlieir

As might
authority to a mere empty title.
easily be supposed this neutral condition of these
annoyance to

islands had long been a source of

the Scottish kings.

part of the

Geographically they formed

kingdom of Scotland, and according
had existed as a recognized

to tradition they

portion of

it

until they

were seized

b}'

the Noree

But besides the national honour,
in their recovery, it was

invaders.

which was involved

necessary for the welfare of Scotland that they

should be restored to the national rule, so that
they might no longer be the haunts of pirates

and malcontents.
Western Islands had been
king had
ceded to
consented to the perpetual payment of a yearly
sum of a hundred marks in requital, even
though this trifling sum was regarded by his
But
subjects in the odious light of a tribute.
and

shelters of conspiratoi-s

When,

therefore, the

Alexander

even

its trifling

III. in 1266 this

amount,

it

may

the unsettled state of Scottish

be, as well as

afi"airs,

had caused

the due payment to be neglected; and these
omissions had been so frequent, that in 1457

they had amounted to an aggregate of four
thousand marks. But this was the least part
of the evil; for by the original treaty every ca.se

payment of this tax, called the
Norway, involved a penalty of ten
thousand marks, and thus the forty years over
wliicli these omissions had extended had now

of failure in the

Annual

of

accumulated to a sum equal to about eleven
millions sterling of

>

modem currency.

Acts of the Parliament of Scotland,

li.

p. 90.

—

these claims had descended, but

who had ample

opportunity and power to enforce them.
applied therefore to
full,

James

II. for

payment

He
in

not only of the discontinued annuals, but
them and we can

—

the forfeitures attached to

well imagine the overwhelming eS"ect which the

mention of such a sum must have produced upon
the Scottish king and council their dogged resolution not to pay it their devices to escape
from it. The question was referred to the arbitration of the King of France, the mutual
friend of James and Christiern, and before him
accordingly the ambassadors of Denmark and
Scotland appeared in 1460 to state their respective demands. Several flaws were urged by the
Scottish envoys, and among these was the assertion that the treaty on their part had been only

—

—

neglected, not broken, and that Denmark itself
had abandoned the claim by ceasing to demand
The King of
the payment of the annual.
France wisely advised a compromise, the basis
of which should be a marriage between the
young heir of the Scottish crown and the
daughter of the Danish king and to this the
Scots were willing to assent if Christiern would
remit his pecuniary demands, renounce his
claims to the Orkneys and Shetlands, and pay
an hundred thousand crovras as the portion of
the bride. But while the Danish court was
deliberating upon the proposal James II. was
slain, and in consequence of the troubles which
followed, Christiern found it necessary to refresh
the memories of the Scottish regency by repeating his demands in 1466 for the payment of the
Annual of Norway. It was for the final ad;

justment of this demand by a renewal of the
negotiation carried on at the French court six
years before, that the matrimonial embassy was
now sent from Scotland to Copenhagen.
It was well for the settlement of this difficult
question that Christiern was a lover of peace,
and better still, that the abandonment of his
claims upon the Scottish islands could occasion
They were too remote from the
little sacrifice.
seat of government to be easily ruled and too
unproductive to be profitably retained; his sway
over them was little more than nominal, and
any exertion of authority over them was liable
to involve him in a quarrel with the Scottish
His alliance also with France against
court.
England suggested the expediency of a good
undei-standing with the Scots by conceding to
them those possessions, which, though valueless
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were of great national importance to
Scotland. The treaty, therefore, was brought to
a close upon conditions that were agi'eeable to
to himsflf,

both

pai'ties alike.

The

chief of these were, that

Danish
of the annual

in consequence of the marriage of the

James

princess to

sum

III. the arreai-s

Western Islands should

arising fi-om the

be remitted, and

the accumulated penalties
of non-payment cancelled, and that no future
payment should be demanded from the King

and Queen

all

of Scotland, their heirs,

and

children.

[a.d. 1460-1472.

This tempting offer was instantly accepted; and
as the money was never paid the Orkneys and
Shetlands from that period were united to the
Scottish kingdom.'

During the course of this embassy an undercurrent had been at work both in Scotland and

Denmark

ly

1

which the power of the Boyds was

to be overthrown.

Their elevation so greatly

beyond their original rank and means, thenusurpation of the chief oifices in the kingdom,
the undue manner in which they had exercised

famdy by

Christiern agreed to pay with his daughter a

their guardianship over the

portion of sixty thousand florins, of which ten
thousand were to be delivered before she left

procuring the marriage of one of its princesses
to a son of the old lord, and the arrogance with
which they maintained their advantages over
men of higher rank and nobler lineage than

Denmark, while the islands of Orkney were to
be given up in pledge for the payment of the
remaining tifty thousand until they could be
redeemed either by himself or his successors.
On the other hand it was agreed by the Scottish ambassadors in the name of their master,
that his bride, Mai-gai-et of Denmark, should in
the event of his death be confirmed in po.ssession
of the palace of

Doune

Linlithgow and the

castle of

in Menteith, with their territories,

and

in a revenue of one-third of the royal income.

was also agreed that if the queen should in
widowhood be desirous of leaving Scotland she
It

should, instead of this provision, accept one

hundred and twenty thousand florins, of which
fifty thousand should be considered as paid
upon the redeliverance of the Orkneys by Scotland to the Danish crown, provided that the
queen did not marry .any Englishman of whatThis sum of only ten thousand
ever rank.
florins on hand, and five times that amount in
the form of a future and uncertain contingency,
was a great abatement in the amount of the
dowry upon which the Scottish negotiation had
But even these ten thousand
fixed in Paris.
florins Christiern was unable to pay, in consequence of his expenses in the acquisition of
Schleswick and Holstein, and the suppression
and in consequence of
of revolts in Sweden
this delay the Earl of AiTan returned to Scot;

land to report the terms of the marriage alliance
to

James and

receive his instructions for the

conveyance of the I'oyal bride to her new home.
But, in consequence of the northern winter
setting in upon the Baltic with its usual fierceness, it was resolved to delay her voyage tUl
spring,

and when that season had arrived Ai-ran

Denmark with a noble train for the
purpose of escorting Margai-et to Scotland. Still

royal

their own,

were certain to produce a speedy
and hostility not only
and
supporters and in that selfish spirit of union
with which they had banded to support Lord
Boyd these magnates had now combined and
subscribed for theii' downfall. James also, no
longer a passive boy but about to become a
bridegi-oom, and impatient to be a king in
reality, was easily induced to join a coalition
that would free him from the tutorship of these
upstarts.
At the court of Copenhagen it could
not have been otherwise than that Arran, a
new man, should excite the attention both of
king and court, and that Christiern, on learning
of the ascendency of the Boyds in Scotland,
should set himself against a famOy whose influence was likely to be pernicious to the interests
of his future son-in-law, and consequently to
those of his own daughter also.
It may be,
likewise, that the wrath of James, who was a
lover of money, and of his courtiers, who never
could have enough of it, was aggravated by
the pecuniary part of this Danish negotiation,
by which only two thousand florins would be
brought within their reach instead of sixty
thousand, as had been originally promised.
Thus all was in readiness for the ruin of the
Boyds, and it needed but a spark to produce
the explosion. While matters were in this state
the fleet, bringing the fair bride and the Scottish ambassadors, had entered the Forth; and
Arran, on stepping ashore, would have found
himself among enemies who had decreed his
death had it not been for the loving devotedreaction of hatred, envy,

among

their enemies, but even their allies
;

who

returned to

ness of his wife, the king's sister,

had been unable to muster the scanty
moiety which was to be paid before her depar-

conveyed herself to his ship and warned him
of his danger. His heart quailed at the tidings,
so that instead of venturing to land he hoisted
sail and with his wife escaped to Denmark.^

Christiern

ture in consequence of the Swedish troubles,

and in

this strait he ofiered to pledge the Shetland islands in the same manner as he liad done

those of

Orkney

for eight thousand

florins.

1

Tar/ceus. Hist. Oread.

'

Ferrerius, p. 3S7

;

Lesley, p. 3S.
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This flight served as the signal for open action
both to the Boyds and their enemies and on
a pai-liament being assembled at Edinburgh in
;

November, 14()9, at wliich the old lord, his
brother, and Arran were cited to appear and
answer the charges that were to be brought
against them, Lord Boyd advanced at the sum-

III.
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threatenings, to persuade her to return

but,
says the attectionate poet of Hawthornden, who
could well appreciate her character, " these at
the first prevailed nothing with this lady to

make her
JMany

forsake the husband of her youth.

and from several friends and
several fashions and styles,
coming to her, at last she was brought to believe her presence would mollify the mind of
her enemies and work her husband a re-establetters,

well-wishers,

in

mons, not, however, in the fashion of an accused
peraon ready to prove his innocence, but with
all the armed followers he could muster and
ready for the assize of battle. This attempt to
overawe the parliament was as imbecile as it

her brother, and restore

was

sions

insolent

;

for at the firet flutter of the royal

banner that was raised against him his followers
forsook him and he was glad to fly across the
Border into Northumberland, where he soon
after died unpitied and unnoticed.
A difterent
fate awaited his brother, Sir Alexander Bo.yd,
that gallant and accomplished knight who had
been the king's tutor in martial exercises and
the ornament of the Scottish court.
The love
and admiration of James had now been changed
into an equally intense hatred the high endowments of the culprit were little likely to find
;

favour in the eyes of his judges,

who

wei-e only

rebuked by his superiority; and he was tried
as a traitor for his share in the abduction of

the king three years previous from Linlithgow.
Although he pleaded the act of parliament

passed immediately after, justifying

all

that

had been done, the ajjpeal was in vain and he
was condemned and beheaded. Lord Boyd and
the Earl of Arran, although absent, were also
tried upon the same chai-ge, sentence of death
was recorded against them, and theii- extensive
estates and fair castles were forfeited to the
crown.'

Amidst

this

proceeded to Denmark; but there the earl, as
the proclaimed enemy of the King of Scots,
could ex]iect neither safety nor welcome. They
then repaired to France, whose king intei^posed
with James in their behalf, but in vain, upon

which they removed themselves to the dominions of Charles the Bold, Duke of Burgundy,
where the earl was received with high favour,
while his countess remained at Antwerp. Here
she was urged by letters from her brother, the
King of Scothind, tilled both with promises and
'

Crawford's Offlcers of Stale, p. 316, quotation of the
tri.-\l
Buchnnnn, ill. 29

VOL.

lishment of his former favoura with the king,

and

dignities."

him

to all his posses-

She returned accordingly,

but a very ditferent fate awaited her, for she
was shut up in a sort of honourable imjjrisonment in the castle of Kilmarnock, which had
belonged to her husband's family; the earl himself was then summoned to return within sixty
days to Scotland " to adhere to his wife, under
pain of divorce;" and as this was impossible
the sentence of divorce was pronounced, although the countess had already borne two
children to her husband at Antwerp.
What
followed was still more iniquitous and cruel
for she was compelled to receive for her second
husband Lord Hamilton, to whom, it was
alleged, she had been promised fifteen years
earlier in requital for his treacherously abandoning the cause of the Earl of Douglas, through
which the latter was driven out of Scotland.
By this union the family of Hamilton, hitherto
of less account tlian that of the Boyds, acquired
in the person of the bridegi'oom the earldom of
Arran, and ultimately became the neai-est in
succession to the Scottish throne in the reign of

Mary

Stuart.
In the meantime the bereaved
who was distinguished by high talents
both in peace and war, had risen to eminence
exile,

sudden wreck of so distinguished
a family tlie fate of Thomas Boyd, Earl of Arran,
should not be passed over without notice. We
have already mentioned the afl'ection of his wife,
wlio adhered to him when the world had forsaken him; who stole ovit to his ship in disguise to warn him of the danger tliat awaited
him on shore, and readily consented to be the
companion of his flight and exile. They first

original

;

;

I.

Duke of Burgundy, by
he was employed in negotiations with
England and while thus employed at London
he is described in the Paston Letters as " the
most courteous, gentlest, wisest, kindest, most
companionable, freest, largest, and most bounteous knight" as a "light, clever, well-spoken,
fair archer; devoutest, most perfect, and truest
to his lady, of knights." Such an account given
of him before he was deprived of his devoted
partner shows how worthy he was of her afl'ection,
and how little he had merited the hard measure
of peraecution which his enemies had meted out
in the service of the

whom

;

—

to him.

It appears that he died soon after the

some have attributed his death
the bereavement
and the Duke of Burgundy, by whom he was
honoured and beloved, erected a splendid tomb
to his memory at Antwerp, where he died.^
divorce, so that

to grief in consequence of

'

Dnimmnnd

of

Hawthornden, pp. 129-130; Buchantui, xU.

30; raaton Letters.
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From

tiiis

episode

we

return to the course of

Margaret of Denmark arrived at
Leith on the loth of July (1469). She was only
in the sixteenth year of her age; but besides
the personal beauty by which she was distinguished, the charm of her manners, her virtuous
example, and her piety have been aflectiouately
eulogized by our early historians. In her train
were several of the nobles and prelates of Denmark, and she was welcomed with cordiality by
her young husband, who was only by two years
her senior. The nuptials were soon afterwards
celebrated at Holyrood, and with a splendour
unwonted for Scotland,' while James, although
still so young, was considered to have arrived
at the age of majority and be capable of managing the affairs of his kingdom. And seldom
had a reign commenced in Scotland under such
Berwick and Roxburgh
favourable auspices.
had been recovered, and the restoration of the
Scottish islands had rounded and completed the
kingdom, so that all those portions hitherto so
detached or doubtful were brought under the

public eveuts.

control of one sceptre.

The land

diu'ing the

had been comparafrom it§ wonted feuds and bloodshed as well as from its ware with England. A
greater amount of the means of comfort and a
higher degree of civilization were takhig the
place of that poverty and rudeness which had
hitherto been the characteristics of Scottish
life, and it seemed as if a new national career
had commenced that would lead to prosperity
and honour. Much, indeed, must depend upon
the character of the young sovereign but such
a peaceful and promising inheritance as that to
which he had now succeeded could scarcely demand the eminent warlike talents of the Bruce,
or the varied political and legislative accomplishments of James I. To watch the prevailing
current that had now set in, or even to allow it to
go onward unchecked, seemed enough to ensure
for the new sovereign a tranquil and prosperous
reign.
It was under such a favourable conjunction of events that James III. became, in
reality as well as name, the sovereign of the
kingdom.
It was not long before symptoms appeared
suiEcient to cloud these bright prospects and
give warning of trouble and disaster. In the
same parliament that met for the condemnation of the Boyds decrees were enacted which
had for their object the aiTest of the progress
of the middle classes by the curtailment of their
rights and privileges.
Hitherto the election of
aldermen (afterwards called provosts) had been
a popular right of the burghs, and in choo.sing

young

sovereign's minority

tively free

;

'

Mair, 328

;

Ferrerius, 389

;

Lesley, 37-;
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their local rulers

we can easOy imagine

that
there had been sufficient canvassing and intrigue as well as bustle and clamour.
Such

were inevitable even in a better state of society,
and the evil could be endured on account of the
gi'eater amount of good with which it was compensated. But of this right the burghers were
now to be deprived, and, as the preamble of the
act stated, " because of gi'eat trouble and contention yearly for the choosing of the same,
thi'ough multitude

simple persons."

by the

old,

and clamour of commons,
was therefore decreed that

It

the election of each

new

council should be

made

and that the old and new council

conjointly should choose the alderman, bailies,

dean of guild, and other town magistrates. By
another act the parliament itself was degraded
from its high place as the great national representative and classed along with the JusticeAyre, Chamberlain's Ayi'e, "or such like courts,"
in prochiiming that there was no need to continue it from day to day, but that its enactments
should still be in force as if it had been so continued. We can easily understand the dislike of
the Scottish aristocracy to parliaments, where, instead of having the fuU sway, they only enjoyed
it, and that too, in some instances, of
amount. It is easy to imagine that
these obnoxious statutes were carried by the

a part of
inferior

influence

of the

same nobles who had con-

demned the Boyds and were impatient for confiscation and plunder, and that the young king,
whose intense hatred
especially of

of the

whole family, and

his brother-in-law the Earl

of

AiTan, had been gratified by their punishment,
was easily induced to sanction those other measures by which the people were depressed and
the ascendency of the nobles confirmed.^
Other acts of the same parliament were of a
more just and liberal character; and one of
these concerned the right of sanctuary, which
in Scotland as in other countries had grown to
an intolerable height, but which in other countries was still allowed to go on unchecked. It was
now declared that for the " eschewing of great
slaughtere which have been right common among
the king's lieges now and of late, both of forethought felony and of sudden ty; and because

many

persons commit slaughters upon fore-

thought felony, in trust that they shall be defended through the immunity of holy kirk and
girth," every homicide who fled to the sanctuary
was at the demand of the sheriff to be brought
and delivered to a trial'&f jury; and that if the
crime was not accidental the muiderer should
be put to death according to law, the church in
this case having no right to protect him.
An'

Acte of the Parliament of Scotland,

ii.

pp. 96-97.
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other i^iovisiou regarding debtor and creditor

was both

man

When a nobledebt his poor tenants

and merciful.

just

or landlord

hitherto

fell into

had been

and on a writ

liable for the consequences,

called a brief of distress being

issued the creditor could seize their property

and drive them

But

into destitution.

it

was

now

decreed that the tenants should only be
answerable to the amount of rent they owed
and no more, and if this should be insufficient
the creditor was to have recoui-se to the other

goods and property of the landlord. Should
the debtor also have no property except his
land it was to be sold, " so that the inhabitants
of the said lands be not hurt nor grieved for
their lord's debts."
Having thus secured the
tenants from an oppressive and unjust responsibility, the statute is equally merciful in guarding as much as possible the family of the
bankrupt from the consequences of his improvidence; and therefore he was allowed to
redeem the estate within seven years on paying
back to the buyer the sum that was paid for it
and the additional expenses for charter, seisin,

A severe

and iufeftment.

statute

was

also lev-

and unjust judges "who
and minister justice
to the poor people " and full provision was
made for then- punishment, provided the "poor
people" were bold enough to carry their appeal
to the king and council, and that the law was
strong enough to anest them. Another enormity of these gi-eat ones against which an enactment was directed was of a more specific
character and could be more easOy redressed.
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These were the bringing in and retaining of
bullion within the realm the reduction of the
king's laws, Regiani Majestatem acts, statutes,
and other writings into an authorized volume,
and the rest to be destroyed ; and the reformation and punishment of perjury.
In the dearth of public events that immedi;

ately followed,
pai-t of

we

only

know

that the greater

the nobdity remained in Edinburgh with

the king during the winter instead of returning,
as they

had been wont,

sions.

On

to their castles

the arrival of

and man-

summer James and

his

young queen made a progress through the northern part of the kingdom, " where thej' were
honourably received and entertained both in
the principal cities and towns, and by the noble-

men

of the country, to the great

comfort of the
In these few words the history
whole twelvemonth seems
to be comprised.
The only event which next
arrests our notice is the meeting of parliament
on the 6th of May, 1471 and some of its pro-

whole realm."^
of the

kingdom

for a

;

ceedings, as illustrative of the state of the country at this period,

demand a

pa-i^iug notice.

It appears, that notwithstanding the bold

by the

parliament upon the

elled against sheriffs

restrictions laid

will not execute their office

rights of sanctuary, they stUl continued to be

;

last

abused; and that slaughters continued to be

rife

not only in districts possessing these privileged
places of refuge but other pai-ts of the country.

To check

these accordingly several restrictions

call their dues and fees."
These consisted of an impost " on each load of
flesh, fish, victuals, meal or malt, or such like
burdens of fowls, on men's backs, and other
things borne in men's hiiuds, to the whilk they
have no reason " and those who persevered in
the practice were henceforth to be punished in
their persons at the king's will and be deposed
for a year from their offices.
By the foregoing

were added, by which the escape of the criminal
might be made more difficult, and his punishment more certain. But the new controveray
of pai-liament with the church had not yet ended.
The corruptions of the latter were gathering to
a height at which nothing short of a total ovei-throw by a reformation could avail instead of
mere corrective acts of parliament. In the present case, however, the three estates did what
they coidd by specifying the oflence and announcing the penidty. There was " great damage
and scathe daOy done to all the realm," it was
stated, by the purchase at the court of Rome of
abbacies and other benefices by priests both religious and secidar, a traffic that had never been
practised before, and through which a heavier
taxation had been inflicted upon the Scottish
church than it ever had hitherto suffered. In-

concessions, so just in themselves but of such

stead of such purchase, therefore, the free elec-

It

is

ment

stated that in the keeping of fairs, parliatimes,

and general councils

— the

seasons of public concourse and

chief

—

ti'affic
the
great constables of castles, sheriffs, and bailies

of boroughs "take gi-eat extortions of the king's

poor lieges which they

;

inferior import, the

community was

soled for the deterioration of

and the extinction of

ment

of boroughs.

its

On

its

to be con-

parliaments

rights in the governterminating their sit-

tings the three estates committed full

power

to

a committee consisting of four prelates, four
barons, and four commissaries of boroughs, to

upon certain measures which were to
be brought before them in the following year.

tion to these benefices

was to be continued

ac-

cording to fonner usage, and no greater or higher

made for the papal treasury
than those which had been fixed by the regulataxations were to be

In this way the clergy were
allowed to elect their own ecclesiastical superiors, while simoniacal practices were prohibited.
tions of Ragimont.

deliberate

'

Bishop Lesley's nUtorie of Scotland,

p. 38.
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But
tial

if ^0 show the hopelessness of such parattempts, and the necessity of something

as

[a.d. 1460-1472.

and were anxious

to

have

opened for general

it

"The lords think it expedient for
common good of the realm, and the great
benefit.

the

stronger than mere lay statutes,

James

not long after, was the

break them by

crease of riches to be brought within the realm

giving and selling benefices irrespective of, and
even in dii-ect opposition to, the rights of the

of other countries, that certain lords spiritual

fii-st

to

himself,

in-

and temporal, and burghs cause, make, or get
ships, busses, and other great pink boats, with
clerical electors.
session
it
nets and all abulyements pertaining thereto for
In the political transactions of this
was resolved to send an embassy to the King of fishing; and that the execution of this matter
France and the Duke of Burgundy for the osten- and the form and the number of the same be
sible purpose of promoting such a spirit of con- had at the continuation of this parliament." It
cord between the two potentates as after events is melancholy to think how long the Scottish
showed to be unattainable. But the real pur- fisheries upon such an ample scale were delayed.
pose of this movement appeara to have been Another instance of provident care was shown
the disgrace of the unfortunate Earl of Arrau in a sharp sumptuary law a species of legislaat the court of Burgundy and the marriage of tion at this time common in England, and, indeed, throughout nearly the whole of Europe.
his unfortunate countess to Lord Hamilton
objects which James was disposed to prosecute After alluding to the great expenditure occawith relentless determination. Although Scot- sioned by the importation of silk into the kingland was now at peace this state of things was dom, it was decreed th.at no man in time coming
so unwonted that provision was wisely made should wear silk in doublet, gown, or cloak,
for the national defence, and it was thought unless he was a knight, minstrel, or herald, or
expedient by parliament to cause certain "cai-ts possessed land to the amount of a hvmdred
These pounds of yeai-ly rental, under a penalty of ten
of war" to be made for the purpose.
"carts" were evidently cannons, in the cautious pounds, and the confiscation of his silken clothuse of which the Scots had learned such a costly ing, which was to be given to the heralds or
lesson, and they were to be made " by prelates minstrels, unless it had been fabricated before
and barons after the faculty and power of the this sitting of parliament. Of these trespasses
persons for the defence of the realm." With the sheriff of every shire and the aldermen and
these new and terrible engines the old weapons bailies of boroughs were to take strict account
were not lost sight of; and no merchant was to and send the escheated raiment to the king.
bring spears into Scotland, or bowyer make them It was also decreed that the wives of those who
in the country, unless they were six ells in fell short of the annual revenue of a hundred
length, while those that fell short of the mea- pounds should wear no silk in lining except on
sure were to be escheated, and their importers the collar or sleeves, under the same penalty.
While the Scottish parliament had been legisor fabricators punished at the king's will. It

—

was

yeoman who " could
bow" should be armed with

also decreed that each

not deal with the

lating for the rights of the church an incident

which showed the need of such
as how little it was likely
It was a melancholy episode extendto avail.
ing over a course of years but the principal
steward, bailie, and events of which we shall now briefly sim3 up in
hold weapon-shaws a continuous narrative, not only on account of

a good axe, and with a target of leather " to
which tai'get, it is
resist the shot of England"
encouragingly added, " is no cost but the value

was

in progress

legislation

—

of a hide."

Every

sheriff,

other public officer was to

within the bounds of his jurisdiction; the butts
were to be set up for archery, and the meetings

goU and

football to be
was a most necessary precaution, for even in England, the land
of good bowmen, the public village sports that
allm-ed the people from the butts had to be repressed with still greater severity.'
In turning their attention to the promotion
of the national prosperity a recommendation of
this parliament in its beauty and unassuming
simplicity is worth a hundred elaborate statutes.
It shows that they already uuderetood one of
the hidden mines of the kingdom's real wealth,

for the popular sports of

discountenanced.

I

The

latter

Acts of the Parliament of Scotland,

vol.

ii.

pp. 99, 100.

—as well

;

its intrinsic

importance, but

upon the rehgious history

As

bearing

yet the prelates of Scotland had no eccle-

siastical

the

its futui'e

of the country.

head

;

and by the death

commencement

of 1466 they

of

Kennedy

in

were deprived

of one whose noble birth, high character, and
great political influence had naturally given him
a leading power in the affairs of the church,

which he had used for its best interests. On
his death Patrick Graham, Bishop of Brechin,
the uterine brother of Kennedy, and of similar
virtues and endowments, was chosen by the

On this election Graham
Eome for confirmation, but
purpose by the Boyds, who

canons to succeed him.
resolved to repair to

was opposed in this
were at feud with the Kennedies, and ruled

JAMES
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everythiug at court with a hiyh hand. As in
such a state of things it was in vain to wait for
the young sovereign's leave of departure he
privately left the kingdom, and on arriving at

Eome

he was cordially welcomed by Paul

"for, be.sides the nobility of his family

and

II.;

his

high character for vii-tue, he was very learned
according to the learning of the times." But although his appointment to the see of St. Andrews

was confirmed he was unable

to return to Scot-

laud owing to the hostility of the Boyds. While
he thus remained in exile the old claim of the

York to the superiority over the
church of Scotland wa-s revived by George Nevil,
primate of the see, and carried before Sextus IV.,
the successor of Paul II., who gave a final decision in favour of the Scots, declaring it to be
a thing unfitting that an English prelate should
be primate of Scotland, " by reason of the wai-s
that might bi'eak forth between the two kingdoms." But that Scotland should not in time
coming be without a metropolitan the see of St.
Andrews was erected into an arbishopric, and
the rest of the bishops, twelve in number, were
ordained to be subject to that see. In this
ai-chbishops of

manner Patrick Graham, the persecuted
unexpectedly became primate of Scotland

III.
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an act

was sent, as soon
as Graham landed, prohibiting him from the
exercise of his office as legate, and commanding
him to ajjpear for trial at Edinburgh on the
first of November, to answer for the crime of
having accepted such a charge. He appeared
accordingly but it was in vain that he showed
his bulls, pleaded his commission for the reform
of clericiil abuses, and implored that he might
not be hindered in his duty, his judges were
also his enemies, and it is alleged that eleven
thousand marks had been distributed among
persuaded

:

of council

;

them

to purchase his condemnation.
In the
hope of defeating his appointment, or at least
of obtaining a delay which of itself was equal
to a defeat, they interposed an appeal which
was to be sent to the pope, showing reasons
wherefore the bishop should not hold the office
of legate and in the meantime he was sent back
to his former charge, and ordered not to assume
the dress, style, or authority of an archbishop
until the pope's answer had been given to their
;

appeal.

A new enemy now

appeared against the unThis was William Schevez,

fortunate prelate.

exile,

a young

man

and

who had

studied at

of great talents

and subtle

spirit,

pope aj^pointed

Lou vain under John Spernic,
and acquired from his preceptor such a know-

his legate for the space of three years, with

ledge of physics and astrology as was certain to

commission to reform all abuses in the Scottish
church and correct the immoralities of its clergy.
On learning of the downfall of the Boyds the
new archbishop was eager to return home and
commence the work of reformation. But even
already it had become a dangerous and hopeless
attempt; for the king by the advice of his courtiers had deprived the clei-gy of their right of
election, that he might set the rich benefices to
sale and men of the worst characters were admitted into the church livings without examination on payment of the stipulated price. To
announce his purpose and sound the inclinations

recommend him at the Scottish court. He was
recommended by the king to Graham as a successor to the archdeaconry of St. Andrews, which
had become vacant but the bishop, who found
that Schevez had wholly given himself to the
study of arts prohibited by the canons, and was

to strengthen his authority the

him

;

;

Graham sent before him the papal
buU appointing him legate, which he caused to
of the people,

be published in September, 1472. Its immediate
effect was to arm all parties against him.
The
bishops were indignant at having a primate
jilaced over them, the dLssolute clergy and those
who had purchased their livings were alarmed
at his legatine authority,

that their gainful

traffic

and the
in

courtiers felt

church benefices

would be visited with a sudden arrest. The
hue and cry of rage and disappointment was
carried to the palace in the shape of a formal

complaint against the archbishop that he had
accepted tiie office of legate from the pope without the royal ])ermi.ssion, and that this was

i)ro-

liihited by the laws of the kingdom, and miglit
be prejudicial to the king. James was easily

;

ignorant in theology, rejected the application.
Indignant at this the subtle quack, star-gazer,

and conjurer

allied himself

with John Locke,

rector of the University of St.

enemj' of the bishop, to

efl'ect

Andrews and an

the prelate's down-

and Locke, pretending that as rector of the
college his jurisdiction was equal to tliat of
Graham, had the hardihood to pronounce against
fall;

the latter a sentence of excommunication.
sentence,

coming

forbearance,

crime; the

This

fi-om so inferior a quarter, the

bishop treated with silent contempt.

Even

this

however, was magnified into a
authority was invoked against

civil

him as a despiser of ecclesiastical censiu-e and
he was prohibited from entering any sacred
;

goods were confiscated, his attendants withdrawn from him, and other serplace, while his

vants ai)pointed, whose chief duty was to watch

over him and enforce the prohibition; while, to
show their gratitude at being rid of an eccle-

and censor, the bishops raised
money, which they extorted from
the inferior clergy and jiresented to the king.
It was full time for tlie kith and kin of the

siastical superior

a large

sum

of

—
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high-born but pereecuted

and had

it

jirelate to interpose,

been a merely

easily imagine a banding together of Kennedies,

Grahams, and even

would have

Stuai'ts, that

gathered and hied to the rescue of their relative
before matters had come to such extremity.

But

it

was an

ecclesiastical coijtest, for

perhaps, they did not greatly care

which,

while

;

its

weapon was money, which they may have
been unable or unwilling to give. At last, however, they did what they could, and by a counter-bribe they so far prevailed upon the king
that the bishop was relaxed from his restrictions, and allowed to retii-e to his chief seat at
Monimail. But here he had scarcely well rested
when his enemies were upon him with a new
chief

kind of persecution. Aware that the late sentence had reduced him to poverty, and that the
large fees of the bull of privileges which he had
obtained at Rome were still unpaid, they stirred

up the

collectors of the

Romish

[a.d. 1472-1482.

men hated him

of all

the most, and

whom

we can they appointed

feud

civil

who

taxes to harass

him with their demands; and because he was
unable to satisfy them he was excommunicated
anew, his person was arrested, his rents uplifted
by the king's officers, and he was placed under
guard in his own castle of St. Andrews. The
mind of the good man at last gave way under
such a pressure, so that insanity ensued but,
unmoved by the calamity, or rather encouraged
by his helplessness to complete their work, his
enemies consigned him to the keeping of Schevez,
;

his coadjutor in the see.
Their
next step was to send accusations of heresy
against him to Rome, with Schevez for their

Among the

bearer and prosecutor.

charges ad-

duced one was, that he had thrice performed
mass in one day "while there could scarcely
be found a bishop in that age," adds Buchanan,
" who said it once in three months."
From a
tribunal that could gi-avely listen to such an

—

accusation

what

justice

be expected?

could

Graham was proclaimed guilty of schism, simony,
heresy,

and other crimes, and sentenced to lose
and be condemned to

his ecclesiastical dignity,

perpetual

imprisonment;

while Schevez, his

enemy and accuser, was appointed Archbishop
Andrews in his room.

of St.

His deposition and its attendant calamities he
endured with meekness, for he appears to have
fully recovered from his mental aberration. But
stiU his enemies were not weary of persecuting,

and his gentleness only inflamed their rage.
They first put him into close prison upon the
little

island of Inchcolm, but on the breaking out

war with England this place was judged insecure from the appieliended visits of the English
ciiiisers, and the bishop was removed to Dunfermline and afterwards to the castle of Lochleveu, where he died and was buried, after he
had held the mere title of his archbishopric for
of

thirteen years.^

CHAPTER
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III.

(1472-1482).

—

Continuation of peace between England and Scotland Attempts to engage Scotland in a continental war
Overtures of the King of France for the purpose The design opposed by the parhament Negotiation for
a marriage between the infant son of James and a daughter of Edward IV. Its amicable conditions Its

—

ratification

— Edward

IV. invades France

against the rebellious Earl of Ross

—

—

—

—

— Measures of

James

III. to

pacify the Highlands

— Peaceful

The earl compelled to submit

—

—

—

Proceedings
proceedings of James His

—

—

and pursuits Their offensiveuess to his nobles Low favourites of James Contrast of his brothers
His suspicions fostered by superof Albany and Earl of Mar Jealousy of James against them
stitious arts and prophecies
He causes his brothers to be arrested and imprisoned Dexterous escape of
Albany from the castle of Edinburgh Suspicious death of the Earl of Mar Albany becomes rebel and
traitor Louis XI. incites the Scottish king against England War with England commenced Its indecisive proceedings
Treasonable compact of the Duke of Albany with the English king Odium excited by
Cochrane, the cliief favourite of James His arrogance and avarice Muster and mai'ch of the Scottish
army against England The nobles conspire at Lauder against the king's favoiuites— Their meeting and
deliberations— Unexpected arrival of Cochrane among them His ignominious treatment and arrest The
nobles arrest the other favourites Summary execution of the favourites on Lauder Bridge James III.
*
conveyed to the castle of Edinburgh Hostile advance of the Dukes of Gloucester and Albany into Scotland Peaceful composition between the Scottish government and the duke^Albany obtains the chief
direction of affairs— Humihating concessions exacted from James III.
studies

the

—

—

Duke

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Amidst these unhappy events which we have
recorded in connection with the Scottish church
the peace of the kingdom continued untroubled.

This was the more singular when we

call

to

Buchanan, xii. 32-35 Spottiswood's History' of the
Church of Scotland, pp. 58-60; Hawthomden, pp. 131-136.
•

;
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III.

miud tlie eventful changes by which England troops from Denmark, and attack Bretagne,
had been agitated to its centre. The ejection promising, if it was conquered, to assign that
and restoration of Edward IV., the murder of rich duchy to the Scottish king. In this way
Henry VI. and his young son and heir, and the both Scotland and Denmark would have been
intrigues of the Lancastrians, who were still involved in behalf of Louis, and the promise
ready to rebel against the new Yorkist dynasty, which he held out cost him nothing, as it was
were temptations any one of which, in former
would have been eagerly seized by the
Scots.
But upon each and all of these occurrences they seem to have looked with calm
tranquillity, so that the unsettled state of England does not seem to have produced even au
ordinary Border inroad. The anomaly may be
explained by the fact that Edward's cares were
confined to his own establishment upon the
throne; and that the Scots, having secured

years,

their old

territories as well as ancient inde-

pendence, had neither plea nor provocation
for aggression.
By only one occasion, indeed,
this forbearance
tion.

was threatened with interrup-

Allusion has already been

made

to the

costly ship built by Bishop Kennedy which was
called the " Bishop's Barge." It was destined

not for show but commerce; but in one of its
voyages it was wrecked in 1472 off the coast of

Bamborough, and the English made plunder of
the merchandise with which it was freighted.
Of the jiassengers, chiefly consisting of merchants and priests, the greater part were
drowned; but a fev.' who escaped in a boat were

made prisoners when they reached the shore,
and among them was the Abbot of St. Colm,

who was

obliged to pay a ransom of eighty

certain that the Scots could never have retained

which would have fallen
Transparent though the
deceitful offer was, James appears to have
heartily closed with it for notwithstanding his
constitutional timidity and averaion to war, he
loved money, and the dukedom was a tempting
bait.
A levy of six thousand men-at-arms was
ordered, which he designed to lead in person
then- hold of Bretagne,

into his

own

hands.

;

where the sliipping was to
be obtained for the purpose, in a counti-y so
scantily provided with a navy as Scotland,
across the sea; but

James perhaps could

who had

as little guess as his cun-

him to the enterprise.
But the question had not to await the ridicule
of an attempt to solve it, for the parliament had
taken the alarm, and both prelates and lords
negatived the whole proposal.
It was represented by the whole body of the clergy through
the bishops that the king's departure upon such

ning ally

stirred

an expedition at so tender an

and having

age,

as yet no child to succeed him, was highly inex-

pedient and dangerous, and that

it

was better

remain at home and be at peace with England than risk a renewal of the old war by his

to

absence."
1473,

This was so early as 1471 but in
the purpose was still in agitation,
;

when

Instead of a war, how-

the dehvery of the whole parliament was stiU

ever, this breach of truce pi-oduced only a re-

more express and decisive. In the event of his
resolution to embark in the enterprise they drew
up certain statements to show that it was impolitic and even impossible.
They exposed to
him the double-dealing of Louis, who had as
yet failed to jDut him in possession of Saintonge,
the county of his progenitors, and besought him
to recall the letlera he had sent to the Fi'ench

pounds

for his Uberty.

monstrance

;

while the English king caused five

hundred marks

be paid as part of compensation to the Scots for their loss, with permission
to sue in the English courts for the reto

mainder.'

But although there was peace with England
attempts had been made to embark Scotland in
aU the danger of a continental war. The French
king, Louis XI.,

was

at variance with his power-

Duke

Burgundy; and as
the quarrel between these two potentates, both
of whom were allies of the Scots, was likely to
tei-minate in war, the party to which Scotland
might adhere in such an event was a matter of
great importance.
It was natural, therefore,
that Louis should endeavour to secure the old
amity between France and Scotland in his own
behalf; and it was in accordance with his usual
policy to effect his purpose l)y crooked and in-

ful feudatory the

direct means.

He

of

Iiad therefore sont his envoy,

king; they advised him, instead of having

I'e-

couree to arms, to send embassies to the courts

and Burgundy for the purpose of
mediating peace between them. By these peaceful negotiations also more might be effected
than could be done by a war; for not only might
these potentates be brought to accord in the
delivery of Saintonge, but even of the dukedom of Gueldres, which was held to be now
of France

James through the traitorous
conduct of its reigning sovereign, who had
usurped the government by imprisoning his

the inheritance of

own

father.

Faint as was the prospect of James'

Concressault, a nobleman of Scottish origin, to

succession to the inheritance of his gi-andfather,

James, instigating him to equip a

as well as of conquests

>

Lesley, p. 39;

Bymer,

fleet,

xi. 860.

engage

''

on the Continent, these

Acts 0/ the Parliamentt

<if

Scollatid,

ii.

p. 102.
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representations happily prevailed and

all

thought

was abandoned.'
Another and a more hopeful negotiation with
England succeeded. On the 14th of March,
1472, the young King of Scotland had been
gladdened by the birth of a son, afterw.ards
James IV.; and on this occasion Edwai-d, who
knew that the stability of his throne would be
ensured and his populai-ity confirmed by an
of the expedition

English reconquest of France, resolved to secure
the neutrality of the Scots by proposing a matri-

[a.d. 1472-1482.

were celebrated on the 26th
of October in the Low Grayfriars' Church at
Edinburgh; and there the high lords of England and Scotland pledged themselves for the
completion of the marriage when the parties
should have arrived at the proper age, and
subscribed the conditions upon which it was
nities of betrothal

contracted.^

This negotiation being amicably settled Edward IV. invaded France with an army judged
sutEcient to conquer the whole of that country

and a military reputation that seemed to ensure
success but this formidable invasion Louis XL
contrived to defeat, not by force of arms, however, but by butts of wine and Hberal pensions
vasion of France. The princess upon whom Ed- which were bestowed in abundance on the King
ward fixed was his youngest daughter, CecOia, of England and his chief nobility. During this
and in October, 1474, the Scottish ambassadors ridiculous campaign James was more usefully
who had been sent to England returned to Edin- employed in queUing the disturbances of the
burgh, having in their company the Bishop of Highlands, which had now become too dangerDurham, Lord Scrope, and two other English ous to be overlooked. The gi-eat offender on
commissioners, to settle the final terms of this this occasion was John, Earl of Boss and Lord
important union. These were that the truce of of the Isles, to whom Unicorn pursuivant was
fifty-four years, extending to 1519, should re- sent with a list of the charges brought against
main in full force, and that dui'ing this period him, and commanding him to appear and
each king should assist the other against his answer them before the king and parliament.
rebels if required that the prince and princess, The charges, to the number of five, involved
during the hfe of the King of Scotland, should the crime of treason. 1. He had made treasonenjoy the usual heritage of the heirs-apparent able leagues and bonds with Englishmen and
2. He had
of the Scottish crown, being the dukedom of with Edward, King of England.
Eothesay, the eai'ldom of Carrick, and the lord- held treasonable communing with that traitor
ship of the Stuart lauds; and that Edward Sir James of Douglas, sometime Earl of Douglas,
should give with his daughter a dowry of and had given him treasonable help, counsel,
twenty thousand marks sterUng, to be paid at favour, and supply. 3. He had treasonably
the rate of two thousand annually, the first given safe-conducts to our sovereign lord's enepayment to be made on the 2d of February of mies of England. 4. He had usurped our sovethe following year. Finally, it was also agi-eed reign lord's authority in making his bastard
that in the event of the death of the prince or son his lieutenant and investing him with
princess the heir- of the Scottish crown should autliority to inflict capital execution upon the
marry an English princess, otherwise that all king's lieges who disobeyed him. 5. He had
the sums received, with the exception of the besieged the king's castle of Eothesay in Bute,
and burned, slain, wasted, and destroyed our
first instalment of 2500 mai-ks, should be repaid.
It would have been a happy concord for the sovereign lord's lieges and lands upon that
two kingdoms if such a marriage had been island. In these heavy charges we read the
realized, and by the annual payment of a sum state of society in Scotland at this period, and
so large in the eyes of Scottish poverty a careful the daring extremities to which its chiefs could
precaution was taken that the continuing peace carry the exercise of their authority. Fraught
should be something more than nominal. But with the summons. Unicorn, who was also
monial alliance between their infant prince and
a daughter of his own family. The time had
passed away when the conquest of Scotland
was reckoned only the preface of an English in-

;

;

besides that there were too

many contending

passions stiU alive to permit its complete realiza-

four years old.

were so young that
was only two and the bride
Could the amity of two such

kingdoms or the

faith of the royal sponsors en-

tion, the contracted parties

the bridegroom

Whatdure until the time of consummation
ever misgivings might have been felt on the
subject, none were indicated, while the solem?

sheriff of Inverness, passed

and demanded entrance to the presence of John,
Earl of Eoss but the gate remained shut and
there was no voice or answer. It was time to
pluck such a rebel from his stronghold, and
after the parliament had proclaimed him traitor
;

=

Acts of the Parliaments of ScoUaiid,

ii pp. 103-104.

on the 14th of Oc-

tober (1475) to Dingwall, sounded his blast of
notice and authority at the gate of the castle,

^

Rymer's F<£d. vl. pp. 814-821.
Acts oj the Parliaments oj Scotland,

ii.

p. 109.
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and

coufiscated his estates to the

crown a

for-

and land force were collected to
effect.
These earnest
proceedings daunted the proud recusant, and
by the advice of the Eai-1 of Huntly, with
whom he shai'ed the greatest part of the Highlands, lie I'esolved to submit to the king.
This
he did by appearing in person before James at
Edinburgh, confessing his offences, and humbly
midable
cai'ry

fleet

the sentence into

craving forgiveness.

He

also resigned into the

hands his earldom of Ross, the lands of
Knapdale and Kintyre, and the hereditaiy
sheriffdom of Nairn and Inverness, which were
now annexed to the crown but to reward the
penitent his sentence of forfeiture was cancelled
and he was created a peer of parliament with
the title of Lord of Islay and the Isles.
James having now reached the age of twentyking's

;

five,

the period of complete majority according

to the civil law, proceeded to revoke all grants

and alienations that might be prejudicial to the
crown or his heirs, among which was the keeping of the royal castles, and especially those
that were the keys of the kingdom. To Margaret of Denmark, his queen, he committed the
keeping of their son. Prince James, with the
castle of Edinburgh and an annual pension.
He was also desirous to draw his alliance still
closer with England by the marriage of his
sister Margaret to the Duke of Clarence, and
his brother, the Duke of Albany, to the Dowager
Duchess of Burgundy, sister of Edward IV.,
and now a widow, by the death of her husband,
Charles the Bold, at the battle of Nanci.

Edward was now
by the death

But

established so firmly in his seat

of every competitor, that

longer needed the forbeai-ance of

he no
Scotland; and

contiuuaOy impoverished by his luxurious extravagance, he was weary of the yearly subsidy
which he paid to Scotland as the marriage portion of his daughter. Aheady, indeed, the third
instalment which he had paid of it this year

be the last. He therefore
declined the offer of both the proposed marriages, but in friendly and courteous terms.
A
(1477)

was

also to

freak of superstition or a motive of policy having induced James to contemplate a pilgrimage

John at Amiens, he desired
a safe-conduct through England for that purpose,
which Edward readily granted, and also expressed his desire for a personal conference with
to the shrine of St.

the Scottish king. But the journey was not
undertaken, James contenting himself with
striking a gold medal and sending it to the
shrine as a substitute for his

own

appearance.'

Thus far the present reign had lieen one of
unwonted peace and prosperity Scotland as a
:

>

£]rmer, 111

63.
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kingdom was once more whole and

entii-e,

while

the kingly rule extended without a rival to

its

But the storm was dai-kening
under which the land was to be troubled and
the king himself to be destroyed. The character
of James had now attained maturity, and it was
farthest limits.

one with which neither liis nobles nor peojile
could sympathize. Instead of a public, active
life, which his youth promised and the sth-ring
habits of the age required, he

immured himself

within the recesses of his palace.

Instead of

tilts and tournaments, for masques
and pageants, he devoted his time and atten-

caring for

tion to the study of music, architecture, geo-

and astrology, pursuits unfit for a king
and we can easily imagine
the scowl with which his iron-handed, steelheaded barons regai-ded his calculations and
diagrams, or the looks of anxious interest with
which he pored over them when he should have
been in the saddle or at his council-board.
These studies at the best they must have regarded as mere monkery, if not in some cases
impious and damnable, and have turned away
in disgust or contempt.
No sympathy could
exist between such a sovereign and the natural
supporters of his throne, and James effectually
widened the breach by selecting for his favourites and counsellors the men who excelled in the
meti-y,

at such a period

;

pursuits he so ruinously followed.
these were Cochrane, an architect,

The

chief of

who was con-

temptuously termed a mason; Rogers, an English
master of music; and Ireland, a man well accomplished in the science and literature of the
day. But with these were also associated persons of a lower grade and character, such as
Leonard, a smith or armourer; Hommil, a tailor,
and Torphichen, a fencing-master. "While James
was contented with such associates, and reserved
for them his countenance and favour, his repelled
nobility had no other resource than to betake
themselves to more princely leaders and pro-

and these they soon found in the king's
Duke of Albany, and John,
Earl of Mar. Of these Albany, the eldest, was
of tall commanding stature, athletic form, and
pleasing countenance his retinue was correspondent to his pereonal dignity, being composed
tectors;

brothers, Alexander,

;

of

men

selected for their superior appearance

qualifications, upon whom he spared no
expense; while he was both more loved and
dreaded by the nobility than even the king him-

and

self.
His younger brother, the Earl of ^lar,
added to these pereonal advantages a pojiular
devotedness to hunting, hawking, and other
princely sports; and great partiality for good
hoi-ses, which he imported from abroad to im-

prove the very inferior breed of those of his own
counti-y.
It can easily be judged how disad-
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vantageouslv James must have shown contrasted with such brothers, and how insignifiamt his occupations must have appeared compared with their chivahous accomplishments,
splendid style of living, and love of stir and

Nothing else could be the result than
a divided court, with a prepondei-ance in favour
action.

of the princes;

and a continual contest, in which
and his worthless favour-

either they or the king

must obtain the undisputed mastery.'

ites

When

a quarrel among the brothera was
was not long wanting for
commencement. The Duke of Albany, " fur
his singular wisdom and manhood," was appointed captain of Berwick and heutenant of
the Borders, and as Earl of JMai-ch had the keeping of the castle of Dunbar and the enjoyment
of the rents belonging to the earldom.
But
so inevitable a cause
its

these high offices brought

him

into hostile con-

with the powerful families of Home and
Hepburn, whose estates lay upon his border.
It is added by the old historian ^ whose account
in these particulars we follow, that Home had
many of the lauds of the earldom of March in
his hands that he uplifted the rents of them
by virtue of his office of chamberlain, with which
he had been invested by James II.; and that he
tact

;

would not allow the tenants to transfer these
payments to the duke, but wished to retain them
in his own keeping.
Albany, however, by the
high offices he held upon the Border was too
strong to be withstood, and he collected his
rights in Border fashion at the head of his armed
retainers.
Unable to resist him, Home and
Hepburn resolved to get the king on their side,
and for this purpose they bribed Cochrane, the
chief royal favourite,

their measures

Albany

alike,

who

readily entered into

both Mar and
and would gladly have accom-

;

for he dreaded

plished their destruction.

It

was

necessary,

[a.d. 1472-1482.

and they easily persuaded him
that his own brothers were the persons indicated
ites for counsel,

as these future destroyers, of

whom,

therefore,

he would do well to be on his guard. This
solution was confirmed by Home and Hepburn,
who had repaired to Edinburgh for the purpose
of strengthening the conspiracy.
Even when
he turned to the church for advice he applied to
the worthless Schevez, whom he had promoted
for his skill in astrology and regarded as an
oracle; and the primate assured him that the
lion's whelps of the Fleming's prophecy could
mean no others than Albany and Mar. It was
in vain that another and a very diflerent archbishop endeavoured to disabuse the mind of the
distracted James.
At this period Patrick
Graham was a prisoner at Dunfermline previous to his removal to Lochleven; and hearing
of his sovereign's distress,

had occasioned

and the causes that

he hastened to warn him by
letter of the worthless deceptions that had been
practised against him.
Such warnings, he said,
arose from the father of lies and discord that
to seek to know things by the stars was great
it,

;

ignorance, and that oracles leave a

man

in

a

wilderness of folly; that there was no other

necromancy and astrology
saving that, in the one, men run voluntarily to
the devil, and in the other iguorantly and after
similar suggestions he advised hira to rest upon
the Almighty's providence, and then all things
would succeed well with him, and he would
be wafted out of the surges of uncertainty.^
But these advices contained too much homely
prudence for a devout believer in astrology;
and James, with the usual infatuation of the
superstitious, resolved by whatever means to
avert a doom which he yet believed to be inditference betwixt

—

evitable.

His

first

movement was

to get the princes

however, to proceed with caution, as the king
still loved his brothers and trusted them, and
therefore he had recourse to that weak credulity
which formed a part of the royal character.
witch was easily found and tutored by the

and for this purpose he invited them to Edinburgh to take theii- jjlace at
the council board. They obeyed; and on their
arrival were immediately imprisoned, Albany
in the castle of Edinburgh, and Mar in the castle

who prophesied to James that he
should be suddenly slain by the nearest of his
kin and on being asked for the source of her
information the crone declared that her familiar

Having thus secured his broaim of James was to obtain posDunbar, which
was well garrisoned by the retainers of the Duke
of Albany; and thither accordingly a royal army
was sent under the command of Lord Evandale,
the chancellor. With these forces was also sent
a considerable train of those "carts of war"
which the late edicts of payliament had ordered
to be furnished and kept in readiness for the
defence of the kingdom; but the castle of Dunbar was also well provided with cannons, which

A

favourite,

;

spirit

had

One Andrews, a Flemish
James entertained at his court,

told her.

astrologer whom

and acting also in all likelihood under Cochrane's
instructions, deepened the king's impressions by
foretelling that a lion would soon be devom-ed

by its own whelps. Terrified by these predictions the superstitious king turned to his favour1

Ferrerius, p. 91;

" Pitscottie.
I

Buchanan,

xli.

within his reach

;

of Craigmillar.

thers the next

session of the strong castle of

37; Pitscottie, 177.
3

Drummond, Eietory of Scotland,

pp. 135, 136.
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seem

also

to have been used

by the defenders

with considerable skill. By a single shot from
one of these pieces Colquhoun of Luss, Sir John
Shaw of Sauchie, and WaUace, Laird of Craigie,
three knights of great account in the royal army,
were slain.^ The defence was both long and obstinate but, weary at last with resistance and
unable to hold out any longer, the garrison betook themselves to their vessels and escaped by
sea to France. On the following day Evandale,
discovering their flight, entered the castle and
;

took possession in the

name

of the king.

was during the time that the

It

Dunbar was thus

besieged, or

when

ca.stle

of

the gar-

had secured their escape, that the Duke
Albany by a wonderful efl'ort of subtlety and

rison
of

daring contrived to free himself from imprisonment. While he was closely warded in the
castle of Edinburgh, and had in vain appealed
to the king, a French vessel, hired by himself
or his friends, arrived as

if

by accident

iu the

Forth and cast anchor at Newhaven, a village
in the neighbourhood of Edinburgh. The captain pretended that he had a cargo of choice
wines for sale, and Albany, as if desirous to

make

proof of their excellence, obtained leave

of the keeper of the castle to send for a couple

from the ship, that he might have the
The wine was obtained but in one of the jars was concealed a
roU of wax, in the heart of which was a paper
conveying tidings of the plots of his enemies
against him, and in the other jar a long rope
with which to make his escape. To make these
of jara

taste of the vintage.

first

;

means

available

his keepers,

but

whom

their guard

by

it

was now necessary to elude
he was carefully watched,

whom

he had already partly thrown

by

off

and by his
a day or two the king was

his confident bearing,

declarations that in

going to set him at liberty. He invited the
captain of the castle to su]i with him and partake
of his good malvoisie; and he ordered his gi'oom,
who was his sole attendant, to abstain that evening from the wine-pot, as there might probably
be woi-k for him on hand. When the hour of

supper approached the castellan passed to the

chamber to receive his orders, for James
was lodging in the castle, and after
this made the round of the gates and sentries,
where, finding that all was secure, he repaired
king's

at tliat time

apartment with four of the garwhose especial office it was to keep guard
upon the prisoner. The fire was hot, the wine
strong and heady, and the thoughtless guests
were speedily intoxicated, whil" Albany, who
had allured the captain with games of chess and
dice, and the emptying of flagons by way of
to the duke's
rison,

I

Lesley's Bittary 0/ Scotland, p. 43.
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had reserved himself for action.

It is

added that this was his last stake for life, as it
had been resolved to try and execute him on
the morrow.
When the favourable moment
arrived the duke suddenly cut down the captain
of the castle with a sword-stroke and despatched
two of his attendants who were too far gone to
resist or give the alarm, while the other two
were slain by the faithful groom who had started
at his master's signal. The bodies were thrown
into the fii'e, and the duke and his servant passing to an obscure part of the wall out of sight
of the sentinels, lowered the rope with which
they had been provided. But it proved too
short, and the servant, who first descended that
dangei-ous perpendicular rook, broke his leg in
dropping to the ground. Warned by this accident the duke added the sheets of his bed to
the rope, and thus managed to descend safely;
but mindful of his faithful attendant, although
his own danger of recapture was so imminent,
he took him on his back, carried him as far as
he was able, and put him in a place of safety
before he thought of his own.
It is from one
such trait as this that we can understand the
devotedness of Scottish servants to their lords.

Albany reached the vessel at Newhaven, and in
moments was in safety under a press of
On the morning there was uproar and
confusion in the castle: a long rope had been
seen dangling from the wall, and on rushing to
the duke's chamber the guards found nothing
but the bodies of their commander and companions half consumed on the hearth.
The
king was confounded at the tidings of such an
escape, which he could not beheve until he had
marked the jjlace with his own eyes; and thinking still that Albany could not be far off he
caused parties of horsemen to scour the neigha few

saU.

bourhood, with promises of
apprehension.

was brought

lai-ge

rewards for his

was only when information
them by a man from Leith of

It
to

certain persons

whom

from the shore

to

he had seen conveyed
a French ship during the
night that the enemies of the duke were assured
of his complete escape, and the means by which
it had been eflfected.^

From

this singular escape of the

Albany our attention

is

Duke

of

naturally recalled to

Mar, who was not destined to be so fortunate. His place of imprisonment was the castle of Ci-aigmillar and it is
easy to imagine that the sense of his wrongs
and impatience of restraint, with the uncertainty
of what might yet await him, were enough to
extort from him the utterance of indignation in
no measured terms. And that such would be
his brother, the Earl of

;

'

Pitacottle, pp. 201-207.
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laid hold of

and perverted

w;is equally

probable.

to his destruction,
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Ireland, a Scottish priest educated in France

it

man of great learning and accomplishments
whose society James had taken pleasure, and
whose services he had endeavoured, but in vain,
to secure for the Scottish court by liberal oilers

incredible

of promotion.

episode, dai'k, terrible,

And now follows au
and mysterious, which

om- early historiaus have hastily p;issed over as

if

had been too dangerous to be unfolded, or too
and unnatural to be believed. He
was tried, we are briefly told, for attempts
upon the life of his royal brother; but where
the trial was held, or who were his judges, is
nowhere mentioned. These attempts, also, instead of assuming the ordinary forms of treason,
were represented to be of such a kind as were
most likely to alarm the superstitious mind of
the king; for he was said to have consulted with
witches and sorcerere, and to have used their
Satanic arts for the accomplishment of the deed.
Either to give a colouiing also to the charge, or
in consequence of the panic which it created,

men and women, who were stated to
have been his accomplices, wei"e publicly burned
Whether a trial was actually
in Edinburgh.'
held upon the earl or not, we only learn that
the earl was conveyed from the castle of Craigmillai' to a house in the Canongate, where, being
put into a warm bath, his veins were opened
and he was bled to death.- Such is the scanty
and obscure outline of a deed that leaves the
several

deepest blot upon the character of James III.
It is worthy of remark, also, that the pi-esent

was a period

particularly rife in royal fratri-

cides, as the instances of

and of Edward IV.

of

XL

Louis

of

France

England have too well

testified.^

Although Albany obtained the protection of
Louis he could procure nothing further; for
notwithstanding his solicitations for a body of
foreign troops with which he proposed to return to Scotland and right himself by warring
against James, the cautious King of France had
no wish to break with a useful aUy for the
It is from
interests of a rebel and malcontent.
this period that the character of Albany presents itself to our notice as that of a selfish

Scot and treacherous patriot, and in all his
subsequent movements we discover no motive
higher than that of his own personal aggrandizement. On escaping to France he divorced
his first wife, a daughter of the Earl of Orkney,
that he might espouse in her stead Anne de la
Tour, daughter of the Count d'Auvergne, one
of the greatest fortunes in France; and having
thus in part become a Frenchman, Louis so far
bestirred himself in his behalf as to send an
envoy to Scotland requesting that the duke
might be pardoned and recalled. The messenger whom he sent for this purpose was Dr.

a

in

To the entreaty in behalf of his
brother the king so far assented that instead of
carrying into effect the

doom

of forfeiture pro-

claimed against the duke he deferred its execuBut a
tion from one parliament to another.
negotiation which Louis had still more at heart
formed also a part of Dr. Ireland's commission,
and it was to stir up James against Edward I V.

and provoke the renewal of hostUities between
Scotland and England. Unfortunately for himself James consented, and preparations for hostilities against England were commenced upon
au ample scale. This was enough to rouse the
formidable Edward from his luxm-ious indolence and provoke his remonstrances both with
France and England. Louis had cajoled him
out of France by engagements which he had
broken, and now he was in league with the
enemies of England for the purpose of stirring
up a new war. Of James also he could well
complain that after having paid three annual
instalments of the marriage portion of his
daughter Cecilia, the King of Scots was taking
a step by which this union would be fnistrated,
the repayment of the money delayed or eluded,

and the harmony of the two countries destroyed.
But as he knew that mere complaints would be
inelfectual to arrest the coming storm, he appointed his brother, the

Duke

of Gloucester

(afterwards Richard III.), lieutenant-general of

May, 1480, and commake war against the Scots.

the north on the 12th of

missioned him to

But even before this brave and active leader
could commence operations the Scots had anticipated him by one of those Border incursions
which had mischief and plunder rather than
military glory for their object.

As

if

impatient

which had withheld them
from the rich farms and villages of England, a
small army of Borderers commanded by the
of the long peace

Earl of Angus rushed across the marches,
wasted a large portion of Northumberland,
burned the town of Bamborough, and returned

with their spoil unmolested.*
This blow of defiance was enough for England, and the means of retaliation were hurried

on with double urgency.

On

the 20th of

June (1480) Edward ordered his army to hold
themselves in readiness. ^ He commanded a
fleet to

land by

be prepared for the invasion of Scotsea.
He tampered with the Scottish

malcontents, the Lord of the Isles and his kius• Lesley, p. 43
3

;

Ferrerins, p 393.

Histories of Frauce and England.

'
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'
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man Donald Gorm, who
retained in their

had been only
allegiance by fw-ce and fear,
as yet

but who were ready to adopt the cause of the
enemies of Scotland in the hope of recovering
their old independence.' But a more formidable adherent whom he won over was the Duke
of Albany, still in France, to whom he held out
the prospect of succeeding to the Scottish crown
by the dethronement of his brother; and allured
by this dazzling prospect, the duke threw whatever remnants of loyalty he may have retained
to the winds and passed over from France to
England to fight for his promised inheritance.
Impatient though Edwai-d might be for action
these preliminaries occasioned some delay, so
tliat hostilities were not commenced until the
ensuing year. But during this interval James
had not been idle. His inability to confront
the dangeis of warfare did not impair his prudence and activity in preparing for it, and
accordingly every arrangement was made to
put Scotland in a state of complete defence both
upon the Borders and at sea. The people of the
different counties who were liable to military
service were ordered to be ready on eight days'
notice, and even the weapons with which they
were to arm themselves were specified by parliamentary statute.^ Thus, all being prejiared,
James sent an envoy to the English king warning him to desist from aiding the Duke of Burgundy, otherwise he should be obliged to give
assistance to the King of France; but the messenger, after being long detained, was scornfully
dismissed without an answer. If we may believe
an old authority, Louis, that royal broker who
achieved his victories by money, had already
paid the price of James' interference. By the
marriage treaty of 1474 between the infant sou
of James and the daughter of Edward, the former king, in the event of going to war with
England, was to return whatever portion of the
dowry he had previously received; and this he
had already got to the amount of at least six
thousand marks, which he would have been
very unwilling to repay. But here the Fi-ench
king, accustomed to such modes of bargaining,
removed the difficulty by at once offering to
advance the moneys, so that James might be
enabled to defy his creditor without scruple or

Amidst

hesitation.^

preparation

we

all this

turmoil of warlike

find only one voice raised

in

behalf of peace, and, as might be expected,

Thomas Spence, Bishop

raised in vain.
'

Rymer.

^

AcUof the Parliament

*

Balfour's

xil.

of

Aber-

140.

of Scotland,

il,

p. 132.
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It appears, however,
promise (a very possible
he received the money, did
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deen, whose constant cares had been to promote

the friendly intercourse of Scotland with England, France, and Burgundy, as the best source
of its welfare, and who had opposed this expe-

from the commencement, now

dition

into

died broken-hearted during the present year.*

army now commenced its march,
numbers and excellent equipments
great expectations must have been entertained
of its exploits and final success.
But from the
short and confused accounts which have been
given of this expedition not a stroke was dealt

The

Scottish

and from

its

or single advantage achieved.

This remissness
no lack of zeal on the part of
the Scottish troops, but to the provident cares
of the church on account of the dangers with
which Chi-istendom at large was threatened at
the present period. Before the army had reached
the English border a papal legate arrived at the
camp with bulls fiom the pontiff commanding
a cessation of the war, on account of the danger
with which the church was threatened by the
Turks, who had invaded Italy, and the necessity of close union among all Christian princes

was owing

to

common enemy. There
command and James, who

for the expulsion of the

was a pause

at this

;

did not dare to disobey, dismissed his army.

As
it

the same prohibition extended to England
was expected that Edward IV. would have

followed the example; but instead of this his

army

assailed the Scottish border and burned
about sixty small hamlets, while his fleet, entering the Forth, captured eight merchant vessels

and destroyed the village of Blackness. Such
a result was scarcely worth the labour of campaign and the additional risk of excommunication for setting Rome at defiance
but if a
statement which has been made be true he
safely persist in such hai-dihood, the
legate having been no other than a knavish
;

could

monk whom he had employed

to personate

an

ambiissador of the church, and had furnished

with forged credentials and fitting costume for
But on the other hand the
Scottish Borderers made sevei-e reprisals, while
the English ships were so roughly handled by

the masquerade.''

Andrew Wood
to

whom

of Leith, the Scottish admiral,

the protection of the coast was com-

mitted, that they were glad to shift sail and
retire to the shelter of their

As

own

harboure.

was not by such paltry inroads and
skirmishes that Edward could hope to subdue
the Scots, he had recourse to more effectual
means of success and the chief of these was to
it

;

fulfil liis

contingency), or that James, if
not hand it over to the EnKliah kins, as the sum was ultimately defrayed by the citizens of Edinburyh.

fell

a profound melancholy through the mournful
forebodings with which he was haunted, and

'

'

T.fsloy'fl History of Scotland, p.
Bidfour's Annals, p. 204.
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arm

one portion of the people against the other

own

superintendent of the king's principal buildings,

This he could the more

but the director of his counsels and chief manager of the affairs of the kingdom. In this situation he sold court offices and church benefices to
the highest bidders; he allowed none to have

and reduce the country by the swoids
rebellious children.

of its

having the Duke
Eai'l of Douglas
at his court, he could through their influence
and that of the Lord of the Isles be secure of
the co-operation of their kindred and allies in
Scotland. Accordingly he drew up the outline
of a formal treaty with Albany at Fotheringay
Castle on the 10th of June, 1482, giving a substantial basis to those hopes under which the recreant duke had been allured from Fi'ance and induced to become a manifest traitor. It was therein stipidated that Alexander, Duke of Albany,
should assume and hold the title of King of
Scotland; in consideration of which he bound
himself to adopt the cause of Edward, to render
homage to the English king within a month
easily accomplish as, besides

Albany and the banished

of

after his possession of the Scottish throne, to

break the ancient alliance between France and
Scotland, and to surrender to England the town
a^d castle of Berwick. To these conditions, so
subversive of the interests of his country, he
agreed without scruple and as if he had been
;

impatient to enter upon his royal
vindicate his right to

[a.d. 1472-1482.

that in a short time the upstai-t was not only

title

and to

make such a compact, he

signed himself Alexander R., as

ah-eady the true and lawful

if

King

he had been
of Scotland.

By

another condition it was agi-eed that if the
duke coiild be lawfully separated from his wife^

access to the sovereign except those

who

bribed

him for the privilege and no persons had

place at

;

court except those

and did homage

who ministered

But not content

to his pride.

with these limited spheres of

to his avarice

profit,

the evil effects of his gi-eed over

he extended

all classes

by

debasing the national coinage, so that the industrious and the poor were equally suffered

and when warned that this black money, usually
called the "Cochrane plack," would ensure his
ruin by being cried down, he was so confident
of his influence that he aiTogantly replied,

the day that

— as

if

it is

cried

down I

will

"On

be hanged!"

both events had been equaUy impossible.
king's infatuation reached its height,

But the

and endangered himself as well as the favourite,
when upon the death of his unfortunate brother
he raised Cochrane to the revenues, and probably also to the honours and title of the eai'ldom of Mar. The nobles were indignant beyond
measure on finding a " mason," as they persisted
in terming the court minion, thus promoted to
the rank of a prince; and after meeting to deliberate upon the means of recovering the nation
fi'om disgi-ace they sent a deputation to the

maniage Cecilia, the
who had been previously con-

king requiring him to dismiss Cochrane and the

tracted to his nephew, the Prince of Scotland,

the nobles to theu- proper place in his councils.

but which contract was now a

Their application was unsuccessful, and they resolved to right themselves in theii- own rude

he should

young

receive

princess

in

political

impos-

sibility.

other favourites from his presence, and restore

While the kingdom was thus bought and sold manner as soon as the opportunity should arise.
between such unprincipled bargainere its unfor- Let but a war with England summon them into
tunate sovereign was not only surrounded by the field at the head of their anned retainers,
those nobles who were ready to betray him, and there they would be able not only to dictate
but giving cause and argument for their con- their own terms but enforce theii- fulfilment.^
duct by his ill-advised proceedings. Although
And that oppoi-tunity had now arrived. A
his chief reliance at the present crisis, when the national military muster was ordered to conappeal of arms was at issue, could only rest upon front the English invasion in July (1482); the
the fealty of his warlike chiefs, he continued royal banner was set up at the Borough-moor
his preference for those low-bom favourites to in the neighbourhood of Edinburgh, and thither

whom

these proud nobles attributed the chief

calamities of the country.

Of these the prin-

cipal was Cochrane the architect, who, independently of his professional skill, possessed

him to be a royal
brave and accomplished in

other qualities that fitted
favourite.

He was

martial exercises, and in this way had fii-st
attracted the eye of his royal master, who from
that period set no bounds to his partiality; so

he conld " make himself clear
of other women" is the phrase used, making It prohable
that the duke had not as yet become a widower.
1

Rymer,

lii.

pp. 154-156. If

repaired the nobles with alacrity, but for a different purpose than that

contemplated.

which the king had

Fifty thousand feudal soldiers

had assembled at the summons; and thither also
came the doomed favourites, with Cochrane himself as Earl of Mar, to whom .James had given
the command of the artillery, and who appeared
in the field with a pomp which outblazed that
of the highest nobility, and only confirmed their
deadly purposes against him. Even his tent
was covered with curtains of silk and held to2

Buchanan, riL 38;

Pitscottie, 184, 185.
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gether by finely-twisted silken cords. The army
marched firat to Soutra and thence to Lauder,
intending to relieve Berwick, which was besieged
by the Dukes of Gloucester and Albany; but

they halted at Lauder and encamped between
the church and the village, for there the contemplated tragedy was to be performed. The
lords, to the number of twenty-four, then met

church of Lauder in secret council, of
whom the chief were the highest nobles of the
kingdom the Earls of Angus, Argyle, Huntly,
Orkney,C'ra wf oz-d and the Lords Home,Fleming,
Gray, Hailes, and Seton. There also was Evanin the

—

;

dale, lord-chancellor,

and certain bishops whose

names are not given, as if the sanctions of the
law and the church had combined to make the
conspiracy a matter of solemn and righteous
trial.
What was to be done for the welfare of
?
What for the defence of the BorShould they pass onward with the king
to the relief of Berwick, or proceed at once to
the work on hand ? These were the questions
at issue; and at last it was concluded that "the
king should be taken softly without harm of his
body and conveyed to the castle of Edinburgh,
with certain gentlemen, and there to remain till
they were further advised;" and as for the
favoiu'ites, that they shoidd be executed as
traitors by being hanged over the bridge of
Lauder. But this might be no easy or bloodless proceeding from the strength, valour, and
daring spirit of Cochrane, as well as the formidable retinue he commanded and the artillery
which was under his order. This was hinted
by Lord Gray in the language of an old fable.
The mice, he said, having once deliberated in
full council how to free themselves from the
attacks of their dreaded enemy, agi'eed that the
best plan would be to get a bell hung about the
neck of the cat, so that they might always have
timely warning of puss's approach. But here
lay the difficulty
what mouse would be courageous enough to put on the bell ? This question
called up the Earl of Angus, as bold a Douglas
as any who ever bore the name, who briefly re-

the realm
ders

?

—

plied,

"I

shall bell the cat!"

moment, when all was in readiness
for action and when their attempt could only
have been attended with uproar and bloodshed
in the camp, they were saved from this necessity
by a singular coincidence. Cochrane, either
suspicious of the purpose of this meeting and

At

this

resolved to outbrave

it,

or thinking

it

an open
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hunting-horn was adorned with gold and pre-

and his helmet, which was overlaid
with gold, was borne before him; while his train
cious stones,

or body-guard consisted of three hundred

men

ai-med with light battle-axes and clothed in his

He

livery of white with black fiUets.

knocked

boisterously at the kirk-door, and to the question

The

"Who

from within,

gantly replied, "It

is

I

—

is

it is

there?" he arro-

Mar!"
coming within

the Earl of

council were delighted at his

their reach,

and the Earl

No

bell the cat.

of

Angus advanced

to

sooner had Cochrane entered

than the stalwart earl clutched at his gold chain
with a force that nearly strangled the wearer,
exclaiming to the by-standers, "A rope would
suit him better !" Sir Robert Douglas of Lochleven then plucked away the architect's hunting
horn, exclaiming, "He has been overlong a
hunter of mischief !"
Cochrane, a man not
easily daunted, asked, " My lords, is this jest
or earnest?" But his doubts were quickly resolved for, after loading him with reproaches
and binding his hands, they sent certain of their
number to the king to hold him in conference
;

while they should secure the other favourites.
This was soon effected and Dr. Rogers, the
English musician, whom the king for his beau;

tiful

compositions had knighted

Hommil, the

;

whose name frequently occurs

in

the

king's household expenditure as the shaper

and

tailor,

maker of the royal apparel; Preston the gentleman; Toriihichen, the master of fence; Leonard,
and some othere who had enjoyed the confidence
and favour of James, were hanged before his
eyes over the bridge of Lauder none was spared
except John Ramsay of Balmain, a stripling,

—

only sixteen years old,

who

clasped the king

round the waist when the others were seized,
and for whose life James earnestly pleaded.
The last sufferer in this terrible scene was
Cochrane, who, on being led to execution, entreated that his arms might be bound with a
silken cord from his own tent instead of a rope
like a common thief; but he was answered. That
he was worse than a thief he was a traitor, and
deserved no better; while, to do him further
shame, he was hanged in a halter of hair instead
of hem]i, and at a higher elevation than the rest.
On the same day his worthless coin was cried
down, and thus, without intending it, he ful;

filled his

In
of his

own

this

prophecy.'

abrupt manner was James deprived

bosom

friends

and counsellors, whose loss
felt, and whose execution

council of war, advanced to the kirk in full con-

he must have keenly

and with a style and retinue more bea prince than a son of the soil or creature
of liandicraft. He wiis richly dressed in a riding
cloak of Vdack velvet a chain of gold valued at
five hundred crowns hung round his neck ; his

he would be certain to revenge. But it appears
that he was no longer a king or a free agent
except in show and title. He was gently "con-

fidence,
fitting

;

I

Pitscottie

;

Buchanan

;

Ferrerius

;

Lesley.
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veyed" to vhe castle of Edinburgh, waited upon
with the wonted observances of royalty, and
royal letters and proclamations were issued in
his name as before; but in all other respects he
appeai-s to have been as helpless in his own fortress as he had been at the bridge of Lauder.
With the retreat of the nobles the troops had
been withdrawn and thus the Dukes of Gloucester and Albany, after leaving a sufficient
;

force to continue the leaguer of Berwick, ad-

vanced with then- main army towards Edinburgh. And, indeed, the renounced Gloucester
had a great interest at stake for he aimed at
;

the succession to the throne of England by setting aside the children of his

and

two elder

brothers,

he could previously establish Albany in

if

the place of James III. the iniquity of his

own

[a.d. 1472-1482.

here the provost and burgesses of Edinburgh
interposed with a liberality that might have put
the chivalrous nobles to the blush.

gaged to defray the debt

if

to complete the marriage,

Edward
and

in

They
still

en-

refused

two months

afterwards they discharged the whole amount.^
After the termination of this treaty Gloucester

and his army retired peacefully into England.
James was once more at liberty, and nominally
at least at the head of the government but in
;

the recoil that had taken place the authority of

Albany predominated over

This we
can trace in the annals of the rest of this year
(1482), although they are so contradictory and
obscure. According to one statement the duke
his

own.

crowned his popularity by becoming the champion in ai'ms of his sovereign and his liberator

usurpation would be palliated. He might also
rely in his difficulties upon the aid of the new

fi-om captivity, by besieging the castle of Edinburgh and rescuing the king from his keepers,
Scottish king. But he seems to have overlooked who had hai'shly treated him and even menaced
the fact that the Scots were not likely to set the his life. It is added that such was the cordiality
regular succession aside and the lawful heir, established between them by this fraternal exeven though a minor, would be recognized as ploit that they rode from the castle to Holyrood
sovereign of the kingdom, while the government on one horse, and afterwai-ds shared one table
and one bed. But with whatever pageant the
itself would be placed under a regency until the
young prince was of age. Thus the utmost that release of James may have been accompanied,
Albany could obtain would be the post of it is certain that it was followed by the payment
regent, governor, or protector. It was probably of concessions which his soul must have abfrom some suspicion of Albany's ambitious horred. He was compelled to part with the few
hopes, backed as they were with an English friends who still adhered to him, and deprive
some of them of their offices. He was obliged
army, that the Scottish nobles took the alarm
though they had hanged the favourites of to subscribe those parliamentary records which
James they had no desire to dethrone him, gave a distorted view of the state of affairs and
far less to receive his successor from the Eng- lauded the proceedings of Albany. He was relish.
This coalition must have convinced the quired to bestow honoure and rewards upon
Duke of Gloucester and abated his interest in those who were the tools and supporters of the
Albany: it was evident that his protegS could duke, but who were represented as men who
never be King of Scotland. In this dilemma, and had hazarded their lives in the king's defence.
with a strong Scottish army at hand, the dukes But the deepest degradation of all was his neceswere ready to listen to terms which were brought sity to subscribe the appointment of Albany as
to them from the confederate nobles by Schevez, lieutenant-general of the kingdom.
The three
Archbishop of St. Andi-ews, and Livingston, estates of parliament, expressing their unwillingBishop of Dunkeld. By these the confederates ness to expose the person of their sovereign to
engaged to procure Albany's pardon and his danger in the defence of the realm, had conferred
reposition in his dignities and estates and the the high office upon the duke as if James had
pardon of his adherents, except those who had been stiU a minor, or a king unfitted for rule,
been previously specified by the proclamations and he was obliged to assent, besides investing
of parliament.
The conditions were gladly ac- his now overpowerful subject with the large and
cepted for Gloucester, who had got possession rich earldom of Mar and Garioch. James was
of Berwick, had made no unprofitable campaign, now a helpless Eobert III., with a Duke of Aland was to be allowed to retreat to England un- bany over him for dii-ector and master, and it
molested, while Albany, who found himself in only remained to be seen whether the ambition,
the predicament of a traitor, could now resume talents, and craft of tlie last duke of the name
his offices in Scotland and renew, it might be, were equal to those of the fii-st for the perhis intrigues, with a better prospect of success.
manent establishment of a similar supreThe only ground of futui-e quarrel that remained macy.^
between the two kingdoms was the repayment
;

;

;

of that part of the portion of the Princess Cecilia

which Edward IV. had already advanced

;

but

1

Eymer,

^

Acts of the Parliainent oj Scotland,

lii. p. 101.

ii pp. 143, 144.
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III.

VII.

III.— CONCLUSION (1482-1488).

Albany's continued plots to obtain the crown— His treacherous compact for that purpose with Edward IV.
Terms of the agreement Its advantageous prospects to both parties It is suddenly cancelled by the
death of Edward IV. Albany's designs suspected by the Scottish nobles His growing unpopularity
He is obliged to retire to England Account of Lord Crichton, his adherent The Duke of Albany's rash
invasion of Scotland His defeat at Kirkconnel E.arl Douglas, who accompanies him, taken prisoner— His
imprisonment in the monastery of Lindores Peaceful disposition of Richard III. towards Scotland
Terms of truce between England and Scotland The Duke of Albany retii'es to France His accidental
death Pacific state of affairs in Scotland Parliamentary enactments Continuation of peace with England

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

on the accession of Heniy VII. Death of Margaret of Denmark, queen of James III. Distrust in which
he is held by the nobles His last parliament Its proceedings and enactments Offence given by the
king to the Homes and Hepbumes The nobles assemble in arms against James Their fruitless attempt
to win Eai-I Douglas to their cause They set up James, Duke of Rothesay, against his father Refusal of
Earl Douglas to join the king Meeting of the royal and rebel armies A treaty of amity fonned The
James retreats to Stirling His parley with the governor of the castle The
civil war speedily renewed
opposing annies meet near Barmockbui'n Battle of Sauchiebum— Flight of James from the field His

—

—

—

—

—

mysterious assassination

The Duke

of

—

—

— His character.

he coveted the

title

still

as well as the

dis-

power

a king, the glittering externals of royalty as
well as its substantial realities. For this he had
already pledged himself as the vassal and liegeman of Edward, and betrayed the town of Berwick into the possession of England; and having
thus incurred the risk of a traitor as soon as his
treachei-y should be discovered, he was anxious
to reap the reward of his concessions, as well as
place himself beyond the danger with which
they were attended. Unwarned by the example
of the steadfast loyalty of his countrymen to the
elder branch of his family as the established
dynasty, and by the failure of his late attempt
backed as it was by an English army, he would
He therefore renewed
stUl be king in reality.
his application to Edward IV., and his offers of
submission and allegiance through his ambassadors, tlie Earl of Angus, Lord Gray, and Sir
James Liddel, who were met at Westminster on
the part of Edward by the Earl of Northumof

berland, Lord Scrope, and Sir William Parr.

Quick work was made between these noble
commissioners, although the transfer of a crown
and kingdom was at issue, and the chief conditions of this treaty made on the 11th of February,
1483, were the following:
First of all it was accorded that there should
be good amity, love, favour, and frieiuUy intelligence between the mo.st excellent Prince Edward, King of England and France, on the one
8ide,and the liigh and mighty Prince Alex.ander,
Duke of Albany, on the other, so tliat they
should mutually aid, assist, and supply one

—

another

all

that they can or

may

—

—

—

Albany Laving thus attained

the chief rule of the kingdom, was
satisfied;

—

for u])holding.

—

—
—
—

maintaining, and increasing their estates against
all ])ersons that would attempt the contrary.

There was to be a truce and abstinence of
for one whole year " by land and fresh
waters" between the subjects of the two kingdoms and during this truce, and after it if need
should be, the Scottish ambassadors pledged
themselves that the duke should " daily intend
to the conquest of the crown of Scotland to his
proper use, so and in such wise that thereby he
and all the nobles of Scotland taking his part
may do the King of England and his heii-s gi-eat
and mighty service against the occupiers of the
crown of France." It was also promised that
as soon as the duke should assume to himself
the cro\vn of Scotland, or within forty days
afterwards, he should cause the league between
France and Scotland to be utterly broken and
annulled, and that no other similar league
shoidd thenceforth be made with France either

war

;

by him

or his subjects.

As

soon as this was

done the duke was to declare himself and his
heirs, with all the nobles and commons of Scotland now his subjects, to be for the King of
England and his heira against all their adversaries, and especially the occupants of the throne
of France, and that they should bind themselves
to service of war against these occupants with
all their power and at their own proper cost.
The ambassadors promised not only in the
name of the duke, but also for themselves and
their friends, that no question should be made
hereafter or title pretended to the possession of
the town and ca-stle of Berwick, but that the
King of England should continue to possess
them peaceably at his own good-will and pleasure.
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by the Scottish ambassadors, in their own name and that of tlieir
friends, that whenever it should please the King
of England to write to the Duke of Albany for
the restitution of the Scottish lands of James
Eai-1 of Doughxs, they should provide and see
that the earl was replaced in them, according to
an agreement which had previously been made
between him and the Earl of Angus.
The Duke of Albany being king and at liberty
to marry, it was agreed that he should espouse

were as ample as Albany could have wished.
They "promised and granted that the King of
England will and shall help and assist the said
Duke of Albany to the conquest of the crown of
Scotland, and for that intent send in all goodly
haste his brother the Duke of Gloucester and
his cousin the Earl of Northumberland, wardens of the marches, towards those pai-ts, they
always to be ready upon convenient warning to
give and send such aid of archers and other

one of the King of England's daughters, but
without receiving any dowry.

said, as shall

It -was also agi-eed

give full assurance of the steadfast ad-

To

herence of Albany and his supportei-s to this
new treaty, by which they were to become vassals of the English crown, it was stipulated
that, in consideration of the aid

which the duke

from England, he was never to
any offer or treaty
James
or any of his issue, or live
on the part of
The amba.ssadors also
in allegiance to them.
bound themselves on their own part, by their

was

to receive

desist

from

his purpose for

honour, and knighthood, that should the
his heirs decease, they would never
live under the itUegiance of any other sovereign
than the King of England, he being their good
faith,

duke and

and gracious prince, "helping and rewarding
them for their services after their degi'ees and
deserts;" and that they should keep their
castles, houses, and strengths from "James, now

King
King

of Scots," against all the enemies of the

of England.
In this reckless manner the ambassadors of
of Albany surrendered, piece by piece,
Duke
the
the liberties of their country for the gratification
of their master's ambition and their ovni selfish
interests. The restoration of the Earl of Douglas

to his forfeited estates,

which forms

tant a clause in the treaty, appears at
startling

Angus

when we remember

himself, the

so importfirst

sight

that the Earl of

suijplanter of

the elder

Douglas and the inheritor of his influence and
family honours, was at the head of the Scottish
But Angus hitherto had been the
negotiators.
unscrupulous adherent of Albany and the confidant of his intrigues for the throne; and from the
terms of the clause it is intimated that the two
traitor earls of the dishonoured race of Douglas
had formed a previous compact in which the
nature and amount of the restitution was specified, and in which it may be safely assumed
that Angus, as the more influential party in the
treaty, was careful not to concede too much.
He would abate no jot of his resolution to be
the highest noble of Scotland, whosoever might
be Eai'l of Douglas or king. In return for
these compliances the engagements of the English commissioners on the part of their sovereign

warlike

men

to the duke, for the intent abovebe thought necessary for the season,

number of three thousand
and paid at the king's charge
for six weeks
and in case there happen a
great day of rescue of the duke, or any other
and namely

to the

archers, supplied
;

him to be appointed, the
king will see that the duke be assisted and
helped by such a notable army, joined to his

necessary defence for

with God's grace shall suffice."
If Albany was gratified by this treaty, which
brought him so near the fulfilment of his hopes,
it was equally agreeable to Edward IV. By the
treaty of Picquigny, in which Louis XL had
promised everything in order to be rid of the
English invasion of France, he had engaged
among other matters that his son the dauphin
should marry Edward's eldest daughter Elizafriends, as

Mary,
But while

beth, or in case of her death her sister
as soon as either princess

was of

age.

the English king was peacefully awaiting the
season of fulfilment Louis was aggrandizing

himself by the annexation of valuable portions

Burgundy to the French crown after the
death of Chai-les the Bold, Edward's brotherin-law; and when the fit time of marriage had
of

arrived the French king, instead of preparing
for the nuptials of his son to the English princess,

affianced

him

Mougot,
Burgundy, an
but the heiress of

to the Countess

gi-and -daughter of Charles of

infant only

three years old,

Flanders, the richest province of Eui-ope.

Thus

Edward was duped as well as disappointed his
fury knew no bounds, and he swore he would
carry such a war into France as that country
;

had never yet seen.^ Few events, therefore,
could have been more propitious for his purpose than the succession of Albany to the crown
of Scotland, for it would not only detach that
kingdom from its old alliance with France, but
enlist its military resources in his cause.

while

Edward raged and

But

threatened, and seemed

he had only reached
while^ouis, his rival, was an
old man worn out with disease, an arrest was
laid upon his purposes by a fatal malady which
after a few weeks tei-minated his existence on

likely to fulfil his threats, as

the noon of

life,

1

Barante: Comines.
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This unexpected death

the 9th of April, 1483.

made

the late treaty with Albany a piece of
worthless parchment, except as a memorial of

the times and an illustration of events which
might otherwise be perplexing and contradic-

The Duke

tory.

of Gloucester,

who now

suc-

ceeded to the oihce of protector, which he was
resolved to exchange for that of king,

was

for

the present engi-ossed with more urgent considei'ations

or Scotland

than the conquest of either France
;

and Albanj' was soon doomed to

learn that he had jeopardied his safety at

home

and his reputation with the world at large for
hopes that could not be realized and promises
that would never be fulfilled.
It was indeed impossible in such a country as
Scotland, where the people were so
to every

movement

much

alive

of England, that the duke's

intrigues could remain unnoticed. The auspices
under which he returned to Scotland were
enough to excite suspicion his tampering with
the English court and the envoys he sent thither
must have produced anxiety and ;darm and,
;

;

although the express nature of his treachery
w;us still undetected, enough had been shown to
justify the better part of the nobility in band-

ing themselves for the protection of the king-

dom and

its

national independence.

Albany

soon found himself so unpopular and so closely
watched that he was fain to remove to his
castle of Dunbar; but finding himself still pursued with suspicion, or desirous to complete
his ai-rangements with Edward for the invasion
of Scotland, he repaired to England, and there
surrendered the castle of Duubar to be occupied
by an English garrison. But brief was his stay
in England when the death of its king occurred,
so that he was obliged to construct his plots
anew and with diminished prospects of success.

In the meantime his treasonable designs had
been manifested by bis late deeds, followed by
his hasty departure to England and at a sitting of parliament a sentence of forfeiture was
pronounced upon his life, lands, offices, and pos;

sessions.

The same sentence was

cited but failed to

chief of these

make

was Lord

who

issued against

like himself

were

their appearance.

The

several of his supportera,

C'richton,

who

occupies

an undesirable place in the history of this dark

and perplexing period.' His ostensible crime
was his fortifying the castle of Crichton to liold
out against the royal authority, but a deeper
motive
alleged for his disloyal resistance than
mere devotedness to the cause of the Duke of
Albany. The king had seduced his beautiful
wife; and the injured husband retaliated by
seducing the king's sister Margaret, by whom
i.-s

'

Acts 0/ the Parliatncnt of Scotland,

ii.
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he had a daughter, Margaret C'richton, who
died a short time before Buchanan wi-ote his
history.
But this foul domestic warfare between the king and the noble acquires tenfold
loathsomeness from a statement of the same
historian to the effect that the Princess

Mar-

garet was already infamous for too close a connection with her

own

royal brothel".

Crichton,

on the flight of his patron Albany, fled to
England, and there he abode during the short
and troubled reign of Richard III. We follow
his subsequent career for a moment as a solitary
episode.
Crich ton's faithless wife died during
his exile, while his worthless paramour Margaret, who was nearly distracted by his absence,
so moved the compassion of James, that partly
on this account, partly from remorse at the
injury he had done to Crichton, and partly
with the wish to veil his sister's shame by a
marriage with C'richton, that nobleman was
invited to Scotland a short time after the accession of Henry VII. and had a peaceful interview with James at Inverness, in which he was
promised a full restoration to his estates and

Here the

honoura.

story abruptly terminates

with the intimation of Buchanan that his tomb
is still shown at Inverness.
Whether an interval of any length had preceded his death, in
which his rank and holding were restored and
his marriage with the jiriucess effected, we have
not the slightest notice.

It

is

a tale of iniquity

moment through the
and from which we willingly turn

that flashes but for a

darkness,

away.^

The usurpation of the throne of England by
Richard III. was effected in so brief a peilod
and by such a rapid series of crafty devices and
daring deeds, while the seat thus won had to
be maintained against such a vaiiety of powerful opponents, that the new king had little
leisui-e to

exiles.

attend to the interests of the Scottish

For the consolidation

also of his

own

precarious authority, which every wind could

shake,

it

was

his interest to be at peace

with

Scotland instead of involving himself in
party feuds and

contentions.

its

Therefore, al-

though he increased the pension of the Earl of
Douglas and gave honourable entertainment to
Albany, he bestowed no farther encouragement.
In the meantime Scotland, on the accession of
Charles VIII. of France, had renewed her
ancient league with that country, and such an
interchange of friendly embassies had taken
place as promised that the agreement would be
cordial and liusting.
All this concord in behalf
of their native land

made

the more urgent to disturb

3

Buchanan,

1.

these traitors only
it,

so that Richard

xii. 50, 51.

;
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at last yielded to their solicitations.

His

affairs

could not brook too closely the inspection of his
may have felt that the time

ueighboure, and he

had come when his interests could be usefully
served by involving the Scots in quarrels of
His aid, however, to Albany and
their own.
DougLas was sparing, consisting of only five
hundred horse; and this added to the foot
which they had coOeoted on the Borders, and
their own retainers who were expected to join
them on their entrance into Scotland, would
suiBce, as they hoped, to bear
sition

and carry them

in

down

triumph

to

all

oppo-

Edinburgh.

Impatient for action, they left their infantry at
the bottom of Brunswark Hill and pushed forward to Lochmaben with their cavalry, hoping
to take the town by surja-ise and be joined
there

by a whole army of their old feudal
This sudden visit was made on

tainer's.

reSt.

Magdalene's Day, the 22d of July (1484), a day
on which a great fair was held and all manner
of goods set out for sale; and the shopkeepers,
alai-med at the coming of five hundred English
riders in warlike fashion, rushed to their weapons, well knowing that they would be exposed
to the risk of plunder whether a Douglas or a

Percy was at the head of the invaders.
furious battle

commenced

A

at Kirkconnel, near

Lochmaben the traffickers fought gallantly in
defence of their wares; and being aided by
several of the neighbouring gentlemen who
huiTied from their quiet houses to take a share
;

in the conflict, the English, after a hard fight
of several hours, were broken, scattered, and

chased back to the Border. As for Albany himthe leader of this gi-eat invasion which so
suddenly dwindled into a paltry raid and disgraceful defeat, he was on the point of being
self,

by the swiftness of his
horse which canied him across the Border into
England; but Douglas, his associate, who was
taken, and only escaped

oppressed by the weight of armour
which he had long disused, was captured, and
that too by neither knight nor noble, but a
mean man, Alexander Kirkpatrick, who for the
deed was rewarded with a gi-ant of the lands of

now old and

Kirkmichael.

On

being brought in this plight

before his sovereign, the earl, whose whole life
had been a career of treason and rebellion thus

by utter defeat and shame,
presented such a spectacle of blighted ambition
have
warned the Scottish courtas might well
Such
iers had they been accessible to warning.
hopelessly closed

renowned throughout
Europe, and whose heroic crests had so often
Feeling the change,
eclipsed the royal diadem
the humbled old man, instead of confronting the
king, turned his back upon him as if in scorn
but James, instead of punishing him more

was the

close of a race

!

[a.d. 1482-1488.

sentenced him to confinement for life
in the monastery of Lindores the place where
he had received the earlier part of his education.
har-shly,

—

On

hearing his sentence the earl only muttered,
" He who may no better must needs be a monk."

He

returned to the monastic

better never have quitted,

cell which he had
and resumed those

theological studies and peaceful meditations
which he had unwisely exchanged for the offices
of the warrior and statesman.'
It was fortunate for the two kingdoms that
this ill-concerted expedition was so speedily
overthrown that it produced no greater interruption of the public peace than if it had been
a common Border brawl. Richard could now
perceive the uselessness of Albany as an ally for
the promotion of his interests in Scotland, and
he saw that these could be better advanced by
conciliation and amicable treaty.
Peace was
equally desirable for James, who, besides hia
habitual dislike of war, had no desire to see his
nobles once more assembled at the head of their
warlike retinues.
In this mood of the two
sovereigns a Scottish embassy headed by Colin
Earl of Argyle and chancellor, William Elphinstone, Bishop of Aberdeen, and the lords Evandale, Lyle, and Oliphant, was met at Nottingham by John Duke of Norfolk, the Earl of
Northumberland, Lord Stanley, and the Bishop
Of the treaty which they conof St. Asaph.
cluded towards the close of this year (1484), the
following were the chief particulars
A truce
of three years was to exist between the two
kingdoms, during which all castles, fortresses,
and towns were to remain with their present
From this, however, was excepted
possessors.
the castle of Dunbar, which the Duke of Albany
had delivered to the English, but which the
Scots by a singular clause were to be permitted
;

:

—

they could, after an interval of six
date, and upon giving fair
notice of their purpose six months previously
No rebel or outlaw
to the King of England.
of either kingdom was to be sheltered in the
to retake

if

months from that

and in every safe-conduct granted, the
was to be introduced, "Provided that
the obtainer of this safe-conduct be no traitor."
It had been the fashion for twenty years to except in such truces the paltry and almost inaccesother

;

restriction

sible isle of

Lundy

in the estuary of the Severn,

which had become a lawless Alsatia of pirates,
for whose doings the kings of England could
not be responsible and while it was specified
in the present treaty as -Excluded from the agree;

ment, Lorn in Scotland was in like manner
exempted, either by way of balancing the ac-

>

Buchanan,

lib. xii.

62

;

Drummond,

pp. 156,

History of the Houses oj Douglas and Angtis,
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;
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may have been

the court of England for the settlement of tei-ms.

better than that of Luudy. The foreign
powers included in the benefits of this truce, if
they were willing to assent to it, on the pai-t of
England were CastOe, Leon, and Arragon, Portugal, Austria, and Bretagne; and on the part
of Scotland, France, Denmark, and Gueldres.
To unite the two kingdoms more closely together a royal niai-riage was agreed between

The old rule of holding justice-ajres twice a
year was repeated, at which notorious trespassere

count, or because

reputation

its

little

James Duke
throne,

now

of Rothesay, heir of the Scottish
in his fourteenth year,

and Anne

daughter of the Duke of SufloLk
and niece of Richard III.^ This mairiage, so
abundant in the promise of peace, was acceptable
to both nations, and was considered so certain
de

la Pole, only

that the Lady Anne had already assumed the
Duchess of Rothesay.- Such concord
and union was only fatal to the Duke of Albany,
whom it bereaved not only of all hope of English aid, but even of a safe and peaceful home
in England. He appears, however, not to have
awaited the trial. After his flight from Kii-kconnel he hovered for a short time upon the
title of

Scottish borders at the head of a small band,
but equally neglected by the Scottish lords, who
gave him no invitation to return, and by the
English king, who, according to the terms of
treaty, could no longer give him countenance
or protection.
In utter despair he retired to
France, where he found a hospitable reception,
but had no longer any influence to disturb the
affaire of his royal

And

brother or native country.

compulsory peacefulness had been endured, his end was one of
violence, for at a tournament, and whUe running
a career against the Duke of Orleans, he was
mortally wounded in the head by the splinter
of a lance.
He left a son, John, who was afterwards regent during the minority of James V.
yet, after yeai-s of this

of Scotland.'

The condition

of the Scottish

kingdom and

the stability of the Scottish throne were now
apparently of the most hopeful character and
the proceedings of the parliament which assembled in the earlier part of 14S5 give a
;

higher idea of its legislative

wisdom, as well as

of the state of the country, than these parlia-

mentary

sittings

had hitherto

afforded.

Its

was the conclusion of the proposed
marriage between the Duke of Rothesay and
the Lady Anne de la Pole and an embassy
commensurate with so important an event, consisting of a bishop, an earl, a lord of parliament,
an honourable and wise priest, a knight who was
a baron, and a squire who was also a baron, with
a sufficient retinue, was decreed to be sent to
first

care

;

'

>

Rymer, xii. pp. 2.16, 244,
Buchanan Drummond
;

;

260.

Lesley.

3

Lesley, p.

were

be tried without exception and justified
" which the parliament underetand," it is naively added, " would
be great cause to the common good and welfare
of the realm." An embassy was to be despatched
to Rome with instructions drawn out in full,
among which were a confirmation to be obtained fi-om the pope of the alliance with France,
and also of the treaty with Denmark concerning
the transference of the Orkneys and Shetland to
the Scottish crown. With these several affaii-s
belonging to the interests of the Scottish Church
were connected, and the royal right to the nomination of bishoprics, of which the Scottish kings
were peculiarly jealous ; and, either in a spirit
of bountiful liberality or having certain affaire
of hisown toadjust at Rome, Archbishop Schevez
undertook to conduct the mission at his own
expense. In the same cautious spirit against
the encroachments of the papal power the act
of the preceding reign was renewed by this parliament, which made it treason for any churchmen to purchase benefices at the court of Rome
the presentation to which were the right of the
crown; and all who aided and abetted such purchasere were to be visited with the same punishto

[executed] without remission,

ment
there

as the offenders.

was one

—

Of other regulations

for the proper settlement of the

which had been a
ground of debate and contention between the
Borderere of England and Scotland, but the final
right to which was now to be settled between
fishery of the river Esk,

the two countries by amicable examination.

The punishment of the late abettore of the
Duke of Albany was called for, and the king
had to engage himself to grant no
pardon for the space of two yeare.

respite nor
Strict re-

made for the purity of the coinage,

gulations were

which had been so greatly debased during the
short period of Cochrane's ascendency; the black

money was

be called in, and good money
An apparently trivial matter, but one on which the comfort of the lieges
greatly depended, was also the subject of legislation. At the numerous ferries throughout the
to

given in exchange.

kingdom the

fares

had become

so extortionate

as to have doubled or even trebled their former

amount.

It

was now decreed by the Lords

of

Articles that the old fares should be established,

while heavy penalties were to be inflicted upon
those ferrymen

who

refused to receive them.*

Although a revolution in England succeeded,
by which Richard III. was hurled from the
throne, and a new dynasty, that of the Tudors,

63.
*

Aett vj the

rarMmeiiU of Scotland,

ii.

p. 171.
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established, the change produced no diti'erence
in Scotland. Henry VII. on his accession needed
peace as much as his predecessor had done, and
was equally careful to maintain it, so that one
of the first events of his reign

was

to establish

a three years' truce between the two kingdoms

The
same tolerant spirit on the part of England enabled James to recover the castle of Dunbar
by dislodging the English garrison without inas a preparative to a lasting pacification.

fringement of the public tranquillity according
to the terms of agreement with Richard III.
melancholy event that followed, but the precise date of which is uncertain, was the death of
Margaret of Denmark, the amiable and popular
queen of James III. The notices of her among

A

our eai'ly historians are so brief that we are
unable to trace the amount of her influence
aifaii-s or upon the character
and proceedings of her husband. But that it
could not have been trivial or useless may be
suspected from the errors which were crowded
into the rest of this reign, and the disasters by
James,
which it was abruptly terminated.
however, had no purpose to remain a widower,
and before his year of mourning had expired
a negotiation was on foot with England for
his marriage with Elizabeth, the widow of
Edward IV. This, too, was but part of a threefold royal alliance, as by the same treaty his
two sons, the Duke of Rothesay and the Marquis of Ormond, were to marry two daughtera
These unions were to form the
of Edward.
basis of a lasting peace between England and

either in public

[a.d. 1482-1488.

from his dangerous rivals, for Albany had died
in exile, and Earl Douglas was imprisoned in a
cloister.
He had three sons who were growing
up to be the supports of his throne and perpetuatore of an unquestionable dynasty. But
beneath this tranquil surface there was a groundswell, by the force of which he had been silently
di'ifting for yeai's to certain destruction.

This

and ambitious aristocracy, to whom his peaceful spirit and paraimonious habits, his unsocial seclusion, and the
studies to which he was devoted were more

arose from the factious

revolting than the fierce warlike energy of his
father, or stern impartial justice of his grand-

had so often
checked them in full career and made them
stoop to kingly rule. They could not also be at
ease when they remembered the affair of Lauder
Bridge, and bethought themselves that their

father, although these qualities

sovereign was only waiting for revenge, and
quietly watching for the

opportunity.

And

what might not be dreaded from such a peaceking under whom the great leaders
Albany, Mar, and Douglas, had
already fallen ? The motive of self-preservation, as weU as that of ambition and their wonted
impatience of restraint, were enough to unite a
large portion of the nobles against James as they

ful observant

of their order,

had done against his predecessors, and to adopt
every means of increasing their influence and
multiplying their resoiu-ces for the approaching
struggle. That they had been already tampering
with England, and had received covert encour-

he would have been rid of those members of
the house of York whom he regarded with fear
and suspicion, as well as of their mother, whom

agement from Henry VII., is probable from the
tortuous policy of that monarch, and his unwillingness to restore Berwick, which James
was repeatedly demanding. But that the faction
had already contemplated the design of winning
over the young Duke of Rothesay to their pai'ty
and setting him up as the rival of his own father,
is evident from the readiness with which he
soon afterwards joined them in arms and coun-

he heartily hated and despised. But far other
events than marriage festivals were already

tenanced their hostile proceedings. The princely
boy, although already only fifteen years of age,

Scotland, while the ultimate possession of Berwick, the only bone of contention between the
to be settled by amicable
can easily imagine how cordially

two kingdoms, was
congress.'

Henry VII.

We

listened to these proposals,

by which

upon the royal famUy of Scotland, and
show how earnestly
the good and the wise of both countries were
longing for a mutual agreement, and how little

closing

the project only served to

chance there still existed for its accomplishment.
The storm in which the reign of James was
to close was preceded by a treachei-ous sunshine,

coming the more terrible and
Scotland, now an entire and comastounding.
pact kingdom, was at peace with England, and
had no ground of dissatisfaction. She was in
friendly alliance with France, Flanders, and
Denmark. As for James himself he was freed
only to

make

its

Eymer,

xii.

285-316, 329.

was old enough to deliberate between the obfilial duty on the one side and the
allurements of ambition on the other, and make
ligations of

his choice for evil or for good.

In this state were mattei-s when James III.
assembled his last parliament. It met on the
and according to the list
1st of October, 1487
the attendance of noble members was more than
Every enactment, indeed,
usually abundant.
was now of paramount/importance, in consequence of the weight it might bear in the ap;

proaching trial while of the parties who were
assembled, it is evident from their proceedings
that more were on the side of the king and the
;

established order of afiairs than those

who were

JAMES

A.D. 14S2-14S8.]

eager for innovation, anarchy, and

civil

war.

In opening the proceedings it was announced
tlie king pkdges himself of his own freewill to protect the commons from the oppressions of the higher classes and preserve tlie
that

public peace in general

— and therefore, that for

the next seven years to come no remissions or
respites should be gi'anted for " treason, murder,

burning, ravishing of women, violent reif [robbery], slaughter of foretliought,

and
and

common

common

theft,

and fiilse coining;"
to enforce this strict and even-handed justice, one or two high officials were to be appointed on tlie south side of the Forth, and as
many on the north. It was promised also by
the nobility on their part that they would aid
reset of

theft

these magistrates to the full extent of their

power and resources in bringing all
trial and execution. They also
engaged and promised, each one for himself,
neither to protect nor shelter any of their kin
military

such offenders to

or adherents so offending, or countenance them,
or appear with

them

at the bar to overawe the
After several other precau-

coui-se of justice.

tions to hinder the escape of culprits
their

punishment

and ensure

— precautions which must have

been distasteful to these lords of the strong hand,
who Were thus disarmed of their chief weapon and
reduced to a war of equality enactments were
made whose tendency was the promotion of the

—

interests of

commerce and the elevation

of the

middle classes according to the little light which
as yet had been thrown upon these complicated
and unwarlike matters. It was resolved that
an embassy, consisting of a priest and two burgesses, should be sent to the Emperor of Germany
for tlie suppression of lettere of marque, the expenses of this embassy to be defrayed by the
Scottish merchants themselves.
None were to
trade to Holland, Flanders, or Zealand, except
" famous and worshipful men," having each half
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ceedings was adjourned

January (1488), and
during the interval there was sufficient time to
digest them into gall and wormwood.
On the
till

reassembling of the three estates James increased the alarm and indignation of his ene-

mies by creating his second son Duke of Ross,
as if he meant to appoint him to the royal succession instead of the

Duke

of Rothesay,

who

was the favourite of the faction: he also strengthened his party by elevating the barons Drummond, Crichton of Sanquhar, Euthven, and
Hay to the i-ank and place of lords of parliament. But there was a measure which created
greatest umbrage and gave the most ])lausible
pretext for revolt at a stage when revolt was
certain to ensue.
Amidst his beloved pui-suits
in architecture he had built at Stirling a splendid
chapel royal; and in order to endow it with
ample revenues for the maintenance of a welltrained choir, he annexed to it the revenues of
the priory of Coldingham.- But the patronage
of this priory the powerful Border house of
Home had long used as a family patrimony and
provision for one of then- own number, and they
now entered into a compact with their neighbours
and allies the Hepburnes, agi"eeing to stand
by each other against the transference, and elect
a prior from each of their own families alternately as often as the

office fell

vacant.

A fierce

commenced on the paii; of Home
when he threatened to
Rome James denounced him with the

opposition

against the king; and

appeal to

severe pai'liamentary penalties which had been

enacted against

who caiTied such appeals to
Finding, therefore, that better

all

the papal court.

might not be, the Homes and Hepburnes became
the fiercest and loudest in the coalition which
now gathered into full form and consistence.
The old league of Lauder was renewed meetings were held, which, under the pretext of
;

horse-racing, served the purposes of conspiring

goods in the vessel, under a penalty of
ten pounds.
meeting of the commissionei's

and military mustering and when royal messengers were sent tg them, commanding them

was to be held once a year at
Inverkeithiug, to deliberate upon the improvement of commerce and the interest of their

appear within forty days before the civil
judges to answer for such assemblies, they beat
the messengers and tore their missives, or appeared at the summons with such a host of
friends and retainera that all thought of trial

a

last of

A

of all the burghs

who omitted to
attend were subjected to a fine. At this parliament the lands of March and Annandale,
respective towns, while those

which had belonged to the Duke of Albany but
had been forfeited by his treason, were atmexed
to the crown.*

was abandoned.-'

The

was delayed no

The parliament

Acts qf the Parliamenls

itf

show the extent of that dissatisgovernment of James had proAt their head was Angus, a confirmed

the shade, and

faction which the

duced.

after these jjroActs of Uie ParllaMwntit of Scotland, vol.
^rilAcutUe, 210-212; Dnunmoud, 163-166.
*

'

rebellion thus ripened

and the revolted lords were soon in the
Their number, rank, and influence were
such as to throw all such previous coalitions into
longer,

field.

These measures, wise and just though they
were in themselves, were certain not only to be
defeated through the powerful iiiteiests which
they subverted, but to recoil upon the head of
their author.

;

to

Scotland, vol. U. p. 17C.

:

p. 180.
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and .nalcontent, and ready to repeat the
treason which had failed during his alliance with
Albany; the other chief nobles of the coalition
were the Earls of Ai'gyle, Huntly, Errol, and
the earl - marshal, Lords Hailes, Hume, Lyle,
Gray, Glammis, Hepburne, and Drummond,
with Blackader, Bishop of Glasgow, to consecrate
their cause.
James, warned by the unmistakable symptoms but unaware of the extent of
the rebellious spiiit, had adopted a few precautions, but by no means adequate to the
danger. These chiefly consisted in delivering
his eldest son Kothesay to Sir James Shaw of
Sauchie, governor of the castle of Stirling, with
charges to have him in safe-keeping and to let
none enter or depart from the castle; he then
collected his treasure, which he carefully deposited in the castle of Edinburgh and having
thus secured, as he thought, his two principal
resources from the insurgents, he passed northward, where his chief adherents were arming in
his behalf.
But even this departure, otherwise
so expedient, was performed in so unwise a
rebel

;

[a-D. 1482-1488.

Douglas of Cavei-s had done.' But though they
failed with the earl they secured an adherent
of still higher consequence in James Duke of
Rothesay, whom the treacherous Shaw, the
governor of Stirling Castle, had deUvered to the
insurgents, and who was easOy allured to them
by the royal title they gave him and the homage they paid to him. With the prince at their
head under the title of king they now marched
forward with the purpose of dethroning his
father, whom they branded as a tyrant and a
traitor.

Amidst these alarming movements the unforHis voyidle.
which was represented as a flight from
Scotland into foreign lands, extended no farther
than the opposite coast of the Forth; and on

tunate sovereign had not been
age,

landing in Fife he took horse for the pm-pose
of visiting those nobles who adhered to his
cause and gathering their followers under the

In this jom-ney an incident is
which has a strong appearance of

royal standard.

reported
truth.

Knowing

as well as the hostile nobles

damage his cause for in conse- did the important uses that might be made of
quence of his embarking at Leith in the ship the Earl of Douglas, he repaii-ed to the cell of
of Su- Andrew Wood, which was known to be the shorn captive at Lindores and besought him
bound to Flanders, the report ai'ose that he had to come forth and be his lieutenant against the
quitted the contest and was in the act of leaving nobles, assuring him of fuU restitution as the
reward of his compliance. Nothing was more
the kingdom.
As a pretext was necessary for the rebel natural than such a proceeding on the part of
lords, they gave out that they had taken up James, for with the head of the Douglases on
arms for the national liberty and indepen- his side he might counterpoise the influence of
dence, which James had designed to subvert Angus and diminish the ranks of the enemy.
by the introduction of Englishmen to Scot- He could also make the application with a good
land, thi'ough whose aid he might establish his grace, as he had personally been no enemy to

manner

as to

;

and they declai-ed their
purpose to dethrone and imprison him and confer the government upon his eldest son. These

reign into a despotism

;

the earl or party to his banishment from Scotland, and at last had only sent him into a peace-

ful seclusion when he might have bi'ought him
which the eagerness of James for to the block. But the old man, who died beroyal marriages with England seemed so strongly fore the close of that year, was stiU immovable
to confirm, were greatly titted to promote theii- and sadly replied, " Sir, you have kept me and
cause with the people at lai-g©. But not trust- your- black coffer in Stirling too long neither
ing in these alone, the rebellious nobles eudea- of us can do you any good." With equal brevity
voui-ed to win over to their side the Eai-1 of he proceeded to show that had his services been
Douglas, now a peacefid monk in the monastery timeously used his influence with the nobles
of Lindores, but whose mere name they thought might have been available, and had the treawould stUl be a tower of strength and might di-aw sures of the coffer been liberally expended they
every Douglas to their banner. Tliey knew not could have secured good soldiere for his defence.^
that the old man had already outlived ambition, James turned away rebuked and humbled. He
and was not to be moved by the oifers they held was more successful, however, with the lords of
out of full restoration to his old rank and pos- the northern districts, the chief of whom were
sessions and besides he justly feared that the the Earls of Crawford, A thole, Menteith, Rothes,
Earl of Angus, from whom the proposal came Sutherland, Caithness, and Buchan, and the
and who already held his chief estates, could Lords Forbes, Lovat. Epskine, Maxwell, Ruthhave no serious purpose to restore them. He ven, Kilmaurs, and Boyd. He was soon at the
therefore earnestly dissuaded them by lettera head of thirty thousand men, with whom he
from their rebellion and he even wrote to the
principal barons of his name and family advisDrummond, p. 169 Lesley, pp. 67, 68.

aspersions,

;

;

;

'

ing

them

to adopt the cause of the king, as

'

;

Godscroff s History of the Douglases,
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advanced against the rebels who were stationed
at Blackness, near Linlithgow.

When the two armies approached each other
an instant encounter seemed inevitable and,
from the great superiority of numbera on the
;

king's

side

as

well

as

his

command

of

the

Forth through the shipping of Wood, the promise of success to the royal arms was all but
certain.
Under such circumstances the first or
second James would at once have issued orders
for the onset and extinguished the rebeUiou by
one daring effort; but sucli decision was no
part of the character of their unwarlike descendant; he paused midway and began to
negotiate

;

and, offended at his pusillanimity or

their loyalty in the late revolt, among
the Earl of Crawford was created Duke
of Montrose, Lord Kilmaui-s Earl of Gleucairn,
selves

camp and

retired to their

their w;u'like followers.
It would
have been strange, however, if such a meeting
had occurred without a single blow; and an
attack was made by a party of the king's forces
upon the rebels, which, however, ended in nothing but a sharp skirmish that did not prevent

homes with

the treaty that was soon after concluded. Not
only was the season thus let slip, but fresh and

was furnished
which James made to
His royal
subjects with ai-ms in their hands.
authority and privileges were to be maintained
as before, his personal liberty and safety respected, and his chief counsellors to be selected
from the wisest and most faithful of the nobility.
All those persons about the young Prince James
who had given displeasure to the king were to
make " honourable and agreeable amends " to
him, and be secured in their lives, honours,
and estates. As for the prince he was to be
endowed with an honourable maintenance " at
the consideration of the said lords," and with
an establishment of nobles and officers distinguished for their wisdom and fidelity, for his
proper security and direction.' In this way it
was rashly conceded that there should be two
kings and two courts in Scotland a renewal of
the double-family rule of Henry II. and liis son
Henry in England, by which all ho]ie of royal
concord was thrown to the winds and a dissension created in which father or son must perish.
better opportunity for rebellion

by the

liberal concessions

—

On

the other hand

it

was agreed,

in the

name

by

whom

while several gentlemen were raised to the
rank of knighthood and had lands bestowed
upon them."

New

tender-heartedness, several of his chief nobles

deserted the royal
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III.

conceded to their young leader and heir of his
throne. After this unfortunate treaty of Blackness the king, as if all danger had been over,
dismissed his army and returned to Edinburgh,
leaving his uncle, the Earl of Athole, in the
hands of the insurgents as a hostage for the
fulfilment of his promises.
In the same spirit
of security he proceeded to invest with new
honoure those who had distinguished them-

from
or

James
The insurgent lords, who were

events speedily occurred to rouse

his security.

who pretended

cerity, instead of

to

be suspicious

of his sin-

returning the young prince to

his appointed guardianship, continued to retain

him among themselves, while Athole, instead of
being dismissed, was from a hostage converted
into a prisoner. They also apjjearto have retained
wholly or in part their retainers under arms
although the royal army had been disbanded,
and thus Edinburgh and its envii-ons were soon
menaced by the appearance of numerous bands
of soldiers

who

their leaders.^

only waited for the signal of

Dismayed at these unequivocal

symptoms, which were wholly at variance with
the late treaty, James retired to the castle of

Edinburgh, which he pi'oceeded to fortify. He
also sent messages to his faithful adherents

hand commanding them to repair to
him with all their forces; and not trusting to
arms alone, he sent envoys to the Kings of Engneai-est at

land and France and to the pope requesting
their interference in his cause.*

come

The

first

to

were Montrose, Menteith, Glencairn, and the barons of Fife, while the more
distant northern lords would speedily follow
and it was resolved that until these could join
him a stand should be made at Edinburgh,
whose bui-gesses were well affected to his cause.
But unfortunately this prudent purpose was
overruled by representations of the superior
to his aid

strength of the castle of Stirling to that of
Edinburgh, and the greater facilities of that
locality as a

rendezvous for the northern lords

come he should be obedient to his father, and
tliat faitliful love and tenderness should at all
times exist between them. In this way these

the royal

To Stirling accordingly
army marched, gathering as it passed

onward

and the king,

were enabled, though the
advantages
of a victory; for the king might be said to be
virtually deposed by the royal privileges he had

castle to

of the

Duke

rebellious

of Rothesay, that in all time to

nobles

weaker party,

to retire with all the

and

tlieir

;

followers.

refused

by the governor.

Actt

(tf

tlm J'arliaments of Scotland, vol.

ii.

p. 210.

of

"

the

to the

rudely

Where, then,

is

my

son?" cried the king, thinking, perhaps, that

«So()ts(iirvet'a Calendars.
>

unaware

still

Shaw of Sauchie, repaired
demand admittance, but was

treachery of

'

Druuiniond, pp. 170, 171.

May,

1488.
*

Drummond.
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But the most
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youug .James had returned to his former
dwelling or had never left it and he was told
in reply that he was now with the lords, who
had taken him away with them perforce.

and appalling part of
the spectacle was the third and last division,
composed of the chief rebel lords and their
choicest followers, hiiviug with them the young

"False traitor!" cried the heart-broken king,
" thou hast deceived me ; I vow to God, an' I

Duke

either

;

live,

I shall

be revenged on thee and reward

No

thee as thou hast deserved."

alternative

remained but battle, for the rebel forces had
passed through Falkirk and were now encamped
James immediately marched
to meet them, and found them in readiness at
a place now known as Little Canglar, nigh a
small brook called Sauchieburn, within two
miles of Stu-liug and cue of Bannockburn.
Even this impatience for tight was probably
nothing more than the result of his iiTesolutiou
and want of courage. Unable to look steadfastly upon the approaching danger, he was
at the Torwood.

feverishly eager to

know

the worst.'

Before the hostile armies met Lord David
Lindsay of the Byres, a veteran who had been
trained in the wars of France, and

who

joined

the king with a thousand horee and three thou-

sand foot, rode up to the king mounted on a tall
gray charger, and on alighting he presented the
animal to James, assuring him that if he could
but keep his seat the horse would outstrip all
othera whether in pursuit or retreat.
This
ominous gift the king graciously accepted, and
the event was long after remembered. In consequence of the defection of the Earl of Errol,
the earl-mai-shal, and Lord Glammia from the
royal cause, and the non-arrival of the northern
forces, the king's troops

were

inferior in

num-

ber to those of the enemy; but they were

full

and if skilfully commanded might
have sustained an equal conflict or even won a
of ardoui',

glorious victory.

But James was utterly new
had not even

to war, and, as the event showed,

the passive courage of a

common spearman.

His army was divided into three battles or
great bodies, of which ten thousand Highlanders
under the Earls of Huntly and Athole composed the van the second battalion, equal in
number and composed of men of the westland
counties, was led by the Lords Erskine, Menteith, and Graham
whOe the rear was composed of burgesses from the different towns and
commanded by the king in person. On learning
;

;

the approach of the enemy he called for the
fleet gray horse that he might ride out and
observe their motions; and he saw them advancing in three divisions like his own, while

the standards that rose over them proclaimed
the several districts from which they came and
the leadera by

'

whom

Pitscottie, 217

;

they were commanded.
Drummond,

173, 174.

afflicting

of Rothesay,

now

recognized as

King

of

Scotland, and with the royal banner displayed

At

in token of his sovereignty.

James

utterly lost heart,

prophecy,

now

this spectacle

and remembered the

too well understood, that a lion

should be strangled by his

own

whelps.

On

returning his dismay was too visible to escape

and his lords besought him to retire
from the field and await the issue of the battle
in a jjlace of safety.
But no time was allowed
for such a retreat, as the adverse army had
already commenced the onset. The battle was
begun by a furious attack of the Humes and
Hepburnes, against whom the Highland archery
could make but a weak resistance; but their
place was quickly occupied by a phalanx of
spearmen, who made the assailants give ground
until they were reinforced by the Bordered of
Anuandale and Liddesdale, men whose whole
delight was war, to which they were trained
from childhood, and who carried speara longer
and heaviei- than those of their opponents.
They charged the king's troops with terrible
war-cries and resistless force, bore them back
with confusion and heavy loss, and kept pressing right onward in their career towards the
This was
place where the king was stationed.
enough for James, who turned bridle and fled.
If he thus wished to comply with the advice of
his nobles the moment and occasion were the
worst he could have chosen. The fight, so far
from being ended, had but commenced, and the
chances as yet were equal. But after his departure his army, having neither leader to conduct them nor king to be protected, abated
their eflbrts, gave way, and at last fled towards
notice,

Stirling, the pursuit not being very keenly
urged by their enemies now that the cause of
quarrel was so unexpectedly withdrawn. The
rebellious Rothesay had also soothed his con-

by giving strict orders before the engagement that no one should injure the person
of his father orders which in the ardour of
battle or pursuit were not likelj to be scrupuscience

—

lously regarded."

In the meantime the unfortunate James,
mounted on the fleet gi'ay steed of Lord Lyndsay, was borne away from the din of fight, and
carried at full speed through the village of Ban-

But on crosaing the rivulet of Bannock at the hamlet of Milltown, a woman who
was drawing water threw down her pitcher in
nockburn.

afii-ight

and
-

fled;

the spirited horee at the sight

Ferrerius :

Buchanan

:

Pitscottie.
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of her vessel in bis path suddenly swerved;

and

the king, unnerved by fear and unpractised

it

be in hoi'semanship, was Hung from the
whOe the weight of
the rich armour with which he was covered so
greatly aggravated the shock of his fall that he

III.

under the
finally

tended tUl he had recovered from his swoon,
when he feebly asked if any priest could be had
to whom he might make his confession. Ignorant
of his rank they asked who he was and to the
question he incautiously replied, " Alas this
morning I was your king " The poor woman
ran to the door clapping her hands in terror and
;

!

!

screaming for a priest to come and confess the
king.
A man who had neared the cottage and
heard her outcry exclaimed, "Lead me to the
king I am a priest ;" and he was forthwith led
to the bedside.
He knew James at once, and
kneeling down he asked him if he thought he
might yet recover; to whom the king answered,
that he thought he might do so with the help of
good leech-craft; " but let me," he added, "have
a priest in the meantime, that I may confess my
At this the unsins and receive absolution."
known ruffian, plucking out his dagger, cried,
" I sliall speedily absolve thee !" and with that
he plunged the weapon four or five times into
;

the heart of his victim, after which he took the

upon

back and departed no one
knew whither. By whom this accui'sed deed
was perpetrated was never afterwards discovered. Three pereons were observed to follow
closely upon the track of the king in his flight:
these were Lord Gray, son of that Sir Patrick
Gray who had assisted James II. in the murder
of the Earl of Douglas at Stirling Borthwick,
a priest in Lord Gray's service ; and Stirling of
Keir and between these three rested the suspicion of a foul act which none was shameless
enough to acknowledge. The house called Beaton's Mill, a building of great antiquity and
royal corpse

his

;

—

is stiU shown to travellers as the place
where the tragedy occurred. It was not until
some time afterwards that a body was found in
the neighbourhood; and on being recognized as
that of the king it was interred beside the
grave of his queen in the Abbey of C'ambus-

strength,

kenneth.
the battle of Sauchiebum,
of June, 1488.

At

is

assigned to the 18th

the period of his death

III. wa-s in the thirty -fifth

twenty-eighth of

liis

called

James

year of his age and

reign.

garet, daughter of Cliristiern,

By

queen Mar-

his

King of Denmark,
who

Sweflen, and Norway, he had three sons,
constituted the whole of his family

:

these were

James IV.

him

succeeded
;

a second son,

resembled those of southern cUmates, distinguished him both fi-om his family and countrymen. These peculiarities and the questionable
reputation of his mother maj' have given
strength to the insinuation of the

Duke

of

Albany, that James was of illegitimate birth,
and therefore not entitled to occupy the thi-one;
but we know that a similar charge, which was
utterly groundless, was made against Edwai'd IV.

by his own brother, the Duke

of Gloucester,

and

that Albany had selected Gloucester as his model

and instructor.
In attempting to estimate the character of
James III. we find scarcely a difficulty in the
whole range of Scottish history more obscui-e
and perplexing. From one class of our historians he receives a double share of that ob-

loquy with which an unsuccessful and dethroned

king

usually visited,

is

who have warred
justify their own

and by which those

against
rebellion.

him endeavour

He

is

to

thus de-

scribed in merciless and unqualified terms as

equally imbecile and tjTannical, while his private
is aspersed with the imputation of
crimes that would make him aCaligula or a Nero.
But by other historians, who have been equally

character

extravagant in his justification, he appears as an
amiable, virtuous man, and a wise, prudent, ener-

whose reign would have been
both useful and glorious but for the insuperable
by which he was constantly thwarted.

getic sovereign,

obstacles

From these contradictions, indeed,our deliverance
would be easy had the early historians contented
themselves with a simple nai-rative of facts as
they really existed; but here unfortunately they
wrote in such a partisan spirit, and so exclusively
in favour of their own bias, that scarcely an
event, scarcely even a date, corresponds in any
two

of these writers.

It is

amidst such

diffi-

and contradictions that modern historians
must attempt to give a brief consistent outline
culties

rather than a full narrative of the long reign of

James

From
it will

much of which, also, was a conand pei-plexing minority.
this outline which we have attempted

III., so

flicting

The date of this brief encounter, usually

title of

who

of Ormond, who
became Archbishop of St. Andrews; and
John Earl of Mar. In jiei-soual appearance this
king was tall and majestic, while his black hau',
oval countenance, and dark complexion, which

also

He was carried
by the miller and his wife into the mill which
was at hand, laid upon a bed, and carefuUy

of Rothesay,

named James, Marquis

may

saddle with great violence,

lay without sense or motion.
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James Duke

be seen that

was the

tlie

chief fault of this king

superiority of his intellectu.ol tastes to

the age in wliich he lived and the peo])le

Had

whom he

he been born two or three centuries
later he woidd have been in his fitting place;
faults
as
a
king would have been lightly felt
his
while his intelligent patronage of the fine .Jts
ruled.

—
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might have created an Augustan age of which
he would have been the presiding sun and centre.
But this for Scotland and for Scotland in the
fifteenth centmy
was absurd, incomprehensible
Hence the scowl with which the professors of these refined pureuits were regarded
by the nobles who saw in them nothing more
than quacks and jugglere, masons, tailore, blacksmiths, and fiddlers their indignation at the
king's partiality for their company, and the unscrupulous mode in which they removed them
fi'om his presence. But that James, with aU his
precocious love of the fine arts, lacked even an
ordinary share of common prudence, was also
evident from the infatuation with which he persisted in his pursuits, and made the rough remedy
that followed a necessary infliction. Nor was
his discretion more apparent during the rest of

—

—

!

—

—

his reign either for the reconciliation or suppres-

sion of his indignant nobility,

against

him and

who combined

Even
must have ap[ieared

at last overthrew him.

the closing scene of his

life

most unkingly and contemptible, when for the
first time in his life he appeared in arms, but at

the head of an

[a.d. 1424-1488.

army which he knew not how

to

and from which he fled like a scared schoolboy upon a horse which he was unable to manage,
only to perish in a paltry mill and by the hand
of an unknown assassin.
A sovereign who so
lived and died was a most unmeet contemporary
for Charles of Burgundy and Louis XI. of
France, for Edward IV. and Richard III. of
England, and especially most unfitted for the
Scots, who were still the fiercest and least refined of all the nations of Europe and therefore he reigned uselessly and pei-ished before
his day.
This regal ineptitude made his moral
deficiencies stand out in stronger relief, and be
the more eagerly quoted among the causes of
his deposition.
In this respect, too, tJie picture
has been overcharged yet it wiU be diSicult to
absolve his memory from the imputation of
avarice, and the murder of his unfortunate
brother, the Earl of Mar.
Like many other
feeble-minded sovereigns, he yielded to the
necessities which he could not control, and became wicked as well as weak. In this alone we
lead,

;

;

can find his only apology.

CHAPTEE

VIII.

HISTORY OF RELIGION

(1424-1488).

—

Obscurity in the history of the Scottish Church during this period Patriotic spirit of the previous chvu-chmen—
Their peculiar motives for patriotism Independence of their church Aggressions of the popedom upon
its independence
Papal appointments to the bishopric of St. Andrews The church at the accession of
the Stewai-ts Dependence of the Stewarts on ecclesiastical aid Account of Walter Trail Of Henry
Wardlaw Contest of the rival popes waged in Scotland Martyrdom of James Resby Of Paul Crawer
Foundation of the college of St. Andrews State of the clergy at the period Rights and privileges of the
church Attempts of James I. in ecclesiastical reformation Death and character of Bishop Wardlaw
State of the church at the accession of James II. James Kennedy becomes Bishop of St. Andrews His
upright and dihgent administration His aid to the king in the suppression of the Douglases Kennedy
succeeded by Patrick Graham Graham, the first primate appointed in Scotland Aversion of the Scots
to the office
Nature of their aversion— Growing corruptions in the church Prevalence of simony under
James HI. Schevez becomes Archbishop of St. Andrews Glasgow erected into an archbishopric Brief
duration of the new ecclesiastical rule.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

No

is

and so limited in narrative

which succeeded the great epoch of the
recovery of national independence. Before the

Edward

hierarchy united as one

I.

we

man

find the Scottish

against the claims

archbishops of York, by which their
church would have been reduced to a mere deof the

—

—

as that

aggressions of

—

—

—

—

—

period of Scottish ecclesiastical history

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

so scanty of events

—

—

had commenced with England these ecclesiastics
came forward as the best friends of the national
champions Bruce and Wallace, and pereisted in
their patriotic adherence, although it was upon
the losing side, regardless alike of the vengeance
of the English

king and the stUl more terrible
Roman pontifi'. In this

denunciations of the

way we find them not anly among the dissenpendency on that of England. They were the tients who protested against the usurping claims
first, as we have seen, to fight the good fight of
of the two firet English Edwards, but also among
religious freedom, and to prepare the country the combatants who contended and the maityrs
for that subsequent resistance by which its civil who suffered in the vindication of their country's
liberties were secured. When the strife of ai-ms freedom.
But when the storm had ended, and
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when such
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were no longer required, the

other half were for Alexander Kininmout, Arch-

Scottish priesthood retired to their peaceful

deacon of Lothian. One advantage, however.
Bain possessed, which desti-oyed this equipoise
and turned the scale in his favour; for he was
ill Rome at the time of
the election, and on
hearing of its result he applied to the pope, who
by his own authority confirmed him as Bishop

services

avocations and ceased to be broadly identified

with public events
as Iiistorical actors

;

their mission for the time

was ended, and their church

militant was militant no longer.
It

is

not always, however, that mere patriotism

alone can call peaceful churchmen from their
cells into

the turmoil of battle and the penalties

and something more than mere
was needed. Here,
then, we find that the Scottish ecclesiastics had
their
own
to fight for, and
independence
of
an
which was well worthy of a contest. While the
Scottisli lords were warring against the usui-pation of Edward I. the Scottish priesthood were
contending against that of the pope, a more formidable enemy than the Plantagenet, and whose
claims would have been ensured by the success
of the English king. As yet the Scottish Church
was comparatively independent of Rome, and
this independence was mainly manifested in its
of deprivation

;

chivalrous or national feeling

The

possession of the right of election.

clergy

continued to elect their own bishops and
church dignitaries, iirespective of royal or pontifical authority, and over this high privilege
they had hitherto kept a watchful guard. But
still

independence in any of
however remote from the seat of
government, was no part of the policy of Rome.
Scotland, also, hitherto so obscure and overlooked, and scarcely reckoned among the family
of European nations, had now risen into importance by her successful war against England, and
the influence she could exercise upon the destinies of France, now threatened with a similar
Her bishoprics and abbacies had also betrial.
come rich holdings, the power of nominating to
which would be a source both of wealth and
These were sufficiently
political influence.
to tolerate such sturdy
its

provinces,

powei'ful considerations to attract the attention
of

Rome

to the bleak

and barren north; and

disturb this right of election was the

first

to

object

The experiment was commenced in 1328 as soon as Lamberton, Bishop
This prelate during
of St. Andrews, had died.

of papal aggression.

his ecclesiastical rule of thirty years had been

of St.

Andrews.

In this way the first aggressive step was made
with gentleness and caution but the second,
which soon followed, was of a more decisive
character. After holding the office of prelate
not longer than four years Bain died at Bruges
;

in

Flanders, upon which the chapter of St.

Andrews was convoked for the election of a
new bishop. Warned, perhaps, by their late
experience, their choice on this occasion was
more unanimous, and it was made in favour of
William Bell, Dean of Dunkeld. But this election the pope refused to confirm, and as the
brethren would not yield so far to pontifical

authority as to rescind their choice in favour of

another the see remained vacant for more than
nine years. At length, thi'ough the joint re-

commendation of David II. of Scotland and
the King of France, William Landels, Provost
of Kinkell, was consecrated to the bishopric of
St. Andrews by Pope Benedict X. at Avignon,

He

enjoyed his prelacy forty-four
this long period endured a
considerable shai-e of the changes and troubles
A.D. 1341.

years,

and during

it.
Among these he accompanied David II. to the battle of Durham, and
was there taken prisoner along with his royal
When the ransom of the king was to
master.
be raised from the impoverished country he
devoted his cares to this diflicult task, and with
the consent of Innocent VI. obtained from the
Scottish clergy a grant of the tenth of all the
ecclesiastical livings in the kingdom during
three years for the purpose.
Landels was
equally careful about the interests of his order;
and as it had hitherto been usual for the king,
at the death of every bishop, to serve himself

that distinguished

as heir to all his

movable goods,

this prelate

obtained for them the privilege to dispose of
these by testament, and was himself the first

one of the chief supports of Robert Bruce, and
afterwards of his successor; and besides this he

who enjoyed

had been so famed for his munificence, and the
liberal endowments he bestowed upon the
church, as showed that the mine from which
he had derived his wealth was well worth ex-

Stewart dynasty, notwithstanding its political
importance, produced no ostensible change uiion
the church; the higher clergy still retained

ploring.

the

ference.

met

A

Roman
At

the benefit of the change.

transference of the Scottish crown to the

and royal councils,
and continued to perform an important part in
their place in parliaments

conclave with a pretext for inter-

the administration of public

the death of Lamberton the chapter

deed, was

as usual to choose a 8ucce.ssor; but while

half of the
of

contested election also furnished

The

members gave

their votes in favour

James Bain, Archdeacon

of St.

Andrews, the

large,

and

more or
it

less

the

Such, in-

affairs.

c;ise

over Europe at

could not well have been otherwise.

The learning

of the age, such as

it

was, con-

tinued to be engiossed by churchmen

;

and

to

—
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them the Ltity were obliged to api^ly wheu the
wisdom of departed ages was to be consulted for
the direction of the present or the future. But
independently of this

common

necessity there

were circumstances in the case of the Stewarts
which made them more devoted to the hierarchy
than their predecessoi-s had been. This, irre-

At

138.5.

Ia.d. 1424-1488.

was at Avignon
and canon law, and there his
learning and worth was so high

this period Trail

studying civil
reputation for

that Pope Clement, on his being appointed to
the Scottish see, declared, "This man deserves
better to be pope than bishop:

the place

better provided than the person."

The

is

bio-

own inclinations, was forced graphy of this eminent prelate extends over an
upon them by the necessities of their position. important part of our Scottish history. He
Their rise had given umbrage to the proud died in 1401 at the castle of St. Andrews, which
nobility from whose ranks they had been ele- he had erected, and the following inscription
vated, and the only protection that remained which was placed upon his tomb was nothing
for a Scottish sovereign was to counterpoise the more than a justly-merited eulogy:
encroachments of these haughty magnates by
"Hie fiiit ecclesiBB Columna, Fenestra lucida,
the only portion of the community that was
Thuribulum aureum, Campana sonora."
spective of their

fitted for

such rivalry.

The church,

therefore,

The schism in the papacy which divided the
became the strongest defence of the Stewarts
and its wise leaders the best supports of their kingdoms of Europe between rival popes could
throne. Thus it was with Robert II. and his not be disregarded in Scotland, remote though
successor; and thus stiU more with the Duke it was from the scene of action and perhaps its
of Albany, whose regency was little better than resemblance to a Scottish feud only the more
a usurpation. But the churchmen were not to endeared it to the aS'ections of our northern
be purchased without an adequate price, and churchmen. As might be expected, also, they
their political consequence was followed by supported the claimant to whom England was
liberal donations and lai-ge immunities, from opposed, and entered with hearty zeal into the
which the usual consequences accrued. It was cause of Benedict XIII. In consequence of
but the common history of the corruption of a this recognition Henry Wardlaw, precentor of
national church under the allurements of wealth Glasgow, being resident at Avignon when the
and power. The downward descent had already bishopric of St. Andrews fell vacant, was elected
commenced in the piu-ity and spirituality of its by Benedict to the see, and was received as
character, the dry-rot had entered under which their bishop by the Scots without disputation
the edifice was slowly to moulder into decay. or scruple. The pontifical schism, after having
While such was the condition of the churchmen been the disturbance and disgrace of Christenthemselves, the internal history of the church dom for more than thirty years, was at length
as to its rites and doctrines and its bearing upon composed by the Council of Constance, which
the moral character of the people continued to decided in favour of Pope Martin I. As of all
be uneventful, or only composed of such events the Christian kingdoms Scotland now stood
alone in her adherence to Benedict, the Council
as were not thought worthy of record.
Amidst this overclouding it is grateful to of Constance in 1417 sent the Abbot of Pontinotice one ecclesiastic, and he, too, the highest niac, one of their most learned theologians, to
;

who

over the

persuade the Scottish presbyters to conformity

like a bright particular star while the

with the rest of Europe by renouncing Benedict
and acknowledging his successful rival; while

in place as in character,

gloom

rises

night was gathering around him.
This was
Walter Trail, a name hallowed in our ancient

by

Scottish history,

whom

the affairs not only

of the church but the state
directed,

and

of

whose

were materially

political

proceedings

notices have already occurred in another portion of

our history.

bishopric of St.

His promotion

Andrews was owing

dent which shows

how

little

to

to the

an

inci-

the ecclesiastics of

this

formidable advocate Benedict

The Duke

of

Albany and the

decide the question by the residt of a public con-

wager of intellectual combat, which
be held at Perth between the champions

troversy, or

was

to

of the rival claimants.
text,

elected bishop in his stead

;

but on

his

way

to

Ro'mV.to obtain the papal confirmation he was
sea by the English, carried to

capflivit^- in

England, and died at Alnwick in

were sorely
and resolved to

estates

perjilexed with the alternative,

and especially of that which raged
between England and Scotland. On the death
of Landels, Stephen, Prior of St. Andrews, was

faijfen jft-isoner at

friar, to

confirm the Scots in their allegiance to himself.

the period were exempted from the usual dangera of war,

M.

to oppose

sent one Harding, an English Minorite

Harding chose

"My son,

for his

do nothing without advisement,
so shall it not repent thee^fter the deed." In his
harangue or sermon he maintained the right of
Benedict to the papal throne by every form of
reasoning and mode of illustration which the
schools of that age inculcated
and they were
neither few nor simple while he proved that

—

—
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the papal bull demanding their submission to
Martiu contained ten deadly erroi-s, and was

Bower, instead of giving an account of the particular charges brought against Crawer and the

and ought not to be obeyed.
answered by Master John Fogo, afterwards Abbot of Melrose, who took for his text

nature of his defence, launches out into a furious and most perverted history of the Lollards,
leaving the reader to judge from these what

therefore heretical

He was

the apostolic precept,

"Withdraw

yourselves

from every brother that walketh inordinately."
His speech was a strange jumble of tests and
metaijhoi-s, but suited to the times and his
auditory, as

was shown by the

result, for Scot-

tenets were held

by the

and the justice
worthy of notice that
interesting stranger was a medical mission-

of his punishment.
this

ary

—one

It

the

fittest for

culprit

is

the absence of

office in

those miraculous powers with which the apostles

— and

land renounced the papal rule of Benedict and

themselves were invested

adopted that of his successful rival.^
In the meantime these scandalous contentions
at Rome and Avignon, in which contending
popes were hating and excommunicating each
other with a bitterness more intense than that
of a mere secular quanel, could not fail to excite
inquiry into the origin of the jjopedom itself

in the ai't of healing, which is always
regarded with veneration by a barbarous or
half-civilized people, he was enabled to inculcate those religious truths the dissemination of
which was the great object of his dangerous
enterprise.- Whether Bishop Ward law was an
active agent in the martyrdom does not clearly

claims to divine and permanent authoand the effect was the origin of the Wickliffites in England and the Hussites in Bohemia

appear; but that he must have given his assent

and

its

rity;

— the precui-sors of the Refoi-mation.

The fii-st
was James
Resby, an English priest and follower of WickHow long he had been in the country
liff.
or what was the effect of his teaching does
not appear; but in 14(i7 he was condemned for
heresy in a council of the clergy. Master Lauof these

who appeared

in Scotland

rence of Lindores, the " Inquisitor of Heretical
Pravity," being the presiding judge.

From

the

condemnation of Crawer

to the

evident, as

of his

own

The character

diocese.

of a religious

pei-secutor he shared with the best

and wisest
and had he been superior to it, it
must only have been to take the place of his victim and share in his fate. It is more agreeable
to turn om- attention to the princely and judicious munificence of Wai'dlaw as a public benefactor, and especially as the founder of the
of his age;

By this event he
new and better era
Church by bringing education

Univei-sity of St. Andi-ews.

attempted to introduce a

Forty charges of erroneous doctrine
were brought against Resby at his trial, but of
these only two are specified, viz. that the pope
is not the vicar of Christ, and that no one
could be pope or vicar of Christ if he was a
man of wicked life. These were enough; he
was condemned to the flames, and the sentence
was executed to the letter. After this solitary
example we read no more of persecution for

England, France, and Germany.

mediate.

is

the trial was held at St. Andrews, the capital

an office in Scotland
it may be presumed that the alarm of its
churchmen at the example of the Wickiiffism of
England must have been both sharp and imexistence already of such

that from his

skill

into the Scottish

within the reach of the clergy,

had been obliged
did not in the

tii-st

this facOity in the

education only

who

hitherto

to seek it in the colleges of

That the plan

instance succeed, and that

acquirement of a learned

made the priesthood more remiss

was a contingency upon which
in seeking
neither the bishop nor any one else could have
it,

calculated.

In the foregoing account the scantiness of our
Scottish ecclesiastical history

is

sufficiently ap-

when the next

parent: during the period of the earlier Stewarts

was Paul Craw or Crawer, of whom
mention has already been made in another deThis accomplished
])artment of our history.
and pious Bohemian is allowed by the old Scottish historian Bower, Abbot of Inchcolm, to
have Ijeen learned in theology and prompt in
the application of Scripture; but all this was
only an aggravation of his guilt, as the same
authority declares, because he obstinately held
the tenets of the Wickliffites and heretics of
Prague. Again Laurence of Lindores, the grand
inquisitor, ascended his pitiless tribunal; but

the incidents are few, and of these the gieater

religion until

the year 1433,

victim

part are absorbed in the great political events
belongs.

a general glance at the state of the Scottish
Cluircb previous to the accession of James I. is
the utmost that can be attempted. AVe find,
then,

from casual notices among our early hiswere its chief char-

torians, that Uie following
acteristics.

Scotichron

I.

xv. c. 24, 25;

Church o/ Scotland,

p. 66.

And

clerical election,

first,

we

in the important

aflfair

find that lay patronage

as yet of very limited extent.
elected

I

which their record more properly
In this dearth of particular incidents

of the age, to

of

was

Tlie bishops vceye

by the chapter, and royal interf«*ilce

SpotUawood's UUlury of the
* Seotiehron.

L xtl

c.

!

«9r

9\
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seems to Lave been generally "withheld even in authority of clerical courts in the settlement of
the article of recommendation. The abbots de- tithes, matrimonial alliances, and testaments, and
pended for election upon the brethren of the the trial and punishment of heretics. Such were
monastery. The lay ministers were chosen by the chief rights of the clergy, and they were perthe projjrietora of the parish, and wei-e either haps indispensable in the rude and lawless state
rectors or vicars.
In benefices the pope could of society in wliich they originated. But it unonly confirm or dejjrive, without having the fortunately happened that they were considered
power of election or appointment, and all pur- as part and parcel of religion itself, and therechase of benefices from Rome was strictly pro- fore not to be changed, not to be disturbed, let
hibited.
The usual public sermons were de- society advance and improve as it might. Such
livered in the vernacular, not only by the preach- has too often been the case with church formulas,
ing friars, but also by such of the bishops and which, in order to be authoritative, have been
secular priests as were capable of preaching; and inwoven into the principles of religion and
those sermons which wei-e addressed to a clerical stamped with its sacreduess and perpetuity.
audience were in Latin. What was the general But the time was to arrive when their assumpcharacter of the popular discourses we cannot tions would be found incompatible with a higher
positively afiirm but if we may judge of the state of civil government on the one hand, and
style of writing used by Fordun and Bower of religious freedom on the other.
Even with
when treating of religious subjects, they must the accession of the Jameses this reisistauce had
have abounded in recommendations of implicit commenced, and was prosecuted in different
faith in the teaching of the church and un- forms until it closed with the fifth of tlie name
qualified submission to its authority
of won- by the establishment of the Reformation.
drous tales of the eflicacy of masses, pilgrimages,
On the accession of James I. to the throne he
and religious ceremonies, and miraculous in- seems to have found the Scottish Church in need
stances of the punishment of the wicked, espe- of those wholesome improvements which he concially of those who despised the rule or assailed templated for the country at large.
It could
the rights of holy church. From the same ex- not, indeed, well have been otherwise, consideramples we can conjecture that those homilies ing the license allowed under the usurped govwhich were reserved for learned auditories must ernment of Albany, and that of his son, Duke
have been sufficiently barbarous and pedantic Murdoch. In his parliament, therefore, held
in their style, as well as Aristotelian in their at Perth in May, 1424, it was enacted that no
arrangement and forms of argument.
clergyman should pass beyond sea, or send an
In the earliest of the parliamentary records advocate in his stead, without special license of
Also no clergyman in time to come
of Scotland we generally find that the first the king.
enactment was a confirmation of the church in was to pui-chase any pension out of any benefice
What secular or religious, or raise any pension granted
all its wonted rights and privileges.
these were, however, has not been specified, and in time past.' He saw already, it may be, that
we can only conjecture them from the general the priesthood had become too rich and too
tenor of the ecclesiastical proceedings of the grasping
and on taking account of his imOf these privileges the power of hold- poverished revenues and the crown lands which
period.
ing provincial councils for the regulation and David I. had alienated to the church, for which
government of the church in their collective he had obtained the honour of saintship, he obcapacity, instead of being subject to the control served with a sigh, " He was ane soir sanct to
But although James thus atof a metropolitan, is more than once alluded to. the crown!"
With this was combined the independence of tempted to clip the wings of clerical cupidity,
the national church and its complete exemption a concession followed which must have been
from the recognition of any ecclesiastical superior gratifying to the hearts of the churchmen ; for
but the pope a recognition only conceded to it was a statute against heretics and Lollards.
avoid a worse enthralment from the archbishops He had seen their growing jxiwer in England,
Another privilege was exemption and the alarm which they had occasioned to
of York.
from extraordinai-y imposts, as well as from Henry V. ; and he had been taught to regai-d
military service, so that in trying circumstances, them as hostile to church ajid state, as the foes
when the laity were assessed beyond the usual both of God and man. Each bishop, therefore,
was to cause inquiry t(j be made of any such
stint, the contribution of the clergy was of their
own appointment, and under the character of a offenders lurking in his diocese, and on being
Scotland,
also,
as
in
other
counthey were to be punished as the law reIn
found
benevolence.
tries of Europe, the immunity of the priesthood quired, while the secular arm, if needed, was to
from lay tribunals was established from an early
Acts of the Scottish Parliaments, ii. p. 6.
period. To these privileges may be added the
;

—

;

—

'
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support ind assist the kirk in their apprehension

and punishment.^

Continuing his

clerical

reforms he turned his attention to the monastic
institutions.

The two

principal orders of

in Scotland, the Benedictine

monks

and Augustine, had

degenerated into such luxury, sloth, and immorality as to require a sharp exhortation and
this he administered by a royal letter, in which
;

473

wronged
was to complain to the sheriff in whose district
the plunder was reset and that if he was not
strong enough to compel restitution from the
trespassers he was to '' blow out on them," and
put them to the king's horn as rebels, and hand
to state, that in such a case the party

;

over the execution of the sentence to the lieutenant,

who was

to proceed against

he severely denounced their faults and short-

rebels, if after fifteen

comings. To shame them also by virtuous example into a better course of life he introduced

tion

into

Scotland

the

Carthusians,

monks

of

a

was still delayed.^

them as

days had elapsed restituIt

was significant of the
was thus

existing state of things that sacrilege
classed with

mere common robbery or

theft.

whom

It appears that even the terrible penalty of

he erected a stately monastery at Perth, which
he endowed with large possessions. But knowing that all this would be ineffectual without
due attention to the fountain-head, he patronized
the University of St. Andrews, watched over its
proceedings, and kept lists of the most promising

"cursing" against the violators and spoilers of
the church had lost its terroi's, and that the
strong ai-m of the civil power had to be invoked

of its pupils as the future instructors of the

either at court or parliament, or into the royal

church and the community.-

presence, or to enjoy the usual

stricter order

and better

character, for

In these

James

efforts

had

to

make

these ecclesiastical censures be

was decreed,

therefore, that

this penalty

was

inflicted

felt.

none upon

was

It

whom

to be received

privileges of

thirty-five years.

but be held as an outcast and outhad made atonement and received
absolution.
In 1449 it was found necessary to
repeat these denunciations, and in the event of
the offenders being fugitive, or not to be found,
their lands and goods were to be laid under

this prelate lived,

aiTest, like those of ordinary bankrupts.*

for the true welfare of the church

I.

coadjutor in Wardlaw, the Bishop of

an

efficient

St.

Andrews, who lived during the whole

reign and seven yeai-s after his decease.

of this

The

bishop died a.d. 1444, after having held the see

The princely style in which
and the boundlessness of his
virtue was more than
hospitality
a boastful show, have been commemorated in a
well-known incident. His stewaid having ven-

when such a

tured to remonstrate with him on the continual

and the toO it occasioned to
upon such multitudes,
give a list of those who were

resort to his house,

his servants in waiting

besought him to
thenceforth to be his regular guests. The bishop

assented and called for his secretary, who, on
asking for the first name to set down in the roll,

—

Angus" the
two most populous counties in Scotland. At
this reply the pen dropped, and further remonstrance was abandoned.
If we might judge from the parliamentary
enactments of the reign of James II. we are
received for answer, "Fife and

warranted in concluding that the wealth of the
church had excited the avai'ice of the laity.
This appeal's from an act of council in December,
1438, where the care with which it guards the
property of the church shows how greatly such

citizenship,

law, until he

Wardlaw, who died in 1444, was succeeded
by James Kenned)-, Bishop of Dunkeld, and
nephew of the late king. At the time of his
election to the see of St. Andrews Kennedy was
at Florence, where Pope Eugenius IV. resided,

whom

the Scots adhered during the schism
popedom, and to which city the Scottish
prelate had repau'ed to have the disorders that
had crept into his native church reformed and
But his efforts for this purpose were
rectified.
frustrated owing to the troubled state of ecclesiastical affivirs on the Continent, where two
popes ruled, and two church councils were held,
the one at Florence, and the other at Basel, and
both only unanimous in hating, reviling, and
pei-secuting one another. Fiudiug that his purpose could not be effected amidst such contention and confusion, the bishop returned to Scotto

of the

that the sacred limits of the church's projjcrty
were as liable to violation as the fence of an

new diocese, to work out the desired
improvement with his own resources. He soon
showed himself to be even superior to his predece.s.sor in public spirit, ability, and zeal.
"He
caused all persons [pai-sons] and vicars," says
Pitscottie, "to remain at their parochial kirks
for the instniction and edifying of their flock,
and caused them preach tlie word of God to the
people, and visit them that were sick; and also

The enactment goes on

the said bishop visited every kirk within the

defence was already needed.
of cases

Since

it

sjieaks

where "any open and public reif and
any others

spoliation either of tlie kirk's goods or

happens within the realm"

ordinary dwelling.

>

'

— we can

Acts of the Scottish ParliamerUSf
Bucthuian SpotUswood.

VOL.

;

I.

ii.

easily see

p. 7.

land to his

'

Acts of the Scottish Parliaments,

I

Ibid. pp. 33. 34.

ii.

p. 32.

—
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yew, and preached to
the said parish himself the word of God, and
were duly iustracted
them
if
they
inquired of
by their pei-son and vicar; and if the poor were
sustained, and the youth brought up and learned
[taught] according to the order that was taken
in the kirk of God; and where he found not this
diocese four times iu the

order kept, he made great puuishment, to the
effect that God's glory might shine in his diocese:
leaving good example to all archbishops and

kirkmen

.

to cause the

to be used to his

own

patrimony of God's word
glory, and to the common

selves, for

LA.d. 1424-1488.

you may not deal with them

all at

once.
Therefore, make a proclamation out
through the realm to all such as have offended
you, and graut them a free remission to be good
men iu time coming, and to serve your grace at
this instant time in your necessity; the which
being done, I trust your gi-ace shall get more
followers than the contrary party."
This
apologue of Esop contained the best advice that
could have been given ; and to the king, who
was not likely to have met with it iu Latin or
Greek, it came with all the freshness of novelty

and pei-suasive power of conviction. He praBut besides these pastoral duties, in which so dently adopted the advice; and being ably
much time and effort must have been employed, seconded by the negotiations of the bishop, the
much of Kennedy's life was spent in the trou- success was so comjilete, that in a short time the
bled politics of the period, in which his royal Douglas was a fugitive without army or adherent
In the confusion which ensued upon the sudbirth, high rank, and great talents, as well as
the dilBculties by which his youthful sovereign den death of James II., and during the earlier
was surrounded, made his interference a positive stages of the minority of James III., the influduty. He is thus largely mixed up with the civil ence of Kennedy was exercised for the mainhistory of this reign, and its principal events tenance of peace and the administration of
were stamped with the impress of his character. government with the happiest effect, until the
Indeed, it w;is to him chiefly, and to his wise debility of old age obliged him to retii-e from
His death seemed to have recounsels and encouragement, that we are to public affairs.
attribute the success of James II. in breaking moved the chief obstacle to the ambition of the
the power of the Douglases. This was especially Boyds, who then stepped into power and ruled
the case when Earl Douglas was at the head of both court and country at their pleasure. The
an army of 40,000 men, with the avowed pur- date of his death was a.d. 1466, he having been
pose of chasing James out of Scotland. The Bishop of St. Andrews twenty-two years. He
bishop led the dismayed king into his oratory, was succeeded by Patrick Graham, his nephew,
" and desired him to make his supplication to or, according to the account of Buchanan, his
Almighty God, that he might open his eyes, that uterine brother, who had previously been Bishop
he might have the wisdom and strength to daunt of Brechin. The piincipal events iu the life of
his conspirators who were risen up against him this amiable prelate have been detailed in the
contrary to the law of God and man, and con- civil department of this period of our history;
trary to the common weal of the realm. Wlien they and from these it will be seen that he had the
had both ended their supplications,'' continues spirit of a righteous reformer, and that he died
weal of the poor."

Pitscottie,

who is the

showed a similitude

narrator, " this holy bishop

which might
bring him to experience how he might invade
against the Douglases and the rest of the conspirators.
The bishop took forth a great sheaf
of arrows knit together very fast, and desired
him to put them to his knee and break them.
The king said it was not possible, because they
were so many, and so well fastened together.
The bishop answered it was very true but yet
he would let the king see how to break thera;
and pulled them out one by one and two by two
till he had broken them all; then said to the
king, "You must do with the conspirators in
this manner and their accomplices that are risen
against you, who are so many in number, and
so hard knit together in conspiracy against you,
that you cannot get them broken together, but
by such practice as I have shown you by the
similitude of these aiTows that is to say, you
must conquer and break lord by lord by themto the king,

;

;

the

His first
death of a veritable martyi".
was his repairing to Rome without the

offence

by parwhich his enemies
gladly availed themselves. But an apology for
this trespass can easily be found in the condition of the Scottish court and the troubles of
royal permission, an offence prohibited
liamentai-y statute,

the period.

and

of

The corruptions

of

clergy which a season of misrule

the Scottish

had

let loose

could not be restrained without an authority
obtained directly from the pontiff himself, while
to ask pennission of the boy-king for his de-

parture was nothing else than to ask permission

who would have been certain to
answer him with a sharp refusal. The powers
with which he was invjested by the papal court
for the laborious and ungi-ateful task of a clerical reformation, and the rude manner in which
his archiepiscopal and legatine offices were
treated, have already been given in detail.
of the Boyds,

The

erection of the see of St.

Andrews

into

;
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an archbishopric was a most important event in
our ecclesiastical history. Hitherto the Scottish
Church, whether Culdee or Roman, appeal's to
have been essentially republican and if the
Bishop of St. Andrews had a voice more potential in its assembled councils than the other
prelates and church dignitaries, it could only
have been gi'auted occasionally and merely as a
matter of courtesy. The diocese was the earliest
of Scottish bishoprics, it was also the wealthiest
and most influential, and its occupants were
genei-ally persons of high family and in close
connection with the court. As we have also
seen, its pi-elates were distinguished above the
;

by

rest of their order

and

their

political influence;

commanding

talents

and hence then' more

frequent appearance in Scottish history than
the bishops of any other diocese. But still they
were not archbishops nor yet the superiors of
their brethren and whatever influence they enjoyed beyond the others was merely by voluntary concession of the latter, and in no case
;

demanded

as a right.

Hence the astonishment

of foreign churches at the nondescript ecclesiastical policy of Scotland,

which, whatever

effi-

had yet no
metropolitan.
It was a monarchy without a
monarch, and as such it was wonderful in their
cacy

it

might otherwise

We

eyes.

possess,

have already seen the eagerness of

47."

The sturdy republican or presbyterian spirit which the Scottish Church had
cherished for ages was not thus to be overthrown by a papal bull and the same spirit
the opposition.

;

which had battled with England for the national
independence was likely to be awakened for the
independence of the kirk, let the aggressor be
whosoever he might. Besides, it had been no
rare event for the hard-ruled

against the pope himself

sided with

and their church, irrespective
wide-spread corruptions, must still have

their oppressors
of its

Scots to rebel

when he

;

had a lai-ge portion of the clergy ready to rise
up in a patriotic spii-it, as their predecessors
had done in the days of Edward I. and Edward
III.
It is worthy of remark, too, that this
change was not effected until the middle of the
fifteenth century,

when

purity in the church

and when resistance to papal
domination had sunk into general tameness.
Only a short period elapsed between the ap-

was

least prized

pointment of the first Archbishop of St. Andrews
and the death of Cardinal Beaton.
In the meantime the corruptions of the
church, which had so moved the righteous
spirit of Graham, had been gathering and advancing during the minority of James III.
and notwithstanding the strict edicts that prohibited the practice of simony and guaranteed

York to remedy this defect
by extending their pastoral care over the whole
northern kingdom, how sturdily and indignantly
every such attempt was resisted by the Scottish
clergy, and how this struggle, which preceded
the war for independence, was keen enough to

the rights of the church, a

embitter the national conflicts that followed.

necessity of a reform, as well as the hopeless-

And now

ness of moderate measures to effect

the archbishops of

whole centuries of struggle, of
which the Scottish motto and war-cry seemed to
be "Nolo archiepiscopari," the strange vacuity
was filled up by the appointment of Graham to
the primacy. It was no doubt for the purpose of
abrogating this form of government, so strange
to the churches of Christendom, still more than
of silencing the claims of the see of York, that the
pope gave at last an archbishop to Scotland, and
thus changed its church from the republican to
the monarchic fonn. Not only its independent
character would be thus eflfaced but the papal
after

it more effectually secured.
But how
was Scotland likely to brook such a transformaMotives that are wholly selfi.sh, sordid, and
tion

rule over

?

iniquitous are assigned for the almost univei'sal
resistance with

which Graham, the new arch-

bishop, was encountered at the
his arrival

weight.

;

and

these,

first

moment

no doubt, had their

But independently

of

full

of the abuses that

were to be corrected and the offenders that
were to lie coerced and punished, another and
a very important element must have influenced

trafiic in benefices

had been regularly commenced by the royal
favourites which was afterwards practised by
the king himself. The account, indeed, which
is given of the state of ecclesiastical affaire even
by Bishop Lesley is indicative of the urgent
it.

Of the

nature of these corruptions he gives the follow-

—

The abbacy of Dunfermline
having become vacant the chapter of monks
ing instances:

assembled, and, according to ancient right and
established usage, elected Alexander

Thomson,

one of their brethi-en, to the office. But notwithstanding this election the king ])romoted
Henry Crichton to the richer charge of Dunfermline, while

tiie

pope, influenced by the royal

solicitations, w.-is pleased to sanction this

new

appointment. In Uke manner James by his own
sovereign authority promoted Robert Shaw,
parson of Minto, to the vacant abbacy of Pais"And so, then," continues the candid preley.
late, "first began such manner of promotion of
seculars to abbacies

and the godly

by

tiie

elections

king's supplications,

were frustrated and

decayed because that the court of Rome admitted the prince's supplications, the rather
that they got great profit and sums of money
thereby; wherefore the bishops duret not confirm them that were chosen by the convent,

;
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neither they
their

own

who were

right.

And

elected durst pursue

so the abbeys

came

into

and priore being promoted forth of the court, who lived courtlike,
aud voluptuously. And then ceased
all religious and godly minds and deeds, wherewith the seculars and temporal men being slandered with their evil example, fell from all
devotion and godliness to the works of wickedsecular abuses, the abbots

secularly,

ness,

whereof daily much

evil did increase.''^

It was in such a congenial state of afRiirs that
Schevez, the traducer and supplanter of Patrick
Graham, succeeded to the primacy of the Scot-

Church. As his predecessor still bore the
archbishop although not permitted to
exercise its functions, his rival did not succeed to
tish

title of

the death of the former, upon which
he received the pallium in 1478 aud was publicly invested at Holyrood, the king himself and
several of the nobles being present at the spectacle.^ It was no wonder that a man was in such
office until

high favour at court who could cast a nativity,
read the stars, and resolve hidden secrets by
divination and magic. Such pretensions, boldly

and cunningly maintained, were the very qualities which at that period were in highest repute,
and which James III. was most disposed to
Of the administration of Schevez as
value.
archbishop no record has been left; "but his
entry being such as we have seen," observes
Spottiswood, " did not promise much good." It
stated by the same historian, upon the testi-

is

mony

of certain authors

whom

he does not

quote, that after the appointment of Schevez the

king and the Duke of Albany were desirous
offices with Andrew
Stewait, uncle of the king, who was Provost of
Lincluden and Bishop of Moray. The mere
proposal of such a transfer, to gratify a personal
liking or seal a family compact, shows what

that he should exchange

little

respect

was now entertained

for the

most

sacred obligations in the church and the highest
of its appointments.

'

Owing, however,

Lesley's History of Scotland, pp. 39,

2 Ibid. p. 43.

40.

it

may

be,

to

the subsequent

[a.d. 1424-

exile

of

Albany and
was

the troubles that followed, the proiiosal

abandoned and Schevez remained in the primacy. Another affair, however, which followed
was more displeasing to the new head of the
Scottish Church and not so comfortably terminated. Robert Blackader, Bishojj of Aberdeen,
was translated to the see of Glasgow in 1484
bvit, ambitious to have a primacy of his own
and encouraged by the example of St. Andrews,
he apjilied for and obtained from Pope Alexander VI. a bull for the erection of his see
into an archbishopric.
This was anything but
grateful to Schevez, who thus found his empire
divided, and a furious controvez'sy was the consequence which was carried on both in Scotland
and at Rome. Of the particulars of this contest in a matter so fitted to engender hatred,
rivalry, and fierce theological debate, we have
no account; but at last the claim of Glasgow
prevailed, and a papal bull was obtained, dated
October 9, 1488, for its erection into an archbishopric.

In this way the fuU authority

was at

last established

of the

popedom
two

in Scotland, aud

primates were established over its church who
owed their pre-eminence to the Vatican and

were bound in obedience to its interests. It
must have seemed indeed a light matter to such
a vast and irresistible dominion as that of Rome,
which had already deposed kings and given
away kingdoms, and was so soon to give away
a world itself which was on the eve of being
discovered, to impose in the plenitude of its
power the archiepiscopal rule over such a poor
and paltry country as Scotland. But in a few
years more this all-controlling sceptre was to be
broken, and the culminating point which had
now been reached was but the cause and prelude of giddiness and downfall. And little did
matter to Scotland that ecclesiastical rulers
it had hitherto repudiated should thus be
imposed upon it when in half a century more
the lordly domiuiou from which they derived
their power was to be denounced, disowned,
and in Scotland itself completely swept away.
it

whom

—
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III.

life

it

office

life

Sii-

I.

Painting and statuary.

The transference of James
to a throne was an entrance

I.

from a prison

the consent of the Three Estates.

And

nothing

exist-

to

work nor use touching the common

was a transition from a civilized to a
barbarous country from the peaceful solitudes
of Windsor to the turmoOs of rancorous division and fierce debate; from an easy household,
of wliich the management could not be called
his orni, to the cares of the most difficult and
complicated of all royalties. His coronation, if
not a splendid one according to the high standard of England, amidst the pomps of which he
had been reared, was yet full of pageantry as
well as hearty welcome; and the coronation
oath, which he took before the three estates
and tlie throng of witnessing spectators, was
boldly and briefly expressed in the following
form: "I shall be leal and true to God and
holy Kirk, and to the Three Estates of my
realm.
And each Estate keep, defend, and
govern in then- own freedom and privilege, at
my godly jiowcr, after the laws and cu.stom.s of
the realm. The law, custom, and statutes of
tiie realm neither to eke nor to niinisli, without

of

the

ence

:

it

;

—

into a

new

profit

realm, without consent of the Three

The law and statutes made by my
keep and use in all points, at all my
power, to all my lieges in aU things, so that
they repugn not against the faith. So help me
God, and this halidome, &c."
Having thus pledged himself to his people
he received in return their oaths of fidelity and
homage through their representatives, the three
estates, the firat of whom were the prelates,
" I shall be leal
whose oath was the following
and tiiie to you, my liege lord. Sir James, King
of Scots.
And shall not hear your scathe, nor
see it, but I shaU hinder it at all my power,
and warn you thereof; your counsel helping that
Estates.

forbeai-s,

:

—

ye show me the best counsel I can giving to
you, when ye charge me in verba Dei. And so
;

me God, and holy Evangels, &c."
Then followed the oath of the nobility, which
was given in the following words: " T, A. B.,
become your man, ;is my King, in land, life,
help

—

—
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and worldly Louour, fealty, and
lawty, against all that hve and die may your
counsel concealing that ye show to me; the beat
light,

and

iiuib,

;

[a.d. 1424-1488.

comely, and prone to the pleasures of love,
kisses

being

pressing the

imported

warn you thereof. So help me God, &c."
The oath of the third estate, which was
''I
naturally more concise, was as follows:

used.

The

From

Scotland

if

—

and true to you, my
James, King of Scotland. I shall neither hear
your scathe, nor see it, but I shall hinder it at
my power, and warn you thereof. Y''our counsel
liege lord, Sir

shall be leal

shown

me

to

The best counsel
give you, when ye charge me

I shall conceal.

I can, I shall

So help me God, &c." After these
the bailies and burgesses gave their oaths of
fidelity to the king and the interests of the
therewith.

town; but the close of the oaths of these bailies
differed from the others, being couched in these
" So help me God, and mine own hand,
words
:

—

and

this halidome,

and

that

God made on

six

all

halidomes, and

all

days and seven nights
^

under gi-ound and above."
Such were the oaths by which a Scottish king
and how the
of the period was inaugurated
compact was kept on either side the history of
the period too well informs us. In the case of
James I. the chances of perjury on both sides
were multiplied from the limitations of his rule,
compared with the reforms and changes which
;

Even after years of toil,
he contemplated.
rewarded by not a little improvement both
upon the country and its inhabitants, the aspect
of aii'airs must still have been rude and disheartening, especially to a
as

his,

What

and devoted

mind

so susceptible

high purposes.

to such

any except a Scotand to the manner born,
from the following brief
given by ^neas Sylvius. This

this condition was, to

tish lord or burgess,

will sufficiently a]3pear

sketch of

it

accomplished Italian, afterwards Pius
visited Scotland in 1435, after

II.,

who

James had reigned

eleven years, gives the following short sketch

and its inhabitants:
an island joined to England, stretch-

of the country

" It

is

ing two hundred miles to the north, and about
fifty

broad

;

a cold country, fertile of few sorts

and generally void

but there
is a sulphiu-eous stone dug up, which is used
for firing.
The towns are unwalled, the houses
commonly built without lime and in villages,
with
turf, while a cow's hide supplies
roofed
the place of a door. The commonalty are poor
and uneducated, have abundance of flesh and
The men are
fish, but eat bread as a dainty.
small in stature, but bold; the women fair and
of grain,

of trees

;

;

not more esteemed than

there

hand

ye charge me. Your scathe
nor dishonour shall 1 neither hear nor see, but
I shall hinder it at all my godly power, and

counsel giving,

is

in Italy.

The wine

is all

the hoi'ses are mostly small ambling

;

nags, only a few being preserved entire for pro-

pagation; and neither curry-combs nor reins are
oysters are larger than in England.

imported

are

into

Flanders

hides, wool, salt fish, pearls.

Nothing gives the

more pleasure than
dispraised.
The country

divided into two

Scots

parts, the cultivated

to hear the English
is

Lowlands, and the region

where agriculture is not used. The wild Scots
have a different language, and sometimes eat
the bark of trees. Theie are no wolves, crows
are new inhabitants, and therefore the tree in
which they build becomes royal property. At
the winter solstice, when the author was there,
the day did not exceed four hours." ^ In the
foregoing account it will be perceived that, with
the exception of a few mistakes into which he
fell from his short stay and limited range of
observation, the accomplished Italian

out by

all

that

we

is

borne

can gather from the general
From one of hia

testimonies of the period.
incidental notices

we

learn a curious kind of

charity which was practised at the church-doors,

and by which those who asked for bread literally received a stone; this, however, was a substantial and benevolent alms of coals bestowed
upon the poor in consequence of the scarcity of
wood for fuel. While new supei'stitions were
coming into full play some of the old appear to
have been departing; for he informs us that
the miraculous tale of the barnacles, which the
monks had invented, had now left Scotland to
take refuge in the Orkneys. Disguising himself as a merchant the adventurous churchman
returned through the north of England, and in
its bonier districts he found matters greatly
worse than even in Scotland itself. It was a
region of hunger and discomfort, in which he
could get neither wine nor bread. On a night
alarm being raised that the Scottish Borderers
were coming the men took to their heels but
the women refused to fly, "for they had no
fear," he demurely adds, "that the enemy would
do them any evil not reckoning violation any
evil at all."
As we have formerly seen, the
estimate was very different in Scotland, as the
followers of Vienne experienced to their cost.
When he adopted the firm resolution that
these discomforts should be removed or ameliorated and order introduced, though he should
perish in the attempt, James I. seems to have
placed great reliance upon the kingly authority
;

—

2

Pii II. Comment, renim

FiukertoD,

vol.

i.

p. 160.

mem.

sui temporis, quoted by
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had seeu it exercised in England, and to
have hoped that by prudent management it
might be also made available for the reformation of his own kingdom. But for such a purpose
it was necessary that this authority should be
vindicated from the contempt into which it had
fallen during the two previous reigns, and
amplified in its privileges, which had hitherto
been so scanty, so scrupulously conceded, and so
suspiciously watched. Another sovereign, in
such a case, would have rehed upon the presas he

tige of his family, the strength of his alliances,

and the resources of his revenues to collect such
a military front as would bear down opposition
and cany him onward in his purposes by the
ai-gumeuts of force and violence, according to

wont of royal reformers in general.
But we know that none of these means were at
his disposal he was a stranger and all but an
alien, and he stood alone and unsuppoi-ted
the use and

;

amongst a proud, selfish nobility, with a degraded crown and a pillaged exchequer. To
turn therefore his mere titular roj'alty into a
force that should be felt, feared, and obeyed, he
wisely took his stand upon the old institutions
upon the parliament and the
of the kingdom
laws the only resources that were left him, and
through which alone his purposes could be car-

—

—

ried

into act

and

use.

Hence the numerous

parliaments that distinguished his reign beyond
Hence the peculiaily
all former precedent.
legislative

form that characterized

ments, indicative of a
out,

new

and, as

a better character than the

it

theii-

enact-

might turn

old.

And

as

of holding a seat

and of barons or laii'ds, who sometimes
were almost as numerous as both clergy and
peers united; and the third estate, which was the
smallest and of least account, was composed of
freeholder and commissaries of the burghs.
They represented, indeed, the commons but as
yet the commons of Scotland were by no means
so importiuit as were their brethren of England.
Thus the cliief parliamentary weight was with
the ai'istocracy, who were generally more powerful than king and commons united, and who, in
passing a law, often considered it as an obligation upon the people only, from which they
themselves were happily exempted. It was no
doubt from this arrogance that at the fii-st of
these parliaments held by James I. they were
so ready to accede to the condemnation of the
highest of then- own order, beUeving the sentence to be but an empty thi'eat, which none
could have the hardihood to enforce. It was
in this confidence also that Sir Robert Graham
dared to lay hands upon and aiTest the sove-

ment

;

;

reign himself, believing that the chiefs of the

second estate would confirm the deed as they
promised, in which case James

would
have been brought to trial, and perhaps to the same fate as his descendant Charles I.
What added to the power of the nobility also
was that, instead of having separate houses or
halls of assembling, where the bm-gesses might
have learned to hold their own discussions and
had

assuredl}'

to vindicate their

these enactments would have been useless un-

were assembled

they had been generally underetood, James
introduced an innovation by which aU classes
could learn the duties required of them and the
Hitherto they had
penalties of disobedience.

the

been published in Latin, which scarcely any
save the clergy undei-stood; and even as yet the
parliamentary statutes of England were embodied in Latin and Norman French.
But
James ordered them to be issued in the Scottish
even
who
were
tongue, and
rehearsed to all
unable to read, so that nothing but deliberate
perversity could prevent their fulfilment.
In looking at the state of our national parliaments during this period a tolerably full idea
can be gathered from the large publication
entitled The Acts of the Parliaments of Scotland,

this inequality,

less

and the numerous

notices of their proceedings

in our early historians.

Tlie

number

of

mem-

about a hundred and ninety, but
it would a|i])ear that seldom above half that
number voucksafed their attendance. Of tlie

bers was in

all

tliree estates, consisting of lords spiritual, lords

479
and title, who for the purpose
were created Lords of Parlia-

lords of high rank

own

rights, all the estates

in one large apartment,

commons were

where

with
trembling and in bated breath, or follow the
obliged

to

protest

lead of their lordly superioi-s.

was no doubt for the pm-pose of rectifying
and preparing the commons for
a full voice in the government, that James I.
It

issued the following decree from the parliament
held at Perth on the 1st of March, 1427;'—
" The king, with consent of his whole council

general has statuted and ordained that the small

barons and free tenants need not to come to parliaments nor general councils, so that of each
sherifidom there be sent chosen at the head
court of the sheriffdom two or more wise

men

after the largeness of the sherifl'dom, excepting

the sheriffdoms of Clackmannan and Kinross,
of the

which one shall be sent of each one of
which shall be called commissaries of
And by these commi.'vsaries of all the

these; the

the shire.
shires

sliall

be chosen a wise aiid an expert

man

Commons' Speaker of the Parliament,
the which shall propound all and sundry needs
called the

temporal, and commons, the
of biiihops, priors,

first was composed
and abbots; the second of

'

ActtufUtt Partiamentt q/ScoUand, vol

iL p. 16.
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and causes eitaining to the commons in the parliament or general council the which commissaries shall have fuU and plain power of all the
rest of the sheriffdom under the witnessing of
i

;

the sheriff's seal, with the seals of diveree bai-ons
of the shire to hear, treat,

mine

all

and

finally to deter-

causes to be propounded

iji

council

The which commissaries and
speaker shall have their costage of them of each
shire who owe appeai'ance in the pai'liament or
or parliament.

council.

And

be an

of their rents there shall

equal assessment upon each pound to the contribution of the said costs. All bishops, abbots,
prioi-s, dukes, earls, lords of pailiament, and

bannerets will be excepted, whom the king
directs to be summoned to parliament by his

Such was the plau of the
by which a more equal representation of the community at large was to be
effected in consequence of the diminution of num-

special precept."
legislator-king,

bers hi the second estate and augmentation in the
thii-d. But this plan of a Scottish House of Commons was never reduced to actuality until 1587,
when gi'eat interests were at stake by which the

[a.d. 1424-1488.

—

journey there were discomforts reckoned worse
than blows and bloodshed, from the scantiness
of inns, and from the execrable roads, or utter
of roads, which made travelling, whether
on horseback or on foot, an annoyance throughout the whole of Scotland. Some under the
excuse of sickness, distance, or occupation might
plead for non-attendance; othei-s from hatred of
feudal enemies with whom they should have to

want

and deliberate, or a spirit of opposition to
whatever faction at the time predominated, and
might prefer the privilege of gi-umbling at large
among their own menials and retainers. Besides, there were no immunities attached to all
this trouble of attendance and delibei-ation
no additional rank, no exemption from arrest
and in the case of the poorer membei's, no requital
for the outlay of a journey that might swallow
up half a yeai-'s living. Taking into account
such causes as these we need not wonder that a
seat in parliament was still so lightly prized, and

sit

so frequently avoided.

In

spite, howevei-, of these

numerous obstacles

we can imagine that more than a hundred memwhich ber have continued to struggle onward to the

whole people were vitally affected, and in
would have been criminal to sit stdl. In the
meantime the barons preferred to be identified
with the peers, with whom they were connected
by bands of man-rent, rather than to take theirplace only as landed gentlemen and the legitimate representatives of the commons; while the

it

capitid,

and have arrived there a day or two

previous to the opening of

th.e session.

A solemn

and

ceremony called the "Biding of the Parliament"
was to inaugurate the opening. It was one of
the few gi-eat spectacles of the day, and as such
was certain to fill Edinburgh with expectant
throngs, who had made a joyous holiday for the
The members assembled at an apoccasion.
pointed place of concoui'se, and rode in procession to the building where the pai'liament was
to be held, accompanied with heralds in their
2>icturesque array, and trumpets sounding before them and firet in the procession were the
representatives of burghs, each having a pair of
cloaks [a cloak of two sleeves?] of blue cloth

the

commons by charges from the chancery addressed to the sheritt' of each shire. But what-

fun-ed to the feet, open on the right shoulder,
which was similarly furred, and a hood of the

ever might be the urgency of the summons, or
the interest at stake, the attendance in general

same material. Next came those barons who
were lords of parliament, their costirme being
a mantle of red opened in front, and lined with
silk, or furred with crutie gray griece, or purray,
with a hood also of red cloth, lined in the same
After these came the
fashion as the mantle.

from the election
of their commissaries on account of the " cos-

shires were probably withheld

tage" with which the privilege was to be accompanied. In this manner the Scottish parliament
continued to be an aristocratic government during the whole of the present period.
As the summoning of parliament was a royal
prerogative the prelates, high clergy, and nobles

were called by

fell

lettei-s

under the king's

greatly short of those

the sitting.

And

seal ;

who were entitled to
many causes

for this remissness

During the frequent Scottish
minorities, when there was " woe to the land,"
because its king was a child, the summons was
issued in the name of a divided regency, whose
authority was little respected, and whose edicts
had seldom either force or pennanence. To
travel to Stirling, Edinburgh, or Perth was not

might be

alleged.

always safe even in the best of times, when
every lord or laird had generally half a dozen
of hereditary feuds on his hands which had descended to him with his ancestral traditions and
family muniments. Even danger apart which,
however, could sometimes give a relish to the

—

;

,

membei-s of highest rank; the prelates, lords,

and dukes, of whom the seculars wore
mantles of brown granit a cloth probably of
superior fineness open before, lined with white
fur; and trimmed in front of a hand's-breadth,

earls,

—

—

and down to the belt, ^jkt\x the same furring;
and these having little hoods of the same cloth
hanging upon the shoulders. Amidst this rich
and diversified attire so specifically prescribed for
the distinction of the different ranks, no mention
but this was a
is made of that of the prelates
;
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matter with which secuhir legislation did not
dare to intermeddle; and it is probable that they
were left to theii- own gorgeous and graceful
costume, which must have shown favourably
even amidst the attire of the highest and proudest

Accompanying these different classes,
and probably among the ranks of their clients
for the time, rode the representatives of the law
nobility.

— the advocates, for-speakers, or procurers, who
were required to be clothed in a habit of green
in the fashion of a tunicle [short coat], with the
These particulars of costume were weighty affairs, for they
sleeves open, like those of a tabard.

by act of parliament; the
king had been enjoined " to make a pattern of
wei'S strictly specified

them;" and if any member, whether noble or
commoner, presumed to dress otherwise, he forfeited ten pounds to the king, and if a lawyer,
he was amerced in half that amount.' But the
procession is not yet ended for last of all came
the king himself attended by his guards, with
;

three chosen nobles carrying liefore

honours," that

him

" the

to say, the crown, sceptre, and
Such was a Scottish riding of
parliament, so full of ancient remembrances, and
to the form of which the people so affectionately
is

state sword.
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The work

commenced ; but as the power of debating was still
a rare faculty, and as speech-making was reckoned the pioper work of scholars and priests, the
principal business consisted in appointing committees of Lords of the Ai'ticles for the drawing
UJ3 of laws and enactments; and this being done
the members were at liberty to return to their
homes, leaving the ratification of the committee
work to their next annual meeting. Even this
postponement was sometimes unnecessary, as the
chancellor and his coad j utors had fashioned the
whole business previous to the meeting, so that
nothing more than a simple assent was necessary
without the hinderauce of demur or disputation.
In this summary way the whole annual business
of parliament might be despatched in five, or at
most in fifteen days, and the burgess be restored
to his trading-booth and the lord to his castle.
But from such careless haste it may be seen how
sermon.

of the session then

as yet the nature of pai-liamentary rule

little

understood, and

was

how unlikely that its laws would

be respected and obeyed. Hence the necessity
of a frequent repetition of statutes by successive

Hence

parliaments.

severe penalties de-

tlie

nounced against those who were appointed to

them

— the

clung even after their separate national existence
had utterly passed away.
lu this order and attire the procession rode

carry

onward untU

allowed these laws to be broken and the trespassers to go free. Hence also the spectacle, not

reached the building in which
the parliament was to be held; and at the door
of the hall the lord high constable was in waiting to receive the members as they alighted.
it

lies,

into effect

sheriffs, mairs, bail-

crowners, serjauds, provosts of burghs, and

their deputies, who, either

from sloth or fear, had

rarely exhibited, of a royal messenger displaying

to their

wand of office and blowing his horn of
summons until his face was as red as his wand

parts of the hall the different

before a locked and bolted gate, while the master

estates occupied, has not been stated; but it may
be presumed that the clergy were seated on the
right, and the peers on the left of the throne;
while in the middle of the throne, and at the
head of the long table, were the clerk of parlia-

grinned in scorn or defiance through a loophole

ment and other officials, whose services were
required by the forms of the house. As for the
burgesses we know not what place was assigned
to them in that august presence; but, from their
rank and the smallnes'a of their numbers, it is
probable that their seat was of inferior honour

tournaments of former days had now become
more unfrequent than ever, so that the splendid
passage of arms in 1449 between the knights of
Burgundy and Scotland was the only notable
affair of this nature which has been thought
worthy of mention in our annals. The panoply
of knighthood was now complete from head to
heel, and consisted wholly of plate armour, with
the exception of the garde-des-reincs, a short
petticoat of chain-work to guai-d the rider on
horsel)ack, in addition to the cuisses with which
his thighs were protected.
Of the armour of
the commons the parliamentary enactments were

In what manner they were marshalled
places, or

what

— without the bar, perhaps, and near the bottom of
the hall.

As so many

dignitaries of the church

were present, and as a declaration in favour of
the rights of the church wa-s a frequent prelude
to the parliainentai-y enactments, it may be
conjectured that some devotional form wa.s used
previous to entering into business. At all events
a short speech at the opening wa.s usually delivered

by the

lord-chancellor or secretary; and

were generally clergymen the
harangue probably partook of the nature of a
as these officials

his red

of his tower.

Of the war-usages and weapons

of this period
needs to be said in addition to what has
been stated in former chapters. The chivalrous
little

so frequent, tliat

man

."ipecified

Aetf o/ScoUithParliamentt, A.D. 1466 and 1467, pp. 43-49.

liave the

ful in their fabrication, that
(a.d. 1425)

>

we

weapons

of every

according to his rank and holding.

It apiiears, also, that the Scots were still so unskil-

for traffic

by an

act of

James

I.

every merchant passing beyond sea

was

to bring

home, according

to the
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amount

and weapons, with
It was ordained
spear-shafts and bow-staves.'
by a statute of James II. (a.d. 1456) that on a
whether
summons
for
the
national
defence,
royal
by lighted beacon or sound of trumpet, every
man of land and goods should be promptly
horsed and harnessed for the place of meeting
according to his rental and possessions. Thus
every one, it was stated, whose efl'ects extended
to the value of twenty marks, was to be equipped
of his cargo, harness

[a.d. 1424-1488.

yeomen were glad

in every case to avail

them-

selves of the alternative of the axe or the spear.

In the parliament held in the reign of James II.,
an enactment on the subject of archery
full and complete as any similar portion

A.D. 1457,

was as

of English legislation.

It begins with specifying that weaponshaws shall be held by the
lords and barons spiritual and temporal four
times in the year, and that the favourite popular

amusements

of golf

and

down and not

football " shall be

at least with a jack, having sleeves to the hands,

utterly cried

or else a pair of splents; and with a sellat (steel

bow-marks (or butts) were
and there shooting was to be practised every Sunday.
On these occasions each
man was to shoot six shots at the least and
whosoever absented himself was to forfeit twopence for drink to the shooters. This weekly
practice was to last from Easter to All-Saints,
and all were to be in readiness by next midsummer. It was also enacted that there should
be a bowyer and fleteher in every chief town of
a shire, and that the town should furnish him
with stuff and graith necessary for the service

cap) or pricked hat

;

a sword and a buckler

;

a

bow and a sheaf of arrows. But if he could not
bow he was then to have an axe; and a

use the

targe either of leather or firm board, with

As

bauds upon the back.^

two

for the spear, the

great national ai'm of Scottish warfare,

it

was

ordained by James III. (a.d. 1471) that no merchant should import spears less than six ells in
length, and no bowj'er in the

kingdom make them

shorter on pain of forfeiting them, and being

punished besides at tlie royal pleasure. It is
probable that such a length of weapon was beginning to be felt inconvenient, and that already
the spear was in some cases abbreviated. It was
at all events by the superior length of their
spears that the

men

of

Annandale bore down

the king's troops, and mainly decided the battle
It was decreed by the same
yeoman who could not handle

of Sauchieburn.

statute that every

the

bow

should have a good axe and a target of

leather "to resist the shot of England."^

As

was by the English bow that the defeats
of the Scottish armies had chiefly occui'red and
the conquest of France been effected, James I.,
it

himself a skilful archer, endeavoured to intro-

duce
also

it

among

was

his countrymen.

so gi'eat that

enactment of the

By

reign.

busk them

first

His solicitude
was expressed in an

it

parliament held in his

was ordained that " all men
be archers from the twelfth year

this it

to

In every ten pounds' worth of
land butts were to be set up, and especially
of their age."

near parish kirks

;

and there upon holidays the

men were to come, "and at the

least shoot thrice

and have usage of archery," while
defaulters were to be punished by a fine.^ But
Bruce himself had attempted this innovation,
and had utterly failed. Sjiearmen the Scots
had hitherto been, and spearmen they would
remain, so that his decree had little effect.
During the subsequent reigns the enactment
had been carefully continued, and the bow and
sheaf of arrows specified for every muster, whether of weaponshaws or actual service; but the
about,

1

Acts of the Parliaments of Scotland,

2

Ibid. U. p. 46.

*

Ibid.

ii.

p. 6.

"

ii.

used."

At

each

parish kirk a pair of

to be set up,

;

of the country.

and

The penalty on playing

was a

at golf

and if he
done by the
king's officers.
If the parish was a large one
it was decreed that there should be three, four,
or five bow-marks in the most convenient places,
and that each man within the parish above
twelve years of age and under fifty should there
practise archery; while those who had passed
the age of threescore were kindly permitted to
"use other honest games, as effeirs."^ Thus far
went the law but only to remain a dead letter;
football

neglected to levy

fine to the

it

this

was

baron

;

to be

—

for the Scots persisted to the last against the

long and laborious apprenticeship that would
have been needed to match them against the
archery of England. The use of the bow was
resigned to the Highlandei-s, with whom it
seemed to have been a common weapon from
the earliest period; but while England had
reduced archery to a science, and brought the
weapons to their highest state of perfection,
the Highland bow still retained its original
rudeness, being little more than four feet in
length, while tlie string was drawn only to the
This was very different from the Engbreast.
lish yeoman, who handled a bow six feet long,
and so stiff that few other men could even bend
it
who drew the string to his right ear, and
sent the shaft a flight of twelvescore yards, and
with a force against which plate and Tiiail were
;

often a useless protections

Along with the bow the use of cannon employed the attention of the Scotti.sh legislature.
The first pieces used by the Scots had probably

p. 9.

Ibid. u. p. 100.
'
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ii.
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been imported from France or Flanders but
as they must have been both unwieldy and
costly, and very dangerous to handle, the parliament of James II., a.d. 1456, turned their
attention to the fabrication of a lighter kind
perhaps contemjjlating their use in the movements of battle as a counterpoise to the English
archery.
Their pieces, however, could have
scarcely been larger than those which were
afterwards called patereroes. The great barons
of the land were to be requested by the king to
make " eai'ts of weir," each cart or wagon to
caiTy two guns, and each gun to have two cham-

avoid being taken at unawares were both simple
and effectual; and the coming of the enemy

with aU their necessary apparatus, and "a
cunning man to shoot them;" but as it was
easier to hoop a few iron bars together than to

the event.

;

bei-s,

was announced by lighted beacons placed

in

such conspicuous situations that whole districts
could be Wiu-ned in an instant, and the kingdom itself in a few houre. The chief places to
be watched were certain fords betwixt Roxburgh
and Berwick, by which the English armies usu-

and on the coming of

ally entered Scotland;

the

enemy the watchers were

bale-fires, so

peated at

to

light

their

that they might be seen and re-

Hume

and then

Castle,

to repair

thither in person and give full particulars of

The amount

of

the danger and

strength of the invadera had also their corre-

the time come that will be needful to have

spondent tokens. Thus one fire lighted announced that the English were coming; when
two were lighted at once they proclaimed that
the movement was no feint, but that thej' were
coming indeed but when four were kindled

want of skill that,
four years afterwards, James II. himself per-

candles, these telegiaphs

make

a skilful artilleryman, the proviso was

wisely added, " If they have no craft in the

shooting of them, that

them."'

It

was from

now

they

may

learn, ere

this

ished before the walls of Eoxbui'gh.

This dis-

astrous event, and the absence of war, appear

have made the nobles remiss in the cultivagunnery until a.d. 1471, when the Scots
were apprehensive of a war with England. In
the enactment of pai-liament during that year
the apprehension was announced, and not only
the barons but the prelates were reminded of
to

tion of

the necessity of

making

national defence

— to

carts of

war

for the

which the lords readily

and promised that it should be done.Three years of neglect appear to have succeeded,
for in 1474 the memories of the defaultei-s had
to be quickened by a fresh parliamentary enactment. " It is thought expedient, statuted, and
ordained," it shai-ply purported, " anent the
carts of war, that they be made as was promised
to our sovereign lord of before, and that they
be ready made betwixt this and Lambmas;
and whoso fails herein, to be punished at the
assented,

;

each beside the

othei-,

and

all

at once, like four

announced that the
English invadere were in gi'eat force, and they
carried their warning as far- as Haddington,
Dunbar, and Dalkeith. The same tokens were
to be watched and repeated from Edgerhope
Castle, and by this all Lothian could be warned,
and especially the castle of Edinburgh, which
in like manner was to raise four beacons, so
that Fife, the country to the east of Stirling,

by the

signal

Dunbar, might be
and mustered for the

national defence.

The

hosts thus pi'omptly

and the

east of Lothian to

instructed

assembled were to repair to the Tweed, where
the enemy must cross; and there, adds the
statute, "we shall, God willing, be as soon
ready as they." While thus intelligence was
conveyed through the inland counties signals
were also to be lighted at Dudhope-Law and

North Berwick-Law

to

warn the inhabitants

were thus neglected

In this manner the great
was reduced to a complete system during the reign of James II.,
and the means of resistance quickly collected,
whether against a petty raid or a wholesale

the

invasion.

discretion of the king's Highness."^

While the

casting of cannon and the practice of gunnery
in the land service, and all
more especially that there had been little
to call them into use, the case was different at
sea, where Scottish privateering was becoming
a plentiful source both of renown and emolument; and before this period had ended the
ships of Admiral Wood and the Bartons yielded
to none, whether English, Portuguese, or Flemish, both in weight and completeness of guns
and dexterity in using them.
As Scotti.sli warfare had been wont to occur
so exclusively in the form of an English invasion the expedients adopted by the Scots to

1

AcU,

a

p. 46.

' Ibid. p.

99

• Ibid. p. 10«

along the coast.*

national war- telegi-aph

of

The condition of agriculture at
James I. into Scotland caught

eye,

and suggested the necessity

the entrance
his observant

of improve-

The forests were rapidly disappearing)
wood for fuel was becoming a scjirce
commodity but the land thus cleared was left
ment.

so that

;

waste or only used for pasture, while the shifting prices of grain, and the frequent famines
not only of districts but the whole kingdom,
bore witness to the imperfection of the national

husbandry and remissness in agiucultural
<

AcU,

U.

p

44.

zeal.
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upon the ovei-flowing granaries of England, upon which the Scots
had so often depended when their hunger
was at the keenest, were no longer available,
on account of the frequent truces between the
two nations, and the improving state of society
in general, which made such military maraudings for a subsistence unwise and discreditable.
To make Scotland independent by being selfsustaining was his great aim and his statutes
to this effect were both numerous and stringent
over the whole courae of his reign, of which the

and pease, still continued to be
famine no infi-equent visitation.

following, enacted during the

is

jirecarious raids

;

reign, is a specimen:

dained, that e:ich

— "It

man

fii-st

year of his

statute

is

and

or-

of simple estate, that of

reason should be a laliourer, have either half an
ox in the plough [that is, be proprietor in half

an ox], or else delve each work
day seven feet in length and seven in breadth,
under the pain of an ox to the king."i The
next statute that followed was an enforcement
of the labour of

of this duty, being levelled against thiggers or

By

beggars.

this

no

man was

to

be allowed to

tkig in burgh or landward between the ages of
fom-teen and seventy yeai-s, unless it was evident
that he could not otherwise obtain a livelihood,

which should be

by a token from the
and all found trespassing to the contrary, after being charged by
eerlitied

magistrates to that effect

;

proclamation to betake themselves to honest
labour, were to be burnt on the cheek and banished.
Having thus enacted that every man,

however lowly, who could handle a spade should
work for his living, attention was directed to
the farmers of a better gi-ade, but who had
hitherto been contented with the cultivation of
oats

and barley.

Each man,

therefore,

who

tUled the gi-ound with a plough of eight oxen

was

sow yearly at least a firlot of wheat, half
a fii'lot of pease, and forty beans, under a penalty
of ten shillings to the baron of the land on
which he resides as often as he sho\Ud fail to
comply. The baron was to sow in like manner
upon his own domains, on pain of forfeiting
forty shillings to the king; and if he should
to

allow his tenants to be as neglectful as himself,
and fail to enforce the penalties upon them, he
was to be amerced in forty shUlings for every

such case of neglect.
In this way there was
to be no connivance in idleness between land-

and tenant, but all were to be equally
obedient and active. Half a century of such
industry might have doubled the produce of
Scotland; but we can guess how much, in one
sense at least, such unwonted toil was against
the grain, and how easily it might be eluded by
lord

a general agreement.
'

AcU

Wheat, and even beans

of Scottish Parliaments, u. p.

6.

and

rarities,

The other

agricultural statutes of this reign were for the
presei'vation of the green-

wood and orchards,

the protection of dove-cots and rabbit warrens,

and the destruction of wolves and rooks.

The slow progress

agriculture, notwith-

of

standing these energetic Laws,

is

apparent from

From

the statutes of the following reign.

we

these

was chiefly dependent
upon foreign grain, and this even

learn that the counti-y

for subsistence

This
an enactment of
1478 in behalf of foreign merchants, in which
it is stated that "the most supportation that
the realm has, is by strangei-s of diverse other

till

near the close of the present period.

acknowledged especially

in

nations that bi'ing victuals."^

An

evidence of

the general aversion to agricultural industry
may also be found in the fact that the most
important statutes on this head given by James I.

had to be repeated by his successor, even to the
sowing of beans and pease. From the same source
we also learn the apathy by which the people
were pervaded even where their best interests
were obviously at stake, so that acts of parliament had to be apjilied in cases where nations
usually need no such prompting.
Thus the
sowing of broom had to be enjoined, a.d. 1458,
because

it

could be used as fodder for cattle.

The burning of heath from March tOI Michaelmas was prohibited, that the standing corn
might not be damaged. Eagles, buzzards, and
hawks, though noxious enough to the farmer,
were let alone until they were desti'oyed by act
of parliament; and wolves had to be rooted out
by wolf -hunts, in which the baron and all his
following had to engage four times in the year
under penalty of a fine, while a premium was
given for every wolf's head.

And

yet the

dearths were sometimes

so severe that the
food of the people rose to ten or even twenty
times its usual price, and many died from

hunger.

The precarious

state

society in

of

Scotland, and the utter dependence of the pea-

santry upon their feudal superiors,

made

in-

and long leases impossible;
and he who held land only from year to year,
and might be turned out at a very brief and
ai-bitrary notice, had no motive to cultivate his
farm beyond the passing exigences of the day.
Full sorely was the kingdom still abiding the
effects of the ambition of Edward I., and the
long struggle for independence which his wild
attempt had originated "and it may be questioned if even yet the land had regained the
footing which it had lost since the reign of
Alexander III.
dustry' distasteful

;

^

Acts of the Scottish Parliaments,

ii.

p. 119.
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While Scotland was tlius a land of defective
agricnlture and scanty harvests there were
caterpillars enough to waste the produce, inde]iendent of English raids and Border reivers.
These were "sorners" and "thiggers," two

men

classes of

the otfspring of the prevalent

who

indolence and poverty,
for long after,

at this period,

and

were a very plentiful generation
sorners were those who lived
wherever they came. From

The

in Scotland.

at free quartet's

them

the parliamentary statutes against

it

ap-

pears that they were not always of humble
station

and obscure

family

who were

lineage,

too

luxurious to live spai-ely

who

but men of good
work and too

lazy to

— the very personages

h.id recourse to the occupations of led cap-

tains, hired bullies, toad-eaters,

when

or legacy hunters

and patronage

a more orderly state of
At present these men,

had succeeded.
neither revenue nor home,
about the country attended by a
retinue well mounted and often well
that where their gentle blood failed
society

wandered

who had

congenial

armed, so
to win an

entrance they could achieve it by force. Having thus thrust themselves upon the hospitality

485

with every man's ean?, and his hand with every
man's pocket. Such, in the fifteenth century in
Scotland, were the

who

wits,

men who

lived

by their

continued onward for ages, and who,
have only changed their mode

in the nineteenth,

of operation.

And

terrible

was

of these feigned fools, bards,

to

be the doom

and vagabonds,

wherever they were found. The sherilfs, bailies,
and officers were to make strict inquisition after
them, and confine them in prison or in irons as
long as they had " any goods of their own to
live upon;" and if they wei'e poor rogues who
had nothing, then their ears were to be nailed
to the trone, or another tree, and cut otf, after
which punishment they were to be banished
from the country, with the penalty of hanging
if they dared to return.^
Such zealous legislation was too strict to be put in practice, and
sorning went on in defiance of acts of parliament. The thiggers were merely common beggai's, who seem to have been a very numerous
class, and for whose reformation and supjjression numerous decrees were passed, but apparently to as little purpose.

Among

these

was

their foot-

the enactment that no one between the age of
fourteen and seventy, either in burgh or to land-

ing as long as the best of his barns or flocks
remained and when these were eaten up the

ward, should be allowed to beg, unless it was
seen by the ascertainment of the commons of

honour some other

that district that he could not obtain his living

of their entertainer they

made good

;

locust-cloud passed away, to

with a similar visit. But besides the
undefended hamlets and granges, the remote
monasteries and religious houses were tempting
district

marks

and upon these accordingly

for sorning;

such bands often quartered themselves, regardless of the remonstrances of the monks or the
At the earliterrors of bell, book, and candle.
est parliament held by James I. a prohibition

was
but so

issued against these oppressive practices,

was

little

it

regarded that by the suc-

ceeding reign a more severe and specific decree
had to be enacted against " sorners, over-liers,
and masterful beggars with horses, hounds, or

—

an array and equipment of beggary altogether unique. Upon these desperadoes
other goods"

of charity all magistrates

were commanded to
and

lay hand, confiscate their horses, hounds,

them

property, and put

" until the king should

them."
less

The same

distinguished

their occupation

into the king^'s ward,

have said

his will to

statute also takes notice of a
cla-ss

of sorners,

upon a smaller

fools that are not

who puraued
and who
make them

scale,

are characterized as "those that

—bards— or such

like others

Feigned idiocy or insanity
nmnei-s about."
seems to have been a frequent cloak for begging, aa appears from the notices of the period,
while the honoured occupation of the bard liad
sunk into that of a mere wandering singer of
ballads -an Autolycus whose voice made free

He was then to have a certain
token or badge from the magistrates allowing
him to solicit alms, while those who begged
without this badge were to be bm-ned on the
cheek and banished.^
otherwise.

Of the nature

of domestic rural life in Scot-

means and mode of
added to the foregoing
accounts of its agi-icultural condition and the
drawbacks that attended it. As pasturage was
still more regarded than tillage, the food of
the peasantry must have chiefly consisted of
milk, animal food, and fish, while bread or
vegetables could have formed but a small proland, in reference to the
subsistence, little can be

portion of the general diet.
in use

and

must have been made

this, too, in

The bread

chiefly

of oats or barlej',

scanty measure, while wheaten

bread must have been a luxury reserved only
for the rich.
The short and uncertain leases
which crippled the progress of agiiculture must
have also retarded the progress of cottage archi-

and men who were liable to a brief
had little temptation to construct
and permanent homes. The miserable

tecture,

notice to quit

large

hovels, therefore, built of loose stone, roofed

with turf, and having a cow's skin for the door,
which struck the eye of JEueas Sylvius at his

'

Acts of the Scottish Parliavients,

>

Ibid. pp. 49, 60.

ii.

p. 3C.

—

;
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entrance i^to Scotland, must have been common
thu-Qughout the country even at the end of this
period. But scanty and uncomfortable as must

have been the resources of sustentation among
the Scottish peasantry,

it is

condition would have been

evident that their
still

worse but for

the interference of the three Jameses in their
behalf. These sovereigns were essentially kings

and the champions and benefacthe poor, and this they showed not only

of the people
tors of

by

their constant struggles against the usurpa-

tions

and oppressions

of the aristocracy

their beneficent laws for the

By

commons

but by

at large.

their interference the property of the rustic

population was not only more eflectually guarded
but more securely transmitted to theii- families.

The

cultivation of the soil

was encouraged by

[a.d. 1424-148S.

reforms he contemplated, had taken into account the commercial condition of the kingdom but his laws for its improvement were
characteristic of the narrowness of the age,
which, instead of making commerce a reciprocal
benefit both to buyer and seller', sought to limit
;

the profits to the latter party only.

In this way

gold and silver, instead of being allowed to go

and fructify as it best could, was not to
be exported from the kingdom without paying
a prohibitory duty of 3s. 4rf. per pound. Foi'eign
merchants coming into Scotland were obliged
to spend the money obtained from the sale of
theii' imports upon articles of Scottish merchandise; and to make sure of their bona fide compliance they were placed under the inspection
of their hosts and the control of two supervisors
forth

laws which made the leases of their little farms
less liable to violation, whatever masters in that

of the port until the time of their departure.

changeful period might succeed to the estates
and by confirming the occupation of the culti-

not be exported without paying

vator's

of

church lands, irrespective of

vacancy and transference of benefices.

the

The

they sold their produce, had their oppressive
imposts abated, so that the small farmer could
carry thither the fruits of his toil without being
compelled to part with half of it by the way.
Even if the cousin of a lord or laird only ten
times removed should come down upon his oat-

him

at

he had the means of doing so, because the law was on his side. It was the misfortune and not the fault of these kings, that,
coerced as they were by a too powerful aristocracy and thwarted in their exertions for the
general welfare, their concessions were so limited
and their enactments so often disregarded.
The commerce of Scotland still continued to
advance, although with a languid pace as compared with the progress of other nations. But
the causes of this can be easily seen in the
natural unproductiveness of the country; the
defectiveness, in consequence of continual wars,
in the arts and manufactures, upon which commerce so greatly depends; and the laws by
which commercial enterprise was shackled and
its range restricted. Another and an important
cause was the exorbitant ransom imposed first
upon David II. and afterwards on James I.,
outrance

if

payment of which the nation at large
was heavOy assessed during a long course of
for the

yeai-s.

In

this

way the English may be

said to

have requited Scotland for the famine of their
northern campaigns by imposing on it a heavy
load of debt, and to have attempted a conquest
of the country anew by deepening its poverty
into absolute destitution and starvation.
At
his accession

James

I.,

among

the

many

useful

native produce could
dutie.s, of whicli

the following, as appointed by the parliament,
are a specimen

:

s.

d.

Horses, oxen, and sheep, per pound of

which

fairs also, their great places of traffic at

stack or byre, he was entitled to resist

Even the most common

their value,

...

...

Herrings, per thousand,

.,

...

...

...

1
1

Herrings, bai'relled, taken by natives,

per last,
...
...
...
...
Herrings taken by foreigners, ..
...
Red herrings cured in Scotland, per
thousand,
...
...
...
...
Skins of martins, each,
Do. weasels,...
...
...
...
rabbits, per hundred,
Do.
...
Do. otters and foxes, per ton,
Do. harts and hinds,
do.,
...
do.,
Do. does and roes,
...
.

4
6

4
2
1
1

6
1

4

Other laws equally stringent upon the taxation of
imports and exports were also decreed. In this

way

the exportation of tallow was utterly pro-

English goods imported were charged
with a duty of 2s. Gd. per pound. Salmon exported from Scotland by strangers paid a duty of
A duty of 2s. per pound was
2s. Gd. per pound.
levied upon woollen cloth exported from Scotland. No person also was allowed to go abroad
hibited.

merchant unless he had three serplaiths of
wool or other property of equal value, either be-

as a

longing to himself or consigned to his charge.
That a navigation law had hitherto prevailed in
Scotland, although no account of it is extant, ap])ears

from an act of parliament passed in 1427.
traffic had so greatly

Either the Scottish foreign

increased or the shipjiing so diminished that
sufficient vessels for the exports could not

be

case—the merchants were
allowed to freight the vessels of other countries
" as they best may, for a year, notwithstanding
obtained.

In

the statute

made thereupon

1

this

in the contrary."'

Acts of the Scottish Parliaments^

ii.

p. 16.

—

;

;;
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This deficiency may have suggested a provident
enactment passed two yeare afterwards. By
this all lords, barons, and landholders on the
western and

northern coasts, and

inland, except those

who

six

miles

held their laud by the

tenure of furnishing galleys, were to contribute
for the building

and equipment

of galleys at the

rate of one oar for every four marks'

laud,

under penalty of a

every

fiue of half

worth

of

a mark for

oar.'

During the reign of James

I.

the

Lombards

traded with Scotland ; and Bower mentions the
wreck of one of their large carracks which
occurred at Granton, near Leith, from a sudden
storm with a spring-tide on the change of the
there was a conwhich suifered a temporary
but the breach
was soon healed, and the Scottish merchants
in Flanders were reinstated with more ample
privUeges than before. The Scottish trade w;i.s
also renewed in the northern seas by a treaty of
James I. with Eric, Kiug of Denmark, Norway,
and Sweden. A new impulse, indeed, appears
to have been given to the national merchandise
by this energetic sovereign, as appears from the
mercantile laws and treaties which formed so
essential a portion of his reign. The chief commodities in which the Scots dealt at this period

With the Flemings

moon.

siderable

traffic,

interruption during this reign

;

are specified in a very old English poem called
the " Libell of English Policie," in which the
author gives a sketch of the commerce of Eui-ope
as it then existed.
From this we learn that
the principal exports from Scotland were fells
[skins], hides, and wool.
This wool was manufactured into cloth at Popering and Baileul,
towns on the Flemish coast between Dunkirk

and Calais

;

mix

and

make

to

fiue cloth it

was

neces-

with the wool of England. From
Flanders the Scots imported in return a little
mercery, large store of haberdashery, and even
cart-wheels and wheel -barrows.^ One important article in the Scottish trafiic which the

sary to

^

AcU,

ii.

it

:

"Also over all .Scotland the comoditees
Are felles, hides, and of wolle the flees.
All this must passe by us away.
Into Flaundres by England, this is no nay.
And all her wolle is draped for to selle
Id the townes of Poperynp, and of Belle

Whiche the Duke
For her

;

how

profitable a source of national profit it

already become.

It has

that William Elphinstou,

had
been thought, indeed,

commemorated

as the

founder of the commerce of Glasgow in the
reign of James I. and one of the wealthiest
as well as most enterprising merchants of the
period, was a wholesale exporter of pickled
salmon. It is enough to add that this true
benefactor of his country was father of the
jiatriotic Elphinston, Bishop of Aberdeen, who

founded the university of his see.
In tracing the further progress of Scottish
commerce the little knowledge we possess is
chiefly derived from the parliamentary enactments, and not, as in the case of England, from
its eifects

exhibited upon the national wealth

and prosperity. But could Scottish commerce
as yet be said to have a history worth recording? The jjrohibitions that were still laid upon
it arose from the mutual jealousy existing between Scotland and England, and even when an
interval of truce was established between these
implacable opponents the concessions made in
favour of each other's mercantile navies were of
stinted measure and in slow instalments. Thus
in a five years' truce beginning with May, 1431,
it was agreed that merchants, pilgrims, and
fishers of either kingdom were not to be seized
in the ports of the other if driven in

stress

of weather,

to

by
and shipwrecked men were

be

allowed to return to then- own home. (What a
previous state of things does this provision indi-

In cases of piracy not only the principals
)
but also the receivers and encouragers were
made liable either to give compensation or to
cate

!

punishment according to circumstances.
But as if to leave some scope for such practices
it was also mutually agreed that if the subjects
of either king should make aggi'essions upon
suiTer

the other there should be no breach of the

p. 19.

2 We quote the lines of this old author, which are more
remarkable for their sound sense and historical value than
their poetical worth.
He thus speaks of the tralBc of

.Scotland
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"Libel of English Policy" has omitted was
pickled salmon and the frequent parliamentary enactments about the proper season to commence salmon fishing, and the manner in which
its produce was to be packed for export, show

of Gloucester, in grate ire.

upon a fire.
and Pnperyng
Coude never drape her wolle, for any thyng.
But yef the! had Knglish wolle with alle
Our goodly wolle it is so gcncralle,
NedfuU to hem of Spayn, and .Scotland als.
falshe<le sette

And

jit thai of Belle

And

other costes

;

this

is

not

fals

Ye worthi marchauntis, I do upon yow.
That this is trew ye wote wele how,
For the staple of that marchaundie
Of Scotland is Flaunders truly.
Than the .Scottes ben charged at sye.
Out of Flaundres with litell mercerye.
And grete plente of haberdashe ware,
And with cart wheles bare.
And barowes are laden in substaunce;
Thus must rude ware ben her chevesance.
So may the! not forbere this Flemysh loml,
Therefore yef we wold manly take on bond
To kcpo the see fro Flaundres. and fro Spayn,
And fro Scotland, and fro Litell Bretaigne,
We shold right sone have pease, for all her bostes.
For thei must nedes passe by our Englishe costes."

—
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truce in cjnsequence.^

James

II. this truce

After the accession of

was renewed

till

1447,

and

now

agreed that along with the former
stipulations the following should be .added
it w.as

:

any

If

vessel belonging to

should be carried
either

England or Scotland

by an enemy

kingdom, no

into a port of

sale of the vessel or cargo

should take place without the consent of the
original ownere.
No vessel driven into any
port should be liable to arrest for any debt of
the king or any other person, but all creditors

should have safe-conducts to sue for and recover

[a.d. 1424-14S8.

hunting grounds, their flocks and herds, for ai-ticles which they more immediately needed, and
which their own people had not skill enough to
manufacture. A greater stir was also manifested
during this reign in the construction of vessels
and the progress of ship-building. It is evident,
however, that warlike adventure and the profits
of piivateering had a larger share in this improvement than the peaceful spirit of traffic;
and that such men as Wood and the Bartons
found more enjoyment in the capture of a cargo
at sea than its dull purchase at a port.
The

damages and interest.
In cases of shipwTeck the property was to be
and

closing part of this reign

goods landed for the purpose of i-epairing a ship
miglit be relo.aded in the same or any other
vessel without paying customs, except for such
Even here, however, a proas might be sold.

the national commerce by introducing into it a
higher degree of justice and mutual courtesy.

their debts, with lawful

preserved and delivered to the owners

;

was inserted in the articles of wool
and wool -fells, which were in no case to be
carried from the one kingdom to the other
In cases of depredaeither by land or water.
tion not only the principals but also the receivers and encouragere were made responsible,
as before; but as if these restrictions had already been found inefficient ic was also further
agreed that even the communities of the towns
in which the plundered goods were received
were to be made liable for compensation, which
the sufferers might demand either from the
guardians of the truce or the wardens of the
marches. To all this was added the usual clause,

hibition

that the acts of individuals to the contrary

should produce no infraction of the truce.- In
1451 it was agreed, in addition to these mutual
concessions, that the ships of either nation, on

showing their bills of lading and other vouchers,
should not be compelled to lower or take in sail
or be otherwise impeded in their course by ships
of the other.

Commensurate with this progress (although
was slow) in the mercantile reciprocity of the
two hostile nations, the trade of Scotland with
it

foreign countries continued to enlarge in extent,

and be more systematic

in its operations

;

and

with additional wealth, a higher degi-ee of civilization and greater abundance of the comforts
of life may be traced throughout the reign of

James III. From incidental notices it appears,
that besides the burghs, the king himself, the
chief nobles, and even the bishops had vessels
of their

own, by which a profitable trade was
In this way the

carried on with foreign ports.

great landholders of Scotland could dispose of
the redundant produce of their fisheries and
Kymer, F<ed. x. p. 482,
2 Rymer, Feed. vol. v. p. 088; Macplie
Commerce, vol. L p. 654.
'

imls of

was distinguished,

however, by parliamentary enactments which

had

for their chief object the

improvement

of

Thus, in 1487, when salmon still formed a very
important article of export, it was decreed that
each barrel should be capable of containing
fourteen gallons; and each burgh dealing in this
article was to have three iron hoops to measure

the full capacity of the cask, after which

it

was

be branded with a hot iron to attest that it
was of standard measure.
Cattle were not
allowed to be sold into England except for
ready money; but it was much that they were
allowed to be sold at all. On the same year the
following regulations were issued in behalf of
foreign merchants, and to encourage them to
bring gi-ain and other merchandise to Scotland:
" It is ordained that in future all strangers be
treated honourably, with all favour, at whatever
port they arrive. That none of our sovereign
lord's officers, nor other subjects, disturb them,
or arrest their pereons, ships, or goods; but that
they shall have full liberty and freedom to dispose of their goods and sell them to freemen
without compulsion or violence nor shall any
price be set upon their goods, except in fair bargain and sale. That no new customs, impositions, nor exactions be levied on them, but solely
to

;

the ancient duties.

wanted

And when any

ai-ticles

are

for the king, that his comptroller or re-

has been settled, shall
have as much of the first and best as is necessary, for which immediate payment shall be
made, that the strangere may not sufTer by the
delay. That in future no person, under pretence
of purchasing for the king, shall take goods from
strangers to sell again, under the penalty of
exile and escheat of movables. And any strangers now in the realm complaining of any goods
taken from them or any injury, shall have immediate payment and compensation according
to justice and in like manner any now absent,
who may arrive with complaints, shall receive
compensation and justice against any person in
ceiver, after the price

:

the kingdom

;

so that,

by the administration

of
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strangere,

availed itself of those bonds of man-rent which

they may be excited to return to the great utUity

had now become common in the country to
establish one of these bonds with their powerful
neighbour, the Earl of Huntly.
In this mutual
compact, while the earl engaged to keep the
citizens in their freedom and infeftments, the
magistracy and community of Aberdeen on their
part bound themselves to be leal and true to
him, to counsel him, and keep his counsel if required and when it should please him to come
to their burgh with few persons or many, to
remain or pass as he pleased, that they should
maintaiu and keep him and his company, and

justice

all

of the whole kingdom."

In turning our attention to town life as it was
exhibited in Scotland, and to civic legisla-

now

tion and its effects upon the industrious burghs
which were now slowly struggling into their
proper place, we have fortunately a full specimen
afforded in the Extracts from the Council Register of the Burcjh of Aberdeen, published by the
Spalding Club in 1844. In these extracts we
seem to be reading a file of old newspapere,

giving a picture of civic every-day life during
the fifteenth century; and in the stirring affairs

and thriving burgh we obtain a
the kind of life that was prevalent

;

take such part with him in his defence as they

own

— saving

of this active

would do for that

specimen of

their allegiance to their sovereign lord the king

of their

pereons

among the other similar communities throughout and the freedom of their burgh. Thus, whosothe kingdom. From these copious details, how- ever assailed the good town of Aberdeen, or
ever, we shall content oureelves with gi-ouping molested any of its citizens, might look for a
a few pai-tioulars that have more immediate reference to the condition and progress of society

during the present period.

The

first

object that strikes us

is

the town

under whose worshipful control the laws
Highest in
of the burgh were administered.
office was the alderman, afterwards known by
the title of provost; and after him were the
bailies, his assistants, and the counciUore, as is
council,

still

the case in our

office of chief

town

corporations.

As

the

magistrate was obtained by popular

honoured represenand privileges seems
to have been attended with sufficient bustle and
intrigue, as well as followed at times by the
usual discontent and disappointment. Of this
we have a specimen in the extracts of 1487.
In that year Sir John Rutherfoid of Tarland
having been elected alderman, his rival, David
election the choice of this

tative of the city's lights

Menzies, lodges a complaint that Rutherford

is

unfit for the office, being a masterful oppressor

no merchant could dwell
burgh and that the election is
by
common consent, but through the votes of a
clique consisting of a few " simple per.sons," his
kinsmen. Upon this he obtains a royal letter of
inquiry to the burgh, and a public meeting of
the magistrates and burgesses is called to hear
it read.
The result, however, was such as to
inflict a double di.sappointment upon the unsuccessful candidate; for the charges were with
one voice declared to be unjust, and Sir John
proclaimed the magistrate of their free and

of the lieges, so that
in safety within the

;

informal, having been obtained, not

cordial choice.

As

a mercantile community of those feudal

periods, not only in Scotland but throughout

Europe, wa.s exposed to the violent aggi'essions
hungry barons Ijy whom

or unjust imposts of the
it

was surrounded, the burgh

of

Aberdeen wisely

sharp reprisal from the Earl of Huntly, while
the eai-1, if at any time assailed by his unfriends,
might calculate upon the aid of the townsmen.
The exception, however, in which their allegiance to the king and the freedom of the burgh
are specified by the burghers in the bond of
man-rent, were not empty words, as the following letter will show. The eaj-l and others his
associates, having made a demand upon the town
for military service which appeai-s to have fallen
within the bounds of the restriction, was answered by the alderman in the following courteous but decisive terms " High and mighty
lords: I recommend me humbly unto your Lordships with all humility and service. Please your
Lordships to wit that I have x-eceived certain
credence of yours by your squire, Alexander of
Lesly, charging me and the town to be at you
:

at evening at the Cabrach.
My
have called the neighbours of the town
and shown them your credence; the which neighboura are well set at all their godly powers to
please your lordships with their service in as far
as they may, beseeching your lordships ye will
not be displeased that they may not come to this
hasty tryst after this credence; for in good faith
we have no horse, nor may get none to come,
because of the warning of the country of gentlemen, to come to your lordships at this tryst.
And further, my Lords, we are charged by our
sovereign lord to keep our town, for he is sickerly
informed of a fleet of Englishmen to come for
the destruction of our town and of othei-s within
this realm; for the which we beseech j'ou to have
us excused, as our great trust is in your singular
Lordships, the which Almighty God conserve
at your high and mighty nolile hearts' desii-es.
Written, under my signet, at Aberdeen, this last
Mond.ay the ISth day of July" (14f;3).
While the magistrates of Aberdeen made warthis

Monday

lords, I
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like leagues with a powerful noble,

whose feuds

they were willing to support in requital for his
countenance and protection, they were careful
to look to the defences of the

means

for repelling

town and

their

an enemy either domestic

All the community, bond and

or foreign.

free,

with the alderman and baUies
for the safeguard of the town and neighbourhood
as soon as summoned, and whosoever refused or
absented himself was to forfeit his civic rights
and be expelled. That all might be ready for
such a summons, however desperate or sudden,
the requirement was often repeated by the
magistrates, that evei-y one should have at hand
in his booth [shop] the usual weapons of his
rank sallet, habergeon, and target, sword, axe,
bow, and spear, and be prompt to sally out in

were sworn

to rise

—

full

array at the ringing of the alann-bell.

By

requirements of war could
from a regular siege or battle to the

this provision all the

be

fulfilled

quelling of a street affray or the capture of a

runaway

But that a warlike and also
should be nursed by such
a mode of life was unavoidable even among
ease-loving, money-making traflickera; and in
a civil case we find one man in com-t throwing
bui-glar.

a quarrelsome

down

spirit

his hat as a challenge to his adversary to

end the question by single combat. Another
whose name is attached to a contract, and whose
profession

is

that of a tanner, subscribes himself

"John Out-with-the-sword"

— leaving

cause to

suspect that he slashed skins as well as curried

them.

This war-like

of the burgesses of

spii-it

[a.d. 1424-1488.

and weaponed; and no person from the country,
or other than an inhabitant of the town, was to
be appointed to the duty of watching. It was
moreover enacted that no townsman was to
harbour any persons coming from without the
town, unless he gave the alderman information what persons they were, and how many,
under penalty of banishment from the burgh;
and while they remained with him he was to be
responsible for their conduct, and for any mischief they might occasion.
All who had backdoors were to keep them carefully shut, that no
enemy might enter through them into the town,
under a penalty of eight shillings; and their
front doors were to be carefully watched and
made secure under the same liability. In this
way not a loophole was to be left for the entrance of Highland catheran or English invader.
No faiut-heartedness was to be tolerated among the defenders; and it was proclaimed that whosoever at the approach of
danger should remove his goods out of the town,
or leave it himself, should forfeit his tack and
have his house taken down. But in spite of all
these precautions of watcli and ward, and assurance of stout hearts and good weapons, Aberdeen, like most of the Scottish towns, was greatly
wanting in the defence of stone walls and ramparts; and the paltry dykes with which they
had hitherto been satisfied were no security
against those "carts of war" which the English
could bring against them. Of this the civic
authorities were convinced in 1452, and they
decreed, that on account of the dangers at hand
the town should be fortified " with walls and

Aberdeen was common throughout the Scottish
towns wherever men had a shop or stall to protect, or goods to be coveted
and we can easily strengths in all goodly haste." This work, moreunderstand the stout resistance given to the Earl over, was to be done under the direction of a
of Douglas at the fair of Lochmaben by the as- committee of " certain well-set persons," who,
sembled pedlare and shopkeepei-s.
That the wei-e to go about with the alderman and deterarmoiu-y of every citizen shoidd be in good con- mine the proper sites to be selected, and the
dition, especially when an invasion from England manner in which they were to be fortified. But
was to be feared, as in 1448, the town council the Scots, as we have seen, had little skill as
elected a committee of four, who were sworn military engineers; and ever since their success"by the great oath" to examine and decide ful war of independence against England they
upon the fitness of the weapons possessed by seem to have regarded the protection of stone
each citizen "without fraud or guile." The and lime with something like heroic contempt.
other militai-y precautions of the Aberdonian In spite, therefore, of this urgent decree the
magistracy indicated the dangers among which work, after tliirty years had elapsed, was still to
they habitually lived, and the continual safe- be done, and in 1481 the decree was repeated, but
guards which such a kind of life demanded. with as little efficacy as before.
The gates and other accesses to the town were
But a more difficult operation than that of
kept shut every night. In a season of danger fortifying a Scottish town of the period was the
the town was to be watched evei-y night by a act of cleansing and purifying it; and thus the
;

guard of thirty citizens. Any pereon appointed
to the duty of watching, and failing to attend
at the hour, was to forfeit eiglit shillings; and
any watchman that slept on his post, or left it
before sunrise, was to be fined in sixpence.
Every night guardian was to be well harnessed

visitations of pestilence -were generally as fre-

quent as an English invasion, and in some cases
more terrible and destructive. In this, indeed,
the magistrates were not to blame, for their
enactments on the subject were both sharp and
frequent; but let them enact as they might the

;
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evil

went on unchecked, and

their prochxmations

have only revealed the filthy condition of their
houses and streets, and the unsavoury habits

wonderment of posBut where people were huddled together for mutual protection each town became
an encampment under siege; streets narrow and
crooked could be all the more easily defended
and a lane closed at the extremity would either
keep an enemy from entering or shut Inm up
in a cul-de-sac when he tried to retreat. Toward
of their population, for the
terity.

the close of the present period this crowding

had risen to such a height that water, fresh aii',
and free respiration had become important and
frequent articles of civic legislation and under
the year 1477 we find the alderman and several
councillors commissioned to pass through the
town, to inspect the vennels that were closed,
and cause them to be set in order and opened
up, as they should find expedient.
Frequent
mention is also made in the council records of
regulations for the amendment of the causeways
and guttere, and keeping the approaches to the
;

town-gates clean, the expense to be defrayed
by the tax of a penny upon each hearth. As

we have already noticed, a travelling

committee,

was more properly called, an assize,
was appointed to explore the town for the puror, as it

pose of

its

purification

:

one necessary part of

was to ascertain the condition
the houses; and any dwelling which they

their commission
of

proscribed,

if

not reformed within eight days,

was to have its doors and windows taken down,
and thus be made uninhabitable. But all this
was comparatively little, compared with the
notices to be found in the town's "
tutis," describing

Buk

of Sta-

the existing state of things

soon after the close of the present period. Dunghills were not only as plentiful, but as openly
displayed as houses, while the swine appeal- to

have been almost as numerous and free of the
and common thoroughfares as the citizens themselves. It was enacted that during

streets

the

summer

these unclean

beasts

should be

burgh from sowing to reaping time, that they might not wander among
the fields and eat up the growing corn. It was
inclosed within the

enacted that, within the town, their

stj'es

that

were planted beside the Fore-gate, and under
the outside stairs of houses, and in other open

and that they
should not be lodged in houses where fires were
kept burning during the night, as they were
places,

should be destroyed

;

sometimes found to be dangerous incendiaries.
It was finally enacted that all tlie swine in the
town should be removed beyond it, or else
"kept fast in hou.ses;" and whatever stray
l)orker was found at large forty-eight liours
after the proclamation was to be seized as a
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and dealt with accordingly.

The magisterial war against the dunghills was equally
strenuous those abominations which ajipear to
have dotted the main street across the whole
length of the town were ordered to be removed
and put away within eight days and wherever
this charge was neglected the filthy heap was
to be shot back into the doors and gates of the
house to which it belonged, while the householder himself was to be amerced in a fine of
waif,

:

;

eight shillings for his negligence.

And

yet the

Scottish towns continued dirty, and people
sickened and died before their day
Amidst
all this defilement and miasma, by which every
!

disease

was invigorated and

infection conveyed

among the various professions of such a populous town as

like wildfire, it is strange that

Aberdeen we

find no mention of a physician,
unless the solitary notice of a " pottikar " is to

be taken for such and the first indication in
the town records of a regular doctor does not
occur tUl 1503, when one was engaged by the
;

on a yearly pension

of ten marks, "to
vesy tham that beis seik, and schow
them his medecin, on thar expensis."

council,

cum and
To

feed such a congregated multitude, in a

where the means of subsistence were
was a problem that often occupied
the cares of these primitive town councils; and
of this there is abundant evidence in the statutes of Aberdeen.
The magistrates regulated
the assize of flesh, fish, bread, and ale, and all
other provisions that were brought into the
market, and took care that the articles should
be sold at the proper time, place, and price.
The following enactments to prevent forestallment of sale, or the buying of provisions to sell
at an undue profit, will give some idea of their
provident care and even-handed justice. No
person was to go out of the town-gates to make
piu'chases, but to wait until the market was
opened. No fisher of salmon was to sell his
fish until it was brought to the place of public
sale.
No huckster was to buy provisions for
the purpose of retailing them till eleven o'clock,
when the hour of public sale was over. And
that the lawgivere themselves might be on the
alert to execute their own enactments, it was
decreed that the bailies who were found neglicounti-y

so limited,

gent in enforcing these rules should for their
neglect suffer imprisonment and be fined each
To ascertain the qualities of
in ten pounds.
also, and fix their price, certain
were annually chosen, under the names

provisions,
officials

of gxistatores
tores

villi,

carnium, &c.

prices of this period

gustatorea cervisie, apprecia-

Among

the statute market

we

pound of butter for
and

find a

threejience, a ))ound of cheese for a ])enny,

eggs not less than ten in

number

for a jjcnny;
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and of the strictness witli which the standard
was enforced we have a casual instance in the
mention of a huckster who was fined for selling
an apple for a penny, when three should have
been given for the same price. As might be
expected, the regulations were most frequent
which concerned the absolute necessaries of life;
and thus the butchers and bakers, under their
not yet obsolete names of fleshei-s and baxtei-s,
occupy the front rank in this important branch
Tlie laws appointed

legislation.

of

for the

were established upon natural sanitary
principles, and only on three days in the week
Monday, Wednesday, and Saturday they
were allowed to kill animals this also, as well
as the cutting-up of carcasses, was only to be
done in then- slaughter-houses; and these places
were to be cleansed every Friday, and the
hutches to be removed. They were also to sell
no meat until the price was fixed by the sworn
appraisers, under heavy penalties rising with
every offence and none were to " blow flesh,"
under the penalty of forfeiting it. In like manfleshers

—

—

;

;

lent deed are

[a.d. 1424-1488.

condemned

to go

down upon

their

knees before the open council, beg pardon of
the alderman as representative of the commons,

and pay a fine of forty shillings for kirk-work.
William Mathieson commits a breach of the
peace on the person of John Gait, and is sentenced to "uphold the lady-mass with voice"
(pay the choristers) on Tuesday, Thursday, and
Friday each week for a year.
decreed that

It is also further

either of these worthies renews

if

the quarrel against the other he shall be amerced
in ten pounds for kirk-work.
David Patrickburgess, for the unseemly and heinous
offence of " rebellion done by him to the alderson,

man,"

is

But

sent to prison.

this is

merely a

prelude to his punishment, for on the following

Sunday he

to

is

gown

come

to St. Nicholas'

Church

a candle of a pound weight
of wax in his hand, and to offer that candle
upon the altar and ask pardon of the alderman

with his

and

council,

ofi'ence

;

after

loose,

promising

which he

never to repeat his
to give every week a

is

pint of wine to the kirk for the whole year.

Thomas Quelp, having wounded William Volkat
is condemned to kneel before the
first default of eight shiUings, for the second
injured William, present to him the knife, that
sixteen shillings, and for the third the forfeiture he may " do with it what he will," and humbly
of the bread and his own exposure in the pillory to crave forgiveness of his offence, with due
and expulsion from his craft. Every baxter promises of reformation. He is also on demand
was to stamp his bread with his own token, that to pay forty shillings to the chaplains of the
It will be " holy blood mass;" and because the offence was
it might be known whose it was.
ner every baxter was to adhere to the price
by the magistrates, under penalty for the

fixed

with a knife,

bills of the nineteenth century against Sunday trading are no modern
inventions, but things of old standing, in Scot-

done against a brother of the gild he is to pay
for a pipe of wine at what time it shall be
demanded of him by the alderman and council.
This curious mixture of church-money and wine
by which these penalties are characterized,
wherein the interests of religion and the jollities
of a city feast seem to be regarded with an
equal eye, cannot fail to have struck the reader;

seen also that the

land at

least,

from the

fact that

by the

civic

laws of Aberdeen no merchant of the burgh
was to open his booth door either to buy or sell
or do any business upon a Sunday, under the
forfeiture of a

pound

of

wax, to be applied to

the kirk-work.^

As such

a Stirling and high-spirited community, where every trader was a soldier and every
booth a ready armoury of weapons, must have

been hard to coerce and rule, the mention of
punishments in these Aberdeen extracts is of
frequent occui-rence. But these in most cases
appear to have been wisely addressed not so
much to the persons as the pride and purses of
the off'enders, who on such points were peculiarly sensitive. Let the following few instances
be accepted as specimens. John Cadiou and
his brother take possession of the fishing-net of

Adam of

Hills,

and for

this forceful or fraudu-

" 7th November, 1449. In the firste, that na merchand
man of this burgh opin his both door to do ony merchandise, outhir sell or by, apon the Sondai, under the payne of
a punde of wa.x, or the value of it, to be rasit by the dene
of the gild, of ilk faute imforgitfin, and to be appliit to the
kirkwerk."— Extracts from the Council Register of the Burgh
of Aberdeen, Spaldiiijj Club Publications, p. 402.
»

but from these records it appears that the parish
church was undergoing an extensive reparation,
and that every aid, whether from voluntary
contribution or compulsory assessment, was
needed for the work. As it is well known to
civic magistrates as well as national legislator's
th.at

prevention

is

better than punishment, an

was afforded by the
John Boss, baxter, was
at feud with two men, and had probably shown
every wish to follow up the quarrel, upon which
he was prohibited from wearing a sword at
instance of this conviction

town council

in 1484.

night, or other fencib'e weapons, on penalty of

imprisonment.
act

We suspect

must have been

that this disarming

infltcted

on

othei-s of the

From a
few incidental notices it appears that the penalties upon female trespassers were equally heavy
and humiliating. Even at such an early age
the resources of pawning seem to have been not
citizens besides the belligerent baker.
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only well known, but turned to their worst
account, as

is

evident from a proclamation of

the magistrates against an individual offender.

This was the wife of a certain Wat Cutler, who
was known to be a " strawer of her husband's
goods." It was proclaimed, therefore, that no
person within or without the burgh was to take

by the different professions in
The dyers were to find
the emperor and two doctors the smiths and
to be furnished

the following style

hammennen,

and whoever received any such pledges
from her was to return them to Wat her husband without exacting the redemption-money.
Among the notices of the good town of Aberdeen at this period we perceive an instance of
its scientific advancement of which few perhaps
of the provincial towns of England could boast.
It had a town-clock so early as the middle of
the fifteenth century, although these had but
newly come into fashion in some of the chief

Joseph

;

:

—

;

in pledge any articles that she might bring to
them " for pennyworths," but " dry silver " in-

stead
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which particular mention is made of Candlemasday, when the trades marched in procession
and paid their wonted offerings. On this occasion the principal charactere of the pageant were

the three kings of Cologne; the

taOors, Saint Bridget, Saint Helena,

angels

;

;

and Saint

the skinners, two bishops and four
the weavei-s and waukere, Simeon and

and
two or four "wodmen"

his disciples; the cordwainers, the messenger

Moses; the

fleshers,

The brethren of the guild were to
the knights in harness, and the baxters
But to each of

(wild men).
fin d

were to provide the minstrels.

these contingents of the different trades there

was

also to

be appended "as

as they may."

many honest squires
of so many per-

The procession

Europe. This public time-keeper of
is sometimes called
the " orloge,"
because it measured the hours, and the "knok,"
because it struck them and its site was the

sonages both real and allegorical, in which the

tolbooth, the chief public building and place of

and the dehght of the gazing and shouting multitude, whom philosophy had not yet soured to
such sjiectacles, may be easily imagined. Such
was an Aberdeen Candlemas of 1442. The importance attached to such an array may also be
guessed from a decree in 1484, that all the
craftsmen should in time to come appear on the
occasion in their best attire, and with the tokens
of their craft on their breasts and that who-

cities of

Aberdeen

;

resort,

where

clocks were

it

was conspicuous
of clumsy

to all.

But

as

uttermost taste and splendour which they could
command must have been bestowed, and where

every trade endeavoured to outshine the others,

mechanism, being
moved by weights and having no pendulum,
the choice of the keeper of the town horologe
in Aberdeen was a subject of great moment.
In 1453 we find the alderman and council
assembled for the purpose, when theii' choice
fell upon John C'rookshank, who was appointed
to the office with a salary of forty shillings ever should fail in doing so should lose the
annually. Considerably later than this (a.d.1493) freedom of his craft for a year.
we find them confeiTing it on David Theman,
Another festival that seems to have created
goldsmith (probably a foreigner), who for " the some stir in Aberdeen as well as every burgh
bigin, reformacioun, and uphaldin of thar com- in Scotland was that of the Abbot of Unreason
mone knok " was to receive not only forty shila functionary whose office and character relings a year, but several privileges and perqui- quires some explanation.
During the middle
Another important town functionary, in ages, when religious ignorance was at its height,
sites.
the absence of printed advertisements and plac- the most sacred subjects were often converted
ards, was a bellman, whose office it was to into broad farce in the miracle and mystery
announce every public proclamation, and who plays and travestied into mumming exhibitions
should therefore be a person " most habil and to excite the meniment of the crowd while
profitable for the town." So lucrative also it the church, reposing in the confidence of its
mitst have been that, instead of ha\'ing a salary strength, had so little fear of these parodies that
attached to it, the office was exposed to .sale, churchmen themselves were often to be found
while the whole community, magistrates and among their principal contrivers and actors.
ail, were assembled at the tolbooth to witness
Tliese, under various names and forms, were
the competition of the candidates.
In 1471 we common through every country in Europe; and
find it adjudged to Andrew Slunay, mason, in England they formed part of the Christmas
who being the highest bidder receives the bell and other sacred festivities, under the titles of
and is appointed for life, with the consent of the Festival of Fools, the Abbot of Unreason,
bailies, council, and the whole community.
and the Boy-bisho]), during which season of
Of the festivities and sports of the period license a masquerading mob took possession of
that were exclusively civic the notices are stUl the churches and made themselves merry by
very scanty. Gay processions, and partly of a caricaturing those church services which at
religious character, appear, however, to have every other period wore regaidcd with awe and
enlivened the monotony of a town life, among terror. It was natural, amidst this iutermitteat
still

;

—

;

—
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fever, that the infection should creep into Scot-

land

;

but there the practice seems to have been

followed upon a more limited scale.
of these profane dignitaries

The

chief

was the Abbot

of

Unreason, termed in Scotland the Abbot out of

Eeason and in Aberdeen the Abbot of BonWe find no notice of him among the
town records until a.d. 1440, when this mock
functionary was duly recognized, and Eichai-d
Kintore, Abbot of Bon-accord, received from
the town council a grant of the admission dues

accord.

of a burgess to defray his expenses in the play
of the " Haly Blude," which was performed at

the Windmill Hill.

The

title of

this play is

sufficient to indicate the profanity of its char-

acter.

The mirth

was so
was "ordained by the

of these practices also

riotous that in 1445

it

councO and many othera of the gOd for letting
[hindering] and staunching of diverse enormities done in time bygane by the abbots of this
burgh called of Bon-accord, that in time to come
they wiU give no fees to no such abbots. It is
seen speedful to them (an item adds) that for
the instant year they wiU have no such abbot,

but they will that the alderman for the time, and
a baillie whom he wOl take to him, shall supply
that fault [defect]." It was time that such practices should be checked; for independently of
their misrule then- wasteful extravagance and
expenditure was becoming too much for a
thrifty industrious town, as the following extract from the records of 1552 wUl testify:
" The lords of Bon-accord in times bygone have
made too many great, sumptuous, and superfluous banquetings during the time of their reign,
and specially in May, which was thought nothing profitable nor godly, and did hurt to
sundry young men that were elected in the said
office, because the last elected did aye pretend

surmotmt their predecessors in their riotous
and sumptuous banquetings, and the cause,
principle, and good institution thereof, which
was in holding of the good town in gladness
and bHtheness, with dances, farces, plays, and
games in times convenient, neglected and

to

As we have ah-eady seen, the worshipalderman and a gi-ave bailie were selected
for the nonce to supply the fooleries of the sea-

abused."
ful

son and

fill the places of the abbot and his conthe prior of Bon-accord; but whether
they had attempted to " play out the play," and

frere,

had done

it clumsily, or given the banquet with
the play omitted, does not appear; however,
after an interval the deposed officials were rein-

all their former glory.
This fact we
can recognize in an entry under the year 1496,
where the abbot and prior for the time being
were elected and endowed with their usual fee,
"for the honour, consolation, and pleasure of

stated in

[a.d. 1424-1488.

been used in times of
their worthy and honourable progenitora."
Another strange religious festival which had
found its way into Scotland was that of the
Boy-bishop, or episcopus puerorum. This part
of the mimicry of holy things appears to have
originated in the convents upon the Continent
for the amusement of the younger monks, and
from these to have passed to the public schools
both in France and England. On this occasion
a boy belonging to the choir of a collegiate
church or educational establishment was elected
bishop by his companions, and adorned with
mitre, crozier, and episcopal vestments, sometimes of a richer description than even those
worn by a real prelate they then took possession of a church, where they prayed, chanted,
and performed mass; after which the boybishop ascended the pulpit and preached with
due gesticulation to the crowd who had assembled to witness and laugh at the spectacle, and
were ready with their applause in the shape of
substantial money gifts. After this parody the
juvenile choir paraded the streets, dancing and
this bm-gh, like as has

;

singing as they went, and collected offerings at

each door, which were expended for the main-

tenance of the poorer of their order or the sup-

So well fitted, indeed,
keeping the people in good

port of their institution.

was

this practice for

humour and

collecting

money

for religious or

charitable purposes that the clergy themselves

encouraged it, and often supplied rich dresses
ornaments for the masquerade. These

and

notices will

suffice

to explain

its

acceptance

with such a gi\ive community as the council of
Aberdeen, before whom it was probably paraded
in its least revolting character. The boy-bishop
of their town was elected on St. Nicholas' Day,
and his prelacy usually lasted till the evening
of St. Innocents' Day.
How he preached or
paraded during the interval is not told ; but on
the first-mentioned of these days he and the
master of the Grammar-school went upon their
pi-ofessional visits and collected the offijrings
which every respectable householder was bound
to give them as their due, under severe penalties
if they refused.*
It appears, indeed, that this

—

' The following is the enactment of the council:
"The
sayd day, the haill counsell, present for the tyme, all in ane
voce, ordanit that the maister of thair grammar scuyll sell
haf iiij s. Scottis, of the sobirest persoun that resauis him
and the bischop at Sanct Nioholace day till his vage, at the
leyst, and euere vder honest men to gif liim at thair plasour;
and gif ony honest man of ony rsputatioune, oder craf tismen
or vder, haldis f urth the bischop and giffis hym nocht entres,
he sell pay iiij s. to the maister, and viij s. to the baillies for
thair wnlaw, and ordanis the officiaris to pound and distrenzie for the samin and that because it ves considerit be
thaim that he hes na vder fee to leif on, lyk as his predecessoiuis hed afor him, and vder maisteris of vder seniles."
Extracts from the Council Regiiter, p. 186.
;
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was the source from which the teacher derived
his revenue.

It is gi-atifyiiig to tind that in

49c

minutes of Aberdeen. The first notice of these
is in 1448, when in consequence of the expected

lf)54 this degrading estimate of literature was
amended by a salary of ten marks annually,
which was settled for life upon the master of the

arrival of

Grammar-school of Aberdeen.'
While we thus find the Scottish burghs
assessed for the maintenance of boy-bishops
and abbots out of reason, whose only task was
to make the people merry, a more rational impost was that which was le%-ied for the support
of the town minstrels.
These appear to have
been of old establishment both in Aberdeen and
elsewhere, and by the statutes enacted in their

half-pounds of scorchets, or failing thereof, of
twelve whole pounds. But the visit was not
paid tOl 1455; and as it was probably a hasty

favour we learn the nature of their duties. Their

appointment was for life. Their office was to do
" continual good service " to the town in their
proper calling "at even, and morn, and other
times needful " and for this they were to have
" their daily wages and meat of the neighboui-s
of this good town circularly; " while those who
refused payment were to be amerced in eight
shillings to the bailies, "and two shillings to the
;

This was

said minstrels for their day's cost."
for the substantial burgesses,

who were

to endure such a penalty; but

it is

able

added, "If

there be any poor folks that are not able to give

them meat, that they give them (the minstrels)
two pence to their fee and costs." Such an
establishment was reckoned not only necessary
for the comfort and pleasure but also the grandeur of the burgh and in the reception of noble
visitors and gi-eat civic processions of the magistrates the services of these musicians were in
;

him

James

II.

the council decreed to

two tuns

a propine of

make

Gascony wine,
wax, and twelve

of

six hghts of three stone of

which no such preparation could be
made, it was resolved to present him with a
hundred marks. After these the notices of
propines to successive sovereigns are numerous,
and have reference to the sumptuous entertainone, for

ment

dming then- stay,
wax lights of ample size, pipes and
" potions" of common wines, or of "stark mighty
of their royal visitors

such as

wines," of dainty spiceries,

and even

of coals.

Nor were the principal nobles who were attendant on the king neglected, and their patronage
town was ensured by bountiful

the good

to

allowances, chiefly of wine.

Even pereonages

of

inferior political consequence, but worthy of affec-

tionate regard, were also

welcomed with scarcely
than that which was accorded to
the noblest and among these was Hector Boece,
the historian.
It was proposed to bestow on
him a tun of wine if he could remain till the
new wines came from abroad, but if otherwise,
to present him with twenty pounds Scots " to
help to buy him bonnets, which of them he
thinks most expedient at his own pleasure."
less liberality
;

Such was the

state of a Scottish

the traffickers

who

traded in

was mean and

theu-

mode

burgh and

it; their estate

of li^ang uncomfort-

weU as bountifully rewarded.
This appears by an entry of the 24th of July,
1501, to the following effect:
"The said day,

able, according to

the Alderman, baillies, and

with plentiful fortunes, and whose influence in
society was commensurate with their wealth.
The career of one of these men about the close

great request as

—

council

assigned

common minstrels ten pounds to be
taken from the dean of gild's, to furnish them
to the passage, with the alderman and other
honourable neighbours to the feast of our soveto their

reign lord's marriage, at the

command

of his

modern estimate. But among
them were men of intelligence, industry, and
enterprise, whose labours had been re%varded

of the present period is distinctly set forth in

the

first tale

of the Priests of Peebles,

important question

is

propounded,

where the

"Why do not

highness and to the pleasure of his majesty."

the children of burgesses thrive to the third

What was

descent!"

the particular dress of these min-

not stated but we find that when they
on this occasion to the royal marriage
they had a silver badge, with the arms of Aberdeen engraved or embossed uf)on it, which was
given to them by the town, and made by
David Thomson, the goldsmith and horologist
of Aberdeen.
Another lovable custom of the burghs of Scotland was to give a "propyne" or present to such
royal or noble personages a.s were pleased to
honour them with a visit Of these honorary
gifts there is frequent mention in the council
strels is

;

pa.ssed

>

Eztracta from the Council Regitter,

p. 202.

In this sketch of the

J50et the

mer-

commences trade "with hap
and halfpenny, and a lamb's skin,"
and goes barefooted from town to town in all
weathei-s.
His petty e.arnings expand into a
pack, and with its contents he traffics at the fairs
until it becomes worth forty pounds. His pack
is thus too heavy for his owu shoulders, and he
cantile adventurer

[good luck],

purchases a "stalwart horse," to which in process of time a cart is attached to carry his pots

and pans, which he transmutes into
cofi"ers, chest, and counter, and he has
rich man ere people were aware of it.
settles in town, opens a shop, buys
wool and at last goes abroail with a
;

Flanders

become a

He now
and sells
shipment

;
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of his goods, returns a wealthy

a rich wife.

He

fitable voj'ages,

continues to

man, and marries

make

these pro-

and becomes the proprietor of a
to the wealth and

Having thus attained

ship.

dignity of a merchant-royal, he adapts his
of living to the change;

mode

and here we have a

glimpse of the style of a great traiBcker of the
James III., and such a one as Leith,
Perth, Dundee, or Aberdeen delighted to

reign of

He washed his hands in a basin of
His cupboard was enriched with plate
of gold and silver to the value of three thousand
pounds. His gowns and other parts of clothing
were gay and rich, those for week-days being
green and gray, and those for Sundays of sUk.
His wife was equally splendid in scarlet, and in
her expenditure had no reason to fear a dearth
of ale or bread.
Such was a Scottish merchant
of the day not equal, certainly, to the Cannyngs, De la Pooles, and Whytingtons of Enghonour.
silver.

—

still a merchant-prince in his own
poor country, and an honourable type of its

land, but

frugality, industry,

To

and

a contrast

—

about the price of

cloth.

He

frequents the

taverns and plays at hazard until he

by dicing and

is

reduced

dissipation to sheer poverty;

and
and

being unable to work he repaira to court,
becomes the follower of some nobleman's heir,
of whom he is content to be the humble toad-

eater or swash-buckler in requital for protection

and bread.
Of the style

[a.d. 1424-1488.

way they amused themselves

this

both before supper and till a late hour afterw.ards.
The king, amidst this blithe festival, is
debonair and kind, treating his lords, knights,
and barons not only as guests but friends and
companions, and jests with a buxom knight,
called the King of Love, in the true style of
poetry and romance, while his fingeis are moving the pawns upon the chess-board.

All the

manner employed in their
respective groups, and ai-e so absorbed in their
amusements that they take no notice of the
conspirators in the back-ground, who are moving
as darkly and silently as shadows on the wall,
and tremblingly awaiting the issue of their
enterprise.
When the mirth and enjoyment
others are in like

of the festival

have ended the king gives the

signal to retire

by

calling

for the voidee or

parting-cup; and after drinking a courteous

adieu to his guests they depart to their homes.

The wax torches with which the

was

hall

lighted,

the highly-spiced dishes and abundantly sweet-

ened

success.

this picture, however, succeeds

in which we have the sketch of a Scottish
spendthi'Lft of the day
a class, indeed, that
must have been limited enough where so few had
large fortunes to spend.
It is the son and heir
of the aforesaid merchant, now grown to manhood, and who enters into his fathei-'s possession
but not to his cai-eer of industry and thi'ift.
He has abundance, and wherefore should he
toil ? With his fingers glittering with rings, and
so tenderly nurtured that his mother " tholed
not the reek on him to blaw," he thinks foul
scorn that any one should ever hear that hLs
Forth he strats
father had sold a sheep-skin.
with two sei'ving-men and a varlet at his back,
and would be frantic if any one inquii-ed at him

In

port."

cates, as well as the variety of

wines with

which the guests were regaled, are unfortimately
not mentioned, which would have so greatly
aided us in our estimate of royal and noble life

And now

in Scotland.

that the night's festival

has ended, and the king

is left

to his domestic

privacy, he gladly disencumbers himself of his
regal attire

and ornaments,

in preparation for

unclothed except his night-gown
and shirt, while upon the bench beside him lie
his night-cap, his comb, his coverchef, his furred
rest,

and

is all

—

(slippers), and a foot-sheet
a simple
and array of night-gear that still smacks
a poor and rude country. The same simpli-

pynsons
toilet

of

city

is

perceptible in the rest of the sketch ; for

all but unclothed and in his bedchamber he stands before the chimney amusing
himself with the queen and her maids of hon-

although thus

who are accustomed to bestow their attendance upon the royal pair' to the last, and who
feel no scruple about a dishabille which can
scarcely be even mentioned to their fair deHe then casts olf his night-gown,
scendants.
and is ready to go to bed.^ Such was the night
our,

of a palace festival,

whether

its

place

might

among the

chance to be the regal hall of the mouastery of

very defective.

Perth, the stately castle of Stirling, or the time-

glimpse of court life is afforded
us in the account of the last evening spent by
James I. It was Ckristmas, when devotion

honoured royal residence of Holyrood. Such
also, although with inferior state, were probably
the great evening gatherings in noble castles
when a church holiday was to be observed or a
happy event commemorated.
In the succeeding reign we have, from a
foreigner who was present, the description of a

of living maintained

aristocracy our knowledge

is stLlI

A momentary

was wont to be mixed with festivity over
Europe as well as in Scotland. The king plays
at chess with one of his knights; tables or
draughts are also in use among the gay party
and these games are diversified with the read-

ing of romances, singing, piping, harping, and
" other honest solaces of great pleasure and dis-

I Contemporary account of the murder of James I. in
Pinkerton's Bistory of Scotland, aprencUx, vol i. p. 462.

;
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royal banquet on the occasion of the marriage
of James II. with Mary of Gueldies in 1449.

the midst of the feasting minstrels are introduced, and as the pope and cardinals were the

hall was thronged by Scottish magnates
and the noble attendants of the bride James
was dressed in a violet-coloured cloak lined
with white cloth, and wore boots and spure;
Mary, to the astonishment of her countrymen,
had been arrayed by her Scottish tiiing-women

chief guests the song consisted of a

The

;

in a robe of violet colour lined with ermine,
while her long haii- hung down unplaited and

uncurled upon her back and shoulders. Three
tables extended through the length of the hall,
The
filled with honoured and eager guests.
fii-st dish, which was brought in as a flourish of
preparation, was the figure of a boar's head
painted and stuck full of coaree pieces of flax,
called hards, and surrounded with thirty banners bearing the arms of the king and chief

the Virgin.

hymn

The singing being ended a

to

juggler

succeeded

"With

castis,

and with

a quaynt caryar;"

cautilis,

and after he has ably played his part to the
amusement of the company a bard from Ireland
enters,

Irish

and

who

sings a wild bombastic song, half

and half Scotch,

insults the attendants,

fights a desperate battle

with two " flyrand

[fleering] fools" or professional jesters,

by

whom

very roughly handled. In these several
notices we can distinctly perceive the mixture
of pompous show and harlequinade with which
the feasts of the middle ages were enriched,
he

is

when quips and cranks were

as necessary for

and

and after this coarse production of art
had been sufticiently admired the flax was
kindled and the head set ablaze, amidst the
shouts and admiration of all present. After
this pageant a ship of silver, of great size and
richly wrought, was introduced, which was
divided into several compartments for holding
Then came the work in earsalt and spices.

pleasure or digestion as

by the entrance of the first course, preceded
by the Earl of Orkney accompanied by four
knights and the other coui-ses which followed
in succession were caiTied in dishes by thirty
or forty persons. But still we are tantalized by

mirth was a necessary accompaniment to clumsy
joints and unskilful cookery and a five hours'
dinner of such fare, among those whose conversational subjects were so limited, made the services of the jester, juggler, and ballad-singer a

our ignorance of these various messes, both as to

welcome relief.
A more pleasing description

nobles

;

nest

;

and the mode of cookery. At the
third table were seated a church dignitary whom
the foreigner calls a, patriarch, and who probably was some foreign ecclesiastic, three bishops,
an abbot, and several priests; and he informs
us that the five eminent churchmen quaffed
their wine, which was as plentiful as sea-water,
out of a large hanap, or wooden bowl, without
Five
spilling a single drop of the good liquor.

their material

hours did this feast continue, being succeeded
neither by supper nor dancing. On the day
after there was also abundance of feasting but
the entertainments seemed coai-se and barbar;

ous in the eyes of the accomplished narrator.

On

contrasting these with the style of living at

the courts of France and Burgundy

Mary might

well weep, as she did five or six days afterwards,

when her

train took their departure, and
her to her queeuship and her destiny.

left

In the reign of James III. we are presented
with the picture of a Scottish state banquet in
the poem of the " Howlat," but unfortunately
the sketch adds little to our scanty knowledge
of tlie subject.
Although pereonages of the
highest dignity are present, the occu])anta of
royal thrones, their seats on

tliis

occision were

nothing better than boards and benches.

In

In this
of

way we

salt, sauces,

spices.

find in the lordly dining-halls

England and Scotland such a medley of
we wonder how they came there
a showman's booth or

assistants that

—the very sweepings of

vUlage hustings, according to modern reckoning,
but which in those days had the free enti-ance
of lordly halls and the applause of princes. But

;

of a feast

among

the middle classes towards the end of this
period is contained in the old poem of the
Priests of Peebles,

and serves to show the ad-

vance that had been making in the comfort
Three ecclesicivilization of ordinary life.

and

astics

assemble at the town of that name to

have a collation upon the day of St. Bryde.
Their portraits, which are distinctly sketched,
announce one of them as an accomplished Scottish traveller of the period, for he had travelled
in Portugal and Spain, having in the latter
country visited foiu* Christian kingdoms and
one heathen or Moorish. He had also been in
Rome, Flandera, Venice, and other countries.
Another of this triumvirate does not presume
to call himself a traveller, as he had only been
They adjourn to a tavern, where a
at Rome.
good substantial dinner is speedily prepared for
them, consisting of three fat capons roasted and
well larded, with sundry other meats, whUe
they prefer a boy as their only attendant, that
they may converse without inteniiption. Wlien
the capons and other good cheer are ready a
roundel or round table is set before them covered
with a fair clean clotli, and liread put upon it,
and after dinner they drink a quart; and
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though the kind of liquor is not mentioned
we may presume it was nothing inferior to the
good substantialities of their meal. All this
shows that by the close of this period comfortable living had been carefully studied and was
well understood

land

— at least in the taverns of Scot-

—and that they could provide the materials

as well as the adjuncts of an excellent dinner.

As

yet Scotland seems to have been ignorant

of distillation, as

we

find

no mention of strong

waters in any form, the beverages consisting
entirely of wine, ale, and beer, the last having
appai'ently not been introduced into Scotland
until the reign of

James

III.,

when

it is

for the

time mentioned in a parliamentary statute.
The increase in the importations of wine and
beer had now become so profitable that even
already these liquors had become subject to
fii-st

[a.d. 1424-1488.

and merriment with which they shorten the
way.

It

is

the season of Beltane (1st of May),

the gayest of Scottish festivals, and the tavern
of Peebles

pose

is

is

fiUed with those

whose only pur-

and laugh. They order
drawn out and white napery to
upon them, and whatever is brought in
to eat, drink,

the tables to be

be laid

by the landlady to the hungry and thirsty
The hour
is scored up upon the waD.
of reckoning comes, and one of the company
collects the Imiche (or lawin) upon a trencher.

guests

This process, however, produces a quarrel, in
which hard words are followed by blows, upon
which the whole party rush out into the street
and commence an affray that deepens into a
general melee, while the speeches, blows, and
disasters of the several combatants are given

decree upon the subject was accordingly fulmi-

with great comic humour. Luckily, however,
no deaths are occasioned, although thirty-three
of the fighters are laid sprawling in a dunghill,
and seven made fast in the stocks. Having thus

nated by the parliament in 1482
" It is statute
and ordained that in time to come none of oiu-

given vent to their superfluous energies the
whole company betake themselves to dancing,

pestilent adulterations

tion of the

enough to

legislature.

call

the atten-

The following
;

stern

—

sovereign lord's lieges bring corrupt or mixed

the chief part of which

wine within the realm; and if any such happens to be sent them, that no man sell nor tap
it from [the time] it be declared by the bailies
and gustars of wine that it is mixed or corrupt;
but send it again forth of the realm under
the pain of death And that no person within
the realm take upon hand in time to come to
mix wine or beer under the pain of death, as

dance, consisting of active leaps like those of

said is."'

the period

:

From

a Peebles tavern to a Peebles fair the

transition

is

known poem

easy, in consequence of the well-

James

I. entitled "Peblis to
be taken as a sample of
the fairs of the country in general during this
period.
Such regular concourses were of vital
importance in every country during the middle
ages, as it was on those occasions that the work
of buying and selling was chiefly transacted,

the Play

;"

of

and

it

may

and industiy furnished with its proper mart.
We have already seen the pedlar exalted into a
wealthy merchant by hia diligent attendance
upon these meetings both on foot and horseback. It was not always for the mere purposes
of traffic, however, that a whole county would
pour

population into this bustling marketit was the richest of raree-shows and
the great resort of fun, frolic, and mischief as
its

place, for

well as sober calculating trading.
in this

poem

of the royal bard

Accordingly

we have

the

gleeful preparation of the rustics for this annual

saturnalia,

the

careful

dressing of

men and

women in their best attire on the occasion, their
journey to the town of Peebles, and the jibes
1

Acts of the Parliaments qf Scotland,

il.

p. 144.

the fish from which
close the bagpiper,

half a day,

it

who

demands

called the salmon-

is

named

is

tliree

and at the

halfpennies as his

In this manner the day

hire.

;

has played to them for

is

passed, and at

night the several parties return to their homes,
with abundance of love-making by the way.

and amusements of
from
Hunting and hawking were
the chief out-of-door amusements of the nobUity,
as they had been throughout Europe at large
from time immemorial; and the strict jjarliamentary laws, so frequently repeated, show that the
In turning

we

to the sports

find that they diifered little

those of England.

Scottish nobles were careful in the preservation
of their

game

as one of their choicest privileges.

None, therefore, were allowed to destroy the
nests or eggs of wildfowl, or the fowls themselves while moulting, or to kill hares or rabbits

during the time of snow, and more especially
deer, roes, or does at the same period, under
severe penalties. Stealing hounds and hawks,

any way trespassing npon preserves and
young or even
their eggs, and invading fish-ponds, were also
punished with fines varying according to the

and

in

inclosures; robbing nests of then'

nature of the trespass.

Even already

these

and beasts were as exclusively the property of the great as the lands themselves on
which they found shelter.— As for tournaments,
they seem to have become less frequent than
ever, having been little encouraged either by
James I. or his son and grandson; and it is not
unlikely that these sovereigns were aware of
the facility with which such meetings might
birds

—

;
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have been perverted to the purposes of lawless
and treasonable combinations. Of the home
and indoor amusements of the nobles we have
occasional notices during this period,
of these

was the

" With

club,

and

and monie

cote,

His party-coloured

was
and

bel to ring."

known

coat, his

to require description.

minstrel, always a musician
poet,

fii'st

cap surmounted
his morris-bells, and his bauble

^vith asses' eara,

are too well

and

jester

The

and sometimes a

also a state-officer in a nobleman's

consequence of the
music under James I. and his
have already noticed the juggler
as a welcome guest among the great, whose halfenlightened minds were well fitted to enjoy his
wonderful feats and transformations, which
they could scarcely believe to be natural or
vrithin the comixiss of human dexterity.
Of
sedentaiy games, we read of chess and draughts;
and from a slight notice in one of the tales
of the Priests of Peebles we find that games
of chance with dice were also used, and that
men had already learned to impoverish themselves by this kind of amusement.^
Paiume or
tenuis was also a favourite game among the
Scottish nobility, and it was in consequence of
his devotedness to it that James I. was deprived
of an outlet of escape when his assassins had
castle,

this especially in

cultivation of

grandson.

We

;

From

these edicts

whUe

being exclusively Scotch,
to

the latter

England and Scotland.

Notice has been already taken of the parliamentary enactments against these games, from their
tendency to withdraw the people from the cul-

and

tivation of archery;

in reverting to English

we find that similar prohibitions had
been necessary in the south at an earlier period,
on account of the interference of popular games
with the practice of the bow at the parish meethistory

ings and competitions.

Of the costume of the commons at the commencement of this period the notices are so
scanty, that the whole subject
in a single sentence.

Men

may be

dismissed

sometimes wore hats

II. we find a
higher state of comfort in the costume of
the lower ordere; and the improvement is pretty

In advancing to the reign of James

distinctly

tions

marked

rich,

to lay aside their

gowns, except on holidays, while they
wear short kerchiefs with little
hoods attached to them, such as were worn in
Flandera, England, and other countries. It was
found necessary to legislate even for the peato their

wei-e enjoined to

santry,

who seem

kerchiefs, hoods,

time of James

I.,

we have

and

of

and

occurs in his

it

is

tippets.

costume in the

poem

of

to

have been following briskly

in the wake of their betters; and it was ordered
that " no labourers nor husbandmen wear on

the work-day other than gray or white; and on
the holiday only light blue, green, or red and
;

their wives the same,

parts of the female dress about which there

the notice

of silk or

of these rich adornments, but also of long trains

pence the

is all

gowns

and their mantles trimmed with
the fur of martins, unless they were aldermen
or bailies.
In like manner their wives and
daughtei-s were prohibited not only from the use

making; and that

This

in the pai'liamentary prohibi-

which were issued to check it. By these
who were now growing
and natiu-ally willing to enjoy their riche-s,

citizens or burghers,

of birchen twigs platted or interwoven: the chief

any mention are

also leai-n that cloth of

still

were ordered

was common both

we

gold had entered into use and formed the material of the cloaks and robes of the highest nobles.

scarlet cloth,

fli-st

men wore

trousers, whatever

commons

the chief

we may imagine that,

doublet, cloak, and
might be their fashion, colour,
and material and that women were fm-uished
with the kirtle or close gown, besides the neck
and head dresses already mentioned, even though
they might have neither mantle nor petticoat.
We can also suppose that bare feet were commonly exhibited by both sexes even at chui-ch
and market, and that shoes were generally considered ;is a luxury, or even a superfluity. Ascending to the higher classes our knowledge is
more ample both from incidental notices and
the sumphiary laws which were enacted by parliament. Shirts of linen were now in use among
the higher classes. Their caps were of silk or
velvet ornamented with plumes or jewelry;
and lords or knights, whose revenue amounted
to two hundred marks yearly, were allowed to
wear silk and the finer f ni-s among their clothing.

besides these,

entered the monastery.

Of the games of the
were golf and football, the
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"Peblis to the Play;" but

and kerchiefs

of their

known
come

in Scotland.

to church or

It was, "that

market with her

no

And

He

derflie

play at dyae

to the taverne eith he

was

to tyse.

weipH nocht for na wnrld's welth, nor win.
drink and dyce have pourit him to the pin."

(Juliil

Priettt of Peebles, p. 11

;

Lend. 1792.

woman

face mus-

saled or covered, that she m.ay not be

"At hasard wald he

own

exceed not the price of forty
ell."
After this followed a pungent
prohibition, giving token that the favourite mode
of Spanish love-intrigues was by no means unit

known,

under the penalty of forfeiting the head-dress."
Even the clergy, it would appear, had also to be
held in check and it was enacted that none of
them should wear gowns of scarlet or martins'
furs, unless they were dignitaries of a cathedral,
;
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doctors, oi such as could

marks

spend two hundred

yearly.
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the accession of James IV.,^ we can abundantly
supply the adornments that were necessary to

costume of the period. Rings set
with emeralds, rubies, and diamonds coUara of
gold, with pendants of chased work ; crosses of

In the dresses of the nobility we have as yet
seen nothing more than the materials of which
they were made; but in the reign of James III.

finish a noble

we

different saints

obtain a glimpse of the several articles of

wearing apparel into which they were fashioned,
from the money disbursed by the royal treasurer for the king's clothing to

James Hommil,

There were
There were curches or

the king's tailor and favourite.'
shirts of fine

caps,

same

holkmd.

and "muchis" (probably night-caps) of the
material.
Of gowns there is one of cloth

with satin; another of camlet lined
with lambskin; and a thu'd of large dimensions,
"
called a syde (or long) go wne," lined with French
black silk. We have a doubletof velvet, while the
of gold lined

;

and gold chains of various length
and weight, from the ominous "black kist,"
which Earl Douglas is said to have accused as
the cause of

upon us

its

owner's undoing, are poured out

in bewildering profusion.

girdles also

As

were rich and conspicuous

belts or

articles of

these occur of several materials, but in
every case " hernessit with gold." Then we have
many fancifid articles for pereonal comfort or
display that indicate a high state of refinement
di-ess,

—

such as two toothpicks of gold
and an earpick suspended with sundry other
ornaments from a chain a St. Michael of gold,
with a pearl on his spear a book of gold like
a table, and on the clasp of it four pearls and a
pended. A still smaller and more succinct ar- fair ruby a whistle of gold, probably for summoning an attendant. How gallantly and graceticle of dress is mentioned, being a jacket of satin
lined with lambskin. We have a tippet of velvet fully such ornaments as these could be worn was
lined with fine fur; and what is still more start- shown in the case of Cochrane, the architect,
ling as an article of male attii'e
" ane elne of when, as Earl of Mar, he would needs put himThis last self in the front rank of the Scottish nobility.
skai'lett for a petticote to the king."
Under the same class of accounts we have
peculiarity, however, was not wholly unknown
in the male royal costume of England, from brief notices of the kind of dress worn by the
whence it was probably derived by the Scots. queen and high-born ladies of her court. She
Besides the cap we have mention both of hats and six ladies of her chamber are about to pass
and bonnets in these items of royal clothing, to Whitehorn and she furnishes them on the
and doubtless of costly material, as may be occasion with hvery gowns of " gray" lined with
judged from their prices. We have also foot cloth of the same name, the sleeves and collars
socks and longsocks thelatter probably to cover being of velvet. This is scanty information and
for the period

—
—

trimming that ornaments it consists of five ells
of ribbon;
and another doublet on the sleeves
of which sixteen ells of small ribbons are ex-

—

—

—

;

—

—

but the price charged for

and white hose. Gloves
appear to have been worn by persons of high
rank and of either sex, -wherever the Normans
introduced their ascendency; and they are not
omitted in the accounts of James III. Even
his swords for state or court occasions required
the aid of tailor-craft; and we find mention
of one of them having a velvet sheath; and
another, a hght walking-sword, with a sheath
of red cramasie velvet.
Out of this inventory,
for want of better information, we must be content to clothe a Scottish nobleman at the close

obscure at the best

this period: the materials are abundant
enough to cover him if fancy can but put them
on aright.
This king, who was famous for hoarding, left

a " sliding gown," which seems to have been an article of dress easily put on or removed. Another
govra is mentioned as being of black damask

at his death a considerable collection of rich

mean

the legs as well as feet

of

ornaments and jewelry; and from the inventory of these, which was carefully

drawn up

at

Borthwick's Remarks on British Antiquities.
Etlinburgh, 1776. Pinkerton, who quotes from Borthwick this
"Account, Charge, and Discharge of John Bishop of Glasgow,
Treasurer to James III. for the year 1474," declares, with
one of his wonted sneers, that tliis is the only curious article
in the work.
1

these

;

gowns by Andrew Balfour, who furnished

the materials, shows

tliat

and

chief articles of her

costly,

they were sulficiently
of a queen to bestow.

and worthy

rich

The

own wardrobe, which

are mentioned, are the following: "A cloak and
capite bern," which is supposed to have been a
kind of cloak or mantle, with a small hood, and

probably used in travelling. This was made of
" black," and lined with " Scots black," which

we may presume was cloth of an inferior quality.
She has a gown of velvet lined with black; and

lined with "cristie" gi'ay,
of female attire

land,

which

crisped or curled cloth.

was

common

is

supposed to

Her kirtle, a

to Scotland

part

and Eng-

of cramasie (or crimson) satin.

How

these important articles ofTlress were fashioned
we are nowhere told; and in the absence of

proper information
2

it

would be rash

to

assume

A Collection of Inventories and

other Records of the Royal
of the Artillery and Muni-

Wardrobe and Jcwel-hmme ; and
amne of the Royal Castles, 1488-1606.

tion in

Edin, 1815,

(jto.

—
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them the pattern of England, when they to augment it. And thus it lay or grew as unwere more probably formed upon that of France, profitably as the hidden strata of iron or co,al
Flanders, or even her own native Denmark. beneath the surface, but which needed industry
Her head-dress, and of course that of the ladies and enterprise to make it of any value. It was
of the court, was not wanting in those towering also for the most part the kind of riches most
ornaments which had made the round of Europe, abundant in a semi-barbarous age mere gaudy
and which, by adding a cubit to the female pereonal ornaments which were never meant for
This wealth was that of a sordid,
stature, had roused the indignation of the church; circulation.
and accordingly we find as an item " ane elne and useless king, and not of a poor and starving
turrats
to
the
Quene."
community;
ane halve of satyne, for
and as such it tempted the cupidity
Among her head-coverings, also, were " bonnets of barons as greedy as himself, and who felt
for

—

supposed to be bonnets of tiara or turban
round them;
and this graceful article of dress was in such
high favour at the courts both of France and
England as to be often adopted by both sexes
alike. Those of the Scottish queen were covered
with the same kind of cramasie satin as had
been used in making her kirtle. Her collars
were of satin, her tipjjets of satin or velvet, and
her stomacher was of satin lined with ermine.
Her hose were made of " five quartere of black,"
and her gloves, which were furnished by the
" skinner," were completed by being fun-ed with
"band-ledder" (probably a well-dressed and
very pliant kind of fur). When to these equipments we add riding collars made of double
tartan, and her stirrup-irons covered with blue
velvet, we have given all that can be learned of
her attire whether in the palace or afield. But
no such poverty is apparent in the inventory of
her ornaments, which were worthy of any queen
in Europe, and the glitter of which must have
kindled the emulation of those noble dames who
frequented the court. Not merely chains of
gold but strings of pearl and jewels rich and
rare form a striking contrast to the comparative
simplicity of her wai'drobe, so that from these
we can only e.xtract a few examples. One of these,
"a frete of the queenis" [an amulet?] is " oureset with grete perles sett in fouris and fouria."
Another is a colLar of gold, with nineteen diamonds. A third is a collar of rubies set with
of tire,"

fashion, from having cloth wreathed

threes of pearl, containing thirty pearls

and

with a pendant having a diamond
fourth is a ch.osed collar
of gold made like swans, set in gold, with sixteen
rubies and diamonds, and eight white swans,
and set witli double peai-1. A fifth is an egg of
gold with four great diamonds pointed, and
twenty-aeven great pearls about them.
In reading over these inventoriesof .Tames III.
fifteen rubies,

and a great

pearl.

A

and his queen we are a.stounded to find tliat so
poora country as Scotland should contjiin within
it such an abundance of royal treasure.
But it
waa the king's "pose;" and instead of diffusing

themselves strong enough to dispossess its helpowner. This, indeed, seems to have been
the chief motive of their rebellion for although
less

;

these treasures were seized and inventoried for
the behoof of the royal heir, little of it came into

Such we learn from a declaramade on the 20th of February,

his possession.

tion of parliament

1491. "It is known .and undei-stood," they said,
" that our sovereign lord's father and progenitor
of good mind,

whom God

the time of

assoilzie,

had great treasure and substance of
gold and silver coined and uncoined, and other
precious jewels to gi-eat avail, the which treasure
and substance came never to the hands of our
sovereign lord that now is, but a small little
his decease

part thereof to

little

avail or quantity in regard

of the gi'eat treasure that

It

was ordered,

should be

he had

in dejiose."

therefore, that a strict search

made

after

it,

especially within the

and Fife, and other places
where the king h.ad most resided.
Terrible
penalties were also denounced against the
stealera and concealers, who failed to bring
back their share of the treasure within forty
days, and high rewards oflered to those who
should be the means of recovering it. But the
hue and cry was useless after gold that had
made to itself wings; and of the legislators
themselves who passed the enactment, the most
influential part were probably those who best
knew and could best keep the secret. Part of
this splendid jewelry under new forms may
probably have bl.azed at the Scottish court of
later generations, and part of it may stQl be
shires of Lothian

reposing

among

the heirlooms of noble houses,

or the collections of

A

tlie

antiquary.

better era in science and literature had

now commenced

in Scotland, of

tion of the Univei-sity of St.

which the

erec-

Andrews by Bishop

Wai-dlaw was the

first manifestation
and Scotnow obtain in their own
country the instruction which they had for;

tish students could

merly been obliged
upon the Continent.

to seek in

England and

to levy soldiers for his

however, that
the new univei-sity was f.ar at its outset from
realizing the benefits which might have been
reasonably expected.
The clergy, for whose

pleasure was to gloat over

instruction

it

abroad among his subjects, or even using it
own protection, his only
it and his only aim

it

had

It appears,

chiefly

been instituted, were

—

;
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already sinking into that sensual apathy which
is

so unfavourable for the cultivation of litera-

and from their example the proud

ture;

aris-

tocracy were deterred from those studious pur-

which they thought of such

suits

or that might have identified

little

value,

them with the

and luxurious lurdanes who could do
nothing but pore over books and sing Latin
slothful

canticles.

It

is

not unlikely,

also,

that in the

eyes of churchmen of a better stamp learning

may have

lost

much

of its

former attraction by

and the exciting
These
effects were apparent on the accession of James
I., for such was still the prevalent ignorance
that he was obliged to enact severe statutes
losing the

charm

difficulties of

of distance

pilgrimage and adventure.

against the admission of illiterate candidates

and among these one
was that no man should be a canon in any
cathedral church until he had obtained the

into the clerical office;

degree of bachelor in divinity or of the canon

To improve the means

law.

of instruction he

also invited eighteen doctora of theology

and

eight doctors of the canon law from the Con-

At

tinent to settle in Scotland.

first

the Uni-

its

[a.d. 1424-1488.

institution the university

numbered more

than a hundred members, most of whom were
regular or secular churchmen. As it was only
the three faculties of theology and canon and
civil law that qualified the students for high
offices in the church and state, these departments in the first instance were cultivated
almost to the entire exclusion of the arts; and
it was only in process of time, when learning

was valued for its own sake, that the latter
department attained its proper rank and possessed its due proportion of students. The fii'st
building of the University of Glasgow was on
the south side of the Eottenrow near the cathedral and the institution commenced without
any endowments, its privileges being judged
sufficient.
Gradually lands, tenements, and
chaplainries were bequeathed to it, among them
especially a tenement in the High Street from
Lord Hamilton, upon the site where the university buildings were afterwards erected, and
where the institution had its home until recently
removed to the western quarter of the city.
In turning our attention to the few intellectual men who distinguished this period of our
;

by

Andrews was nothing more than
a large building of timber called the Pedagogy,
in which the professors delivered their lectures;
but to this was added St. Salvadoi-'s College,
which was founded by Bishop Kennedy in

national history

14D5.

but even those accomplished nobles who graced
the coui't of Henry IV. and the victor of Agincourt.
The ardour of his intellectual temperament combined with the solitude of his confine-

versity of St.

The example given
lost
first

Andrews was not
kingdom and the

at St.

upon other parts of the
to follow it was William TurnbuU, Bishop
;

of Glasgow,

by a

who

must
His unjust detention
in England was in some measure requited by
the care bestowed upon his education, so that
he not only surpassed his own rude countrymen
far the highest place

be assigned to James

I.

resolved to distinguish his see

ment naturally inclined him towai-ds poetry, while

He

he was so fortunate as to have for his examples
the works of Chaucer and the " moral Gower,"

university, as

Wardlaw had

done.

accordingly applied to Pope Nicholas V. for a

buU

than which he could not have found more demodels but he soon surpassed the latter,

to that effect, which was granted in 1450
and that the institution might be inaugurated
with becoming importance the pontiff granted

sk-able

a universal indulgence to

former, so that he was one of the greatest of

who

all

faithful Christians

should visit the cathedral of Glasgow dur-

ing the following year.

The departments

of

;

and almost,

if

he did not wholly, equal the

bards before he became one of the most
trious of kings

and

legislators.

illus-

The sunbeam

learning to be taught at the university were

that lighted his captivity and threw

theology, canon law, civil law, and the arts, the

inspiration upon his veraes
the image of
Joanna Beaufort, that having once passed before him was never to be forgot forms one of

comprehending ethics, logic, and physics;
and that there might be no lack of students from
want of sufficient encouragement the same privileges were granted to it by the papal bull which
belonged to the University of Bononia (Bologna).
Among these was the exemption of its members
fi-om all taxes and public burdens and from the
necessity of residence upon their own cures.
Another was the privilege of self-government,
so that the rector and his assessors were judges
iu all criminal causes in which any member was
last

a party, irrespective of the

civil

authority or

even of clerical courts. These immunities were
so tempting that during the first two years of

—

its

bright

—

the most romantic incidents that has ever gi-aced
a poet's career; whUe, unlike a mere romance,
it

was a veritable

crowned with a happy
view he obtained of his

reality

The

termination.

first

future mistress and bride from his

the castle of

Windsor

is

inferior to

window

in

no descrip-

tion of the kind in the wh«le range of poetry:

"And

therewith cast I down mine eye again,
I saw, walking under the tower

Whereas

Full secretly,

The

new comyn her

fairest or the freshest

Th.at ever

to pleyne,

younge flower

I saw, methought, before that hour;

'

;

; :

"
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The blood

of all

my

No wonder was
Were

body

to

my

tions),

heart.

stood abased the a lyte,

I

;

for

why my
?

so o'ercome with pleasauce

tion of these histories, however, in the presence

wittis all

and

delight,

Only through letting of mine eyeu fall,
That suddenly my heart became her thrall
For ever; of free will for of menJlce
There was no token in her sweete face.
;

"And in my head I drew right hastily;
And eft-soones I lent it forth again
And saw her walk that very womanly.
With no might mo but only women twain.
Then gan 1 study in myself, and sayn,
'Ah sweet, are ye a worldly crt^ature.
Or heavenly thing in likeness of nature
'i

Or are ye god Cupidis own princess.
And comen are to loose me out of hand ?
Or are ye very Nature the godd&ss.
That have depainted with your heavenly hand

'

This garden

What
Shall

full of flouris as

shall 1 think, alas
I

!
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and committed to writing in v-ulgar
song, wherein he was skilled, the things that
were commonly related of him. By the recita-

For which sudden abate anon astert

'And though

;

they stand ?

what reverence

mester unto your excellence ?

" In her was youth, beauty, with humble aport,
Bounty, richess, and womanly feattire
God better mote than can my pen report
Wisdom, largess, estate, and cunning sure,

of the nobles he obtained food and clothing,
which he well deserved." Here we have a
wandering bard, one of those against whose idle
and vagabond life more than one severe act of
parliament had been fi-amed, but sheltered from
punishment as well as received to high favour
as an honourable exception to the general rule.
As Major was born in 1469, the poem of Wallace
must have been written a short time afterwai-ds.
That Henry was blind when he composed it we
can easily grant, but that he was born blind is
not so credible from the vividness and correct-

As he professes to
have derived his information from a full history
of Sir William Wallace written by John Blair
and Thomas Gray, and as this history has been
lost, it was the fashion until lately to treat
Henry's poem as a mere romance or legend
unworthy of the least historical attention ; but
ness of his descriptions.

recent discoveries in Scottish archaeology con-

many of his statements are already
turning the tide in the decried minstrel's favour,
and inducing the belief that the best part of his

firmatory of

In every point so guided her measiire.
In word, in deed, in shape, in countenance,

story

is

true.

That Nature might no more her child avance.

work

it

is

Of the
more easy

poetical merits of the
to speak.

Henry had

neither the learning, the discriminating judg-

work of James was tlie
which the foregoing is an
theme is his love for his queen,
and an account of the manner in which it

ment, nor philosophic

Anotlier of his poems, entitled
" Peblis to the Play," is of a wholly different

and the patriotism of his hero is still more
resistless than his prowess as he strides onward

character, being mirthful in the highest degree

in his career

The

chief

poetical

" King's Quair," of

extract

;

and

its

originated.

and descriptive

of the sports of the lower orders

of Scotland at a fair.
also

been attributed "

To

his authorship has

Christ's

Kii-k

on the

and
shows unfavour-

spirit of Bai-bour;

in tliese respects his Wallace

ably by the side of the other's Bruce. But in
aU other respects Hem-y is the superior poet

through a couree of gallant action
toil until it is closed upon the

and self-denying
scaffold.

In

tliis

the great national champion

of the people, although as brave

and merciless

Green," which, however, seems rather to have
been the production of his descendant, James

as Achilles himself, has something nobler than

and " Falkland on the Green," supposed to
have been written in the Fifeshire dialect and

A

V.

;

to contain a desoiiption of the sports of Scot-

land, but of which no copy has been discovered.
James, indeed, after his return to Scotland, was
too fully occupied with his rebellious nobles

and his plans for the national improvement to
have much leisui-e for the cultivation of poetry
or the indulgence of sportive humour.
A poet of a veiy different description was the
well-known Henry the Minstrel, or Blind Harry,
of whose personal history we liave nothing more
than the following brief notice of .Tohn Major:
" Henry, who was blind from his birth, in
the time of my infancy composed the whole
book of William Wallace (though for my own

—

part I give only partial belief to such produc-

Homei-'s hero to

make us

love

and foUow him.

character so delineated, the cause in which

was embarked, and finally the martyrdom
which invested it with a halo brighter and
purer than that of success and triumph, have
therefore made Sir William Wallace a gi-eater
hero than Bruce in the estimation of his countrymen, and caused Henry, the rude minstrel,
to be prized beyond the learned and reflective
Barbour. In one respect, also, the work of the
former poet has enjoyed an advantage which
was not accorded to the production of the latter.
Wlien the language of both writers became so
it

obsolete as to be almost unintelligible Barbour's

Bruce was quietly permitted to

fall

into obli-

vion, while Henry's Wallace wa.s rescued from

a similar fate by Hamilton of (iilbertfield,

who

modernized in the eighteenth century the anti-

;
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quated language of the blind minstrel of the
fifteenth, so that his Wallace has continued to

be a household book of our peasantry onward
to the present day.

Another poet

of

the period, but of whose

is known beyond his
name, was Sir Eichard Holland. Even his rank
was
a
title given to priests
is unknown, as "Sir"
as weU as knights, while his name is supposed
to have been merely fictitious and assumed for
Following this
the pui'pose of concealment.
theory some have supposed that his Buke of the
Howlat is a severe covert satire upon James II.
and the persecutors of the house of Douglas.

personal history nothing

Of his work alone, therefore, called the Rowlat,
which was written about the fifteenth century,

we

ai-e

entitled to speak with certainty.

It

is

a

and unintelligible as
an allegory well can be; and hence the pershort allegory, as obscure

plexity as to its real or supposed aim, so that
the only purpose that can be detected is the
praise of the Douglases, which is administered

without

stint.

The

story of the allegory

version of a well-known fable.

ing

its

own

ugliness,

An

is

the

owl, detect-

makes a piteous appeal on

the subject to the peacock, the pope of birds,

imploring his intercessions with Dame Nature
that it may be transformed into a comely bird.
In consequence of this petition an ecclesiastical
council of the bu'ds is held; but as the owl's
translation cannot be fully accomplished without the consent of the secular power the Emperor Eagle must be ajipealed to, in consequence

which a convention of birds, both sph-itual
and lay, is held and sumptuously dined by the
The result is that the owl
pontifical peacock.
obtains his request, and by the contribution of
a feather from each of the guests becomes the
of

But by

finest bird in Scotland.

his arrogance

[a.d. 1424-1488.

had been some time deceased. His works evince
that he was not only a respectable scholar for
the age, but of a more refined taste than the
generality of his contemporaries, and his verses
are characterized by a beauty and simplicity that
were considerably in advance of the period. His
chief work was a collection of thirteen fables,
which he has amplified into tales; and the Testament of Cresseid,ui which he daringly attempted
to complete Chaucer's story of Troilus and CresBut, like his predecessors, he transforms
a Greek classical tale into a romance of the middle

seid.

and inflicts poetical justice upon the inconstant Cressida by consigning her to the spitages,

But the best known of his productions
was the populai- pastoral ballad of Rohene and
Makyne, in the style and spirit of which he may
in some measure be said to have anticipated the
Gentle Shepherd of Allan Ramsay.
These, however, although the most distintal.

guished were not the whole of the poets whom
Scotland produced during this period. This is
evident from Dunbar's "Lament for the deth
of the Makaris,"

who mentions

whom,

may be presumed

therefore,

scattered to the winds.

signed to his former
As
land is evidently a follower of Chaucer, but at
a humble distance; and the poetry of the clumsily-constructed narrative is not of a high order,
except, indeed, when he speaks of the Douglases

cultivation,

a poet Hol-

and then, in his descriptions of their heroic
deeds and piteous downfall, his verees exhibit
great vigour and much poetical tenderness.
Throughout, however, they are disfigured by
that

artificial alliterative

character which pre-

As

but

is still

Next

to poetry,

a more

poet,

who

lived at the close of

Eobert Henryson (the old form of Henderson).
He is supposed to have been a priest and notary,
and also the chief schoolmaster of Dunfermline,
while he is spoken of a.d. 15U8 as a poet who

often at

its

best estate

rude and barbarous,

it

when

chiefly

which it gi-ows, and the future intellectual fruits
It is the language
of which it is the promise.
of strong emotion, and its outburst is the natural
melody of a tempest. Hence the fruitfulness of
Scotland in poets when learned men were so
scarce and civilization as yet in its infancy.

England.

more natural
this period, was

is

serves to indicate the richness of the soil in

music, which,

therefore

to

poetry does not depend upon intellectual

a nation

vailed for a short time in the early poetry of

A less ambitious, and

many

have
been living before the close of the reign of
James III. One of these, Clerk of Tranent,
wrote a romance of The Adventurer of Sir
Oaioain, of which only two cantos have been
preserved, while of the others nothing is known
beyond Dunbar's brief enumeration. But such
must always be the poetry of a rude country
and age. Where the power of transcription is
stOl a rare talent it is only the best, or at least
the most popular productions that will bethought
worthy the labour of continuation, while the
rest, if committed at all to writing, will soon
share the fate of the leaves of the Sybil, and be
of

the owl off'ends his brethren, and as a consequence is stripped of his " lendings " and conugliness.

the names of

eighteen poets or makers as already dead,

not a twin-birth, is its sister
to a science, is of
chara<;ter and demands higher
if

when reduced

artificial

skiU and application than the o6nstruction of
rhymes and measurement of stanzas. The progress of Scottish music, therefore, as far as

we

have hitherto traced it, was not commensurate
with its poetry, but seems to have lagged behind as was the case in most other countries, so

—

;
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that at the present period of our history, where

good poets were so

rife,

we

look in vain for the

notice of a skilful musician.

James

To

this,

indeed,

might be considered an exception, for
his musical talents appear to have been of the
highest kind. According to the testimony of
Bower he sang well and played on the tabor,
I.

bagpipe, psaltery, organ,

flute,

harp, t:-umpet,

and shepherd's reed. Such a variety of instruments within the compass of a single performer
does not give promise either of a very complex
or particularly refined state of musical science;

were otherwise we must still remember
was in England that his skill was atand not in Scotland. But even if music

and

if it

that

it

tained,

was still of slow progress in Scotland it wa.s not
from want of instruments, as the following
enumeration from the Bahe of the Howlat, in
which twenty-four are mentioned, will sufficiently testify:

"The

psaltery, the sytholis, the soft sytharist,

The croude, and the monycordis, the gitternis gay;
The rote, and the recordour, the ribupe, the rist.
The trumpe, and the talburn, the tympane but tray;
The liltpype, and the lute, the fydill in fist,
The dulset, the dulsacordis, the schahne of assay;
The amyable organis usit full oft
Claryonis lowde kuellis,

and

Portativis

bellis

Cymbuolanis in the cellis,
That soundis so

As

the example of

James

the cultivation of music,

new instruments

soft."

I.

may have promoted

;xs

well as introduced

into Scotland, the taste of his

unfortunate grandson undertook the task of advancing this progress with a zeal amounting to

This was manifested in his extraordinary attachment to William Rogers, the
famed English musician, who visited the Scotinfatuation.

tish court in the train of the English amba-s-

and whom James III. honoured
with knighthood and pei-suaded to remain in

sadoi-8 in 1474,

"

Scotland.

Under

the instructions of this man,

the most celebrated of his profession," says an

ancient authority quoted

by Pinkerton, "numer-

ous eminent musicians arose in the court of
Scotland and even so late as 1529 many great
:

musicians boasted that they were of his school."

But the crowning

fully of his love of

music was

505

Coldingham for the
augmenting the choir which he had

his seizure of the benefice of

purpose of

established in the chapel-royal of Stirling.

"He

doubled them for that efi'ect," says Pitscottie,
" that the one half should ever be ready to pa.ss
with him, to sing and play with him, and hold
him merry the other half to remain at home,
to siug and play for him and his succession; and
for this [he] made great foundation in the said
;

was the

commencesome
have imagined, it was certainly accompanied
with strange sounds and fearful discord
Of a still slower pi-ogress than poetry and
music are the arts of painting and sculpture, and
chapel-royal."

ment

If this

real

of the musical era of Scotland, as

!

therefore, in the present state of Scottish civili-

be said of them. That the
must have been practised to some extent is evident from the demands which chivalry
at least would make upon them for the adornments of crests and the emblematic devices
painted upon shields and surcoats, as well as
the necessities of religious worehip, which required pictures for altar-pieces and images for
the shrines. Even from the very few relics which
survive as samples it would be impossible to
judge of the progress which had at this time
been made in Scotland, as these were in many
cases the production of foreign artists.
Such
was evidently the case with that celebrated
painting formerly at Kensington now in the
palace of Holyrood. This picture, which contains
portraits of the family of James III., appears
zation, little needs to

two

latter

from the ages of the parties to have been painted
about the year 1482; and from internal evidence
must have been the woi'k of a foreigner who had

and been welcomed by the unfortunate monarch. The personages supposed to be represented in it are James
himself, his son,afterwai'ds James IV., his queen,
Margaret of Denmark, his daughters Mary and
Margaret, and his father-in-law, Christiern of
Denmark, in the character of St. Canute. Of
visited Scotland at that period,

this singular

specimen of art at a rude stage of

modern history Pinkerton justly observes,
"Hardly can any kingdom in Europe boast of
a more noljle family picture of this early epoch;
and it is in itself a convincing specimen of the
attention of James III. to the arts."
its

—

PERIOD

Yll.

FKOM THE ACCESSION OF JAMES
JAMES

V.

(A.D.

CHAPTEK
BEIGN OF JAMES

TO THE DEATH OF

IV.

1488 to

A.d.

1542).

I.

IV.

(1488-1503).

—
—

Uncertainty of the confederate lords about the fate of James III. They summou Sir Andrew Wood to the
inquiry His resolute conduct and answers Coronation of James IV. Proceedings of parliament against
the adherents of his father Various parliamentary enactments Indignation of the late king's adherents
They rise against the new government They are defeated .at Talla Moss Penitence of the young king for
his rebellion against his father
Lord Lindsay called to trial for his appearance in .arms at Sauchiebum
His blunt justification before the king and council His cause successfully advocated by his brother
Naval victory of Wood over the English off Dunbar His second victory off the Isle of May Magnanimous
conduct of James IV. to the English prisoners Couspijucy to deliver up James to Henry VII. Its obscure
nature and failure Character of James's government His active proceedings in administering justice
His intercoiirse in disguise with the common people His love of chivalry and warlike amusements
Combat between Sir Patrick Hamilton and a knight of Holland Experiment of James to discover the
primitive language of mankind Account of a bifonned person of this period Troubles in England from
pretenders to the throne Attempts of Perkin Warbeck He arrives in Scotland James receives him as
true heir to the English crown He invades England in his beh.alf Apathy of the EngUsh to the pretensions of Warbeck The invasion abandoned Another abortive invasion followed by a truce
Warbeck
leaves Scotland His subsequent fate Account of his widow Peace between the two kingdoms interrupted
by an affray at Norham Its dangerous consequences averted by negotiation Treaty for a marriage
between James and the daughter of Henry VII. Attachment of James to Margaret Drummond Her
tragic end Terms of the marriage of James to the Princess Margaret An agreement of permanent peace
between England and Scotland succeeds Articles of the treaty Their tenor honourable to the Scots
Arrival of the bride of James in Scotland.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

the

battle

of

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Sauohieburn the con-

young prince

—

—

—

in their

victory the uncertainty of the king's fate

made

advantage doubtful he might yet be alive
to renew the war and take vengeance upon their
treason. Perhaps, also, the remorse of the young
James and the facility with which he might be
withdrawn from their cause if his father still
lived, may have deepened their anxiety. Wliile
they were in suspense it wa.s told them that the
;

two ships of Admh-al Wood, called the Flower
and Yelloxo Carvel, had been lying off and on in
the Forth, and during the battle had sent their
boats ashore, which retiu-ned to them with the
wounded upon which they suspected that the
king might have thus been rescued, and be still
under Wood's protection. Under this surmise,
which bore a formidable appearance fi'om the
admiral's well-known loyalty, his matchless naval
skill, and complete command of the sea, the lords
marched from Linlithgow to Leith, and on their
;

—

—

company, withdrew their force.s to Liulitligow.
Although their rebellion had been crowned with
this

—

—
—

—

After

—

—
—

—

—

federate lords, with the

—

—

—

—

—

arrival sent messengers to inquire

if

the king

was on board either of his ships. But although
answer was in the negative, and although he

his

invited the messengers to search the vessels for

confirmation, the lords would not be satisfied,
and commanded him to appear before them and
answer their questions in person. To this, however, the brave sailor would not submit until
they had sent the lords Seton and Fleming on

board as hostages for his safe return. He then
repaired to the council, and on his entrance with
a train befitting his rank, and probably covered
with the full panoply of knighthood, an affecting
incident occurred, which shows what little personal intercourse James III. had maintained
with his son during the latter years of his life.
Struck with the admira I's noble bearing,the prince
hastened up to him and said, "Sir, are you my
father ?" " I am not your father," replied Wood,
who already knew that the king was dead, and
who was melted to tears by the question; "but
I was your father's true servant, and shall be to
the royal authority

till

I die,

and enemy to those

:

ADMIRAL SIR ANDREW WOOD AND

hands of James

privileges.

gether,

III.,

Being wroth

at

and
this

made him

met

at

curtailment of their

liad to suffer the

treatment they banded themselves to-

young prince who was heir

seized the

captive while they
hostile forces

king,

to the throne, held

and proclaimed

Sauchieburn, near

This

who

Confederate Lords,
they

summoned

latter

Stirling, the

army of James

Sir

circumstance, however, was not

retired with their victorious

Andrew Wood

to

When

civil war.

was routed, while the king himself was assassinated as he
field of battle.

IV.

most powerful Scottish nobles received scant courtesy

Several of the
at the

JAiMES

army

fled

him
the
III.

from the

known

to the

There

to Leith.

appear before them, because they

believed that he had concealed the defeated king on board one of his
ships.
befell;

When

the

you my father!"
fully:

Admiral

for the young king,

To

entered the council
seei/ig

which strange question

"I am not your

father."

chamber a pathetic incident

—"

Sir, are

replied

mourn-

his noble bearing, exclaimed

From

this

Sir

Andrew

we seem

to learn

how

the boy had been kept a prisoner by the Confederate Lords.

closely

ADMIRAL

SIR

ANDREW WOOD AND JAMES

THE ADMIRAL APPEARS BEFORE THE CONFEDERATE LORDS AT LEITH
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who were

He was

the occasion of his down-]nitting."

then asked by the lords

if

he knew of

the king, or where he was; to whicli he answered
that he did not.

"Who

out of the

and passed

field,

were they that came
in boats to the

"It was I and my brother, ready to
have wared [expended] our lives with him in
his defence." "Is he not in your ships?" they
demanded, and he answered boldly and sternly,
''
He is not; but would to God he were there in
ships?"

I should defend and keep him scathefrom aU the traitors that have cruelly murdered him; for I hope to live to see them
hanged and drawn for their demerits!" These
answers, befitting an old sea-king or the admiral
upon his own deck, were indignantly received
by the council, who were not thus wont to be
braved by men of lower degree than their own;
and they would have pi-oceeded to extremities
but for the hostages they had given, and whose
blood wouM have been required at their hands.
Sir Andrew Wood was therefore dismissed unharmed, and it w;)S well that it was so; for,
alarmed at his long absence, and apprehensive
of the worst, Sir Andrew's brother was making
preparations for hanging the lords Seton and
Fleming. Enraged at this fresh indignity, of
which they were informed by the released hostages, the council applied to the mariners and
skippers of Leith to muster every sail at their

safety

:

less

—

command, attack the ships of Wood in the
Forth, and bring him prisoner before them,
men, guns, and munition for
the purpose.
But they were answered that
Wood was so skilfid in naval warfare, and his
artillery and men in such perfect training, that
no ten ships in Scotland might venture to assail
the Flower and Yellow Carvel. On this reply
the lords saw fit to postpone their revenge and
adjourn to Edinburgh for the coronation of theiiyoung king.i
To impart to this rite its wonted solemnity
and make it the expression of the national
choice the lords of the young king's party issued
their letters throughout the kingdom, rer|uiring
all noblemen and commissioners of burghs to
repair to Edinburgh and assist at the coronation of the new sovereign.
But no noblemen
and only a few commissioners obeyed the sumIV.
mons, so that James
wa-s crowned at Scone
either on the 24th or 25th of June, 1488, by tlie
faction that had dethroned his father.
They
formed themselves into a parliament which met
in October, and their proceedings chiefly consisted in justifying their rebellion and denouncing those who were opposed to it. By the act
offering to supply

called

the "Proposition of the debate of the

IV.
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the late king was charged with

field of Stirling,"

want

of truthfulness in observing the engage-

ments

which he had pledged himself

to

to the

peers in writing, his placing confidence in pervei-se counsels,

and

his partiality to the English

— faults which in their eyes had
dethronement.

AU

and other public

wai-ranted his

justices, sheriffs, stewards,

officei's

who had

joined him,

was hereditary, suspended
from oflice for three yeare; churchmen who had
taken arms for the king were to be handed over
to their ordinary for punishment; and those
heii-s who had been disinherited by their fathers
for adopting the cause of Prince James were to
were,

if

their tenure

be restored to their patrimonial rights. Whatever grants had been made by the late king since
the commencement of the rebellion were also
solemnly revoked. AU goods taken since the
battle of Sauchieburn from burgesses, merchants,
and men who had no Linded property, even
though these pei'sons should have been the late
king's adherents, were to be restored, with personal freedom and compensation
a churlish
concession, and little likely to be obeyed. Other
decrees were made, which concerned the maintenance of public order and the promotion of
the national commerce. It was also decreed,
that as the young king was now of sufficient
age to form a matrimonial alliance, ambassadoi's
should be sent to provide for him a royal mate

—

fi-om the courts of France, Bi-etagne, Spain, or

other countries; a specification in which the
name of England was omitted; and this embassy

an earl or lord of parliament, a priest, and a knight, whose expenses
were to be defrayed by a tax laid upon the
clergy, barons, and boroughs, but not upon the
to consist of a bishop,

common
and no

people.

.such

While a

The

decision

embassy was
successful

was premature,

sent.-

faction

was thus

legis-

lating for the country at large the adherents of

James

III.

had retired to their castles to mediwhich their empty seats in par-

tate revenge, of

liament was considered a sufficient notice. The
new king they considered as nothing but a
prisoner in the hands of regicides and

and that by

traitoi-s,

effecting his liberty they

would

discharge the duty of good subjects as well as

The first to commence open proceedings was Alexander Lord
Forbes, who carried through Aberdeen and
other towns and districts in the north the bloody
shirt of their late sovereign suspended on a
spear, and calling the people, both chiefs and
commons, to arms. While he was thus raising
their debts of feudal hatred.

so pei-suasive a standard of revolt in the north

the Earl of Lennox was bestirring himself to
^
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the same effect in the west, and having mustered a considerable force he

marched northward

to co-operate with the insurgents of Aberdeen.

For

this purjjose he

advanced

to Stirling;

but

being unable to cross by the bridge, which was
strongly guai-ded, lie turned westwiU'd, intending
But while he ento cross the Forth at a ford.

[a.d. 1488-1503.

which the churchman administered, but with a
cautious regard to the fickleness of the youthful
and the power of the lords who had

penitent,

government of the kingdom.
Gentle words were administered, among which
as yet the chief

James was doubtless reminded

of the efficacy of

bountiful offerings to the church for the removal

camped for this purpose at a place called Talla of every sin; and therefore, in the quaint lanMoss one of his followers, named Macalpine, guage of Lesley, he was " mickle given to devobetrayed him to Lord Drummoud, who, assem- tion and prayer, visiting religious places and
He also
bling a few men-at-;u-ms, set out from Stirling doting them with diverse gifts."
and made a night attack on the encampment of adopted that badge of penance for his crime
was
security.
No
which
afterwards
in
so
remarkable
were
sleeping
in
his hisLennox when all
battle but a rout followed, and what might tory this was the iron belt or chain which he
have been a formidable army under wiser lead- wore constantly round his waist under his clothing was scattered in a few minutes beyond the ing, and to whicli he added a certain number of
purpose or power of rallying. So contemptible, links every year as an expiation for the part he
indeed, was this termination that history has had taken in his father's death.^
Among the cares of the new government one
not condescended to inform us whether Lennox
escaped with the weakened fugitives, or was cap- of the earliest and most important had been to
tured by the pursuers. Several prisoners were suppress or win over those lords who had aptaken, but only a few of the better sort exe- peared in arms for James III. and were still
Of these
cuted, among whom is mentioned the Laird of resentful on account of their defeat.
Kilcreuch, the chief of the family of Galbraith. the most remarkable was Lord David Lindsay
Soon after this event Dumbarton Castle, the of the Byres, who is supposed to have been
;

command

of whicli had been committed to the
Earl of Lennox before his insurrection, and
which attempted to hold out against the new

government, was taken, and its defenders, Loi-d
Lyle and Matthew Stuart, made pi-isonera, but
afterwards pardoned. Previous to this the faithless governor of Stii'ling Ciistle had been displaced and a new keeper appointed the castle
of Dunbar was ordered to be destroyed, and
that of Edinburgh was surrendered at the summons of James IV. His rule was thus so firmly
established that any further rising under the
;

pretext of loyalty to the late king's memory, or
for the purpose of liberating his son from the
associated lords,

was

certain to be considered as

and
But even thus eai-ly a wound had been inupon the sensitive heart of the king which
the charms of royalty could not cmre, and which
continued to rankle until his life had closed.
His reign had commenced in parricide, his throne
was built over the remains of his murdered
father, and the plea of youth and inexperience
was insufficient to still within his soul the uptreiison

visited

with

its full

punishment.'

flicted

braidings of remorse.

made him

After the victory that

a king he retired to the Castle of

and

which had
and to which he repaired
every day at matins and even-song, he was reminded of his crime by the prayers and services
that were offered for the soul of its benefactoi-.
He applied to the dean for comfort and counsel.
Stirling;

in that chapel-royal

cost his father so dear-,

Bishop of Boss's History of Scotland; Buch^an.

engaged in the confederacy of Forbes and Lennox; and against him, therefore, a summons

was issued early in 1489, commanding him to
appear before James and his council. The
dittay or charge was, " To answer for the cruel
coming against the king at Bannockburn with
his father, giving him counsel to have devoured
the king's grace here present and to that effect
gave him a sword and a good horse to fortify
;

him against

his son."

Lindsay,

who knew

no-

thing of laws except the laws of combat and
battle, and who stood alone at the bai-, as no

advocate would undertake his cause against the
lords, who were his accusei-s and
made answer in person and with words
must have sounded strangely even in the

king and
judges,

that

rude ears that listened. "Ye are all lurdanes,
my lords," he said, or rather shouted " I say ye
are false traitore to your prince, and that I dare
prove with my body on any of you which holds
you best, from the king's gi-ace down for ye,
false lurdanes and traitors, have caused the
king by your false seditions and conspii-acy to
;

:

where
murdered among
your hands by your advice, though ye brought
the king in presence for yom- behoof to make
him the buckler of your enterprise. Therefore,
false lurdanes, if the king pufiish you not
hastily for that murder, ye will murder himself
when you see time, as ye did his father. Therefore, sir, beware of them and give them no

come against

his father in plain battle,

that noble prince

'

was

cruelly

Bishop of Ross

;

Pitscottie.
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they that were false to your
father can never be trae to yourself. Sir, I
credence;

for

assure your grace,

if

your father were

living,

that I would take his part and stand in no

awe

if you
And
had a son that would be counselled to come in
battle against you by evil counsel of false lurdanes like these, I would take your part against
them and fight against them in your just quarrel, even with three against any six of them.
And these false traitors which cause you to
beUeve evil at my hands I shall be more true

of these false lurdanes.

likewise,
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forty days, without continuation of days.

mention

made

No

where nor in
what place, but generally before the king and
council at Edinburgh.
And now, my lords, I
believe

is

it

in

your

letter

to be one-and-forty days; therefore

expired of itself, and we ought not
answer tQI we be new summoned and lawfully called thereto."
This demurrer was effectual
the assembled lords reviewed the summons and found that Patrick Lindsay was in
the right, upon which the charge was abandoned. Lord Lindsay himself was astonished
at length to your grace than they shall be!"
at the dexterity with which his defence was
The rough bold speech of this Scottish Tory conducted and the successful result, so that he
of the fifteenth century, the charge of treason burst foi'th with, " Verily, brother, you have
which it so fearlessly retorted, and the wager of fine pyot words I would not have trowed that
battle it proposed, were enough to astonish and you had such words. By Saint Mary you shall
enrage his judges; and here perhaps the trial have the mains of Kirkfother for it." There was
might have been abruptly and most unplea- another, however, not so well pleased this was
santly closed had not the chancellor interposed the king himself, whose self-love had been
" Sir, if it please your gi'ace," wounded by the unexpected suspension of his
his good offices.
he said to the king in a deprecating tone, " Lord authority in the trial, and he vented his WTath
David Lindsay is but a man of the old world, against the successful advocate by declaring
and cannot answer formally to your grace, nor that he would make him sit where he should
yet in your presence can speak reverently. not see his feet for a year. The threat was
Your grace must be good to him, and I trust forthwith put in execution, and Patrick had to
he will come into your gi-ace's will." Then endiu'e close imprisonment for a twelvemonth in
tm-ning to Lindsay, the peace-maker said, " My the dungeon of the Castle of Rothesay before he
lord, I counsel you to come into the king's
became proprietor of the mains of Kirkfother.'
grace's will, and he will be good to you."
It But the words of the rough old Lord of the Byres
was a smooth proposal but as such an uncon- seem to have sunk into the royal mind and proditional surrender might have been dangerous duced a healthy effect.
James was probably
to the old lord, his brother, Patrick Lindsay, persuaded by Lindsay's declaration that those
trode upon his foot to warn him against con- who had rebelled against his father were men
senting.
But in doing this he inadvertently whose allegiance could not be trusted; and that
set foot upon the other's corns, who started and those who, on the contrary, had endeavoured to
cried in a rage, " Loon thou art over-pert to support the falling king were the persons most
stamp on my foot wert thou out of the king's likely to be faithful to his successor. He therepresence 1 would hit thee on the mouth !" See- fore not only absolved them from all further
ing that matters were only becoming worse, question for having taken arms against him,
Patrick, who unlike his elder brother was both but gradually called them to his councils and
scholarly and eloquent, craved permission to be treated them with confidence and kindness.
advocate in a case which no jurist had under- This judicious conduct produced those beneficial
taken and on leave being given he commenced effects that distinguished the whole of his reign,
his pleading with admirable discretion and skill. The feuds of the nobles subsided into a general
As the royal presence was enough to overawe calm the lords and barons cordially aided him
the trial and procure a verdict unfavourable to in his plans for the advancement of the kingthe accused, he first objected that the king had dom and when he fell in battle they fought
engaged in his coronation oath neither to enter for him to the last and perished at his side.
action nor give judgment against any of his
In 1490 the truce with England had either
lords and barons where he was himself a party, terminated or been abruptly broken, and on
whereas here he was both party and judge. the 10th of August the two kingdoms were to
The objection was sustained and James had to tiy their prowess upon that element on which,
withdraw from the tribunal to an inner apart- at a future period, they were to rule as jointment.
After tlie removal of thij formidable sovereigns without a rival. Wood, the Blake
obstacle Patrick Lindsay proceeded to show or Nelson of his age, had been received into the
that the summons itself was informal. " My royal favour, and the taste of James in nautical
brother wa-s s\immoned," he said, "to compear
at this court and parliament within the space of
the day

is

to

;

—

:

!

;

;

!

;

;

;

;
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d his love of ship-building could not
have found a better encourager and instructor.

they were quickened with the promise of being

But

coming; upon which they certified the English
commander that it was he indeed. Rejoiced at
this assurance, Stephen Bull broached a cask of
wine and made his officers and seamen drink aU
round; he told them to be of good courage, for

pursuits

a-

commenced

these studies had already

if

they were quickly interrupted by stern actual
Five strong English ships of war
entered the Forth and plundered the vessels
both of Scots and strangera, to the great indig-

service.

kingdom and interruption

nity of the

infant

traffic.

of

its

In this extremity the king and

council applied in vain to the ship-mastei's to

them

of such unwelcome visitors, but they
found in Sir Andrew Wood a sea-champion both fit and eager for the entei-prise. Eejecting their offeis of aid in men and artillery and
confident in the skill of his own crews, he set sail
against the enemy with no other ships than the
Flower and Yellow Carvel. He fell in with the
five English vessels off the coast of Dunbar, and
notwithstanding the disp.arity of numbers commenced the encounter. The fight was long and
desper.ate, but the skill of the Scottish admiral

rid

easily

,

set at liberty if it

that the

was

enemy was

at

Wood who was

really

hand

at last, and, like a

stout prudent captain, he sent every

post and put every

was not slow

to

gun

man

to his

Wood

in readiness.

understand these symptoms in

the ships ahead of him, and welcomed the pro-

mise of encounter. He too, like Bull, set the
wine aflowing and got all in readiness for
action ; and that nothing might be omitted he
made a short pithy speech to animate his men
against the odds that confronted them.

"There

are your enemies of England," he said,

have sworn and vowed that they

shall

"who

make us

But, please God, they

prisoners to their king.

Therefore, set your-

shall fail of their purjiose.

man

own

prevailed, so that in spite of the gallant resist-

selves in order, every

ance of the English they were compelled to
surrender.
Wood brought the five ships into
Leith, while the brave deed by which he had so

Let the gunners charge their artillery and let
the cross-bows make them ready; have the
lime-i5ots and fire-balls in our tops, and the

him

honour of the Scottish
endeared him to the young king and made
of high account with the nobles whom he

had

so lately ofi"ended.

two-handed swords in your fore-rooms; and
let every man be stout and diligent for his own
part and for the honour of the realm." The sun
that shone full upon the English ships and sails
magnified their appearance and made them
loom more formidably as they came down in
full canvas; but the Scots, confident in themselves and their brave commander, were as

signally vindicated the
flag

Here, however, this important sea episode
was not to terminate. The reputation of England was at stake, and Henry VII. was enraged

and

mortified.

Eager for

reprisal,

and

to obliter-

shame of this defeat, he issued proclamations offering a revenue of a thousand pounds
annually to any of his subjects who would encounter Sir Andrew Wood and bring him to

ate the

England either alive or dead but for some
time the lure was insufficient to tempt any of
;

his sea-captains to such a doubtful adventure.

At

in his

place.

eager for action as their assailants.

The first manoeuvre of Wood was to get to
windward of the English, in which he succeeded; having gained the advantage of the
weather-gage he bore down upon the enemy

and encountered them at

close quarters.

A

desperate hand-to-hand fight ensued that lasted

commander, called
and being

through a long summer day from sunrise till
evening, while the thunder of the artillei-y that

furnished with three strong ships well provided

pealed along the shores roused the inhabitants

with hardy

and brought them down

length a bold

naval

Stephen Bull, undertook the task
sailors

;

and store of artDlery, he

in

entered the estuary of the Forth and took his

this terrible death-struggle.

station behind the Isle of May, watching for
the arrival of Sir Andrew, who had sailed to
Flanders, but whose return was daily expected.

parted

That he might also be certain of the ships
whose coming he awaited, he captured some
fishermen,

whom

he kept as prisoners, to distin-

guish the Floxoer and Yellow Carvel as soon as
they ajjpeared. In the light of a summer morning two vessels at last came in full sail and

were about to enter the Firth; the fishermen
were sent aloft to the maintops to ascertain if
these were the ships in question; but with
Scottish caution they would not recognize them,
and answered that they could not tell, until

crowds to watch
Night at length

the combatants, but only to lie -to
during the hours of darkness and as soon as
the morning returned the trumpets sounded,
and the ships, like breathed gladiators, rushed
once more to the mutual onset. They closed
and grappled, and while the vessels were thus
locked together the fight upon their decks
was so keen that an ebb-tide and south wind
;

drifted

them

to Incheape, opposite' the

mouth

of

the Tay, unnoticed, until the Scots perceived

that the

enemy was at their own threshold and
The discovery inspired
and fresh vigour; they
the battle had only begun, and at

within their very
them with new

charged as

Lf

gra.sp.
life
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last the

English were compelled to yield. Their

Dun-

three ships were brought into the port of

and after the dead had been buried and
the wounded cared for Stephen Bull was predee,

sented as prisoner to the Scottish king.
victoi-s
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maintenance of peace on the bordei-s of
the two kingdoms was at this time in agitation
between England and Scotland.^ But here all
further notice breaks off, and nothing more is

James known

with thanks and
rich rewards; and to crown such a feat of ocean
chivalry with the high coui-tesies of a tournament he also bestowed upon the English captain
requited the gallant

IV.

for the

of this suspicious transaction.

Viewed

one light, it may have been nothing more
than a plan of two such needy exiles as Tod and
Bothwell to raise money, in which they were
in

disappointed by the well-known parsimony of

the English king.
Or it may be that Henry,
and sent them home to their king who was desirous of being at peace with Scotas a present free of ransom or condition.
But land in consequence of the pretenders by whom
to this was added a message to Henry VII. his reign was troubled, was desirous of securing
requesting him to uudei-stand that the King of in this rude fashion an alliance between the
Scotland had as manful men both by sea and two kingdoms by marrying James to an English
land as his royal brother had in England. He princess. At all events this last was a design
also desired him to send none of his captains in of which he never lost sight until it was accomtime coming into the Scottish watere to disturb plished.
the peace of his lieges, as they should not be so
For some yeai-s after the history of Scotland

and

officers several costly gifts, i-estored to

them

their ships,

well treated nor escape so easily in time coming.

In

this

way he tempered

his

own romantic

be-

nevolence with kingly discretion and a due

regard to the welfare of his realm; and the
English king, who could understand though he
scarcely would have imitated such liberality,

applauded the nobleness of James' conduct.'
Another event which occurred about the same
period shows that other hostile demonstrations
than those of naval warfare were employed
against James by the English king. This was
nothing less than a conspiracy on the pai-t of
Henry VII. to have the person of James delivered into his power. Unfortunately the par-

be traced in parliamentary enactpromote the general welfare, and in
these we have the indications of peace at home
and amity with foreign couutries; of a better
is

chiefly to

ments

to

perception of the real interests of the kingdom

and the improvement of the people at large.
Those which chiefly concerned agriculture, commerce, and the national fisheries, the suppression
of public violence and crime and the promotion
of education and learning, will be detailed in a
separate chapter on the progress of this period.
An unwonted cordiality between the king and
the nobles subsisted, and an awakening spirit

was manifested among

all classes,

which,

if al-

lowed to go on unchecked, might in half a cenand so obscurely related that we can discover tury have erased the havoc of whole ages. But
neither its motive nor its ultimate aim. John the present was only a breathing interval, and
Eamsay, favourite of the late king, who had a preparation for the endurance of fresh calamibeen raised to the dignity of Lord Bothwell, ties, by which the national chaiacter was to be
and who had fled to England on the death of more fully annealed. In his character as a jushis royal master the Earl of Buchan, who had ticiary James not only suppressed the troubles
lately been pardoned for his appearance in arms of the Highlands by negotiating with the chiefs
against the new sovereign at the battle of and securing then- co-operation, but on several
Sauchiebum and Sir Thomas Tod of Sereshaw, occasions he crossed the range of hills called
one of the Scottish king's servants, entered into " the Mounth," and penetrated into the heart of
a compact with Henry by which they engaged that bleak country, attended by his household
to seize and deliver the Scottish king and his lords and chief counsellors. He also made three
brother, the Duke of Boss, into the hands of successive voyages to the Isles, and by his exthe King of England. To aid them in their ample so advanced the navigation of the kingdesign Henry advanced two hundred and sixty- dom, that the rudest and most remote districts
six pounds
not, however, ;w a gift or even as of Scotland were made acces.sible to the interwages, but a loan, for the repayment of which course and civilization of the Lowlands. But
on a stipulated day the royal broker received these stately ofiicial visits with fleets by sea, or
Tod's .son as a hostage. Several other di.sloyal trains of nobles and knights by land, were not
Scots appear to have acceded to this plot of the only modes in which he came in contact
kidnapping, whose names are not mentioned in with his people. Like many adventurous sovethe few document-s that have been fouiul of it; reigns from the days of Haroun Alraschid down
and as if to facilitate the deed a friendly treaty to those of the great Napoleon, he delighted in
ticulars of this nefarious design are so scanty

;

;

—

'
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thi-owiug ;jide his royalty and mingling in disguise with the

common

people

;

and

lie

could

thus gratify his love of stii-ring adveutui'e and
see with his own eyes the wants and condition
" He rode out tlii'ough the
of his subjects.

whole realm him alone," says the old historian,^
" unknown that he was a king of any man, and
would ofttimes lodge in poor men's houses, as he
had been a travelling man through the country;
and in the meantime would require of them that
he was lodged with, where was the king, or how
used the king himself, or how he used his lords
and barons, or what they spake of him through
the country and they would answer to him as
they thought good. So the king knew this way
what was spoken of him through the country."
Another distinguished characteristic of James
:

was

his devotedness to the ancient usages of

chivalry

when they were about

to disappear for

he was well assoFrance and Henry VIII.
of England, the contemporaries of his more advanced years. But while these sovereigns regarded chivalry merely in its poetical aspects,
or as a splendid masquerade, which could be set
ever

and

;

in this particular

ciated with Francis

aside

when

politics

I.

of

the demands of modern warfare or

were

in question,

the young King
his existence,

it

was

in the case of

of Scotland the chief

and

element of

for its splendid pageantries

and punctilious observances he was ready to
sacrifice the wealth and peril the safety of his
poor and limited kingdom. With such a disposition it was no wonder that jousts and tournaments were more frequent in Scotland than
they appear to have been in any former period;
and that the institution, now a setting sun in
Europe, should throw its last and brightest
gleam over the cold mountain summits of the
north.

He proclaimed

tournaments throughout

Edinburgh all who
were of adventurous spirit, that they might
prove their skUl and prowess in the open lists,
whDe every combatant was allowed to use the
weapon in which he most excelled. Thus some
careered on horseback with the lance, some encountered in fiill armour and with the battleaxe, and some engaged foot to foot with the
With these were
heavy two-handed sword.
also trials of skill in the use of missile weapons;
and these were a singular specimen of the old
and new artillery still contending with each
other for the mastery the long bow, the crossbow, and the culverin; whOe the successful competitor received for the prize a weapon of the
same kind with which he had fought, but adorned
with gold, gilding, or choice workmanship, " to
keep in memorial of his praotick and ingine,"

the

kingdom and

invited to

—

and

his

[a.d. 1488-1503.

name was trumpeted by the

the admiring crowd.

But

it

was not

heralds to
to Scottish

combatants alone that these heart-inspiring competitions were confined, the fame of such chivalrous display were bruited over Europe, and
many who still preferred the old deeds of
knightly derring-do to the " villainous saltpetre"

which was now reducing all men to a provoking
equality, repaired from every country to these
widely proclaimed and oft -repeated tournaments. Nor did they come in vain for as the
historian informs us, " few were refused, but
they were foughten with, and waiTed in singular battle with the Scottish men.^ The same
old writer gives a stirring description of one of
these combats. A knight of Holland, whom he
;

calls Sir

John Clokehewis, came

to Scotland for

the purpo.se of trying his prowess against the
Scottish knights

and barons, and had

his chal-

lenge accepted by Sir Patrick Hamilton, brother

Arran who had married the king's
The foreigner appears to have been a
aunt.
strong and well-practised champion, while Sir
Patrick, a young man, active, vigorous, and full
of spirit, was as yet defective in the experience
and accomplishments of the tourney. The lists
were set under the castle wall of Edinburgh;
the king, his nobles, and a crowd of citizens
were the onlookers and judges of the passage
of arms; and at the sound of the trumpet the
combatants closed and shivered their lances in
the shock of the encounter. They called for
new spears and began to run a fresh course; but
before they met Sir Patrick's horse swerved, and
would not abide the meeting. Alighting, therefore, from his steed, and ordering a two-handed
sword to be brought to him. Sir Patrick invited
his antagonist to do the like, observing, "A
horse is but a weak warrant when men have
most ado." The challenge was accepted, and a
combat on foot commenced, in which terrible
strokes were dealt on either side the combatants warmed with this close encounter, and even
to that Earl of

;

its

equality threatened

deadly

issue.

At

nothing

less

than a

length Sir Patrick rushed

upon the Hollander and planted upon his crest
such a staggering blow as brought him to his
knees. This was enough for honour and victory: the king threw his hat over the castle wall
into the lists, at which signal the judges and
men-at-arms parted the combatants, and Sir
Patrick was proclaimed conqueror by sound of
trumpet.^
It was not, however, merely id the accomplishments of a gallant, well-trained knight that
James excelled, for he was not only a lover of
music and poetry, as had been the case with the

:
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votaries of chivalry in every age, but of the arts

and

sciences in general,

cine

and surgery,

very learned for

and

especially of medi-

might be accounted
a Scotchman of the period, irso that he

One

respective of his royal rank.

singular proof

which he gave of his literary curiositj'' and love
of inquiry reminds us of the old story of the
Egyptian king. Like him James wished to
ascertain what language the human race had
originally spoken
and like him, also, he attemjited to solve the question by bringing up
an infant out of aU hearing of human speech,
and ascei-taining to what tongue its first utterances belonged. Two babes were accordingly
;

delivered to the charge of a

dumb woman

brought up by her in the solitary
keith

;

arrived

and when their season
all

Inch-

But

if

for speech

had

they waited for the voice of an

here, unfortunately, the trial, like

broke down at the
moment of projection; and although the children
appear to have gabbled, the learning of the
country was insufficient to translate what they
said, or even to decide whether the sounds were
speech or unmeaning noise. The result appears
to have been hushed up under the shame of

an

alcliemist's experiment,

and disappointment. Pitscottie abruptly
ends the short and stj'ange nan-ative with, " Some
say they spake good Ebrew but as to myself I
know not but by the authoi-'s report."
Another proof which James gave of his love
of learning and elegant accomplishments was of
a more interesting character, as well as more
mournful result. A child had been born in
Scotland biformed to the waist, the upper part
being placed back to back, with two heads each
failure

;

furnished with the usual organs of the senses,
and having four arms, while below the junction
there was but one trunk and two legs. It was
a Siamese twinship, but one of a still closer and

more

vital connection.

Interested

by this

living

prodigy the king caused the strange duality to
be carefully educated; and the result was, that
they could speak in Latin, French, Italian,
Spanish, Dutch, Danish, English, and Gaelic.

They also were accomplislied in music, and could
play and sing in two parts, the one the treble,
and the other the tenor.
Thus they lived
twenty-eight years

when

that peculiar close to

which must have been
often anticipated with a shudder. One of them
sickened and died, and the other twin being was
doomed to that worst of tortures which Mezentheir e.xistence arrived,

tius wa-s said to h;ive inflicted ujion

It

was

liis

victims.

in vain to offer consolation, or bid liim

cheer up; every

word

answer waa a deathknell; " How can I be merry that have my true
marrow [mate] ajs a dead carrion about my back,
of his
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and play with me? When
I was sad he would give me cotnfort, and I would
do the like to him. But now I have nothing but
dolour of the bearing so heavy a burden, dead,
cold, and unsavoury on my back, which taketh
all eartlily pleasure from me in this present lif e
therefore I pray to Almighty God to deliver me
out of this present life, that we may be laid and
dissolved in the earth wherefrom we came."
His prayer was granted, for it was not possible
to sing

that this life-in-death existence could long continue.

too

Such

is

many marks

the sti-ange story which bears
of truth and sad reality to be

thrown aside as a mere invention.'

As

to be

the learned eare of the laud were

pricked up as
oracle.

islet of

IV.

who was wont

yet the reign of

Henry VII. had been

so

insecure that he had the strongest motives for

avoiding a rupture with Scotland and for this
forbearance he had been rewarded by the faci;

lity

at

with which he had crushed every attempt
insurrection devised

by the discontented

Their chief policy was to propagate
a report that the two sons of Edward IV., inYorkists.

murdered in the Tower by their
had been conveyed to a place of safety,
and would reappear in due season. But besides
these there was the young Earl of Warwick, son
stead of being
uncle,

the Duke
Hem'y had so
of

of

C'lai'ence,

closely

whom

mewed up

the jealous

in the

Tower

that the people were almost unaware of his
It was easy, therefore, to find a
puppet to personate any of these young princes
as a rallying point for rebellion and a commencement was made with the Eaii of Warwick, who, it was pretended, had escaped from
confinement, and found refuge at the court of
his aunt, the Duchess of Burgimdy.
Aided by
a Burgundian foi'ce, and accompanied by several
lords of the York faction, a youth soon after
landed in Ii-eland bearing the title of the Earl
of Warwick, and was received by the people as
their veritable king, after which he crossed to
England, and advanced into the country untU
he was met and routed at Stoke; and on being
taken prisoner was found to be no other than
Lambert Simnel, the son of a baker. The next
attempt was better planned, and of a more dangerous character. It was that of Perkin Warbeck, who also had been set up by the Duchess
of Burgundy, and who, like Simnel, commenced
his attempt in Ireland, where the people were
more credulous, and enjoyed fewer opportunities
of detecting the imposture.
He pretended to
be the Duke of York, the second son of Edward IV., and that he had been sjiared by the
murderers who had assassinated his brother.
After an obscure life of wandering on the Continent he had repaired to Burgundy, where, on
existence.

;
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being recvjgnized by the duchess as the orphan
son of her brother by indubitable tokens, he

was welcomed

and
But Ireland was

as the true heir of England,

treated with royal honoura.

and his proceedings so closely
watched, that he passed over upon a desperate
adventure to England, attended only by a few
followers, most of whom were taken prisoners
as soon as they landed; and thus repulsed he
so well guarded,

was

fain to hoist sail

Flanders.

and make

his escape to

Batiled alike in his attempts to form

a prevalent party in France, Ireland, and Engwhich countries he had attempted

land, all of

in vain, this restless

turer

now bethought

and most plausible advenhimself of Scotland, where

the love of warlike enterprise and hereditary

hatred of England promised him a more ready
support.
Even before he commenced his reckless enterprise

in

Warbeck

is

supjoosed to have been

communication with James, and

that the application of the

it is

believed

young pretender was

strongly seconded by the relentless Duchess of

Burgundy, who appealed to the young Scottish
honour and his chivalrous dis-

king's sense of

position to succour the distressed.

It

is

not

impossible, also, that her appeals were backed

by the persuasions
gold,
its

of a good subsidy, and that
which the duchess could well spare, found

way

into the scanty treasury of Scotland.

In the meantime the English king, whose jealous
eyes were everj'where, appears to have taken

alarm at this intercourse between the Scottish
and Burgundian courts, and to have suspected
their bearing.
To prevent an alliance which
had his own dethronement for its object he
ofiFered to prolong the truce between hira and
James during their lives, and to give his infant
daughter, now only six years old, in marriage
to the Scottish king.
But James was in no
mood to espouse a child whom, however, he
took for his bride eight years afterwards,

when

the peaceful relationships of the two countries

were better established, and therefore he received the present offer with cold indifference.
Perhaps he could not also as yet forget the
manner in which the earlier part of his reign
had been disturbed by the machinations of
Henry.
In November, 1495, Perkin Warbeck arrived
in Scotland.

Whatever misgivings James may

have entertained of his pretensions appear to
have been removed by the presence of the young
adventurer, whose personal beauty, princely demeanour, and winning manners had been sufficient to persuade several of the English nobles
that he was indeed the Duke of York, the
younger son of Edward IV. Warbeck, also,
must at this period have been only about
twenty-one years old, in order the more com-

[a.d. 1488-1503.

pletely to pass for the prince he so successfully

who was about the same
would have his sympathy increased for the
stranger by this otherwise trivial coincidence.
He therefore welcomed him with affectionate
personated; and James,

age,

ardour, recognized the reality of his claim to the

English crown, honoured him with the title of
cousin, and lodged him and his train with royal
honours in the palace of Stirling. Tournaments
and court pageants followed to welcome the
noble sti-anger, and he accompanied the Scottish
king over the country, winning, wherever he
came, the nobles and chief men to the reality of

and the justice of his claims.
had not been enough to prove the
upon
Warbeck the hand of Lady Catherine Gordon,
daughter of the Earl of Huntly, a lady distinguished for her virtue, beauty, and accomplishments, and nearly related to his own family.'
Nothing now remained for James but to vindicate the rights of his royal guest and kinsman
by a hostile march into England, and speedily
the land began to ring with the din of warlike
Weapon-shaws were appointed,
preparations.
the military force of the kingdom was ordered
to hold itself in readiness, and a correspondence
was opened with those nobles in England and
Ireland who favoured the cause of Warbeck.
So earnest, indeed, was James in these preparations, that when his money was exhausted he
coined his plate and gold chains to defray their
expenses. In the meantime Warbeck could give
nothing but promises, and of these he was not
sparing; for he engaged, in the event of success,
to surrender Berwick to the Scottish king and
give fifty thousand marks to be paid in two years.
An ambassador also arrived from Fi'ance, ostensibly to recommend peace between the two kingdoms, but whose real mission was evidently of
a different character for he was the Lord of
Concressault, who had been commander of the
body-guard of Warbeck when the latter was in
France. Another arrival in Scotland about the
same time was that of Roderic de Lalain, who
brought sixty German men-at-arms from Flanders, and a supply of arms, harness, and military
stores from the Duchess of Burguudy. But the
King of England in the meantime had not been
idle, and with his favourite weapons of craft
and cunning he was more than a match for the
frank, impetuous James and his uncalculating
nobles. For his spy in Scotland he had Ramsay
of Balmain, otherwise Lord Bothwell, once
the favourite of James III., through whom he
was advertised of every step of these proceedings, and the best means to defeat them. Henry,
his alleged descent

And

as

if all

sincerity of James's belief, he bestowed

;

>

Bishop of Koss.
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communication with several Scottish lords to whom the invasion of England for
the sake of Warbeck was distasteful, and among
these were the Duke of Ross, brother of James,
the Earl of Buchau, and the Bishop of Moray,
who had engaged to do their utmost to hinder

also, wa.s iu

Even the seizure of the person
Warbeck himself in his tent, and his delivery

the expedition.
of

was planned between
Buchan, Eamsay, and an English envoy, and
might have been successful, but for the carefulness with which the pretendei-'s tent was
as a prisoner to Henry,

guarded.'

With a numerous

ai-my but under such doubt-

James ventured to resume the longdiscontinued war with England. The recovery
ful leaders

IV.
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as king or subject !"

As

the season had been

considerably advanced before the expedition
airival of winter was more
than the entreaties of Warbeck and
James, after this brief and indecisive inroad,
was obliged to lead his army back to Scotland.'
It was now time for Henry to make reprisals,
and he commenced by imposing a heavy tax for
the maintenance of a Scottish war. It was, indeed, his usual pretext when no warfare was
seriously intended, and in this w-ay he filled his
coffers during the whole of his reign at the expense of his duped and impoverished subjects.
But before his preparations could be ripened
for action a revolt broke out in Cornwall from

commenced, the
effectual

;

the refusal of the natives of that quarter to

and the

had been
were sent to
quell the insuiTection. But to guard the borders
against the Scots the Earl of Surrey was sent

of BeiTvick to the Scottish crown, the chastise-

submit to the

and cunning Henry whom he
had little cause to love, and above all, the glory
of restoring a wandering unbefriended prince
to the throne of his ancestoi-s, were snfficient

raised for the invasion of Scotland

motives for the Scottish king to disturb the

of

ment

of the cold

peace of the two kingdoms and commit

to

all

At Ellame Kirk, within
a few miles of the Border, he proclaimed war
in due form and commenced his march. At the
same time Warbeck issued a manifesto or proclamation as Eichard Duke of York, true heir
to the English crown, in which he stigmatized
Henry as a usurper, upbraided him with the
murder of several English nobles whom he had
executed as traitore, accused him as an invader
of the rights of the church and a pillager of the
people; and after promising to redress these
wrongs and grievances he ended by offering a
reward of a thousand pounds to whomsoever
would bring him Henry's head. But contrary
to the hopes both of James and Warbeck, who
had expected a rising upon the English Border
in their favour, the people remained quiet; they
had no wish to be delivered from Henry Tudor
by one whose claims were so doubtful, and
which were supported by their old hereditary
enemies, while the ten or twelve hundred men,
chiefly desperadoes from every country of the
Continent, who accompanied the mock-sovereign
as auxiliaries and body-guards, only deepened
the anger or contempt with which his coming
was welcomed. Enraged at this inertnes-s and
the disappointment of his expectations, the Scottish king began to waste and plunder Xorthumberlaiid iu the old merciless fashion of Border
warfare; and when Warbeck interposed and
the hazard of failure.

entreated

him

to spare bis subjects

James

re-

plied with a sneer, "You do well to be anxious
about a nation that refuses to receive you either

»

Letters of

Ramsay

of

Balmain to Henry VII. quoted

Finkerton's Uittary of Scotland, vol ii pp. 27,

28.

i

tax,

forces that

thither to gather a sufficient

army among th e men

Xorthiunberland and Durham and in the
meantime James, profiting by the difficulties of
the English king, made a fresh inroad, in which,
after throwing down several houses and castles,
he laid siege to the castle of Norham. This strong
place, however, was so well gan-isoned and
supplied by Eichai'd Fox, Bishop of Durham,
that James made no progress in the siege, and on
the advance of the Earls of Surrey and Northumberland he retii-ed into Scotland. These in;

decisive operations

Warbeck had
gi-eatly

show how

little

the cause of

interested the Scots,

and how

they had already abated in their

hatred of the English.'

fierce

Henry, who had no

desire either for the glory or the expense of war,

and who was
cations,

little

moved by

now renewed

these late provo-

his negotiations for peace

with Scotland, and his proposal of a man-iage
between James and his daughter Margaret.
The result was an agreement to a truce between
the two kingdoms for seven years, which soon
after, it was agreed, should be continued during
the lives of the two kings, and a year after the
death of the sui-vivor.
It was now apparent that the cause of Perkin
Warbeck had little to expect from the Scots,
and that his further residence in Scotland

might be dangerous to himself through the
machinations of the English king. Henry, indeed, in his late negotiations with James, had
desired that Warbeck, as a rebel and the cjiuse of
the late war, should be delivered up a prisoner
into his hands but though James with proper
spiiit refused to comply, the English king had
other modes of capturing his enemy which he
;

*
'

Bishop of Ross Buchanan.
Bishop of Ross's History o/ Scotland,
;

p. C5,

4to ed. 1S30.
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was not

IiKely to be scrupulous in using.

But

besides keeping open the breaeli between the

two kingdoms, the mainteuauce of Warbeck
and his followers in Scotland was a serious
iucumbrance to James, whose scanty revenues
were ill able to support his profuse munificence.
A ship was accordingly prepared at Ayr furnished with every comfort befitting a royal
personage, and commanded by Kobert Barton,

next to

Wood

the best naval

commander

in

and in this the adventurer embarked,
accompanied by his wife and a train of thirty
horse, on the 6th of July, 1497. The subsequent
career of Warbeck, though sufficiently romantic
and disastrous, belongs more properly to EngScotland

;

lish history, so that it is sufficient to state that

he again proceeded to Ireland and afterwards

and that in the latter county,
where he attempted to raise an insurrection, he
was defeated, taken prisoner, and confined in
the Tower of London, and finally, after various
intrigues to escape from confinement, executed
at Tyburn in 1498 as a common malefactor. Of
to Cornwall;

Gordon,

his beautiful high-born wife, Catherine

who

devotedly adhered to his dangerous fortunes when all the world had forsaken him, a

few words will suffice. On her husband's landing in Cornwall she was sent for safety to the
shelter of St. Michael's Mount; and Henry,
after Warbeck's defeat, paid her a visit from a
surmise that she might become a mother, in
which case the civU contentions of England
between the houses of York and Lancaster
might be renewed but while he was gratified
to find that his feai-s were unfounded, he was
charmed by her virtues and amiable qualities,
;

recommended her to the charge of
and settled upon her a pension which

so that he
his queen,

continued to be paid after his death.

After

the execution of her husband she married Sir
of North Wales, by whom
became the ancestress of the earls of Pembroke. During the whole of her life she seems
to have been endeared to the English, who, in

Matthew Cradock
.she

allusion to her first husband's pretensions, bestowed upon her the title of the " White Ease
of Scotland."'

In 1498, the year after Warbeck's departure
from Scotland, a trivial event occurred which
threatened to involve the two kingdoms in a
A few Scottish youths of the Borfresh war.
der, some of them of good family, had been
wont to spend their holidays during the late
periods of truce in the town of Norham, upon
the opposite bank of the Tweed. Encouraged
by the peaceful state of affairs they now

1

Bishop of Ross Euglish Histories
Bugdale's Baroriage, ii. p. 255.

p. 05

;

;

;
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renewed the practice, but instead of being
received with welcome they were attacked by
the garrison of the castle,

who accused them

of

coming as spies and in the quarrel some of the
visitoi-s were killed, others wounded, and the
rest driven across the river. The warden courts
of both borders endeavoured to comj^romise the
matter, but unsuccessfully, and James, when it
was brought before his notice, declared that
nothing in the course of nature was more certain than that no peace could exist between
England and Scotland. Indignant at what he
deemed a deliberate insult, he sent a herald to
the English court to demand satisfaction, and
in the event of a ni'iiMal to denounce immediate
war. It was well for both kingdoms that Henry
YII. was as peaceful as he was politic, so that
he could receive the message without a counterdefiance. Alive to the importance of peace with
Scotland, both for the interests of his kingdom
and the security of his own establishment on
the throne, he listened to the herald with
;

courtesy, professed his ignorance of the event

and sorrow that

had happened, and promised
be found the aggressors James should have full satisfaction.
An
answer so conciliatory was regarded with susthat

if

it

his subjects should

picion, while its temjjerate character only

made

the young Scottish king the more furious

;

he

Henry was tampering with him
by equivocation and delay, and he would have
proclaimed war at once had not Fox, Bishop of
Durham, to whom the castle belonged, been
commissioned by his master to explain the
The
accident and prevent its consequences.
declared that

which the bishop wrote to the Scottish
king was so satisfactory that James appointed an
interview to be held between them at Melrose,
and there the arguments and flattery of the
prelate soon convinced the Scottish king that
peace was best for the interests of both counSoon after this, on July 20th, 1499, the
tries.
proposal of a continuation of the truce during
letter

the lives of the two sovereigns was finally rati-

During the same year a defensive alliance
was established between Scotland and the kingdoms of France and Denmark. But by far the
most important of the treaties of this period in
its immediate, but still more its remote efTects,
was that which concerned the marriage of James
fied.2

to the Princess Margaret, daughter of the

King

Upon this union, as we have alof England.
ready seen, Henry had for a long time set his
heart and now that the angry ^ood of James
;

was propitiated and peace established in Scotland the most favourable season for the renewal
The negotiation
of the proposal had arrived.

Stewart's Genealogy,
'

Bishop of Boss

;

Buchauau

;

Rymer, Feed.

xii. p. 728.
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was intrusted

to

Fox, Bishop of Durham, whose

eloquence, and ingratiating mannere
had recommended him to James and under

talents,

;

the

management

of this able diplomatist the

terms of the union were satisfactorily adjusted
and finally signed in the palace of Richmond on
the 24th of January, 1502. In consequence of
the immature age of the bride, who had not yet
completed her twelfth year, it was agreed that
the consummation of the marriage should not
take place before the 1st of September, 1503, at
which time she was to be sent down to Scotland.
Independently of political considerations it
was doubly desirable that James should espouse
a queen, to whatever country or family she
might belong. His adventurous habits and
mode of living might at any moment be
abruptly ended without an heir to succeed him
in the throne, while the numerous amours in
which he indulged were subversive of his duties
as a king.
In this last predilection he evinced
a cliaracteristic that distinguished the house of
Stewart from its commencement to its close.
Even before, as a mere stripling of sixteen
yeai-s, he succeeded to the royal seat, and when
he was only Duke of Rothesay, he had formed an
attachment to Margaret Drammond, daughter
of

Lord Drummond

the coronation her

;

and only two months

name

is

set

down

:ifter

in the ex-

penditui-es of the royal treasurer's books, giving

evidence that she was already the court mistress

But ardently though he might love
and notwithstanding the gay pageants and
sumptuous festivals which he devised for her
entertainment, James was not to be confined to
one object of illicit love; and previous to his
marriage three other ladies of noble rank, and
a fourth, the daughter of a private gentleman,
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church made so profitable a traflac, nothing was
needed but the papal dispensation, and that

had been ah-eady obtained.
Thus a second queen of the inferior race of the
Drummonds might again sit upon tlie Scottish
throne.
Well might the prelates and nobles of
this dispensation

Scotland pray for the dispersion of this ominous
by the arrival of the English princess.
But whether they prayed or plotted the result
cloud

in conformity with their wishes.
One
morning after breakfast at Drummond Castle
Margaret and her sistei-s, Euphemia and Sybilla,
were suddenly seized with an excruciating illness under which the whole three died a few
hom-s after. That this was the work of poison
was naturally surmised, but by whom administered or from what motive it was impossible to
discover.
It was a deed more characteristic
of subtle and refined Italy under the rule of
the Borgias and the Medici than of Scotland,
where hatred scorned to wear a mask and
w;is

with equal weapons.

fought out

its

quaiTel

The bodies

of

the unfortunate sisters were

hiistily

removed, as

if

and interred together
of the

to prevent all inquiry,

in the centre of the choir

cathedral church at Dunblane, while

place

where they

lay,

and two

James with the English

princess

of

her,

solemnized, preparations were

made him the

father of illegitimate chil-

dren, without reckoning those of a lower giade

among whom

had been
squandered, but of whose trespasses no record
had been kept. Margaret Drummond, however,
his roving affections

continued to retain her ascendency; but the
splendid establishment he maintained for her
and the costly gifts he lavished upon her, his

growing

affection,

of reluctance

as

and

his occasional

symptoms

the time appointed for the

English marriage drew near, were enough to
make his lords and counsellors apprehensive
that the daughter of a new-made Scottish lord
instead of the offspring of the Tudors and
Plantageneta might become their future queen.
It may even then also have been whispered,

what was afterwards written
the house of

Drummond,

in ihe record of

that

James and

his

had already been united by
a secret marriage, and that as they were within

priests

were

appointed by the king, who to the end of hia
reign sang masses for the soul of Margaret.^
The time having arrived when the man-iage

of James.

Iiad

maiked the

three plain slabs of blue marble

made

was to be
England

in

and in Scotland for her recepThey were of a sufiiciently splendid character, yet not beyond the importance of an event
which was ultimately to compose the strife
of centuries and unite the crowns of the two
rival kingdoms upon one head.
The extreme
for her departm-e
tion.

youth of the princess and the indifference of
James to the proposal had not been the only
obstacles which Henry had to surmount; there
were also the hostile differences of the two
nations to compose, and the pride of the English nobles to be reconciled to a marriage which
they thought might at some distant period give
them a Scot for their sovereign. But Henry,
whose whole life had been spent in difficulties,
had advanced cautiously in his purpose step by
step until every impediment was surmounted.
As everything connected with such a man-iage
is important, the articles of agreement, which
had been settled at the palace of Richmond,
may here be properly introduced with some minuteness. They were to the following effect
1. That James at Candlemas next should
:

beautiful mistress

the numerous prohibited degiees of which the

'
Pinkerton's History of Scotland, vol. ii. p. 37, 4to,
Lond. 1797; Tytler'a History of Scotland, vol. iv. appendix,
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personally or

by proxy marry the Princess Mar-

and that no exceptions should be made
;
on account of consanguinity, that bar having
removed
by the papal dispensation.
been
2. That the princess shall be conveyed to
Scotland at the expense of her father, and be
delivered to her husband, or any person comgaret

missioned to receive her, at Lamberton Kirk,
about the beginning of September, 1503, and

not before.

day of July, 1503, the
aU the lands,
castles, and other possessions usually held by
the queens-dowagers of Scotland and if these
3.

That before the

first

princess shall receive legal seisin of

;

lands be not found to yield the yearly revenue

two thousand pounds of English money, or,
which was then the equivalent, six thousand
poimds of Scottish money, that her husband

of

shall assign to her as many other lands as will
supply the deficiency.
4. That it shall be allowed to the princess to
have always with her twenty-four servants of

the English nation,
incline, besides

men

or

women,

as she shall

her Scottish domestics

;

and that

her whole household thus composed shall be
maintained at the charge of her husband, who
shall also allow her the yearly

sum

of a

thousand

hundred marks sterling, to
be paid in equal sums at the feasts of Easter and
pounds

Scots, or five

Michaelmas, for her private purse.
5. That in the event of the death of the king,
her husband, she shall be allowed to reside
within or out of the kingdom of Scotland, as
she shall judge fit, and that in either case her
jointure shall be faithfully paid.
6. That the king, her father, shall pay as her
dowry thh-ty thousand pieces of gold, called

thirty years
valuable,

[a.d. 1488-1503.

earlier,

when money was more

Edward IV. had given with

Prince of Scotland. Henry, moreover, was careBerwick, a national
advantage so highly prized as to be of itself
ful to retain possession of

worth the whole dowry. But these conditions
were only a prelude to the terms of a perpetual
peace between the two kingdoms, which were
ratified upon the same month (January, 1502)
to the following effect:

That

coming there shall be a
and inviolable peace between
the two kings, their heirs and lawful hereditary
successora, their kingdoms, and subjects of whatever class and condition.
2. That neither of these kings shall favour the
1.

in all time

sincere, complete,

rebellious subjects of the other, directly or in-

on the contrary, shall imprison
known to be rebels.
3. That all safe-conducts granted, or promises
made to any of the English rebels by King
James, shall be recalled and never renewed; and
directly, but,

them

as soon as they are

vice versa.
4.

That

shall a-ssist

if

either king be attacked the other

him

as soon,

and with as many forces

as shall be required, provided that the assisting

by the king who is assailed; nor
shaU any former league be pleaded as an obstacle
this
agreement.
to
5. That the King of Scotland shall not molest
nor besiege the town or castle of Bei-wick, nor
troops be paid

shall their inhabitants disturb the subjects of

the Scottish king.
6.

That the

fifth

garth of Esk shall be equally
kingdoms, so that

free to the subjects of both

may break or
without being quarrelled by either of the

angel-nobles, or their equivalent in the current

either the Scots or the English

coin of England, of which ten thousand shall be

repair,

paid at Edinburgh eight days after the consummation of the marriage, other ten thousand on

kings.

the same day of the ensuing year 1504, at Coldingham, and the last ten thousand towards the

end of the next year, 1505.
7. That should Margaret die without issue
before the complete payment of her portion,

what

is unpaid shall be no longer due
but if
she should leave issue the whole shall be faith;

were stdl alive.^
In the monetary part of this treaty the craft
and avarice of Henry VII. can be clearly discerned while stipulating for much he is still
more anxious to grant little in return. His
daughter's maintenance was to be upon an
ample scale, while he allows her nothing more
than a dowry of thii-ty thousand angels, each
angel being worth 6s. 8d. or half a mark. But
fully paid as if she

:

his

daughter, a portion of twenty thousand marks,
though his son-in-law was not king but only

7. That the allies of both kings shall be comprehended in the treaty if they are willing, viz.
the Kings of the Romans, France, Spain, Portugal, and Denmark, the Archduke of Austria,

Dukes of Venice, Ferrara, and Savoy, and
Hanse towns of Germany on the part of
Henry; and on that of James, the Kings of the
Romans, France, Denmark, Spain, the Archduke
of Austria, the Dukes of Gueldres, Alsace, and
Cle ves, and the Marquis of Brandenburg. These,

the
the

they do not notify their acceptance of the offer
within eight months, are to be considered as exAs also, that if the King of England
cluded.
if

should

make war with any

Scottish king, the latter

of the^e allies of the

may assist

his ally with

auxiliary forces sent to his aid and defence, but
shall not offer to

his ally

land

make a

diversion in behalf of

by attempting anything against EngAnd the same rule to be binding

itself.
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on the English king in the event of a war of the
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of their marriage, the peace shall neveitheless

and a proclamation of defiance and war.
The town and castle of Berwick, indeed, were
given up to England but it was only because
they occupied a debatable ground, and were
already possessed by the English, while their
recovery would have cost Scotland more than
they were worth, and had been always of un-

continue unless the successor of either king
make known to the other within two mouths

had laboured

Scots against any of his allies: so that the peace
between the two kingdoms shall remain inviolable as before.
8.

That should either King James or the

Princess Margaret die before the consummation

after such decease, that he will not adhere to

9.

That though the peace should not take
from the above-mentioned causes, yet the

truce formei'ly concluded shall continue during

the

life

10.

of both kings,

That both kings

and one year

longer.

shall obtain a ratification

from the pope before the
and that the party
breaking it shall submit himself to the sentence
of excommunication, and be actually excomof the present treaty
tii-st

day

of July,

1503,

municated.^

Upon

these terms the treaty was ratified,
was hoped, would bestow the blessings
of perpetual peace upon both nations.
It was
the first of the kind that had been subscribed
since that which Robert Bruce liad made with
England during the minority of Edward III.,
but which was so speedily broken, and since
that period an hundred and seventy years had
elajjsed of keen and destructive contests between the English and the Scots, only interrupted by short truces that were observed no

which,

;

certain tenure.

effectually

One advantage,

indeed,

Henry

to obtain in both treaties but in-

this was, to detach the Scots

from
which was usually
renewed upon the death of the king of either
country. The King of England sounded the
proposal gently and warily by representing that
after the marriage and peace were established
James would no longer stand in need of French
assistance, and requesting that he would therefore suspend the renewal of the league, or at
least delay it for some time
but James would
promise nothing more than to allow a short interval until he should advise with Henry in a
pei-sonal interview, or with his own counsellors.
;

their old alliance with France,

the treaty.
effect

jection,

it

longer than suited the interests of the combatants.
After so long a conflict between na-

matched in wealth, numbers,
and warlike resources, and even in military skill
and experience, it will be perceived that the
English neither demanded, nor the Scots contions so unequally

ceded anything incompatible witli the national
rights and independence of the latter the old
;

homage was not even mentioned, by
which England had been wont to assert her
superiority over Scotland, and not an acre of
territory within the old Scottish boundary was
demanded as an acknowledgment of her inferiority.
It was well known to Henry and his
claim of

coiuisellors that the slightest

claims would have been

whisper of such

met with

instant re-

;

Even when the treaty of peace w:is ratified in
High Church of Glasgow between James

the

and the English ambassadors, he refused
firm

Eymer,

Fird.

xii. 79.1-793.

until

the

title

of

"King

of

to con-

France,"

which Henry VII., like his predecessors, had
assumed, was struck out of the list of his royal
designations.

All these impediments being thus surmounted
there was no further cause for delay so dangerous to all marriages, but especially to those of
sovereigns and on this occasion Henry showed
;

his eagerness for the union by sending his
daughter Margaret to Scotland a few days
earlier than the time appointed, while the gladness of his heart was manifested by such an
unwonted fit of liberality, that Margaret dejjarted from her royal house with a very numerous and splendid train. She was escorted by the
Earl of Surrey, by whom she was afterwards
made a widow, the Earl of Northumberland,
Lord Dacre, the Archbishop of York, and the
Bishop of Durham and in this regal style she
crossed the Border and arrived at Lamberton
Kirk a little to the north of Berwick, at which
place she was solemnly delivered by the Earl of
Northumberland to the commissionera of the
;

King
1

it

of Scots according to the specifications of

the treaty.
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Her first interviews with James IV. Pageants that
welcomed their arrival into Edinburgh Their marriage Rebellion in the northern isles Its origin and
causes The rebellion suppressed Justiciary courts established in the northern districts Turbulent and
lawless state of the Scottish borders The Raid of Eskdale The Borderers reduced to order Royal
progresses of James and his queen Relations of Scotland with foreign courts Political negotiations of
James with the continental powers Peaceful condition of the kingdom Illustrative experiment of James
on the public tranquillity and safety His wasteful expenditure His unsuccessful expedients to improve
his finances— The empiiical Abbot of Tongland James's love of ship-building and cannon-founding He
builds the ship called the Great Saint Mic/iael Its dimensions and equipments Naval reprisals of Andrew
Barton on the Portuguese His defeat and death at sea by the EngUsh Commencement of quarrels
between James and Hecry VIII, —The old alliance drawn closer between Scotland and France Attempts
of James to reconcile the continental powers and promote a general peace His negotiations for the purpose
ineffectual Symptoms of an approaching war between England and Scotland Efiicient state of the ScotFantastic appeal of the Queen of France to James He resolves in consequence to invade
tish navy
England He sends an armament to the aid of France Mismanagement of the expedition James sends
Henry's reception of the missive and messenger
his herald with a defiance to Henry VIII. in France
Lord Home's hostile inroad into England His defeat at Milfield Attempts made to dissuade James from
invading England The strange apparition in the church at Linlithgow The midnight summons at the
March of James into England His injudicious commencement of the campaign
cross of Edinburgh
His waste of time in criminal pleasures Advance of the Earl of Surrey against him — Rash compliance of
James with the earl's challenge —Obstinacy of James to the remonstrances of his counsellors Surrey's
able manoeuvi'es to obtain a favourable position — Arrangement of the opposing armies at Flodden Battle
of Flodden Its eventful changes— James slain in the battle— Destructive slaughter among the Scottish
noble families Character of James IV.
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Such an event as his own marriage, which
much scope for chivah-ous games and
gay festivals, was not likely to be neglected by
such a king as James IV. It was also a season
of peace and prosperity, while the character of
the youthful sovereign had drawn to him the
afforded so

affections of every class of his subjects, so that

nobles and

commons vied among

and with each

themselves,

other, to give lustre to the event.

had been worse than ineffectual, and
put an end to a war of which the wisest in either
country had bitterly regretted the commencement. The progress of the Princess Margaret
through England was therefore a long triumphal
march, signalized by welcomes, shows, and processions at every place where she halted on her
centuries

way

to the Scottisli Border.

Her train had also
when she

swelled as she proceeded, so that

Never, therefore, had Scotland witnessed a royal passed from Berwick to Lamberton Kirk, its
marriage so cordially welcomed, or so splendidly number amounted to nearly two thousand horse.
celebrated.
Moreover, it fortunately happens, Here she was received on the pai't of the King
that upon this event we are more fully and of Scots by the Archbishop of Glasgow and the
minutely informed than upon any other co- Earl of Bothwell at the head of a brilliant protemporaneous incident, as two English heralds cession of lords, knights, gentlemen, and their
who accompanied the princess into Scotland attendants to the number of a thousand men,
were careful to chronicle the proceedings, not half of whom were mounted " on horses of great
only of every day but almost eveiy hour, until price and well appointed," the riders being
they returned to their own country, while they clothed in jackets of velvet, of damask, and of
describe every circumstance, however trivial, c;\mlet, while the royal trumpeters sounded a
down to the cong§ of a salute, or the embroidery loud welcome upon their clarions to Margaret's
upon the hem of a garment. Upon such a gay arrival into her future home and kingdom.
and full account w6 may therefore be justified Her pavilions were pitched at Lamberton Kirk,
in lingering for more than the usual period of and here she had in waiting a throng of dames
such royal unions, especially as this reign was aud damosels of Scotland, whom James had
closed by so dark and disastrous a termination. appointed to attend her, and who were dressed
The marriage itself was popular throughout in the best costume of the country, at the form
England from the promise of peace which it aud fancy of which the English ladies and the
afforded it freed the kingdom from a trouble- heralds appear to have marvelled greatly. Being
some neighbour against whom its attempts for now upon Scottish ground, and safely rendered
;

;
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into her husband's keeping; the greater part of

Margaret's train

now

crossed the Border.

took their leave and reTi-arelling

by easy

stages

the princess went on to Haddington, and after-

wards took

her abode in the castle of Dalkeith, wliich was her appointed resting-place
previous to her public entrance into Edinburgh
lip

Queen of Scotland. In these Scottish journeyings a ciuious proof was given of the imperfection as yet of the approaches to the capit;il

as

,

and the politeness with which the diffijourney had been abated. Scot-

itself,

culties of the

land had few highways, or even tolerable roads;

and paths had been
Margaret and her
being

lost

among

hastily constructed
train

might

by which

travel,

trackless heaths or

without

swamped

in the mire.

Enough had now been done
aries of state ceremonial,

and

in the preliminit

was time that

the hero himself should appear upon the scene.

James accordingly

visited hLs bride at Dalkeith,

accompanied with a train of sixty hoi^se. In
his appearance on this, as on other occasions,
the dress he wore and the ornaments with
which it was set off are minutely described,
from the tip of his feather to his spur-rowel,
liy

these faithful Enghsli heralds, to

whom every

tag or button was of high national importance

;

but we may mention in general, that James was
arrayed at this, his first visit, in a jacket of
cramosie velvet bordered with cloth of gold
that his hawk's lure was dangling at his back;

—

and that his beard was somewhat long a point
upon which these recordei-s are somewhat sensitive throughout,

said

royal

finding, perhaps, that

beard was not
standard

the

exactly trimmed

English
court.
But his demeanour during the courtship, where the bride was aheady won, was the
according

to

the

perfection of stately courtesy
lover's delicate tenderness

of

the

combined with a

— a sort of

giandiose

obsequiousness and formal dignity, blended
with the gay, graceful, impetuous ardour of a
paladin of Charlemagne, or a knight of the

King Arthur.

There was no lack of
endearment on both sides; and
after supper, with abundance of minstrelsy and
dancing, James returned well pleased to Edinburgh. The second visit was with less formality. The Archljishops of York and Glasgow,
the Bishop of Durham, and the Earls of Surrey
aud Bothwell had gone out from Dalkeith to
meet him midway; but, instead of encumIjering hiuLself with such a train, "the king
court of

;
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onslaught only increased the fervour with which
he was welcomed, and the zest of the pastimes

with which he was regaled dances were alternated with refreshments, where the king himself waited on Margaret with wine and bread
and the singing of ballads followed, in which
the Scots and English contended for the palm
;

of minstrelsy almost as ardently as for the prize

James was

of valour.

delighted with his enter-

tainment, and on departing, he vaulted gaily on
his steed,

and went

oft"

at fuU gallop in school-

glee, " follow who might."
On the following day, the visit was repeated at the early hour

boy

but the queen, who had been made
him with ample
preparation, and regaled him with her musical
accomplishments, fii-st on the clai-ichord and
afterwai-ds on the lute, while James listened
bare-headed, and on bended knee. After supper,
a fair steed, the present of Henry YII. to his sonin-law was brought out; it was di-aped with cloth
of white and gi'een damask that ti-aUed to the
gi'ound, having hanging buttons or tassels of
of supper,

aware

of his coming, received

sUk, the harness of the bridle being of velvet
of the

same

colours.

At the next return

of

by a train of forty
was himself mounted on a mule.
After a week spent in such daUj' visits, the
time had come for Margaret's public entry into
Edinburgh and accordingly she left Dalkeith,
attended by her train that glittered in crimson
and cloth of gold and ermine. She was borne in
a litter and we are carefully told that she was
the king, he was attended
horse, but

;

;

habited in a

gown

of black velvet

;

of cloth of gold,

with a purfle

that she wore on her neck a

and precious stones, and
was led after her
by a knight. Midway between Dalkeith and
Edinburgh, she was met by the king, " running
as he would run after the hare," followed by
his train as splendidly attired and bejewelled
rich collar of pearls

that her palfrey of honour

And here, as in every
other instance, the king's dress was minutely
noted by the English heralds, so that he stands
as that of the queen.

before the eye of the present generation almost

and entered within the chamber with

more than
His jacket was of jnirple
trimmed with black fur his doublet of
violet satin, and his hose of scarlet the collar
of his shirt was adorned w-ith pearls, and on his
heels were a pair of long gilt spurs. The sword
of state which was borne before him on such a
public occasion as the present was cai-ried by
the Earl of Bothwell, who was attired in a long
gown of black velvet trimmed with the fur of
martins. The sword itself was in a scabbard of
purple velvet, which w:»s garnished with the

small company, and found the said queen playing at the cards." The abruptness of this royal

motto, "God my Defender," made of pearls.
The horse which James had orovided for the

affectionate

flying as the bird that seeks her prey, took
other ways, and came privately to the said
castle,

as vividly as he did while he lived

three centuries ago.
velvet,

;

;

34
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queen to make her entrance into Edinburgh
was then brought forward and as it was intended that she should ride ou the crupper
behind him, the animal was fii-st tried by the
king himself backing it, and afterwards taking
up a gentleman behind him, to ascertain its docility, and that it would carry double. Margaret
was then raised on the pillion behind him, and
in this loving, homely fashion, which was not

were to such professional

unusual among royal personages of the period,
and even to a later time, the noble pan- com-

presented to the royal pair to kiss

;

details,

almost exhaust

themselves in describing the processions which

met them

at almost every step to do

honour

to

the beloved sovereign of the land, and give

welcome

There were the
with their harping and piping
the prelates in their imposing robes, and showto his noble bride.

city minstrels

ering priestly benedictions

— the different ordera

of friars bearing their sacred relics,

officials of

which they

— the high
— lords and

the palace and the kingdom, adorned

They with the insignia of their office
however, when in passing knights, and barons in such abundance, and
through a field they found in it a fair pavilion, with such high-sounding titles, that the strangera
out of which sallied a knight armed at all must have marvelled how a kingdom like Scotpoints to join a lady who stood at the entrance; land could produce or sustain such an amount
And as all this show would have
his path was crossed by another knight, who of nobUity.
attempted to carry off the lady by violence a been incomplete and unsatisfactory without
sharp dialogue and challenge to mortal combat public dramatic pageantries the narrow streets
ensued, and the two warriore firet rode a career of of Edinburgh had been furbished for the occalances and afterwards fought on foot with their sion, and adorned with such temporary strucswords, until James, as umpire, put a stop to tures of wood, painted canvas, and plaster as
the encounter. These doughty champions who might have vied with the best exhibitions of
thus fought in seeming earnest, and were not London or Paris. Thus, there was a triumphal
scrupulous in dealing heavy strokes, were Sir arch of painted timber, having turrets and
Patrick Hamilton, the king's cousin, and Pat- windows, at which were angels singing joyously
After this divertise- to welcome the pair; and as the procession
rick Sinclair, an esquire.
ment of arms another of hunting succeeded, wound through it these celestial civic guardthe king having brought with him a hart for ians presented to the queen the keys of the
the purpose, which was let loose, while a grey- city. Nigh the cross, which was newly painted
hound was slijiped in pursuit but both hart for the nonce, was a fountain which ran with
and hound, instead of taking to the hiUs, where good wine for all who pleased to drink. At
they might have afforded noble sport, and been the same central part of the city a scaffold was
kept long in view, dashed off to the neighbour- erected, on which two plays were exhibited, the
menced their
had not rode

stately public progress.
far,

;

;

which were, "The Judgment of
and the " Angel Gabriel's Salutation to
But even in such a union the
the Virgin "
taste of this age could see no incongi-uity.
There was also a triumphal arch hard by, superintended by four allegorical personages who

ing town of Edinburgh against

subjects of

calculations of venery,

Paris,"

all the rules and
and quickly disappeared
Nothing remained for
among the suburbs.
the royal procession but to follow these avant
couriers, and accordingly, they proceeded on

their short journey without further delay.

!

The pageants that followed on their entrance
Edinburgh were so numerous, and so fuU

The
represented the four cardinal virtues.
marriage feast and the queen's coronation, in

pomp, and glitter, that we can only
bestow a passing allusion upon the chief of
them.
Never had the poor and diminutive

which the climax of all this splendour and
rejoicing was wound up, may for the present

into

of noise,

Scottish capital, so often destroyed

and

rebuilt,

been so commoved from its inmost centre, and
and beautified, as upon this joyous
national occasion.
"The said town of Edin"
burgh (thus testify the English heralds) was
in many places hanged with tapestry, the houses
and windows so full of lords, ladies, gentlewomen, and gentlemen, and in the streets so
gi-eat multitude of people without number, that
it was a fair thing to see, the which people
was very glad of the coming of the said queen,
and in the suburbs of the said town bells rang
for mirth."
Descending to particulars, these
deep-breathed heralds, accustomed though they
so adorned

be omitted, as belonging to a different department of our history. It may be thought, indeed,
that we have already lingered too long upon
the subject, but let it be remembered that this
marriage brought out in their fullest display
the wealth, the civilization, and the general

condition of Scotland in the earlier pai-t of the

more important
was ultimately
to unite the rival and contending kingdoms
into one, and form of them a single empire
upon whose dominions the sun should not set.
And yet there was an ominous shadow flit-

sixteenth centurj'.

was the

fact,

But

far

that this marriage

ting throughout this sunshine, although the eye

could not yet detect

it,

which

in

a few years

•
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throw over the Kingdom of Scotland a darkness that might be felt, and a mid-

more was

to

night cry for the death of

its first-born.

Among

was the brave, gallant Earl of
Surrey in attendance upon Margaret and joined
with him was his brother, the admiral, and Sir
these revellers

;

Edward Stanley
den.

— the

English heroes of Flod-

Little did they anticijiate the time

that courteous,

high-spirited,

when

debonair- king,

whom

they admii'ed as the most accomplished
and the kindest of hosts, would be
dragged at their bidding from among a heap of
of sovereigns

carnage, and

when they would be

unable, in

;
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which they wasted Badenoch and set fire to the town of Inverness. But
this wild outbreak only recoiled upon theii- own
heads. An army was speedily raised under the
command of the great northern earls and barons
to proceed against the revolters, who were unable to make head against such a combination
and a parliament was assembled at Edinburgh
on the 11th of March, 1503, to subdue the insurgents, and take orders for their future
management. It is chiefly from the enactments
of this parliament, rather than from the old
fierce insurrection, in

historians, that the scanty particulai-s of this

rebellion have been made known to us.
In
was indeed these it is stated that there had been great
the body of James IV., the soul and centre of abuse of justice in the northern and western
such a happy national festival.
jjarts of the realm, particularly the nortliern and
These marriage solemnities and pageants had southern isles, for want of justice ayi'es, justices,
not long been ended when the public tranquillity and sheriffs, by which defect " the people are
and the peace of James was disturbed by rebel- almost become savage " and to remedy this
lion in the north.
The commotion originated defect, justice courts were henceforth to be held
for the northern isles at Inverness or Dingwall,
in the Isles, where a reluctant and doubtful
obedience to the Scottish crown had for centuries as the nature of the suit and condition of the
parties might require and that another justice
leen alternated by rebellion, and where the continuing barbarity of the people was encouraged, or sheriff should be appointed for the southern
rather than suppressed, by the means that were isles and neighbouring territory, whose court
adopted to reduce them to law and order. In upon every due occasion should be held in the
1476 the dangerous power of these descendants Tarbet of Loch-Kilkerran. Those parts of the
of the old sea-kings and Norse pirates had been Highlands called Dowart and Glentowart, lying
greatly diminished by the annexation of the between Lorn and Badenoch, and the lordshi])
earldom of Ross to the crown; and though of Lorn, all which places had been unaccustomed
John, Lord of the Isles, had entered into a to acknowledge any courts of justice, were to
dangerous connection with England for the re- attend these held at Perth, while those of Mawcovery of the earldom, he was allowed, during mor and Lochaber, which were equally destitute,
the weak reign of James III., to pursue his were to belong to the court of Inverness, and
intrigues undisturbed.
The case, however, a special judge was to be resident there for
was altered when James IV. had reached his Argyle. In this manner it was attempted to
majority
for he visited the Highlands and establish regular courts in those lawless disIsles in jjerson, issued a sentence of forfeiture tricts which had been wont to reject the ambuagainst John, and carried off as hostages the latory justice ayres or hold them in defiance.
two principal island chiefs by whom these re- That part of Oowal not comprehended in Argyle
volts had been promoted.
Amidst the other was to be included under the court held at
acts of rough justice which were inflicted upon
Dumbarton and the inhabitants of Knapdale
these fierce islesmen and their lords, the charters and Kintyre, joined with those of Bute, Arran,
granted by the latter to the former during six and the C'umbraes, were to wait upon the courts
years were revoked, and large portions of the held at Ayr or Rothesay. New sheriffs were
territory belonging to the disaffected were be- appointed for Ross and Caithness, hitherto comstowed upon royal favourites, and especially prised in the sheriffdom of Inverness, of which
the Earl of Argj'le, who was made lieutenant one Wiis to hold his court in Tain or Dingwall,
of the Isles, and invested with several of the and the other at Dornoch or Wick. In all these
pri vileges of their ancient lords. These measures districts also, whether of mainland or isles,
were harsh and impolitic at least, if not unjust; whether Celtic or Norwegian in their populathe i.sl''smen flew to anns, and having rescued tion and usages, the jieople were to be ruled by
Donald Dhu, an illegitimate grandson of John no other than the ordinances and common law
of the Isles, from imprisonment, wliere he had of the realm.
lain for forty years, they proclaimed him the
Such were the parliamentary enactments of
lawful occupant of the island throne, with all its 1503 for the legislation of the Highlands and
old possessions and immunities, and then proceeded to make good his claims by open and
Acts of Ihc Parliaments of Scotlntxd,
pp. 239, 249.

the mangled, hoof-trodden carcass that lay be-

fore them, to ascertain

whether

this

;

1

;

;

;

I
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Nor were

these journeys through

But before these wholesome decrees could
be put in use it was necessary to quell the re-

Forres.^

and disarm the prevalent lawlessness
by force and bloodshed. It was fortunate that
both the king and his father, especially the
former, had bestowed such attention upon their
navy for though a considerable army was in
readiness under the Earl of Arran, the king's

altogether so cheerless and thankless as they

they fared in their progresses: — "The king and

lieutenant, the rebels could only be reached in

queen,

Isles.

bellion

;

their strongholds

by the co-operation

of a fleet

was

with the land-forces. This
got over through the ships of war that accompanied the expedition, under the command of
the two great naval commanders, Sir Andrew
Wood and Robert Barton. The castles built
upon the coasts, and hitherto deemed impregdifficulty

nable, were obliged to yield to the

easily

new and

dreary

and

districts,

for such stern

purposes,

might have been, so that after his marriage
James had sometimes his royal partner for
his fellow-traveller.

The following short

count of the Bishop of Ross will show
all

ac-

how

the rest of this year, passed through

the principal towns in the south parts of the

realm and abbey places, where gi-eat entertainment was made to them, and sundry goodly
propines and gifts were given to the queen in
token of blytheness; for the use observed in
Scotland was at

tliat

time, as

it

was many years
and their train

before, that the king, the queen,

travelled for the

most part of the year through

and

the realm, and lodged in the abbey palaces or

the island chiefs perceiving the uselessness of

with the bishops and prelates, where they were

decisive language of the floating batteries,

were fain

resistance

to

come

to terms

and be

obedient to the royal authority.^

Another troublesome part

of the

kingdom

that needed the imposition of law and order

entertained

well

certain

days,

and at their

departing the bishop or abbot, master of the
place, gave a purse to the king and another to
the queen, with certain quantity of gold con-

much as the Isles was the Scottish
whose inhabitants lived by war and

tained therein, which extended yearly to a great

plunder, and recognized no authority but that

The events which succeeded for some years
were of a gratifying character, as they sliowed
that Scotland, now at peace with herself and
her powerful neighbour, had a greater influence
in foreign afTairs than she had hithei-to possessed.
Louis XII. of France, while employed
iu his wars against Milan and Naples, had paid

fully as

borders,

of their

own marauding

leaders.

As

it

was

in

vain to expect the maintenance of the late peace
as long as these

wUd

clans were unsuppressed,

James secured the co-operation of Henry for
the purpose of quelling them, and set out upon
an expedition to the Border, attended not only
by men-at-arms, judges, and executioners, but
also by huntsmen, falconers, and morris-dancers,
so that the trials of war and justice might be
alternated and relieved by the pleasures of the
chase and festival.
At Lochmaben in Dumfriesshire, where he pitched his encampment, he

was met by Lord
English

Daci-e,

border; and

the warden of the

between

vigorous hunt was instituted,

two a
which the

these
in

Scottish borderers, prevented from escaping be-

own jiale, were inclosed by the royal
and the chief malefactors brought in for
trial and execution that was conducted by a
Very summary process. By this " Raid of Eskdale," as it was called, the quiet of the Borders
was secured for a few years the utmost that
could be obtained among such lawless and desperate communities even by the most vigorous
measures. Having thus restored the more remote and dangerous parts of his kingdom to
order James was equally indefatigable in superintending those districts which were nigher the
seat of government and the Raid of Eskdale
was followed by a justiciary expedition beyond
the Mounth, in which he proceeded as far as
yond

their

troops,

—

;

1

Treasurer's accounts, A.D. 1504.

sum."

little

attention of late to Scotland, as a

too remote to aid

him

kingdom

iu his military opera-

and therefore the close alliance of James
with England, which at any other period would
have been interrupted by French intrigues and
counter-proposals, had been successfully efl'ected
without their interference. But now the case
was different. The kingdom of Naples, which
had been conquered and divided as a spoil between France and Spain, became a subject of
quarrel between these ambitious occupants ; and
in the war that ensued between them the French
in 1503 were defeated, and Naples became the
prize of the victor. As Henry VII. was closely
allied to Spain by the marriage, firet of his
eldest son Arthur and afterwards of his second
son Henry, to the Infanta Catherine, Louis had
good cause to be apprehensive of a war with
England as well as Spain and in the possibility
of such an event he judged it well to resume
those amicable relations with the Scots, of which
France in former times had so elFfectually reaped
the benefit. An ambassador was therefore sent
from the French court to Scotland and the
pei-son chosen to represent the French king was
tions

;

;

;

2

Treasurer's accounts, A.D. 1601.
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one well

fitted to conciliate the Scots, for it

was

no other than Bernard Stuai-t, Lord Aubigney,
the kinsman of their own sovereign, who had
been ambassador to Scotland in 14S4, and who
had since become renowned as a brave, skilful
This second arrival in Scotland of
Lord Aubigney appears to have been in 1504,
but the nature of his negotiations has not been
mentioned, and can only be surmised from the
warrior.

Enghind and upon the ConJames received him with the distinction and cordiality which so near a relative and
so renowned a hero merited, instituting tournaments in his honour, appealing to him as a

state of atTairs in
tinent.

supreme authority on all matters of chivah-y,
and addressing him by the title of Father of
Wai-.'
Although this favour had an ominous
aspect to the alliance between Scotland and
England, it did not, however, for the present
interrupt it; on the contrary, James, in 1505,
interposed his good offices with his kinsman and
ally, the Duke of Gueldres, to dissuade the duke
from giving, refuge to William de la Pole, Earl
of Suffolk, who had raised a rebellion against
Henry VII., and who made pretentions to the
English crown as nephew of Henry IV. and
His application
male head of the Yorkists.
was successful, and Suffolk was dismissed from
Gueldres.
Soon after this the mediation of
James was employed in behalf of the Duke of
Gueldres himself, who was maintaining an unequal contest against the
to

whom

the

King

aid in effecting

Emperor Maximilian,

England had promised
the duke's deposition. James by
of

persuaded his father-in-law

his remonstrances

and at the same time obtained the
interposition of the French king, by which
Maximilian was obliged to abandon his designs
upon Gueldres.^
Independently of these negotiations, which
to desist,

show the

influence of Scotland in the politics

of Europe,

we have

movements

to the

notices of other political

same

their peaceful character

effect,

and

although from

silent operations

they are passed over in the records of the period
as matters of inferior

moment. They were con-

nected not only with France but the northern

Denmark, Sweden, and Norway; for
now ranked high as a naval power,
and could make her influence be felt in quarters with which she had hitherto maintained
only an occasional intercourse. On one occasion,
indeed, an insult was offered to her sea-flag,
which wa.s followed by a swift and terrible

states of

Scotland

Incensed at the alliance of James
with the Duke of Gueldres and the effectual
aid which he had rendered to that over-matched
cliastiscraent.

fitecotUe.

' JSpitt.

Reg. Scot.

vol.

i.

pp. 21-31
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Flemings and Hollanders, who
were at this time the subjects of Maximilian,
plundered certain Scottish ships and threw
their merchants and crews into the sea to escape
territory, the

But

detection.

this atrocity

was soon

discov-

ered; and James, without troubling himself

about such a notorious act of
commissioned Barton to inflict punishment upon the perpetrators. This bold seaman
set sail in a large ship of war and executed his
commission so strictly that the heads of the
offenders were sent to James in casks, and Barton returned to Scotland enriched with their
to remonstrate

piracy,

spoils.'

Another embassy from a peaceful quarter,
although its purposes were warlike, arrived in
Scotland in 1507. The pontiff, Julius II., indignant that Italy should become the battlefield of

France and Spain, and desirous to drive these
ultramontanes across the Alps and Pyrenees,
had resolved to begin with the French, who at
He was desirous
jiresent held the ascendency.
that James should desert his alliance with
Fi-ance in favour of one with

Maximilian and

the Venetians, and he backed his application

with the

gifts of

a consecrated hat and swoi'd.

The papal ambassador was received with every
token of reverence, although his appeals were
ineffectual;

instead of dissolving his alliance

with France, James offered to send to Louis an
auxiliary force of four thousand Scots to aid
him in his Italian wars, and especiaUy for the
recovery of Genoa. But this fair city having
surrendered to Louis, made the proposed expedition from Scotland unnecessary.*

Amidst these complications

of embassies

and

overtures in which Scotland was successively
courted by the principal European powers, it is

unwonted peacefulness
which prevailed through the whole country,
and the security that was extended over life and
property.
Of this James was justly so proud
that he resolved to illustrate it by a daring experiment. Without a single attendant, and probably disguised as an ordinary man, he rode all
alone from Stirling by Perth and Aberdeen to
Elgin, thus accomplishing in one day a ride of
about an hundred and thirty miles, through
rough ways and wild districts, without encountering molestation or danger. After this wonderful feat of horsemanship and test of the security
of travelling in Scotland he took rest for a few
hours upon a hard board, and on the morning

gratifying to note the

pushed onward to the shrine of St. Duthac, in
Ross, wliere he heard mass thus combining the
merits of a pilgrimage with the stir and excite-

—

a

EpM.

*

Ibid, as, 87.

ll''<l

Scot., vol.

i.

pp. 21-34.
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ment

of ^idventure

— and

returned to Stirling

accompanied by the nobility of the districts
through which he passed.^ After his retui-n to
court James resumed those chivalrous sports
and pageantries to which he was so inordinately addicted; and tournaments were held at
which the venerable Aubigney, the Father of
War, presided as umpire, while the king himself took paj't in the encounters, sometimes in
the character of a " salvage knight " roaming in
quest of adventures, sometimes as King Arthur,
while his companions personated the famous
Knights of the Round Table. Another passion
of James was for fine horses, and to procure
choice breeds of them he was neither deterred
by expense nor distance. He applied, therefore,
not only to Flanders but to Spain and Poland
and the presents of this kind which he received
from foreign courts he requited with those
hardy ponies called Galloways, and the kind of
hunting-dogs for which Scotland was particularly famous.These expenses bore hard upon
his scanty exchequer; but, unwilling to abate
them and become less in the eyes of the world,
James often talked moodily of leaving the king-

dom and

rej^airing as a pilgrim to the

Holy

Land. To this, perhaps, the acts of penance
with which he alternated his gay revelries
and adventures may have inclined him, for he
was wont during his whole lifetime to hurry
from scenes of reckless dissipation into the most
ascetic practices of self-mortification and devotion.
The gi'eatness of his expenditm-e at one
time seems to have tempted him to have recourse to those extortionate practices by which
Henry VII. had become one of the richest sovereigns of Europe and he proceeded to examine
with a calculating eye the old feudal rights of
;

the Scottish kings to the proceeds of estates,
held of the crown during the minority of heii's,
and other such privileges, from which his predecessors had been

wont

to derive a large por-

These he attempted to
had become so obsolete
and the persons liable to their infliction were
so numerous that he wisely abandoned such an
unjust and dangerous attempt.^ A wiser plan
which he adopted was to explore the mines of
Scotland for the purpose of laying open their
hidden treasures of metals or minerals; but
though a commencement was thus made, there
was not as yet sufficient science in the country

tion of their revenues.

revive, but the imposts

to turn the reseai-ch to

a profitable account.

It

would have been strange if, amidst his urgent
necessities and his search after gold, James had
been proof to the delusions of alchemy and the

'

Lesley, pp. 76, 76.

'

Lesley, p.

73.

•
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empirics

of

otfers

to

multiply

metals to an indefinite amouut.

the

precious

One

of these

had found his way from Italy to Scotland and
James, with whom he became a favourite, made
;

him Abbot
plying,

and

" He caused the king
Bishop Lesley, " that he by multi-

of Tongland.

believe," says

othei-s his inventions,

fine gold of other metal,

would make

whilk science he called

the Quintessence;

whereupon the king made

great cost, but

vam." To support his credit

as

weU

all in

as trusting in the efficacy of his experi-

ment, this foreign adept also pretended to pos-

and as James
an embassy to France, he
promised that he would fly thither upon a pair
of wings before the ambassadors could reach
the country. To work he set accordingly; and
having constructed his pinions and fastened
them to his shoulders he waved them in confidence upon the top of the castle- wall of Stirling
and sprang forward, but only to fall to the
ground and break his leg. Even then, however,
sess the secret of the art of flying

was about

;

to send

not the attempt

itself but the structure of the
wings was in fault for he asserted that hens'
feathers had been introduced in their fabrication, which feathers yearn for the dunghill instead of mounting to the sky. " In thus doing,"
adds the bishop humorously, "he pressed to
countei'foot ane king of England called Bladud,
who, as their histories mention, decked himself
in feathers and presumed to fly in the air as he
did ; but, falling on the temple of Apollo, brake
;

his neck."

A

more important pursuit

of

James was

that of ship-building, at which, to encourage
his subjects as well as gratify his tastes,

worked with
evidently to

he

his ovm hands.
His desire was
make Scotland a maritime and

trading country, through which alone it could
become rich and prosperous. But here also his

and marvellous sometimes predominated over the useful and practical, so that
his chief etfort was devoted to the construction
of a gigantic but unmanageable hulk rather than
love of the grand

a

fleet of

ordinary vessels.

This ship, called the

thus described at length
by Pitscottie, whose account is too valuable to
Great Saint Michael,

is

be curtailed. " This ship was of so great stature
and took so much timber that except Falkland
she wasted all the woods in Fife, which was
oak-wood, by [besides] all timber that was
gotten out of Norway.
For she was so strong
and of so great length and breadth (all the
Wrights of Scotland, yea, and maiiy other strangere, were at her device, by the king's commandment, who wrought very busily in her;
but it was year and day ere she was complete),
to wit, she

was twelvescore

and
She was ten

foot of length,

thirty-six foot within the sides.

—
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These preparations indicated the honourable
wall, and boards on every side, so stark and so ambition of James not only to strengthen his imthick that no cannon could go through her. poverished kingdom and laise it to an equality
This gi'eat ship cumbered Scotland to get her with other nations, but it was also a symptom
From that time that she was afloat of the overclouding of the political horizon and
to the sea.
and her masts and sails complete, with tows his apprehension that the unwonted state of
and anchors effeiring there to, she was counted peace which had continued during his reign
to the king to be thirty thousand pounds of could not be maintained much longer.
And,
expenses, by presides] her artillery, which was indeed, there was cause for such an apprehenvery great and costly to the king, by all the sion. With scarcely any interruption he had
rest of her ordere
to wit, she bore many can- lived in amicable intercourse with Henry VII.,
nous, sis on every side, with three gi'eat basils, his father-in-law; but that peaceful and politic
two behind in her dock and one before, with king died in 1509, and was succeeded by his
three hundred shot of small artillery, that is to son, Henry VIII., a king only in his eighteenth
say, inyand and battert - falcon and quarter- year, who already gave indications of that proud
falcon, slings, pestilent serpentins, and double imperious spirit which in after years embroiled
dogs, with hagter and culverin, cross-bows, and him with every sovereign of Europe in turn.
hand-bows. She had three hundred mariners to The first preparations of the new reign in Engsail her
she had sixscore of gunners to use her land pointed to a wai- with France, in which
artillery, and had a thousand men of war, by Henry, elated by the flattery of his young
[besides] her captains, skippers, and quarter- courtiei-s, was to equal or even outdo the
masters. When this ship passed to the sea and glories of Cressy and Agincourt and in such a
was lying in the road the king caused shoot a conflict it was certain that Scotland would not
cannon at her to assay her if she was wight, be allowed to remain neutral. A gift also which
but I heard say it deai-ed [pierced] her not and arrived to James about this time indicated the
did her little scathe. And if any man believe apprehensions of France of a coming war with
that this description of the ship be not of verity England and the part which the King of Scots
as we have written, let him pass to the gate of was expected to take in it.
It was two gi'eat
Tullibardiue, and there, afore the same, ye wiU ships " laden with guns, speais, and all kinds of
see the length and breadth of her planted with munition." 2
In this state of afiairs between England and
hawthorn by the wright that helped to make
foot thick in the wall, outed jests of oak in her

;

;

;

her.

As

Wood
of her,

Andrew
who was quai-ter-master
and Robert Barton, who was masterfor other properties of her. Sir

is

skip])er."

my

author,

Thus the ship was

as compared with

now

the

plan

of great length

breadth, but such was

its

upon which ships were con-

structed that were intended exclusively for war.

When we

find that

we must keep

had only

it

fifteen

miud the huge

in

cannon,

calibre

and

weight of the artillery of the period as well as
the smaller guns or patereroes with which she

was so liberally f uniiehed. The passion of James
for shiji-building was accompanied with great
attention to gunnery, an art as yet

iti

its in-

fancy throughout Europe at large, and which
had not superseded the practices and weapons

were in use before gunhad therefore a complete gunner, called Robert Borthwick, in his
service, who was employed in casting cannons
and fortifying the castle of Edinburgh. The
pieces ao constructed were distinguished by the
inscription upon them,
of ancient warfare that

powder was known.

He

" Machina sum Scoto Borthuik fabricata Roberto,
Jacobo Quarto rege, jubente pio."'

'

Lesley, p. 81.

Scotland

circumstances

occurred

to

loosen the perpetual peace that

had been

es-

several

tablished at the time of James's marriage be-

tween the two kingdoms and restore the old
In consequence of
inflicted by the Portuguese thirty
yeai-s earlier upon the father of the Bartons,
his three sons Andrew, Robert, and John had
obtained letters of marque from their sovereign
to inflict vengeance and exact satisfaction. Portugal had now become one of the greatest of
maritime powers, and the wealth of India, which
she had conquered, was at her command but
these formidable advantages were only additional inducements to the bold brothei-s, whose
nautical skiU and daring were not surpassed by
any seamen of that adventurous age. They
fitted out a squadron which was soon manned
by congenial spirits, and in their cruises they
more than indemnified themselves upon the rich
carracks returning from India and Africa to
feelings of national rancour-.

an injury

;

Portugal.

Besides this wealth they imported

into Scotland such spoils of their conquests as

were new to the wondering eyes of the Scots,
and among these are particularized sundry
negro and Indian captives, who formed brave
>

Lesley, p. 80.
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strong ships of war, of which he appointed his
sons, Lord Thomas Howard and Sir Edward

which existed about this time between
the two countries. Sir Eobert Ker, a favourite
of Jame.s, and oflicer of the royal household,
who was also master of artillery and warden of
the Middle Maiches, had exercised his office of
wardensbip with a strictness or severity that
was displeasing to the lawless Borderers of England; and in consequence of this he was attacked
and murdered by Lilburn, Starhead, and Heron,
three subjects of Henry VII., who was then
reigning.
The English king surrendered LOburn, and afterwards a brother of Heron into
the hands of James, who threw them into prison
On the acin Fastcastle, where Lilburn died.
cession of Henry VIII. Heron and Starhead,
the two other murderers, emerged from their
hiding-places, in the hope that under the new
reign their crime would be overlooked. But

Howai-d, afterwards lord-high-admiral of Engcommanders; and on setting out to

hatred and Border vengeance.

sea they were so fortimata as to find

ruffled

additions to the masques and pageants of the

gay court of King James. But the Bartons
were accused of not having confined themselves
and it was
exclusively to Portuguese ships
alleged, that in the Western Ocean they had
stopped and seai'ched English vessels imder the
pretext that they contained Portuguese goods.
Such were especially the charges brought against
Andrew Bai'ton, who traveled the English seas,
and was represented as a pirate who used his
letters of marque for a pretext and plundered
;

ships alike. On hearing these reports the
Earl of Surrey is declared to have vowed that
this Scot should not infest the uaiTow seas as
long as he had an estate to furnish a ship, or a
son who could command it. He fitted out two
all

land, to be

enemy

in the

upon the

Downs on

their

from a cruise
Barton had his

his return

coast of Portugal.

own ship, the Lion, and an armed pinnace called
the Jenny Piriven; but, in addition to his inferiority of force, his ships were pi-obably laden
with plunder, and therefore the less fitted either
to give battle or avoid it. It is also added that
the Howards showed friendly signals, to throw
him off his guard and draw him unprepared

The

within their reach.

battle that followed

was maintained by the Scots with great hardihood and though their gallant admiral was
;

mortally

wounded he continued

them by sounding

to animate

badge
had breath to
blow it. His ships were boarded and carried
into the Thames, and to add to the UTegularity
of the proceeding on the part of England, they
were condemned as lawful prizes, while their
crews were sent home after a short imprisonment. Indeed, Barton's ship, the Lion, was so
choice an addition to the stiU very imperfect
his whistle of gold, the

of his high ofiice, as long as he

English navy, that next to the Great Harry,

was the

largest of

all

it

their vessels of war.'

This breach of the established peace between
the two kingdoms, accompanied with the death
of his admiral and the capture of his ships, was

by James, who sent a
demand satisthe injury; but Henry arrogantly

indignantly resented

herald to the English court to
faction for

offence

they could not escape the sharp eye of feudal
in

public and

fresh commotions

While they

endeavoui-ed to excite

Andrew Ker,

the son of Sir

Eobert, sent two of his retainei-s to Starhead's
residence, although it was ninety miles from

and these staunch bloodhounds
murdered the man in his own dwelling, and
conveyed his head to their master, who exposed
it in one of the most public places of Edinburgh,
as the head of a man who had been executed by
a righteous doom.- Such a deed could scarcely
be committed by Ker without the connivance or
tacit consent of his sovei'eign, and Henrj' would
the Border;

it as an insult offered to himself.
In another circumstance James had equal cause
By his
to complain of his brother of England.
will Henry VII. had bequeathed to his daughter
Margaret a valuable store of jewels but these

naturally resent

;

Henry VIII. had

hitherto failed to deliver, al-

though application had been made to that effect.
To add to his meanness he demanded a heavy
price for the restitution of these goods, which
was nothing less than that James should either
abandon all alliance with France or at least
remain neutral in the approaching war between
that country and England that he should "sit
still in his chair" and look on, while he and the
King of France were employed in the encounter.
James rejected the unkingly proposal with
scorn, and declared that he would himself pay

—

the value of the bequest to his queen, while
Margaret, in writing to her brother, desired him

replied that Barton being a pu'ate, his death

to

ought to make no breach of their amity and
alliance
and that, nevertheless, he would send
commissioners to the Borders to treat upon that

band would make her

speak no further of

At

;

it,

as her bountiful hus-

fidl satisfaction.^

the present period France could scarcely
and useful ally as

afford to lose such a brave

and

all other alleged offences.
This aggression was not the only gi'ound of

2

Buchanan,

3

Pitscottie, lOS.
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quest to have been
•
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This writer erroneously states the bemade by Margaret's brother Arthur

instead of her father.
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Scotland

;

for agaiust that country

were now

combined the pope, the emperor, and the King
of Spain, witli

Henry

of

Enghmd, whom

tlie

pontiff had flattered with the title of head of

the Italian League.

war

Henry had ah'eady

de-

and was impatient for the
glories of a French invasion; but before he
could safely depart on such an enterprise it was
necessary for him to secure the good-will and
forbearance of Scotland, so that no invasion of
his kingdom should occur while he was absent
on the Continent. In consequence of the important position held at such a crisis by the
clared

in form,

hitherto neglected country, the Scottish court

was distinguished by embassies from the pope,
from Spain, from France, from England from
all the banded or antagonistic parties to whom

—

the alliance or neutrality of Scotland could be

any importance. The proposal of the King
England wa.s for mutual amity and forbearance for the time to come, accompanied with
expressions of regret for past injuries and offences; but James, who rated this tardy offer at
what it was worth, refused to close with it. The
application of La Motte, the French ambassador,
was more successful. James not only ratified
the old league with France, which had only reference to the wars of that country with England, but added a new clause that comprised its
present enemies all and whatsoever, which included not only England, France, Spain, and
the pope, but the Netherlands, Venice, and
Switzerland. It was a large and perilous pledge,
and if fulfilled to the letter, would task the
uttemiost of his resources both by land and sea.
But in such distant conflicts his young navy
could now count for something even among the
great maritime states of Europe, and a reinforcement of Scottish ships in such a war would
be of as much importance as an auxiliary band
of Scottish spearmen. James, too, was probably
urged by his necessities for money, which France
was both able and willing to supply; and when
La Motte landed at Blackness in 1512, he
brought witli him a large ship laden with artillery, gunpowder, and wine, a present from the
French king, which was doubtless either the
accompaniment or the prelude of a comfortable
money subsidy. But before committing himself by action, and hoping that a blow had not
yet been struck, James endeavoured to mediate
between France and the parties leagued against
her.
For this purpose he sent his uncle, the
Duke of Albany, now in high favour at the
French court, as his ambassador-extraordinary
to the Enijieror Ferdinand to request his good
offices for the restoration of peace between
Louis of France and I'ope Julius IT. He sent
his able and wily negotiator, Andrew Forman,
of

of

IV.
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Moray, to recommend peaceful measures to the college of cardinals and the Marquis
of Mantua, and also to attempt a mediation between Louis and the pontiff.
To the application of the emperor requesting him to join the
Bishop

of

papal league against France,

James declared

that his only wish was to preserve the peace of

Christendom unbroken, and to this effect he
Denmark, with the court of
which he still kept up friendly relations. But
sent an envoy to

Julius, the representative of Christian peace

upon earth and father of Christendom, was not
likely to be moved from his warlike and ambitious purposes by a voice so remote as that of
Scotland in fact the hostilities of which he was
the instigator had already commenced, of which
those between France and England were to be
but an episode and James had no alternative
according to the tenor of his compact with
Louis, and the position in which he now stood
with the two parties, except that of serving the
French interests by a ruptm-e with Henry his
brother-in-law and an invasion of England. As
;

;

a last effort in behalf of the peaceful relations

between the two countries, which were now
becoming every day more subject to infraction,
James, in the beginning of the year 1513, sent
Lord Drummond on an embassy to England,
offering to Henry a gratuitous and full remission of all the injuries and damages suffered
by the Scots through English aggressions, if he
would forego his purposed invasion of France.
But the hour for action had struck, and the
King of England was not a man to pause or
Henry in
deliberate; the offer was rejected.
turn made a last attempt to detach James from
his French alliance by an offer of redress for all
the injuries the Scots had suffered from his
subjects at sea, provided a similar redress was
afforded by the Scots to England; but it was observed at the same time, that according to equity,
the English losses to be so refunded were of
thrice the value of those that had been sustained
by Scotland. It was evident that all this was
nothing but derision and defiance; that nothing
else than war must follow; and that each party
might now gird itself for the conflict.'
Even while tliis last negotiation was going
on, in which Henry was evidently protracting
time that his preparations might be completed
for a French invasion, James was busy in his
preparations for a war with England. His two
principal resources for defence and aggression, to
which he had so carefully attended during the
long interval of peace,
solicitude,

1

of

now

occujiied his chief

and he was daily inspecting the con-

Lottera of Loril Dacrc and John AinsKaw to the Bishop
Letters of West to Uenry VIII.
;

Durham
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Edinburgh,
and of his fleet at Newhaven and Leith. Of his
shipping, indeed, he might justly be proud ou accouut of the strength and importance into which
it had grown under his more especial care, the
dition of

t'^e

artillery at the castle of

experienced commanders

able,

who

presided

and the success with which its enterprises had been crowned both over the Portuguese and English. Of this navy, according to
the account transmitted to the English king by
Lord Dacre, the Border warden, there were
thirteen great ships at Leith, all having thi-ee
tops, besides ten smaller vessels, and a ship
captured from the English and at Newhaven
there were two great ships, the Margaret and
the James, and a long vessel like a galley of
thirty oare on each side, which was to serve as
the pinnace of the Great Saint Michael. Such
a fleet united to that of France might have
proved an over-match for that of England but
for the present it was inactive owing to the
scantiness of James's finances, who had never
at any period of his life been an economist. It
would have been well, indeed, for himself and
his kingdom if this fair fleet had been compelled
to remain at anchor at Newhaven or until the
appearance of the English navy in the Forth
had called it out for the national defence. But
that infatuation which is the sure prelude of
destruction had already obtained the ascendency.
His enemy, Forman, the Bishop of Moray, in
whom he trusted, and whom he had employed
over

it,

;

;

as his negotiator with the contending powers,

had sought the promotion

of his

own

interests

instead of those of his confiding master; and
all his arts

James

were now employed

in

committing

to the cause of Louis, in consequence of

the hope of a cardinal's hat which the French
king had promised to obtain for him. Ships
arrived from France and Denmark with munitions and provision for the Scottish shijiping,
as well as good store of golden crowns for
the king and his needy counsellors.
And that
no incentive might be omitted, his fantastic

devotedness to chivalry and zeal for knightly
punctilio were invoked

by a queen in the

strain

of a distressed errant damosel at the knees of

an Amadis de Gaid, imploring deliverance from
some anthropophagous giant or loathly forester, even as such applications are detailed in
the old crazy tales of romance.

Anna of Brittany,

the wife of Louis, wrote to James a letter with
her own fair hand as to her chosen knight and
champion, telling him what rebuke she had

France for his sake, and in defence
honour and reputation, and imploring
requital
that in
he would raise an army and
march three feet of ground into England. To
second this appeal she sent him a ring from her
suflFered in

of his

[a.d. 1503-1513.

own finger and fourteen tliousand French crowns
to aid in defraying the expenses of the expedi-

Forman was at this time in France, and
was no doubt the adviser of this appeal so
suited to the weakness of the king.
At the
same time he wrote an urgent letter to his
master, telling him that his honour was lost for
ever unless he made an immediate divei'sion in
tion.

favour of France, according to the promises

which he (the bishop) had been commissioned
to

make

in his name.^

was only from these urgent letters of the
Queen of France and the Bishop of Moray that
James learned with surprise and regret that a
very imjiortant movement which he had already
made in behalf of Louis had been unsuccessful.
A short time previous to this he had embarked
It

men on board

a land force of three thousand

of

and sent them to the aid of the French
king.
But, unfortunately, he had appointed as
commander of the expedition the Earl of Arran;
and this person, who seems to have been incompetent for such a charge, had the supreme
authority over both troops and shipping. And
yet not only Sir Andrew Wood, but two of the
Bartons were still alive, and fit for active
service.
In the choice of Arran, who like the
king himself was a very hero in tilts and
his fleet,

tournaments, James already gave evidence of
the insane romantic spirit in which the ap-

proaching war was to be conducted, and in
which the national honour and safety were to
be imperilled. The king himself superintended
the embarkation, and accompanied the ships in
the Oreat Saint Michael as far as the Isle of

May

but at his departure the Earl of Arran,

;

disregarding his orders to proceed direct to
France, put about for Ireland, and stormed the

town

of C'arrickfergus

with

all

the ferocity of

the old sea-kings, sparing neither age, nor sex,
nor condition. Why such a gratuitous deed of

was committed, and against a people
Scotland was at peace, has not been
it may be supposed that either some
personal feud or the gi-eed of plunder had inSo well was he
stigated the earl's attempt.
cruelty

with

whom

stated

;

and

satisfied also with his exploit, that instead of
proceeding to execute his main commission,
Arran returned to Scotland, and anchored off

town

Indignant at this flagrant
James swore that
the Eai-1 of Ai-ran should never brook heritage
in Scotland after that day, and sent his herald
to deprive him of his command, <vhich he bestowed upon Sir Andrew Wood. But no sooner
did tidings of these changes reach the earl, than
the

of

Ayr.

contradiction of his ordere,

without waiting for the king's orders or Wood's

1

Pitscottie, p. 110.

;
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arrival, "

he puUed up sails, and passed -where
he pleased, thinking that he would come to
France in due time."' Of the fate of a fleet so
strangely commanded, little or nothing could
be afterwards ascertained. It indeed reached
France, but there it seems to have been silently
broken up piecemeal after the death of James,
of the ships rotting in the hai-bour, others
being purchased by the French government or
private tradei-s, and others returning in a
shattered condition to Scotland, and at a time
when naval enterprise and adventure had ceased

some

In this way the sea-flag
which James IV. had raised and
waved so triumphantly was stricken down along
with the right arm that had so gallantly sustained it and more than the defeat of Flodden
itself, the nation had cause to regi-et the loss of
such a navy on account of the wealth, the
civilization, and the industrial spirit of which it
was so fair a promise.
On the same day that his fleet sailed James
despatched the lion king-at-arms to Henry, at
that time in France, and employed in the siege
of Terouen, with a letter which, under the form
of a remonstrance, breathed war and defiance.
It was an enumeration of all the grievances
which both James and Scotland had sustained
at the hands of the King of England, and which
still remained unredressed. A safe-conduct had
been refused to an envoy whom James was
to

be of high account.

of Scotland

;

about to send to England. The commissionere
at the Border who had been appointed to meet
with those of Scotland for the redress of common grievances had been observant neither of
The bastard
justice, good faith, nor courtesy.
Heron, the murderer of Sir Robert Ker, was
still living at large in England, while Scottish
otfendei-s were carried across the Border into
England, imprisoned, and chained by the neck.
The legacy of her father to the Queen of Scot-

which Henry in his letters had repeatedly
The
promised to pay, was still withheld.
murder of Andrew Barton accomplished by
Henry's orders was still unredressed, and the
ships and artillery taken on the occasion had
not been restored. And last and worst of all,
Henry had now made open war without provocation upon James's friends and allies, to wit,
upon his kinsman the Duke of Gueldres, whose
disinheritance the King of England had sought
to effect, and upon the King of France, of whose
loss of the Duchy of Milan he had been the
cause, and wliose kingdom he was invading.
And then came the sum and piir])ort of the
letter, with a sharpness and distinctness that

land,

could not be misunderstood:

"Therefore

we

IV.

we require and desire you to
from further invasion and utter destrucand cousin, the most high
Christian king, to whom, by all consideration,
blood, and alliance, and also by new bond which
you have compelled us lately to take through
your injuries and harms without remedy done
daily unto us, our lieges and subjects, we are
bound and obhged, for mutual defence each of
the others, like as you and your confederates be
obliged, for mutual invasions and actual war:
Certifying you that we wiU take part in the defence of our brother and cousin, the most high
Christian king, and will do what we trust may
soonest Ciiuse you to desist from pursuit of him;
and for denied or postponed justice to our lieges,
we must give letters of marque, according to
the amity betwixt you and us, whereto you
have had little regard in time bygone as we
have ordained our herald, the bearer hereof, to
say, if it like you to hear him, and give him
credence.
Eight excellent, right high and
mighty prince, our dearest brother and cousin,
the Trinity have you in keeping." ^
The Lion herald was mai-shalled into the royal
presence by Gai-ter, the chief herald of England,
and found Henry suiTounded by the chief nobles
of his army.
Having prefaced his message by
courtly words, as was usual on such occasions,
Lion delivei'ed his missive, which the king fii-st
read to himself, and then imparted to his council.
The proud king's rage flamed so hot and
of our mind, that
desist

tion of our brother

;

high at its tenor that, instead of the common
courtesy of an answer in writing, he proposed
The offer was as into return a verbal reply.
formal as it was insulting, and Lion answered
with dignity, "Sir, I am the natui-al subject of
master, and he is my natural
and what he commands me to say, I may
boldly say, with favour but your letters, which
you can send with honour, may declare your
pleasure albeit your answer requires doing and
not writing, that is, that immediately you should

King James, my
lord,

;

;

return home."

p. 110.

my

pleasure,

Henry, " and not at
Lion then deyour master's summoning!"
nounced war in form, but before he departed
he received from the king a letter to his master
in which the reproaches of James were repaid
with usury.' Having received his dismission
and a largesse of 100 angels, the Lion departed
to return to Scotland by the way of Flandere
but before he ended his voyage the battle of
Flodden had been fought, and his master slain.*
'

'

PitKottie,
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words we pass to that of ^iderations alone that this reckless indifference
deeds, which even thus early had commenced of the King of Scotland was manifested he
border.
Foreseeing that an would not have been persuaded though one
upon the Scottish
invasion into England was at hand, and re- had risen from the dead. A few days before
membering how profitable such adventures had he joined his aimy he went sad and thoughtbeen to the chief actors on whatever country ful to Linlithgow. It was near the time, if not
the loss might fall. Lord Home, warden of the on the very day, of the anniversary of his
It was the town to which he
Scottish mar-ches, w;is impatient to reap the father's murder.
Without and the rebel lords had repaired after the parfirst-fruits of the maturing harvest.
waiting, theiefore, till the proclamation of war ricidal victory which had placed him on the
was made, or obtaining the permission of his throne. These recollections, independently of
sovereign, whose movements he presumed to the dangers and doubtful issue of the enterprise
anticipate, he rushed at the head of three or in which he was embarked, were enough to
four thousand followers into England, burned inspire him with remorseful and foreboding
seven viUages, and then returned homeward thoughts and as was his wont in such gloomy
encumbered with cattle and plunder. But in seasons, he had thrown aside his habitual
gaiety and betaken himself to penitential detliis slow, careless march, he fell into an ambuscade that was laid for him by Sir WDham votion. It was in the church of St. Michael
Balmer in the neighbourhood of Milfield. Bal- adjoining to the palace that he was thus emmer's force amounted only to a thousand men; ployed at even-song, with his lords in attendbut of these foiu- hundred were archers who lay ance beside him, when a stranger entered the
concealed in a field of tall broom, and who plied church, and advanced towards the royal pretheir shafts with such efl'ect that five hundred sence, announcing that he desired to speak with
Scots were killed upon the spot.
Home dis- the king. And startling and more apostolic
than that of the sacred fane itself was the
gracefully fled, leaving his banner behind him
his Borderers, who had nothing but plunder to appearance of the mysterious intruder, for his
forehead was bare and bald, his long yellow
lose, spurred off at the first onset, with as much
of the prey as they could remove; and Sir hair on either side of his head flowed down to
George Home, the warden's brother, and four his shouldera he was clothed in a blue mantle
hundred men remained prisoners in the hands that was girt with a girdle of Unen, and the rest
of the English.^
It was an inglorious com- of his dress was in conformity, being Asiatic in
mencement of hostilities and independently of its character and unknown to all present, except
its dispiriting prestige, it was a warning note to
through the church paintings and statues, that
England to be in readiness for coming events. had begim to be imitated from those of Italy
James could no longer delay hostilities, and he it was the very aspect, and form, and costume

From

t'liis

war

of

;

;

;

;

hastened the levies which for some time had
been assembling upon the Borough Moor, in

The people
of Scotland were generaUy avei-se to the war

the neighbourhood of Edinburgh.

but the king was so popular with

all classes

that

nobles and burghers, Highlandei-s, Lowlanders,

and Islesmen crowded rapidly to his standard.
Not less than a hundred thousand men were assembled on the Borough Moor when the signal
to march was expected. But of these how many
must have been useless supernumeraries and

camp

followers

!

And

of the real soldiery,
!

forward in the thought that pause or return

'

adopted son of the Virgin, even as he was wont
to be set up for worship throughout the vai'ious
The simplicity of
churches of Christendom.
his appearance, his authoritative manner as he
leaned over the desk where the king was kneeling at prayer, and the language in which he
addressed the monarch without craving attention by reverence or salutation, were in har-

mony with
sumption.

how hath

few could have seen active service
A Bruce
or a Wallace would never have staked the fate
of a kingdom on such a cast, but have trained
them to actual warfare before such an issue was
hazarded. But James had committed himself
to his inordinate attachment to France and his
own fanta-stic ideas of honour, and was pressing

was too late.
It was not

of John, the beloved disciple of our Lord, the

sent

mere

Lesley; Buchanan,

political or earthly con-

xiii.

29;

Hall and HoUnGhed.

my

at this time

to you, desiring

you not

where thou art purposed

to pass
;

for

if

thou dost, thou wUt not fare well in thy journey, nor any that passeth with thee. Further,
she bade thee mell [meddle] with no woman,
nor use their counsel, nor let them touch thy
body, nor thou theirs for if thou do it, thou
wilt be confounded and brought to shame."
The king paused, and seemed to be studying
a reply but before time was given to utter a
word, the mysterious appearance " vanished
away, as he had been a blink of the sim or a
whip of the whirlwind, and could no more be
;

;

to

his apostolic and supernatural as" Sir king," he said, "
mother

me

,
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David Lindsay of the Mount and
Sir James luglis, young men and officers of
the royal household from whose lips the historian heard the strange tale, and who were standseen."

Sir

'

ing at that time beside the king, thought to
lay hands on the stranger to question him
further

;

but his departure, that pai-took so much

of the miraculous, defeated their purpose.

It

was doubtless a solemn, admonitory masquerade,
wondrous both in its conception and execution.
The queen, who was averee to a war with her
brother and countrymen, and the wise, prudent,
counsellore of James, who had set before him in
vain the uncertainties and dangers of such an
enterprise, would conceive themselves fully
justified in adopting a form of warning so
suited to his supei-stitious character and present
mood. They knew, also, that if he persisted,
any new ligbt-o'-love that happened to cross
his path, would be enough to travei-se his jiroceediugs however well devised, and mar tlie
whole campaign. In these motives and agencies
we may find cause enough for this mai'vellous
incident, without having recouree to the super-

rv.

the nobles could

their followei-s could be

be alarmed,

if

tempted to disperse,

the object might be effected in spite of the
scepticism or obstinacy of their sovereign.

A

coarser pageant was, therefore, to be brought
to bear

upon them, but equally well suited

to

In Scotland, the Prince
of Darkness was dreaded under the name of
Plotock or Plutock perhaps derived from that
of the king of the dead in the old Grecian
mythology, and upon this cu'cumstance the
attempt was to be founded. Accordingly, when
the artillery was in process of removal from
Edinburgh, and James resting in his palace of
Holyrood, there was a voice of thunder heard
at midnight from the city cross where royal
proclamations were wont to be made, calling
upon all men, earls, lords, barons, gentlemen,
and all burgesses of the city, every one being
dLstinctly specified by name, to compear within
the space of forty days before his master
Plotock, wherever he should happen to appoint, and be for the time, under the pain of
disobedience.
At that late hour a worthy
citizen of Edinburgh, called Mr. Richard Lawindisposed
in health, Wiis walking in
being
son,
his gallery stair which was opposite the cross,
instead of being in bed; and oi. hearing this
tremendous summons, in which his own name
was included, he ordered his servant to bring

their gi-osser faculties.

—

'

FitacotUe, p. 111.

a

piece,

On the 24th, for the
time for preparation.
encouragement of his followers who had anything to bequeath or lose, he made a proclamation, that if any man in his army should be
slain or mortally wounded in the campaign, his
fines,

If

it

:

hell's

earthly.

and taking from

!

was not the only attempt to arrest
the expedition by warnings apparently unthis

crown

he
threw it over the stair according to usage and
form of Scottish law, exclaiming as he did it,
''
I appeal from that summons, judgment, and
sentence, and betake me wholly to the mercy
What is
of God, and Christ Jesus his son "
added is too hard for modern credence we are
gravely told that of the persons whose names
were rehearsed in this fatal citation, all perished at Flodden except the bold appellant who
reserved his case to a higher tribunal.^
All being in readiness, the tournament-king
commenced his march, apparently without any
plan of action.
He crossed the Tweed and
entered England on the 22d of August (1513),
Twizel
Haugh in Northumberencamping at
land, where the Twizel is joined by the river
Till, and there he spent two precious days in
idleness, as if to give the enemy full notice and

natural.

But
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his purse,

should be exempted of the usual feudal
free from i-oyal ward, relief, and

and be

man'iage, without distinction of age.

He

then

besieged and took in succession the castles of
Norham, Wark, and Etal, exploits which a

Border baron might have attempted with a
twentieth part of such warlike resources. Had
James pressed forward with the ardour of his
first

advance, he might have

won Carlisle, New-

York, as easOy as these Border towers,
which were unworthy of an hour's delay. But
in the capture of the castle of Ford, which was
razed to the ground, he found in Lady Heron,
the wife of the castellan, Sir William Heron,
whom he still kept prisoner in Scotland, an
allurement which made him alike forgetful of
the claims of kingly duty and the warning he
had received in the church of Linlithgow the
woman was artful as well as beautiful, and

castle, or

:

while she delayed the further operations of

James by her blandishments, she was enabled
to send notices to her

countrymen of the purSuch was

poses of the Scots and their king.

the worth of his marital fidelity to his royal
partner, his chivalrous devotedness to the French

queen for whose sake he had undertaken the
campaign ; he was the very Don Galaor of inconstant knights, without the steadfast, successful valour of the brother of Sir Amadis. While
James was thus wasting opportunities upon
worse than frivolous pleasures, his unwieldy
army, which was encamped upon a barren district where provisions could not be obtained,
» Pitscottie, p. 112.
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and expobed -without shelter to (he worst inclemencies of weather, began very rapidly to desert
and return homeward, so that at last none remained with him but his nobles and about 30,000
In the meantime the Earl of Surrey,
soldiers.
to whom Henry had committed the guardianship
of the kingdom, was not idle; and while James
was thus ensuring his own defeat, the earl

raised an

army

of 26,000

men

of the northern

and advanced deliberately towards
the scene of action. Passing through Durham,
he received the sacred banner of St. Cuthbert,
and in his march he was joined by reinforcements which made his whole array somewhat
more numerous than the shrunken army of the
Scots.
He could now become the assailant
with safety, and his advantage lay in tempting
James to battle, which he knew would be no
From having accompanied the
difficult task.
queen to Scotland, and been a spectator of the
counties,

chivah-ous pageants that inaugurated the royal

marriage, he was aware of the character of
James, and the inducements that would persuade him to the conflict. He therefore sent
him by Rouge Croix hei-ald one of those defiant

become obsolete in warfare, in
which he reproached the king for breach of
faith in thvis invading England contrary to his
solemn promises, and inviting him to battle on
the succeeding Friday, if he dared to remain in
cartels already

the country so long.

To

this

added by

of Surrey another was
Lord Thomas Howard, now
England, stating, that as he had

challenge
his son.

high-admiral of

borne a part in the death of that pirate, Andrew
Barton, he was now ready to justify the deed,
and that for this purpose he would lead the
vanguard where he should easily be found,

and would show as

little

mercy

to the Scots as

he expected to receive from them. As if these
challenges had deprived him of the rights of
refusal,

James assented

to the specified day,

own

time for action.
To the breach of faith with which he was
Henry
was as solemnly
replied,
that
charged he
instead of selecting his

bound

as himself,

and that

this

mutual compact

Henry himself had been the first to
" And this," he added, " we take for our

violate.

quarrel,

and with God's grace shall defend the same at
your appointed time, which we shall abide."
Only one indication of prudence he afforded
after so infatuated a choice.

Perceiving that

was encamped was
a disadvantageous position for battle, he changed
it for the hill of Flodden, the last and lowest of
the mountainous range on the opposite side of
the Till, where his flanks were protected by the
ruggedness of the ground, and his front by the
river.
In this excellent position he might yet
the level plain on which he

give battle

[a.d. 1503-1513.

on equal

terms with the

numerous and better-appointed

more

forces of

his

assailants.

Siu-rey now advanced with such rapidity that
he had reached Wooler Haugh, within five miles
of Flodden, before James was aware of his neighbourhood. But on finding the Scots so advantageously posted the earl was compelled to pause.
He tried to allure James from the ground by
again provoking his pride; and he sent his remonstrance by a herald, representing that he
had established himself in a place more like a
fortress or a camp than a level ground for a fair
and equal trial of arms, and inviting him to
come down and meet him midway. But James
had already conceded too much, and would not
even admit the herald into his presence. Sorely
disappointed by this unexpected proof of firmness, and compelled from the barrenness of the

wasted

district

and want of provisions

to

become

the assailant, the Earl of Surrey adopted measures to reach the enemy by the safest and most

Breaking up his encampment
he passed along the Till on the 8th of September,
and advancing through rugged gi-ounds on its
east side he halted for the night at Barmoor
Wood, about two miles from the Scottish army,
the movement being concealed by an eminence
available route.

on the east of Ford. On the following morning
the English deployed to the north-west and
crossed the Till near its confluence with the
Tweed, the vanguard and artillery passing over
by the bridge of Twizel, and the rear by a ford
about a mile above the bridge. By a series of
successful manoeuvres Surrey had thus brought
himself round from the front to the rear of the
Scottish ai-my, the access to which

easy and safe.

Tluis with the

them and

own country

their

alternative but to fight,

and

was now both

enemy between

the Scots had no
that, too, at

a

dis-

advantage.

While the imprudence of James was allowing
movements to go on undisturbed his

these slow

apathy did not extend over the whole host, although they were .suff'ered to go on without
interruption. When he assented to the challenge
of Surrey, in which the day of battle was appointed, the Scottish nobles held a council of
war, at which Patrick Lord Lindsay as the

and most experienced was desired to deupon the resolution of their
sovereign. He condemned it altogether. Taking a homely common-sense view of the subject
he declared that the stakes wer^ unequal and
unjust; and to illustrate this he compared the
eldest

liver his opinion

king to a rose-noble staked against the crooked
halfpenny of a common dicer, by which vulgar
coin he meant the Earl of Surrey. If they must
needs dice in a game of life and death let the
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king be

removed from the board, and

first

let

the Scottish nobles afterwai-ds pit themselves
against those of England and fight

The homely apologue and

death.

it

out to the

its

conclusion

who swore
wrath that as soon as he reached home
he would hang Lord Lindsay over his own gate.
While the Scottish nobles were looking on at the
English advance and calculating its consequences
the Earl of Angus, known as Archibald Bellthe-Cat, now an aged man, entreated James
pleased the lords but not the king,
in high

either to assail the

enemy

at once while they

were entangled among their own manceuvres,
or at least order a retreat,

mitted

you

;

whUe time

yet per-

but the king only rejieated, "Angus, if
you may go home." The insulted
teai-s.
"My age," he sobbed,

are afraid

warrior bui:st into

and my counsel is detwo sons and my followers in the field may the end be well, and my
foreboding unfounded !" Borthwick, the king's
"

makes

spised

;

my

body

useless,

but I leave

my

:

master-gunner, had placed his admii-able battery of cannon so as to

command

the bridge of

Twizel; and when the English vanguard and
ai-tillery were crossing he knelt and craved the
king's permission to begin the cannonade, de-

claring that he could thus cut the bridge

army while the
by the ford. But the

and

destroy that half of the

other

was crossing the

king,

" like a

man

Till

that had been reft of his wit," re-

hang you, quarter you, and draw
if you shoot one shot this day.
I am determined that I will have them all before me on
a plain field and see what they can all do beplied, "I'll

you,

fore me."'

Every difficulty being surmounted by the Earl
and there being nothing but an easy,
gentle ascent between him and the Scottish
rearward, he divided his army into two large
battles, each battle having two wings.
On perceiving this the Scots set fire to their encampment and came down the hill to occupy the
eminence where the village of Brankstone now
stands, a-s its possession by the enemy would
have given the latter an important advantage.
The thick, driving smoke of their huts to which
they had set fire enveloped the two armies and
concealed them from each other, so that when
it had blown a.side they discovered that they
were only separated by the short distance of
two furlongs. The Scots were drawn up in four
battalions, of which the king commanded the
centre confronting that of the English led by
Surrey himself the Scottish right wing was
commanded by the Earls of Lennox and Argjde,
and the left by the Earls of Crawford, Montrose,
Huntly, and Home; while the reserve, consisting
of SuiTey,

;
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of the

men

of Lothian,

Earl of Bothwell.

At

four o'clock in the afternoon of the 9th of

September the battle of Flodden commenced.
It began by a furious attack of the extreme left
vanguard of the Scottish array commanded by
the earls of Huntly and Home upon the opposite pcn-tion of the English vanguard com-

manded by

Sir

PltscotUe.

Edmond Howard.

The im-

petuosity of the onset broke the English ranks

and threw them into disorder; the banner of
their leader was struck down, and himself narrowly escaped by retiring to the division in the
vanguard commanded bj' his brother, the high
admiral. This was a dangerous blow at the
outset; and dreading its consequences Lord
Thomas Howard plucked the Agtius Dei from
his breast and sent it in token to his father, who
was in the centre of the vanguard, entreating

him

to extend his line so as to protect

and

rally

that portion of the front which had already

There was no time, indeed, for such
a manoeuvre; but happily for them the cavalry
of Lord Dacre, which formed the English reserve, advanced at full speed, charged the victorious troops of Huntly, and, being seconded
by the admiral, put them to the rout while
Home and his Borderers were already at a distance, and beginning the work of plunder as if
FoUowiug their
the victory had been won.
success Dacre and the admiral fell upon the
nest jjortion of the Scottish vanguard commanded by the earls of Crawford and Montrose;
but here they were held in check by a courage
and spirit equal to their own. While these
alternate changes were going on James, who
commanded the centre, was not idle at the head
given way.

:

of the fiower of his

army and

his chief nobles

he bore down upon the English centre under
the Earl of Surrey; and here it was that the

was now concentrated,
and strength of
the two brave contending nations. The charge
of the Scots, animated by the presence of their
chief interest of the field

as well as the utmost courage

king, who fought in the front rank like a common
man-at-arms, was terrible and all but decisive;
the ranks of the English centre reeled, and were
on the point of being rent asunder, while the
banner of the earl himself was well nigh plucked

from

its

place

by the hands that were striking

down its defendera. But at this desperate
moment Dacre and the admiral, who had routed
the division under Crawford and Montrose, advanced to their leadei-'s relief, and by a sudden

charge upon the
the tide of
in

overpowering

up

in

van turned
and might have succeeded
had not the Eai'l of Bothwell,

left

of the Scottish

its success,

who commanded
>

was commanded by the

it

the Scottish reserve, hastened
While these proceed-

time to the rescue.

—
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ings werf- going on, in which the chief portions

two armies were engaged over nearly the
whole extent of the field in a close hand-to-hand

of the

and as yet upon equal terms, the right
wing of the Scottish army, chiefly composed of
Highlanders and Islesmen under the earls of
Lennox and Argyle men who had little if any
defensive armour, were dreadfully galled by
the English archery without the means of returning it. Such men were little likely to stand
struggle,

—

still

like parish butts to be shot at;

Celtic blood

was on

fire to see so

the hot

many

frieze

mantles riddled, and clansmen struck to the
earth by a distant foe and, impatient for close
action and revenge, they brandished their axes
;

and two-handed claymores, and advanced at full
run upon the English left commanded by Sir
Edward Stanley. It was in vain that de la
Motte, the French ambassador, who was present,
and other foreign officers, threw themselves in
their way to point out the danger of such a
movement and adjure them to wait the moment
of advantage; their language was unintelligible,
and their signs were disregarded. Gathering
heat and force as they advanced, this torrent of
plaided warriors burst upon the English witli a
shock under which valour, strength, and steel
armour of defence were unavailing. But their
first dint was almost their last effort; their
frenzy was quickly exhausted by its own violence
and the astonished English, who had
never before encountered such a whirlwind of
battle, doggedly rallied, and standing shoulder
;

to shoulder presented such a thick forest of

and brown bills, as gored the
wherever they attempted to
break in. The result was inevitable the assailants were driven back their loose ranks were
broken or borne to the earth by the steady advance of their enemies, and they were driven to
hopeless flight, leaving their brave commanders,
Argyle and Lennox, and the best of their chieftainry dead upon the field.
From this fatal defeat of the left wing our
attention is called back to the Scottish centre,
where the fortunes of the kingdom were at
levelled lances

assailants in heaps

:

;

stake.

It

still

continued to hold out bravely,

and with hopeful chances of success, although
by the Earl of Sun-ey, and on
its left flank by Dacre and the adndral.
James
still combated on foot in the front ranks of his
spearmen, and his nobles, whom his rashness
had so fatally involved, thought only of saving
him or dying by his side. As the ground was
slippery with blood they drew off' their boots
and shoes, that their footing might be the more
secure and their blows more certain; and closing
the defensive ring of their bodies round their

assailed in front

beloved leader they continued the

fight,

although

[a.d. 1503-1513.

the afternoon was far spent, and the shades of
the long autumnal evening were drawing on.
It is said, too, and by a historian who had the
of personal information, that even yet an
attempt was made for his rescue which might
have been successful. Huntly and Home h.id
met after the defeat of the former leader, and
Huntly proposed that they should go to the
king's assistance
but to this Home replied,

means

;

"

He

does well that does for himself

fought their vanguards and

won

;

we have

the same

;

let

the rest do their part as well as we."

It was an
Border noble
of the hero of the fight of Broomhouse, with
the place of action still in view.
"I will not
suff'er my native prince to be overcome by his
enemies before my eyes," cried the generous
Huntly; and he proceeded with trumpet and

answer worthy

slughorn to

call

of a pillaging

his scattered troops together,

that they might pass to the king's assistance.

But before he could

effect his purpose the king
After he had defeated the Scottish
right wing Stanley, instead of wasting time in
pursuing the fugitives, wheeled round and at-

had

fallen.

tacked the rear of the Scottish centre. Thus
enveloped on all sides, and everywhere borne
down by the weight of assailants, James and
his gallant nobles continued their resistance, al-

though no hope was left to them but a soldier's
death. He was the first to fall pierced by many
wounds but the nobles gathered and continued
to fight round his body, untd darkness ended
the strife without disclosing as yet with what
party the victory remained. Even Surrey was
still uncertain of his good fortune, as the followers of Home still kept the field and threatened
a fresh attack; and the earl, instead of ordering
a pursuit, encamped on the field and appointed
a careful watch to be kept up during the night.
But the Scots were not long in ascertaining their
loss, and their broken bands were moving sadly
and silently towards the Tweed during the hours
of darkness. It was only when morning dawned,
and when a large body of the Scots that still
remained upon the hdl and threatened an attack
had been dispersed by a few discharges of
cannon, that Surrey was convinced that the
victory was his own.^
Such was the battle of Flodden, a name of
woe and lamentation to Scotsmen, and which
even yet they can scarcely hear without a pang.
It was not that any national honour was lost,
for the light had be^n gallantly contested on
equal terms to the last, or that/ the slaughter
had been unusually great, as their loss did
not exceed ten thousand men, while that of
;

'

Lesley; Ktscottie; BucliaiKin; Hall; Eolinshed; Stow;
of the Battle of Flodden.

Henry Weber's edition

—

A SURVIVOR OF FLODDEN RETURNS TO EDINBURGH

WITH NEWS OF THE DEFEAT.
In the year a.d. 15 13 James IV. of Scotland led a numerous and well-

equipped army of invasion into the Northern Counties of England.
progress of

tlie

Scottish

army was barred

at the village of

The

Flodden,

in

Northumberland, by a large force commanded by the Earl of Surrey.

Here the two armies joined

battle,

both sides fighting with great deter-

mination, so that for several hours the issue was doubtful.
the Scots were defeated with great slaughter,
illustration, in this instance,

W.

and

Band

King

In the end
slain.

The

has been suggested by the spirited ballad of

E. Aytoun, entided " P^dinburgh after Flodden."

City

tlie

The

captain of the

has just returned to Edinburgh after the disastrous

Round him

crush the peopk, crying.

Tell us all~oh, tell us true!

fight,

and

A .SURVIVOR OK FLODDEN.
RANDOI.ni

MURRAY RETURNS TO EDINBURGH WITH NEWS OF THE
Round

liim crush the people, crying,

Tell us all—oh,

tell

us true I

IK

F..

AytcuH.
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England was

of almost

equal amount.

But

the noblest, the bravest, the best of Scotland

IV.

longing subjects
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when

the public extremity

was

at the worst.'

Thus perished James IV. in the forty-second
had indeed been "wede away;" her princely
earls and lords, the knights and baions who year of his age. Although his illegitimate chilaccompanied theii- banner, the gallant high- dren by various mothere were numerous, none of
born young squires who sought to win their his lawful offspring had survived except a male
spurs upon a stricken field and amidst the testi- infant, afterwards the unfortunate James V. In
they had fallen in his character were exhibited the elements that
monies of their prowess
such abundance that there was scarcely a family constitute a great sovereign and national beneof name in Scotland that had not the death of factor; and under his able rule Scotland enjoyed
a near kinsman to deplore. Of these there were the benefits of order, peace, and prosperity in a
thirteen belted earls and fifteen lords and chiefs measure that was unexampled in any former
of clans, the Archbishop of St. Andrews, natural period unless we except that of Alexander III.
son of the king and the pupO of Erasmus, the While he quelled the dissensions and secured
Bishops of Caithness and the Isles, the Abbots the love of his restless divided subjects, he
of InchalFray and Kilwinning, and the Dean of maintained peace with foreign powera and
Glasgow. Of gentlemen of high rank and the caused the kingdom to be respected abroad by
heads of noble houses there were at least fifty. the wisdom and vigour of his administration.
But the king had also fallen, the only Scottish But these great qualities were wanting in consovereign who had perished on the field of battle sistency, .ind one unhappy failing sufficed to
He had died undo the glories of a prosperous reign. James
since the time of Malcolm III.
within a few feet of the Earl of Surrey himself; IV. tried to convert into a reality a chai'acter
and when the body was dragged from among a which Francis I. and Henry VIII. assumed
heap of slain it was so disfigured by many merely in masquerade and for the purposes of
wounds as to be recognized with difficulty by state splendour and temporai-y amusement. He
Lord Dacre, who had been familiarly acquainted would needs be a king of romance; and to
with James. And even yet the Scots would not realize this antiquated or fictitious ideal he
believe that he had fallen in battle; and it was squandered the resources of his kingdom as
reported tliat he had been seen alive after his fast as he created them, and finally set all upon
defeat, that he had departed an unknown pil- a single hazard whei"e even success would have
grim to Palestine to weep over his sins and scarcely been a compensation. And thus his
errors at the Holy Sepulchre, and that he would reign was of little real benefit, whilst his fall
yet return to Scotland and resume his royal left Scotland in a woi-se plight than he found it.
It was no solitary instance of such The whole toil of his life was wrecked upon the
authority.

—

a national hope, for other kings

who

had perished in the obscurity of

like

him

fight

and

amidst a disastrous defeat followed by great
public calamities had been believed to have
survived, and were expected to retura to their

disastrous field of Flodden.
' These were the Emperor Frederick Barbarossa of GermaDy; Charles the Bold, Duke of Burgundy; Roderick, the
Sebastian of Portugal and the
last Gothic King of Spain
earliest of all. Arthur, King of the Britons.
;

;

—
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CHAPTER
REIGN OF JAMES

[a.d. 1513-1521.

III.

V.

(1513-1521).

—

Precautions adopted in Edinburgh after the battle of Flodden Cessation of hostilities between the two kingdoms Queen Margaret appointed regent Political parties into which the nation was divided Predominance of the French pai'ty Troubles in Scotland The Duke of Albany invited to assume the regency
Causes of his delay iu France— Marriage of Queen Margaret to the Earl of Angus the Earl of Arran's

—

—

intrigues for the regency

—

—

—

—

—

—

Conflict between the partisans of Angus and Arran

in the streets of

Edinburgh

among the Scottish prelates — Their contest for the vacant archbishopric of St. Andrews
Forman to the see— Continuing quarrels among the nobles — Public insecurity — Dangerous
intrigues of King Henry among the Scots — His proposals to Margaret for the removal of James V. to
England — Arrival of the Duke of Albany from France — His welcome in Scotland — His character — Offen-

—Quarrels

Election of

fii-st proceedings— Albany endeavours to obtain the guardianship of the young king
Margaret's behaviour on the dem.and for the surrender of her children She retires with the young princes
to Stirhng Albany besieges her in the castle of Stirling She is compelled to submit Negotiation of
Albany with the queen War between Albany and the Earl of Home Margaret escapes from the castle
Albany's proceedings against the Earl of Arran
of Edinburgh —She flies with her husband into England
Death of the Duke of Ross -Albany becomes weary of the regency— He is reconciled to the Earls of
Angus and Home Offensive movements of Henry for the suppression of the French party in Scotland

sive nature of his

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Albany resolves to retire from Scotland —He causes the Earl of Home to be executed— Proceedings of the
parliament Albany despairs of assistance from France He announces his purpose to leave Scotland His
His departure to France- Queen Margaret's return to Scotland
stipulations with the Scottish pariiament
Albany's negotiations in France about Scottish affairs Assassination of De la Bastie by the Homes The
Earl of Arran succeeds to temporary authority His proceedings against the murderers of De la Bastie
Margaret seeks a divorce from her husband Her purpose opposed by King Henry Growing power of the
Earl of Angus— His arrogance to the French ambassadors- His turbulent proceedings against Edinburgh
and the provostship— Negotiations of France for a i-enewed alliance with Scotland Margaret abandons the
English party and joins that of France— She negoti.ate3 with the Duke of Albany— The duke returns to

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

Scotland.

tional calamity of the Scots as yet

aud no uahad equalled

that of the battle of Flodden.

By

Evil tidings proverbially

fly fast,

a single

stroke the land had been bereaved not only of
le.adere — the

men

king but its hereditary
wise in council and strong in battle, whose

its

ancestors had so bravely defended Scotland iu

her extremity, and whose very names were
reckoned a guarantee for the national safety.

was in Edinburgh that the loss was especially
and lamented. The streets were filled with
widowed wives and childless mothers, with bereaved parents and helpless orphans, whose
shrieks and lamentatious gave voice to the
general sorrow while even the stout of heart
were compelled to tremble at the apprehension
that this defenceless state of the kingdom would
tempt an invasion of the conquerore, and that
a march upon the Scottish capital would be
their first achievement.
So ill provided, also,
was Edinburgh for such a hostile visit that even
It

felt

;

her civic council-hall as well as her palace and
parliament was empty, for its chief magistrates

had accompanied the king and fallen with him
But the merchants to whom the
in battle.
of the city had been transferred exhibited a noble example of devoted

They

issued

a proclamation in which they

treated the event of Flodden as an uncertain

upon which, therefore, men's judgments
might for the present be suspended. They
called upon the citizens to arm for the town's
defence in case of the worst, and be ready for
military duty at the firet warning of the comreport,

mon

bell.

They

also ordered that all females,

on pain of banishment, should cease from crying
and lamenting in the streets and confine themselves to their houses; while they recommended
that those of the better sort should repair to
the churches aud offer prayers to

Heaven

for

the king, and the army, and their citizens who
had accompanied them.^ By these prompt

measures the loud outcry was hushed and order
restored; the citizens betook themselves to
their- weapons and forgot their sorrows in the
hope of action and revenge and had the Earl
of Surrey ci'ossed the Border he would soon
have been met by another army of Scots ready
;

t'.ie midst of their own fields
and for their own native firesijles. But Surrey
He had
wisely abstained from the attempt.
fulfilled his commission by successfully acting

to give battle in

temporary custody
courage

in

this

season of

uuiversal

dismay.

1

Lord Hailes' Remarks on

chap.

viii.

the

History of Scotland.

;
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on the defensive, and any aggressive movement
would be on his own responsibility. His army
had paid the usual penalty of such a signal
victory, and was too diminished for the hazards
of a Scottish inroad.

He

also

knew

that by

raising fresh levies for the purpose he

might

exhaust those resources which needed to be
reserved for the more important demands of
his master in France.
He therefore disbanded

army

had gathered up the trophies
of his success and placed the English Border iu
a state of defence. That he acted judiciously
by this forbearance was attested by the approhis

after he

bation of his sovereign,

who afterwards

created

him Duke of Norfolk.
The sudden cessation

A

national council was accord-

ingly convened at Perth early in October, but,
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head of affairs was of short duration.
There were now two parties in Scotland whom
circumstances were calling forth into keen
activity, and whose contentions were soon to
be invigorated with the religious element. The
one party was for peace and alliance with England, as the only means by which the unhapjw
breach between the two kingdoms could be
healed and of this party, the queen and her
adherents were the rejiresentatives. The other
party were they who were still enamoured of
;

the plunder of fertile England, the only opportunity of obtaining which was by keeping alive
the old contentions
that

of hostilities afforded a
breathing time to the Scots to recover from the
stunning blow and take measures for the resto-

ration of order.

V.

the

the most

— or they who

still believed
safeguard of their

effectual

couutry was the alliance and aid of France.
This last party was strong in the turbulent
nobility, and in the popular remembrance of
three centuries of wrong and ojjpression endured at the hands of England; while the rival

in consequence of the havoc that

had been made

faction

among the ranks

membei-s
The only sur-

unpatriotic cause, which no true-hearted Scotsman would cherish.
As yet it appeared to

of the nobility, its

was not only regarded

as a new, but

an

were principally churchmen.^
viving child of the late king by Margaret them impossible that the English and Scotch
his queen was James, an infant not fully through inhabiting one island and derived
eighteen months old and with the prospect of from the same race, could ever be brought to
a long minority before them, always a dismal act in concert, or be anything but irreconcilable
season in Scotland, they crowned him king enemies. Nor was the character of the queen
at Scone, amidst applause that was stifled in fitted to exalt the cause of which, for the
moaning. The next question was about the pi-esent, she was the recognized head. Mai-ried
oflice of the regency, and for this the late king
at the early age of sixteen, her education had
had made some provision in his will by invest- been imperfect and her experience immature
ing Margaret with the management of aflTaire and although she possessed gi-eat natural talents,
in the event of his own demise in his expedition she was, like her brother, haughty, rash, and
to England.
But the country had had enough overbearing, qualities not likely, in a female
of female i-egencies, and was ever impatient and an Englishwoman, to secure the aft'ections
under the dom.ination of a woman. Margaret of such a people as the Scots. As yet, also, she
also was of the country of those who had slain was only twenty-four yeai-s old, while her love
her husband the sister of the king with whom of pleasure and illicit indulgence was scarcely
they were at war, and who would use every inferior to that of Henry VIII. himself.
It
means to subdue and enslave them. But on was evident that she could not long be obeyed
the other hand it would be indecorous to set as regent of Scotland. Accordingly, the French
a.side the wishes of their beloved sovereign, and
faction of the surviving nobles began very
most imsafe in the present state of things to pro- speedily to turn their attention to France, at
voke the resentment of her royal brother. She the court of which resided John Duke of
;

—

was
and

also in the third month of her pregnancy,
in the event of the death of James V. in his
minority might give birth to a new heu- to the
Scottish crown.
compromise, as is usual in

A

such

difficulties,

was the consequence, and Mar-

garet was to exercise the office of regent for the
time being, having for her ])rincipal advisers

James Beaton, Archbishop of Glasgow, and the
Earls of Huntly and Angus, whi'c the ca.stle
and the infant king were committed
Lord Borthwick.
This arrangement by which a female was at

Albanj', the son of that Alexander, the brother
of

James

nearest of kin

escaped from the
and as John was now

James V., he was thus, for the time,
presumptive heir to the Scottish crown, and
therefore the fittest person to hold the office of
Nor were circumstances wanting in
regent.
the conduct of Henry VIII. towards Scotland
to ju.<<tify

to the keeping of

Fiench

Letter of lord Dncre to the Bishop of Durh.iin

who had

to the royal house after the

infant

of Stirling

'

III.,

Castle of Edinburgh;

and confirm

faction.

battle of

On

this inclination of the

receiving tidings of the

Fiodden, his

firat

have been that Scotland
might soon become his own

thought seems to
well as France
and he sent orders

a.s
;
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from his camp to Lord Dacre, his warden of
the eastern marches, to follow ii)i the advantage, to make inroads into Scotland upon au
extensive scale, to waste and desti'oy with

— and above

fire

not to admit to ransom the Scottish nobles who had been taken
prisoners at Flodden. This was very different

aud sword

all

from the high magnanimity and sentimental
declarations which historians have attributed
to Henry on critical occasions. But already the
prisoners had ransomed themselves and been
dismissed, and as for the invasions into Scotland, neither the state of the weather nor the
nature of his resources gave Dacre an opportunity of fulfilling his master's orders.

What

he could, however, he attempted, by an inroad
•with three thousand horse and three hundred
infantry, in which he burned the petty towns
of Rowcastle and Langton, and swept the districts upon the Teviot of whatever plunder
could be collected, until he was obliged to
retire upon the advance of the Earl of Home
This
with two thousand of his Borderers.
paltry invasion, which

was

showed that no peace

as yet to be expected with England, only

irritated the public feeling,

the French party

who were

and strengthened

anxious to have the

Duke

of Albany at their head.^
In consequence of these favourable movements in his behalf the Duke of Albany, who
was unable at this time to visit Scotland, sent

over the Sieur Darcie de la Bastie, a gallant
knight well known to the Scottish court. With
him came the Earl of Arran, son of that Mary,

whose pathetic history is
not easily forgot.- The earl brought with him
the scanty remains of that gallant fleet which
he had shown himself so unfit to manage, and
seems to have thought, from the nearness of

sister of

James

III.,

his x-elationship to the king, that the chief con-

would be intrusted to his
Home he found
a powerful rival, by whom his expectations
were thwarted. Nor was this the worst; for
the old feuds among the surviving nobles and
barons, no longer held in check by the comduct of public
keeping.

But

affairs

in the Earl of

manding ascendency

of

James

IV., sprang

into their old luxuriance, while the clergy

among themselves about

up

were

[a.d. 1513-1521.

which for many years had
to add
been unknown, the inroads from the English
border were continued, while there was daily
Lord Dacre
less agreement in opposing them.
also, who was as politic as he was brave, had
spies in Scotland whom he employed not only
to send him intelligence, but to foment the
divisions and quarrels of the country, and
to these evils,

thus reduce

it

to

still

greater helplessness.

was time that the matured

Stewart should be recalled from

of

It

chief of the house
exile, as

no

authority short of his could compose these public

So urgent was the need of his
and so much, indeed, was hoped from

calamities.

presence,
it,

that some had even proposed to invest

him

with royalty at once, as the only means of
the national tranquillity.^ At all
was necessary that he should be

restoring

events

it

appointed regent, and to this even the queen
herself

was not unwilling, for in the midst of
was delivered of a young

these dissensions she

prince

who was named Alexander, and

created

Duke of Ross; and when, after her recovery, she
appealed to the symjjathy of her brother against
the hostility of the lords of the French faction,

Henry only responded

to her appeals

by the

—

worst of all remedies by fresh orders for invasion, havoc, and massacre. Nor was she now,
it may be, so indifferent to the cause of France
;is before, as overtures were already in progress
for a lasting peace between the Kings of France
and England, to be cemented by a marriage of
the former to a sister of

might chance

to

Henry — and that sister
But Louis XII.

be herself

!

quickly settled that question by espousing her

younger sister-, Mary. An invitation was sent
from the Scottish pai-liament by Hay herald to
the

Duke

of

Albany

at the court of France, to

return to Scotland and assume

tlie

tutorship of

the young king and regency of the kingdom.
The duke was ready to comply, but here Louis
XII. ungenerously stepped in to hinder his

The present interest of the French
king was to have peace and alliance with England, and to obtain this object he was ready to
sacrifice his alliance with Scotland, as his predecessors had done in similar circumstances.
departure.

Henry had requested him

to delay the duke's de-

the bene-

parture, as the arrival of the latter in Scotland

fices that had fallen vacant on account of the
havoc at Flodden. The season of lawlessness
also called forth fresh bands of marauders,
who, under the pretext of belonging to this or
that lord, traversed the northern districts aud
plundered alike both the laity aud clergy. And

would be unfavourable to the English interests,
and Louis had acted accordingly, pretending
all the while to the duke that he was reluctant
to part with so good and so useful a subject.*
While Albany was thus compelled to postpone his departure an event occurred in Scot-

quarrelling

'
*

Letters of Lord Dacre to Henry in October and
1B13.
State Papers Collection.
Lesley, p. 97.

lier,
-

Novem-

Letter of Christopher Coo to Wolsey, Ist April, 1614.
in Pinkerton. vol. ii. p. 120.
Letter of Margaret to Lord Dacre in
Lesley, p. 99.

Quoted
*

August, 1514.
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land that was startling to

all parties.

Mention

has already been made of the retirement of
Archibald, Earl of Angus, once the di-eaded
BeU-the-Cat, from Flodden, when his counsels

were useless and his frame too old for action.
He left his two sons behind him, who perished in the battle; and sick of the world,
and broken-hearted at his loss, the ancient
warrior retired into a monastery, where in a
few weeks he was gathered to his fathers. He
was succeeded by his grandson and this new
head of the Douglases added to the personal
valour of his renowned race a beauty and
;

gracefulness of pei'sou that

ous

among

made him

the nobility of Scotland.

conspicu-

But be-

yond these qualities, and his gi-eat possessions
and power, he had as yet manifested little to
recommend him being young, tuibulent, and
ignorant, and with few to instruct or advise
him. He had caught, however, the eye and
affections of Margaret, whose loves were as
impetuous as those of her brother, so that in an
indecently short jieriod after her recovery from
childbirth she became the wife of the young,
gallant, handsome Earl of Augus.
Political
inducements there were on either side, although
these were probably after-thoughts rather than
precureore of this hasty, unexpected union; for
whUe the earl might hope, from his marriage
;

with the queen, to obtain the guardianship of
the young king and the government of the

kingdom, Margaret could
tector against

the Earl of

find in

him a

pro-

the arrogant nobles, especially

Home,

his feudal rival

and enemy,

and secure a powerful addition to the English
whose cause was as yet in
its infancy.
But Margaret in her haste seems
to have forgot that by the terms of her husband's wiU this second marriage had cancelled
all her claims to the regency, and left the way
completely open to the entrance of the Duke of
faction in Scotland,

Albany.'
This fact of the queen's legal forfeiture of the
regency inspired the ambition of the Eail of
Arran, and he thought that his own claim to the
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Beaton, Archbishop of Glasgow, and their accomplices gave orders to shut the town gates,

intending to take Angus prisoner; but the
proud eai-1, on being warned of their pui-pose
and advised to make his escape, resolved to remain and fight out the quaiTel in the streets of
Edinburgh. For this purpose he mustered his
friends and attendants, and posted himself at
the Nether Bow. As the bloodshed of such a
conflict was likely to be great and the issue un-

Gavin Douglas, the son of Bell-the-Cat
and Abbot of Arbroath, endeavoured to mediate
between the two parties, and for that end went
to the Black Friars Church, where he found
Beaton, his brother churchman, arrayed in the
costume of Christian peace and devotion. He
told him of the dangerous condition in which
mattei-s were ripened for conflict, and implored
him to interpose, adding by way of additional
inducement, "Some say, my lord, that you have
the wyte [blame] of it." Beaton hastened to
disclaim such a charge, and swore, "By my conscience I know not the matter !" and to confirm
his oath he too hastily smote his bi'east with his
open palm; but within the rochet was heard the
rattling of an unclerical corselet. " I see, my lord,"
said the sarcastic poet, " that your conscience is
certain,

not sound, for I hear

it

clatter."

Perceiving

that no peaceful measures were to be expected

from a prelate so prepared, Gavin Douglas
passed onwai-d to the Earl of Arran and his
chivalrous brother. Sir Patrick Hamilton, to
whom he explained that Angus desired nothing
more than an interview with Margaret his wife,
in the castle of Edinburgh, after which he would
depart from the town in peace. To this reasonable proposal, which was backed by the solicitations of his brother, the Earl of Arran consented, and the whole matter might have terminated without ^-iolence but for the hot interference of Sir James Hamilton, the earl's
illegitimate son, whom the old historian calls
" a bloody butcher that ever thirsted for blood."

Disappointed in his hopes of an affray he fiercely

had no wUI to fight in his
though it were never so just;
and Sir Patrick, transported to fury by such an
unjust taunt, exclaimed, "Bastaid smaik thou
liest
1 shall fight this day where tiiou darest
told his uncle that he

during the absence of Albany was inconHe accordingly advanced his claim,
founded on his propinquity to the royal house,
but the lords of ooimcil were in no haste to

friend's quairel,

He had already shown
incompetency for such an office; and the
Earl of Angus was too formidable to be provoked. In the meantime Augus, on hearing of

" He rushed out of the house, followed by the armed adherents of the Hamiltons,
who were equally impatient for the fight and
on marking their impetuous coming up the High
Street Angus, who was stationed at the head of
the AVest Bow, with his retainers drawn out in

office

testable.

accede to his demand.
his

Edinburgh to counteract
it, followed by a train of four hundred Douglas'
men armed with jack and spear. On hearing
of this unwelcome arrival the Earl of Arran,
this appeal, reiiaired to

Lesley, pp. 99, 100.

!

:

not be seen

!

;

order for battle, saw that a fight was at hand,
and gave hasty ordera to his troop to spare the
life of Sir Patrick Hamilton.
But it was too
late: Sir I'atrick, who was far in advance of his
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was the first that fell, and the fight
was waged between the two parties with such
f olio we. s,

feudal hatred that seventy-two partisans of the

Hamiltous, including several gentlemen, lay

[a.d. 1513-1521.

and Forman, Bishop of Moray. Douglas, as
might have been expected, was the man of the
queen's choice, and him she nominated to the
see but John Hepburn, a bold, unscrupulous,
avaricious man, who had Hf ted the rents of the
bishopric during the vacancy, prevailed upon
the chapter of St. Andi'ews to elect him to the
office according to a practice which had some;

dead on the street. The rest of their pai-ty
were so completely driven from the town that
they were fain to escape thi'ough the North
Loch, and among the fugitives were the Earl of
Arran himself and Sir James, his unworthy son. times been followed there at a very early period.
So completely, indeed, were they swept off the As for Andrew Forman, whom we have hitheito
scene of conflict that this street battle was com- known as a treacherous ambassador and selfish
memorated under the title of " Cleanse the intriguer who had sacrificed everything to his
causeway." As for Beaton, who ought to have own interests, he applied to neither queen nor
been elsewhere or better occupied, he fled to the chapter, but to the pontiff himself; and through
Black Friars Church and ensconsed himself be- the influence he had established at Rome he
hind the high altar. But this sacred place was obtained his nomination to the see, and a papal
no protection from feudal hatred, for he was bull to that effect. Thus the old quarrel for the
searched after and found out; his rochet was popedom itself, when three occupants at once
torn from his back and it might have fared still assumed the authority of St. Peter and excomworse with him had not Gavin Douglas inter- municated each other without mercy, and to the
posed and represented to the captore how sinful great confusion of Christendom, was about to be
it was to lay violent hands upon a consecrated
revived in the poor primacy of Scotland. But
bishop.
After all this bloodshed nothing more heavier weapons than either texts or curses were
occurred than what had been originally re- to be used in this northern controversy. Hepquested, and which would have been granted burn was the first to proceed to action; and
but for an angry word for " the Earl of Angus being backed by all the Hepburns, now a very
passed to the castle and spake with the queen powerful clan, he not only prevented the bulls
at his pleasure." ^
of Forman's election from being published, but
While such quarrels among the nobles were assailed the castle or archiepiscopal palace of St.
but characteristic events of the period, those of Andrews, and drove out the garrison of the
the priesthood were at least equal in hatred, Douglases, by whom it was held for the abbot
while they were prosecuted in part by the same of Arbroath. While the queen and Angus were
violent agencies. As the most impoi-tant clerical chafing at this disregard of their authority in
holdings in the kingdom had become vacant by such a violent rejection of their nominee, and
;

;

the death of their occupants at Flodden,

Mar-

garet had used the hopes which the tilling up of
these vacancies had occasioned to establish her

own

tenure of the regency.

nating to such

offices

was

The

still

right of nomi-

tenaciously held

by the Scottish sovereigns, notwithstanding the
remonstrances of Rome and the submissive example of the other European courts; and the
pontiff was allowed nothing more than the confirmation of those elections which the civil power
had been pleased to make. Among the sees to
be filled up was the most important one of St.
Andrews, and this the queen had oS'ered to the
learned, pious, and patriotic William Elphinstone. Bishop of Aberdeen; but in consequence
of his old age and infirmities he had declined
the offer. But three ardent competitors for the
promotion started up in his room. These were
Gavin Douglas, whom the queen had made
Abbot of Arbroath on her mamage to his
nephew; John Hepburn, prior of St. Andrews;
I " The date of this skirmish." Pitscottie adds with unwonted minuteness in clironology, " was in the year of God
one thousand, five hundred, and fifteen years, in the month

of

May."

devising means for his reinstatement,

Forman

was not idle. Although his wealth was immense,
and his livings numerous, being among othei's
Archbishoj) of Bourges in France and papal
legate for Scotland, he was in no mood to forego
the primacy of his native country; and having
won over to liis intei-ests the Earl of Home, by
promising to bestow the rich priory of Coldingham upon his brother, the earl mustered such a
formidable array to aid the elect of the pope
that Forman's bulls were publicly and regularly
proclaimed in spite of all the opposition of the

Hepburns. After this proclamation the bishop,
accompanied by his warlike array, proceeded
from Edinburgh to St. Andrews for the purpose
of entering into possession but on amving at
his diocesan town he found that Prior Hejjbum
had so eftectually fortified the cathedral with
men, artillery, and warlike weapons, that he
;

could obtain entrance neither 'into church nor
It was well that this scandalous concastle.
troversy went no farther. The parties, indeed,

seemed to awaken to a sense of shame just when
it had approached the uncanonical point of
blood-shedding, and a compromise was made.

"CLEANSE THE CAUSEWAY."
James IV. was

U'heii

killed at the Battle of

Flodden he

son to be his successor, and thus the question of

Regent gave occasion
Chief

nobles.
close

kinsman

for

heated rivalry

the claimants were the Earl of Arran,

to the

royal

house, and

widow of the

late

two noblemen, each with a powerful
Sir

Patrick

Earl of Angus,

the

As

king.

brother

resolved to settle the matter by force of arms.
the

High

Bow.

Street,

and

So deadly

the ivipettious combatants

fierce

the

to

the

street.

He

was the onslaught, that

Edinburgh

at

Earl of Arran,

led his follovjers up

in

a

time

the

number

life-

short

their

So completeh', indeed, were the Hamiltons swept

away by the Douglases, under the Earl of Angus,
ever afterwards

who had

met at the head of the West

Hamiltons were routed, while leaving seventy-two of
less in

Scottish

who was a

chanced that these

it

retinue, were visiting

Hamilton,

to act as

certain of the

among

already married the

the same time,

among

an infant

left

who was

known

as " Cleanse the

Causeway."

that

this

fight

was

CLEANSE THE CAUSEWAY.'
THK Earl ok Angus and

his

spearmen attac»ed bv brR Patrick Hamilton and

High street, Edinburgh.— Fight known as "Cleanse the causeway

his
'

followers

(a.d. 15151.

in

thb

:;
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by which the
and slaughter

was cliauged from violence
to the more peaceful practices of
simony. Jame.s Hepburn, brother of the prior,
was to be promoted to the bishopric of Moray
the prior himself was allowed to retain the rents
of St. Andrews, which he had already lifted,
and was to receive certain others, while Fornian was recognized as primate and installed
in his new see.
As for Gavin Douglas, he was
compensated for his disappointment by a nomiissue

nation to the bishopric of Dunkeld. This arrangement, by which the quarrel was hastily
huddled up, gave satisfaction to none of the
parties; and while the queen and Angus were
incensed at their defeat, by which the Fieuch
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which the arms and valom' of
their predecessoi-s had been unable to secure.
It was the commencement of that new era of
political wisdom and craft instead of force and
violence by which European kingdoms were now
to be governed and enemies subdued but the
change was one which, as in other matters, the
Scots were slow to perceive, and the latest to learn
and undei'stand, and which even when learned
they had not the means of using. Of these arts,
of this system as brought to bear by England
against Scotland, Wolsey was the subtle contriving head, and Lord Dacre the active right
arm, and the proofs of their interference were
in Scottish affairs

;

beginning already to be apparent in the acceswhich the English jiarty in
Scotland was acquiring. The powerful Earl of

Hepburn,
the new Bishop of Moray, conceived an implacable hatred of the Homes, through whom
Forman had triumphed, and lay in wait for au

sion of strength

opportunity of revenge.^

feudal

faction

was

so greatly strengthened,

Lennox embraced the cause

of the queen,

and

who were connected with him by
alliance followed his example.
Such we

the lords

be the troubled state of learn from the letter's of Adam Williamson, a
affairs in this period of doubtful government.
Scot, but now established in England, and emThe queen's authority, in consequence of the ployed as au envoy and spy against his native
waste of her revenues and the apathy of her country; and from his communications we learn
brother Henry, was insufficient to support the the motives of actions, and the causes of shiftEnglish cause in Scotland against that of France, ings and changes both of parties and individuals,
while her powerful husband had need of all his which would otherwise be incomprehensible.
resources to defend himself against his own per- Henry, ever sanguine and impetuous, appears
sonal enemies.
Arrau, who hated both parties to have been so confident at the success of these
ahke because they interfered with his own views initiatory attempts as to have projDosed to his
upon the regency, endeavoured with an ambus- sister that she should privately convey hei-self
cade of six hundred men well provided with into England with her two sons as the best
ai-tillery to waylay the Earl of Angus on his
escape from her present difficulties; and he held
return from an interview with the Earl of out to her the prospect that James V. would in
Lennox at Glasgow, and on the failure of this consequence be declared the heir-apparent to
treacherous scheme he proposed to the Lords the English throne. Eflbrts were also made to
Home, Cassilis, and Sample to besiege Douglas win over Gavin Douglas and others of the
Such quarrels and queen's adherents to the same traitorous purin one of his own castles.
such lawless musters of armed men made the )3ose, with promises of great personal advanhighways so unsafe, that it was dangerous to tages to themselves, as well as representations
pass from one town to another public con- of the great safety and facility with which such
It was a
fidence was at an end, and the intercourse of a royal removal could be effected.
traffic suspended.^
It seemed as if the country clumsy attempt in the early machiavelism of

Such continued

to

;

had been thrown a whole century backward
since the close of the reign of James IV.
But
more dangerous still to the peace and the liberties of Scotland were those dark undergi-ound
intrigues which Henry VIII. had now commenced, and which were more effectual for the
not the subjugation of the Scots
than armies and invasions it was by the emsuppression,

if

;

ployment of spies to watch, of artful emissaries
to corrupt, and money to purchase the needy
aristocracy of Scotland, that Henry and afterwards Elizabeth were to obtain that a.'<''ondency
' Lesley, p. 101
Pitscottle, 123 Letters of Lord Dacre to
the English Council in State Paper Collection.
'Lesley; Letters of Sir James luglis to Willi.imson
;

I'itiicuttiv.

;

England, and as such
garet represented

it

Mar-

deservedly failed.

how

closely

she was sur-

rounded and watched, so that such a stealthy
Gavin Douglas in his
exit was impossible.
answer proposed the march of an English army
into Scotland for the extrication of the royal

—

a plan too coarse for even the days of
the Conqueror,
but without which he saw no means of conveying the queen and princes to London and
therefore he wisely concluded (laughing quietly
perhaps the while) that the whole jiroject
It fell to the ground
.should be abandoned.
accordingly, and left no trace of its existence,
state paper collection
lettei-s
in
the
except those
of the period which have been published in uur
family

Edward Longshanks or William

;
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own dry

to

stamp the memory

of its designers

with lasting infamy.
Amidst the general impatience for the arrival
of the Duke of Albany from France, which the
present unsettled state of affairs was so well
fitted to increase, those obstacles

coining liad been hindered were

by which

now

his

completely

A

removed.
peace had been established between
France and England. Louis XII. died, and wa-s
succeeded by Francis I.; and in the peace which
was still continued between the two kingdoms
the Scots were included, if they were wiUing to
accept it. This they were induced to do, notwithstanding their reluctance, by the solicitations of Fi-ancis I. and Albany, and no further
obstacle remained to the duke's entrance into
the

management

of the affaii-s of Scotland.

He

from France in regal splendour, being accompanied by eight ships, supposed to be the remains of the Scottish navy
sent to that country, and landed at Dumbarton
on the 18th of May, 1515. On the following
day he repaired to Glasgow, being attended by
a train of the Scottish lords of the west, and
afterwards to Edinburgh, which he reached on
the 26th, and where he was welcomed "by
sundry farces and good plays made by the burgesses of the town to his honour and praise."
He was also cordially received by Mai'garet,
although his ai-rival was the termination of her
own authority.' Everything gave promise that
the sanguine hopes which the nation had formed
of his government would be amply fulfilled.
accordingly set

sail

[a.d. 1513-1521.

Henry and

and the
English party in Scotland, by which he was certain to be opposed and thwarted, had during
his twelve months' detention in France increased
the arts of

his ministers

;

from an insignificant germ into a power that was
formidable both from its numbers and influence.
Undeterred, however, by the strength and
influence of this English party the first measures of the regent were employed for its suppression,

while his

mode

of

proceeding was

calculated to irritate rather than subdue.

He

threw into prison Lord Drummond, the maternal grandfather of the Earl of Angus and governor of Stirling Castle, under the charge that
this old lord, about a year previously, had smote
the Lion herald on the breast when he brought
a message from the lords who were favourable
to the recall of Albany from France to the
queen-regent.^ He afterwards committed to
close custody, in the tower of the castle of St.
Andrews, Gavin Douglas, who, independently
of his high character and accomplishments, was
uncle of the Earl of Angus, because the bishop
had solicited from the pope a confirmation of
his appointment by the queen to that see in the
castle of which he was confined a close prisoner.
Forman was now the Archbishop of St. Andrews and principal adviser of the Duke of

Albany

as well as the chief adherent of the

French faction and

its

interests.

The queen
Drum-

interposed to obtain the liberation of

mond and

Douglas, which she besought with
but the duke was deaf to her solicitations
and treated them with indifference.^ This
haughtiness became the more alarming when
Albany proceeded to the attempt of obtaining
sary for his difficult office.
He knew little of the pei-sonal guardianship of the young princes
Scotland and showed no desire to have his igno- into his own hand. Margaret trembled at the
rance enlightened.
In habits, affections, and prospect. The Duke of Albany was the son of
manners, as well as birth, he was a Frenchman, him who had branded his own brother and
and could not endure the coai-se fashions of the sovereign, James III., as a bastard and who
Scottish court and nobility, which contrasted so could tell whether his son might not entertain
unfavourably with the luxury and refinements the same idea of the illegitimacy of the royal
of those of France.
Such w;is even his French race .and hope to set it aside in his own favour?
vivacity, that when thwarted in argument he Before the regent's arrival, also, the possibility
would hurl his bonnet into the fire a mode of of his obtaining the guardianship of the young
reasoning strangely at variance with that of his princes had often been contemplated, and a
countrymen, and which could only excite their parallel drawn betwixt his situation and that
wonder or contempt. HLs intellect, also, not- of Richard III. of England, who under similar
withstanding his foreign experience and high temptations had caused his young nephews, the
reputation, was either so limited or so formed sons of Edward IV., to be secretly murdered in
upon a foreign model, that while the Scottish the Tower of London.
nobles soon learned to laugh at him he was
Wlien matters were ripe for the attempt the
pronounced by such shrewd judges as Wolsey Duke of Albany laid before the parliament his
and the Eai-1 of Sun-ey a " furious wilful fool," proposal to detach the young king and his broand a coward to boot. Even his political in- ther from their mother's keeping and transfer
fluence had already been undermined through
teai-s

;

But although so closely related to the royal
house, and so high in favour at the French court,
he had few of those qualities which were neces-

;

—

3 Lesley, p. 102;
'

Lesley, p. 102.

Council, Aug. 1615.

Letters of Margaret and Dacre to the
' Ibid.

;
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V.

be made a national
as well as a party question, for as long as the
princes continued under their mother's tuition
they might be reared up in English predilections that woidd be unfavourable to the national

him; and he was uneasy at the thought that
by his seeming participation in this refusal to
the authority of parliament he had subjected
himself to the penalties of treason, which his
wife, as a mother, might incur if she so pleased

The late tampering, also, of
Henry with Margaret to withdraw herself and

legal instruments to be

them

to his

own.

It could

independence.

her children into England would have pi'oved a
had the fact been known

conclusive ai-gument

but

it is

probable that such a correspondence

which Williamson had conducted about
more
than merely suspected. The parliament which
Albany called for the occasion seems to have
as that

the matter had been too closely kept to be

been pereuaded that the mothei-'s furthercustody
was no longer advisable and
by lot, out of whom
the duke selected four who were to be presented
to the queen, among which number she might
reject one; and the three lords thus remaining
were to have the keeping of the jjersous of James
V. and his brother, independently of the queen
of her children

;

eight lords were appointed

and only subject to the authority of pai'liament.
But it is evident that Albany, both as regent
and elector of these lords, would have a voice
potential in the disposal of these royal jiupils

and the proceedings

of their tutors.

When

all

had been thus arranged and decided the four
lords repaired from the parliament to the castle
of Edinburgh to claim their youthful wards,
the streets being tilled with crowds who had
heard of the proceeding and assembled to witness the scene.
On approaching the castle the
gates were thrown open and Margaret appeared
at the entrance in the full pride of the Tudors,

holding by the hand the child-king, James V.,
while behind her stood the nurse with the

Duke of Ross in her arms, and near her were
Angus and his attendants. Before

Earl of

the

the

without involving him

also.

He therefore caused

drawn up upon the spot

had counselled the surrender
and that therefore the fault of

testifying that he
of the children,

the rejection could not be

his.^

Edinburgh was no longer a safe residence for
the queen, where the i-egent and his court jireand she therefore prudently withdrew to
where
the inhabitants were more friendly to her cause.
She then sent a request to the authorities that
the children might be left to her keeping, offering to support them out of her own dowry; and
if this should be refused, that they might be
committed to the care of the Earls of Angus
and Home, the earl-marischal, and Sir Robert
Lauder of the Bass all of them in the interests
of England and corresponding with Henry's
agents; but these offers were merely made to
gain time, as she knew that they would be
rejected.
The dilemma in which the Duke of
Albany was now jilaced was a ludicrous one,
and its ridiculous character was heightened by
the nature of his attempts to remove it. He
would now make war against the mother in
form, and her children should be the spoils and
trophies of his victory! He mustered the whole
military force of Edinburgh for the purpose of
besieging the queen in her stronghold, and he
sent orders to the Lords Borthwick and Ruthven in Stirling to beleaguer the castle and
prevent all provisions from entering into it.
But this was nothing compared with the injunction which he sent to the Earl of Angus, now
in his own shire, commanding him on his allesided,

Stirling, her favourite place of residence,

—

and spectators could recover from this unwonted sight Margaret exclaimed in an authori- giance to repair to Stirling with his military
retainers and besiege his own wife in her place
tative, trumpet-like tone, "Stand! declare the
cause of your coming !" The lords declared their of protection, and that, too, when she had the
errand; but again the loud voice of the queen near prospect of making him a happy father.
exclaimed in reply, "Let down the portcullis!" To this irregular mode of martial coercion it is
The huge iron mass descended at the word, and unnecessary to add that Angus gave no coman impregnable barrier was suddenly interposed pliance. The duke also issued a proclamation
between the astonished lords and the queen, against all who continued to remain in the
who thus addressed them through the grating: castle of Stirling, denouncing them as traitora
" This castle is part of my enfeofment it was to be visited with the forfeiture of life and
committed to me as sole governess by the late goods. And further to weaken the queen's
king, my husband and to no mortal shall I interests by oppressing her adherents he reyield such an important command!" With solved to arrest Sir George Douglas, the brother
these words she strode away, leaving the lords of Angus, at that time in Edinburgh, and
gazing at tlie iron rampart and at each other. ordered the Earl of Home, now provost of the
Even Angus himself seems to have been daunted city, to execute the odious commission. But
lords

;

;

tills bold display of his youthful partner, for
which, owing to the shortness of the time, there

at

might not have been ojjportunity

to i)reijare

'

Letter of Dncro to the Council, lat Aug, 1616, quotod by

Pinkertiin, Uinlury vf ScoUaiid, vol U. pp. 140, 141.
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that pre id noble,

who knew

that the order had

no sanctiou of pai-liament, which liad been previously dissolved, gave for answer that such an
arrest belonged to a herald and not to him.
Apprehensive, however, of the consequences of
his refusal, Home fled with only a single attendant by night to Newai-k on the Border, and Sir
George Douglas at the same time made his
escape to the Merae.

And now

the gallant

the head of an army
of seven thousand men to besiege a helpless
pregnant woman who had none with her but

Albany took the

field at

her attendants, and no defence but unmanned
walls and untrodden sally-ports for the regent's
previous proclamation had emptied the place of
every man who could wear a corselet or wield a
partisan.
As soon as the roar of trumpets de;

manded a surrender Margaret put into the
hands of James V. the keys of the fortress,
which he could scarcely caiTy, and .at her signal
the roy.al child delivered

them

to the

Duke

of

And

thus on the present occasion was
Stirling Castle won, which h.ad sustained so
many gallant sieges and been the scene of such

Albany.

[a.d. 1513-1521.

government and seek no aid from other
countries, especially from England, without the
consent of the regent and the three estates of
But Margaret was not yet sufliparliament.
cieutly humbled, and after refusing these conditions she made a merit of her refusal by
transmitting them to Lord Dacre.
As for
Home, the regent would show him as little
favour as he had merited, and he sent him a peremptory command to leave the kingdom without oifering any conditions a sentence of banishment which drove that nobleman into more
his

—

treasonable designs of reprisal.

Dacre for the aid of an English

He

wrote to

force, assuring

now lay completely open to
and Dacre applied to King Henry
recommending the advice. War, indeed, between the regent and Home had already commenced on the Border; and Home Castle, the
principal residence of the earl, having been
taken by Albany's troops, was speedily recaptured by its owner and razed to the ground,
that it might no longer shelter his enemies. At
the same time he obtained possession of the

him

that Scotland

invasion,

The regent strong castle of Blacater, about five miles to the
gave the young king and the Duke of Ross to west of Berwick, which was held for the Duke
the keeping of the eaii - marischal and the of Albany.
Amidst these changes Mai'garet, who had
Lords Borthwick and Fleming, with the castle
of Stirling for their residence, which he garri- remained a month in the castle of Edinburgh,
soned with seven hundred men as for Mar- was weary of her constrained residence and
garet, she was conducted to Edinburgh and desirous to escape. Though an English princess
placed in a sort of honourable captivity, where and Queen of Scotland, she was now reduced to
the attendants assigned to her were also spies poverty in consequence of the alienation of her
revenues and she was within six weeks of the
upon her proceedings.'
These movements, so subversive of the inter- period of her confinement, which she scarcely
could wish to occur apart from her friends and
ests of the English party, could not occiu- without
She
appeals for aid from England and the Earl of while she was held in a state of bondage.
Home, who had fortified himself in Fast Castle, sent letters to Dacre announcing her grievances
was enabled, from his neighbourhood to the and her purpose of escape, and a ring to Henry
Border, to enter into close communication with her brother, in token that her resolution was
Lord Dacre. But although the Earl of Angus confirmed. Dacre advised that she should in
had arrived in Teviotdale for the purpose of this case make the castle of Blacater her abode,
concerting measures with these two unscrupu- which was so nigh the English border as to
lous plotters, he was considered as either too ensure her safety, while, being still within Scotpatriotic or too young and inexperienced to be land, she could not thereby forfeit her rights as
taken into their confidence. The regent in the if she had lied from the kingdom. Her plan
meantime, having thus far humbled the queen of escape as detailed in her letter was both
and her husband, thought the time had come subtle and daring. She would quietly retire
for detaching them from the cause of England to Linlithgow, which town was included in her

transcendent passages of chivalry.

;

;

;

and securing them to his own. He accordingly
ofifered to aid and protect them in all their just
quarrels and appeals, and to restore to the queen
aU her jointure lands which had slipped from
her possession during the late commotions, by
which she was reduced to poverty, if they on
their part would consent to the proceedings of

1

Dacre's Letters to

Lesley, 103.

tlie

Council in August 1st and 7th,

dower; and after sta3ang a night or two there
she proposed to depart by stealth with her husband and four or five servants, who were igno-

Within two or three miles
to be met 'by Lord Home
armed men to conduct her
to Blacater; but should any obstacle prevent her
egress from Linlithgow he was to burn some

rant of her design.
of the

town she was

at

head

tlie

of forty

village or town, the property of

Albany, to give
mere feudal

his expedition the appearance of a

QUEEN MARGARET, WIDOW OF JAMES
DEFIES THE NOBLES.
As Queen Margaret
at

Flodden, was

sister

of Scotland,
to

widow

of

who was

king

the

Henry VIII. of England,

IV.,

killed

was thought by

it

the Scottish Parliament that she would be influenced in political affairs

by her intriguing brother.
children,

of

this

— the

eldest of

foreign bias,

burgh Castle

and with

in order to

two children and

They determined,

whom

therefore,

was heir to the crown,
that

to

end they sent three

lords to Edin-

attendmifs, met the deputies in the Castle gate,

They

told their errand

;

at

her

the reach

The Queen,

remove these royal wards.

the occasion of their corning.

place

— beyond

tvith her

and asked

which the Queen

ordered the portcullis to be dropped, while from behind that barrier she

roundly defied the Parliament, and haughtily refused to surrender her
children.

QUEEN MAkGAkEI, WIDOW OF JAMES

IV.,

DEFIES THE NObLES

AT THE GATE OF EDINBURGH CASTLE, AND REFUSES TO SURRENDER HER CHILDREN

(A.D. 1515).
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or Border foray.

ceeded in

all its

This plau appears to have sucparts, for she reached Blacater

Castle in safety.

Albany

w;is

dismayed at her

V.
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of her son

;

and Albany, nurtured at the court

of France, could not be insensible to her appeal.

He

released the

from the penalties of

earl

departure, and endeavoured to recall her with

treason on condition that he should return to

and when these were

his allegiance; and the weak, vereatile Arran
gave his bond to the winds and swore himself
the liegeman of the regent and his rule.' But
no such courte.sy was shown to the mother of
the Earl of Home, whom Albany confined a

conciliatory jjromises

;

ineifectual he

threatened to reduce her by a
this to be an idle threat. Availing himself of the strong national partiality for
a war against England he was soon at the head
siege.

Nor was

an army

thousand men. But still no
between the two kingdoms was
to be apprehended for while Albany protested
that his operations were only for the suppression of the national disturbances and were in
no case to be extended to England, Henry
knew that the term of alliance between Scotland and France had expired, and was reluctant
to occasion its renewal by hostile proceedings

While
government
was mixed with contentions which were debated
with weapons of war in the .streets of Edinburgh,
an event occurred that tended to shake what little

of

of forty

hostile collision

;

prisoner for six weeks in the castle of

Dunbar

because she had been kind to Queen Margaret
in her attlictions and Home, in revenge, seized
;

the Lion king-at-arms on the Border, and kept

him

as a hostage for his mother's safety.*

this anarchical state of the Scottish

Duke

against the Scots, although the interests of his

public confidence wa-s

sister

were at stake. Thus Albany was enabled
Border without molestation
or obstacle.
Disappointed in his hope of aid
Home fled across the Border into England,
being soon after followed by the queen and the
Earl of Angus, while Albany finished his expedition by destroying the castle that had sheltered them, after which he dismissed his army.
Margaret having entered her native country
in safety, was delivered a few days after of
Margaret Douglas, mother of the unfortunate
Darnley and gi-andmother of James VI., whose
birth from the royal house of Tudor was thus
doubly confirmed for the inheritance of the

of Albany.

to advance to the

the castle of Stirling on the 18th of December,

English throne.'
The Earls of Angus and Home having by
their flight placed themselves beyond Albany's

ISlS.i^
Henry VIII. had tried to get this
young prince at least into his possession, by
which he might have further embroiled the
afl'airs of Scotland, or even have set up the
child as a rival to his elder brother
and
Albany had acted wisely and rightly in preventing such a dangerous guardianship. But
it was now remembered that to efi'ect his purpose he had rudely withdrawn the child from
its mother and placed it under keepers of his
own selection. It would have been strange if
no rumours of foul play had been circulated on
this occasion
and the queen, the Douglases,
and their faction reported that the Duke of
Boss had been poisoned by the directions of

The

still

infant

reserved for the

Duke

of Ross died in

;

;

now resolved to proceed against Albany, to destroy the chances of his being
who only a few days previous carried into England.''
The events which were now taking place in
with these lords a bond or compact

reach, the latter

the Earl of Arran,

had signed

be found in Scottish history.
In this they agreed to exert their uttermost in
young king and his brother from

France, by affecting the interest of England,

suspicious hands, to assist each other in their

Swiss in the terrible battle of Marignano, had
obtained possession of the whole of the Milanese;

.such as is often to

delivering the

common

enterprises,

and

to

make no agreement

influenced those of Scotland also.

French king, Francis

I.,

by

The young

his defeat of the

with the regent except by their mutual consent, and Henry VIII., who saw in this gallant sucand that of their kin, friends, and retainers.^ cessful sovereign a rival by whom his personal
Albany now took possession of the castles of and political influence might be eclipsed, was
the Earl of Arran and had advanced to Hamil- already contemplating the renewal of his wars
But in such an event a
ton, the original patrimony and seat of the on the Continent.
family, when he was met at the gate of the lasting peace with Scotland would be indispensmansion by the earl's mother, the daughter of able, and the overtures made to that eflect at
James II. that princess whose romantic his- the commencement of the year 1516 were retory and early distresses had been so well fitted ceiving a more cordial attention than could
to awaken the national sympathy.
She now have been expected. The troubles of Albany,

—

made lowly submission

to the regent in behalf
"

Letters fn State Paper Collection.
2 Letters o( Dr. Magnus and Lord Dacre to Kini; Ilcuiy
VIII., 18th October, 1616.
•

Lesley,

p. 104.

'

Ibid. p. 106.
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^

" This calumny was repeated by the qu^ji
jfajliSI?!'
Douglas, but was likely used merely for politiL-alfmum'ts^i*
To have poisoned the infant duke while ]itfi;a vl/Hfi/f^a
^^-.^-^'
would have been a gratuitous cruelty.
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indeed, continued to multiply so rapidly that

the missives in reply.

any temporary cessation was welcome, let the
ultimate end be what it might. He was again
disturbed by the weak, vacillating Earl of
Arran, who still hankered for the regency,
and with the aid of the Earls of Lennox and
Glencairn had seized and fortified the castle
of Dumbarton.
Although Arran once more
succumbed, and was allowed to go free of punishment, these bandings of the nobles had
become so frequent and so formidable that
Albany regi-etted he had ever come to Scotland,
and was only desii-ous for a decent opportunity
to demit his government and retm-n to France.

been called to

To

this resolution

we may perhaps attribute
now received back
enemies Angus and Home.

the facility with which he
to favour his old

These nobles, who saw that in the present political state of aliairs there was no hope from the
King of England, negotiated with Albany for

and the repossession
and on their terms
being granted they came home, and were received without question or demur.
But it
speaks little for their honour, and especiaUy
was
conthat of Angus, that their negotiation
ducted without the knowledge of Margaret.
The queen thus unceremoniously deserted by
her husband even whOe she was laid upon a
bed of sickness, indignantly retu'ed from Morpeth, where she had sojourned, and took refuge
in her brother's court, where she was received
with sympathy and welcome.'
The truce between Scotland and England
which had been in ti-eaty at the commencement of the year was ratified on the 1st of
June (1516), and was to continue for two years.
But this was not enough for the purposes of
Henry, who was desirous at the same time to
root out the French influence in Scotland by
the ejection of the Duke of Albany from the
regency. His proceeding on this occasion was
marked by his characteristic arrogance and
impetuosity, thi-ough which his best-laid plans
were frequently defeated. In spite of the tnice,
and on the very day that it was signed, he

their safe return to Scotland
of their honours

and

estates

;

caused a letter to be presented to the three estates
of the Scottish parliament, insisting

upon no-

than the dismission of the duke from
the office of regent as one too nearly allied to
the royal house to be a disinterested and safe
guardian to their young king.
The demand
was a national, universal insult, and as such it
was indignantly answered, and with edifying
unanimity the enemies as well as the supthing

less

;

porters of

•

Lesley, p.

IttustratUfiUi

Albany adhibiting
lOrl: T.effor^
oj'

nf

Dirre

liiUuik Hintory,

i.

their

names

to

The duke, they said, had

oflice by their authority
and as
young king, he was safe in the keeping
of trustworthy guardians. But even in spite of
this recognition of his authority Albany was desirous to leave the kingdom.
That unanimity
was in favour of the national independence, not
of himself, and he knew that as soon as the general apprehension was removed the plots of the
nobles against him would be as numerous and
as annoying as ever. Lord Dacre also was continuing by his intrigues to increase and multiply the disturbances in Scotland; and he boasted
at this time in a letter to WoLsey of his success
in creating these dissensions, and that he had
four hundred Scottish outlaws in his pay, whose
daily occupation was to waste, burn, and destroy.
The regent was impatient to be gone, and unknown to the Scots he was negotiating with
Wolsey to visit the court of England, from
which, after an interview with King Henry,
he might have an undisturbed passage to
France.
In the same spirit he appHed to the
;

for the

French king for support in his regency, or at
permission to return to his old French
Emboldened perhaps
home and possessions.
by this resolution to abandon office, and the
impunity with which a crowning indication of
his authority might be accomplished before his
final departure, he ventured upon a daiing act
of justice, or revenge, or both, at which both
friends and enemies must have been astonished.
This was nothing less than the execution of the
That
powerful Earl of Home as a traitor.
nobleman, although he had been forgiven and
least for

allowed to return to Scotland, does not appear to have renounced, according to promise,
his connection with Henry and Lord Dacre on
the contrary, his correspondence with them had
:

the troubles upon the

been renewed and in all
Border, by which the regent's authority was
defied and the peace of the country disturbed,
the earl was supposed to be an active instigator
and adviser. But his career of treacheiy and
double-dealing was now to end. Either trusting that his share in these disturbances was
unknown, or tempted by the invitations and
promises of Albany, he was so rash as to visit
the court, accompanied by hLs brother and Sir
Andrew Ker of Fernyhirst. He was instantly
arrested, tried, and sentenced to death for his
connection with the thieves and outlaws on the
Border;- and to this was added, the moie atrocious, though less grounded charge of treasonable conduct at Flodden and complicity in the
death of the late king, who, according to one
class of popular rumours, had survived the
;

in April, 1516; Lodge's

20-22.

Li'sley,

UUtuiLi uj Scutlaiid,

p. 107.

;
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battle only to be assassinated

by

Home

and

his

Pursuant to his sentence the earl
beheaded on the 8th of October
(1.516), and his brother the day after, while
Ker, who was also tried and condemned, was
respited from execution.
After this Albany
repaired to Jedburgh with a strong array of
armed men, to restore peace upon the Borders
and having daunted the insurgents, he placed
emissaries.

vios publicly

trustworthy rulei-s over these lawless districts
and returned to Edinburgh.
At the first meeting of parliament after the
regent's return, which assembled on the 3d of

November, there was much important business
be discussed and not the least of this was

to

;

his

own

claim to rank as the nearest

the royal house after

was contested by

James

honour
Alexander

This candidate was the elder son of
the former Duke of Albany, who had fled to
France iu the reign of James III.
but the
duke's marriage to Alexander's mother, CathStewart.

;

erine Sinclair, daughter of the Earl of Caith-

had

been proclaimed irregular on the
and dissolved by parliament ; and thus the regent, although the son
of a second marriage, was by law entitled to the
priority, a decision which was again confirmed
by the present parliament.^ Another difficulty
was the adjustment of the relationship which
was now to subsist between Scotland and
France, occasioned by the arrival of Francis de
Bordeaux, the ambassador of the French king.
We know how earnestly this alliance had in
former times been courted by France when in
trouble, and how ungratefully it had been requited as soon as the troubles had ended. The
present case was to be no exception to former
precedents.
Francis I. had gained the advantage over his rivals, and was at peace with them
all except Henry VIII.
and to win over this
single recusant was to him of greater importance
than any advantage that could accrue from
ness,

score of consanguinity,

;

Scotland.

was

Every Scottish demand therefore
and peremptorily refused. The

distinctly

restitution of the county of Saintonge assigned
in 1428

by Charles VII.

held upon the plea that

James I. was withwas a portion of the

to
it
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upon which Albany had so securely
depended, was thus struck from under him by
a most unkindly blow; and amidst this increase
of his difficulties he wished that both his legs
and arms had been broken at the first step of
his journey from France to Scotland.
This,
however, was an outburst of sudden impatience,
and among his most confidential friends. Only
one course remained for him it was to adopt
the counsel of his friend and patron, Francis,
which had been privately conveyed to him it
was to withdraw to France, as the present
political condition of affairs would prevent any
aid from being sent to him in Scotland.
He
aid,

;

;

trembled to make the proposal to the parliayet it must be done. Accordingly
he mustered courage to announce his wish and

member of ment, and

V., for the

his step-brother,

V.

French

and could not be alienated. No
was to be given by France to
Even the
between France and Scotland, which

royal demesne,

its

causes.

He was

desirous to have a personal

conference with Francis

I., and to visit his wife,
whose health was impaired. The astonishment
of the three estates at this proposal was followed
by an indignant refusal, and every argument
was adduced to make him forego his resolution.
They had recognized him as the nearest heir of
the throne, which he was about to abandon
while its occupant was a child, and his departure
from the kingdom would be a signal for the
return of all that anarchy which had preceded
his arrival. It would also occasion the abandonment of the alliance with France and the predominance of the English cause in Scotland. It
would even hinder his resumption of the regency,
as in the event of his departure he would never

be allowed to revisit Scotland. They in fine
adjured him to remain and to continue in office
until the king had attained the age of eighteen,
according to the resolution that had been made
the preceding year.^ But Albany was doggedly

and at last the three
most unwilling assent, with the
understanding that his absence was to last only
foui" months, during which a council of regency
was appointed, consisting of the Archbisho]is of
St. Andrews and Glasgow, and the Earls of
Huntly, Argyle, Angus, and Arran. The king
was brought from Stirling to the castle of
Edinburgh, and consigned to the guardianship
of the earl-marischal and the Lords Erskine,
Borthwick, and Ruthven, two of whom were to
resolute in his purpose,
estates gave a

aid whatever

be in constant attendance.

Scotland against the English king.

gallant French

alliance

whom

had been renewed between Duplanis, the French
ambassador, and the Scottish council of regency
within a year after the death of James IV.,
Francis I. now refused to ratify.'-' The hope of

'

Lesley, p, 108; Scotstarvct's Calendars of Charters.
243-248, 249, 267.

ByutoUe Regum Scotorum, L

la Bastie, the

the duke had lately appointed warden of

the marches, was invested with a sort of dele-

gated authority for the maintenance of the
general peace during the regent's absence, and
the castles of

Dunbar and Dumbarton,

cipal sea approaches to the
'

De

knight, courtier, and soldier,

'

the prin-

kingdom, were each

Letter of Clarenceux to Wolsey, 30th Nov. 1616.

;
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fui'uished with a garrison of

French

soldiers.

Having thus adopted such precautions as might
have sufficed for more than the stipulated term
of absence, the Duke of Albany set sail from
Dumbarton on the 7th or 8th of June, 1517,
taking %¥ith him the eldest sons of many of the

[a.d. 1513-1521.

Albany's speedy return to Scotland, the peace
of the kingdom seems to have been successfully

noblest families of Scotland as hostages of the

maintained with one melancholy exception. It
will be remembered that the duke at his departure had intrusted Darcie de la Bastie with
such powers as made him a sort of deputyregent.
This undefined office the knight both

public tranquillity.^

faithfully

Only a week after Albany had

left

Scotland

Queen ]\Iargaret entered it. Her return had
been previously negotiated by Wolsey, and the
apphcation granted by the regent and Scottish
parliament, with the full restitution of her
revenues and effects, and she had only waited
the duke's departure to
Scotland.

into

Lamberton

the circumstance of his being a foreigner also

make her entrance

She again halted

at

;

!

As that frequent visitant of Scottish
the pestilence, had broken out iu Edinburgh, the young king had been removed for
safety to Craigmillar Castle, and because susBastie.
cities,

remained that Margaret might atconvey him to England, her visits to
her son were brief and carefully watched.^
Her arrival, however, brought little increase of
strength to the English party in Scotland, about
whose interests she now appeared indifferent
and for this lukewarmness the heartless conduct
of her brother Henry, and his inattention to her
welfare while pursuing his pi-ojects against
In the
Scotland, are a sufficient explanation.
meantime Albany showed no such remissness
about the French faction, with which he was so
closely identified, and upon his return to France
he laboured to perfect that alliance between the
two kingdoms which late events had threatened
to interrupt. He was successful, and the treaty
of Rouen was the consequence, upon which all
the subsequent important connections between
France and Scotland were founded. The chief
articles on the present occasion were for their
mutual defence against England, with a specification of the aid which each was to furnish in
In the
the event of the other being invaded.
one case France was to send to Scotland 2200
well-armed men and a hundred thousand crowns;
in the other, Scotland was to send to France six
thousand soldiers; and should either kingdom
be invaded, the other was to effect a diversion
in its favour by an attack on England.^
Although there was now little prospect of
picions

tempt

1

still

to

Lesley, p. 109.

3

for the sup-

which, as a

was able to proceed without favour
and iu such a spirit of impartiality he
had thrown Stirling of Keir and his accomplices
into prison for their attempt to assassinate
Meldrum of Binns the Squire Meldrum of the
chivalrous romance of Sir David Lindsay. But

but under what different auspices from
her first arrival there, when she came a desired
and honoured bride, with the most gallant of
sovereigns for her husband and a whole nation
Still, however, she
prepared to welcome her
was received as a queen by the Earls of Angus,
Morton, and other noblemen, and by De la

Kirk

and vigorously exercised

pression of public disorders, in

Harleian MSS. 1244.

foreigner, he

or feud

;

—

made him more envied and
more

hated, as well as

defenceless against the prevalent odium.

Above all,
posed him

his office of

warden

of the

Border ex-

to the rancour of his powerful neigh-

bours the Homes, whose chiefs had been wont
to hold that office, and whose last earl had been
lately executed as a traitor.
The duty of revenge in this case devolved upon Home of

Wedderburn, and this he resolved to wreak, not
upon Albany, who was now beyond his reach,
but upon the warden, the devoted adherent of
the duke and supplanter in office of the Earl of
Home. An opportunity also could easily be
found, as De la Bastie on the rumour of any
public disturbance was instantly in the saddle,
and on his way to suppress it. It was on their
knowledge of this fact that Wedderburn and the
Border barons, his accomplices, acted. Having
thrown a garrison of their men into the
Tower of Langton they pretended to besiege
and on learning of the event, which had a
it
serious appearance, De la Bastie hurried from
his fortress of Dunbar accompanied by a few
French knights, to quell the insurrection. But
before he had reached Langton he fell into an
ambuscade, by whom his attendants were overpowered and slain. De la Bastie cut his way
through the crowd of fierce Borderers, and set
;

spurs to his good

pursuers

;

hoi'se,

trusting to outstrip his

but being ignorant of the country he

was entangled in a marsh, and there mercilessly
killed by his enemies. To add to the barbarity
of

savage and cowardly deed

this

Home

of

Wedderburn cutoff the head of his victim, hung
it in triumph by its long curling locks to his
saddle-bow, and on entering Dunse exposed it
on the market-cross of the town.*
Offended with this lawless conduct, which
required a strong arm to punish it, the lords of
the regency looked round them for an avenger
and successor to the unfortunate foreigner. In
'

Lesley, p. 110; Ktscottie, pp. 129, 130.
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Angus would

have
beeu selected, but that his connection with the
family of Home was known, and his loyalty
this case the Earl of

likely

somewhat doubtful. They therefore passed him
over,

and to his

stOJ greater indignation chose

the Earl of Arran,

warden
of

who was

appointed not only
but provost of the city
The anger of Angus was not

of the Border,

Edinburgh.
be alleviated by the

likely to

first

proceedings

new warden and provost, who threw
George Douglas, Angus's brother, and Mark
of the

Ker

into prison as accomplices in

murder.

A parliament

De

la Bastie's

was then assembled

at

V.
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her in her purpose. But as it would have been
a death-blow to the designs of her brother,
Henry, and the strength of the English party
in Scotland, he sent Chatsworth, a friar, with
letters to his sister, and with a commission to
reason with her on the subject.
This the friaidid in that fuU measure of loftiness and fierceness
which preceded the downfall of his church and
order, by assailing her with Latin precepts and
texts of Scripture, denouncing her purpose as a
"damnable delusion," reproaching her for her

unnatural cruelty to her daughter, whom she
was about to make fatherless, and suggesting
in no gentle terms that her own fidelity as a
wife would scarcely endure a close scnitiny.

—

Edinburgh on the 19th of February, 1517, for
the trial of the murderers and there Home of
Wedderburn, his three brothers, and several Margaret was silent and confounded though not
of his accomplices were condemned for the convinced, and the efi"ect of such an exposure
slaughter of De la Bastie. To carry the sentence was to make her more regardless about her
of the parliament into execution Arran levied trespasses of this nature, as they were alreadv
an ai-my, and with a train of artillery proceeded discovered, and would be certain to be published
to the Merse to besiege the culprits in their abroad.
In the meantime it was necessary' to
strongholds if they refused to submit. But no pacify her brother, and delay the season of
such resistance was offered on the contrary, public exposure by patching up a reconciliation
the keys of the castles of Home, Langtou, and witli her husbaud, and this she efi'ected notWedderburn were surrendered to Arran at his withstanding the dissuasives of the lords of the
approach, who garrisoned them with his own French party, who found it their interest to
soldiere.
But beyond this submission we hear keep the pair at variance.^
There were now few incidents of a public
of no punishment inflicted on the oflFenders, who
were either too powerful to be dealt with ac- nature in Scotland beyond those we have mencording to law, or whose surrender was received tioned, so that the four yeaK' absence of Albany
as a suflicient penalty.'
is almost a blank in the national history.
The
Amidst all these disturbances the absence of principal proceedings were those silent intrigues
the Duke of Albany was continued, and as of Henry for reducing the Scottish nobles, and
time passed onward he seemed to become more through them the whole nation, to a state of
reluctant to return to Scotland. Of this indeed vassalage, and the noisy feuds and outbreaks of
he now gave decisive proof by writing to Queen the Earl of Angus, who was still the chief of
Margaret, advising her to obtain the permission the English faction. It was also a formidable
of the nobility and resume her office of regent. indication of the growing strength of the cause
But she had other purposes to accomplish, the that this fearless unscrupulous leader, the
chief of which was to obtain the regency for her representative of the ancient Douglases, and
husband, whose desertion of her in England she whose power and resources were unequalled
had pardoned, and whose wasteful extravagance in the Scottish aristocracy, was also acquiring
she endeavoured to supply by the sale of her a character commensurate with his formidable
plate and jewels.
But the Earl of Angus had means. His eventful life had taught him exalready forfeited the confidence of the principal perience, his amliition had concentrated his
nobles, and he now made his chance of advance- purposes and plan of action and without rement more desperate by wounding the affections nouncing the faults he had abandoned the
of the queen. His profligacy was notorious, and follies of his youth, and was manifesting such
his conjugal infidelity was signalized by hiscfirry- talents as neither his friends nor his enemies
Lng oflf a lady whom he established in Douglas- had given him the credit of possessing.
His
dale as his paramour, and bj' whom he had a great aim was to obtain the chief direction of
daughter, afterwards married to Patrick Lord affairs, let whoever might be regent, and of
Ruthveu.
This insult roused Margaret's in- this he proceeded to give the most daring and
dignation, and she now resolved to be divorced unequivocal proofs. Tlius in 1519, when peace
from her unfaithful husband, while the chief was renewed between France and England, the
nobility, who saw in such a step the chance of Scots were to be included if they consented to
;

;

;

reducing

Angus

to their

own

level,

encouraged
'Lesley, p. 112; Caligula, b.

>

I/ealey, p. 111.

Wolsey,

1618.

i.

276; letters o( Dacre to
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the terms; and to obtain this consent Francis

applied by his ambassadors,

who were

to the three estates in parliament,

I.

referred

by whom
The

alone such questions could be decided.

terms were agreed to at Stirling, and the truce
between Scotland and England was prolonged

November,

to the 30th of

and

his party

1520.

But Angus

were indignant that the ambassa-

them as the rulers
of the kingdom, had applied to the parliament,
and on this account they refused to attend it.
But this was not all, for while the ambassadors
were returning to England the earl at the head
of a numerous armed retinue overtook them at
Caerlaverock, and dismayed them with a sharp
rebuke for their disrespectful neglect. After
this the earl resolved to appoint by his own
authority a provost to the city of Edinburgh
dors, instead of recognizing

a situation of high political importance, but
which was conferred by the suffrage of the state
authorities. Arran had filled the office and was
in hope to be re-elected, but on repairing from
Dalkeith to the capital he and his friends found
the city gates shut against them, and Archibald
Douglas, the uncle of Angus, installed in the
provostship. An attempt was made to obtain
entrance into the town by force, and in the
ensued the party of Arran were

conflict that

defeated and sevei-al persons killed and wounded,
for which, not long after, Gawin, a carpenter,
the city riotere, was slain

by
James Hamilton, usually
named the Bastard of Arran. Of equal or still

who had headed
the

truculent

Sir

greater atrocity were the outrages of the principal adherents of

Angus. Thus

Home of Wed-

;

of late

with their neighbours or desirous to hinder the
Duke of Albany's return. While these gi-eat
potentates were thus using Scotland for their
own purposes another magnate of inferior consequence was at work in the same selfish spirit;
this was Queen Margaret, whom the haughty
treatment of her brother and the heartless conduct of her husband had alienated from the
interests of England and the party in Scotland
which they supported. Her resentment was
also aggravated by the refusal of Wolsey and
Dacre to furnish those supplies of money which
her necessities required, and which she doubtless thought her political services in the cause
of

England had amply deserved.

Coldingham and six men of his family, after
which William Douglas, the brother of Angus,

rival,

land occasionally interfered, it was only for the
purpose of turning these disturbances to their

own

account.

Such was

especially the case with

France, and her negotiations at this period with
Scotland will make the subject more intelligible.

Toward the close of the above-mentioned year,
when Francis I. was at peace with Henry VIII.,
it was desirable for his own interests that no interruption of the general amity should proceed

The French

from Scotland.

king, therefore,

sent an embassy thither for the purpose of re-

commending temperate and
while to

make

gentle measures,

the application more effectual

one of the ambassadors was Robert Stewart,
Lesley, pp. 113, 114.

She would

turn to the interests of France, whose king

was both

rich and bountiful, and to her old
Duke of Albany, an alliance with
would restore her old preponderance in
Scotland and make her resentment worth deShe privately sent overtures to Alprecating.
bany, who wiUingly received them, and he
agreed to return to Scotland and resume the
regency as soon as Francis I. would give
It was added also
permission to that effect.
by Wolsey, after intelligence of this treaty had
reached him, that closer bonds were involved
in this agreement than those we have already
specified.
It was alleged that a treaty of marriage was also in agitation between Albany and

the

whom

Margaret, the duke's wife being at this time
and not likely to live long, and that in
prosecution of this unseemly scheme he was
sickly

already exerting his influence 'at the court of
Rome to procure a divorce of the queen from
the Earl of Angus.

The course of events did not long delay the
Duke of Albany to his regency.
The veering and impetuous Henry VIII., under
return of the

1

recall of the

would go to war with France if it was effected.
But soon after there were symptoms of a renewal of war between France and England, in
the event of which the alliance with Scotland
would be of considerable account to the French;
and influenced by this consideration, Francis
was no longer averse to the Scots being at war

now

but stiU more unintelligible, predominated during the year 1520; and while France and Eng-

been in progress for the

Duke of Albany to Scotland, representing that
Henry was opposed to such a measure and

derburn, the brother-in-law of the earl and
mui-derer of Bastie, assassinated the Prior of

took forcible possession of the priory.'
These quaiTels, and others equally sanguinary

[a.d. 1513-1521.

Lord of Aubigney, a relation of the royal house
and captain of the Scottish archer guards of
the King of France the other was Duplanis, a
doctor of laws, and well known to the Scots
from his previous arrivals among them in a
similar capacity.
Their mission was to recommend the maintenance of peace among themselves during the minority of James V., a prolongation of the truce with England, and the
discontinuance of those applications which had

——
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an<l

strengthen his influence in that quarter. He
therefore seconded the proposals of Albany,
and even urged his departure. Thus commis-

ject that

sioned

the selfish instigation of Wolse}', whose wishes

and hopes were fixed on attaining the popedom
who moulded his master into every prowould make for such a pxirpose, had
now concluded an alliance with Charles V.
for the invasion and dismemberment of the
French dominions and Francis I., menaced
by such a dangerous alliance, was glad to turn
to Scotland and adopt every expedient to
;

the

set

sail

from France, and

November, 1521, after an absence of five
years from the kingdom, instead of the four
short months to which he had originally been
of

limited.

CHAPTER
REIGN OF JAMES

IV.

V. (1521-1528).

—

Duke of Albany on his second arrival in Scotland Statements of the malcontent lords
him and the queen to Hemy VIII. Similar statements from the Bishop of Dunkeld The queen's
them Henry's complaint and charges to the Scottish parliament Its indignant answer The
Angus seeks permission to retui'n to Scotland He is obliged to submit to a temporary exile

Proceedings of the
against

duke

arrived in the Gareloch, in Lennox, on the 19th

—

—

—

—

—
—Theii' increase into open warfare — Great preparations
of Albany to invade England— Their inglorious result— The duke again leaves Scotland— Embassy of
Henry VIII. after Albany's departure — Inroads of English armies into Scotland — Albany returns to Scotland with foreign aid — He buys over the queen and nobles to his party^He attempts a fresh invasion
of England — His army refuses to cross the Tweed — His unsuccessful siege of the castle of Wark — He
retreats and disbands his army — He leaves Scotland for the last time — The queen assumes the chief
management of the government —She causes James V. to be proclaimed in his nonage — Opposition to the
measure silenced — Character of James V. at this period — Ascendency of the queen and the English party
—Her double-deaHng with England and France— She seeks to be divorced from Angus that she may marry
a third husband — Her increasing unpopularity — Angus becomes head of the English party — His return to
Scotland — He seeks in vain a reconciliation with the queen — His night attack on Edinburgh — The queen
and James retire from Holyrood to the castle — Ascendency of the power of Angus and Beaton over that
of the queen and the Earl of Airan — Fruitless apphcation of the latter to France and England— Angus and
his party assume the guardianship of the young king — The queen obUged to submit — Duplicity of her
negotiations with the contending parties — Arran commences a
wai" by her desire — His attempt
suppressed — The queen's unpopularity with
parties — She obtains a divorce from Angus and marries
Henry Sttwart— Intrigiies of the Earl of Angus to increase his power — He obtains the recognition of
old preJames's majority that he may rule in his name — He raises the power of the Douglases to
eminence — Impatience of James under their coercion — He apphes to Scott of Buccleugh for liberation
deUverance
king's
Scott's unsuccessful attempt to free him — The Earl of Lennox raises an army for the
James brought unwillingly into the field — Lennox defeated and slain — Attempted assassination of Sir
James Hamilton — Commencement of the Reformation — JIartyrdom of Patrick Hamilton — Ingenious plan
of James to escape from the Douglases — Its success —The Douglases prohibited from approaching the
reply to

Earl of

—

Trivial hostiUties of the English against Scotland

civil

all

its

roy.al

presence

—They find that their power

is

at an end.

The length of the Duke of Albany's absence
from Scotland, and the critical period at which
had returned, made his second arrival ajiparently a-s welcome as the firet.
On passing from
Gareloch to Linlithgow he was met by the
<|ueen with an ardour which a mere political
aUiauce could scarcely have inspired and their
frequent closetings together, not oidy by day
but also by night, were thought to have reference to other purposes than those of tlio government of the kingdom. On airiving in Edinburgh the duke was welcomed by tlie principal
nobles and l)arons, w'hile the Earl of Angus and
hi.s party, who had previously ruled
in tlie
capital, were fain to escape to the Borders. On
lie

;

tlie

following day the regent and queen, attended

by the

chief ofiicers of state, repaired to the

Edinburgh, in which the young king
and on the captain of the
fortress delivering the keys to the regent, he gallantly laid them at the feet of Margaret, who, in
turn, restored them to the duke, thus intimating tliat he was the fittest person to whom the
guardianship of her son could be intrusted.
"Thus invested with every kind of authority,
the duke deposed the provost and magistrates
of Edinburgh who had been placed in office by
Angus, and elected othere in their room, after
which he summoned a parliament to meet on
castle of

had

his residence

the

2Gth of December (1521).

;

The Earl

of
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Angus, his brotlier the prior of Coldingham,
the lairds of Dalhousie, Carubusnethan, and
Langton, with othere of the Home and Douglas
faction, were there summoned to answer for
their share in the late distui-bances

murder

of

De

and

la Bastie,

and the

for their non-

SCOTLAJs^D.

[a.d. 1521-1528.

tion with the regent without due attention to
their interests.

Finally, they desire to

know

what support they may expect from him if
Albany should usurp the throne of Scotland.
Dacre's collections of political gossip transmitted
to his master,

with which he endeavoured to

ajjpearance had the penalties of forfeiture pro-

corroborate their statements, and which he had

piteous to find a

no doubt mainly received from themselves, were
stiU more specific and acrimonious.
He speaks
of a report in Scotland, that Albany would

claimed against them. It is
man of genius and learning such as the age
could scarcely have matched, and who was
worth a whole host of such iron-headed barons,
mixed up in their quarrels, where he could only
play the part of an underling, and on their
have to share in their punishment.
But so it was, and among the fugitives was

failure

Gavin Douglas, Bishop of Dunkeld, who fled
to England, and there died neglected and in
exile.'

Prom

the

lettei's

of this ]5eriod addressed to

Henry VIII. both by the malcontent lords and
the wily Lord Dacre we have a strange picture
of the state of affaii-s in Scotland

half of their reports

ti'ue,

;

and were but

we would mingle with

our pity for such a land an angiy feeling of
condemnation for having permitted the growth
of such offences and tolerating such offendei-s.

But while some

of

them

ai-e

false,

others are

evidently exaggerated to suit the purposes of

diplomacy, and they serve rather to show the
natui-e of the political rumoui-s of the period, and
the use that was

made

of them, than the actual

government and nation. The stateAngus, Home, and
the rest are addressed to the King of England
at the close of the year 1521, and ai-e dated
from the Kirk of Steyle, a place on the Scottish
border of which modern topography has taken
no notice. The strongest, the bitterest, and
most easUy substantiated charge was the nature
of the intercourse between the queen-dowager
and the Duke of Albany a connection of such
a nature, and so shamelessly conducted, that
neither friend nor enemy seems to have doubted
state of the

ments

of the malcontents

—

—

—

They then advert to the
of its criminality.
dangerous consequences of this connection in
relation to the safety of the young king and
;

entreat

Henry

to

demand

that

Albany

shall

have no appointment of any officials who are
to attend upon the royal pereon, and that none
of his appointment shall approach within thirty
miles of the royal residence.
As they had

shown

their devotedness to the caiise of the
English party and the interests of the English
king, by pledging themselves on oath not to treat
with the regent without his (Henry's) consent,

they request him in return to hold no negotia-

ascend the throne by the death of the young
sovereign.
He saj's that the queen had endeavoured to obtain the consent of the earl, her
husband, to a divorce, by oftering him Ettrick
Forest, which was part of her dowry, and worth
1200 Scottish marks per annum.
He then
touches upon the alliance between Margaret
and the regent, which he pronounces both
shameful and adulterous, and by this he doubtless touched the pride of her brother, and raised
his resentment to the highest pitch. The means
by which Albany endeavoured to secure his power
were then disclosed by Dacre. He said that
through his kinsman, the pontiff, the regent's
church influence was so great that the benefices
falling vacant in the third or papal month were
in his gift, and that he bestowed them upon the
sons of peers who were not churchmen; that
all the abbeys were in his gift, which he disposed of in like manner and that he had given
to Lord Fleming's son the abbey of Holyrood,
which was worth £1400 annually. But besides
bestowing he also sold benefices, by which
traflic he had gained in money to the amount
of 40,000 marks Scotch.
It was dangerous to
;

Scotland, or at least to Henry's interests there,

that a

Frenchman should not only have the

kingdom, but be in a condiand he advises that
mattei-s should be kept in their present uncertainty, by harassing the Scottish borders with
frequent inroads, by bridling them with English gaiTisons, and by keeping them in constant
alarm and insecurity with rumours of impending wai- and invasion. In this way Scotland
would be as effectually distressed as by keeping
a large army in the field to act against it.
As if all these heavy charges against the
administration of the Scottish regent had not
been enough, they were aggravated by a
memorial which the Bishop of Dunkeld, commissioned by the Douglases for the purpose,
presented to the English court at the commencechief rule in that

tion to usui-p the throne;

ment

of the following year; f(nd if the transla-

tor of Vii-gil

1

Lesley, pp. 116-117; Letter of Anijus to

204

DunkeM,

Cali-

worthy

of credence,

it

was time

After showing that the duke had no
estate in Scotland to answer for his wasteful
expenditure of the public money, and that he
ernment.

gula, b. vt

is

that Albany should be displaced from his gov-

;
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was the
of

and knight
France, whose commands he was bound to
vassal, subject, stipendiary,

obey, the bishop proceeded to specify the fraudful profusion that characterized the regent's
proceedings.
castles of

He

Dunbar,

had

garrisoned

Inchaft'ray,

tlie

royal

and Dumbarton

with French soldiers, to whom he allowed four
He had
times the pay of ordinary soldiers.
sold the three large ships of the Scottish navy,
which James IV. liad built, to the French government for half their value, and had not only
used the money as his own, but also the lai-ge
sums which France had disbursed in consideration of the aid it had received from the Soots
during the late war. He had even converted
the royal robes of cloth of gold and rich furs,

and the tapestries

and cramosie velvet,
and coined the

of purple

into dresses for his

own

pages,

royal silver jugs into gi'oats.

Proceeding in

Gavin Douglas told the particulai^s of the crown lands he had sold or alienated, the royal wardships in which he had trafficked, and the taxes he had imposed
all of
them actions which the right of royalty itself
could scarcely justify, but which he had committed by his own despotic authority. While
Albany was thus so insatiate and prodigal of
money, the young king was kept in such a state
of destitution that he had not new doublets and
his specification,

—

sister, the Countess of
Morton, provided them ; and that when cloth of

hose until his natural

gold was sent for the purpose, his covetous

keepers refused to pay the

death of the young

Duke

tailor.

of Ross

Even the

was brought

forward as a make-weight in the ofiences of
Albany, whom it was insinuated he had removed by poison. It had been agreed, also, at
the duke's departure to France, that if he
delayed his stay longer than four months he
should forfeit all future claim to the regency
and finally, in a parliament held on the 21st of
January, 1521, it had been resolved that his
regency should terminate if he did not return
by the first of the following August. But notwithstanding this decree he had not arrived
in Scotland till towards the end of November,
and instead of being re-elected he had seized

upon the

On

office.

all

these various accounts,

both of informality and maladministration,

it

was maintained that the Duke of Albany had
forfeited the regency, and should be allowed to
hold it no longer.'
As all these evil communications so deeply
involved the queen -dowager, Margaret was
an.xious to clear her character, and this she
attempted in a long communication written to
her brother Henry. In this manifesto slie was
>

Callg. b.

iii.

309.
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not sparing of her vituperations against the
Bishop of Dunkeld, whom she declared she
would deprive of the bishopric, as it had been

own gift. As for Albany, she said
he had come to Scotland not through any application on her part, but wholly to fulfil his
originally her

engagements; that had he not come, such was
the troubled state of affairs that she must have
left the kingdom
that so far from interfering
with the young king, her son was living with
her in the castle of Edinburgh and that the
duke's conduct towards her was " sober and
more humble than that of any other man in
Scotland," and that he even allowed her money
for her maintenance out of his own resources.
She then entreats that this her justification may
be received and carefully considered, and that
Henry would send by Clarencieux herald an
;

;

intimation of his intentions to the

Duke

of

But nothing that Margaret could

Albany.^

write was available for her justification, and
both Henry and Wolsey spoke ojjenly of her as
the shameless concubine of the duke. Henry
did, indeed, write in reply
it

was with

his

by Clarencieux, but
and

characteristic rudeness

After reproaching Margaret as one
was too manifest to be concealed
he turned upon the regent and declared that he
drive
would
him forth of Scotland. He accused
him of having left France contrary to the knowledge of the French king, and of having instigated his sister to seek a divorce from Angus
He expressed
for his own flagitious purposes.
his feai-s for the safety of his nephew, James V.,
fierceness.

whose

guilt

and that Albany, who stood next in succession,
might be tempted to remove him out of the way
as had happened to other young kings under
These and other heavy
such guardianship.
charges were not only addressed to the duke
himself, but presented in Henry's

name

before

the Scottish parliament, and the three estates
were required to divest the regent of his office,

with a proclamation of war as the alternative.^
But this impetuous, dictatorial spirit of Henry,
as formerly, defeated its pm-pose and animated
the Scots to endure any extremity rather than

submit to such interference.
rei)elled

They therefore

his accusations against the loyalty of

who was the governor of their own
and who, far from plotting against the
had referred all things per-

the regent,
choice,

safety of their king,

taining to his guardianship to their own rule
"We see no appearance,"

and management.

they said in their answer, "why your gi-ace
should believe or give credence tliat our said

who has been nourished with so
honour, and had such tender familiarity

lord-governor,
gi-eat

«

Calig. b. vl. 208.
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with popes and the greatest princes

in Christen-

dom, would so far neglect his fame and conscience as imagine or think any harm or displeasure to our sovereign lord's person

— or

to

induce any princess to leave her lawful husband
for his sake, or he to separate himself from his

[a.d. 1521-1528.

in the Scottish councOs
let

and government.

But

the national pride be insulted, or the na-

and aU were
In the meantime, while the

tional independence threatened,

unanimous

for war.

short truce between the two kingdoms was at

that neither the queen's grace your sister nor

an end, and both were preparing for hostilities
the Earl of Angus, who hovered upon the English borders, was anxious to return to Scotland.
The present state of affairs must have deprived
him of what little influence he had, while a

yet he are, or have been minded thereto in any

longer sojourn

own

espoused wife, being a lady so virtuous,
and by whom he has so great lordships and
possessions;

and

in

good faith we firmly believe,

manner." They alluded to Albany's faithful
services during his former administration, and
especially,

when

certain treasonable pei-sons

had

endeavoured to convey their young king out of
Scotland a reminiscence that must have been
borne hai'd upon the conscience of Heniy. They
requested him to withdraw his faith from false
intelligencers, especially the Bishop of Dunkeld,
and the fugitive Scottish lords who were harboured in his dominions, to whom if he still
gave credence they could not see how amity and
good love could increase between their sovereign
lord and his uncle, the King of England. And
with regard to Henry's threat in case of their
refusal they meet his arrogance with the follow-

—

ing decisive reply.

"We

are resolute that ere

we

should consent to do so great hurt to the
king our sovereign lord and commonweal of his
realm, so gi-eat dishonour to ourselves, and so
great wrong to our said lord-governor as to
remove him forth of this realm and live in division

and daily trouble among ouraelves as this
we have done, he being in

long time bypast

—

among the now proclaimed enemies of his country would brand him with the
character of a traitor. He also feared that the
sentence of forfeiture pronounced against him
and his associates would be executed by the
Scottish parliament as soon as the war had commenced. He therefore applied to his wife, that
she might intercede in his behalf with the Duke
of Albany; which Margaret did, and with success. Some transient return of her old affection,
or perhaps the private consent of the earl to a
divorce, may have moved her to this unexpected
clemency, and Angus was freed from his sentence, on condition that he and his brother
should retire to France.
They went thither
accordingly and after a sojourn of two yeai'S
the earl returned to Scotland a wiser, if not a
better man.
But this return and the effects it
produced belong to a later period of our narra;

tive.

In the meantime Henry, with every wish to
the Scots, could only do it upon
an insignificant scale; for not only were his trea-

make war upon

sures exhausted, and his complication with con-

France we will, with his presence, take our
adventure of peace or war as shall please God
to send it; assuring your grace that for the
cause above specified, and others enough which
we shall show in time and place, we neither may
nor will, at request of your grace or any other
prince, consent or suffer in any manner that our
said lord-governor depart forth of this realm
during the king our sovereign lord's minority
and nonage. And if for this cause we happen

tinental politics

may we do but take God to
our good quarrel in defence, and do as our pro-

booty or glory went they returned as empty
as they came.^
Only a short period after this paltry invasion
Henry VIII. made common cause with the
Emperor Charles V. and joined him in his war
against Francis I.; and in consequence of this
movement Scotland, with a French regent for
her ruler, was not likely to remain neutral.
Desirous to serve the interests of Francis by
finding occupation for the English on their own
border, the duke made preparations for war,
intending to invade England in the month of
September. But there was a traitor in his coun-

to be invaded, what

and forebears have been constrained
do for the conservation of this realm here-

genitors
to

tofore." •

In this answer of the Scottish parliament we
read that pertinacity of purpose which was
oi)posed to all foreign,

As

domination.

and

especially English

long as the agents of

Henry

exerted their secret craft and distributed their
master's gold they could set noble against noble
and chieftain against chieftain, and secure not
only the safety of their

'

Rymer,

own country, but

vol. xili. p. 761.

a voice

still continued, but his campaign against Luther and the reformation had
commenced, which was to produce such singular
i-esults.
He could do nothing more than send a
small squadron of seven ships into the Forth,
which picked up a few Scottish prizes in the

firth

and inflicted some trifling injury upon the
on the coast. But they were encoun-

villages

tered with such a stout resistance that they

could accomplish nothing further, and as far as

-

Lesley, p.

US; Holinshed,

iii.

p. 1519.
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cils

who informed

the

enemy

of every step of

—

and that traitor was no other
than Queen Mai-garet heraelf. Slie had now
cooled in her aflection for Albany; and until
the tem])orary void in her fickle affections could
be supplied she occupied it with her native

his proceedings

country, whose interests for a time she had

She entered into a correspondence
with her traducer, Lord Dacre, and through
and private messengers advertised him of

neglected.

spies

the regent's purposes, so that
to

make preparations on

Henry was enabled

the Border to meet the

coming storm, while he attended

to the

more

important war in France.
Even before the
regent was ready hostilities were commenced on
the side of the English both by insult and in-

Henry banished

vasion.

Scots out of

all

the French and

England and confiscated

their goods;

an additional ignominj', he caused the
Scotchmen to be driven back to their own country on foot, with a white cross sewed upon their
upper garments. Dacre also made an inroad into
Scotland as far as the town of Kelso, a part of
which they committed to the flames. But here
he was encountered by the Borderers of Merse
and Teviotdale, who, although scarcely half the
number of the enemy, assailed them with such
spirit that they gave them a severe check and
compelletl them to retire beyond the Border.^

while, as

At

being in readiness the regent
and reached Annan on
the 9th of September. His army, if we may believe the statements of Wolsey, was one of the
length

commenced

all

his march,

most numerous and best appointed that had
ever been mustered for a war against England.
It consLsted, we are told, of eighty thousand men;
it had forty-five large brass cannons, and was
furnished with a very unusual proportion of
hagbuts mounted upon tressels, that served the
purposes of modern light artillery with a corresponding share of hand-guns, the musketry of
the period, that was now rajjidly becoming the
principal arm of warfare.
This force also,
althougli so numerous, was so abundantly provided with victuals as to set the fear of famine
or want of sujiplies at defiance. In this large
statement an overcharge may reasonably be
suspected, and Wolsey in transmitting it to his
ma.stor may have been desirous, according as
events should fall out, either to enhance the
glory of victory or cover the shame of defeat.
He stated also that the north of England was
in consternation, and that Cumberland was
likely to be overrun and wasted, as not above
sixteen thousand men could lie mustered in the
whole country to resist the invadere.^ Equally
;

'

state Papers,

'

Letter ol Wolsey to Ueury, CaUg.
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despondent were the accounts of the Earl of
Shrewsbui-y, whom Henry had appointed lieutenant-general of the marches, with a commission to summon the whole army under his
charge from sixteen years old to sixty. To his
master in France he wrote that the whole force
he could muster did not exceed twenty thousand
men, and that for this force he was provided
neither with artillery nor money.
Had the
Scots in such circumstances been under the
leading of one of the heroes of the old w;ir of
independence, they might either have inflicted
such a heavy blow upon England as would have
given safety to theii- country for many years to
come, or at the least, they might have relieved
their ally by compelling the return of Henry
and his armies to England. But Albany was
no Douglas or Randolph in battle, while in
politics he was unequally matched with Dacre
and Wolsey. He paused and negotiated when
he should have advanced and fought and after
a coiTespondeuce with Dacre he consented to a
truce on the 11th of September, which was to
last for one month, preparatory to negotiations
for a more lasting peace, and in the meantime
;

army and retire to Scotland.^
The numerous well-appointed army w;is accordingly dissolved at once, and Albany returned
to dismiss his

Edinburgh. Considering the connection that
to take place between the two kingdoms in
than a century, it was well that they should
now as much as possible be at peace that the
intervening space should be occupied with
neither fresh Floddens nor new BanuockbiU"ns
that the military trophies of both nations
should have time to gather round them the aged
moss and pejiceful wild -flowers that would
to

was
less

—

—

them into picturesque objects, and make
them gratefid to either alike after the contenBut Albany and
tion of centuries had ended.
his nobles were no projihets, and they had
soften

nothing to do with such an unexpected futurity.
Their duty was to seize the present opportunity,

and work for their own day and generation,
but in this they egregiously failed; and posterity,

while reaping the fruits of their forbear-

ance, can accord no glory or gratitude to the

recreants through whose cowardice or neglect
these blessings wei'e obtained.

After this inglorious inroad the regent, who
still in the dark as to the real causes of its

was

by foreign a.ssisthad but supplies of military stores
and money from France, and a leinforcement of
its veteran soldiers, lie might j'et reanimate the
spirit of the Scots against England, restore the
ascendency of his party, and counteract the
failure, resolved to rei)air it

ance.

If he

107; Lesley, 110.
vi. 242.

•

Lesley, pp. 122-123;

Wolsey to Henry,

Calls,

vi.

242.
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devices

d

Henry and

his council.

As

yet, in-

deed, he had failed, but, as he complacently

imagined, through no fault of his own and aU
that he needed w;is only a little additional
;

strength, not

wisdom and experience.

He

ac-

cordingly announced his purpose of returning
to France, but only for a season

;

and he pledged

himself to return before the middle of August

on the following yeai- on pain of
regency. For the management of

forfeiting his

during

atfaira

his absence he appointed a council of regency

composed

Glasgow, chancellor, the Earls of Huntly, Avgyle, and Arran,
and Gresolles, a French knight, whom he bound
by oath to attempt nothing that should counterAfter these aract or weaken his authority.
rangements he embarked at Dumbarton on the
25th of October (1522), with a firmer intention
of returning than he had felt at his former deof the Ai-chbishop of

parture.^

The depai-ture of the duke was a signal for
England to renew the w"ai- of diplomacy, and
Clarencieux herald, was sent to Scotland with
representations to the Scottish council, in a

speech drawn up for him in outline by Wolsey
himself,

which was calculated to undermine the
He was to

influence of France and Albany.

how

represent

profitable

the countenance of

England would be compared with the

alliance

of France; how greatly Henry's feelings were
shocked at the unnatural war between his people

and the Scots; and how much he wished for
if the Scottish nobles would but ask it at
To these were added the most
discom'teous charges against the Duke of Albany
for his pride, presumption, and exclusive devotedness to France, for the sake of which he
had not hesitated to disturb the public tranquillity.^
The duke, who was now residing in
Auvergne, was soon informed of these charges
of Clarencieux, and that the herald was
residing in Scotland; and well knowing that
this appeal to the Scots during his absence was
irregular, and calculated to overthrow his
authority, he transmitted an indignant remonstrance to Wolsey, in which he complained of
this informality, and justified the proceedings of
his administration in Scotland.^
But this
peace

his hands.

negotiation of Clarencieux herald with the Scot-

which he tried to
persuade them to break with France and form
an alliance with England, came to nothing; he
tish council of regency, in

had talked in general terms of its advantages,
it would open the commerce of England
and her allies to the Scots, and be a source of
national profit but as no specific statement was
as

;

made

tish invasion.*

This result was not long in following. At the
of the Earl of Surrey, son of the
victor of Flodden, who was appointed lieutenant-

command

room of the
Earl of Shrewsbury, the Marquis of Dorset, Sir
William Balmer, and Sir Anthony Darcy made

general against the Scots in the

an inroad into Teviotdale in April (1523), and
and burning the villages,
they returned to England with their booty, the
chief part of which consisted of four thousand
head of cattle. Surrey himself at the head of
ten thousand men burst into the Merse, levelled
castle and hut alike in his destructive progress,
and burnt the town of Jedburgh and its ancient

after Wiisting the fields

And Dacre, not to
be outdone in the work of havoc, once more
advanced upon Kelso, which he now utterly demoua-stery to the gi-ouud.

stroyed, as well as

Lesley, p. 123; Calij

' Calig. b. Ti. 266.

b.

il.

many

villages in its neigh-

bourhood, and inflicted considerable damage
upon its noble abbey.^ In this transition state
of the religion of England, in which the old was
beginning to be despised while the new was not
undei-stood, the venerable monasteries of their

common

faith had ceased to be respected, and
even the garth of the church was no protection.
It was not wholly owing to Knox and the Scottish
reformers that our stately religious fanes became
heaps of ruin. The " rascal multitude " merely
completed what English chivalry had commenced.
These events were sufficient to recall Albany
to Scotland, and before they were well ended
he had set sail. Anticipating his return the
.ships in the straits between Dover and
had been commissioned to intercept him;
aware
but
of this danger the duke had embarked
at Brest in Bretagne, and sailed by the west
coast of England. His fleet consisted of eightyseven small vessels, carrying four thousand
French infantry, five hundred men-at-arms, a
thousand hagbuteers, six hundred horses, of
which a hundred were barbed, and a formidable

English
Calais

train of artillery consLsting of large cannons,

double cannons, and pavasies or small pieces
Three
mounted on light two-wheeled cai"s.
thousand Swiss were expected to foUow, men
accustomed to higher mountains than those of
Scotland, and better disciplined than the Scots.
It

was also said that the

arrival of

be followed by Richard de

Albany would

la Pole, a

pretender

to the crown of England through his descent
from the sister of Edward IV., and whose
claims, it

'

[a.d. 1521-1528.

terms of such an alliance, nothing
appears to have been sought by Wolsey except
to gain time and mature his purposes of a Scotof the

was thought, supported by France and

p. 327.
» Ibid. 210.
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more dangei'ous to Henry
than hostile fleets and armies.'At the lauding of the duke in Kirkcudbright
on the 21st of September (1523) there was necessity both of vigorous and instant action, and
it was evident that the suppbes he had brought
would not be more than sufficient for the
emergency.
Surrey had determined to lay
Scotland, would be

waste the Scottish borders for twelve miles inland so completely that it should remain a
desert for ever; and Margaret, who was devoted to the EngUsh interests, kept up her disgraceful system of espial, and informed him of
all the measures of the Scottish government.

There was now a treaty between them to the
effect that James V., though still a boy, should
be placed on the throne; and that under his
name she should have the management of public
affairs, assisted by a councD, whUe Surrey was
to advance upon Edinburgh for the purpose of
establishing her son's authority and her own.
The Scottish lords also, and especially they
whose estates were on the bordere, although
willing to maintain a defensive war for the protection of their own property, were wholly disinclined to an invasion, which they regarded as
a French measui'e, from which their country
could derive no advantage. Thus fai' the nobles
were in the right but such a conclusion little
suited the views of Albany, or the preparations
He
for war which he had brought with him.
was anxious to redeem the character he had lost
in his former expedition, and serve the interests
of Francis by a fresh inroad in which he doubted
not of being successful but before this could
be done it was necessary to remove these obstacles which he found at his arrival. And this he
By apeffected with considerable dexterity.
pointing twelve Scottish gentlemen of the
French king's archer guard, whom he had
brought for the purpose, to wait upon .James V.
and protect his pei-son, he made sure that the
young sovereign would be in the keeping of
those who were devoted to his interests. He
bought over the queen, who had been so parsimoniously supplied by her brother that she had
pawned her cupboard of plate, and had " nothing
to find her meat," and by his rich presents convinced her that he would be a better paymaster
than Henry. With the same kind of arguments,
of which he had been furnished with a bountiful
supply, he enlightened the underetandings and
gave new life to the patriotism of the Scottish
nobles, so that when he talked of Flodden, and
invoked them to avenge the death of their
fathers, they fell down upon their knees and
;

;
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An
him their hearty obedience.
active war against England without further
scruple or delay was decided and decreed by
the assembled parliament, and an army was
promised

mustered on the Borough Muir, which, indepenauxiliai-ies, was about forty
thousand strong.
And among these Scottish
ranks was one man, an ordinary volunteer, yet
worth that whole army combined, although his
military services were not of greater account
than those of a common spearman.
It was
George Buchanan, the prince of Scottish literatiu-e, who was to found an empire comp<u-ed
with which the present contest was but the wai'
dently of the foreign

aud the pigmies. And yet, here,
he was doomed to trail a pike and follow such a
of the cranes

leader as

When

Albany
the duke commenced

was ah-eady too

march,

It was the 28th of
and snow had already
fallen, by which the country, having few tolerable roads, was all but impassable to his heavy
artillery.
When after a laborious march his
ai-my had reached the Tweed, it was encamped
opposite Wark, the siege of which he forthwith commenced, instead of advancing to more
important enterprises. But even already the
murmui-s of the nobles had commenced, and
notwithstanding the French gold that had been
distributed among them, they were determined

Heavy

October.

rains

not to cross the Border, or attack the English
Even in besieging this
in their own country.
fortress,

rely

therefore, the

upon

duke was obhged to
more than

his foreign auxiliaries

upon the Scots themselves, who refused to carry
The actheir hostilities beyond the Tweed.
count of the stronghold by Buchanan gives a
distinct idea of all such Border defences of the
period, and is therefore worthy of attention.
"

Wark

court,

he says, " consists of a strongly
very high tower, in the inner
is surrounded by a double wall.

castle,"

and
which

fortified

The outer wall

incloses a large space of gi-ound,
whither the country people in time of war are
accustomed to seek refuge, together with their
The
cattle and the produce of theu' farms.
inner incloses a much narrower space, but is

sun-ounded by a ditch, and better fortified
with towers raised upon it." ^ As the Scottish
army refused to advance, Albany sent two
thousand French soldiei-s across the river they
commenced the attack of the castle with their
wonted spirit, and made themselves masters of
the outer court but the defenders having set
fire to the barns and straw, and made a brave
;

;

under Sir William

Lisle, their cap-

Letters of Margaret to .Surrey, and lord Ogle to Siirrcj

.Stute

Papers; Carte's UUtory of Engtatid, vol.
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ginning of a campaign.

resistance
'

his

late in the season for the be-
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an hour aud a half of
hard conflict were dislodged from their position.
On the two following days they battered
the inner wall with their cannon, and having
made what they reckoned a practicable breach,
they boldly attempted to storm it, but were
exposed to such dischai'ges of shot and arrows
that they were unable to advance or maintain
their footing.
Although thus repulsed, they
would have renewed theii' attack on the following day, which was the 4th of November
had not such a storm arisen during the night
that they apprehended a rising of the Tweed,
which would have prevented their retm-n. They
Frencli after

tiiiu, tliL

accordingly

made

haste, while it w;is time, to

and rejoin the main army.^
While Wark castle was so unprofitably besieged the Earl of Surrey, who was then at
Holy Island, ordered the advanced part of his
army to meet at Barmore Wood, about five
miles from Wark, for the purpose of raising
the siege, while the rest of his army followed
But of
to be in readiness for a decisive battle.
this there was little chance, for the Scottish
cross the river

leaders wei'e

still

resolutely bent on giving no

England, while Albany's ardour
have suddenly cooled at the approach
of Surrey, whose army in number w;i.s equal to
his own, and far more unanimous in spirit and
offence

seemed

to

to

The

ardoui- for conflict.
off his artillery,

drew

regent, therefore,

and gave sudden orders

for

an

immediate retreat, to the gi'eat astonishment of
Surrey himself, who had not expected so cheap
a victory. " Never man," he wrote to King
Henry, "departed with more shame, or with
more fear, than the duke has done this day."
The whole damage wi-ought by the Scots to the
EngUsh border by this wholesale inroad, he
also estimated at nothing more than ten pounds
sterling
The haste and confusion of the retreat
were accelerated by a snow-storm, so that the
army returned home like a crowd of stragglers,
and Albany, after this second English expedition, which was even more inglorious than his
first, retired to Edinburgh.But here neither
!

A

peace nor safety awaited him.
parliament
which was held on Tuesday the 17th of November was a turbulent scene of mutual recrimination, in

which the accusations

of the nobles

were

too loud and too hard for the arguments and explanations of the regent. The instant dismissal

French auxiliaries was demanded, which
was complied with and owing to the storms of
winter, many of these unfortunate strangers were
shipwrecked in their passage homeward. Albany, who had spent three hundred thousand
crowns allowed to him by France for his last
of the

;

1
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voyage, and other necessary expenses

—a

large

portion evidently having been spent in bribes

and gratuities upon those men who were now
combined to browbeat him and calumniate him
now beg:\n to talk of repayment, and for this

—

purpose he proposed a sale of the royal domains;
but his proposal, which would have reduced the
royal revenue to the lowest ebb, was peremp-

Finding by the rejection of
and other overtures that his influence
was at an end, he was now only anxious to
abdicate his troublesome office upon the least

torily refused.

these

terms.
He desired permission
France for
months, that he might pei-sonally ascertain
what aid Francis I. was disposed to aflbrd to
discreditable

to depart in the following spring to
five

the Scots in their

while
these

war against England

;

and

consented to his absence, some of
nobles demanded his resignation also.

all

was agreed that he should be at liberty to
kingdom in the following year, but
was spent in bickering
upon the proposals which he submitted for
It

leave the

the intermediate time

their ratification previous to his departure.

He

from Dumbarton on the 20th of May,
1524.
His chief purpose by these repeated
sojournings in a country of which he was weary
from the first, seems to have been to strengthen
the alliance between Scotland and France for
the exclusive benefit of the latter but in this
he signally failed by involving that alliance in

set sail

;

own unpopularity, so that he left it in a
worse and weaker plight than he found it. At
his departure, as before, stipulations were made
about his return, and it was agreed on both
sides that if this did not occur by the first of
September, he should be held to have forfeited
the regency. But this was little more than a
decent pretext to avoid the shame of a concluhis

was the last of his
which he never afterwards

sive leave-taking, as this
visits

to Scotland,

showed a wish or purpose to re-enter.'
It will be remembered that even before the
Duke of Albany's last arrival a plan had been
devised for getting rid of his claims to the re-

gency altogether, and establishing a close alliance
with England to the ruin of that with France.
It had been proposed by Margaret, the queendowager, to the Earl of Surrey, and it met the
concurrence of Wolsey and the English council.
By this device James was to be arbitrarily placed
upon the Scottish throne as if he were ah-eady
of full age, while his reign was in reality to be
in the hands of his mother and a regency devoted to the interests of King Henry. The
departure of Albany was the signal to resume
this interrupted device,

3

Ellis's Letters,

and Margaret was so

vol L pp. 240-247 ; State Papers
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successful as to gain over several of the Scottish

nobles to take part in

it.

The

chief of these

was

the Earl of Arran, the late rival of Albany, and

of
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a court and the responsibilities of kingly

rule.

They

also objected to the violation uf those promises given by the nobles to the Duke of Albany,

next to him in the royal succession and as he
had allowed himself with his usual fickleness to

who

be won over to the cause of England, which he
had previously opposed, his alliance with the
queen gave such a preponderance to the English
jiarty, that they could now boldly proceed to
the installation of James V. as their sovereign.
Margaret accordingly repaired to Stirling, and
having quickly obtained the consent of the lords
to whom the guardianship of her son was intrusted, she brought him to Edinburgh amidst

for tlieir recusancy in parliament to the pre-

;

the acclamations of the populace.

Attended by

the powerful lords of her faction Arran, Lennox,

Crawford, and others, the youthful sovereign
was enabled to go in royal procession to Holyrood, the palace of his fathers, and assume the
style of full-grown sovereignty by issuing proclamations and receiving the oaths of allegiance.
Lords and barons knelt to tender their submission
the populace shouted and shed tears of
gladness: they had now a king to rule over them
;

instead of a tumultuous council or domineering
foreign influence.
Such was the sudden movement of asingle day and the success that crowned
it, while the regency of Albany was proclaimed
,

be at an end, and the promises of its continuation abrogated by royal authority. On the
third day after the queen in her son's name took
to

possession of the castle of Edinburgh,

became

which

their residence for the greater part of

the following winter, and to

make

sure of the

removed the provost then in office,
and appointed Lord Maxwell, one of her supporters, to that important post.'
But notwithstanding this general triumph at the change and
the alacrity of obedience with which the new
reign was welcomed, there were several both of
the higher clergy and influential nobility who
demurred and stood aloof. James as yet would
Ijc ruled by his mother, who in turn would be
under the control of her brother Henry. The
alliance with France would be dissolved, and
the dreaded ascendency of England confirmed.
Nor could the absurdity of the measure be
overlooked.
James as yet was only twelve
yeare and three months old, while, by the law
city she

of

Scotland, a sovereign even at the earliest

could not attain majority until he had com-

Those who had the
courage to speak out were the Bishops of St.
Andrews and Aberdeen. They appealed to this
informality occasioned by the age of .James, and
they represented the impropriety of removing
him at such an early period to the temptations
pleted the age of fourteen.

Lesley, p. 129

;

Buchanan,

b. xiv. 24.

wiis still virtually regent of the

kingdom.

But the whole current was against them, and

As

valent wish they were committed to prison.

was of importance that the opposition of
James Beaton, the influential Archbishop of
St. Andrews, should be overcome, Wolsey endeavoured to tempt him to the cause of England
by ottering to procure for him a cardinal's hat,
but the alluring offer was rejected. The primate
still maintained the cause of Albany, and for his
obstinacy he was thrown into prison by the
queen, who thus made him her confirmed enemy
when lie afterwards obtained his liberty.^
Of the prince who was thus so suddenly raised
it

and at an age so immature, the character
he ah'eady displayed could not be a subject of
indifference.
Accordingly an account of his accomplishments, habits, and demeanour bad been
transmitted by the English ambassadors to
Wolsey; and in these we can recognize the spirit
that would maintain a bold struggle against the
difficulties of his eai-ly position, and might in the
to rule,

end prove victorious. He rode well and boldly;
he tilted with skill at the glove, the mark to be
touched with his spear-point in full career; and
he sang and danced in a manner that promoted
the general pleasure and improved the social
intercourse of those who had the privilege of
his society.
"All which his princely acts and
doings," say these careful reporters, " be so excellent for his age, not yet of thirteen years

till

Easter next, that in our opinions it is not possible they should be amended." On his personal
appearance they could not bestow a higher compliment when they added, "Much more it is to
our comfort to see and conceive that in personage,
favour, and countenance, and in all other his
proceedings, his grace resembleth very

the king's highness our master."

much

It will

to

be re-

Henry VIII. was
membered
accounted, not only by his own but foreign
courts, one of the hauilsomest men in Europe,
that at this time

a distinction which he .shared with Francis

I.

at

Henry's high

the Field of the Cloth of Gold.

reputation in warlike exercises had akeady excited the prince's emulation; and on hearing that
his uncle sometimes used a buckler, a piece of
defensive armour already falling into disuse,

The ambassador
him
an ornamented shield; not a mere toy, however,
but one of full weight and proportions, as the
young king could endure no boyish weapon, for
James wished

to

have one

also.

accordingly requests the cardinal to send

»

Calig. b.

vi.

378; Pinkerton,

a

p. 241.
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even his rapier was full three feet loug in the
blade, and yet he could draw it like a man. The
sketch also indicates that such a princely disposition had now fallen into evil guidance, and
that even already that revengeful spirit was
nursing, which was to recoil upon his iustructoi's
" It is susas well as his proclaimed enemies.
pected," Dr. Magnus adds in his letter to Wolsey,

[a.d. 1521-1528.

pedition into Italy which ended in his defeat

and captivity at Pa via, and he could afford them
nothing more than commendations of their proceedings and promises of his future support.
He was unable to remit money, or even to send
Albany to Scotland and he advised them to
temporize with Eugland till the following year,
when he might be in better condition to aid
"that his inclination will be much inclined to them. He welcomed their readiness to continue
cruelty, for when the queen's grace taketh dis- the Scottish alliance with France, and reminded
pleasure against any of the lords or othei-s, then them of the proposal of marriage between their
she procureth the said young king to look down young king and his daughter, which had been
and frown upon them, and to hold unto them settled by one of their former treaties. He also
some sore and sharp words." In all these state- stated that the Earl of Angus had left France
ments we find that of a truth the boy was father without his permission and taken refuge in
of the man. The gallant chivah-ous knight, the England and that he ought, therefore, to be
bold overweening sovereign, the reckless adven- considered as devoted to that country, and
Such were his answera adturer, the merciless revengeful justiciary were treated as a rebel.
all already there in the bud, and only a few dressed officially to James V. as king, and in
yeai-s of their kindred soil and elements were writing to Margaret he only requested her to
needed to expand them into full-blown ma- attend to the real interests of her son.^
This admonition was by no means vmseasoliturity.'
The revolution which Margaret effected So able or undeserved. After the display of stem,
suddenly was, indeed, what in modern times is prompt decision which the queen had exhibited
called a coup dUtat a stunning blow under in the late change of government, her selfish
which a nation reels, to find on its recovery demands for more money and the ambiguity of
that all has been changed. Although the scheme her proceedings had both disgusted and alarmed
had a year previously been laid before them it the English council; and in consequence of this
was so executed that Hemy and his council were tampering with France, of which they were
taken by surprise, and could only follow the likely to be aware, they could scarcely regard
lead of that bold, successful woman by whom her as a safe adherent. But her conduct also
At her request a body- showed that her adherence was no longer of
it had been effected.
guai'd of two hundred men-at-arms were sent much value.
Yielding to her passions she had
down to Scotland for the service of the young now given herself up to a new lover, and one of
king, their expenses to be defrayed from Henry's an age and rank unsuited to her condition for
treasury.
To relieve the poverty of James on it was Henry Stewart, second son of Lord
his assumption of royalty a thousand nobles were Evandale, whom, in spite of his youth, she had
remitted to him, and at the same time a present raised to the responsible office of lord-treasurer,
of two hundred marks to the queen and one and was now eager to take for her third husband
hundred pounds to the Earl of Arran, while as soon as her divorce from the Earl of Angus
these gifts were represented as only the pre- could be procured. The people were indignant,
cursors and first instalments of better things to and the Earls of Lennox and Glencairn abancome. But Margaret and AiTau, now at the doned her society and the capital. Estranged
head of affaire, were not only aware of the from her, also, were the other nobles of her
uncertainty of these promises, but dissatisfied party, who, although they received pensions
with the amount of the earnest they had already from England, were in a great measure excluded
received, and they opened a negotiation with from their share in the government, which was
Francis I., apparently to ascertain whether he now chiefly monopolized by Arran aud herself;
would not bid higher than Henry should they and they naturally turned their attention to the
abandon the cause of England. David Beaton, Earl of Angus, whose superior power would be
the nephew of the Archbishop of St. Andrews, sufficient to eclipse the earl, and his marital
Angus was
and afterwards the redoubted cardinal, appears authority to coerce the queen.
to have been their envoy on the occasion, and equally desirous to return to Scotla^id and resume
they could not have selected a more able in- hereditary influence, and it was for this purpose
triguer, or one more devoted to the ascendency that he had stolen from France after two and a
But Francis half years of exile, and was now in attendance
of the French cause in Scotland.
was already preparing for that unfortunate ex- on the court of London, waiting for the oppor;

;

—

;

Letters of

Magnus and KatcliSe to Wolsey;
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recommended
itself to Wolsey as the only method not only of
suppressing the party of Albany and France,
but giving new life and vigour to that of EngSucli a measure, indeed,

tunity.

He

endeavoured in the fii-st instance to
Margaret to her husband but as, for
reasons which may easily be sui-mised, the queen
would listen to no proposal of that nature, the
cardinal saw that nothing but the entire suppression both of her and the Earl of Arran
would make for the interests of England and
his sovereign. It was resolved that Angus should
be permitted to return to Scotland, and be recognized as the head of the English party but
before this was done it was necessary that he
should be whoUy pledged to the interests of
King Henry. A secret compact was therefore
drawn up, to which he and his brother Sir George
Douglas bound themselves by oath. Its chief
conditions were, that he should support the king
against the Duke of Albany, and that he should
openly oppose the latter if he attempted to return to Scotland before the king had attained
the age of twenty-one. He was to attempt an
agreement with the queen and Arran; but if
unsuccessful Henry was to support him against
both, while Angus was to support the cause of
England against every power whatever, that of
land.

reconcile

;

;

hLs

own

sovereign excepted.

Certain pecuniary

were also to accrue to the Eai'l of Angus
which were perhaps clearly understood, although not verbally expressed.
In
this way the two became the liegemen of Henry
rather than of their own natmal king.
But
even yet much intrigue and negotiation followed before they were suffered to depart and
at length, when they entered Scotland, which
they did in November (1524), it was rather in
the stealthy character of fugitives and outlaws
than the high nobles of the realm and delegates
of a powerful sovereign.
benefits

and

hLs brother,

;

Having an-ived

in his native countiy, the

attempt of the Earl of Angus was to effect
a reconciliation and fonn a political alliance
with Margaret. He therefore wrote to her in
gentle terms, abstained from coming to court,
and contented himself with a retinue of not
more than forty horse when he travelled abroad.
first

But the queen's inordinate passion

for

Henry

Stewart, which she manifested in defiance of all
decency and shame, made these lowly advances

her husband hopeless.
Dr. Magnus, the
English ambassador, seconded the attempts of
of

Angus and endeavoured

to persuade the

by representing the advantages

queen

of a compliance;

in this case her English pensions

would be con-

tinued, the English guard for the protection of
her son maintained, and a matrimonial alliance

between him and the Princess Mary

of

England
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secured.
as

This

Mary was

indeed,

last,

was a tempting

bait,

heiress-apparent to the English

But Mai-garet was obdurate, and Angus
on his part resolved no longer to walk in the
fetters of his mock humility; he woidd right
himself by a coup d'etat which should rival that
throne.

of the queen.

Accordingly, while the parlia-

ment was in the second week of its sitting;
when they had settled the important question
of the regency by declaring that of Albany to
have ceased on account of his continued absence,
and foiTning a new one consisting of Beaton,
ArchbLshop of St. Andrews and chancellor, the
Bishop of Aberdeen, and the Earls of Arran
and Argyle, with the queen at their head and
when nothing but the subject of a general peace
with England remained to be considered, Edinburgh itself was taken by storm and its streets
were awakened by the din of a midnight conflict.
On the 23d of November (1524), before
daylight, the walls were scaled by an armed
band who opened the gates to their companions,
and the cross of Edinburgh was quickly in the
possession of a throng of Border spearmen.
It
was then only learned that this daring onslaught
had been effected by the Earls of Angus and
Lennox, the master of Kihnaurs, Scott of Buccleugh, and other bai-ons, accompanied by not
more than four hundred foUowei-s. At the
cross they proclaimed themselves the faithful
subjects of the king; they afterwards proceeded
to the council and desired its members to take
;

the person of the young sovereign into their
keeping.

But the

daylight,

which showed the

smallness of their numbere, encouraged their

opponents; the castle guns began to fire into
the city for the purpose of dislodging the intruder and several lords with theii' foUowera
assembled at Holyrood, to the number of four
;

aimed with hagbuts, were
ready to sally out upon Angus and his associates
and drive them from the city. The eail, indeed,
behaved with commendable forbeaiance and
gave strict orders that none should be injured
or five hundred,

but the artUlei'y of the castle still kept up its
cannonade, to the gi-eat danger both of the
houses and citizens.
In this extremity Dr.
Magnus, the Bishoj) of Aberdeen, and the Abbot
of Camhuskenneth repaired to Holyrood to obtain the queen's command that the castle guns
should be silenced but while she admitted the
;

and abbot, she sharply ordered the ambassador to begone and not concern himself
prelate

with

matters

that

belonged

to

themselves.

Thus the

state of things continued

afternoon,

when a proclamation having been
the king's name commanding Angus

issued in

until the

and his followers to leave the city, he complied
and retired to Dalkeith. The town being thus

;
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temporary order restored, the queen
when it was dark left Holyrood with her sou
by torchlight, and went up to the castle as a
cleai'ed ;iud

more assured place
likely to forget

we know
requite

James was not

of safety.

this early

that in after-life

Douglas welcome
he was not slack to

confidence.

And

[a.d. 1521-1528.

besides,

Henry and

his coun-

had adopted such a course that the co-operaqueen and the Earl of Airan was
no longer necessary, and might be thrown aside
cil

tion of the

with positive advantage.
While they were thus

left to their fate,

and

with an influence that was daily diminishing, the

it.'

An important

coalition

now

took place be-

tween two important pereonages, through which
affaii's of the kingdom were to receive their

the

James Beaton, Ai-chbishop of
St. Andrews and chancellor, was one of the
most able, politic, and ambitious, as well as
chief dii-ection.

men of the kingdom; but being alienated
from the queen, who had oti'ended him beyond
his powers of forgiveness, he had recognized in
richest

the return of the Earl of

Angus

to Scotland the

Angus and the

party of

chancellor

was propor-

and

in strength.

by

their rivals

tionally increasing in boldness

The
was

chief advantage possessed

their having the

young

king's person in

and this they resolved to transfer
guardianship that they might rule

their keeping;
to their

own

under the sjinction of his name. It was the old
device which had so often signalized the royal
They assembled at St.
minorities of Scotland.
Andrews, where bold measures were devised,
and after twenty days of deliberation they announced their purport. They asserted that the
king's residence of the castle of Edinburgh was
unhealthy, owing to the tempestuous winds and
the foul vapom-s of the North Loch, and that it
was dangerous in consequence of the frequent

means both of safety and revenge. His
advances were welcomed; a union was established between the formidable pair; and by
their combined resources of wealth, sagacity,
courage, and political influence they were more
than a match either for the party of Albany or
that of the queen and the Earl of An-an. tumults iu the city.^ They therefore summoned
Alarmed at this union of the most influential of a convention of the three estates to meet at
Scotland's peers with the ablest and wealthiest Stirling on the 6th of February, 1525, and
of its prelates, Margaret and Arran endeavoured declared that in the meantime no letters of the
to counterbalance it by English alliance and aid. king were to be obeyed until they were issued by
An emba-ssy, therefore, was despatched to Eng- a council chosen by the tliree estates. It was
best

land, to expi-ess the queen's good-will towai-ds

her native country and her desire for the establishment of peace between it and Scotland,
to show that France could not safely
be omitted from this peace unless the marriage
between James V. and the Princess Mary
were finally decided and the peace between the

and

two countries made perpetual. To prove, also,
that they were sincere in their offei-s, the queen
and Arran sent Marchmont herald to France,
with letters to Francis I. and Albany, announcing to the latter that as the first of September,
the date for his return, had elapsed without his
appeai-ance, the three estates had abrogated his

queen endeavoured to counterby invoking the aid
and entreating the advance of
the Duke of Norfolk upon the Border with ten
thousand men to overawe the Douglas coalition;
it was equally in vain that she implored the
few lords who still adhered to her to march
forth at the head of their followers and encounter
her enemies in the field. The prestige which
her beauty and accomplishments, her intellectual energy and bold successful proceedings
had won for her, had been recklessly dissipated
by her wasteful prodigality and still more culpin vain that the

act this decisive measure
of her brother,

regency and transferred the government to
themselves and they required him to restore

licentiousness, so that neither kinsman,
countryman, nor adherent was willing to advoHer
cate her cause or advance to her rescue.

the artillery lodged in the castle of Dunbar
under the keeping of Courcelles and his French

made more

;

They

reminded Francis how
greatly Scotland had suffered in its commerce
through attachment to his cause, by which the
garrison.

also

ships at the ports of England,
and Spain had been suspended.These embassies, if sent at an earlier pei-iod,
might have been availing, but now they were
too late; they were the poor resources of fear
and despondency, and therefore unworthy of
traffic of their

Flanders,

'

Calig. b.

i.

121

;

Letters of Dr.

Magnus and

Eatclifle to

Wolsey.
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;
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able

only resource was submission, and this was
palatable by the readiness with
which the terms of her own proposing were
These were that the residence of
accepted.
James should be the palace of Holyrood instead
of the castle of Edinburgh; that the disj50sal of
the Scottish benefices, of late become a gi-ound
of contention, should be vested in a council of

queen at their head,
have a casting vote in the election,
while all the livings under the value of one
thousand pounds should be at her sole disposal;
six or eight peel's, with the

who was

to
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that the guardianship of the king should be
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Thus bereaved

French and

alike of

intrusted to a council of the nobles appointed

English support, her consequence wa-s

by parliament, with Margaret to preside over
them and that the Earl of Angus should desist

ther diminished by an alliance established be-

;

from

his marital claims either to her person or

property, under the penalty of liigh treason.'

In this manner she

still

secured, ostensibly at

some portion of her power and

still

fur-

tween France and England, and afterwards by
a three years' truce between England and Scotland, so that neither she nor her party could
profit any longer by national discords and con-

ence, gratified her resentment against her hus-

One effort, indeed, she made to prevent
the ratification of the truce with England, but

band, and obtained full freedom for her illicit
intercom-se with her paramour Stewart. These

gation her aOy, the Earl of Ai-ran, whose politi-

least,

influ-

terms she proposed and obtained from the
dominant faction through her negotiators, the
Lords of Cassilis and Eglinton, and Dr. Magnus,
the English ambassador. But how little these
concessions accorded with her wishes, and how
insincere she was in the treaty, was manifested
only the day after it was signed by the letters
which she secretly tiansmitted to Rome and
France. Those to the pope were for the purpose

him in the disposal of the Scottish
more especially for accelerating
her divorce from the Earl of Angus. The other
of influencing

benefices, but

missives were

to the

Duke

of Albany, with

whom

she was eager to be reconciled, and by
whose aid she trusted to overthrow the coalition

In these letters she recognized
regent of Scotland, and professed her attachment to the cause and interests
of her husband.

the

duke as

still

of France, desiring also to know what aid she
might expect from that quarter in return. As
for England, she was resolved that no peace
should be established between it and Scotland

unless France should be included in the treaty,

tentions.

it

proved a miserable

failure.

Under her

insti-

were also at stake, at the comof 1526 raised five thousand men
with which he advanced to Linlithgow, intending to stop the truce by lev^ying open war upon
the government itself. But the Earl of Angus,
accompanied by the young king and the Earls
cal interests

mencement

of

Lennox and Argyle, mai-ched against the

rebels with the royal standard displayed, and

no sooner did Arran obtain a sight of it than
he and his followers fled and dispersed.^
The war w;is now reduced to the narrow
limits of the matrimonial quarrel between
Margaret and Angus. Henry, ashamed of his
sistei-'s conduct as a wife and woman, was laboui'ing in his

own coarse style

of remonstrance,

wonted imperiousness of temper,
some show of agi-eement with
her husband. Angus also, who no longer cared
for her, but had still an affectionate eye upon her
lands and revenues, of which he wished to have
the full use, was eai"nest to the same effect. But
the queen, blinded by her passion, would listen
to neither, for she was intent upon her projected
marriage with Henry Stewart and at last she
and with

his

to reduce her to

and that no ))eace should be concluded uutO his
answer had arrived. She also expressed her obtained the long-sought sentence of divorce,
rooted opposition to her husband Angus, and Angus having made no opposition, as soon as
;

declared that sooner than be reconciled to

she would leave the kingdom.

But

him he

this infam-

ous double-dealing of the queen, instead of advancing only ruined her already expiring cause;
for not more than a few days after she learned
that France, on the brink of ruin by the defeat

of Pavia

and the captivity

Her

longer give her aid.

of its king, could
letters also,

no

which

were intercepted at Milan and sent to England,
ileprived her of any further sympathy from her
brother, by revealing her treachery and showing
how little her jirofessions and promises were to
be trusted.- It w;is evident from these that for
the sake of French gold and French support
she was ready to sacrifice the interests of Iier
son and brother alike, and involve England, the
land of her birth, and Scotland, the country of
her adoption, in those terrible wars by which
both kingdoms had so long and so deeply suf'

Acta of the Parliaments nf Scotland,

to Wolsey, Calig.
'

CaUg.

vl. 416.

il.

69-61

;
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289

;

learned that even in the event of being re-

conciled to his wife, the council

had resolved

that he should have no claim upon her posses-

The sentence of divorce was easily obtained from a corrupt priesthood, not upon the
ground of the notorious adulteries of her husband or her own, which were known to the
whole nation, but upon the frivolous plea of a
previous promise of marriage he had given to
another lady, by which his union with the
queen that followed was declared to be void.
Immediately on obtaining this verdict Margaret
espoused her favourite; but as the marriage
was private, and without the royal consent,
Stewart was thrown into prison. His confinement, however, was but temporary, and the
queen had influence afterwards to procure his
being ennobled under the title of Lord Methven.
This was the last exertion of her political existence, for after this period she appeai-s to have
sions.

Magiu
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and universal con-

insignificance

ii.co

its
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own lawless
who joined it and upheld it.
made his power secure, the Earl of

usurpation by imparting

tempt.'

privileges to all

The field of ambition was now open to the
Earl of Angus, and he was not slow to occupy
He won by his gifts and courtesies the
it.

Having thus
Angus and his

its

faction took the young king upon
a royal progress, under the pretext of restoring

the young king, and alienated order in the troubled districts, and suppressing
him from the queen, with whose marriage James thieves and other unlawful persons. But, as
displeased.
He had ah-eady the Pitscottie had remarked, " none were found
was deeply
chancellor Beaton and the powerful Earl of greater thieves and traitors than were in their
And none at that time
Lennox on his side, and he now strengthened own company.
durst strive with a Douglas, nor yet a Douglas's
it by an alliance with the Earl of Arran, who
could no longer countenance the cause of Mar- man, for if they would they got the worse;
Having thus in substance the chief therefoi-e none durst complaiu of any extortion,
garet.
power of the kingdom in his own hands, he was theft, reif, or slaughter done to them by the
anxious that the fact should be recognized and Douglases or their men; in that cause they
felt
that at least he should be maire de palais were not heard so long as the Douglases had
Nothing the court in guiding."
if not the crown-wearing sovereign.
This bondage, which the young king felt instood in his way except the authority of the
secret council, but even this he had a plan to tolei-able, he was now anxious to break, and in
James had now reached the age of one of these progresses a favourable opportunity
obviate.
fourteen years, and at this period by the law of seemed to be afforded. On the 24th of July
the kingdom a royal majority had commenced. (1526) the Earl of Angus, having James in his
A parliament was therefore summoned in June company, repaired to Jedburgh with the Lords
(1526), at which the fact of the expiration of Home and Fleming, Ker of Cessford, and other
the king's nonage was stated and as his right barons and Border chiefs, for the purpose of
to enter upon the exercise of the royal preroga- taming the Borders and suppressing the maraud-

confidence of

.

.

.

—

;

tives could not be denied, the authority of the

secret council ceased as being

no longer neces-

By the same rule every other authority
which had been established for the period of
the king's minority was at an end, and Angus
now reigned without a rival. But it was necessary.

sary that this offensive superiority should be

new secret council
men who who were devoted to

decently concealed, and a

was formed

of

the earl, or

whom

trol.

The

he could overawe and con-

council consisted of the Archbishop

of Glasgow,

the

Bishops

of

Aberdeen and

Galloway, the Earls of Glencairn, Lennox,
and Morton, and the Lord Maxwell, and it

was declared that by the advice

of this council

Soon, howwas indicated by unmistakable tokens
more
was
nothing
secret
council
that
than a blind, and that the whole administration as well as the sovereign himself were
under the dominion of Angus and his imperious
brother, Sir George Douglas. As soon as an ofiice
in the church or the state became vacant they
the king should exercise his rule.

ever', it

this

filled it

with one of their family or adherents

and thus, while the proud house of Douglas had
suddenly shot upward into its old predominance, it brought the old evils in its train arrogance, feud, and confiict; rapine and insecurity;
mutual doubt and mutual hatred, in which
property was insecure and life uncertain. It
was the tyi-anny of a single family maintaining

—

I

Lesley, p. 133

;

Calig. vii. 29.

ing clans that infested them. In this expedition, which lasted three days but accomplished
little

or nothing, .Tames sent a private missive to

Walter Scott of Buccleugh, explaining his desire
to be liberated from the Douglases, and showing that his return would be by the way of
Melrose, where this object could be best attempted. Proud of so important a commission,
and eager to prove his loyalty, the bold Border
baron mustered the moss-troopers of his following to the number of a thousand men, and took
post at the back of Halidon HiU, on the road
near Melrose, which the royal cavalcade was
Home, Ker, and Fernihirst
about to pass.
had already taken their leave and ridden off
befoi-e Angus saw this formidable gathering of
He sent a messenger to ask what
the Scotts.
this concourse meant, to whom Buccleugh replied that he was in attendance to do the king
service, and to show his power and following as
was the custom of the Borders. He was again
commanded in the king's name to be gone with
his company and come no nearer nnder the
penalty of treason; but to this the Border baron
answered that he knew the king's mind well
enough, and would not be hindered by such
commands from coming to the royal presence.
Angus then said to the king, ''Sir, yonder is
Buccleugh, and the thieves of Annandale, to
intercept your grace on the way. I vow to God
they shall either fight or flee, and you shall tarry
here on this knoll, and my brother George with
you, with any other company you please: I shall

JAMES
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Angus advanced

Borderers.

theii'

the scene of conflict, leaving his bi-other

to give battle to the

His train was

but superior in

spirit,

inferior in

numbers,

arms, and discipline to

their opponents, being chiefly gentlemen of his

own

family.

hoi-ses to chai-ge

They dismounted from
on foot, and encountered

enemies with such vigour that the gi-eater part
of them turned bridle and fled. Still the battle
was uncertain, for Buccleugh, with his kinsmen
and personal retainers, maintained the fight
with great courage, when Home, Ker, and the
othei-s, having received tidings of the battle,
returned upon the spur, and made a desperate,
unexpected chai'ge on the flank of the Borderei-s,
who in consequence were borne back and put to
flight, after leaviug eighty of their number dead

on the field. But the greatest disaster of the
whole aft'ray was the death of Ker of Cessford,
who, following the chase too eagerly, was slain
by the spear-stroke of one of the EUiots, to
the great regret of both parties, by whom
he was greatly beloved and his loss deeply
lamented.^

Another attempt to liberate the king was
soon after made, and with a better prospect of
success.

Beaton, the chancellor,
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their

Lord Erskiue, and others of the royal household,
while

V.

But this
relationship only made the Earl of Lennox more
indignant, and he declared that he would either
enter Edinburgh or die by the way. A battle
between these powerful kinsmen was inevitable,
and Arran sent a hasty message to the Earl of
Angus at the capital, desiring him to come to
The town bell was immediately rung,
his aid.
a muster of its men of war was made, and
Angus with two thousand men hurried ofl" to

on and put jon thieves oif the gi-oiind, and
rid the way to your grace, or else die for it."
James halted where he was requii-ed, attended
by Sir George Douglas, the Earl of Lennox,
jjass

whom Angus

had first used for his own ambitious purposes,
and afteiTvards thrown aside and disobliged,
and the Earl of Lennox, who had retired fi'om
the court in consequence of being suspected to

ceed to extremities against his uncle.

Sii-

George to follow with the rest of the array, and
especially with the young king, who showed no

But the reluctance of
account, and he was
his hoi-se and accompany
the royal banner, which was to be unfurled

desii-e for

the expedition.

James was made of
compelled to mount

little

He

against his ow^l faithful adherents.

pre-

tended to be sick, and often paused by the way,
but as often he was hurried onward. On reaching Corstorphine the thunder of distant cannon
was borne to them on the wind, which showed
that the battle had commenced; and Sir George,
transported into savage fury, would brook no
further delay, but tm-ning to the king and
urging him to instant speed, he added, "Before
the enemy shall take you from us, even if your
body should be torn in pieces we shall secure a
part of it !" After this they were not long in
reaching the scene of action, but only to find
Arran
that the battle was fought and ended.
had taken possession of a bridge across the river
Avon, about a mile to the west of Linlithgow,
and had posted the rest of his troops on the
heights by which their adversaries must pass,

have favoured the enterprise of Buccleugh, were so that Lennox was obliged to cross the river at
now united against the Douglases. Of these a ford a little farther up near the nunnery of
two Lennox was likelj' to prove a formidable Manuel ; but while his troops were engaged at
antagonist to Angus, for he was not only power- a disadvantage with their enemies on the hills,
ful in his possessions and foUowera, but univer- who hurled gi-eat stones down upon them, the
sally beloved in consequence of his popular, Earl of Angus arrived and quickly changed the
amiable quaUties, while the king, who was character of the combat. At the weight of his
aware of his discontent, had expressly applied charge and the war-cry of "A Douglas!" the
to him for deliverance from his arrogant keepers troops of Lennox reeled, gave way, and took to
and governors. Lennox was not long in mus- flight. The king had sent speedy messengera
tering a formidable force of ten thousand men before him to stay the slaughter, and especially
from Fife, Angus, Strathearn, and Stirling, and to save the life of the Earl of Lennox; but that
being joined by two thousand more sent by excellent nobleman had been foully done to
Beaton the chancellor, he marched from Stirling death after he had suiTendered by the bastard.
towards the capital. On reaching Linlithgow Sir James Hamilton, who drew liim away from
his captors, and then murdered him in cold
lie unexpectedly found the Earl of Arran at t!ie
head of a still gi'eater army and prepared to bar blood. When the king, therefore, entered the
It was an unkind as well field Arran was found weeping over the body
his further progress.
as «nScottish antagonism, for Lennox was the of his murdered nephew, which he had covered
but the latter had been with his own scarlet cloak, saying. "The wisest
sister's son of Arran
purposely thrown in the way by the Earl of man, the stoutest man, the hardiest man that ever
Angus, in the hope that Lennox would not pro- was born in Scotland is slain this day " Besides
Lennox, the abljot-i of Jfelrose and Dunfermline,
I Pltacottie, pp. 135, 13«; Lesley, 134
the baron of Houston and Stirling of Keir were
Buchanan, b. riv. 27.
;

!

;
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.Vliile

the Douglases

-n-ere

thus trium-

phant over all their enemies, and had none to
mate them, the dread and sorrow of James were
increased. He was very sad and dolorous, says
the old historian "for the tinsel [loss] of his
eame [kinsman], the Earl of Lennox, and
many other gentlemen with him, who perished

by the

king's occasion: for they enterprised the

matter at the king's command. And fiu'ther
the king was very afraid, and despaired of his
own life, because he knew well the Earl of Angus
understood that he caused enterprise such acts
against him and nothing prospered well with
the king against the said earl; therefore, he was
afraid they would put hand upon his own body,
considering all things succeeded so weU with
;

him."

The

historian, however,

is

honestly eager

proud race, tyrants though they
any such disloyal tendency. " I can

to clear the

were, of

find," lie adds, " that

[a.d. 1521-152,S.

Thus the

of the house of Douglas.

estates of

the Eaal of CassUis and Lord Evandale were

Arran, and the lauds of

a-ssigned to the Earl of

Lord Lindsay and those of the eastern and
northern barons who had joined Lennox were

As for

granted to the Earl of Angus.

the fugi-

and hunted chancellor, he had the discretion
to submit and conciliate his enemies by a gift of
two thousand mai-ks to Arran, and by bestowing
the lands of the abbey of Kilwinning upon
Angus. But nothing could remove the remorse
and sorrow of the Earl of Arran on account of
his nephew's death; and forsaking the court and
the desperate game of ambition, for which he
had shown himself so unfit, he retired to one of
his castles and shut himself up in solitude,
leaving the whole undivided power in the hands
of the Earl of Angus
and now all power, as
well as the chief offices in the state, were in the
tive

;

ever the Earl of
of the Douglases,

possession of the Douglases, while this influence,

any part. Though they were
covetous, greedy, and oppressors of their neighbours, yet they were ever true, kind, and serviceable to the king in all his afl'airs, and oft-

ration of order but a tenfold deepening of the

times offered their bodies in jeopardy for his

Douglases,

sake."^

very poi'ch of

never

Angus or the Douglases,

or

any

failed to the king in

After their victory the Douglases proceeded
enemies

like other usurpations,

national anarchy

tended not to the resto-

and confusion.

A few notices

of these are sufficient to indicate the general law-

lessness

of

and

insecurity.

who had

A

slain a

St. Giles's,

baron, one of the

gentleman at the

the principal church

Edinburgh, could yet walk openly in the
during the sitting of parliament, without

to use it for the suppression of their

streets

Accordingly
and for their own
their first proceeding was to make a rapid
march to Stirling for the pui'pose of capturing
the queen and chancellor, but both had fled.

being questioned or molested.
The Earl of
Cassilis having offended the pride of the bastard,
Sir James Hamilton, the latter procured the

personal profit.

Suspecting that Beaton had concealed himself
in his diocese of St. Andrews, the pui-suers
passed over into Fife; but, not being able to find

him, they plundered the castle of St. Andrews
and the abbey of Dunfermline, while the hard
pressed archbishop,

we

are told, escaped detec-

a shepherd and
tending a flock of sheep.^ In the meantime,
while the king was lamenting the death of the
amiable Lennox and the extinction of his own
hopes, Henry was congratulating the earls of

tion

by assuming the

di.sguise of

to be waylaid and murdered by Hugh
Campbell, the sheriff of Ayr. In Edinburgh a
gentleman of the family of the Macleans was
kiUed by Sir John Campbell and in the shire
of Aberdeen there was hot skirmishing between
the Forbeses and the Leslies, in which several
barons, gentlemen, and commons were slain.'
But one terrible act of feudal vengeance by
earl

;

which this period was signalized is enough to
throw the others into the shade. In the be-

Angus and Arran, and encouraging them to
pur-sue their success by crushing their enemies,

ginning of spring on the following year John
Stewart, a groom of the Earl of Lennox, who,
by the death of his master, had been thrown out
of employment, and who had wandered about

and attending to the

revolving gloomy and vindictive thoughts, came

especially the chancellor,

education of the young king; or, in other words,
Nor
training him for vassalage to England.*

were the two nobles slack under such encouragement. Angus issued writs in the king's name
for a parliament to assemble at Edinburgh on

November (1526), and
own and his colleague's

the 12th of

after vindi-

cating his

proceedings

against Lennox, an ample confiscation followed
of the
1

property belonging to the chief enemies

Buchanan,

b.

pp. 13(5-140.
3

Pitscottie, p. 1

29;

Edinburgh, and chanced to meet with anwhom he inquired
whether he had seen Sir James Hamilton in the
fellow-servant
replying that he
and
on
his
city;
had seen him, the other indignantly broke forth:
" Most ungrateful knave didst thou sufFerthat
villain to live, who murdered our earl, the best
of masters? away! you deserve to be hanged!"
Having thus obscurely hinted his purpose
Stewart proceeded to Holyrood and found two
to

other retainer of the earl, of

—

!
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thousand armed men of the Douglases and
Hamiltons drawn up in the yard before the
palace, and preparing to set out on an exjiedition against

watched

the thieves of Liddesdale.

for the Bastard,

who

He

at length ap-

peared, walking out from the ai'ea unarmed
and with a short cloak, and entered the dai'k
archway over the gate as if proceeding to the
palace.
That dark passage was fitted for the
deed, and Stewart, springing upon his victim,
dealt

him

knife,

some

vitals,

six desperate stabs with his dagger-

of which almost penetrated to his
while the others were slighter wounds in

consequence of the cloak with which Hamilton's
body was covered, and the doublings he made
to avoid the thrusts.
Having, as he thought,

despatched his enemy Stewart mingled with the
armed crowd; but a cry among the followers of

Hamilton arose, who thought the deed had been
committed by the Douglases, and the two clans
would have rushed into instant and deadly conflict, had not some wiser persons ordered the
gates to be shut, and a search to be commenced
for the murderer. He was soon found with the
bloody weapon in his hand. He confessed the
deed, and only expressed regret that his victim
survived, and was likely to recover, exclaiming,
" Fye on the feeble liand that could not efi"ect
what the heart thought, and was determined
to do!"
He was put to the torture to wring
from him a confession of his motives, or the
names of the persons who had employed him;
but his only answer was one of wild fanaticism
he was a servant of God, he said, and sent by
him to commit that deed. After having been

—

tormented for the space of a month with vindictive cruelty, in which, among other inflictions,
he was led about the city naked, and had his
flesh torn by hot pincers, and his right hand
lopped ofl', he was at length executed. As for
Sir James Hamilton, the most blood-thirsty
man of that savage period, one whose death few
woiild have regi'etted, he survived the infliction
of the assas-sin's knife, but oidy to perish some
years after by a more righteous and ignominious
doom.'
During this year (1527) every event seemed
to confirm the Douglas ascendency and increase
the power of its head. Beaton the chancellor,
a more able politician than himself, was once
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or dispute

his

authority,

Angus turned

his

attention to the suppression of public disorders,
and by the nide vigour of his administration he

succeeded in quelling the Border outlaws and
restoring a show of order among the wild clans
of the Highlands.

It would have been better
most of those evils which he redressed
had not mainly originated in his own selfish
ambition. But for years and even for centuries
an undercurrent had been silently going on
that was now to increase into a ground-swell,
in which these feuds and factions upon the
surface were to burst or pass away like bubbles.
In 1528 the Reformation of Scotland may be
said to have commenced, by which not events
alone but the national character itself was to be
transformed, purified, elevated, and fitted for a
still

if

higher destination than the nations of the sixteenth century could have surmised. In that
change old things were to pass away; all things
were to become new.

The most conspicuous pereonage in this gi-eat
movement, the one who was not only its earliest
agent but also one of its niaityrs, was Patrick Hamilton, son of Hamilton of Kincavel and nephew
of the Earl of Ai-ran, while by his mother he
was related to the Duke of Albany. This noble
descent, which so closely allied him to the royal
family, ensured to Patrick both wealth and promotion, whatever might be his course of life;
and accordingly whUe still very young he was
nominated to the abbacy of Feme, by which
he was entitled to its revenues without dischai-ging the duties of an abbot.
A studious
life was his choice, and after obtaining such
instruction as Scotland could furnish he went
abroad for the purpose of completing his education in the universities of Germany, where
he quickly attracted the attention of Luther,
Melancthon, and others of the German reformers,

who

doubtless foresaw in his gentle,

virtuous character and ardent

sjiirit

of religious

inquiry the means by which his countrymen
might be enlightened in the principles of the

Reformation.

It

is

evident, indeed,

that

if

Patrick Hamilton had in his own country been
conversant with the doctrines of Resby, Crawar,

and compelled to

and their numerous successors, a single step was
sufficient to advance him into the full, mature
Lutheranism of the period. Even thus early,
also, his zeal for religious truth was signalized
liy his bold open advocacy of its principles, and
he was the first who introduced the practice of

consisted in

public theological disputatious at the college of

more

and worked in subserviency to
The queen was reconciled to him,
feel that her best wisdom
submission to his authority. Henry

his ally

his pui-poses.

England wa.s ready to support him, and the
able and powerful Wolsey was his correspondent.
Having now no rival to share his power
of

I

Lesley, p, 139

;

Buchanan,

b. xiv. si.

Marburg. A career that was to be so brief as
his was commenced early, for when little more
than twenty -three j'eara old he returned to
Scotland; and although well aware of the
statute de comburendo heretico, and the promp-
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he
began to preach the doctrines of the ReformaintelHis
tion as soon as he returned home.
lectual character, also, although he was so
titude w"th

which

young, was well
station,

it

fitted,

and other

command

attention

to the testimony of
sides

his

would be put

in action,

independently of birth,

political

circumstances, to

and respect, for, according
John Knox, " he was, be-

godly knowledge, well learned

in

philosophy, he abhorred sophisti-y, and would
[willed] that the text of Aristotle should have

been better understood and more used in the

had corHumanity."
His summary of Christian doctrine, which was

schools than then

rupted

all

it

was

;

for sophistry

as well iu Divinity as in

published in a tract commonly called Patricias
Places, a translation of which from the Latin is

given in Knox's Hutory of the Reformation in
Scotland, justifies this high chai'acter, and shows

how

he had apprehended and how forhe could express those opinions
constituted his chief element of life,

clearly

cibly

and

that

now

briefly

which he so willingly died.
As it was impossible that such a man should
not become a public preacher, it was equally so
that his teaching should fail to obtain attention

and

for

both from friend and enemy.

Many were

en-

lightened and convinced, while the clergy were
alarmed and infuriated. Such doctrines and so

taught would extend over Scotland that conflagration which was ah-eady pervading the
Continent unless they were arrested and upon
Archbishop Beaton, as the metropolitan of the
Scottish Church, this duty chiefly devolved.
;

The present period was also favouraljle for the
primate, as he was at peace with the ruling
powers and not likely to be trammelled by their
But against such an oflender as
interference.
Patrick Hamilton it was necessary to proceed
with caution, and Beaton therefore invited him
to St. Andrews as the place where such matters
of religious controversy could be best deliberated.

Thither, accordingly, the reformer went;

and as he was allowed full liberty he boldly
propounded his opinions, while the archbishop
and principal clergy agreed with him that there
were many things both in the doctrine and
discipline of the church that needed reformaStiU further to entrap him, Alexander
tion.
Campbell, a friar described as a " man of good
wit and learning," was employed to associate
with him and converse with him and on seeming to agree with Hamilton on every point of
controversy, he extracted from him a sufticient
amount of heresy to form the gi-ound of a deadly
;

condemnation. AJl being thus in readiness, the
victim was apprehended at midnight in his
chamber and hurried off a prisoner to the
castle; in the morning he was tried, Campbell

[a.d. 1521-1528.

himself being the chief witness against him;

and he was sentenced to be deprived of all his
dignities, ofiices, and emoluments in the church,
and delivered over to the secular arm to be
burned as a heretic. To prevent also the chance
of rescue he was conducted to the stake on the
afternoon of the same day, while the young
king was persuaded to keep aloof by passing
over to Ross-shire on a pilgrimage. A sentence
procured by such iniquity and breach of faith
was cruelly executed, for the fuel at the stake
was insufliciently furnished with gunpowder to
kindle it, so that the martyr sufi'ered a painful
and lingering death, exclaiming the while,
" Lord Jesus, receive my spirit
How long
And
shall darkness overwhelm this realm?
how long wilt thou suffer this tyranny of men?"
To Campbell, his betrayer and accuser, who
indecently annoyed his last moments with
clamorous exhortations to recant and invoke
the Virgin, and the rehearsal of what he ought
to believe, he replied, " Wicked man, thou
kuowest the contrary, and the contrai-y to me
!

thou hast confessed; I appeal thee before the
tribunal seat of Christ Jesus."

It

is

added

that iu a few days after Campbell died at

Glasgow under an access

of frenzy

and as one

in despair.^

While the Reformation was thus bursting
into commencement, the chief public incident

was a feeble
attempt of the queen to free herself from the
dominion of the Douglases. The character of
Margaret was now as low as her political power
and influence she had sided with every party
and betrayed them all, and was now suspected
that arrested the public notice

;

and despised by them in return. Her present
attempt was to recover her lost influence by
provoking a bi'each of the peace with England;
and for this purpose the Lord Maxwell, one of
her few remaining adherents, made a hostile
inroad across the Border and burned the town
of Netherby. But so little were the two nations
in the meantime inclined for mutual quarrel
that Maxwell's deed was regarded by both as
an individual outrage, and he was compelled by
Angus to make atonement and reparation to
Lord William Dacre, the English warden. To
humble the queen and reduce her still lower, and
probably also to obtain possession of the estates
which formed her dowry, Angus resolved to besiege her in the castle of Edinburgh, to which she
had fled for shelter al mg with Henry Stewart,
her husband, and his brother Jam^s. On this occasion

James V. was compelled to accompany the

Douglases; but

I

when

the unfortunate Margaret

Knox's History of the Reformation of Religion in the
of Scotland, Lond. foL 1644, pp. 4-6,

Realm

—

;
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understood that he was present with the besiegers she surrendered the keys of the fortress
and on her knees implored pardon for Henry
Stewart and his brother, and would not rise
she had obtained the kiug's forgiveness
but to punish their boldness they were for a

till

short time committed to ward.^

But the time had at length come when the
king was to be a free man and the lordly
Douglases to be hurled from their utmost
height into the dust. James had now completed his sixteenth year, and with all the fire
and impatience of youth he combined a boldness and sagacity beyond his tender age. He
was assured of the adherence of Beaton, who
had ingratiated himseK with the Earl of Angus
for the purj^ose of

more

eflectually overthrow-

ing his power, and who, the more to blind the

Douglases, had given them a sumptuous entertainment in his castle of St. Andrews, the king
being in their company, and loaded them with
princely gifts of lands and houses, and goodly
steeds, and ornaments of gold and silver.
The
royal keepers were blinded to their own danger
while the king and the ex-chancellor were thus
preparing for their ruin. "Weary of his stay in
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and a horse being saddled for him, he stole
forth accompanied by two attendants, and never
drew bridle till at early morning he had reached
the bridge of Stirling, the gate of which he
ordered to be closed behind him and made fast.
He repaired to the castle, and was joyfully welcomed by the captain and garrison, who were
his faithful officials.

Delighted with his escape,

and exhausted with excitement and a night of
hard riding, the young emancipated sovereign
threw himself upon a bed and was soon asleep.
But very different was the cheer of that
morning in the palace of Falkland. On the
previous night at eleven o'clock Sir George
Douglas, the brother of Angus, who had left
his post and repaired to St. Andrews to settle
with the archbishop about the leases of certain
lands, had returned to Falkland; and on inquiring about the king he was assured both by
portere and guards that his grace had retired to
his bed-chamber and must now be fast asleep
an answer with which Sir George was satisfied,
so that he went to rest without fuilher question.

business of their own, leaving none of their

was well for James that the period of his
and that of the arrival of this giim keeper,
who would have retained a limb of him at
least, did not occur at one and the same moment
When the morning hour for the jovial
hunt was near a hasty messenger, Peter Carmichael, the bailie of Abernethy, knocked
shai-ply at Sir George's door and asked him,
"Where is the king!" "He is in his chamber

company with James but Douglas
and a hundi-ed gentlemen as a

sleeping," replied the confident Sir George.
" No," cried the bringer of evil tidings, rejoiced

Fife,

and finding

his

presence necessary

Angus

Lothian, the Earl of

in

repaii'ed thither,

leaving the king under the charge of three of
his nearest kinsfolks

and then another

guard.

No

;

but soon after

first

of these depai-ted also

of

one

on

Paikhead

royal body-

better opportunity of escape had

yet occurred, and James had already made sure
of Stirling Castle as his place of refuge by

It

exit

!

had not been forestalled in his office,
"he has passed the bridge of Stirling!" This
sharp thrust made the Douglas start to his
that he

it from his mother, of whose dowry
formed a part, by giving in exchange, for it
the lands of Methven, to be erected into a lordship for her husband. Still proceediu|^arily
in hLs purpose, he obtained the removal of his
household from St. Andrews to the royal residence at Falkland, under the pretext of foHowand to keep
ing the pleasures of the chase
up the deception he gave orders to Balfour of
Femey, the keeper of Falkland Forest, to
assemble the tenantry and collect the best dogs
in the country for a grand hunt on the following morning. He then went to bed at an early
hour, requesting Douglas of Parkhead to do
the like that they might be in readiness for the
expected chase; and Parkhead, suspecting no
fraud, complied.
But when the watch was set
and all wa.s quiet the king rose from his couch,
disguised himself in the dress of a groom, and

even thus early the king's morals had been
allowed to run riot by his faithless guardians
that their hold of him might be the more complete; others thought that in very truth he had
betaken himself to Stirling. Sir George mounted
his hoi-se and was galloping to Bamburgh, but
within two miles he met the Earl of Rothes, who
assured him that the king was not there. In an
agony of perplexity he despatched a messenger to
the earl his brother, and in a short time Angus,
Ai-chibald Douglas his uncle, who had left his
watch over the king to visit a lady at Dundee,

passed to the stable unnoticed by the guards;

and Sir George were

he nished to the king's chamber-door and
but there was no reply; he burst open
the door with his foot, but only found the
"Fye! treason!" he
king's empty clothes.

obtaining

feet;

it

called,

;

shouted, " the king

him whither.
onlj' stolen away
tell

is

gone

!

"

—but

that he had

to visit a lady at

Bamburgh,

for

in

trembling, hurried

consultation together at Falkland.
'

Callg.

UL

S, Tii.

102;

l/eslejr, p. 140.

none could

Some sunnised

plan,

Their only

which was one of desperation, was

to ride

——
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to Stilling witli a slender train in the hope that
in the

vague chapter

of accidents

some lucky

chance might restore James to their custody;
but their purpose had been anticipated, and on
the way they were met by a royal herald with a
proclamation forbidding the Earl of Angus, Sir
George Douglas, Ai-chibald Douglas, and all their

CHAPTER
EEIGN OF JAMES
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approach within six
miles of the king's presence under the penalty
was
struck down and
Their pride
of treason.
quelled, and in sorrowful mood they turned
and rode to Linlithgow. They felt that their
power had departed, and that James, from their
captive, had become their master and king.

and

kin, friends,

allies, to

V.
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John
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by the Earl of Caithness Its suppression Treaties of different potentates for an alliance with James by
marriage His difficulties in selecting a bride His principles in the administration of government His
He establishes the College of Justice Its
alliance with the clergy and hostility to the Reformation
members and character of its proceedings Traitorous proceedings of the Earl of Bothwell Border wars
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VIII.
to
be
at
peace
Scotland Adherence of James to the see
of
Henry
Necessity
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and
His visit to the Highlands Splendid sylvan palace prepared for his reception by the Earl of
of Rome
Athole A lasting peace between Scotland and England ratified Contrariety between James and Henry
in rehgious reform James commences a persecution of the reformers Attempts of Henry to convert James
to Protestantism Their failure and its causes Unsuccessful proposal for an interview between James and
Henry at York— Proceedings of the Scottish parhament Expediency of the Scottish king's marriage
James sets sail to France for the purpose The voyage frustrated He repeats it and arrives in France
His courtship of the Princess of Vendosme Romantic interview of James with the princess He adjourns
to Paris and espouses the Princess Magdalen Magnificence of the marriage James returns to Scotland
with his bride He is accosted by English malcontents on his voyage homewards Death of Queen Magdalen.
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—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

It was near the end of May (1528) when
James emancipated himself from the power of
the Douglases, and became his own master as
He was thus as yet
well as King of Scotland.
only sixteen yeai-s and two mouths old. Although so young he was ah-eady accomplished
in all manly exercises, and in his proceedings he
evinced a spirit that was bej^ond his years. The
in

which he

effected his escape

coolness, sagacity,

and daring

indicated that even already he was

fit

as

to rule,

and gave promise that in a few years more,
when experience had ripened his faculties, his
reign would be both distinguished and prosperous. But the dilBculties which beset him at
the commencement were so great, and so like
those which had crushed the strong intellect
and matured wisdom of his renowned ancestor,
James I., that even ah'eady it might have been
questioned whether any amount of royal talent
His finances were imcould be successful.
poverished by the maladministration of Albany
and the prodigality of his mother. The pride
of the nobles, always hard of restraint even in

—

—

—

manner, also,
showed such

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—
—
—

—

—

—

—

the most settled times, had been encouraged by
the license of an interregnum, and was ready
on all occasions to oppose itself to the sovereign

when administered by a
But besides these internal obstacles

authority, especially
stripling.

was the strong ascendency of England,
which had grown during the years of his minority, and wa-s now so firmly rooted in Scotland
that it seemed as if no eftbrt could remove it.
Mattel's were scarcely woi-se when James I.
returned from his English captivity and undertook a task which in the end proved nothing
more than a generous self-immolation. And
even if these had been surmoimted in the case
of James V. by a singular combination of happy
talent and rare good fortune, a difficulty still
remained upon which lie fatally stumbled, and
ujaou which his posterity wei'e finaUy to be
shipwrecked. The reformation hafl commenced
The church upon which his rein Scotland.
ligious hopes were established, and the hierarchy
in which he confided as the surest support of his
throne, were now equally menaced and doomed
to fall before the coming of that silent, humble,
there
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almost invisible power which chivalrous kings

senger to the Earl of Northumberland to inquire

are so apt to despise, and hoary stiitesmen to

if,

overlook

or

underrate.

Upon

the

side

he

adopted in this coming colUsion, even ii-respective of other circumstances, would depend the
question whether his reign would be prosperous
or adverse, whether he was to rise or fall.
The first measure of James after his escape
from captivity was to prevent its recm-rence by
the coercion or overthrow of the Douglases. Accordingly, on the 6th of July (l.'j28) he passed
from Stirling to Edinburgh, accompanied by a
train of prelates and nobles, and attended by
three hundred of their

armed

retainere.

Soon

afterwards a proclamation was issued that none
of his subjects should hold intercourse with the

in case of further necessity, he should be allowed to retire to Norham. Sir George and
Archibald Douglas had ventured to appear in
Edinburgh with a few followere, but were

attacked by Lord Maxwell the provost, who
quickly put them to flight. On the assembling

September, at which the

of the parliament in

was the
was unwilling to

attainder of the Douglases
question, the king

members

to the

at large,

principal
intrust

it

among whom Angus

had many partisans he therefore committed it
to six prelates and five lords of his own choosing,
before whom seven articles of accusation were
adduced against the delinquents. According to
;

the jiartial statement of the latter these judges

them

Earl of Angus, his two brother's, or his uncle,

were

and that none of their followers on pain of death
should remain in Edinburgh after four o'clock
in the afternoon of that day. A parliament was
summoned to meet on tlie 2d of September.
Gavin Dunbar, Archbishop of Glasgow, formerly
the king's preceptor, was appointed chancellor
of the kingdom instead of the Archbishop of St.
Andrews, whom Angus had deprived of this
office, and Lord Maxwell was appointed provost
of Edinburgh.
Patrick Sinclair was sent ambassador to the English court to show to Henry
VIII. the changes that had occurred, and counteract the misrepresentations that might be offered by Angus and his faction, and also to propose that the truce between the two kingdoms
now ready to expire should be renewed for three

could be substantially adduced against them was

years longer.

At

this

time the king's confidants

were the queen his mother, Henry Stewart her
husband. Lord Maxwell, and the laird of Buccleugh, while the person in

whom

he chiefly

and who was the companion of his bedchamber, was Sir James Hamilton, the bastard
of An-au, and murderer of the Earl of Lennox.
While James abode at this time in Edinburgh,
the nobles who had accompanied him from
Stirling kept watch nightly by turns in their
armour over the palace of Holyrood, having a

trusted,

from their apprehension of the
Douglas faction, and the king himself took
a part in this necessary duty. On the 14th
of July, after a residence of eight days in the
capital, James and his mother returned to
sufficient guard,

Stirling, while the lords, his adherents, dispersed

to their

homes

to await the

opening of parlia-

ment'
These vigorous measures made the Earl of

Angus

lose heart, so that instead of confronting

all of

their enemies, while all that

their confederacy with England,

and their hav-

ing kept the king for two years against his

and

conti-ary to the laws of Scotland.

will,

But even

before the meeting of parliament these past
oflences

which

had been aggravated by fresh

justified the severity of their

Angus had been ordered

to

rebellion,

punishment.

keep beyond the

Spey, and surrender his brother Sir George and
his uncle

Archibald as hostages for his appear-

ance to answer to the charges that were to be

brought against him

;

but far from complying,

the earl had fortified his castles and bid defiance

he was now a
The sentence of
attainder was therefore passed, and his lands
to the royal authority, so that

manifest rebel and traitor.

and those of

among

of Argyle,

Sir

his family were forfeited

and divided

the king's principal adherents, the Earls

Arran, and Bothwell, Lord Maxwell,
Scott of Buccleugh,

James Hamilton, and

the king reserving as royal property the strong
castle of Tantallon,

which was too dangerous a

possession for a subject.-

Nothing remained but

to put this sentence

into execution, a task, however, of

no easy

ac-

The Douglases were not likely
be put down without an efibrt by which the

complishment.
to

whole land would be shaken, and even their
death-struggle would be fatal to not a few.

But,

animated with youthful ardour and confidence,
the king in person undertook the task. The
earl, however, was in the field before him, and
liis riders were scouring the country and wasting
the estates of his enemies up to the very walls
of Edinburgh, which resembled a city besieged,
accompanied witli the additional evils of a civil
war.

Among

other atrocities eighty of these

man having a led

his enemies in the field

fleet troopers,

cjistle of

the villages of C'ow.sland and Cranston, declar-

lie retired to his strong
Tantallon, from which he sent a mes-

each

ing with savage pleasantry that
>
state Papers, part iv. pp. 499-602; Diumal of OccurTcnte in Scotland (Bannatyno Club), p. 11.

'

Lesley, p. 140; State

Fapera

horse, burnt

they woidd
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give iLe kiug light for his journey to put them

down

This jourif he set out before daybreak.
ney the king soon attempted by a march upon
Coldingham, from which Angus retired; but on
the same night he returned, recovered the castle,
and chased the king to Dunbar. Amidst these
quick and troublesome but indecisive movements a large mercantile vessel called the Martine, one of the best of the Scottish shipping,
was driven by a storm on shore at Innerwick.
The wreck was first plundered by the Douglas
horsemen, and afterwards by the inhabitants of
the coast; and as a large part of the valuable
cargo consisted of cinnamon, the ignorant people
into whose hands it fell mistook it for common
bark, and used it as fuel.'^
Incensed at these delays, and at the havoc and
insolence of the Douglases, the king resolved to
crush their power at headquartere by such a
siege of Tantallon Castle as should be decisive.

He

therefore sent his military proclamations

through several of the counties, and was soon
at the head of an wmy of twelve thousand men,
each man furnished with provisions for forty
days.
He also applied to the castle of Dunbaifor artillery and as this place, with its munitions, belonged to the Duke of Albany, he left
three lords in pledge for the safe return of the
cannons intrusted to his use. The ordnance he
obtained on this occasion consisted of two large
pieces that were signalized by the names of
"Thrawn-mouthed Meg and her man-ow ;" the
others were " two great botcards, two moyans,
;

[a.d. 1528-1537.

regarded as a bitter taunt, and he swore on
this occasion that while he lived not a Douglas
should find harbour in Scotland.'

On

returning to Edinburgh James resolved

to suppress the incuraions of the Dougla.ses

own mode

by

and for this purpose
sent a small but chosen body of light troops, who
were to take their station at Coldingham, protect the surrounding districts, and confine the
enemy within limits too narrow for their safety
their

of warfare,

The commander chosen for this
important task was the Earl of Bothwell, who,
however, refused the appointment, upon which
it was given to Colin Campbell, Earl of Argyle.
or subsistence.

Aided by the Homes Argyle pursued this gueriUa
campaign so vigorously, that the Douglases were
soon forsaken by the Hamiltons and their other
allies, and obliged to make a hasty retreat into
England.*
It might now have been expected that Henry
VIII. would bestir himself in behalf of so use-

an ally as the Earl of Angus and this indeed he would have done if, as on former
ful

;

had suited his own interests. But
was more desirable to renew the peace between England and Scotland, which would expire in the following year, and to prevent
James from forming an alliance with Charles
v., now the enemy of England and France,
than to provoke a Scottish quarrel for the
occasions, it
it

restoration

of

the fugitive

English commissioners

Two

Douglases.

— Dr.

Magnus and

Sir

quarter-falcons,"

Thomas Tempest — were accordingly sent to
Scotland to negotiate the terms of a new amic-

with a sufficient proportion of gunpowder and

able treaty between the kingdoms, while the

two double-falcons, and four

stone buDets, and cannoniers to use them.^

Thus

provided to beat down Tantallon, James began
the siege in form; but the strength of the walls

and stoutness of the garrison defied

all

his efforts.

After a fortnight of useless battering he was
obliged to retire, and this he did so unskilfully
that his artillery, which should have been re-

moved the

first of all,

was

left to

follow the re-

Apprised
of this fact the Earl of Angus at the head of 160
horse came down upon the detachment at night
by moonlight, cut the handful of defenders
in pieces, and made himself master of the artillery, which, however, he sent after the king
with a polite message to annoimce that he had
no iU-will to James, but only to the evil counsellors by whom he was surrounded, and who
had been the causes of this present disaster.
James, who was deeply grieved at the death of
David Falconer, his best naval officer, the companion of Wood and the Bartons, was enraged
at this act of courtesy, which he seems to have
treat

>

under a very

Buchanan,

b. xir.

insufficient guard.

'

Pitscottie, p. 143.

restitution of his estates to the Earl of

Angus

formed only an episode in their commission
and was produced in the form of a request.
But even in this gentle fashion it was ineffectual, and James would grant nothing further
than a remission of the sentence of death which
Angus had incurred by his rebellion. Margaret,
the queen-mother, to whom the commissioners
also applied, was equally immovable; and instead of engaging her good offices in behalf of
the earl, she now taunted the English king for
his past neglect,

and declared that

if

he had

acted towards her in a more brotherly spirit
she would now have been both able and willing
to second his application.

On

the more im-

portant part of the embassy James was
ciently compliant;

suffi-

he thanked Henry for his

kind offices in his behalf during/ his minority
[though it might have puzzled him to tell what
these had been], and offered a peace of five
years instead of three, with reparation for any

I

Pitscottie, p. 143;

I

Buchanan,

xiv. 37.

Buchanan,

xiv. 37; Lesley, 141,

"
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which the English had sustained from

injuries

A

his subjects on the Bordei's.

peace to that

was accordingly concluded at Berwick on
December (1528). One important
concession, however, on which James insisted,
and which was granted, was the surrender into
his hands of the castles of the Douglases, and
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their participation in these offences

mitted to ward."

Thus depiived

and com-

of their prin-

were next to

eflfect

cipal leaders, the clans themselves

the 14th of

and accordand hunt was
proclaimed, for which the soldiers were commanded to muster at Edinburgh fully armed
and with forty days' provisions, while the lords,
barons, and gentlemen were to assemble with
good dogs and everything necessary for the
chase. Eight thousand men, warriora and hunters indifi'erently, were speedily mustered, who
passed onwai'd hunting and hawking to the
Border; and in specifying the districts where
their harmless sport was practised Pitscottie is
careful to record that in these bounds there
were slain eighteen score of harts.
But even before their principal piu^uit, the
man-hunt, had commenced the chief deer of the
herd which wxs the main object of their search
had walked blindly into their toils. Mention
has abeady been made of the Ai-mstrongs, the
master thieves and spoilers upon the Border.
Their chief, named John Armstrong of Gilnockie, has acquired a celelirity which that of
Robin Hood has scarcely exceeded. He was
the very type and model of a great Border
marauder, and as such a brief notice of him at

especially of Tantallon, a rock of offence in his
eyes, especially since his late defeat before its
walls.'

Having

leisure in consequence of this pacifi-

cation to attend to the suppression of disorders

among

James resolved to make a
among the Border districts

his subjects,

justiciary progress

where his presence was urgently required.
Angus, who as lieutenant of the marches should
have kept order with a vigorous hand, had
rather winked at the lawlessness of the Border
chieftains for his own ambitious purposes, and
many of them acknowledged no superior but
himself and were engaged to him by bonds of
man-rent to that effect. It was difficult to
reach such offenders, whose castles were almost
inaccessible, and whose followers were numerous, well-armed, and desperate, while such was
the wideness of their devastations upon both
kingdoms alike that no peace could be maintained as long as they were left unbridled.
It
gives us a fearful idea of their license

Magnus

could

James

tell

as

when

Dr.

an unquestionable

Armstrongs of Liddesdale declared
"that they would be ordered neither by the
King of Scots, their sovereign, nor by the King
of England, but after such manner as their
fathera have used before them," and that they
boasted of having destroyed fifty -two parish
churches in Scotland, besides theii- wild enterThe
prises of a similar nature in England.
first proceeding of the king was to strike at
those offendera who were highest in place and
and accordingly William
nearest in pereon
Cockburn of Henderland, and Adam Scott of
Tushilaw, who was dignified with the title of
"King of Thieves," both of them at that time
having dared to visit Edinbirrgh, were tried
Ijefore a justiciary court of the king and lords
for "theft, reset, and maintenance of thieves,
fact that the

;

and other crimes," and after conviction were executed and their heads fixed upon
the tolbooth of Edinburgh. On the same day
slaughter,

a

still

was

mightier offender, the Earl of Bothwell,
and convicted of having maintained

tried

'

Buchanan,

xiv. 88

;

State Papers

;

own

fastnesses;

ingly a great Border progress

the present period can scarcely be out of place.
So extensive had been his depredations that

from the Borders onward

to

Newcastle every

English proprietor was fain to pay him tribute
or black-mail to be exempted from his visits,
while his style of living was so splendid that

when he journeyed

it

was with a retinue

of

twenty-four gentlemen well mounted and richly
On the approach of the king this
apparelled.
Border potentate was eager to ingi'atiate himself into

the royal favour, unmindful that James
of Angus, or going his rounds

was not the Earl

John on this
for the collection of theft-boot.
occasion rode to his sovereign's pi-esence with a
train of thirty-six attendants; and the king, at
the approach of this glittering cavalcade, imagined that some high English noble or foreign
prince had come to visit him, and stepped
foi-ward to receive

when he found

him with due honour. But
it was no other than John

that

Armstrong, the Border thief and outlaw, his
rage and scorn buret forth in the couplet,
" Wliat wants thtit knave
That a king sliould have ?

wheie ho

them, and
After Bothwell the
continued for six months.
Lords Maxwell and Home and the lairds of
Buccleugh, Ferniehirst, Pollock, Johnston, Mark
Ker, and other Border chieftains, were tried for
wa.s throwTi into prison,

be assailed in their

Rynier, Feeder.

and ordered him to be led off to summary
and execution. John, who discovered his

trial

folly

too late in adventuring so far without a safe-

conduct, pleaded hard for his

=

life

Lesley, pp. 141, 142.

and with very
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tempting
lie

offers

forgiven he promised that

if

:

would maintain himself and forty gentlemen

own cost, to be in constant readiness for
the king's service; and that if there was any man

at his

England, duke, earl, or baron, whom James
wished to have as prisoner, he woidd produce
him by a certain day either alive or dead.
These otfers were rejected with scorn, and seein

ing that his

doom was

with indignant defiance.

inevitable John met it
" It is folly," he cried,

" to seek grace at a graceless face.

known

this I should

But had

I

have lived on the Borders

King Harry and you both, for I
King Hai'ry would down-weigh my

in despite of

know

that

best hoi-se with gold to

demned

to die this day."

know

that I were con-

He and

his attendants

were forthwith hanged on the trees of a neighbouring grove; but the superstitious love of the
Borderers declared that these trees from that
moment withered and died, while John was

Henry VIII.,

[a.d. 1528-1537.

we have

had long contemplated a union between James and his
daughter Mary; but if he had ever been in
earnest about such a meiisure his contention
with the pope about a divorce from Catherine
his queen,

own

and

as

have a son of his
him, must have abated his

his desire to

to succeed

have the King

desire to

law and

heir.

seen,

He could

of Scots for his son-innot,

however, be indif-

ferent to the subject of his nephew's marriage,

whether the bride might be German or French,
an alliance might ensure him either a
constant adherent or troublesome enemy. The
subject of James' marriage and the partner he
might choose was now therefore the question of
importance, as the young king had reached a
marriageable age, and for two years it formed
as such

the chief

mark

ticulars of

of political negotiation, the par-

which are too tedious and complex
One important aim of

for a specific account.

Emperor Charles

whom

elevated in their rude ballads into a national

the

Such was the dangerous patriotism of
the Border
Other sharp executions signalized
this royal progress, which bad the usual effect

and Henry were now united, was to prevent an
alliance of James with either of these parties,
and for this purpose he oflfered as a wife to the

hero.

!

of ai-resting for

lawlessness of

a short interval the prevalent

King

On

Queen

the people.

returning to

Edinburgh James dismissed all the Border
chiefs whom he had imprisoned with the exception of the Earl of Bothwell, who was too
powerful to be set at liberty.'
But while James was suppressing violence in
one remote portion of his dominions the evil
apparently was only transfen-ed to break out in
another quarter; and in May (1529) the Earl

and Lord Sinclair made an attempt
to conquer the Orkneys and separate them from
the Scottish dominion, as if they had been
newly - discovered islands. They accordingly
passed over with an army, but were vigorously
of Caithness

of Scotland his
of

V., against

own

sister,

Francis

the widowed

Hungary. But she was herself averse
and the proposal came to nothing.

to the match,

It was now the turn of France to make oflfers,
which was done through the Duke of Albany;
and he proposed as a bride for his nephew the
Duchess of Urbino, a relation of his own but
although both Henry and Francis were favourable to the project it also proved abortive.
;

After this failure Charles again entered the
competition, and with a more tempting offer:
it

was the hand

of his niece, the

daughter of

King of Denmark,
with the kingdom of Norway for her dower;
but as such a union would have brought James
Christiern II., the deposed

opposed by James Sinclair, governor for the
king, these islands having been in subjection to

into hostile collision with Frederick, the present
occupant of the Danish throne, with whom he

the crown of Scotland for more than fifty years.

was at peace; and

The Orcadians

conquered before he could possess

also

were hearty in their

alle-

whom they
and such was their religious enthusiasm that they believed they saw the bodUy
giance and hostile to the invaders,

defeated

;

presence of their pati'on, Saint Magnus, joining
in the conflict and leading them to victory.

The Earl

of Caithness, instead of

winning an
hundred of
his soldiers were kiOed or drowned, and Lord
Sinclair and the rest were made prisonera.^
As the contentions of England, France, and
Germany were still continued it was of some
island sovereignty,

was

slain, five

importance to the belligerent powei-s to ally
themselves with Scotland by a royal marriage.

as

Norway would have

Pitscottie, p. 145;

Lesley, p. 143.

Border Ballads; Buchanan,
« Lesley, p. 141.
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to be

the chance

was too desperate and the acquisition too remote and valueless to obtain his assent. A
national alliance, ofi'ensive and defensive, with
Austria was not to be hazarded against that
with France, which centuries of usage had confirmed, and these matrimonial negotiations
ended without results. A more substantial
treaty of the period was one connected with the
national commerce, which had a moi-e favourable termination.

Among

the wi^e negotiations

James I. was one with the Netherlands, in
which a treaty of mutual advantage in their
commercial intercourse was ratified which was
to last for a hundred years and as that time
was now on the point of expiring. Sir John
Campbell of Lundy, Sir David Lyndsay of the
of

;

I

it,
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Mount, the poet aud lion -king, and David
Panter were sent in embassy to Brussels to
negotiate a renewal for a hundred j'ears longer.
Chai'les V. was himself there with the Queen
of Hungary, who had now succeeded to the
government of the Netherlands, aud by these
august

personages the Scottish ambassadors
were favourably received, and the new treaty
for which they applied confirmed.
As James advanced in years he evinced more
distinctly the principles on which his government was to be carried on and the spirit that
was to animate it. In the administration of
justice and the maintenance of order he was as
relentless as James I.
Like him, too, he was
resolved to suppress the ai'istocracy and reduce
them within the bounds of law and obedience,
or perish in the attempt.
His fii-st trial, that
had succeeded in the banishment of the Douglases, encouraged him to persevere; aud besides compelling the Earl of Bothwell to flee
from the kingdom he had deprived the Earl of
Crawford of his lauds, imprisoned the Earl of
Argyle, disgraced the Earl of Moray and Lord
Maxwell, and cast the unworthy Sir James
Hamilton from his favour. These were spirited
aud daring deeds for a Scottish king to execute,
even though the offenders had fully merited
their punishment. But most unfortunate it was
for him that while he thus aiTayed such an
influential body against him, he had none better
to counterpoise it than the Scottish clergy.
At
au earlier period, when the clerical character
was higher and its ghostly predominance over
the minds of men more complete, such a resource
would have been avaUing as a check to the
power of the nobles; but whUe the Scottish
priesthood had made so little advance in learning that they were still the most illiterate in
Europe, they were corrupted iu an inordinate
degree with those vices which generally char-

commencement of
by which they had lost
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with oi'dinary sagacity he might have perceived
that the cleric;U order had lost its prestige, and
could no longer be a su))port but an encumbrance to the throne. It was unfortunate that

he could not recognize the increasing energy of
the new cause and venture to identify himself
with its interests, in which case he would have
found himself at the head of a party strong
enough to ensure him the victory. But it was
not every king of this period who had wisdom
enough to follow the examples of Frederick I.
of Denmai-k, Gustavus Vasa of Sweden, or even
Henry VIII. of England and instead of being
marshalled onward by royal leading and support, the Scottish Eeformation was obliged to
find its way not only unsupported by sovereigns
but even opposed to them.
But James, while discarding the support of
the nobility, in which he wholly differed from
his father, was anxious to endear himself to the
people, and in this he was so successful that he
was hailed by popular acclamation as King of
the Commons and King of the Poor. Aud for
this he was well fitted both by physical endowments aud natui'al disposition. He was handsome, strong, and active, fearless of danger, aud
a perfect master of his weapons while his love
of daring or eccentric adventure, if not always
;

;

commendable or kingly, was carried out with
such energy that the tales of his wondrous
deeds, his liberality, and condescension were
the favourite themes of the Scottish peasantry,
who were too ready in the success of such
achievements and the charms of such intercourse to lose sight of

way he

possessed

all

theii'

propriety.

Iu this

the ingi-atiating frankness,

gallantry, and love of frolic attributed to his
uncle, " Blufl" Kiug Hal," without his overbear-

ing temper or capriciousness.
this love of the

middle

cla.ss

But little coidd
him while the
so small and
popularity was but a

commons

iu Scotland

avail

was

still

acterized the clergy at the

uuiuflueutial.

the Eeformation, and

noisy sho\it which died with the breath that

the confidence and respect of

of the

gave

Their avarice, their sensuality, and
their pride; the open efi'routery with which
sought
they
rich livings in the church for their

tries

all classes

laity alike.

illegitimate sons,

bands

and

titled,

for their daughters;

hus-

influential

and their unscru]iu-

lous simony, liy which they converted the church

market where the souls of men were
bouglit and sold, had already produced in Scotland that inevitiible reaction of which the Reformation was the result. It was unfortunate for
James that he could not perceive that he had
c;ist in hi.s lot with a falling party and could
into a

only share in their overthrow.

Much

been

h;is

said of the necessity of his position, mucli even
of his

wisdom

in

making such au

election

;

but

All this

it utterance.
That which in other counwould have created armies and quelled

opposition or confirmed a royal despotism, could
iu his case create nothing but a passing pleasure

or wonderment.

The

blast of the feudal trum-

pet sounding to the military muster could at
call away these rude admirers to the
banners that claimed their allegiance, whether
they were displayed for the king or against
him.
It was partly to break the authority of the
aristocracy and emancipate the people from their
control that James in 1532 introduced a change

any time

in

the national legislation

of the College of Justice.

by the

estiiblishment

Hitherto,

when every

feudal baron had exercised heritable jurisdiction

;
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and held

own

his

court, their decisions

were

frequently the dictates of tyranny and caprice
rather than justice or common sense; and al-

though there was a right of ajjpeal from them
to the king aud the privy council these headof justice were frequently too remote

quarter

or too difficult of access for the appellants of a
baronial court.
In many cases, also, the expense, and even the danger incurred

against these feudal tribunals

by a protest

made them be

endured as a necessary evil, and men quietly
went up the gaDows ladder in order " to ple;ise
the laird." The College of Justice, the plan of
which was suggested by the example of the
parliament of Paris, and firet proposed in Scotland by the Duke of Albany, was established
by a decree of the three estates on the 17th of
May. It was composed of fourteen judges, of
whom one-half were selected from the clergy
and the other from the laity, with a president
over them, who was always to be a clergyman.
But when he pleased the chancellor of the kingdom might preside over them, and in cases of
difficulty the king might send three or four
members of the privy-council to assist their proceedings and influence their votes. In this way
feudal despotism was only exchanged for royal
interference.
The first working of the institution is thus characterized by Buchanan:
"At
first much utility was expected from the equal
distribution of justice by these judges; but the
events which followed did not answer the expectations which had been formed for in Scotland, as there are almost no laws except acts of
parliament, and these in general not fixed, but
temporary, and as the judges, as much as they

—

;

can, hinder the passing of statutes, all the property of the subject is intru.sted to the will of
fifteen men, who evidently possess a perpetual
tyranny, because their will alone is law."' Even
Pinkerton, in whose eyes Buchanan as an historical authority is odious, is obliged to confess

" that this satire

might have some justice when
Buchanan wrote." Indeed there was no visible
purification of the stream of justice after

begun to flow from

this

new

it

had

fountain, while the

selection of one-half of its judges

from the clerical

made it naturally an opponent to the Reformation, the progress of which it retarded.
It was not unto 1584 that the College of Justice
order

was deprived
prohibiting

of its priestly element

all

by a decree
parochial ministers from holding

a seat in it under pain of deprivation, that they
might wholly attend to their spiritual offices.

Although the peace with England was still
continued, there were symptoms to show that it

lord of Scotland, to

'

Lesley, p. 146.

whom

he gave his oath of

and whose cause he was ready to support against his own king and country with all
his means and influence.
Bothwell, who was

allegiance,

indignant at the treatment of the Scottish nobles

and

his

own

injuries at the

hand

of

James, was

as ready as his fellow exile to become rebel
traitor, and his efforts " for relieving of

and
his

heart and stomach against the Scottish king"

showed how

light with

He

every other aim.

him

in

comparison was

offered to serve

Henry

in his wai-s against Scotland with a thousand

gentlemen and six thousand commons, and become the King of England's true subject and
liegeman and had no doubt that from the discontent of the Scottish lords Henry in a brief
space should be crowned in the city of Edinburgh.2 These overtures of the traitors were
naturally followed by Border incursions from
the side of England, in which the Douglases
took a prominent part and conducted themselves
with rancorous hostihty, while James to meet
the storm divided the military array of Scotland
into four portions, who were appointed by turns
to guard the marches under the Earl of Moray,
now appointed lieutenant of the kingdom. The
Border warfare was now commenced in earnest,
although the two kingdoms wei'e still at peace,
aud it was prosecuted with all the virulence that
had characterized it in earlier times. Among
the incursions on both sides the English destroyed a few Scottish hamlets, and the Scots
in reprisal burned down a village within three
miles of Warkworth, so that the Earl of Northumberland, residing at the latter place, had
light enough to dress himself at midnight by the
blaze of the burning houses. The earl in revenge
attempted to burn Kelso, but failed, although
he gave Branxholm, the abode of Scott of Buccleugh, to the flames; and Scott in return, accompanied by some of his Border allies, made
an inroad into Englan J, wasted the country, and
after defying the English troop^, who did not
venture to attack him, returned home enriched
with plunder.^ Thus, without the formality of
;

state Papers

'

Buchanan in Aikman's Bistory of Scotland, vol i. p. 306;
Acts of the Parliaments of Scotland, vol ii. pp. 335, 336
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was in the utmost degree precarious. Henry
VIII. still maintained his intrigues against
the Scottish independence, in which he was
seconded not only by the banished Douglases,
but also by the fugitive Earl of BothweU, who
had found refuge in England. As for the Earl
of Angus, he was now the settled pensionary of
England to the amount of a thousand pounds
yearly, and for this he had recognized Henry as
his prince and sovereign, and as the supreme

Henry VIII.

to
"

Buchanan,

;

letter from the Earl of Northumberland

in 27th
xiv. 44

:

berland to King Henry

December, 1531.
State Papers Letters of Northum;

;

Lesley, p. 145.
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a proclamatiou of war, or even the allegation
of injury, the Borders of both countries were

each of

overrun and desolated with fire
and sword, while their respective sovereigns
stood aloof, keenly watching every change. But
as .such a kind of warfare was indecisive and
unprofitable, both kings were soon weary of it,
and Francis, their mutual ally, undertook to
mediate between them. James complained on
this occasion, and with justice, of the readiness
of the French king to sacrifice the old Scottish
;illiance to his new negotiations with England,
and two embassies were sent from France before
a truce was ratified between the two kingdoms.
Even then, also, although it was to come into
opei-ation in June, it was retarded by so many
hostile obstacles that it did not commence until
October. But, indeed, a change of circumstances
had now made Henry VIII. as desirous of a
peace with Scotland as he had formerly been
for war.
By bis divorce of Catherine and marriage with Anne Boleyn he had bid defiance to

gate,

alternately

style of a fortified royal residence,

but of the

same sylvan materials, while its site was the
centre of a fair meadow.
But within the floor
was carpeted with flowers as if it had been a
rich garden and wliile the walls of the apartments were hung with fine tapestry and arras
of silk they were lighted by windows of stained
glass.
Nor were the accommodations of these
;

enchanted halls inferior to their magnificence,
so that the king was as sumptuously entertained
as

if

he had been

one of his owii palaces.

in

A

large staff of attendants waited on the guests,

a throng of purveyors, cooks, bakers,

functionaries prepared the

means

of

and other

enjoyment;

while every necessary of good eating and drinkand even every luxury that could be pro-

ing,

cured throughout Scotland,

made

the banquets

and elegant as the noblest
Edinburgh could have fur-

as rich, as plentiful,
state feasts that

nished.
all

Henry, the pontiff was desirous of

was furnished with an embattled
drawbridge, and moat in the

portcullis,

pudiation of his aunt, had become the confirmed
of

four corners was a lofty tower three

stories high; it

the papal see; and wliile Charles V., by this re-

enemy

its

There were even artificial ponds for
kinds of fresh-water fish, and every delicacy
of this kind could be angled for in the way of

of

amusement or for the gratification of the palate.
Here the king and his suite resided for three

much importance that Scotland should be secured

days, each day's entertainment costing a thou-

uniting the sovereigns of Christendom for the

punishment of the heretic king.

It

was

pm-pose,aud accordingly Clement VII.
used every art to keep James steadfast in the
faith and arm him against the contagion of his
uncle's example. On the preceding year James
had eulogized the kindness of this pontifi" as
having exceeded that of all his predecessoi's;
and he was now anxious to show that he was
not ungrateful for such a distinction.
In a
jiarliament, therefore, held in May (1533) he
announced his firm allegiance to the holy see,
and his purpose to enforce throughout his
dominions the statutes of the church against
heretics.!
No one who knows the dogmatic
imperious character of Henry can doubt that
for such a

would make .Tames his enemy,
and that sooner or later their difference would
become a subject of open and deadly arbitration.
It was about this time that the king, in making a royal progress through his dominions, went
to the Highlands to have a hunt in Athole, being
accompanied by the queen-mother and an ambassador from the pope. The recejjtion which
the Earl of Athole had prepared for them gives
this resolution

nobleman's poetical
magnificence and
liberality.
By his ordere a hunting-lodge, or
rather palace, had sprung up in the wilderness

us a high idea of

that

sand pounds, at that time a sum of tenfold
than at present, and the papal
ambassador himself, accustomed as he had been
to the magnificence and luxury of Italy, was
astonished that such sumptuous living could be
found in Scotland, and far more especially in an
obscm-e nook of the barbarous Highlands. But
his astonishment had not yet ceased no sooner
had they left this palace in the wilderness than

gi'eater value

:

its

owner made

it

a bonfir-e signal of their de"I
it to the flames.
the Italian, " that you could

parture by committiug

marvel,

sir," cried

yon fair place to be burned, in which your
grace has been so well lodged." " It is the use
of our Highlanders," repUed the king with a
smile, " though they be never so well lodged, to
suffer

burn their lodging when they depart."^
Although a truce bad been established between Scotland and England in October, 1533,
it was only to continue for a year, and to give
time for the arrangement of a more lasting
pacification. This, however, was difficult as long
as the Douglases were harboured in England

and encouraged by

its

sovereign.

Among

their

princely

deeds against their native country they had

It was made of green
if by enchantment.
timber twined with birches in full foliage, and at

and garrisoned the castle or fortalice of
Edrington wifhin the Scottish border; but as
James Inul determined that none of their family
should find a shelter within his dominions he

imagination

and

as

1

Lesley, pp. 146, 146.

seized

s

Pitscottie, pp. 146, 147.
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had made the surrender

of this paltry fortress

a couditiou, without assent to which no peace
between the kingdoms could be established.
This concession at hist was reluctantly made by
England, and in Ma}', 1534, a solemn peace was
established to List during the lives of the

two

kings, but to terminate a year after the decease

him wlio should die first. On Edrington
being surrendered to the Scots the Earl of
of

Angus,

and uncle were

his brother,

to be per-

mitted to reside in England. Its ratification
gave gi'eat joy to both nations, whose interests,
without then- precisely knowing how or wherefore, were gradually approximating into a closer
and more Christian relationship. Soon after
Henry sent to James the order of the Garter by
the hands of Lord William Howard, brother of
the Duke of Norfolk the Emperor Charles V.
also sent to him that of the Golden Fleece, and
;

Francis

I.

the order of St. Michael.'

In England and Scotland as well as throughout Europe the subject of religion formed the
great basis of political question and controversy it was now, indeed, a period when the
overthrow or establishment of a throne depended
upon its holder's belief in the infallibility of the
popedom and the mystery of transubstaiitiation.
But on this great subject Henry and James
had adopted different views, and were now following them out in their respective chai-actere
:

and while the King

of

England was stripping

[a.d. 1528-1537.

Norman

family in Fifeshire, and

Gourlay, a
but their opinions and the particulars
of their trial more properly belong to a different
department of our narrative. They were committed to the flames, and the clergy rejoiced in
their death.
Other executions would have followed of men equally distinguished; but they
were either too powerful in their friends and
priest;

family to be easily reached, or not as yet
ciently confirmed in their

new

suffi-

principles to pro-

voke the trial or abide the test. Some fled the
kingdom, among whom were a brother and sister
of Patrick Hamilton, the proto-martyr, Alexander Aless, a canon of St. Andrews, and John
Macbee.
These measures were distasteful to the King
of England, but from no principle of humanity,
as his

own

persecutions sufficiently testified.

But the inordinate wealth of the English
Church had tempted him, and spoliation rather
than pereecution was for the present his principal object.
In this case, however, it was
necessai-y first of aU to secure the co-operation

or at least the neutrality of his royal

nephew, for James might otherwise serve as
a raUying-point for the discontented

Eoman-

ists of England.
His title to the throne of
England was next to that of Mary, and the
malcontents might be tempted to set her lights
aside in favour of a champion so able and
ready to protect them and their still powerful

Henry attempted

the pope of his authority, but only to clothe

church.

and persecute papists and
Lutlieraus alike for denying his infallible right
to enact doctrines at pleasure
James was falling back more earnestly ujjon the old creed and

ger and win James over to his side by revealing
to him the true character and corruptions of

himself

with

it

—

preparing to risk all in its defence. He now
found that his land was abounding with Lutherans, Lollards, or whatsoever they might be
called, who, during the slumber of the church

and the engrossing character of late political
events, had multiplied without check and to
might not only prevent
the gi-owth of a dangerous power, but compound
for his own personal sins, which were neither
few nor venial. Besides, he had chosen his part
and pledged himself to be the persecxitor of
heretics.
An ecclesiastical court was therefore
erected in Holyrood presided over by the Bishop
;

arrest their progi-ess

of Boss, while

James himself, completely clothed

in scarlet, the costtime of judicial authority,

gave his presence at the

trials to sanction their

and make the secular arm be felt. With
such preparations the stake was certain to be
set up and the tire to be kindled.
The first to
suffer were David Straiton, a gentleman of good
decision

'

Lesley, pp. 148. 149

;

Rymer, Faedera,

Diur7Uit 0/ Occurrents in Scotland, p.

19.

Romish hierarchy and

to obviate the dan-

he ac;
an unanswerable book he had published called The Doctrine
of a Christian Man; and for the purpose of expounding its propositions the book was accompanied by Dr. Barlow, Henry's chaplain, who
was to sound the Scots on the subject of reform,
and even, if he could obtain permission, to
preach it in their pulpits. But the volume
apparently remained unread; and as for Barlow,
he encountered such opposition that he petthe

cordingly sent

down

their creed

to Scotland

tishly characterized the country as a land of
" miserable beggars and moneyless soldiers,"

and its priests as "the pope's pestilent creatures
and very limbs of the devil."- Barlow's mission
having proved an utter failure, Henry in the
same year (1535) sent another envoy; but in
this case his second choice was even worse and
more ungracious than the first,^for his ambassador was Lord William Howard, a proud, imperious noble, and of the family of him who
had caused the death of James' father at Flodden. His commission was to propose a personal

xiv. pp. 529-638
''
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interview between the two kings at York; but

ou announcing

James asked

he had a copy
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the purpose of refuting them.

But the wisest

of the intended subjects of conversation to be

of their enactments, and the one likely to be
attended with the best practical consequences,

introduced at the conference, that he might

had reference

show

it

it

to his council.

if

Howard

declared that

such a mode of proceeding was never heard of
before.
On the proposal being laid before the

was encountered
with so many obstacles, delays, and changes
that it was evident there was no wish that it
should take place, even though the queenmother was urgent for such an interview. Not
only were the priesthood opposed to it from
the dread of the king's alienation from their
cause, but the Hamiltons, from their fear that
the interview might lead to James' marriage
and the overthrow of their own hopes in the
The Earl of Airan had died
royal succession.'
and been succeeded by his son, the future
regent, while the Duke of Albany was a childless old man, so that the present head of the
Hamiltons would succeed to the ci'owu if James
council the intended conference

died without heirs. All united in representing
the dangers that had awaited the kings of Scot-

land upon the English soil, and the impiety of
abandoning the old coufirmed religion in favour

Hitherto, as

to the magistracy of the burghs.

we have already noticed, noblemen

and gentlemen had generally been elected to
the provostships of the principal towns for the
sake of their patronage and protection but as
the citizens were bound in return to adopt all
their provost's quarrels, the funds of the burgh
were in consequence often wasted and its industrial spirit arrested.
To remedy these evils
it w;is now decreed that none should be elected
;

to the magistracy of the burghs except such as
were honest and substantial burgesses.^
James was now in his twenty-fifth year, and
notwithstanding his numerous matrimonial negotiations he was still unmai'ried. His promis-

cuous amoui-s; his daring, adveutui-ous

sjiirit,

which often hurried him, disguised and alone
or with very few attendants, to places where
dangers most abounded; the numerous hairbreadth escapes he had already made; and the
selfishness of the Hamiltons,

who

rejoiced in

that delay and these dangers as the promise of

modern innovation, and bribery was em-

own advancement, made the whole nation
impatient for a lineal heir to the throne, and

ployed with such as had influence with the king
These means
to stop his journey to England.

they were ready to welcome his union to a
royal partner whether she might be native or

of a

were

effectual,

and Howard's mission was

fruitless as that of

On

as

Barlow.

the 7th of June during this year a parlia-

at Edinburgh, and in its enactments we can perceive how little progress had
been made during a whole century of national
Of these the chief concerned the
existence.
planting of wood and the herring fishery, both
of which had still continued to be neglected.

ment was held

To check

their

Of the fii-st alternative, indeed, there
was thought to be some possibility, and a
rumour was noised abroad that James intended
to marry a daughter of Lord Erskine, one of his
numerous mistresses, who had borne him a son,
afterwards the good regent Moray; and that
though she was now married to Douglas of Lochleven, a divorce from her husband was in readiness, that she might be espoused to the king.
foreigner.

by the Scottish James, however, jireferred to have a Ijride from
own countrymen and sell- a royal family, and of aU families that of France

the lifting of cattle

borderers from their

ing them to the English there was a prohibition
laid, not only upon the sale of cattle and sheep,
but even of corn, fish, and salt to the English.

In the enactments that had reference to the
public security and national defence the obliga-

was repeated of holding weapon -shaw.s,
and the importation of weapons, harness, and
ammunition was encouraged, while the Border
barons and gentlemen were required to i-ebuild
their peels and fortalices which had been destroyed during the late commotions. As the
progress of the Reformation was daily occasioning fresh alarm ecclesiastical censures were
ordered to be enforced by the civil power; aiid
an act was issued against the importation of
heretical writings, especially those of Luther, and
tion

also against discussing his doctrines except for

State Papers,

t. p.

as the surest

bond

for the alliance of the

two

kingdoms, so that he sent an embassy to
Francis I. to treat about a marriage with some
He had fixed his wishes
princess of his house.
u])on Magdalen, the eldest surviving daughter
of the French king but as she was consump;

live long or become a
mother, Francis recommended in her stead
j\Iaria de Bom-bon, daughter of the Duke of
Vendosme, a prince of the royal blood. But
here Henry interjwsed his evil offices both at

and unlikely to

tive

court

the

of

France

and Scotland; and as

Francis was at war with the emperor he found
it difficult to gratify the wishes of James and

Deand obstacles were mulaffair
might
have
dragged
the
that

avoid giving offence to the Engli.sh king.
lays consequently arose
tiplied

'

Acts qf the ParliamenU of Scotland,

v. iL p. 849.
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through years of procrastination had not James
resolved to take the management of it into his

own

liauds.

Having

therefore hastily rigged

out a few small vessels at Leith on the 26th
of July, 1536, he set sail without inform-

and many supposed that he had repaired to England to
ing any one of his intentions

apologize to

Henry

;

for disappointing

him

of

[a.d. 1528-1537.

with that crowd of straugers, and she was soon
enabled to recognize and single him out by means
of a miniature portrait which she had procured
of him from Scotland. She advanced to him, took

him

gi'acef ully

by the hand, and

stand over far aside; therefore,

my father or me, as you
think for the present, a while for your pleasure,
you may

A

obliged to step forth a king;

when

all

doubt; for
asked

the gale strengthened and
whither they should direct their course, James
Land me on any coast but that of
England." Instead of returniug he sailed round
Scotland and attempted a passage to France by
the western ocean; but the wind was contrary,
and while he slept the ships were put about
without his knowledge, so that he w.ts obliged
to land on the isle of Bute, from which he
returned to Stirling. The disappointment by
the pilots

replied, "

the alteration of the ships' course was said to

you

please your

grace to talk with

the personal interview on the preceding year.
storm, however, soon cleared

said, " Sir,

if it

The detected valet was
and on being
introduced to the princely family of Vendosme
he, in the hearty and courtly fashion of the
times, " passed to the duchess and embraced
and kissed her, and so he did to the duchess's
daughter and to all the rest of the ladies." His
arrival was the signal for tilts and tournaments,
for masques and dancing, for gorgeous pageants
and oveiilowing banquets; and for eight days
he was feted and feasted as the most favoured
if

you

will."

most acceptable of sons-in-law.^
But here the romance terminated. Either from

of lovei-s, the

be owing to the Earl of Ai-ran, who accompanied
him, and who gave the order to return while the
king was asleep, that the purpose of the voyage
might be frustrated and James, who believed

the sorrowing Marie de Bourbon and passed
onward to the court of France. Here the pomp

the report, ever afterwards regarded the Hamil-

of reception that

tons with suspicion and dislike.'

the previous displays of Picardy a mere preparative and Francis, who saw in James the

;

As

his purpose

had been thus announced,

James resolved to visit France in a more public
and kingly style. He therefore appointed a
regency composed of Beaton, Archbishop of St.
Andrews Gavin Dunbai-, Archbishop of Glasgow and chancellor and the Eai'ls of Huntly,
;

;

Montrose, and Eglinton, with Lord Maxwell,
to govern during his absence; and to procure
an auspicious voyage he made a pilgrimage on
foot from Stirling to the chapel of our Lady of

He then set sail
Loretto, near Musselburgh.
with a squadron of five ships, accompanied by a
and three or four hundred attendants, and arrived safely at Dieppe on the
10th of September. On landing .James was
invited to Paris by Francis, who was in the
height of his triumph on account of his recent
train of nobles

successes over the emperor;

more romantic mode
king resolved to
nito,

to

whom

but preferring a

of wooing, the Scottish

Marie de Bourbon incogambassadore had already

visit

his

made

overtures of marriage by his authority.
Disguising himself, therefore as a valet, and

with his servant John Tennent, who played the
master for the nonce, James repaii-ed to the
court of Vendosme, and endeavoured among
the undistinguished crowd to have a sight of
his future bride.
But he did not long remain

unknown

;

the fair lady herself had a suspicion

that the Kiufr of Scotland himself was mixed

very fickleness of heart or thinking th;it a
better choice might yet await him, James

still

left

welcomed him was such as made

;

renewal of his own youthful days,

graceful

welcomed him as a father would a son. Of Magdalen, too, we are told and Pitscottie's testimony is confirmed by the French historians that
" from the time she saw the King of Scotland
and spoke with him she loved him so that she
would have no man in life to her husband but
him only." James was equally enamoured of the
young princess, now only sixteen years old, and
whose winning beauty that of consumption
was of that wondrously attractive, mystical

—

—

—

character which, while

it leads to the gi-ave, only
speaks of the brightness and the bloom that lie
beyond it. It was iu vain that James was dis-

suaded from the union both by the King of
France and his own councillors; and in vain was
he offered the younger daughter of Francis for his
bride, or any other princess he might be pleased
to elect he was ui-gent for his marriage with
;

Magdalen, and on New-yeai-'s Day it was celebrated in the church of Notre-Dame. On this
occasion the Kings of France and Navarre,
foreignei-s of illustrious name and rank,
and seven cardinals graced the nuptials with
their presence, whUe che dowry and gifts which
the bride's father bestowed were worthy of his
character as the most munificent of European
The joyous season was spent in
sovereigns.
such tournaments, masques, and festive displays

many

'

Pitscottie, pp. 154, 165.
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was

threat he had uttered on passing Berwick, that

no wonder that amidst such happiness the stay of
James in France was protracted so long, for he

he lived a year longer he would break his
ou the breast of an Englishman.Nothing could exceed the fervour of welcome
that awaited James and his queen on their
arrival in Edinburgh. The beauty of the queen,
and especially its gentle, winning character,
seemed at once to take all heai-ts captive and
as soon as she had stepped on shore at Leith
her first act was to take up a small portion of
the earth in her hand and kiss it, to show her
love for the country of her husband and his
subjects that were to receive her as his queen.
All the gladness that could be expressed by
tabret and trumpet, shaum and clarion
by
gorgeous attire, in which noble and knight,
squire and burgess, strove to excel each other
in splendour; by the streets adorned with scaffolds for pageants, and their fountains flowing
with wine; and especially by joyous banquets
and gallant, spear-breaking tournaments, were
exhibited on this happy national occasion,
wherein the people, as the poet^ of the happy
masque expresses it, " were labouring for their

as Frauce Only could have exhibited.'

did not take his departure

On

this occasion a

till

It

the end of April.

convoy of French ships w-as

own

squadron, and he arrived at
Leith on the 19th of May, 1537. During his voy-

added

to his

age homewards his ships were delayed by a contrary wind off Scarborough; and on this occasion,

was reported, several of the English from the
shore rej)aired on board his ship to complain
of the tyranny of their sovereign and invite
him to enter England with an army, in which
case they would be ready to join him.
Such a
visit, although little noted at the time, was not
it

The severe proceedings

unlikely to occur.

Henry were

Roman

of themselves

of

enough to drive the

Catholics into rebellion, while the sud-

den arrival of James, the vowed champion of
their church and heir-presumptive to the English throne, at once pointed out the person to
whom they should carry their complaints and
appeal for deliverance.
What answer James
returned or whether he encouraged their hopes
has not been recorded. We ai-e only told of a
There was never so great solemnity seen in France in
one day as was then since the time of Charles the JIain
[Charlemagne]. For there was such justing and tournament, both on horse and foot, in burgh and land, and also
upon the sea with ships and so much artillery shot in all
parts of France, both on the land and sea, in castles, towns,
and villages, that no man might hear for the raird [noise]
1

'

'

;

And

and costly
and feasts, with pleasant sound
and also cunning can'crs, having the art of necromancy, to cause things appear which
were not, as flying dragons in the air, shots of fire at others'
heads, great rivers of waters running through the town,
and ships fighting thereupon, as it had been in bullering
streams of the sea, shooting of guns like cracks of thunder;
and thir [these] wonders were seen by the nobility and
common people. And this was made by men of ingyne for
outsetting of the triumph, to do the King of Scotland and
the Queen of France their master's pl''asure." Pitscottie,
p 158.
thereof.

also the riotous banquets, delicate

clothings, triumphant plays

of instruments of all kinds

;

if

sjjear

;

;

make triumph." But in less than six
weeks aU was changed into darkness and blackness, and the loud lamenting of a whole nation
for Magdalen, the beloved of all hearts and the
object of their best hopes, lay stretched upon
the bier, with the tapers lighted and the deathhymn murmured over her cold remains. She
had tasted of happiness and passed away. Her
death occurred on the 10th of July, and she
was buried in the abbey church of Holyrood;
while her death was so deeply deplored that
" dule weeds," or mourning attire, was worn on
lives to

this occasion for the first time in Scotland.*

'
8

state Papers, v. p. 79.
Sir David Lyndsay of the Mount.
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CHAPTER

[a.d. 1537-1542.

Yl.

REIGN OF JAMES V.—CONCLUSION

(1537-1542).

Anxiety of Henry VIII. on account of the marriage of James V. —Henry sends Sir Ralph Sadler as his envoy
State of the Scottish court Queen Margaret seeks
into Scotland Instructions given to Sadler by Henry
a divorce from Lord Methven Trial and execution of the Master of Forbes Trial and execution of Lady
Glammis Doubtfulness of her guilt Severe fate of her supposed accompUces Warlike preparations of
James— Alarm of Henry James negotiates a second French marriage He espouses Maay of Guise His
devotedness to the cause of the church Persecution of the reformers — Several of them executed Effect
of these executions— Reaction of public feeling against Cardinal Beaton and the king Sudden arrest in
the persecution of the reformers The attachment of James to the church becomes doubtful Henry in
consequence again sends Sadler to Scotland Secret instructions given to Sadler on the occasion His
interview with James His endeavours to discredit Cardinal Beaton His attempts to persuade James to
enrich himself by church confiscations He tries to procure a personal interview between James and Henry
Unsuccessful result of Sadler's negotiations James resolves to -^isit the Scottish isles His great naval
preparations His voyage He returns with the principal island chiefs as hostages Execution of Sir James
Hamilton His alleged crimes Trouble of James after Hamilton's execution Death of .James's two sons
Extensive claims of James in confiscating property to the crown Decrees to estabhsh and enforce the
authority of the church Enactments against heretics— Self-reform enjoined upon the clergy Measures
for the national defence— Weapon-shaws resumed Laws respecting arms and discipline Decrees for the
provision and use of artillery Warlike preparations of James— Henry's counter-precautions Eagerness
of the Scottish clergy for war with England They present to the king a proscription list of the reformersAnswer of James to their sanguinary proposal— Death of Queen Margaret— Proceedings of James for the
improvement of his subjects Suspicious journey of Cardinal Beaton to Rome Sir Ralph Sadler again
arrives in Scotl.and James consents to an interview with King Henry at York He fails to appear Henry's
indignation Preparations for war between Scotland and England Defeat of the English at Hadden-rig

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

James encamps against the Enghsh on Fala Moor— The nobles refuse to advance— James obliged to dismiss
his army— He has recourse to the clergy A new Scottish ai-my advances to the Border Discontent
occasioned by the appointment of its general Confusion and flight of the army at Solway Moss Shame
and anguish of James— His Last moments and death Proceeding of Cardinal Beaton at the death-bed of
James Character of James V.

—
—

—

—

—

—

During the absence

James

of

in France, a

period of nine months, few events had occurred
But
to disturb the tranquillity of Scotland.
this long absence; the marriage of his

nephew,

daughter of his great rival,
Francis I., was fuU of alarm to the English king.
By such a matrimonial union James would be
more closely allied to France and Rome, and
more hostile to England and the Reformation;
he might become the leader of the English malcontents, whose repeated rebellions had been
suppressed with difficidty and if he shotdd be

and

that, also, to the

;

put into vigorous action during the absence

His agent, Sir Ralph
was
one well fitted for the task; and it appears from
this envoy's own letters that he had been despatched to Scotland in January, 1537. He was
again seut after the return of James, and in his
instructions he was required in his interviews
with the Scottish king to assure the latter of the
good-will of his uncle towards himself, and his
of

James

in France.

Sadler, one of his most sagacious statesmen,

earnest desire to maintain the peace that subbetween his own kingdom and Scotland.

sisted

persuaded to lead a Scottish crusade into England for the restoration of the old faith he would
probably be joined by its adherents in thousands,
in whose eyes the pope was a more sacred personage than their king, and piety a higher prinThe only effectual plan
ciple than patriotism.
by which these dangers could be averted was to
divide the Scots among themselves, as he had
hitherto done, so that they should be unfit for
any plan of hostile combined invasion and to
impair the authority of their king by strengthening his own faction which he had already estabTliis plan, which
lished in the midst of them.
beyond all his other plans Henry VIII. had

He

pursued with a life-and-death steadfastness, was

than a very ravening wolf under a sheep's skin."

;

James that whatever warlike
Henry was making were to be
directed against Rome and its faction, who intended his destruction " by hoke or by croke, by
was

to assure

preparations

phas or nephas," and not against the Scots. He
was to beseech James in the matter of religion
to use his own uatui-al understanding and acquu-ed scholarship, but especially the word and
doctrine of God, instead of placing implicit faith
in the guidance of the clergy. ' He was to put

him on

his

guard against the slanderous

tales

and misrepresentations of the emissaries of Rome,
and especially of the pope, whose bull against
Henry the latter declared to be "none other

^
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" The practices of prelates and clerks (thus the
envoy was instructed to state) be wondrous, and
their juggling so crafty, as unless a man be ware
thereof, and as oculate as Argus, he may be
lightly led by the nose and bear the yoke, yea
and (yet for blindness) not to know wliat he
doeth." Sadler was then to urge anew the proposal of a personal conference with Henry " in
any commodious place northward," towards
which the two kings could travel in their

summer

progress and at small cost and charge.

Finally he was to put

James on

guard
against joining the coalition at present forming
between the pope, Francis, and the emperor for
the overthrow of Henry as the enemy of the
church, but which coalition would assuredly be
ruinous to James and fatal to his kingdom if
These were the chief consideralie joined it.*
tions which Sadler was instructed to urge in his
interviews with the Scottish king; but the more
secret and questionable parts of his commission,
and to which James was not to be privy, must
have formed the subject of a separate paper.
The conduct of James on his return from France
showed that the anxiety of Henry was not without cause; for he was collecting his military resources, economizing his newly acquired treasures, and allowing the English rebels to hope
for his support.
All this gave ground for suspicion that his visit to France had changed his
political views and secured his alliance to the
coalition against the English king.

his

But before

his intentions could be indicated the death of

Magdalen occurred,

in consequence of

which

these hostile proceedings were for the time sus-

pended.

Amidst the

Scottish court with

held

intercourse

chief characters of the

whom

the astute Sadler

was Margaret, the queen-

The envoy brought to her a scanty sum
money from her brother and in return she

mother.
of

;

undertook to second Hem-y's interests with her
son by every means in her power. But a still
more important object which occupied her at
present was the obtaining a divorce from her
third husband. Lord Methven. Whether she
liad contemplated the idea of a new marriage is
uncertain; but of Methven she complained that
he wasted her goods, kept her in poverty, and
was altogether unworthy to have her affairs
under his management; and she talked of retiring into a nunnery and spending the rest of
her days in peace if the divorce could bvit be
obtained. But Sadler, who knew her well, put
no faith in these new ])urj)Oses of mortification
and devotion. Already she had showed that she
only lacked the power to make her man-iages
as numerous as those of her brother Henry.

'
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perplexing

which

is still

trial

occurred at this period

The powerForbes and Gordon having been

involved in obscurity.

ful families of

at feud with each other, John, the eldest son of

Lord Forbes, had during the preceding year
been accused by the Earl of Huntly of a design
to shoot the king with a culverin at Aberdeen,
and in consequence of the charge had been committed to prison at Edinburgh. Six months
afterwards, and while James was in France, the
father

was

also imprisoned

and compelled
marks for

to

give a security of ten thousand

own appearance and

that of his son

when

his

called

upon for trial. After a year of interval the trial
was held on the 3d of July. Although the charge
was neither sufficiently substantiated nor the
witnesses

of

unexceptionable

character,

the

Master of Forbes was sentenced to be hanged,
drawn, and quartered as a traitor. He was in
the interest of the Douglases, and had married
the sister of the Earl of Angus; and besides his
turbulent, flagitious character, he had been the
murderer of the gallant Seton of Meldrum.
His death, therefore, was not regretted, although
he was generally held innocent of the crime for
which he was executed; and Strachan, the principal evidence against him,

have instigated him
it

supposed either to

is

to the design, or falsely laid

to his charge at the suggestion of the Earl of

Huntly.

The only mercy allowed him was a

commutation

of his sentence

decapitation;

and on the

from hanging

scaffold,

to

although he

denied the treacherous design of killing the king
he acknowledged that he deserved to die for the
murder of the Laird of Meldrum. That James
himself was afterwards persuaded of the innocence of the Master of Forbes was shown by
the favour he extended to his brother, to whom
he I'estored the forfeited estates besides marry-

him to a rich ward of the crown.
Only three days after that of Forbes a more
tragic execution followed. It was that of Janet
Douglas, sister of the Earl of Angus. She was
first married to Lord Glammis, and on his death
she took for her second husband Archiliald
Campbell of Skipnish, second son of the Earl of
Argyle. But although reckoned one of the most
ing

discreet as well as beautiful of Scottish high-

born dames, she had not escaped either the
tongue of calumny or the dangers of the political tribunal; and on the downfall of her family,
when to bear the hated name of Douglas was of
itself accounted treasonable, she had been tried
for participating in the traitorous designs of her
brother Angus, and intercommuning with his
faction.
But worse than this was the cliarge
brought against her of having taken the life of

I
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Lord Giamrais, her husband, by poison, when

[a.d. 1537-1542.

her complicity in the designs of the Douglases
On the firet of these
could not be established.
charges she had been repeatedly harassed, and

nor even apparently a righteous punishment for himself.' Unless James at this time
was maddened with suspicion and ready to dread
the worst from the Douglases, it is difficult to

her goods and jjroperty had been forfeited to
the crown and on account of this pereeeution
she had retii-ed from public life and spent her

account for these terrible executions while he
was still lamenting the recent death of his beloved Magdalen, without supposing that Lady

time in solitude. But even this could not shield
her from her enemies, and she was now arrested
and brought to trial not only for treasonably
iiitercommuning with the Earl of Angus and

Glammis was in some measure guilty notwithstanding the proofs of her innocence.
After the death of his queen James resumed
those warlike preparations that had been only

his adherents,

but for conspiring the king's
It is certain that such a charge
against a helpless member of the obnoxious
family was tantamount to condemnation but,
on the other hand, it has been thought that love

for a short time suspended.

death by poison.

artillery

;

;

and the wrongs
upon her noble house were of themhave
perverted
all her better
selves sufficient to
feelings, and incited her to the crimes that were
for her brother, feudal hatred,
inflicted

Her supposed accomplices
were her husband, Campbell, her son. Lord
Glammis, a stripling only sixteen years old,
John Lyon, a relation of her first husband, and
an old priest and though they were all put to
the rack they confessed nothing, with the exception of young Glammis, who from the fear
of torture made a confession which he afterlaid to her chai-ge.

;

wards retracted.

Before

her

judges

Lady

Glammis appeared with the confidence of innocence and the wonted courage of her house;
but she was pronounced guilty and sentenced
to be

burned

at the stake, the usual

punishment

in Scotland for females of rank in all cases of

The pitQess sentence was
and her blooming youth, for she was
still young, her uncommon beauty, and the
masculine courage with which she underwent
her doom, excited universal commiseration. Of
the other pereons accused Archibald Campbell
was imprisoned in the castle of Edinburgh, and
in attempting to escape, the rope was found too
short, so that he fell and was dashed to pieces
John Lyon was
at the bottom of the rock.
hanged. Alexander Makke, who was accused
of having prepared the poison and sold it to
John Lyon, was deprived of his ears and banLord Glammis, who was to have been
ished.
treason and murder.

executed

;

executed in consequence of his own confession,
was respited probably on account of his youth;

but he was imprisoned until after the king's
death, when he was restored to his familyhonours
and possessions. The chief accuser, William
Lyon, also a relation of Lord Glammis, when he
.saw the ruin in which he had involved the whole
family by his calumnious falsehoods, repented
when too late, and confessed his offence to the
king; but his confession obtained neither mercy
for the accused nor the restoration of their

estates,

The

care of his

—

seemed to be his chief object that
effective arm of warfare which his father had
so carefully cultivated, but the advantage of
which he had so recklessly thrown away at
Flodden. The cannon contained in the castles
of Dunbar, Tantallon, and other royal strongholds were put into a state of readiness for service, and this was the case especially at Dunbar,
the strongest barrier of the kingdom against

English invasion.

To

this fortress it appears

the king was accustomed to repair at least twice

a week, quietly and at midnight, followed only

by six attendants, and after remaining there
day or two he usually returned to Edinburgh at night in the same private manner.
for a

This alarming symptom could not escape the
notice of the English spies in Scotland, and
speedily advertised of these movements and assured that the artillery in each of
It
these fortresses was in excellent condition.
has been supposed that in these preparations
James had nothing higher in view than an attempt for the recovery of Berwick but his adherence to the cause of Rome, and the troubled
state of England, which at any time might offer
the highest advantages to his ambition, were
more i)robably his incentives to such diligence.
Nothing could have been more favourable to the
views of Francis and the pope than a civil war
in England, with James and a Scottish army at
Even prophecies, also, were not wantits head.
ing to urge him on in such attempts, and rhyming productions were circulated through England, mixed with libellous songs and pasquinades
against Henry, all pointing to James's speedy

Henry was

;

Even the time

accession to the English throne.

and the year
1540 w.as assigned as the date when the whole
island was to be united under one sovereign.

of this event

was

also pointed out,

These rude poetical attempts, inspired in aU
likelihood by the hopes or the discontent of the
Roman Catholics in England, Jj^mes affected to
treat with contempt, and ordered all the copies
of them that had crept into Scotland to be destroyed but stiU he could not be insensible to
;

1
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tliem as the indications of
larity as well as bis

own

liis

uncle's

unpopu-

favourable acceptance

with a great portion of the English. These
soothsayiugs, however, were at last sileuced by
the birth of Henry's sou, afterwards Edward VI.,
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his illegitimate children, in

whose name, until

they reached the age of maturity, he could draw
the revenues into his

own

cotters.

But

still

worse than this was the circumstance that James

had selected David Beaton for his chief counsellor and adviser.
This Abbott of Arbroath,
But whether James might entertain hopes of Bisho[) of Mirepoix, and cardinal, was now so
the English crown or not, it was necessary for powerful in the national council and so influenhim in the meantime to secure his royalty al- tial in the church that he soon after was apready in possession by a marriage that might pointed Ai'chbishop of St. Andrews and legate
Only a few a latere, while his talents were of so profound
give liim an heir and successor.
months, therefore, after the lamented death of and of such a commanding character that few
Magdalen he again applied to France for a royal could fathom his wiles or confront his boldness.
bride, his choice on this occasion being Mary, When the civil and spiritual power were in such
daughter of the Duke of Guise and widow of close alliance the union was ominous to the
theDukeof Longueville. Why he did not revert Reformation, and the persecution which had
to the disappointed object of his eaa'lier love, the been suspended for five yeara broke out afresh,
Princess of Vendosme, is answered by Pitscottie, and with greater severity than before. Accorin October, 1537.

who informs

us that after the king's marriage
daughter of Francis she " took such displeasure and melancholy, that she within short
while took sickness and died." The ambassador
of James to France for this second marriage was
David Beaton, Abbot of Arbroath, whom the
King of France for former services had rewarded
with the bishopric of Mirepoix, and who was
now elevated to the rank of cardinal. The prelate was afterwards joined on this occasion by
Lord Maxwell and the Master of Glencairn.
Tlie marriage treaty was speedily concluded, and
before James's year of mourning had expired

dingly, a short time after the

to the

of the year 1539, Keillor, a Blackfriar;

Mary

Gla.sgow also, during this year, Russell, a Gray-

of

Guise, escorted by the Admiral

of

France and Lord Maxwell the Admiral of Scotand was met by the king
at St. Andrews, in the cathedral church of
which city their marriage was immediately
land, landed in Fife,

after celebrated.

By

this

union with the able but domineering

and persecuting house
firmed

liis

of Guise,

entire allegiance to

Thomas

Forrest, vicar of Dollar

commencement
Dean

and canon regu-

Colm's Inch; John Beveridge, a BlackDuncan Simson, a priest of Stirling and

lar of St.

friar

;

;

Robert Forrester, a gentleman of that town,
were condemned as heretics and executed on
the same day upon the castle-hill of Edinburgh,
their judges being Cardinal Beaton and William
Uhisholme Bishop of Dunblane, both of them
open and notorious profligates and the fathers
of

illegitimate

families.

But these dreadful

exhibitions were not confined to the capital

friar,

:

in

and Kennedy, a young man only eighteen

years of age, were convicted of heresy and com-

mitted to the flames. These were sharp and
daring extremities on the part of the cardinal
who perpetrated and the king who sanctioned
them but they only hastened the progi-ess of
;

James had con- that cause which they tried
Rome, and an- of inquiry was awakened

to retard.

A spirit

in behalf of those

nounced himself its champion to the death. He doctrines to which the sufi'erers so triumphantly
was now the uncompromising enemy of the clung at the stake and amidst the flames and
protestantisms of England and Scotland alike, from the ashes of every single martyrdom a
atid a short time would decide whether he or crowd of converts were certain to spring up.
the new creed should prove the stronger. His It could not fail to be noticed also that a large
proceedings also from this period, while they majority of those who suffered were of the
testified his devotedness of purpose, only tended priesthood
men who were therefore best fitted
further to degrade and enfeeble that cause which to estimate the character of the church which
he blindly sought to establish. His zeal, indeed, they had abandoned, and to attest the fervour of
could scarcely be respected when it was found their sincerity and the strength of their convicso closely allied with sordid selfishness, nor the tion in behalf of the new. But something more
church itself be strengthened when its highest sudden in its nature and more prompt in its
offices were filled with his own natural children.
hostile reactions was kindled by these unwonted
Being unable to provide a mainten.aiice for the executions. It was Scottish nationality and
oflfspriiig of his numerous amoui-s he inducted
the half-Frenchpride. Who was tliis Beaton
them into the wealthiest abbacies and priories man— the descendant of a family of Picardy,
of the kingdom, and in this manner the mon.'is- that he should thus lord it over a land that had
teries of St. Andrews, Holyrood House, Meh'ose, slieltered Ids fathers, and shed the blood of a
Kelso, and Coldingh;uu were bestowed upon people among whom he h;id no tics of relatii/n;

—

—
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And by what new

sliip'f

yet
give

unknown
command

rights of kingsliip, as

in Scotland, did

James himself

or allowance to such strange

and

sanguinary proceeilings? These were questions
fitted for the multitude at large, and in the
deaths of James and Beaton they found a fearfid reply.

When

work of persecution had thus commight have been expected to go
in full career; and thus it had been in
other countries where the Reformation mustered
in gi-eater numbere and had assumed a more
formidable appearance than it had yet done in
Scotland. Nor were Beaton and his coadjutors
likely to pause from considerations either of
clemency or faintheartedness. But after this
handful of victims had been desjiatched the
menced
onward

the
it

hierarchy suddenly stopped short in their proceedings,

and allowed

tlie

Reformation to go

onward unchecked.

It i.s not unlikely that the
popular feeling in Scotland a feeling always
had daunted
terrible to its kings and statesmen

—

these churchmen,

themselves of their
also appears to

—

and compelled them to bethink

have

own
felt

safety.

Even James

that in these proceed-

had transgressed the bounds of political prudence, and was willing to abate their
Such were the symptoms he exhibited
zeal.
soon after, as we learn from a communication
addressed by Sir William Eure to Lord Cromings they

well.

Sir William, as commissioner on the part

England for the settlement of the Borders,
met with two Scottish commissionera at Coldstream on the 21st of January, 1540, and after
adjusting the afiaire that brought them toof

gether,

Thomas

Belleuden, one of the Scottish

commissioners, gave the Englishman an account

thought worthy of transmitting
According to the statement of
Bellenden James himself wixa anxious for a
half reformation an improvement of the character of the clergy, and a reform of their misdemeanours and abuses and in consequence of
this feeling an interlude had been played with
his concurrence on the feast of the Epiphany at
Linlithgow, at which his whole council, both
spiritual and temporal, had been present.
The
scope of this play was an exposure of the corruptions in religion, the presumption of liishops,

which the

latter

to his employer.

—

;

the collusion of the spiritual or consistory courts,

—

and the malpractices of priests affording a probability that this was no other than the celebrated " Three Estates " written by Sir David
Lyndsay. As soon as the entertainment had
closed

James addressed himself sharply

to the

Archbishop of Glasgow, who was chancellor,
and the other prelates assembled, exhorting
them to reform their practices and manner of
living, otherwise he would send six of the

[a.d. 1537-1542.

proudest of them to his uncle of England, and
according as Henry treated them so would he

with their brethren

also deal

Scotland.

Upon

who remained

this the chancellor rose

in

and

timidly answered that one word out of his
mouth should suffice them to be at his
commandment, to which James angrily replied
grace's

that he would gladly bestow any words of his

mouth

that could

amend them. Belleuden then

stated that the king

from

political office

meant to exclude all pi'iests
and authority, and he re-

quested to have for the private use of his royal
master a copy of the acts of the English parlia-

ment against the

Papists, as he meant, after the

queen's coronation, which

the

first

was

to take place

on

of February, to hold a convention of

the lords for the purpose, as was thought, of a

reform of the

clerical order.

^

This account of the hopeful inclinations of
James, combined with tidings of the coalition
between Francis I. and the emperor, roused
the attention of Henry his nephew might be
persuaded not only to keep aloof from this
coalition, but to commence a reform in Scotland
:

by plundering the
church and persecuting the clergy. He thereRalph
fore sent Sir
Sadler as his envoy to the
Scottish court, ostensibly as the bearer of a
present of six horses, but to whisper in the
similar to that of England,

king's ear at the first interview that weightier

matters were to be discussed which needed a
private conference.

What

these were are con-

tained in his letter of instructions.
first to

communicate

to

him

He was

certain iutei'cepted

which

appeared
that the cardinal aimed at nothing less than
the establishment of a popedom in Scotland in
his own person, by engrossing all power both
He was then to impart
civil and ecclesiastical.
to him the King of England's dislike that his
nephew should increase his revenue by " gatheiing into his hands numbers of sheep and
other vile and mean things," at which the poor
might " mutter and mutiny " to see their livings
taken from them; and to advise James of a
letters of Cardinal Beaton, in

it

nobler and more eflfectual means of enriching
himself, by the confiscation of monasteries and
" with the same he
religious endowments
;

might

easily establish his estate in such wise

and yet
meddle not with sheep and those mean things,
which be matter whereupon to occupy the
meanest of the people." "But if ever he will do
anything this way," the letter of insti-uctions
added, " he must keep it very close and secret;
for if any of his clergy may smell it they wtU
not fail, either by suggesting him to the wars,
as he should be able to live like a king

'

.state

Papera, vol.

v.

pp. 169, 171, 172.
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by procuring some other priuce or potentate
to make war upon him, or by provoking of
inward rebellion and treason, or by one false
and untrue mean or other, to keep him in business and extreme need, or else utterly to destroy
him." The third and last subject upon which
Sadler was instructed to treat, and against
which James was to be warned, was tlie coalition
between Francis and the emperor. The King
of Scots was to be reminded (and the admonition
wxs highly impolitic, and more likely to enrage
than admonish) how his father suffered by
making himself the tool of France against his
own friend and ally, while the latter (Henry)
was absent from his kingdom. He was therefore entreated to beware how he committed
himself either to Francis or Charles, and to
or

consider

how

little

him

either of these potentates

good stead; while against
was to be arrayed the advantages that
would accrue from a union between the comjiliant nephew and loving, bountiful uncle.
He woukl have rest, peace, and safety all his
tlays, and nothing that he could reasonably
could stand

in

this

shoidd be withheld from him.
And
above all, should Henry's young son Edward
die, and should his highness " leave none other
child of the queen that now is, or any other
lawfid wife which he might have hereafter"
and it was added that this was not improbable,
considering Henry's yeare then James, in consequence of Mary and Elizabeth being set
desire

—

aside in the succession

if

their father so willed

might peradventui-e succeed to the throne
of England in reward of his dutiful compliance.
It was the old inducement, but now more
shadowy, more remote and unattainable, than
ever.
While the tongue of the envoy was thus
urging and alluring the King of Scots his eye
and his memory were not to be idle. " In the
declaration of which things," said his letter of
instructions, " the said Ralph Sadler shall most
diligently note and observe his countenance,
gesture, and fashion, with the very words of
his answers as near as he can, and the manner
it,

of the speaking of the same, that at his return

he

may

the better express the same to the

king's majesty, using in his declaration of those
secret things a

good atterapcrance, and pithily

inculking the king's majesty's affection towards

him, with the points of his advice which do

touch his honour and

profit, as

before

is

de-

clared."'

armed at every point, and equipped
for all moods and changes, the brave soldier
and skilful diplomatist entered Scotland. The
Tlius

1
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was admitted was
in the chapel of Holyrood, where James was
kneeling at mass while the cardinal and prefirst

interview to which

lie

;

and
gentlemen were kneeling in woi-ship beside him,
and filling the whole of the building. It is not
improbable that the heretic ambassador was in
this way to be reminded of the strength of the
old faith in Scotland, and the steadfastness of
the Scottish court in maintaining it. As soon
as worship had ended business commenced; and
after the usual hollow compliments had been
interchanged, expressive of the love of Henry,
and the confiding alacrity with which it was
received by his nephew, Sadler obtained the
private hearing by which Beaton was to be unmasked and overthrown. His account of the
interview as detailed by himself is both comic
and instructive. " Sii'," quoth I, " this is the
matter it fortuned late that a subject of yours
being servant, as is reported to your cai-dinal
hei'e, was, by the rage and tempest of the sea,
driven a-land in the north parts of England,
" Yea,"
very like to have been drowned."
quoth he, "that was Brunstouu he is now newly
come home." " Yes, sir," quoth I, " the king's
majesty, my master, had advertised you of the
matter afore this time; but he respited the same
until the return of the man, because your grace
should both be sure of the parties, and be advertised of the matter all at once. This Brunstoun,"
quoth I, "when he was thus on land, by chance
left certain private letters and copies behind him."
" No," quotli he, " the letters wei-e taken from
him by the king, mine uncle's, officers." " Indeed, sir," quoth I, " the lettera were found by
the king, my mastei^'s officers, and sent up to
his majesty." "Well," quoth he, "it is no
force" [matter]. The name of Brunstoun, which
Sadler had only learned at Bamborough before
crossing the Border, he had introduced gi-atuitously to give effect to his communication; but
on finding that the man was alive and at the
Scottish court, instead of in France or at the
bottom of the sea, the diplomatist endeavoured
to make a merit of his blunder by the statement that his m.astev had deferred the communication until the bearer of the letter should be
confronted in person with the charge. In like
manner, when Sadler found that James was
aware of the unhandsome way in which these
letters had been obtained, he " would not wade
too far in the defence thereof, but thought to
pass it over" and proceed to the matter in hand.
But in spite of all his eloquence and dexterity
his communication liad lost its charm.
When
he expatiated on the usurping spirit of the hierarchy, and the necessity of its coercion by the
kingly powers, the answer of James was such
lates of highest rank, the nobles, priests,

;

;

;
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as

"

would have driven

his uncle into a frenzy.
ti-oth," he said, " there are two laws,

By my

the spii'itual law and the temporal
of the

:

the cure

one pertaiueth to the pope's holiness and

the spirituality;

the other to kings, princes,

and the temporality; and for my part, I trust
I shall do my duty to God in the discharge of
such things as pertain to the temporal power
within my office and rule within this realm.
But as for the spiritual law, in good faith we
take no regard thereof, but commit that to the
pope's holiness, and other ordinary ministers of

When Sadler
ventured to remind him that the duty of a king
was to execute the laws of God within the

the kirk within our realm."

realm; that

God had put a sword
and that

for the purpose;
cising it

would

upon

fail

all

if

hand

he failed in exer-

transgressors alike, the clergy

their duty, the

in

into his

people would

perish for lack of doctrine and the due preaching
of

it,

and

for every act of remissness in punish-

ing such defaultei-s a reckoning would be rehim at the last day; it was then that

quired of

the spirit of

James broke

.and in all its original vigour.

forth unrestrained
" Marry," he cried,

God shall give me grace to do my
duty to him; and whatsoever he be in Scotland
that we may know doth not his duty, both in
the execution of God's laws above all, and also
in the ministration of indifferent justice to our
lieges; by God
if we may know him, we shaU
not lett [liesitate] to punish him, be he spiritual
or temporal, in such ways as appertains; and
that (ye shall trow me) they know all full
well."
Then, coming to the individual case of
the cardinal, the king stated that Beaton's
letter to Rome was nothing more than an
application for the appointment of legatus a
latere, an office which would be of benefit to
the nation, and in favour of which he had himself
also written to the pope.
Here Sadler produced
the original letter and offered to read it, by
which James might detect the false pretence as
well as the whole purpose of the cardinal; but
the king abruptly replied, " No, keep the letter
" That
still; we will take another time for it."
he spake to me very softly," says the envoy,
" which I think he did because the cardinal
was present in the chamber."
Finding that a direct attack upon the cardinal
and prelates was hopeless, Sadler now proceeded
" I trust

!

to the second part of his commission, in

which

the same object was to be attempted in a different form.
It was by an attack upon the
king's sheep.
Sadler represented how sordid

[a.d. 1537-1542.

you would rather apply yourself by good and politic means to increase your
revenue by taking of some of those religious
houses (such as may be best spared) into your
hands, which do occupy and possess a great part
of the possessions of your i-ealm, to the maintenance of their volupty and idle life and the continual deca}' of your estate; and the rest of them,
which be most notable, to alter into colleges or
cathedral churches and alms-houses, as the
king's majesty, your uncle, hath done; whereby
uncle, wisheth that

ye shall well perceive that one house so altered

more to the glory of God than a
them now doth and yet .shall ye
your revenue thereby in such sort as
ye shall be able to live like a king, and yet not
meddle with sheep nor such mean things, being
matter whereupon to occupy the meanest of
your people and subjects." " In good faith,"
cried James, " I have no sheep, nor occujiy no
such things." He was ashamed of the fact,
although it was notorious that he had ten thousand well-fed, profitiible muttons grazing upon
the crown-lauds of Ettrick Forest, which were
there kept as safely as if they had been within
the bounds of Fife a fact at once honourable
to his prudent economy and the order he had
restored in one of the most unsettled districts
" But for my own part," he
of his kingdom.
added, " by my troth I never knew what I had
of mine own, nor yet do."
There was a good
old man in France, his good father the king,
whom he would so term because he had been
like a father to him, who would not see him in
shall tend

number

of

;

establish

—

want

of anything.

As

for the putting

down

of

abbeys and religious houses, he would not listen
to it ; " what need I," he asked, " to take them
to increase my livelihood when I may have
anything that I can require of them?" Sadler
represented

become, and

how useless these institutions had
how complete a nullity were their

oaths of chastity, wilful poverty, and obedience;

and he proceeded to illustrate this fact, dwelling
chiefly upon the monastic violations of the vow
of chastity, as had been manifested by the visita-

among the religious houses in England,
when James interrupted him with, "God forbid
that if a few be not good, for them all the rest
tions

should be destroyed

!

"

and expressed

his deter-

mination to reform what was evil among them
Henry's example was
if his Life was continued.
not to his taste, and this part of the argument
was speedily dismissed.

On

the other affairs of Sadler's mission the

and unkingly such a source of royal revenue
would be reckoned, in which he repeated verbatim the language of his private instructions.

answere of James were vague and indefinite
he was unwilling to commit himself and would
promise nothing, or if he promised it was
equivocally and with resei'vation. When the

"Wherefore," said he, "the king's majesty, your

alliance of

France, Germany, and

Rome was

;
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mentioned, and the report that these three
powei-3 were united for the purpose of invading
England, James laughed at it as an idle rumour;

and when the envoy proceeded to state that
Scotland and its king were expected to take
part in this enterprise the other hastened to
disclaim any share in such a purpose. " I am

no bairn," he indignantly exclaimed
emperor nor French king can draw

what they

list."

;

" neither

me

to

do

they were homes of insecurity,

king's accession to the throne of

England

but

;

James, who knew what this vague prospect was
worth, took no notice of it, but merely repeated
his protestations of good-will to Henry and his
resolution to live at peace with England. And
now was the time to propose the personal meeting between James and Henry an affair which
the latter had so greatly at heart, and in which
he expected by his eloquence and intellectual

—

pattern.

proposal

his will

and

religious reformer after his

own

mould James

to

But James dextei-ously eluded the
by inserting a clause that made such

a meeting impossible. " By my troth," he said,
" I would be glad to see the king, mine uncle,

but I would wish that the French king might
be at it, that we three might meet and join
together in one." This could not be, as Sadler
plainly showed but when he proceeded to explain how easily a meeting between the Kings
of Scotland and England might be effected,
Francis being set aside, James politely deferred
any promise upon the subject to an indefinite
period.
Thus ended this curious diplomatic
fencing match, in which the king held his own
with no small measure of prudence, cunning,
and self-command, against one of the ablest
statesmen of England. The reformation of the
church by the seizure of its property and the
proposed meeting between James and his uncle
were again brought forward at a subsequent
conference, but with no better success. James
still eluded these unwelcome subjects, but with
such courtesy as to give no ground of offence;
and Sadler wa.s soon given to know that his
own stay in Scotland must be brief, a.s the king,
who was an enthusiast in hawking " both to the
heron and the river," was impatient to be gone
into the country for the sport, and only waited
the amba.ssadoi-'a departure, whom he had no
;

purpose to carry in his
'

State Papert

17-48.

and

who were

visits of pirates

tile to all alike,

expedient and profitable it
to be in close alliance with
Henry rather than with Francis and Charles
and for this purpose he suggested, as he had
been taught, the possibility of the Scottish

make him a

inhabitants into hostile clans, as well as their

exposure to the

James

superiority to

were soon to occupy the cares of the Scottish king.
had reduced the Borders to some degree of
temporary tranquillity by summary executions
of their principal disturbers, and the isles and
northern extremities of his kingdom were now
From
in need of the same rigorous remedies.
their remote situation and the divisions of their

He

show

how much more
for
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hawking

occujiations than those of

Unsatisfied, apparently, with

these protestations, Sadler proceeded to

would be

V.

But other

hos-

and bloodshed, in which neither mercy
was shown nor law regarded. It was time that
strife,

they should participate in the benefits of a royal
progress and James, who had made prepara;

tions

for the voyage,

was enabled,

in conse-

quence of the birth of a son on the 22d of May,
1540, to embark without fear that through any
mischance to himself his throne should be left
without a successor. His fleet consisted in all
of sixteen ships, of which three were victuallers
and one a light exploring pinnace, while their
comjilement of guns was so complete that it
was reported scarcely ten pieces of ordnance
had been left behind on shore. Of soldiers for
the expedition the Earls of Huntly and An-an
had brought with them a thousand and Cardinal Beaton five hundred men from Fife and

Angus, while the royal train, the barons, gentlemen, and their servants composed a splendid
array that was well matched by the painting,
gilding, and gallant trim of the ships, so that
it was said such a fleet had never been seen
before in Scotland. While all was thus amply
prepared both for pleasure and warlike enterprise, the scientific interests of such a voyage
were not overlooked and Alexander Lyndsay,
a skilful pilot and hydrographer, accompanied
;

the expedition to construct
seas,

whose dangers were

maps

of the strange

fully to

be exjilored

and noted down for the use of future navigatore.
Such preparations had not been made without
observation, and the letters of the English
emissaries on the Borders which were sent to
headquarters gave alarming surmises of the
purposes of such an armament. Some thought
that the voyage was for France, and others to
Flanders, for the purpose of an interview with

Francis or the emperor; some that it was for
Ireland, from whose wild chiefs letters had
previously been sent to

James

offering

him the

sovereignty of their island if he would free
them from the English dominion.' Amidst
these conflicting surmises the queen's happy

delivery was the signal for the fleet to weigh
anchor, and it dropped down the Frith of Forth

train.'
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amidst the gaze of admiring tboiisiinds who
lined the shores on either side.
After passing
along the coast of Fife and the shores of Angus,
Mearns, and Buchan, the ships commenced
their voyage of danger and exploration by
doubling the promontory of Kinnaird, visiting
the wild shores of Caithness, and arriving at
the Orkneys, where they found all so peaceful
that little remained to be done except to note

example of his uncle and enrich
himself at the expense of the church, and to
avoid such a calamity they had represented the
greater facility with which his wants might be
supplied from the confiscated estates of the
heretics.
These only needed to be tried and
punished according to law, while none was
better fitted to preside over such a court and

down

Sir James.

the geographical peculiarities of these wild

headlands and perilous

seas,

with their mani-

and voes. The fleet then doubled
Cape Wrath, visited the islands of Lewis,
HaiTis, and North and South Uist, and crossfold inlets

ing over to Skye, touched at Glenelg, Moidart,

and Ardnamurchan.

Mull, Coll, Tiree were
with the shores of Argyle and
the islands of Jma, Colonsay, and Isla; and in returning by the estuary of the Clyde a short stay
was made at the romantic Arran and at Bute,
the ancient patrimony and home of the Stewarts.
Wherever this fleet had appeared the people had
been awed by the conviction that they were not
inaccessible to the power of the laws and the
visited in turn,

personal presence of their administrators and
this James had given them a severe but
wholesome proof by carrying oft" the most turbulent of their chiefs, who were to be kept in
durance in Edinburgh as pledges for the conduct of their vassals and relatives. Of these
the names of eight who are given were men of
high island lineage whose will was the only
law of their followers, but who were now compelled to feel that they had a superior.
While
these vigorous measures were adopted for the
establishment of peace and order among such
wild communities, opportunities of amusement
were not neglected and the king and nobles
;

of

;

followed their favourite exercise of hunting in
those districts which were best fitted for its

On

Dumbarton James

to follow the

enforce

its

sentences than the zealous, dauntless

Their representation was effectual,
and Hamilton was appointed chief judge for a
court in which the clergy could not themselves
act in cases of capital punishment.
office,

But

this

intrusted to such dangerous hands, was of

very biief tenure. James Hamilton of Kincavil, sheriff of Linlithgow and brother of
Patrick Hamilton, the protomartyr, in who.se
death the Bastard had taken an active part, sent
a private message to the king as he was about

and in consequence of this communication the new judge found himself suddenly arrested upon the charge of high treason.
Being thus made fast, the Bastard had too many
enemies and was too much dreaded to be permitted easily to escape, and the charge brought
against hiin was that along with the Douglases
he had conspired the king's death. This was in
to cross to Fife,

1528,

when men were

traitors or royalists ac-

cording to the fortune of the hour, and the

manifold apostasies of this period had been
afterwards quietly overlooked. But

it is

alleged

that more recent iniquities were added to the
original charge

:

these were that on one occa-

bed-chamber with
murder the king, and that
he kept up a secret correspondence with the
banished Douglases. Confident in the king's
renewed favour, and in the services he had
rendered his i-oyal master by a costly repair of
the palaces of Stirling and Linlithgow, the
sion he broke into the royal

an intention

to

ages round to Leith

Bastard anticipated his acquittal; but he was
condemned as guilty and hun'ied off to insbmt
execution. At his trial and on the scaffold he

self

denied to the

indulgence.

arriving at

sent several of the vessels with the island host-

by sea, and travelled himby land to Edinbm-gh.
One of the firet events which occurred after
the return of the king was the execution of Sir
James Hamilton, the weU-known Bastard of
Arran.
This ferocious baron, who seems to
have possessed no redeeming quality but that
of fearless

and adventurous courage, had been
we have seen, a royal favourite,

at one time, as

but had afterwards fallen into the king's displeasure. He was too powerful, however, to be
wholly thrown aside, while his unscrupulous
character and devotedness to the church had recommended him as a fit instrument to the clergy
in the wholesale persecution which they contemplated against the reformers. They feared
that the king might be tempted by his poverty

la-st the crimes that were laid to
and declared as Wolsey and others
had done before him that if he had but

—

his charge,
also

—

been as devoted to the service of God as to that
of the king he would not now have died an ignominious death. So manifold had been his deeds
of

treachery

and

cruelty,

especially

in

the

Lennox, that few regretted his execution except the clergy, whose
merciless designs were frustrated by his death.^
After this event James became 'the victim of
gloomy and suspicious fears. Alarmed at the
example several of the nobles retired from court,

murder

1

of the Earl of

Buchanan,
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on some sudden charge Hamilton's
fate might be their own, while those who remained were eyed by the king with distrust, as
persons who might finish what Hamilton had
left undone.
Melancholy himself lie could endure no sight or sound of cheerfulness in others,
and he became a weariness to his very servants,
who could no longer indulge in their wonted
sports and recreations. But still more miserable
were his hours of sleep, when fancy ruled unchecked, and embodied the half -subdued fears of
the day into stern life-like realities. In one of
these dreams Sir James Hamilton seemed to rush
upon him with a drawn sword, and after upfearing

tliat

braiding him as the cause of his death, appeared

arm and then his left, with
the threat that he would soon return and strike

to lop off first his right

ofFhis head.

The king started

in his slumbers

and

and when they
found him horror-stricken and almost breathle.ss he told them his vision, while they trembled
at the unknown danger that was portended.
The coming of daylight brought the interpretation, for a messenger arrived to tell him that his
elder son was sick and dying at Saint Andrews;
but dthough he hastened thither the child was
dead before he arrived ; and soon after he was
called to Stirling, with the news that his second
son, Arthur, only eight days old, was also sick.
The latter died within a few houi-s after his brother's decease, and thus in one day the king was
childless, and the laud without an heir half of
the dream was accomplished, but the woret remained to be fidfiUed.i
Such, however, were the growing and multiplying cares of James's government that they
were sufficient to banish these spectral terrors;
and one of his fii-st attempts was to improve the
crown revenues, which had been so greatly dilapidated during his minority. In 1537, while he
was in France, he had issued at Eouen a decree,
by which he revoked all grants prejudicial to
the crown that had been passed before he reached
maturity; but on the 3d of December (1540) he
called his servants to the rescue;

;

not

onlj'

confirmed this revocation in a parlia-

ment assembled at Edinburgh, but published a
new act, by which a gi-eater annexation was made
to the royal domains tlian any of his predecessors
had contemplated. Itcommenced with the islands
comprised under the name of the Hebrides,
which could be only a|)propriated by royal authority upon the i)lea tliat the inhabitants of these

were still lawless and disaffected. This
bold measure he wa.s the more eft'ectually able to
accomplish, beca\ise he had carried off from them
islands

in

'

Ilia

late
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hostages.

Next succeeded

the

Orkney and Shet-

land Islands, which had lately been disturbed
in their allegiance

of Caithness.

On

by the invasion

of the Earl

the mainland he claimed for

crown the lordships of Douglas, CrawfordJohn, Crawford- Lyndsay, Preston, Bonkill,Tantallon, Bothwell, Jedburgh Forest, and the
tlie

superiority of the county or earldom of Angus.

Even

this might have seemed more than enough,
but to these were added Glammis and its dependencies, Liddesdale belonging to the Earl of
Both well, who was attached to the Douglases, and
Evandale, the property of Sir James Hamilton.
Well might the nobles tremble or be indignant
when they found such extensive possessions accessible to the royal grasp
and more especially
when they were to be retained for the crown
instead of being parted among themselves as
the price of their continuing allegiance.
It

—

could scarcely

make

more
amnesty was

these appropriations

palatable, that a general act of

proclaimed at the close of the session for all
bypast treasons and offences, more especially

when

exceptions were

made

against the cor-

respondents and adherents of the Earl of Angus,

SirGeorge,and theiruncle Archibald,
a category comprising nearly all the traitors in
his brother

Scotland.

After this vindication of the rights of royalty
those of the church were guarded in the same

usurping fashion. It was decreed that no man
should question or impugn the pope's authority
under pain of death. For the confounding of
heresy all the sacraments were to be held and
honoured as they had been in times past. The
Virgin Mary was to be worshipped, honoured,
and addressed with prayer throughout the whole
realm. No conventicles or meetings were to be
held in private houses to

commune

or debate

upon the Scriptures, unless the members were
theologians approved of by the universities, or
sanctioned by their authority. No pereon was
to lodge, receive, favour, or cherish any heretic.
No person who had been suspected of heresy,
however he might have been received to penance and absolution, was to hold any office
whether spiritual or temporal within bui'gh or
without, or in the king's council.
to trial for heresy

and

Pereons cited

failing to appear

were to

be condemned and banished all who interceded
for them, or in any way assisted them, were to
be punished as abettors of heretics; while the
fugitives themselves were neither to be admitted to jiurgation nor allowed to remain
;

And

to secure more effecand conviction of heretics, all who denounced them were to share in
the confiscation of their goods, an inducement
that w;is to be publicly proclaimed by all sherilis,

within the kingdom.

tually the ajiprehension

—
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provosts,

and

bailies of

burghs at the

cliief

places

Another
which the reformation had ah'eady made, and the course which it
was to adopt in Scotland for it was against
of their jurisdiction twice a year.

statute shows the progress

;

those

who broke down

or defaced, or otherwise

irreverently treated the images of the saints.
These iconoclastic symptoms showed that the
coming change was to be no half measure or compromise. As such enactments might have been
complained of as severe and one-sided, and not
sufficient to meet the general evil, the arrest of
clerical corruption was attempted as well as the
extinction of heresy.
It was confessed and
stated, that "the negligence of divine service;
the great dishonesty in the kirk through not
making of reparation to the honour of God
Almighty, and to the blessed sacrament of the
altar, the Virgin Mary, and all holy saints; and
also the dishonesty and misrule of kirkmen both
in wit, knowledge, and manners, is the matter
and cause that the kirk and kirkmen are lightlied
and condemned " and then came the remedy.
But did it bear any proportion to that measure
of woe and punishment denounced upon the
heretics, whose delinquencies these clerical offences had so largely cherished and encouraged ?
Instead of this the statement of the remedy was
more geutle than that of the evil. The king's
grace only exhorts and prays " all archbishops,
ordinaries, and other prelates, and every kirkman in his own degree" to reform themselves
and those in office under them in their public
duties and private conduct, hinting that otherwise he shall find remedy against the defaulter
at the hands of his holiness the pope.
In all

—

the statutes of this parliament in reference to
the church it is easy to recognize the partial and
persecuting hand of Cardinal Beaton.
The suppression of the nobility, but

still

more

the establishment of the authority of the old
church and pereecution of Lutheranism, were
certain to cieate a

war with England,

if

not a

war also. These enactments could not be
enforced except with a weighty hand, for not
only were Protestantism and feudalism to be
civil

controlled alike, but the defiance thus hurled

Henry to be made good. The difficulties
James were hourly becoming more com-

against
of

and he was impatient to gi-asp the
sword that would cut their knots asunder. The
same must have been the feeling of the churchmen whose all was at stake, and who could see
no remedy but war and persecution. The warlaws were therefore repeated with greater urgency and with fuller amplitude than ever.
And first of weapon-shaws, which for some time
had fallen into disuse, they were again ordered
to be held twice a year regularly, and thrice
plicated,

during the

[a.d. 1537-1542

year

consequence of the previous omissions. That there might also be no
fraud in such obligatory musters for the national
defence, every earl, baron, and laird coming to
the meeting was to give the number of his followers and their weapons in writing, and sealed

with his

fii'st

the presiding magistrate, the

seal, to

scroll itself to

in

be transmitted

to the king.

secure the efficiency of these soldiers

it

To

was de-

creed that experienced captains should be appointed in every parish to drill them two days

a month in May, June, and July, and on the
other months also if it should be found necessary.
When the whole feudal array was mustered for actual service all the

men

of war, ex-

cept earls, lords, barons, and great lauded proprietor's,

were to attend on

foot,

and no

hoi-ses

were to be used in the war except for carriages
and baggage wagons. The leaders thus privileged, and all having land of a hundred pounds'
yearly rental, were to be armed in white hai'uess, light or heavy according to their pleasure,
while all other persons below that rental were
to have a jack of plate, a hauberk or brigantine
with pesane and gorget, and splents of mail,
with gloves of jjlate or mail; and gentlemen
without land, and yeomen were to be armed in
jacks of plate, hauberk splents, pesane or gorget,
sellat or steel bonnet, and every man a sword.
No manner of weapons were to be admitted at
the weapon-shawings but spears, pikes six ells
long, Leith axes, halberts, hand-bows and
arrows, cross-bows, culverins, and two-handed
swords. All were to be thus accoutred according to their degree under heavy fines, while the
previous neglect of such musters was shown by
the permission for all men at the first weaponshaw to come armed in such weapons as they
could conveniently get until the full equipment
had been prepared.
But in spite of long spears, heavy swords, and
well-tempered corselets, something more important still was needed to contend with an enemy
on equal terras; and for this a provision was

made

in the present pai'liament.

" Because,"

says the statute, "the shot of guns, hagbuts,

hand-bows, and other small artillery now commonly used in all countries both by sea and land
in their wars, is so fell and uneschewable to the
pith of high courage of noble and valiant men,
whose acts and deeds cannot be shown without
contrary provision of war and battle,"

— and

then proceeded the decree for the remedy. It
was, that every landed man should have a
"hagbut of found," with its due complement of

and pellets of lead and iron, and also
gunpowder for every hundred pounds' worth
of land he had
while he who had but a
hundred marks of land was to have two culbullets

of

;

—
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and the possessor of a forty-pound laud
was to have one culverin with every other appurtenance of use for the clumsy artillery of the
period. Each was also to have one or more men
verins,

—

according to his furnishing to be in readiness
for serving these hagbuts

and culverins and

new weapons and

practice of

in-

All this store of

structing othei-s in their use.

gunnery was to be
end of eighteen

in readiness for service at the

and whosoever was found unprovided
at that period was to forfeit double the price of
the piece of artillery in which he wa-s found
wanting. In like manner every churchman was
months

;
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was under the dominion of his clerical advisei-s,
whose greatest protection against English heresy
was a war with England, was still unwilling to
undertake so decisive a step. His whole conduct,
indeed, at this period was so wavering and unsettled, that it was uncertain whether he would
ultimately be the champion or the plunderer of
the church, the imitator or antagonist of Henry.
Such were the tidings transmitted by the Duke
of Norfolk to the lord privy seal of

England,
added, that if James did not go to war by
the counsel of his priests during the summer he

who

would

From

seize their possessions before Christmas.

to furnish his

quota in hagbut or culvei'in according to the rate of his temporal landed possessions.
As it was found impossible that these
weapons could be in readiness at the time appointed unless a large part of them was imported
from abroad, it was also ordained that every
merchant embarking his goods to a foreign port
should imjjort two hagbuts for evei-y last of
goods, or at least as much metal as would make
them, and a certain proportion of gunpowder

same source we learn that James still
continued the enemy of England; that his
young queen was devoted to the cause of Rome,
and that Margaret, the queen-mother, was of
the same inclination.''' In such a state of indecision had James but possessed better advisers
tlian his priests, or a more temperate enemy than
his uncle, his career might even yet have been
reversed, and his doom averted.
One of these specimens of the royal indecision

for their use.'

is

These were alarming symptoms of approaching warfare; but they were followed by indications of a still more decisive character.
For
while James was assuring Lancaster herald,
then at Edinburgh, of his pacific intentions
towards England, he was issuing a proclamation
ordering all men between sixteen and sixty to
hold themselves in readiness to muster with
their warlike equipments upon a summons of
twenty hours. Sixteen g:-eat and sixty smaller
cannons were also preparing in the castle of
Edinburgh. These were tokens of a hostile
movement which might at any moment commence, and of which England was likely to be
the object. They could scarcely occur, however,
without a correspondent movement on the part
of Henry, and therefoi-e, in the beginning of
1541, he appointed the Duke of Norfolk as his
lieutenant of the Bordera for their defence
against Scotland, and despatched letters to the
Border gentlemen prescribing the military preparations with which they were to second the
duke's endeavours. They were to be in readiness with all tlieir servants and retainers within
an hour's notice. They were to muster as many
horsemen as they could, armed with lances. Of
the infantry a fourth part were to be good
archers, and the rest to be billmen, each man
besides his sword and dagger having a good
These precaubill suspended from his neck.
tions seemed to intimate the apprehension
but James, although he
of a second Flodden

be omitted.

;

t

Aetto/

Jacob. V.

the

ParliamenU oj Scotland,

vol.

11.

the

too characteristic as well as too important to

The clergy, who knew the poverty
James and his love of money, and who

of

dreaded the

effects of this

temptation, seconded

was by the remedy his uncle had suggested,
tried to divert his attention from the wealth of
the church to the property of the reformers, and
showed how easily this would become his own by
as

it

a strict administration

of the

laws against heresy

also drawn up a
and landed gentlemen who
were supposed to favour the reformation, whose
lives and fortunes had therefore been forfeited,
and this they presented to the king after he returned from his voyage among the islands. It
was probably about the present period that James
received the death -scroll, which contained the
names of some of his best servants, and among

and
list

its

They had

adherents.

of the barons

others, that of the laird of Grange, his treasurer,
to whom he showed it, and whose counsel he
asked on the occasion; but Grange so effectually
demonstrated the folly and danger of such a
wholesale proscription, that James appears to
have been ashamed that he had for a moment

entertained

it.

He accordingly reserved

the

full

who were not
slow to return to the palace of Holyrood, with the
buret of his rage for

its

proposers,

cardinal at their head, to learn the effect of their
Scarcely had they opened up the
suggestions.

subject and begun to state

how

profitable

it

crown than his pent-up rage
exploded: "Pack off you jail-birds!" he cried
" get you to your charges and reform your own
lives, and be not instruments of discord betwixt

would be

to the

In an. 1640,
'
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my

nobiliiy and

shall

me

;

vow to God, I
King of Denmark

or else I

reform you, not as tbe

by imprisonmeut, neither yet as the King
England doth by hanging and heading, but

dotli

of

by sharper punishments, if ever I hear such a
motion made by you again \"^ This was shai-p
enough; but it is added in another account that
he also threatened to stick them with his
whinger, that he unsheathed his weapon as if

—

and that the priests, terriunexpected rebuti', fled in terror from

to fulfil the threat,—
fied at this

his presence.^

who attended her

the unkindness
Angus, and charged
them to entreat her son upon their knees to be
good and gracious to that exiled nobleman.
James honoured his mother by bestowing upon
her a royal funeral in the church of the Carthusians at Perth, and in the tomb of James I.,
himself and several of his principal nobles being
mourners at the solemnity.^
Notwithstanding the death of his children
and the dangerous because concealed hatred of
his nobles the king lenewed his wonted vigour
of mind and resumed his plans for the welfare
of his subjects. For the defence of the kingdom
he purchased abundance of artillery and militaiy
stores from France and Flanders.
Desirous to
improve the stunted breed of Scottish horses he
imported steeds of great bone a)id strength from
Sweden and Denmark. He invited the possessors of liberal arts and the ingenious in mechanical operations with workmen of every description
from all the continental countries, and encouraged them to settle in Scotland and instruct the
people, by bountiful wages, and sometimes also
by regular pensions. The Scottish fisheries, that
of her conduct to the Earl of

still

mine

neglected

of national wealth, also

occupied the royal cares.
of the preceding year,
'

James, in his voyage

had learned

of the en-

Calderwood's History of the Kirk of Scotland (Woilrow

Publications), vol.
2

pp. 146, 147.
Sir J:mies Melvil's Memoirs, p.

'State Papers,

Flanders, and Bremen, in the seas of
Orkney and Shetland, and the acts of violence
with which they took possession of these as if
they had been their own lawful fishing-grounds;
and to prevent such intrusions in futme he sent
Sir John Campbell of Lundy as his ambassador
to the Netherlands, from the court of which
was obtained a promise of redress. Nor were
the interests of learning neglected by one who
was himself an accomplished poet as well as
king and in one of his progresses at this period
land,

;

was about this period that Margaret, whose
life had been so eventful, ended her troubled
career. She had become a nullity with all parties, and she died unregi'etted.
Her last matrimonial attempt was to rid herself of her third
husband. Lord Methven, by a divorce, and in
1537 she had procured a sentence to that effect;
but her son, ashamed of the scandal, prevented
it fi-om being published, and compelled her to
live with her husband, at whose castle of Methven she expired at the age of fifty-two. Feeling
her last moment drawing nigh, she sent for her
son, who was then at Falkland; but he did not
arrive in time to witness her departure, and
before she died we are told she bitterly lamented
It

to the friars

[a.d. 1537-1542.

croachmeuts made by fishing vessels from Hol-
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with

Mary

Aberdeen

of Guise,

he stayed

fifteen

listening to the exercises

days at

and dispu-

tations on all kinds of sciences in the colleges

and

schools, and to the orations that were
delivered in Greek, Latin, and other languages.

About the same time Cardinal Beaton and
David Panter, the king's secretary, went on a
journey through France and Rome. As such an
event, when religion was the politics of the day

Pome its headquarters, could not occur
without question and comment, the cardinal's

and

object was to obtain the office of
This would not only
augment his political power and make him the
Wolsey of his country, but arm him more fully
for the defence of his falling church and the
punishment of its assailants. But a deeper and
more important design, it has been thought,
was at the bottom of the mission. Francis, the
emperor, and the pope were still combined for
the suppression of heresy by war and violent
extirpation, and it was suspected that James
was now about to join, if he had not already
joined, the crusade by which one half of Europe
would have been armed against the other, and
every kingdom divided against itself. It was a
ostensible

papal legate for Scotland.

project suited to the towering ambition and

great talents of Beaton, and

it is

certain that he

would leave no means untried

to engage his
master in the confederacy.
It was probably during the absence of Beaton
that Henry once more sent Sir Ralph Sadler on
an embassy to Scotland. The time was opportune for a negotiation on those affairs which
Henry had most at heart, as the cardinal's place
in the council was no longer occupied.
As

was
an interview between James and his
uncle, to which the King of Scotland on this
occasion seems to have g'ven a lingering assent.
The appointed place of meeting wa^ the city of
York, and thither Henry repaii-ed full of expectation; but James had not arrived, and although
before, the chief object of Sadler's mission
to propose

he waited at least six days in expectation the
Scottish king did not make his appearance. It
is probable that the clerical advisers of James
had interposed on this occasion, and nothing
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more favourable to their wish France, Flanders, and Denmark, and unprefor a war with England than this mode of pared for hostilities, were captured and brought
wounding the pride of Henry, who returned into English ports; and when James remonindignant to London; and although James after- strated and demanded their restitution he was
wards sent an ambassador to apologize for the refused. At the same time Sir Kobert Bowes,
failure, the excuse came too late.
A year of caijtain of the castle of Norham, and warden of
nothing more than warlike preparation followed, the east marches, at the head of three thousand
either from a, lingering reluctance to strike, or horse, and accompanied by the Earl of Angus
to make the blow more decisive, but the inter- and his brother, Sir George Douglas, crossed
val was filled with such irritating circumstances the Border and made an irruption into TeviotHenry had re- dale. They proceeded with the usual work of
as made a rupture inevitable.
solved to assert the claim of his predecessors to burning, plundering, and cattle driving, and
the superiority of Scotland, and with this view were about to set fire to the town of Jedburgh
he sent orders to the Archbishop of York to when they were confronted by a small force
explore the old records within his diocese for under the Earl of Huntly, whom the king had
such historical testimonies as would fortify the despatched against the invadere. Despising the
claim, and thus provided, he no doubt hoped to scanty number of the Gordons, the English
conquer the rebellious kingdom and make the attacked them at Hadden-Rig, but Huntly, who
whole island Protestant, with himself for its was suddenly joined by Lord Home at the head
supreme pontiff. On the other hand, he was an- of four hundred mounted Borderei-s, obtained a
noyed by the Irish insurgents, who had become complete victory. Not many were killed, but
more ungovernable tlian ever through the hope a considerable number taken prisoners, among
Hitherto tlie whom were Sir Robert Bowes himself and his
of Scottish countenance and aid.
kings of Englaud had been contented with the brother Sir Richard. The Earl of Angus was
also nearly taken, in which case he would have
title of Lords of Ireland, but Henry had now
assumed the title of king of that island, a title expiated his treason upon the scaffold, but he
that made the yoke of conquest more galling. despatched his assailant with his dagger, and
This victory, which
In Ireland many of the chiefs were allied with escaped from the field.^
Scotland, and whole districts were occupied by after all was but a skirmish, wonderfully resupportei-s
vived
the
courage
of
the
of the old
considered
a Scottish population and as these
themselves no subjects or serfs of Henry, they religion, so that Sir Andrew Ker of Littledone,
were indignant at his assumjrtion, and applied who brought the tidings, was rewarded with
for redress to James, whom they considered the estate of Hirsill. But the confidence of the
They therefore offered him Scottish bishops and priests was excessive, so
their liege lord.
their homage and the crown of their part of the that their usual cry was, " All is ours they be
If we be one thousand and they
island, a royalty by no means tempting, and but heretics
which he showed no wish to accept; but an ten thousand they dare not fight. France shall
was
their
eyes
Henry
the
of
upon
the
one side and we on the other,
offence
in
enter
equal
^
addressing him as "defender of the faith," a so shaU England be conquered within a year."
After this battle of Hadden-Rig war to the
title wliich the pope had iii'st bestowed U]ion
Henry himself, but afterwards had transferred death was certain between the two kingdoms,
to James when the other had commenced his for it was a religious conflict instead of a mere
and the Duke of Norfolk, as
political affray
open warfare against Eome.
All being thus ripened for action, hostilities lieutenant-general of the English borders, was
forty thousand men and comwere
begun
muster
whom
they
to
ordered
commenced in 1542. By
has been a matter of question, but the foregoing mence a decisive invasion of Scotland. Accomcould have

Ijeeii

;

!

!

;

cii'cumstances as well as his quarrelsome spirit

and greater means of annoyance make it probHis mode
able that Henry was the aggressor.
of commencement also, as detailed by one of our
old historians,' was in full consistency with his
character, wlien it is alleged that without any
form;J proclamation of war he sent the Duke of
Norfolk with a large army to invade Scotland
by land, while he commissioned his fleet to act
On this account
again.st tlie Scots by sea.
twenty-eight Scottish merchant-ships trading to

panied by the Earla of Shrewsbury, Derby,
Cumberland, Surrey, Hertford, and Rutland,
the renegade Earl of Angus, and the lords of
the northern parts of England, the duke ad-

vanced by rapid marches towards York, upon
which James, having raised an army of thirtysix thousand men, encamped upon Fala Muir,
while he sent forward ten thousand under the
Earl of Huntly to harass the English with skir-

'
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I
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mishes in their advance. Willing also either to
avert the war or gain time, he attempted to
renew negotiations with Norfolk, but the latter
was under peremptory orders from liis sovereign,
so that he advanced to the Tweed and crossed
it, but without venturing more than a mile
beyond its banks. Here, however, he did his
utmost by throwing out parties in every direction, and burning the viOages and farmhouses
within his reach but in spite of this havoc he
soon found himself so straitened for want of
provisions that he could no longer maintain his
ground, while an advance was both dangerous
and uncertain.
In this state, which piomised
him every advantage, James would gladly have
given battle to the invaders, but to this reasonable desii'e his nobles were opposed. Being in
;

the field, and therefore upon their own vantageground, with banners displayed and armed vas-

mustered around them, they could now safely
beard the sovereign who had sought to abridge
their power; and when he intimated his wish
they refused to advance, upon the plea that the

s;ds

little damage to Scotand therefore might be left undisturbed.
It was a strange and unwonted fit of forbearance that might well make their king tremble.
But these proud and fearless nobles would even
endure the presence of an enemy on their native
soil rather than forego their advantage; and
because James had deserted them in favour of
the priesthood, they were now resolved that he
should learn the value of theii' concurrence and
support, and find himself too late to profit by
the lesson.
They were the sons of those who
had devotedly followed James IV. to defeat and
death the grandchildren of those who had
conspired against James III. at Lauder; and
they now showed that they were the offsjjring

invaders had as yet done
land,

—

of their fathere for evil as well as for good.

It
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even should he condescend to treat
with them, the king felt himself compelled to
throw himself wholly upon the priesthood. It
was by their aid alone that he could hope to
extricate himself from the ditficulty into which
they had so much contributed to involve him.
The prelates received his advances gladly, and
in return they tendered that scroll of proscription which they had formerly ottered in vain,
but which the king now received with an assenting smile and put into his pocket, where it remained to the hour of his death. He regretted
also that he had so long delayed to act upon
their advice " for now," said he, " I plainly see
your words to be true the nobility neither desire my honour nor countenance, for they would
not ride a mile for my pleasure to follow tay
enemies. Will ye, therefore, find the means
how I may have an inroad into England without their knowledge and consent, so that it may
be known to be my own inroad ? so shall I bind
me to your counsel for ever." The priests,
with Cardinal Beaton at their head, joyfully
assented, and letters were sent in every direction for a full muster to be made of the church's
vassals and all over whom the clergy had influence, while Lord Maxwell ottered to commence
the expedition with ten thousand men who
should enter England by the western marches.
The king then went to Lochmabeu, the place of
ciliation

;

;

rendezvous, into which the troops had come

pouring in from all quarters, but none knowing
the purpose on hand and at midnight, when
the trumpets sounded to march, they advanced
to the Esk and entered upon English ground,
to the astonishment of their enemies, who could
not conceive how such a sudden arrival had
occui-red, their wardens having got no tidings
of the movement.
So far it was a successful
surprise and a sudden da.sh of such an army,
if properly conducted, might have wi-ought fearful havoc upon the western counties and letrieved the national honour, which for the
;

;

was now the end of November, and the English
having exhausted their supplies of provisions
were obliged to recross the Border. This was a
tempting opportunity for an inroad into Eng- present was somewhat soiled liut the king,
land; the way lay open to them, and the strong instead of being at their head as they at first
inducements of glory, booty, and revenge in- imagined, had remained at Lochmaben and
vited them to enter and take possession.
But the English were already mustering, altliough in
small numbers, to hinder their advance by skirstill they refused to move, and to their refusal
they added the provocation of the plea that mishing. "Who is our captain?" was now the
their feudal service was only for defensive war- univereal cry both of groom and noble, and the
fare, and not aggressive or beyond the national question was met by a most unwelcome and unexboundaries. Many of these recusants had no pected answer; for mounted upon a temporary
doubt followed the banner of the Duke of Al- platform of crossed pikes, a certain Oliver Sinclair'
bany, and had learned to thwart their sovereign read, with sound of trumpet, a royal proclamaby their practice upon the regent. Finding tion appointing him general of the army, and
that remonstrance was in vain, .James disbanded commanding all to give him obedience as to the
his army and returned to Edinburgh.
king himself. Auniversal roarof indignation folIndignant at this insult of the nobles, and lowed. Who was this Oliver Sinclair? He was
recalling
hopeless of
them by argument or con- simply the brother of Lord Rosliu and lairc> of
;

;
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overwhelmed with the shame of
than that he was the king's especial favourite. such a defeat, and seeing no chance of escape
It was in this way that even at such a critical but by concession and humiliation, he now
moment James could show his hatred of the thought of recalling the Earl of Angus, let the
nobles by placing a jirivate gentleman over terms be what they might, as his only defence
them as their commander. In an instant the against the rebellious nobility; and this unwelwhole army was an agitiited mob in which all come alternative he vented in the threat, " 1
obedience was lost and order confounded. While shall bring him home that shall take order with
they were in this state a troop of three or four them all!" On the morning he returned to
hundred English horsemen, under the command Edinburgh, to which also the cardinal repaired
of Thomas Dacre and John Musgi-ave, who had from Haddington to meet him; but when they
been hovering in the distance, ventured to ap- met there was such mutual shame and confusion
proach nearer; and observing the confusion of that little or no speech passed between them.
the Scottish troops, they came down upon them Still unable to look his subjects in the face, and
with levelled lances and at full gallop. And impatient for solitude, the king passed over
that army of ten thousand brave men did not privately to Fife; but wherever he went he felt,
abide more than the first shock without look- from the fever of anguish which had taken hold
ing at the number of the assailants they fled of him, that his houi-s were numbered. When
pell-mell, horse, foot, and baggage, some to the the lady of Kirkcaldy of Grange, his treasurer,
sea, some to a neighbouring morass, and sur- exhorted him to take comfort and be of good
rendered in heaps by whomsoever they might hope, he replied, " My portion of this world is
be summoned. Not a few were taken prisonei's short, for I will not be with you fifteen days!"
by the Border thieves of their own country and and when his servants asked him where they
some ran to the neigh- should provide for his holding of the ensuing
sold to the English
bouring houses and surrendered themselves to Christmas which was approaching, he re]jlied
women; and happy was he who could find a almost contemptuously, " I cannot tell choose
They could no longer seek the shelter you the place; but this I can tell you, before
captor.
of the countiy they had betrayed, and they Christmas day you shall be without a master
were impatient for an English prison in which and the realm without a king!" He went to
As for Oliver Sinclair his royal residence at Falkland and there lay
to hide their shame.
scarcely the commander of a moment, he was down to die, still continuing to mutter uncontaken without resistance, while Lord Maxwell, sciously the words, "Fy! fled is Oliver? Is
who was so strangely supplanted in the leader- Oliver taken? All is lost." A messenger
ship, refused to mount his horee and escape, arrived to announce that the queen had been
saying to his friends, " Nay, I will rather abide delivered of an infant; and the dying man,
here the chance it shall please God to send me roused by the tidings, asked if it was a boy or
than go home and there be hanged !" The same girl, hoping that if the former, a male heir to
dread prevailed with the other nobles, so that the crown was obtained and that all was not
the Earls of Cassilis and Glencairn, the Lords lost as yet; but when told that it was a girl he
Fleming, Somerville, Oliphant, and Grey, and answered with a buret of impatience, " The
several gentlemen of lordly lineage were willing devil go with it
it will end as it begun
it
prisoners, because they dared not return home or came with a woman and it will end with a
Pitcairus, but distinguislied for nothing

to trust,

;

;

—

:

!

face the anger of their sovereign.

Panics

among woman

had formerly been; but
this was the crowning shame of such sudden
and strange epidemics, because not a blow had
been struck or loss of life sustained. It was no
wonder if the early historians of the ReformaScottish armies there

tion recognized

it

as a miraculous interposition

judgment from heaven,
through which their cause was so strangely to
be advanced and its enemies overthrown.
as well as a positive

Wiiile this miserable event was occuiring at
Solway, James was waiting for tidings at Lochmaben. These were not slow in leaching him,
and they struck him with a mortal blow. All
night long he murmured a-s in a trance, "Oh,

oh!

fled

flee?"

Oliver?

—

Dreading

is

Oliver taken?

his nobles

— did

Oliver

and not knowing

!"

of Bnice,

The direct line of Stewart, like that
was now to pass away; and with this

conviction he turned his face to the wall, rejecting

all

further question

cardinal, the Earls of Argyle

or parley.

The

and Rothes, the

Lords Ei-skine and Lindsay, the laird of Grange,
David Lyndsay of the Mount, and a few

Sir

others were in attendance at his last moments;
and while they wept around his bed he kissed
his hand, gave it to each of them in turn,
smiled upon them an afifectionate farewell, and
so expired. Never was the vague phrase, "Died
of a broken heart," so often used as a figurative
expression, illustrated more literally or more

mournfully than when the strong-bodied, bravehiarted, high-spirited James V. died at Falkland on the 13th of December (1542), without

a
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of those

Those toils which would have exhausted others
were to him a recreation and a jjleasure which
danger only enhanced and perfected, so that he
was often night and day together on horseback

to

in pui-suit of criminals

any

spei ific disease,

and only

in

the thirty-first

j'ear of his age.^

As

already stated Cardinal Beaton was one

who attended James at Falkland, and
him the unexpected demise was of the utmost
importance. His schemes for the advancement
of the church and his own aggrandizement were
thus suddenly arrested

;

and should the adher-

ents of the Reformation, ah-eady so numerous

and

influential, obtain a share iu the govern-

ment during the long minority that was
follow, all his plans

to

might be scattered to the

winds and himself

called to a very severe
This w:is sufficient to disprove the

account.

ridiculous assertion that he had caused the king's
death by means of an " Itahan posset," or in

other words, by a dose of subtle poison

—

calumny raised by his enemies and propagated
by those who were afterwai'ds leagued for his
death.
His gi-eatest iniquity upon this sad
occasion was confined to a political juggle by
which he sought to make the most of the event.
While the king lay insensible he exclaimed in
his ear, " Take order, sir, with your realm.
Who shall rule during the minority of your
daughter? You have known my services what
will you have done?
Shall there not be four
regents chosen, and shall not I be the prin:

cipal?"

To

these leading questions

it is

uncer-

whether an answer was returned, even if
the dying man was able to understand them;
but in such a case any sign, or no sign whatever,
might be interpreted into an assent. It was
also added that the dead man's hand was used
t;iin

for the royal subscription

to a blank roll of
paper or parchment, to be afterwards filled up
at the cardinal's j)leasure and brought forward
as the last will and testament of the king.^
In personal appearance and endowments few
of our Scottish sovereigns could be compared to
James V. Of but ordinary stature, he was

superior to most

men

in strength, activity,

and

endurance; while his air and countenance were
so noble that Aricsto, who only learned of him

from report, embodied him in his great poem
under the character of "Zerbino" that Scot-

—

tish prince

whom

nature cast in the fairest type

humanity, and then destroyed the mould.

of

'

CalderwootI;

Buchanan;

Drumraond

;

Lesley;

Calilerwood'3 Ilistonj of the Kirk of Scotland, vol.
152 Buclianan, xv. 1.
-

Pit-

;

i.

p

justice could not

;

strong evil-doers trembled at his name, and
never could be certain that they were beyond

With all this hardihood and love of
excitement James was abstemious in diet and
seldom used wine. In manners he was frank,
his reach.

open, and winning, and the lowliest had ready
access to his presence, so that his willingness to
redress their gi-ievances justly obtained for him

the title of " King of the Poor." He was so
well acquainted with the customs and institutions of the different districts throughout his
variously -peopled kingdom that even in the
haste of a journey he would give just and wise

judgments ujjon the cases that were brought
before him and although he sometimes inclined
to severity, it does not seem to have been more
than the state of society required. But here,
unfortunately, his good qualities might be said
;

While
had been

to terminate.
ally acute,

his understanding, naturlittle

passions had been fostered

dians for their

own

cultivated, his evil

by

his early guar-

selfish purposes, so that in

licentiousness he exceeded all his predecessors,
sparing neither maid nor matron in his sensual

Owing, also, to the poverty in which
his boyhood had been reared by a thriftless
mother and dishonest servants, and the scantiness of his revenues when he arrived at mature
age as compared with the great schemes which
he sought to accomplish, he had learned to estimate the value of money too closely, and was
pui-suits.

often chargeable with the uukingly faults of
avarice and jmrsimoniousness.
Had he been

—

born at an earlier or a later date had he been
blessed with better nurture, surrounded by

more honest

counsellors, or identified with a ris-

ing instead of a falling church
of these cases his faults
flagi-ant

we

—

in all or in any
would not have been so

nor his end so disastrous.

As

it

was

see in the instance of James V. the elements
a noble, kingly character perverted, and the
interests of a whole nation sacrificed by an
ambitious nobility and a selfish, coiTujit hierof

scottie.

whom

and he would come down upon
them when least expected, and with a courage
which they could not resist. On this account
otherwise reach

archy.
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Mammalia— Animals which Suckle their

(Class

Carl Vogt,

Professor of Natural History, Geneva, and

and Edited by Geo. G. Chisholm, m.a.,

b.Sc.

Young), In Word and Picture.
By
Friedrich Specht, Stuttgart. Translated

Illustrated

by above 300

fine

Engravings on wood.
/

—

This account of the animals comprised in the class Mammalia has a decidedly popular character not through lack
of scientific value, but because the author presents the facts in an attractive form, and studies to smooth the path of those
who can give only their leisure hours to learning the results of scientific research. The author's style is above all things
clear, simple, and direct, and where occasion offers, lively and animated.
The artist has portrayed in the most spirited manner the animals as they appear in the varied circumstances of real
The engravings have been executed
life, in quest of their prey, caressing their young ones, or sporting with their fellows.
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the

mo

t

careful and finished manner, under

Mr. Specht's own dlrecuua.

&
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each; or 6 divisional-volumes, super-royal 8vo, cloth elegant,
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By Rev. Thomas Thomson and Charles Annandale,
W. H. Margetson, Alfred Pearse, Walter Paget,

Original Designs by

Gordon Browne, and

other eminent

artists.

and detailed History of Scotland from the

It is

a

It is

a History of the Scottish People, their manners, customs, and modes of living at the various successive periods.

It

is

full

History of Religion and Ecclesiastical AiTairs

It is a

Earliest

Times

to the Latest.

in Scotland.

a History of Scotland's progress in Commerce, Industry, Arts, Science, and Literature.

In 14 parts,

2s.

The
A

8j. 6d.

History of the Scottish People

the Earliest to the Latest Times.

M.A., LL.D.

Son's Publications.

Selection from the

each; or 4 vols., super-royal 8vo, cloth elegant,

is. 6d. each.

Cabinet of Irish Literature.

Works

of the chief Poets, Orators, and Prose Writers of Ireland.
Edited, with
Charles A. Read, f.r.h.s., author of "Tales and
" Stories from the Ancient Classics," &c. Illustrated by a series of 32 admirable
mesochrome, specially prepared for this work.

biographical sketches and literary notices, by
Stories of Irish Life,"
Portraits in

The Publishers aim in this Work to supply a standard work in which the genius, the fire, the pathos, the humour, and
the eloquence of Irish Literature are adequately represented. The specimens selected, which are arranged chronologically
from the earliest to the present time, will both present a historical view of Irish Literature, and enable the reader to judge
of the individual style and particular merit of each author, while to those not critically disposed the infinite variety presented
in this convenient collective form will atford both instruction and amusement.

In 12 parts,

demy

8vo,

zx.

each; and 4 half- vols., cloth elegant,
at 8j.

The

6(/.

6d. each; or gilt edges,

"]!.

each.

Poets and Poetry of Scotland:

From the Earliest to the Present Time.

Comprising Characteristic Selections from the
works of the more Noteworthy Scottish Poets, with Biographical and Critical Notices. By James
Grant Wilson. Illustrated by Portraits,
In the preparation of this Work the first object has been to present, not a collection of the ballads or snngs, or the
writings of the poets of any particular district of the country, but a comprehensive view of the poetry of Scotland in
Besides original contributions and poems by living authors, the Work
its forms from the earliest to the present time.

all

will contain

HvsLOP,

The

poems, hitherto unpublished, by

Robert Burns, William Tennant,

Henry Scott Riddell, John Levden, William Miller, and
Illustrations will consist of

In 15

Twenty-four

parts, 2s. each; or

The Works

life-like Portraits,

two handsome

Mrs.

Grant

of Laggan,

James

others.

engraved on

steel in the

most finished

r

vols., super-royal 8vo, cloth, 36^.

of the Ettrick Shepherd,

POETRY AND PROSE.

With a Biographical Memoir by the Rev.
Centenary Edition.
Thomas Thomso.v. Illustrated by Forty-four fine Engravings on steel, from Original Drawings by
D. O. Hill, R.S.A., K. Halsewelle, a.r.s.a., W. Small, and J. Lawson.
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They comprise likewise
Hogg's Works comprise Tales in Prose, illustrative of Border history and superstitions.
of great imaginative power and descriptive beauty Ballads full of humour and touches of tender pathos and Songs

Poems

:

;

which, besides being universally popular

when

first

made

public, are

still

cherished

a-;

among

the finest productions of our

native lyric muse.
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In four half-volumes, super-royal 8vo, a: I2s. td. each; or in

twelve parts at

3^. dd.

The Steam
A

each.

Engine:

Treatise on Steam Engines and Boilers.

Comprising the Principles and Practice of the
Economical Generation of Steam, the Construction of Steam Boilers; and the
and Performance of Steam Engines Stationary, Portable, Locomotive, and
Marine, exemplified in Engines and Boilers of Recent Date.
By Daniel Kinnear Clark,
MinsLCE, M.LM E.; Author of "Railway Machinery"; "A Manual of Rules, Tables, and Data for
Mechanical Engineers"; &c. &c.
Illustrated by above 1300 Figures in the Text, and a Series of

Combustion

of Fuel, the

—

Principles, Construction,

Folding Plates dravra to Scale.
This work provides a comprehensive, accurate, and clearly written text-book, fully abreast of all the recent developments
and practice of the Steam Engine.
Written in full view of the great advances of modem times, it expounds the principles and describes the practice
exemplified in the construction and use of Steam Engines and Boilers, in all their varieties.
in the principles

In 20 parts, 2s. each; or 5 divisions, royal 410,

8.f.

Suggestions
A

comprehensive

each; or one vol., cloth,

in

edges, 42^.

gilt

Design;

Sketches in various Styles of Ornament, arranged for application in
more than 1 100 distinct and
by John Leighton, f.s.a. To which is added descriptive and historical
with above 200 explanatory engravings, by James Kellaway Colling, f.r.I.b.a.
series of Original

the Decorative and Constructive Arts, comprising 102 plates, containing

separate

*'

suggestions

letterpress,

to

",

These suggestions are throughout original, designed in the spirit, and with the proper art feeling of the various styles
which they severally belong, and are the accumulated result of long and arduous studies, extending over many years

of investigation and thought.

This work
whatever form

will
;

be found

to

be eminently suited to the wants of nearly every one who has occasion

—to the worker in stone, wood, metal, ivory, glass,
In 20 parts, super-royal quarto,

The

2j.

and leather

for

deco

—to the house-painter, decorator, &c.

each ; or 8 divisions,

55.

&c.

each.

Carpenter and Joiner's Assistant.

late Borough Engineer of Liverpool.
Nnv and Improved Edition. Being a
Comprehensive Treatise on the selection, preparation, and strength of Materials, and the mechanical
principles of Framing, with their applications in Carpentry, Joinery, and Hand Railing; also, a comand an Illustrated Glossary of Terms used in Architecture and Building.
plete treatise on Lines
Illustrated by above One Hundred Engraved Plates, containing above Nine Hundred Figures; and
above Seven Hundred Geometric, Constructive, and Descriptive Figures interspersed throughout the text.

By James Newlands,

;

" ]Ve know of tw treatise on Carpentry and Joinery luhick at all approaches this in merit.
urge our practical mechanics to obtain and study it." Mechanic's Magazine.

.

.

.
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strongly
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In 24 parts,

demy

4to, at 2s. each; or in

6 volumes,

with olivine edges, at

The Works

artistically

bound

of Shakspeare,

Revised from the best Authorities; with a Memoir and Essay on his Genius by
(Barry Cornwall), Annotations and Introductory

numerous

Illustrative

The most

pictorial illustrations with

Remarks on

Engravings from Designs by

distinctive, as well as the

which

it

is

Bryan W. Procter

the Plays by Distinguished Writers, and

Kenny Meadows

most attractive feature of

so copiously enriched.

in cloth extra,

loj. each.

and T. H. Nicholson.

this edition of the

These are upwards

Works

of 750 in

of Shakspeare consists in the
number, and bring most vividly

before the reader the scenes and incidents occurring in the different plays.

number are by the well-known artist Kennv MeaDOWS, and so important arc
named the Kenny Meadows Skakspea:
accompanied by an original introduction, and explanatory notes from the pens of
tinguuihcd for their critical acumen and their wide knowledge and high appreciation of Shakspearc's writings.
this work will be found not unworthy of him who " was not of an age. but for all time ".

By

far the greater

that the edition of which they form a part has been appropriately

Each play

is

1

Altogeth;.
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In 12 parts, small 410
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size,
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Fifty

Son's Publications.

price 2s. each; or 4 volumes, cloth elegant, gilt edges, gs. each.

Sovereign Lady

HER LIFE AND JUBILEE.
Portraits";

&

Queen

By Thomas Archer,

Years of Social and Political Progress

Author of "Pictures and Royal
by a series of 28 highly-

f.r.h.s.,
"; &c.

Victoria:

Illustrated

finished Etchings.
It is believed that for the multitudes of men and women who regard the Queen with a sentiment that may be spoken
of as that of personal regard and aflFection. no more fitting memorial can be provided than a complete and worthy Life of
our Sovereign Lady a " Life " such as that which is here announced. The narrative presents a biographical rather than

—

a historical record: a record, faithful, interesting, and well
Lady rather than as Sovereign Ruler.

The Illustrations

illustrated, of the

Royal Family and of the Queen as Sovereign

consist of a series of twenty-eight highly- finished etchings, including portraits of

the late Prince Consort, and

all

the

members

of their Family

;

also scenes

and events

In

Her Majesty,

which the Queen has personally

taken part.

The

Life of our

Lord and Saviour

Jesus Christ,
By Rev. John FLEETWOon, D.D. With Copious
the Lives of the Apostles and Evangelists.
and Explanatory Notes, selected from the Works of the most eminent modern writers on
Testament History. Illustrated by Two Hundred and Fifty Engravings printed in the Text, and
Thirty-three highly finished Engravings on steel.
A handsome royal 4to volume, gilt edges, 40s.

And

Illustrative

New

The attractiveness and value of this edition of the Life of our Saviour is greatly enhanced by the addition of a large
number of illustrative and supplementary notes from the works of recent writers, among whom may be named Archbishop
Trench. Dean Alford, Dean Stanley, Webster and Wilkinson, Vinet, Neander, Lange, Bengel, Angus, Stier,
Westcott, James Hamilton, Fairbairn, Dr. William Smith, &c.

To be completed

The

in 15 parts, folio (size

Practical

16%

x

uX inches),

price 5^. each.

Decorator and Ornamentist.

Containing one hundred
For the use of Architects, Painters, Decorators, and Designers.
With Descriptive Notices, and an Introductory Essay on Artistic and
Plates in colours and gold.
f.r.i.b.a.,
and
Maurice Ashdown
ll.d.,
Ashdown
Audsley,
By George
Practical Decoration.

AUDSLEY,

Architect.

The

highly practical and useful character of this important
decorative art, to whom it is more immediately addressed.

Work

will at

once

commena

it

to those mterested in

be found useful to the Modeller, the Plasterer, the Stone Carver, the Wood Carver, the Fret Cutter, the Inlayer,
the Cabinetmaker, the Potter, the Engraver, the Lithographer, the House Painter, the Architect, the Interior Decorator,
and, indeed, to every workman who has anything to do with ornament and design. To the student in drawing and ornamental design it presents a wide field of suggestive study.
It will

Fourth Edition.

A

Manual

Large 8vo (1000 pp.), cloth,

16s., or

half-morocco, 20s.

of Rules, Tables, and

Data

By Daniel Kinnear
For Mechanical Engineers, based on the most recent investigations.
Clark, author of " Railway Machinery ", &c. &c. Illustrated with numerous Diagrams.
This book comprises the leading rules and data, with numerous tables, of constant use in calculations and estimates
relating to Practical Mechanics:— presented in a reliable, clear, and handy form, with an extent of range and completeness
of detail that has not been attempted hitherto. This iihe fourth) edition has been carefully revised, and in iu preparation
advantage has been taken of many suggestions made by those using the former editions.

"Mr. Clark writes rvitk ^tat cUamtss, and he has a Rrtat fr.uer of condensing and summarising /acts, and
he has thus been enabled to embody in his volume a collection 0/ data relating to mechanical engineering, such as has
Wt regard the book as on* which no mechtsstical tnginur in regular
certainly nerer be/ore been brought together.
practice can afford to be without."

— Engineering

Blackie
To

be completed

&

Son's Publications.

in 21 parts, super-royal 8vo, Zs. each; or in

NEW

The

6 volumes, cloth

extra, gs. dd. each.

ISSUE.

Imperial Bible-Dictionary,

Historical, Biographical, Geographical, and Doctrinal.
Edited by Rev. Patrick
Fairbairn, D.D., author of "Typology of Scripture"; &c. With Introductions by the Right Rev.
Illustrated by about
J. C. Ryle, D.D., Lord Bishop of Liverpool, and Rev. C. H. Waller, m.a.
seven hundred Engravings.

C

This Edition will be augmented by an interesting discussion on the subject of Inspiration, by the Rev.
H.
Principal of the London College of Divinity.
To this is prefixed a luminous introduction on the same subject
by the Right Rev. John Charles Rvle, Lord Bishop of Liverpool.
The Work takes up in alphabetical order all the subjects which enter into the contents of the Bible, while the several
books of which the Bible is composed in every case receive careful and attentive consideration. In the treatment of the
different topics, full adv.^nUge is taken of the materials which modern criticism and research have accumulated.
The Pictorial Illustrations include represenutions of the plants and animals mentioned in Scripture, notable scenes and
places, manners of social life, and the manifold productions of human skill.
In addition to these illustrations, a Series of
Views engraved on steel in the most finished manner, accompany the work.

Waller,

New

Issue, to be

completed in 6 half-volumes, imperial 8vo, cloth

The Whole Works

of

extra, gs. dd. each.

John Bunyan,

Accurately reprinted from the Author's own editions.
Collated and edited, with an introduction to
each treatise, numerous illustrative and explanatory notes, and a memoir of Bunyan, by Geurge Offor.
Illustrated

by engravings on

and on wood.

steel

Among

the Illustrative Engra\*ings will be found the Portrait of Bunyan after Sadler; and a careful copy of the interesting Portrait by R. White, now in the British Museum; Views of Bedford, and Prison on Bedford Bridge; of Bunyan's
Cottage, the Market-house and Church, Elstow; and of Bunyan's Tomb in Bunhill Fields. Also, a Series of beautiful
Illustrations of The Pilgrim from Stothard's elegant designs; with Facsimiles of Bunyan's Writing, and of the earliest

wood-cut

illustrations to The Pilgrim, and to the Life of Badman.
All the excellencies of this much admired and highly valued edition of Bunyan's Whole Works (of which over twenty
thousand copies have been sold) are retained, the work being simply reprinted with occasional improvements in typography.

Eleven

vols.,

post 8vo, cloth, red edges,

Commentary on
Explanator)' and

With

fid.

3^.

each; or in handsome case, C^.

New

the

Ir.

Testament,

and Sunday-schools.
By Albert
Barnes. Edited by the Rev. Robert Frew. d.d. With numerous additional Notes, and an extensive series of beautiful Engravings and Maps, not in any other edition.
Practical,

Questions

for

Bible-classes

Shortly before his decease the Author completed a revision of his Notes on the New Testament, to the end of the Acts
of the Apostles, the only section of the New Testament respecting the exposition and illustration of which modern research
had accumulated new and important materials.
In

making

this

new

issue the

first

and they arc now presented
complete and perfect of any published

additions,

three volumes have been re-set so as to

time to readers
Great Britain.

for the first
in

In royal 410, cloth,

embody

in this country.

gilt

the author's latest corrections

This issue

will

and

consequently be the most

edges, 30J.

Family Worship:
A

Series of Devotional Services for every

purposes of Domestic Worship

;

Morning and Evening throughout the Year, adapted

to the

Prayers for Particular Occasions, and Prayers suitable for Children, &c.

By above Two Hundred Evangelical
steel.
New and Improved Edition.

Ministers.

Illustrated

by Twenty-six

fine

Engravings on

The work

comprises 732 Services, adapted to be used in the family, being a service for every Mornin^ and Evening
throughout the year, with Special Services for the Morning and Evening of New-year's Day. Each Service is composed
of Praise, Prayer, and Scriptural Exposition.
Thus it points out a suitable psalm or hymn to be sung; next it refers

a portion of Scripture to be read from the Bible
whole closes with a plain and earnest Prayer.

to

itself,

and adds some

brief explanatory

and

practical

remarks

;
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